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INTRODUCTION

The United Nations Conference on New Sources
of Energy was held in Rome from 21 to 31 August
1961. A brief review of the proceedings, of the papers
submitted to the Conference and of the related
discussions, has been printed in New Sources of
Energy and Energy Development: report 01t the
United Nations Conference on New Sources of Energy»
The same volume also contains the agenda and the
lists of participants and conference officers, as well
as lists of all the papers and reports.

The Proceedings of the Conference comprise seven
volumes as follows:

Volume 1. General sessions.
Volume 2. Geothermal. energy: I.
Volume 3. Geothermal energy: n.
Volume 4. Solar energy: I.
Volume 5. Solar energy: ll.
Volume 6. Solar energy: Ill.
Volume 7. Wind power.
The present volume, "Geothermal energy: II",

contains the papers and reports relating to the
following two agenda items:

II.A.2. Harnessing of geothermal energy and
geothermal electricity production:

(a) Methods and equipment for harnessing geo
thermal energy;

(b) Utilization of geothermal energy for power
generation.

n.A.3. Utilization of geothermal energy for heating

1 United Nations publication, Sales No. : 62.1.21.

purposes and combined schemes involving power
generation, heating and/or by-products.

(a) Utilization for heating purposes;
(b) Combined schemes and by-products.
The rapporteurs' general reports and their summa

tions of the proceedings in connexion with each
agenda item are given in full in both English and
French, as are those individual papers that were
submitted to the Conference in both languages.
With a few exceptions, all the papers are summarized
in both English and French.

Within each agenda item, the papers are printed
in the alphabetical order of the authors' names.
References supplied by the authors are listed after
the text. As a rule, they are numbered consecutively
throughout each paper and are indicated by Arabic
figures in parentheses.

The reports and papers are printed in the form
in which they were presented to the Conference,
and the affiliations of the participants are those
in effect at the time. Corrections to the papers
have been incorporated; some of the figures have
been rearranged; and minor editorial changes' have
been made.

The views and opinions expressed are those of
the individual authors and do not imply the expres
sion of any opinion on the part of the Secretariat
of the United Nations.

The symbols appearing after the titles of the papers
and reports and in reference to them in the text,
correspond to the symbols under which they were
presented at the Conference. They have been abbre
viated by the elimination of the prefix "E/CONF.35j",
which should be included in all full references.

INTRODUCTION

La Conference des Nations Unies sur les sources
nouvelles d'energie s'est tenue a Rome du 21 au
31 aofrt 1961. Le document intitule Sources nouvelles
d' energie et production d' energie: rapport sur les
trauaux de la Conference des Nations Unies sur les
sources nouvelles d' energiel donne un apercu des
travaux des memoires soumis a la Conference et
des debats dont ceux-ci ont fait l'objet. 11 contient
en outre l'ordre du jour, la liste des membres du
Bureau et des autres personnes ayant pris part a la

1 Publication des Nations Unies, numero de vente : 62.1.21.
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Conference, ainsi qu'une liste de tous les memoires
et rapports presentes.

Les Actes officiels de la Conference comprennent
les sept volumes suivants :

Volume 1. Sessions generales.
Volume 2. Energie geothermique : I.
Volume 3. Energie geothermique : II.
Volume 4. Energie solaire : I.
Volume 5. Energie solaire : Il.
Volume 6. Energie solaire : Ill.
Volume 7. Energie eolienne.



Le present volume, « Energie geothermique : II»,
groupe les memoires et rapports ayant trait aux
points suivants de l'ordre du jour :

ILA.2. Exploitation de I'energie geothermique et
production d' electricite au moyen de l'energie geo
thermique :

a) Precedes d'exploitation de l'energie geother
mique; materiel necessaire ;

b) Utilisation de l'energie geothermique pour la
production d'electricite.

II.A.3. Utilisation de l'energie geothermique pour
le chauffage; systemes combines pour la production
delectricite et le chauffage avec, eventuellement,
extraction de sous-produits :

a) Chauffage;
b) Systernes combines et sous-produits.

Les rapports generaux des rapporteurs et le resume
des debats sur chaque point de 1'ordre du jour
qui a ete etabli par le rapporteur interesse sont donnes
integralement, en anglais et en francais, ainsi que
les mernoires qui ont ete soumis a la Conference
dans les deux langues. Sauf quelques exceptions,
ils sont tous resumes en anglais et en francais.

Pour ch<l;que point ,de 1'ordre du jour, les memoires
s~nt classes daps I ordre, ~lphabetique des noms
d auteurs. La ,hste ~es references fournies par les
auteurs figure a la suite du texte. D'une Iacon gene
rale, dIes, so~t numerot~es .consecutivement pour
chaque memoire, et sont mdIquees par des chiffres
arabes entre parentheses.

En regle generale, les rapports et mernoires sont
publics sous la forme dans laquelle ils ont ete
presentes a la Con.f~rence, et les fonctions indiquees
pour chaque participant sont celles qu'iJ occupait
a cette epoque. Toutefois, les corrections necessaires
ont ete apportees et certaines figures ont ete rema
niees ; des modifications de redaction mineures ont
de merne ete faites.

Les vues exprirnees n'engagent que leur auteur
et n'impliquent aucune prise de position de la part
du Secretariat de 1'Organisation des Nations Unies.

Les cotes indiquees apres les titres des memoires
et des rapports, ainsi que dans les ren .. ois qui y
sont faits dans le texte, correspondent aux cotes
utilisees pour la Conference. On les a cependant
abregees en eliminant « EjCONF.35 », qui doit etre
maintenu dans les cas ou la reference complete est
donnee,

iv
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EXPLANATORY NOTE

The following symbols have been used in this volume:
A full stop (.) is used to indicate decimals; spaces are inserted to dis

tinguish thousands and millions.
In most cases abbreviations used by the authors have been retained.
For conversion factors to be used in obtaining metric equivalents of

British units, or British equivalents of metric units, see World Weights and
Measures, prepared by the Statistical Office of the United Nations in collabora
tion with the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
(Statistical Papers: Series M, No. 21; United Nations publication, Sales
No.: 1955.XVII.2).

NOTE EXPLICATIVE

Les signes suivants ont ete employes dans ce volume :
La virgule (,) indique les decimales: les espaces entre les chiffres dis

tinguent les milliers et les millions.
Dans la plupart des cas, les abreviations utilisees par les auteurs ont

ete retenues.
Pour la conversion des mesures metriques en mesures anglaises et pour

I'operation inverse, consulter la brochure World Weights and Measures, que
le Bureau de statistique des Nations Unies a etabli avec le conco,:rs de
l'Organisation des Nations Unies pour l'alimentation et l'agriculture (Etudes
statistiques : serie M, nv 21; publication de l'ONU, numero de vente: 1955.
XVII.2).
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GENERAL REPORT - RAPPORT GENERAL

HARNESSING OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
AND GEOTHERMAL ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION

John H. Smith *

GRj4 (G)

Twenty-eight papers have been presented within
the scope of this section. Nine of them relate to
Italy, particularly the Larderello area, and develop
ments made in that country, thirteen to Wairakei
in New Zealand, three to The Geysers in California,
D.S.A., and two to Iceland. The remaining paper,
from Japan, deals with specific topics in a general
way, as also do some of the others in part. The
papers describe the achievements made, and also
many of the experiences and problems encountered
and the means for their solution.

In writing this general report, an attempt has been
made to use non-technical language, but in some
instances it has been thought desirable to explain
important details for the benefit of non-technical
readers. Matters requiring a detailed technical know
ledge have been omitted, but without thereby
losing a general appreciation of the particular topic,
and those readers desiring more detailed information
are referred to the individual papers.

It would be helpful to keep in mind that, at Larde
rello and at The Geysers, superheated steam is
produced from the wells, but at Wairakei and in
Iceland a mixture of steam and boiling water is
produced. (Hot water only is produced from some
wells in Iceland and used for heating purposes,
but is not specifically dealt with in this report.)
Also, at Larderello the gas content of the steam
is comparatively high, and this has a significant
effect on the plant required for utilization, a factor
of far less consequence at The Geysers and at
Wairakei.

Monetary conversions are based on the following,
which are considered to be sufficiently accurate
for comparative purposes:

£1 New Zealand = £1 sterling
= 1 700 Italian lire
= 2.76 D.S. dollars

Methods and equipment for harnessing
geothermal energy

SELECTION OF NUMBER OF WELLS

It is not possible to decide positively in advance
just how many wells are required to provide a
certain quantity of power. The output from wells

* Geothermal Engineer, Ministry of Works, Wellington, New
Zealand.
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may vary considerably, as indicated by the well
outputsshown in papers G/9, G/19 and G/51 (Iceland,
Wairakei and The Geysers, respectively). It is also
governed by the operating pressure adopted. After
a few wells have been drilled and their output
characteristics studied, the average power potential
per well will give an indication of the number
required. Nevertheless, in a new area the safest
procedure is to drill all of the wells proposed for a
power station and to ascertain the power available
with all the wells in simultaneous operation.

Other matters to take into consideration are the
pressure drop in pipelines, which will necessitate
running wells at a higher pressure than the turbine
inlet pressure, the decay in well output with time,
whether due to local exhaustion of the supply,
over-exploitation or chemical incrustation in the
formation, interaction between wells, deposition of
chemicals in the wells causing a progressive decay
in output, and withdrawal of wells for maintenance
purposes. A further factor is whether continuity
of maximum power production is vital, or whether
a reduced output would be acceptable while main
tenance on wells is being carried out on new wells
drilled to replace those no longer sufficiently pro
ductive. Each steam field will have its own character
istics, and only by a knowledge of these will it be
possible to determine its power potential. A fuller
appreciation of the problem will be gained from
what is reported hereunder.

As an indication, paper G/9 mentions that it is
likely that the total nominal flowof steam that must be
available for the proposed 15-megawatt (net) power
station in Iceland will have to be 2 to 2.5 times
the steam consumption of the station, requiring
seven or eight production wells in all. Paper GI62
suggests that a power plant might be planned for
two-thirds, or even less, than the total output of the
wells drilled. Experience at Wairakei indicates that
about 20 per cent more wells than the number
estimated as necessary to supply the station require
to be drilled, but data concerning the effects of
exploitation are as yet incomplete, and it is expected
that more wells will have to be drilled in the future
to replace those that become less productive.

WELL SITING .

In selecting a well site, some flexibility in location
is usually possible, as it is unlikely that conditions
at depth are so well known that an exact location
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has to be adhered to, and this may in fact be quite
impracticable. If, for instance, a well is to be drilled
into a fault zone, location at any point on a line
parallel to the strike of the fault and not too far
from the location first chosen should be equally

.good for production. Engineering considerations
will then dictate in some measure the location of
wells. If on the other hand the geological and other
evidence available dictates drilling at a definite
location, then other considerations take a secondary
place, and planning proceeds accordingly.

In a field under exploitation, it is wise to prepare
a plan, even if tentative, showing possible future
well sites, roads, pipe routes, drainage channels, etc.,
and to define the tolerance in level of each proposed
well site. Such a scheme will lead to economy of de
velopment in restricted areas, such as in a narrow
valley or in undulating or hilly country, particularly
where wells are not widely spaced. Changes in the
proposals may, of course, be necessary as drilling
proceeds and productivity and characteristics of
wells are progressively obtained.

At each well site a flat area is required to acco
modate the drilling equipment, and the site should
be adequately drained. On steep hillsides, a site exca
vated at two levels, with the mud pumps and tanks
on the lower level, may be found convenient. A
concrete wellhead cellar should be provided, the
dimensions of which will depend on the size of the
blowout preventer and other wellhead equipment
in use while drilling and on the height of the drilling
floor. To reduce the depth of the cellar, a super
structure to elevate a portable drilling rig may be
advantageous. Proper consideration should be given
to the design of the wellhead cellar which, with
some types of drilling rig, may have heavy loads
imposed on it due to the weight of the equipment
and to the stresses transmitted during drilling.
Such is the case at Wairakei and at The Geysers,
where aprons extend from the cellar to distribute
the weight. In unconsolidated ground, these aprons
would also support the cellar, should caving of
the hole occur before the surface casing is installed.

Adequate drainage is required to cope with the large
quantities of fluids associated with drilling and with
the hot water discharged from wells when blowing
to atmosphere (where such is produced). At Wairakei,
drainage from the floor of the wellhead cellar
is provided by means of an open channel which
also serves as a safety exit. A stairway at the opposite
side of the cellar serves for normal access and exit.
Ready means of egress from deep cellars are consid
ered desirable, should escape of gas or steam occur
in the cellar or hot water fall from above. At The
Geysers, access on only one end has so far been
provided, the cellar being three-sided with one open
end.

At two well sites in Iceland, it was necessary
to set 4-inch steel pipes down to rock at 8-12 metres
(26-39 ft) depth to act as piles to support a reinforced
concrete platform two feet thick on which to place
the drilling equipment, since the ground overlying

the rock was water-saturated clay and soil. Care
has also to be taken where the ground is frozen,
as thawing by heat from the well may endanger
foundations and cause equipment to settle unevenly
(paper G/36).

CONSOLIDATION GROUTING (Paper G/14)

At Wairakei, the ground around the cellar is
consolidated by grouting with cement grout to a
radius of 30 feet from the wellhead and to depths
ranging from 100 feet or more near the cellar to
50 feet at maximum radius. Besides stabilizing
the ground to support heavy loads, this serves the
important function of making the ground relatively
impervious, thus excluding inflow steam or hot water
which might migrate upwards and erupt at the surface
or soften the soil and so endanger the wellhead,
cellar, and. surface equipment. The value of consol
idation grouting has been demonstrated at Wairakei,
where hot fluid escaped from a well during drilling
but erupted some distance away. There was sufficient
time to remove all of the drilling equipment with
safety before the eruption assumed larger proportions
and gradually broke away the consolidated ground.

The necessity for consolidation grouting should be
given careful consideration. In an unknown area,
it is thought desirable that the nature of the surface
layers be determined before any wells are drilled.
A few cored holes put down to shallow depth and
the permeability determined by injecting water
would yield valuable information.

\VELL SPACING

The most suitable spacing for wells depends on
so many factors that it is not possible to determine
an optimum spacing in advance of drilling a number
of wells in a new field. Geological information
progressively obtained as wells are drilled, the tem
peratures and pressures encountered, the quantity
and continuity of the discharge, and the effect on
neighbouring wells are all of significance. At one
locality, a suitable well spacing may be quite different
from that at another locality in the same field.
Also to be considered is the degree of exploitation
envisaged - whether a small amount of power
for a long period or more power for a shorter period,
or whether the output is to be increased by drilling
more wells as the demand for power increases.

Interaction between wells is likely to occur between
wells spaced closely together, but this depends on
the capacity of the source and of the underground
channels and fissures feeding the wells. Interaction
should be determined by observing the output
characteristics of neighbouring wells when a new
well is discharged, or a series of observations could
be made with selected wells closed.

Paper G/9 reports that interaction has been
observed between three wells in Iceland spaced on
a straight line with intervening distances of about
220 metres and 380 meters (700 feet and 1 250 feet
approximately).
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At Wairakei, there has been little evidence of
interaction between wells, even those less than
100 feet apart. In one instance, tests showed that
two wells 90 feet apart did interact (one becoming
drier) and that two 10 apart feet interacted markedly.
These were drilled into formations only moderately
permeable. On the other hand, two wells which are
60 feet apart and drilled into a highly fissured
formation do not interact - both yield high outputs.
In a recent instance, drilling mud from a well being
drilled appeared in the discharge from a neighbouring
well about 200 feet distant, but with both wells
discharging there appears to be no decrease of output.

DRILLING: GENERAL

As in oil-well practice, drilling for geothermal
steam is a specialized undertaking demanding prop
erly trained operators and the exercise of technical
supervision at various stages in the completion
of a well. Many problems are generally similar to
those encountered in drilling oil wells, but are very
much enhanced by the occurrence of high temperature
at comparatively shallow depth. Dealing with steam
and hot water introduces special problems, and as
drilling personnel may not be familiar with the
properties of steam, it is desirable that technical
guidance be available.

Conventional rotary drilling rigs are quite suitable
for drilling for geothermal steam, and have been
used in all the localities mentioned in the papers
- Italy, Iceland, The Geysers, and New Zealand.
The ancillary equipment required is also of standard
design,but special consideration must be given
to such matters as the formulation and cooling
of drilling mud, cooling the well while drilling,
resistance to heat of materials like rubber, cementing
of casing, and completion techniques, These are
referred to below.

DRILLING EQUIPMENT

The required capacity of a drilling rig depends
on the depth and size of the hole it is intended to

drill, and rigs are available from several manufac
turers to meet various requirements. It is presumed
that the depth and size of hole will have been
determined from investigations made during the
preliminary prospection of a geothermal steam field,
and that consideration will have been given to the
number of wells required. If exploitation is proposed
on a large scale, the purchase of heavy equipment
is warranted (and is necessary in any case for deep
drilling), but if only small production of power
is envisaged, the use of lighter rigs to drill a larger
number of small wells might be considered if the
depth is not excessive. Steam produced from shallow
depths may be of lower pressure than that from
greater depths, and therefore used less efficiently
in a turbine, but nevertheless the total capital
investment might be considerably less. If wells are'
drilled by contract, the situation may be less critical,
but the cost of transporting heavy drilling equipment
onto site may considerably inflate the drilling costs
of a few wells. Reasonable availability of a rig for
maintenance of wells is also important, and may
necessitate one rig being permanently on site.
Standing charges should then be taken into account.
Only a consideration of local conditions and the
purpose of the exploration would settle this question.

The evolution of drilling at Wairakei is described
in paper Gj49, where it is shown that small rigs of
750 ft and 1500 ft nominal depth capacity have
satisfactorily drilled 4-inch and 6-inch diameter wells.
They were used for initial exploration drilling,
and later the larger ones were used for a few produc
tion wells. Most of these wells, unless too remote,
are now supplying steam to the power station.
However, as the aim at Wairakei was to produce
as much power as possible, and as the advantage
of deeper drilling (2000-3000 feet) had been de
monstrated, all subsequent production wells have
been 8-inch diameter drilled with rigs of 3000 ft
nominal depth capacity.

As an indication of the necessary rig capacity,
the following are quoted as examples of the larger
wells in geothermal areas :

Locality Dia. of hole Total depth. Paper No,

Iceland (steam areas) . 8i in, 1 500 m (4920 It) G{36

Iceland (hot water areas) 8i in, 2200 m (7 216 ft) G{36

The Geysers (D.S,A,) , 121 in. 1 000 ft G{51

Wairakei (NL) 7i in. 3000 ft G{49

Agnano No, 1 (Italy) , 8! in. 1 841 m (6 039 It) G{66

The diameter of hole indicated is that drilled
into the producing formation below .the produ~tion
casing. Larger holes have to be dnlled at higher
levels to enable concentric strings of casing to be
installed as drilling proceeds.

The selection of drilling equipment is largely a
matter of personal choice. A description of that
used at Wairakei is given in papers Gj14 and Gj49,

while paper Gj36 describes that used in Iceland.
Ready portability will in most cases be a major
consideration, and truck or trailer mounting of the
mast and draw-works (and perhaps some ancillary
equipment) may then be desirable. Paper Gj22, a.lso
describes drilling equipment and aspects of drilling
practice, but it appears not to relate to use in ~ctual
cases of drilling, being more of a general guide to
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the selection of equipment and techniques for the
conditions envisaged.

Blowout preventers would normally be fitted
to the wellhead to prevent the well from blowing
if it comes under pressure while drilling. They
enable the well to be closed rapidly by packing
around drilling tools in the hole (such as drill pipe
or drill collars), or can provide a complete shut-off
when no tools are in the hole. A double system is
usually installed, to provide for all eventualities.
In addition to the papers mentioned above, a descrip
tion of blowout preventers in use is given in papers
GJ43 and GJ51. To enable drilling to continue in a
hole under pressure, a rotating packer can be pro
vided. Paper GJ70 refers to such a one equipped
with special Viton seal fittings which can withstand
working temperatures of 170°C, and even up to
316°C for limited periods.

Packer elements, wherever used, should be made
of heat-resisting material if they are to be exposed
to high temperature for any length of time. The
usual rubber materials deteriorate quickly under
high temperature.

DRILLING FLUID

In geothermal drilling, the functions of drilling
fluid (commonly called mud) are essentially similar
to those required for drilling oil wells. Among its
chief functions are to cool and lubricate the bit
and drill stem, to remove cuttings from the hole,
to prevent the walls of the hole from caving by
virtue of the hydrostatic pressure it experts against
unconsolidated formations, to deposit an impermeable
wall cake, and to overcome formation pressure
and prevent inflow of formation fluids. In addition,
a most important function in geothermal drilling
is its continuous cooling effect on the country
traversed by the hole, thus preventing ingress or
formation of steam. In use, the mud is drawn from
open tanks and pumped down the drill pipe, returning
to the surface laden with drill cuttings, through
the annular space outside the drill pipe. The cuttings
are removed on vibrating screens and the mud is
recirculated after it has been cooled.

There is little doubt that, if it can be effectively
used, plain water is the best drilling fluid. Many
attempts have been made at Wairakei to use water,
but with only partial success, owing to the permea
bility of the formations drilled through. If excessive
loss of water to the formation occurs, cuttings
from the drilling bit are not carried to the surface,
and there is a grave risk of the drill string becoming
jammed in the hole. Under favourable circumstances,
water is used at Wairakei, particularly after the
production easing is installed.

The formulation of a drilling mud requires a
specialized technical knowledge, and the ingredients
used must be compatible with any adulterants it
encounters during its passage through the hole
being drilled. To restore its properties after adultera-

tion, frequent testing is required and chemicals
must be added as found necessary. High temperature
also has a profound effect on mud properties.

A commonly used mud is a suspension of bentonite
in water or oil emulsion, with other additives to
impart the desired properties. Bentonite in an oil
emulsion (with other additions) is used at Wairakei
as described in paper GJ21. Paper GJ36 mentions
the use of bentonite in water for drilling in Iceland,
although attention is drawn to the satisfactory use
of cold water in most cases.

In paper GJ51, a warning is given against the use
of drilling mud where steam-bearing formations
are drilled into, such as at The Geysers (as opposed
to formations containing only hot water), owing to
the danger of residual mud drying out after drilling
ceases and blocking permeable zones which might
otherwise feed steam to the well. Even in the hot
water bearing formations at Wairakei, there is
some evidence to indicate that similar conditions
may occur. At The Geysers, it is proposed to use
water for the most part in future drilling, mud
sparingly, and to attempt to drill allowing the cut
tings to be carried out by the steam once steam is
encountered at desired depths.

An interesting account is given in paper GJ66
of some aspects of the drilling of the Agnano
No. 1 well, 1 841 metres deep (6039 feet), in the area
of the Campi Flegrei, Naples Province, where a
bottom hole temperature of 325°C was recorded.
The main difficulties encountered in drilling were
due to the behaviour of the drilling mud at the
elevated temperatures, resulting in an increase
in viscosity, deposition of a thick cake, and ultimate
solidification of the fluid by baking. Field experience
and laboratory experiments demonstrated the desira
bility of using a mud based on bentonite and water,
and, after careful study of all the effects brought
about by high temperature, correction of the mud
by the addition of various chemicals achieved the
desired result. The quantity of additives was
varied according to the nature of the rocks penetrated,
the quantity of solids transported by the mud, and
the type and amount of soluble salts in the formation
waters.

A large amount of heat is extracted in the drilling
mud, and it is frequently necessary to cool the mud
before it is recirculated down the hole. This may be
effected by passing the mud through a cooling tower
such as used at Agnano, at Wairakei and at The
Geysers. At The Geysers, cooling water coils in the
mud tanks were also used, and were generally found
sufficient by adjusting drilling speed to suit the
cooling effect obtained. In Iceland, drilling is stopped
if the temperature rises above 85-90°C and cold
water is added to the mud, which is circulated in
the hole until it is cooled down to 60°C, or less if
possible. At Wairakei, the temperature of the return
mud does not usually exceed 55-65°C, and the cooling
tower effects a reduction of about 20°C. Should
the mud become too hot, drilling is stopped and
circulation continued until the hole is cooled.
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One of the problems frequently encountered is
loss of drilling fluid (circulation loss) to the formation
at permeable horizons. Such horizons, if at depths
where temperatures are high, are likely to be suitable
for production. If, however, it is necessary to drill
deeper, circulation loss can be very troublesome,
and various expedients are resorted to, such as
adjusting mud properties by lowering the density
and increasing its viscosity and gel strength, incor
porating flake or fibrous sealing agents in the mud,
or gently squeezing into the zone of loss some mate
rial introduced down the drill pipe which will set up
to form a strong plastic or solid body filling the pores
or crevices. Among the latter are a diesel oil/bentonite
mixture and cement slurry, both of which have been
successfully used at Wairakei. In extreme cases,
it may be necessary to run a string of casing a short
distance beyond the thief horizon and cement it
in before drilling deeper.

The functions of drilling fluid are most important,
and can be very critical in the successful drilling
of a well. Some of the more technical considerations
are presented in papers G/21, G/22 and G/66. It is
important to ensure that the mud-circulating pump
is of adequate capacity, and a stand by pump is
virtually essential.

\VATER SUPPLY FOR DRILLING

An adequate supply of cold water is required
when drilling for geothermal steam, whether for
use as an alternative to drilling mud, for mixing
mud or for mixing with cement. If a severe circulation
loss occurs during drilling, the mixed mud available
could become quickly exhausted and a supply of water
is essential to put directly into the hole for the mixing
of more mud. Water may also be required for cooling
a well prior to maintenance operations, or for dealing
with a well that is out of control.

In Iceland, two centrifugal pumps are provided
for water supply, the capacity of each being
25 litres/sec (330 imp. galsjmin) (paper G/36). Presu
mably, water is pumped directly from natural water
sources to well sites.

At Wairakei, a natural water supply is remote
from the steam field, so the area has been reticulated
from a pumphouse alongside a stream, with storage
reservoirs installed at suitable locations in the steam
field. A flow of up to 1 000 imp. gals/min is available
at well sites for half an hour, and 400 imp. gals/rnin
continuously.

DRILLING WITH AIR

As an alternative to drilling mud, compressed
air is used in some oil well drilling operations to
remove cuttings from the hole. It finds application
where holes are dry or fairly dry. This technique has
been applied in the drilling of small-diameter explora
tion boreholes in the geothermal areas of Tuscany,
and has been shown to possess considerable eco
nomic advantages by reducing wear on drilling bits
and increasing drilling speed. Holes can be rapidly

drilled to ascertain the zones of maximum permea
bility along faults and to provide all the necessary
data for the systematic exploitation of the field
later on. Paper G/70 describes the advantages achieved
and the techniques and equipment used in practising
this system in the Tuscan fields. These are outlined
below.

Best results were achieved in drilling in completely
dry, hard formations, drilling speed being increased
about six times (as compared with using drilling mud)
and bit life being 2.3 to 4.6 times as long. Infiltration
of small amounts of water can be dealt with by
admitting with the air a finely ground stearate
which prevents the cuttings from agglomerating
into a paste. With infiltration of larger amounts
of water (several cubic metres per hour), recourse must
be had to foaming agents which maintain the lifting
system at a normal level. If the inflow of water
is still higher, then air drilling becomes uneconomical
and it is necessary to fall back on conventional
mud drilling, or to use. aerated mud.

Other techniques successfully used include injecting
water down the drill pipe to lift cuttings from the
bottom and to mix at a higher level with geothermal
fluid containing a high proportion of gas, this fluid
flowing into the hole from the formation at the higher
level; also, a mixture of compressed air and geo
thermal steam produced in the hole.

A rotary rig equipped for air drilling is similar
in almost all respects to a rig for drilling with mud.
The major changes are the use of air compressors
instead of mud pumps and of a rotating seal at the
wellhead. The cost of converting a normal type
of rig would amount to about 40 million lire (£23 500).
On the other hand the saving in cost of drilling
one exploration borehole to 1 000 metres (3 280 feet)
is estimated at 10 million lire (£5900), so that the
saving effected in drilling only four boreholes would
repay the outlay on the additional equipment.

BLOWOUTS

Blowouts can be of two types, firstly where a well
discharges inadvertently during drilling, and secondly
where the hot fluid breaks out of the well below
the surface, enters the formation and travels through
permeable channels to the surface where it emerg~s

with eruptive force. Both types are referred to III

papers G/43 and G/51, where descriptions of actual
occurrences are given.

Inadvertent discharge during drilling demands
the adoption of blowout preventer equipment on
the wellhead, the provision of adequate pumps
and water supply, and the application of sound
drilling techniques.

Blowouts through the formation may occur during
or after drilling. They are caused by hot fluid entering
a well at depth at high temperature and pressure,
and passing up the well to an intersecting natural
flow channel where the pressure is lower and by
which it leaves the well and may reach the surface,
if the channel extends that far. Even if the natural
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channel fails to reach the surface, the increase of
pressure below the surface formation may be sufficient
to lift the overlying ground. Such natural channels
may be fault zones, fissures, porous unconsolidated
formations, or channels formed by previous natural
thermal activity. Escape from the well would
usually be below the bottom of the cemented casing,
but if the cementing has been inferior, a ready path
for upward migrating fluids exists in the annulus
outside the casing. Likewise, a break in the casing
would provide a point of entry into the formation.

Paper Gj51 gives a report of a blowout at The
Geysers caused by steam ascending the hole and
erupting through an old fumarole. An attempt to
plug it with cement had no permanent effect, and
it is now believed that possibly 200 tons of limestone
could be deposited in the area through which the
steam is passing at 200 feet depth. This would be
done by cementing a pipe into a hole drilled to 200 feet
and injecting down it a saturated solution of limestone
in carbonated water. As soon as the water heated,
carbon dioxide would be driven off and limestone
deposited. A small pilot-plant operation of the process
is envisaged to ascertain its practicability.

Paper Gj43 gives an account of two blowouts
which occurred at Wairakei during drilling. Both
wells were being drilled for investigation purposes
and were abandoned. No attempt has been made
to bring them under complete control, as their
remoteness causes no immediate concern, but the
activity has quietened down considerably since
their first occurrence. In both cases, the fundamental
cause of the blowouts was the entry of hot fluid
at depth which found an exit from the well at a
higher level. In one case, absence of cement in the
annulus outside the casing provided a channel to
the surface, and in the other case, escape occurred
into a naturally active area.

At Wairakei also, a blowout occurred due to hot
fluid escaping into a fault zone through a break in
the casing at 600 ft depth. This was brought under
control by drilling a deviated hole to intersect the
original well below the casing (at 1 565 ft depth)
and pumping down cement grout which blocked the
bottom of the casing.

To prevent such blowouts important considerations
are:

(a) Choice of a suitable casing programme;
(b) Ensuring that the annulus around cement

casing is in fact filled with cement;
(c) Keeping the well cool while drilling to prevent

excessive pressure developing, at least until the last
string of cemented casing is installed.

CmnROLLED DIRECTIONAL DRILLING

A~ far as is known, the only intentionally deviated
well in a geothermal steam field is the one drilled
at Wairakei in November 1960. This was drilled
to intersect, at 1 565 ft depth, a well which was
out of control, the wellheads of the two wells being
200 feet apart (papers Gj14 and Gj43). Cement

grout was pumped down the deviated well and
satisfactorily blocked the bottom of the casing of
the well out of control. (Preparatory work is in
hand to completely seal the well from the top,
now that it is accessible.) Drilling of the deviated
well was supervised by a specialist from the D.S.A.
using standard equipment and downhole photogra
phic instruments capable of withstanding a tem
perature of 150°C. The hole was kept cool, as in
normal practice, and it is unlikely that this tem
perature was reached.

The success of this deviated well indicates the
practicability of adopting such practice for production
wells in locations where a vertical hole presents
problems. Surface topography, physical obstructions,
unsafe ground, or other circumstances may make it
impossible to drill a vertical hole at an otherwise
preferred site.

At Wairakei, many wells are drilled to intersect
faults at about 2 000 ft depth. The faults dip very
steeply, 5° or less from vertical, so that unless
the wellhead is located accurately, intersection of
the fault at the desired depth may not be achieved
with a vertical well, particularly as the dip of the
fault is not always accurately known. Deviated
drilling to intersect the fault at a less acute angle
would give better chance of success in such circum
stances, and consideration is being given to adopting
this practice in certain localities.

Nevertheless, the added complications of deviated
drilling should be given due weight. Special equipment
is required, drilling takes longer, there is more risk
of a broken drill string in the hole, and a specialised
drilling technique is required.

CASING PROGRAMMES

The choice of a casing programme depends on
several factors, including drilling-rig capacity, nature
of the formations penetrated, temperatures and
pressures encountered, and depth of hole. It is
particularly important to give due weight to the
possibility of the hole coming under pressure while
drilling. In this event, exposed formation at the
higher levels in the hole may be incompetent to
prevent escape of hot fluids into the formation,
and a blowout results. Safe practice would then be
to have already cemented-in casing to seal these
zones of loss before drilling deeper and encountering
higher pressure. Constant watchfulness and good
drilling techniques can, however, minimise suc?
happenings, particularly where underground condi
tions are known, but in new localities caution should
be exercised and it would be worthwhile to drill
a pilot hole initially to determine the characteristics
of the near surface formations. In a volcanic area
traversed by faults, such as Wairakei, underground
conditions may be dissimilar within a short lateral
distance, so that a rigid programme of casing depths
cannot be adhered to but is adjusted within limits,
as necessitated by conditions revealed during drilling.

It is important to install a string of casing on
which blowout-preventer equipment can be mounted
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before drilling on to depths at which pressures and
temperatures are unmanageable with an open well
head.

Papers G/9, G/36, GI5I, G/I6 and G/49 give
details of the casings installed in Iceland, The Geysers
and Wairakei. A detailed analysis and comparison
of the various programmes is not attempted in this
general report, as they depend so much on local
conditions. It is as well to point out, though, that
the production casing should not be too small in
diameter, as that would unnecessarily restrict the
output from a well. At Wairakei, 8i-inch diameter
is regarded as the minimum desirable, particularly
for the deeper wells with large outputs. Reasonably
good outputs have, however, been obtained from
shallower wells (but at lower pressure) with 6!-inch
casings, drilled with a light rig. In Iceland, 9!-inch
diameter is used both for steam wells and hot water
wells. At The Geysers, the production casing is
I3i-inch in some wells, but in others liners of s-inch,
6i-inch, or 8i-inch diameter have been extended to,
or nearly to, the wellhead.

CEMENTING CASING

One of the most important operations in drilling
a well is the cementing of casing. The object is to
obtain a complete sheathing of cement around
the casings to anchor them firmly to the ground
and to each other, to protect the casing against
corrosion (near the top especially), and to prevent
upward flow of thermal fluids outside the casing.
The cementing technique may vary in detail, but
the following description of the practice at Wairakei
may be of interest.

Prior to running casing and before withdrawing
the drill pipe, drilling fluid is circulated for a while
to condition the walls of the hole and to cool it as
much as possible, and similar cooling by circulation
is done frequently while running casing into the well
and after it reaches its full depth. The cement slurry
is mixed continuously and pumped down the inside
of the casing to the bottom, and it then flows up
the annular space on the outside. Sufficient slurry
is pumped in so that when the casing full of slurry
is finally displaced by pumping mud on top of it
(with a plug separating the two fluids) a return
of slurry is obtained at the surface. Owing to loss
to thief formations, a return is not always obtained,
and in any case the top level almost invariably
recedes down the annulus to an indeterminate depth.
To overcome this difficulty, slurry is then back
pumped down the annulus, immediately following
pumping down the casing, a volume at least equal
to that of the annulus between casings being pumped
if possible, but usually larger, to ensure that this
space is completely filled with cement. To avoid
breakdown of the formation, back-pumping pressures
are built up, slowing as the slurry takes up until
a refusal pressure of 50 lb/sq.in. is reached.

Ordinary portland cement without an initial set
retarder is satisfactorily used in Iceland (paper G/36).

At Wairakei, ordinary portland cement is also
used, but a retarder is added to delay initial setting
of the cement in the deeper or hot wells. Other
additives are also incorporated to impart desirable
properties to the cement slurry (paper G/I6). It is
intended to try a cement/pozzolan mixture to give
a low density slurry which would be less liable
to flow into thief formations.

For cementing the long string of 6i-inch casing
in the Agnano No. 1 well, which reached 1841 m
(6039 ft) depth, a specially prepared cement was
used which evolved only little heat during the initial
stages of setting, but rapidly hardened during the
final stage. The mechanical properties after setting,
however, were found to be considerably poorer
than that of the original cement, particularly in
chearing resistance, and barely sufficient for require
ments (paper G/66).

Under adverse conditions of temperature and
the occurrence of thief formations, the more desirable
properties of a cement slurry are retarded initial set,
low density, low water loss, and development of
adequate strength when set. A special cement to
meet these requirements is mentioned in paper G/22,
which, however, does not report it having been used
in geothermal wells.

To reduce loss of cement slurry to thief formations
the inclusion of cellophane or mica flakes may be
beneficial. This has been tried at Wairakei with
some success.

PERFORATED OR SLOTTED LINERS

In oil-well practice, it is usual to install casing
for the full length of the hole and subsequently
to perforate it at selected producing horizons by
means of bullets fired from a perforating gun lowered
down the hole or by means of special explosive
charges. Flow to the surface is through small
diameter tubing run to the producing horizon and,
by suitable arrangement of packers and other de
vices, more than one string of tubing may be installed
to permit simultaneous production from several
horizons.

In geothermal wells, the use of small-diameter
tubing as a production string would be quite unsu~t
able, owing to the high volume and velocity of dIS
charge and the very high pressure drop which would
occur. The casing itself is therefore used as the
production string. Nevertheless, where the producing
formations are such that large quantities of rock
or grit may break into the hole and cause blockages
or erosion, some means of preventing this are desi
rable. The casing could be perforated after installation
(similar to oil-well practice), but high temperature
may make the firing of explosive charges dangerous
or ineffective. Alternatively, a length of slotted or
pre-perforated casing could be run on. the bottom
of the production casing and precautions taken
(by a modified cementing technique) to ensure that
only the plain upper length of the casing is cemented.
With either of these methods, there is no convenient
way of clearing the perforations if they should
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subsequently become blocked with chemical deposits
or rock particles, and to restore production would
necessitate further gun perforating or cutting open
ings by mechanical means.

In geothermal wells, it is considered preferable
that slotted or perforated casing should be removable.
It is, therefore, somewhat smaller than the diameter
of the open hole as drilled and is run into the hole
as a liner after completion of drilling, the slots
(or perforations) having been precut. The liner may be
plain over non-productive sections of the open hole,
or if such are not well defined, the slots would extend
over the full length of the open hole. Above the
bottom of the production casing, the liner would be
plain and may extend to the wellhead where it
would be suspended, or it may be suspended by a
liner hanger near the bottom of the production
casing. If not too long, it could even rest on the
bottom of the hole, without hanging. It is desirable
that the plain length of a liner above the slotted
length be kept short so that the output from the
well when on production is not unnecessarily reduced
due to increased frictional pressure drop as compared
with a lower pressure drop in the production casing.

. Hanging from the wellhead may therefore be undesi
rable.

Installation of a liner does give the opportunity
of pulling it out should the slots become blocked.
A heavy pull may be required if rock particles or
other products from the formation are packed
around the outside, but it could be cut into shorter
lengths and each pulled successively. For ease in
pulling, liners should be flush jointed on the outside.

Slotted liners are installed in most production
wells at Wairakei (papers G/14, G/16 and G/49).
They are mostly 6i-in. diameter (in 7i-in. hole)
with 2i-in. X 3/16-in. slots per foot, undercut to
an included angle of 6° on the inside. Slotting extends
for the full length of the open hole, as this has been
found to give best results. They are generally sus
pended by a liner hanger about 40 feet above the
bottom of the production casing.

At The Geysers, perforated liners are installed
in some wells (paper G/51). Perforations vary from
i-in. to i-in. diameter. Liners are unnecessary in
Iceland, as ejection of rock and sand hardly occurs
(papers G/lJ and G/36).

One matter worthy of note is that slots should
not be too small, so that inflow of the large quantity
of geothermal fluids is not unduly restricted nor the
adverse effect of chemical deposition magnified.
Wider slots will, of course, allow larger grit particles
to pass, and a compromise between the conflicting
requirements is necessary. While slots 3/16-in. wide
are used at Wairakei, there is some evidence that
such are not the most suitable for some wells, wider
slots being probably more desirable.

GUN PERFORATING

Gun perforating has been recently accomplished
in two wells at Wairakei to test for productivity

in formations which had been cased off. Particular
care was taken to keep the well cool during the opera
tion by prolonged circulation of cold water prior
to lowering the gun. Some troubles were experienced
due to water entering the gun and charges failing
to fire, but none could be attributed to the use of
the gun in a geothermal well.

.Gun perforating has also been performed at The
Geysers (paper G/51) and in the Agnano No. 1 explo
ration well (paper G/66). In the latter, difficulties
were overcome by using hollow charges prepared
with special powders resistant to the temperatures
involved, and by cooling the well with an abundant
circulation of fresh mud.

WELLHEAD SEPARATORS

Paper G/13 describes the development and testing
of a 30-in. diameter separator as now used at Wairakei
for separating the steam and water mixture produced
at wellheads. The proportions for separators of
varying capacity are given but, as full-scale tests
have not been done other than on the 30-in. diameter
separator, caution should be exercised in applying
the data shown too rigorously. Pressure drop across the
cyclone may be a critical factor in limiting the output
from a well, and inlet velocity should therefore
not be too high. Very good results have been obtained
in service, with moisture carry-over well below the
acceptable limits. It has effectively handled as much
as one million lb(hr of steam and water (in the ratio
of 1:7) at a pressure of 210 lb/sq. in., but with a
high pressure drop across the separator.

It is proposed to adopt this type of separator
for use in Iceland (paper G(9).

Paper G(51 describes a separator which has been
highly satisfactory for moisture separation and
which does not rely on centrifugal action as is the
case with the one mentioned above. It is designed
with balanced thrusts, which simplifies the matter
of support, an advantage claimed particularly for
portable well testing equipment.

REMOVAL OF IMPURITIES FROM STEAM

At The Geysers, fine volcanic dust is produced
with the superheated steam and a horizontal cyclone
separator is installed in the discharge line from each
well to prevent the larger particles from being
carried to the power plant (paper G/51). After nine
months in service, an inspection of the plant showed
that erosion was negligible, the only complication
being a deposition of dust mixed with oil which
plugged about 30 per cent of the peripheral area
of the first row of blades. In addition, dust was
found in the interstage labyrinth seals and also
adhering to the casing and exhaust hood of the turbine
(papers G/8 and G/41).

No trouble has been experienced at Wairakei due
to grit in the steam. There the steam/water separators
at the wellheads effectively remove grit along with
the water, but blowdown fittings are installed on
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water vessels to enable removal of any accumulation.
Strainers are of course installed as a normal safety
measure to protect the turbines from any large
particles. Accumulations do occur in the bottom
of the twin cyclone silencers to which the water
is at present discharged, and require periodical
removal. Due to the high velocity with which the
flashing water and entrained grit enter the silencer,
some erosion takes place, possibly due also to
cavitation (paper Gj18).

In addition to mechanical filters, paper Gj68
refers to the recent development at Larderello of
Kittel scrubbing towers, vertical-axis cyclone separa
tors, and axial cyclone separators which really wash
the steam with water, with the additional object
of recovering the boric acid it contains. Excellent
results are reported. At the same time, partial or
total desuperheating of the steam by the washing
water (causing loss of energy), the stresses developed
in equipment by sudden changes of temperature,
and corrosion due to the action of the washing
water and of condensates limit the economic advan
tages of scrubbers to special cases where the steam
is highly corrosive or polluted, or where condensation
is marked.

SILENCERS

Where it is necessary to allow wells to discharge
to atmosphere for long periods, the noise created
may be intolerable if some type of silencing device
is not installed. Not only is the noise most unpleasant
to those working or living in the vicinity, but it can
also cause permanent damage to the hearing of
people more or less continuously exposed at close
quarters to its source.

Paper Gj18 describes methods and equipment
for silencing well discharges under different con
ditions. One method is to discharge the flow through
a submerged outlet into a large volume of water
such as a river or pond. This method achieves
complete elimination of noise, but it is obviously
restricted in its application.

A second method is to allow the steam to expand
gradually into a large-diameter pipe outlet such as
could be provided by a series of reinforced concrete
pipes laid horizontally and of gradually increasing
size, with the end of one projecting slightly into
the next one.

A third method is to provide twin towers for
vertical escape of steam, combined with a basal
structure into which the well discharge is conducted
and where the water is separated by centrifugal
action and separately discharged in a controlled
manner. This type is installed at Wairakei in the
production field.

CASING FAILURES

Ejection of rock and grit from a well can c~use

severe erosion, particularly in the wellhead fittmgs
and in the casing immediately below. Most of the
erosion generally occurs when the well is first dis-

charged, but ejection of debris may go on for a
long time. To minimise the amount of erosion,
slotted or perforated liners can be installed in the
open hole portion of a well below the deepest cemented
casing.

Casing failures have occurred at Wairakei due to
thermal effects, as described in paper Gj44. Very
high stresses are induced in casing due to changes
of temperature after it is cemented, and unless the
cementing has been done adequately, there may be
long lengths of annulus devoid of cement. If water
(separated from the cement slurry) fills one of these
spaces in an annulus between two casings and
cannot escape, the pressure exerted by it on becoming
heated when the well discharges may be sufficient
to collapse the inner casing. This has happened
in two early wells at Wairakei. Attention to the
technique of cementing has avoided subsequent
occurrences.

Another type of failure due to absence of cement
is parting of casing at threaded coupling joints,
several instances having occurred at Wairakei. Where
cement is absent over a long length, the axial stress
due to temperature change in the uncemented inter
mediate length of casing must be transmitted to
bonded casing above and below it, and if joints
occur in this length they may fail. Initial failure
probably. occurs in compression, and if a well is
subsequently cooled, a complete pull out from the
coupling may take place. On subsequent heating
and expansion the end of the casing may foul the
coupling due to misalignment and the casing become
gashed. As loss of cement to thief formations precludes
an adequate cementing and cannot always be avoided,
casing with a high-strength joint (exceeding the yield
strength of the body of the casing) is now under
trial at Wairakei.

This trouble with joint failure is, of course, magni
fied by the cooling which causes sufficient contraction
in the casing for a complete pull-out to occur. The need
for cooling is intensely disliked, but is unavoidable
in many cases where certain downhole operations
are to be performed. It is considered good practice
to avoid if at all possible any operation which
causes a large change in temperature or pressure
in a well, as large changes in stress or movement
of the casing can have undesirable effects. From
that point of view, it is best to leave a well discharging
continuously, although this is not always practicable.

CHEMICAL DEPOSITION IN WELLS

In some localities, deposition of chemicals in wells
may be a matter for concern, particularly if the rate
of deposition is high and wells become partly plugged.
A rapid deposition of calcite has occurred in some
wells in Iceland (paper Gj9) at a depth of 40-90 metres
(130-300 feet). In one of them, the output was reduced
to about 46 per cent of its original output after
eighty days' continuous discharge. Paper Gj51 men
tions the tendency of some wells in Nevada to plug
with calcite within a few weeks.
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from corrosion of surface casing at the ground line
due to inadequate protection in one or two cases,
corrosion has been minor.

Wairakei (paper G/40)

Up to 31 March 1960, the cost of drilling at Waira
kei, including the early investigation wells, averaged
£17.6 per foot. Details of wells are given in paper
G/49, but well numbers in excess of 200 or with
the suffix Ware not included in that cost. Most
of the wells included are production bores to which
the following data generally apply:

Iceland (paper GJ36)

Based on a total depth of 750 metres (2460 feet),
the cost of drilling, including location and roads,
wellhead equipment, surveys and data collecting,
depreciation and overhead, is shown below, both
for wells in steam areas and those in hot water areas.
Also shown are significant data taken from figures 4
and 5 of paper G/36.

Steam areas Hot-water areas

Cost per metre U.S.$56 U.S.$41
Cost per foot £6.2 £4.55
Depth of 9t-in.

cemented casing 200-250 m lOOm
(656-820 ft) (328 ft)

Total depth 300-1500 m 650-2200 m
(984-4 920 ft) (2132-7216 ft)

Diameter of open
hole (liners not
installed) 8! in. 8! in.

1 500-3 000 ft
1 000-2000 ft
7t in.
6 or 6t in.

l O]. in. (4 wells)
12! in. (6 wells)

Range of total depth . . . . . . . .
Depth of 8i-in. cemented casing . . .
Diameter of open hole . . . . . . . .
Diameter of slotted liner (in most wells)

The Geysers (paper G/51)

A fair estimate would be U.S.$40-60 (£14.5-21.8)
per foot, which would include all costs such as
roadways, cellars, warehousing, geology, well testing,
wellhead equipment, casing, and administration.
However, any great variation in well depths would
change these cost figures. The following (taken
from figures 1 and 2 of paper GJ51) are also pertinent:

Range of total depth . . . . . . . . 500-1 000 ft
Depth of cemented casing lli-13} in.. 200-400 ft
Diameter of open hole, with 5-8t-n.

perforated liners . . . . . . . . .
Diameter of open hole, without liners

DRILLING COSTS

The cost of drilling wells may vary considerably,
even in the same locality, if varying underground
conditions are met with. The difference in the cost
of labour, equipment and materials in various coun
tries has a significant effect and must be taken into
account when comparing costs. With the above in
mind, a comparison of the costs of drilling in different
steam fields will be of interest. Steam or hot water
transmission pipeline costs are not included.

Some wells at Wairakei also exhibit this tendency.
Data pertaining to the worst of them are shown
in figure 2 of paper GJ15, where it is seen that the
original output is regained after each clean-out and
that the rate of deposition has decreased. The latest
record shows a decline in output of about 45 per cent
in 12 months. During one clean-out, a volume of
108 cu.ft. was removed, having been deposited during
the preceding 19 months. In some wells, silica is
also deposited at a very slow rate. Deposition
usually occurs at depths between about 1 400 and
1 600 feet, sometimes deeper, and seems to be
associated with the range of depth in which boiling
of the rising column of hot water first occurs. A light
drilling rig is normally used to clean out chemical
deposits, but consideration is being given to use
of a chemical to dissolve it.

Should deposition occur within a slotted liner,
it can possibly be removed for cleaning if it is not
cemented. Deposition may also occur in the formation
adjacent to the walls of the open hole, particularly
if the permeability is low. Treatment with a suitable
chemical may be effective in such cases, or a new
hole drilled deviated from below the bottom of the
production casing. If, however, there is a wide zone
of deposition around the open hole, it would be
very difficult to achieve an effective result.

At Wairakei, it has been deemed desirable to run
the Si-inch production casing fairly deep so that
chemical deposition takes place inside it more than
in and around the outside of a slotted liner, as would
be the case with a longer liner. Removal of deposits
is thereby facilitated.

\VELL ;lIAINTENANCE

Experience to date at The Geysers (paper GJ51)
indicates that very little maintenance is required,
possibly due to insufficient lapse of time for observa
tion. There appears to be very little corrosion or
erosion on any of the wells. The only troublesome
corrosion is that associated with a steam and air
mixture around piping, such as near a steaming
fumarole, which can be obviated by use of stainless
steel or by painting. Pressure gauge and orifice
meter connections tend to plug gradually, and the
use of stainless steel tubing about one inch in diameter
is recommended.

At Wairakei, the major item of well maintenance
has been the repair of breaks in the string of produc
tion casing which have been due to inadequate
cementing (paper GJ15). The casing may become
misaligned at the break, in which case it is realigned
before a sleeve is installed and cemented. In all cases,
cement slurry is pumped through the break into
the formation and around the outside of the casing,
and this may be sufficient without putting in a sleeve.
In some cases, the sleeve extends to the wellhead,
where it is supported. Since the adoption of slotted
liners, erosion during the early discharge of a well
has been greatly reduced, but one or two wells
continue to eject grit for a long time, causing damage
to wellhead valves, bends and other fittings. Apart
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The above cost represents about 72 per cent of
the total cost of obtaining steam, the balance being
for main roads, main water supply, drainage, depre
ciation of buildings, measuring well outputs, field
investigations, etc.

During two recent years, the cost of drilling fifteen
production bores, mostly in the depth range of
1 900-2 300 feet, including slotted liners, was about
£16 per foot, which is much the same as the average
for generally similar bores drilled in preceding
years. The cost includes local access roads and site
preparation, water supply, wellhead cellar, drilling,
temporary wellhead, and twin-tower silencer. The
wellhead equipment required for utilization is not
included.

A more complete analysis of costs is given in
papers G/36 and G/40. The latter also gives some
costs for investigation bores at Wairakei and Waio
tapu and brief details of the organisation necessary
for and field work performed in the search for and
production of geothermal steam for power in New
Zealand.

The low cost of drilling wells in Iceland is note
worthy. This is partly due to the straightforward
nature of the drilling and the necessity of only
comparatively short lengths of casing, even in deep
wells.

DEPRECIATION OF WELL INVESTMENT

The useful life of a well depends on its physical
life and on the continuity of supply of steam or hot
water to it.

Its physical life depends on the thoroughness with
which it was initially installed, its ability to with
stand corrosion and erosion, and the degree of main
tenance given to it. The average "life" of a well
at Larderello is very roughly 20-25 years (paper G/62).
At The Geysers, seven wells were drilled in 1922
and 1923, and have been producing ever since,
apparently unabated (paper G/51). The physical
condition of these wells is not reported and probably
is not known, but they are now 38-39 years old.
In Iceland, drilling for hot water started in 1928,
but rotary drilling with a modern rig, enabling good
completion techniques in both hot water and steam
wells, commenced only in 1958 (papers G/9 and
G/36), so that lengthy service records of steam wells
are not available. At Wairakei, the age of production
wells is from 0-9 years and, apart from casing
breakages due to inadequate completion techniques
in a few wells and consequent sealing and abandon
ment of three of them, they are in good condition.
The evidence available, therefore, indicates that
the physical condition of a well is likely to be of
less consequence in determining its life for amortiza
tion purposes than continuity of supply of steam
or hot water to it, particularly in a new area of
exploitation.

The continuity of steam supply to a well is an
important consideration and one which cannot be
forecast. As pointed out in paper G/62, it depends

on the degree of exploitation and on the propensity
to blockage by deposition of chemicals in fissures
feeding the well. In the preliminary estimates for
a geothermal plant, it is deemed advisable to consider
a rather short amortization period, five years possibly
being a very cautious estimate. If, however, the
characteristics of the steam field are good, it could
be extended to ten years, as demonstrated by the
long experience at Larderello (paper G/62).

For the proposed power plant in Iceland, power
production cost estimates are based on an average
life of wells of five years (paper G/9). At Wairakei,
the amortization period for all the assets is twenty
years, and in arriving at this figure the life of wells
was assumed to be ten years.

In considering a hypothetical steam field, the·
author of paper G/62 estimates the cost of steam
by taking into account the annual drilling expenses
to maintain the original steam flow of the field,
which is assumed to decrease by 25 per cent annually.
He points out that the decrease of an average steam
field is usually smaller and that this is a very pessi
mistic estimate, particularly as judged by over
thirty years' experience at Larderello.

Utilization of geothermal energy
for power production

CLASS OF STEAM

In discussing the manner in which steam is utilized
the following terms will be used:

Direct steam. This refers to steam as produced
directly from wells. It may be superheated, or it may
be saturated steam as separated from the steam!
water mixture discharged by wells. It contains all
the gases emitted by wells.

Secondary steam. This refers to relatively pure
steam generated in a heat exchanger from water
passing through tubes which are heated by the
geothermal fluids.

Flash steam. This refers to steam produced from
hot water separated from geothermal steam. The
flash steam is generated by lowering the pressure
of the hot water, thus allowing it to boil.

NON-CONDENSING AND CONDENSING TURBINES

(GENERAL)

A brief description of the difference between non
condensing and condensing turbines may be helpful.

A non-condensing turbine is one in which the
steam exhausts to atmosphere (or at a higher pres
sure). The plant is relatively simple.

A condensing turbine is one in which the steam
exhausts into a vacuum which is created by condens
ing the steam in a condenser just after it leaves
the turbine. A large quantity of cold water is supplied
to the condenser and condenses the steam either
by mixing with it in the form of a spray (as in
jet condensers), or by cooling tube surfaces on which
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the steam condenses (as in surface condensers).
With surface condensers, no mixing of the condensate
and cooling water takes place.

With condensing turbines, several items of auxi
liary equipment are required, and the whole installa
tion is much more complex than with non-condensing
turbines. The auxiliary equipment required includes
condensers, gas exhausters, (gas coolers, possibly),
circulating water pumps, and cooling towers or
other cooling arrangement, if an adequate supply
of cold water is not continuously available from
natural sources.

A condensing turbine will produce more power
from the same quantity of steam than a non-condens
ing turbine, particularly when inlet pressures are
fairly low. The power output also depends on the
degree of vacuum attained in the condenser. and
this is governed principally by the quantity and
temperature of the cooling water supplied to it,
the amount of non-condensable gas in the exhaust
steam, and the capacity of the gas exhausters.
As a rough guide, it can be said that for turbine
inlet pressures likely to be of interest (less than
100 psi abs.), a condensing turbine will produce
at least twice as much power as a non-condensing
turbine. This is offset by the power required to drive
the auxiliary equipment. In particular, if the gas
content of the steam is high, the power required
to operate the large gas exhausters would be so
great that any net gain in power output would be
insufficient to justify the additional cost of a condens
ing plant.

NON-CONDENSING PLANTS

NON-CONDENSING TURBINES

With these, steam from the wells is admitted
directly to the turbines which exhaust to atmosphere.
They could also be fed with secondary steam or
with flash steam, but in both of these cases a condens
ing cycle would almost invariably be advantageous.
In the earlier Italian installations where chemical
recovery was of importance, non-condensing turbines
were fed with secondary steam, but in later years
power generation has assumed greater significance,
and a condensing cycle would now be used under
such circumstances. Only direct steam will therefore
be discussed for use in non-condensing turbines.
Papers G/62, G/64 and G/68 deal with such.

This type of plant is the simplest possible, and
therefore the least expensive in capital cost and
in operating cost (excluding the cost of steam).
It occupies the smallest amount of building space,
requires only the minimum amount of auxiliary
equipment, and is more readily adaptable as a por
table unit. Since the steam consumption may be
twice as much (or even more) as for a condensing
plant, the cost of steam delivered to the turbine
inlet is a significant factor in the total cost of opera
tion. Comparatively high steam consumption is the
main disadvantage.

Paper G/62 points out that one may be forced
to adopt a non-condensing cycle using direct steam
",:here the content o! non-condensable gases is very
high, for example higher than 25-30 per cent. This
was adopted by Larderello, S.p.A., in the initial
exploitation of the new area at Bagnore, in 1958,
when the steam contained more than 90 per cent.
of carbon dioxide. After two years, the gas content
had decreased to 30 per cent. For such conditions,
the only type of cycle that could be adopted - and
still is - is that of the non-condensing turbine.

The development and characteristics of non
condensing turbine-generator units as used in Italy,
and for use generally, are described in paper G/64.
They range in size from 500-1 000 kW to 5000
6000 kW. Outside this range, smaller units would be
of little interest, as internal combustion engines
would be more suitable, while larger ones would
require great quantities of steam which, if available,
could be better utilized in condensing turbines.
Of particular interest is the design of these units,
which permits their transportation and erection as
complete units, without the need for heavy lifting
equipment, a jacking and sliding technique being
all that is necessary to remove them from haulage
vehicles and put them on prepared foundations.
The heaviest lifting necessary at site is that required
to lift the rotors for maintenance purposes. They may
even be installed outdoors and can be operated by
remote control.

Of interest also is the design which permits their
use at varying inlet pressure without excessive
sacrifice of efficiency, enabling accommodation to
changing output characteristics of wells or a study
of the steam field while under exploitation. Paper
G/62 reports the installation of one such 4 500-3 000
kW turbo-alternator in the new area of Monte
Amiata (Italy) and of one more to be installed
in a new area near Larderello, inlet pressures varying
between 11 and 7 kgjsq.cm. abs, (158 and 100 psi
abs. approximately).

Ease of transportation and installation permits
for exploitation at an early stage in the development
of a field and also removal from one site to another,
should later development of a particular field warrant
the installation of different plant such as condensing
turbines. Likewise, the ability to operate efficiently
at varying inlet pressure gives rise to the possibility
of producing plants in a range of sizes for holding
in stock, thus being readily available for use.

Non-condensing turbines, particularly as developed
for use in Italy, are also referred to in papers G/68
and G/72. The former includes graphs showing
direct steam consumption of a 3500 kW unit, and
of a 4 500 kW unit with variable admission pressure.

COST OF NON-CONDENSING PLANT

Paper G/62 gives an indication of costs of installing
this type of plant using direct steam. The c~sts

cover civil engineering features and all power station
equipment, including transformers, switch-gear,
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CONDENSING TURBINES USING DIRECT STEAM

With this cycle, the steam from wells is fed directly
into the turbines which exhaust into condensers
when a high vacuum is maintained. Non-condensable
gases are removed from the condensers with special
gas extractors. It is the most efficient of all steam

cables and other electrical equipment. Generating
voltage is 4 500 volts.

An installation comprising one 4000 kW unit
would cost about 41 000 lire per kW (about £24
per kW).' to which would be added about 13 per cent
to provide for steam transmission pipes from the
steam field.

An installation comprising four 4000 kW units
would cost about 37 500 lire per kW (about £22 per
k~V), plus about 12 per cent for steam transmission
pIpes.

The above costs relate to conditions essentially
as existing at Larderello - i.e.:

CONDENSING PLANTS

CONDENSING TURBINES USING SECONDARY STEAM

. This cycle is discussed in paper G/62 (and also
111paper G/6S), with particular reference to Larderello
conditions. Direct steam from wells passes through
a heat exchanger fed with condensate water from
which secondary steam is generated for use in the
turbines. The temperature and pressure of the
secondary steam are lower than those of the direct
steam, and some loss of efficiency may thereby result.
The secondary steam exhaust discharges into a
condenser under vacuum. The non-condensable gases
contained in the direct steam are ejected in the heat
exchanger and are discharged to atmosphere or fed
to chemical plants for recovery of chemicals.

The advantages of this cycle are that it can be
used with very dirty direct steam from which
deposits may occur, it permits recovery of chemicals,
and its thermal efficiency equals that of a direct
inlet condensing cycle when the gas content of the
steam is 10-15 per cent by weight. With higher gas
contents, the efficiency is even greater.

The consumption of direct steam is about 30 per
cent less than for non-condensing turbines, but 40 per
cent more than for condensing turbines fed with
direct steam (under Larderello conditions). Installa
tion cost is equal to or slightly more than that of a
similar installation working with a direct condensation
cycle. The latter would therefore be preferred,
except in special cases.

This cycle is also discussed in paper G/41, and is
considered likely to be uneconomic, unless the re
covery of chemicals provides a saleable by-product.

cycles where the gas content of the steam is not
~oo high, and has been adopted by Larderello, S.p.A.,
111 all power plants constructed during the last ten
years. It has also been adopted at The Geysers and
at Wairakei and will be adopted in the plant proposed
fo~ installation in Iceland. Paper .G/50 recommends
this cycle as being suitable for direct steam with
gas contents up to S-lO per cent.

As mentioned in paper G/62, Larderello's instal
lations over the last ten years total fifteen turbo
alternator units in five power stations aggregating
212 megawatts. The individual units range in size
from 3 megawatts to 25 megawatts. Details of some
?f the units and accessory equipment are given
111 papers G/60 and G/72. Steam consumption under
various conditions of operation is mentioned in
these papers, and also in paper G/6S, which includes
graphs of steam consumption for a 15000 kW
unit and a flow diagram.

The unit installed at The Geysers is 12.5 megawatts
and that proposed for Iceland is 17 megawatts gross.

The Wairakei authorised plant is 192 megawatts,
of which 6S megawatts is now operating and the
remainder in course of installation. To date only
direct steam is used, but flash steam also will be
used in the extended plant (paper G/4). For the
initial Wairakei installation, it will be noted that
the turbines are in three pressure ranges but, as all
of the steam is condensed, it is a true condensing
cycle.

As a companion paper to G/64 (dealing with non
condensing plants) paper G/60 refers to the progress
which has been made in improving condensing
plants, particularly to meet requirements of use
similar to those in the Italian steam fields. Greater
efficiency has been obtained by increasing steam
inlet pressure and by achieving a high vacuum in
the condenser, and greater serviceability by improv
ing the resistance to corrosion. As with the non
condensing turbines, attention has been given to
the design which permits their use at varying inlet
pressure to enable most efficient use of the steam,
should well pressures vary in the course of time.

For plant of this type the smallest size recommend
ed in paper G/60 is about 6 000 kW. (For smaller
units, non-condensing units would be considered
more economical.) For larger outputs, technical
and economic reasons dictate an output per unit
of 12000-15000 kW as being most suitable, using
several units in parallel if necessary. The upper
limit is fixed at 30000 kW, but would result in
rather large dimensions.

With these plants, also, consideration has been
given to ease of transport and erection by resorting
to a design which gives compact units generally
following the same principles as described in paper
G/64. Several arrangements of plant are possible,
and economy of installation and operation can result
from careful planning that takes advantage of
differences of ground level which may occur at
the plant site. Consideration has been given to the

5.5 kg/sq.cm.abs. (78.2 psia)
200°C
5 per cent by weight
20 kg/kWh (approx.)
(44 Ib/kWh)

Turbine inlet pressure . . .
Temperature of steam
Non-condensable gas content
Steam consumption . . . .
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possibility of outdoor installation and to operation
by remote control.

CONDENSING TURBINES USING FLASH STEAM

'Where steam is. flashed from hot water produced
from wells, it would almost invariably be utilized
in condensing turbines in the same way as direct
steam. The pressure of flash steam is likely to be low,
and in fact would be low if maximum energy is to
be extracted from the hot water, so that a condensing
cycle is essential. Flash steam will be utilized at
Wairakei to augment the direct steam, and plant
for this purpose is now being installed. In the pro
posed Iceland plant, it is not intended to use flash
steam initially.

One should point out here that steam flashed
from separated hot water is practically free from gas.
Gas emitted from wells remains with the separated
direct steam, and the only gas to contaminate flash
steam would be the very small amount released
from solution in the hot water when the pressure
is lowered. The very low gas content is a further
reason which makes a condensing cycle attractive
for flash steam. Even though flash steam may be
mixed with direct steam either before of after entering
the turbine, the proportion of gas in the total steam
would be considerably reduced.

Carryover from flash vessels of water droplets con
taining dissolved salts may be troublesome in the
turbines. For this reason, scrubbers are being in
stalled at Wairakei to wash the steam with water,
so that any droplets of water entering the turbines
will have only minute traces of dissolved salts.

DEGREE OF VACUUM IN CONDENSERS

The higher the vacuum to which turbines can
exhaust, the greater will be the power output for
the same quantity of steam passing through. However,
it may not be practical or economical to obtain a
high vacuum. Particularly is this so where the gas
content of the steam is comparatively high, or the
temperature of the cooling water is too high, or the
quantity of cooling water circulated through conden
sers is inadequate.

To improve the vacuum under such circumstances
would require larger condensers, larger gas exhausters,
and larger circulating water pumps, and there is
an economical limit to the extra cost of providing
and operating such larger equipment. Itis not possible
to lay down hard and fast recommendations to cover
all cases likely to be met with in practice, but each
proposed installation should receive consideration
on its own merits. The value of high vacuum should,
however, not be underrated, particularly where
the gas content is low and the incremental cost
is not excessive.

Condenser pressures mentioned in the papers vary:
q-in. Hg at Wairakei, 2-in. Hg for the proposed
plant in Iceland, about 2!-in. Hg for some Italian
plants and 4-in. Hg at The Geysers ..

CHOICE OF TYPE OF CONDENSER

Paper Gj50 reports that prior to 1930 non-condens
ing turbines were used at Larderello. About that
date, however, a condensing cycle was introduced,
whereby secondary steam was fed to the turbines
from heat exchangers, which facilitated chemical
recovery. By the use of secondary steam, large
quantities of gases did not pass into the condensers,
and the difficulty of manufacturing large gas exhaus
ters was avoided. In more recent years, greater
emphasis has been placed on power production than
on chemical recovery, and as the technique of
manufacturing large gas exhausters had progressed in
the meantime, the use of direct steam with 5 per cent
gas became practicable and considerably improved
the efficiency of power generation.

A surface condenser with aluminium tubes was
the first type installed, but it failed owing to corro
sion after a few months. All subsequent condensers
have been of the jet type. Twenty-five are at present
installed, improvements in design having been made
as experience was gained.

Paper Gj50 discusses the design of a corrosion
resistant surface condenser and compares the ad
vantages and disadvantages of this type with those
of the jet condenser, both for installations using
direct steam and those using secondary steam, and
with particular reference to conditions pertaining
in the Larderello area. The conclusion reached is
that, after taking into consideration the comparative
capital costs, operating costs, and operating tech
niques, the jet condenser provides the most rational
and economic solution of the condensing problem.
In other geothermal steam areas where chemical
recovery from non-condensable gases (not exceeding
10 per cent) may be economical, or where a nuclear
reactor may be used to superheat secondary steam
before being admitted to the turbine, the use of
surface condensers may be beneficial or essential.

Jet condensers are also installed at Wairakei and
at The Geysers, and are proposed for installation
in the Iceland plant. It is clear that, except under
exceptional circumstances, they are the most satis
factory type to install. The fundamental reason
for their choice is that the condensate is rejected
and is not returned to a boiler, as would be the
case in a conventional steam plant and where conta
mination with cooling water would be objectionable.

Paper G/68 mentions the failure of tests on experi
mental condensers cooled by air, due to chemical
scaling which rapidly and markedly decreased their
capacity to transmit heat. Condensers of this type
would have made the building of cooling towers
unnecessary.

CONDENSER COOLING WATER

A copious supply of cold water is required for
condensing the steam. In round figures, about 50lb
of water is required for each pound of steam con
densed, the actual quantity being governed by the
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temperature of the water and the degree of vacuum
desired.

If it is conveniently available, a natural source
of cold water would normally be used. Otherwise,
the water has to be re-used after cooling, which
would usually be effected in a cooling tower, either
by natur~l. ~raught or mechanical draught. Apart
from the initial supply, no water would be required
from outside sources, as more than enough would be
available from condensed steam to make up that
lost by evaporation in the cooling towers.

At Wairakei, the decision to site the power stations
alongside the Waikato River was taken after first
considering the alternative of placing them near
the cen~re of t~e steam production field and serving
them with cooling towers. The riverside site showed
a slight economic advantage, and this was reinforced
by the availability of a far more convenient building
area. River temperatures vary between 1O.3°C and
19.2°C throughout the year.
. At The Geysers, an induced-draught cooling tower
IS used to reduce the temperature of the cooling
water from 120°F to 80°F (48.9°C to 26.7°C).

For th~ power station proposed in Iceland, river
water, with temperature varying between 1 and
2.3°C, will be used for cooling. At times of insufficient
nver flow, a sprinkler system over a spray pond
formed in the river will cool some of the water
r~turned from the condensers to supplement the
river flow. If the station is extended later, it is pro
posed to adopt cooling towers exclusively.
. In the La~derello area, cooling towers are used,

smce there IS an absolute lack of surface water.
!"- general description and technical data are given
m paper G/6S. The towers are made of reinforced
concrete with a hyperbolic profile and operate under
natural draught. Temperature of the cooled water
does not reach a value lower than II QC, since a
lower temperature would not compensate for the
cost.of larger natural draught towers. Forced draught
coolmg towers, providing greater cooling, would not
be economical in permanent installation in Italy,
due to their higher initial cost and greater operating
cost, and to decreased assurance of continuous
?peration. They are, however, being tried out
~n the "tra~sferable" condensing plants recently
installed, owmg to their smaller bulk and ease of
installation and removal (refer also to paper G/60).

Papers G/6S and G/72 refer to the advantages
gained by installing circulating water pumps such
that the quantity of cooling water used can be varied
according to the degree of cooling achieved in cooling
towers under varying atmospheric conditions and
to the amount of steam admitted to the turbines
(which may vary from time to time). A significant
reduction in the power required to drive the pumps
may thereby be obtained.

JET CONDENSER BAROMETRIC PIPE

A feature of the jet condenser is the barometric
pipe which is connected to the bottom of the conden-

ser and extends vertically downwards. The lower end
?fthis pipe is open and is immersed in water contained
m a well so that air is excluded. Since the condenser
is. under vacuum, water is drawn up the barometric
pIpe to a height such that the low pressure in the
~ondenser plus that due to the height of the water
IS balanced by the atmospheric pressure acting on
the surface of the water in the well. If there were
a perfect vacuum in the condenser, the height of
the water column would be about 34 feet (equivalent
to atmospheric pressure of 14.7 psi or 30-in. Hg).
As the vacuu~ in the condenser can never be perfect,
the actual height of the water column will be less
?y an amount equivalent to the absolute pressure
m the condenser. If, for example, this is 2-in. Hg,
then the height of the water column would be
reduced by about 2.3 feet. The length of the baro
metric pipe is, therefore, most important.

All of the large quantity of circulating water used
for condensing, together with the condensed steam
and gases, passes down the barometric pipe into
the well from which it is pumped or flows naturally
to waste, or to a cooling tower for re-use. It is not
essential for the barometric pipe to be vertical - it
may be installed on an incline if convenient, but
in that case the vertical height between the condenser
and the well must be maintained.

These requirements have a profound effect on the
arrangement of plant, and several alternatives are
possible, depending on local conditions.

It is desirable to place the condenser as close
as possible to the turbine exhaust, so that the full
effect of the vacuum is put to use. For this reason,
the more usual arrangement is to connect the con
denser with its barometric pipe immediately below
the turbine exhaust - underlying condenser. This
may involve installing the turbine at a raised height
in the turbine house or excavating deeply for a well,
or a combination of both.

An alternative arrangement is to separate the
turbine and condenser and to pipe the exhaust
steam from the turbine to the condenser. This
arrangement would give a slightly inferior vacuum
at the turbine exhaust than in the condenser, due
to frictional pressure drop in the interconnecting
pipework, but it permits the condenser steam inlet
to be higher than the exhaust steam outlet of the
turbine - overlying condenser. That scheme has
been adopted at The Geysers, where the condenser
is elevated on a tower outside the turbine house,
the dimensions of the latter being thereby minimised.
A water-extraction pump is provided to remove
condensate from the pipe interconnecting the turbine
and condenser, a minor complication which does not
arise with the underlying condenser.

Of the several possibilities for the most economical
arrangement, the conditions existing at each proposed
site must be studied and advantage taken of differ
ences of level which may occur in the terrain. Paper
G/60 describes and illustrates several possible schemes
incorporating cooling towers, with particular refer
ence to their adoption in readily transportable plants.
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Proposed plant for Iceland (paper G/g)

Wairakei (paper G/4)

Pressure designation H.P. I.P. L.P. M.P.
Installed capacity,

megawatts. 35.3 22.3 44.6 90

Number of units 4 2 4 3

Turbine inlet pressure,
psig . 180 50 0.5 50

and
0.5

The final cost of the generating plant, including
the 11.5/60 kV step-up switchyard, construc
tion and general overhead, is expected to be D. S.
$1 900000, or about D.S.$ 152 per installed kW
(£55 per kW).

A second-hand generator was used. If a new one
were used, cost would increase by about D.S.
$500000, that is about 26 per cent more.

Cost of the ten-mile 60-kV transmission line is
about D.S. $220000 (£80000).

Steam is paid for on the basis of 2.5 mills per net
kWh (0.217d. per net kWh approx.).

The estimated capital cost for the whole installa
tion, including steam wells, wellhead equipment,
steam and hot water transmission, complete power
station, 132-kV transmission line, drilling rig for
maintenance, operators houses, etc., and based on
a net capacity of 15 megawatts, is D.S. $364 per
net kW installed (£132 per net kW approx.).

The estimated cost of the complete power station
alone, including cooling water system and electrical
equipment, is 50 per cent of the total estimated cost.

The estimate all-inclusive cost of power production
based on 7 500 hours of annual use at maximum
output is 7.9 mills per net kWh (0.687d. approx.).

17 megawatts
3.0-3.5 kgjsq.cm.g.

(42.5-50 psig)
0.07 kgjsq.cm.abs.

(2.1 in. Hg abs.)
saturated
to be determined
140 tonsjhr
river water combined

with ponding and
spray cooling

10 500 volts

12.5 megawatts
100 psig
4 in. Hg abs.
1204 BTU/lb
0.75 per cent (1958)
0.61 per cent (August 1960)

19.2 lbjhr
cooling tower
11 500 volts

Generating voltage . . . . . . . . .

Turbine exhaust pressure

Installed capacity (2 units at 8.5 mega
watts each). . . . .

Turbine inlet pressure. .

Quality of direct inlet steam
Gas content of inlet steam
Steam consumption of station
Cooling system .

Installed capacity (one unit)
Turbine inlet pressure
Turbine exhaust pressure .
Quality of direct inlet steam
Gas content of inlet steam
Gas content of inlet steam
Steam consumption of turbine

(approx.)
Cooling system
Generating voltage

The Geysers (paper G/8)REMOVAL OF GAS FROM CONDENSERS

In order to maintain the vacuum in condensers
non-condensable gases in the exhaust steam, together
with air released from solution in the cooling water,
must be continuously extracted. This is achieved
by using centrifugal gas exhausters (also referred
to as compressors) to draw in the gases and exhaust
them to atmosphere or to a chemical utilization
plant. Considerable power is required to drive
centrifugal exhausters where gas content is high.
Other types of gas exhausters include steam jet
ejectors, which are less expensive but suitable only
where the gas content is fairly low.

A description of the centrifugal gas exhausters
used by Larderello, S.p.A., is given in papers G/68
and G/72. They are driven by electric motors or
small auxiliary steam turbines, the latter enabling
the speed to be varied in accordance with the variable
operating conditions of the power station, such as
variations in condensate temperature, steam quan
tity, and gas content of the steam. Two installations
have been recently put into service in which the
exhauster is coupled to the main turbo-alternator
unit, giving economy of installation and simplicity
of operation. This is a patented arrangement. The
first months of operation have confirmed the wisdom
of this solution, and consideration is now being
given to a design incorporating manually adjustable
guide blades to cover the range of necessary regulation
while running at constant speed.

Paper G/68 shows by examining a 15-megawatt
installation how a significant gain in the net output
of power can be obtained by installing gas exhausters
the operation of which can be varied according
to the pressure and temperature of the exhaust
gases, and with variable-flow circulating water pumps
also installed. The cooling efficiency of the cooling
towers is a significant factor which, of course,
varies according to atmospheric conditions. For the
example quoted, a poor adjustment of the auxiliaries
or the inability to obtain the most suitable pressure
at the turbine discharge may involve losses in net
output of 200-300 kW.

Centrifugal gas exhausters driven by electric
motors are installed in the first Wairakei power
station. The succeeding installation will, however,
use steam jet ejectors. While not so economical to
run, their initial cost is lower, and simplicity of
operation reacts in their favour. Steam jet ejectors
are also installed at The Geysers. Both at Wairakei
and at The Geysers, the gas content of the steam is,
of course, very much lower than in the Larderello
area. Either steam or water jet ejectors are con
templated for the proposed plant in Iceland.

COST OF CONDENSING PLANTS

The costs of condensing plants mentioned in the
papers are summarised below, with brief specifications
of the plant. Reference should be made to the indivi-'
dual papers for a full appreciation of plant details
and local conditions.
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Turbine exhaust pres
sure, psig .....

Turbine exhaust pres
sure, in. Hg abs. . .

Steam consumption,
lb/hr .

Gas content of direct
steam, per cent

Cooling system. . . .

Quality of direct inlet
steam .

50 0.5

50.2 41.2

0.50 0.36
river
water

satu
rated

It

25.8

T~e. above no .doubt refer particularly to Italian
conditions, Also, m the total cost of power generation
a figure would have to be included for amortization
of 'pla~t based on a period of years considered appro
pnate m each case. This is referred to hereunder.

It will be noticed that operating expenses for
geothermal power plants are higher since more
pers~nnel are required and general expenses are
heavier per kWh of output, due to the limited power
of these installations.

Larderello (paper G/62)

The average cost per installed kW of a condensing
plant of 13-15 megawatt capacity using direct steam,
mcluding civil engineering features, all power station
equipment, cooling towers, transformers, switchgear,
cables and other electrical equipment would be
about 70000 lire/kW (£41.2/kW).

The estimated capital cost for the whole installation
including wells, steam and hot water collection and
transmission system, and complete power station
is £82.25 per installed kW.

The estimated cost of the complete power station
alone, including cooling water system and high volt
age substation, is £47.9.

The estimated all-inclusive cost of power produc
tion is approximately OAd. per kWh.

Comparison with conventional power station (paper
G/62)

While a direct comparison with a thermal power
station using traditional fuels is impossible, a useful
comparison is made between the cost of power so
produced and that produced in a power station
using geothermal steam. In the former case an
installation comprising two 150-megawatt units is
considered and compared with a geothermal steam
station comprising two 15-megawatt condensing
plants fed with direct steam and having a steam
consumption of 9 kg (19.8 Ib)/kW of net output.
For both plants a working period of 8000 hours
per year is considered. Comparative costs are:

Fuel cost per k\Vh 01 net output

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

CHOICE OF OPERATING PRESSURE

The output from a well decreases as the wellhead
pressure is increased by progressive throttling of the
flow. By measuring the output at various wellhead
pressures (after the well has become stabilized at
each change of pressure) a characteristic graph of
the well is obtained. After the characteristic graph
of several wells is obtained, the integrated output
at various wellhead pressures can be calculated,
thus giving a characteristic graph for the group
of wells. It is then possible to give consideration
to the most suitable pressure for exploitation. When
performing output tests for this purpose it is, of
course, important that the wells should have settled
down to a reasonably steady regime. When first
discharged, the output and pressure are usually high,
but decreases occur as time goes on and several
weeks or months may elapse before a fairly steady
output is obtained. At The Geysers, however,
paper G/51 reports that the output from wells
increases if they are allowed to blow to atmosphere
wide open for several weeks after completion.
Wells should therefore be kept discharging con
tinuously until enough is known about their output
characteristics, but if desired the steam could
be used in portable plants amenable to variation
of inlet pressure as now practised by Larderello,
S.p.A. The determination of the gas content of the
steam is also important for design purposes.

While maximum steam output from wells will
occur at a low pressure, this is unlikely to be the
best pressure at which to operate because a given
quantity (by weight) of low pressure steam will
produce only the same amount of power in a turbine
as a smaller quantity of higher pressure steam.
In the latter case, the turbine, steam transmission
pipes and other equipment are smaller, not only
because less steam is required, but also because
it is denser, and the cost of equipment is therefore
less. There is, of course, a limit to the maximum
pressure, since the power obtainable will decrease
with the decreased output from wells beyond a
certain pressure. The question is one for technical
consideration, but it would possibly be found that
there is a range of pressure within which the maximum
power obtainable does not vary very much. It would
then appear logical to choose the higher pressure, as
it would be more economical.

Italian life

70-75000
(£41-44)

0.35 -0.40
(.049- .056d.)
3.10 -3.30
(.436- .465d.)

80-90000
(£47-53)

0.70 -0.80
(.099- .U3d.)

0.50 -0.55
(.071- .078d.)

151
11 000

192.2

Conventional power plant

Establishment cost per net installed kW. .

Operating expenses per kWh of net output.

Geothermal power plant

Establishment cost per net installed k\V .

Cost of steam per kWh of net output . . .

Operating expenses per k.Wh of net output.

Total installed capacity,
megawatts .....

Firm station capacity,
megawatts .....

Generating voltage, . .
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On the other hand, it should be remembered that
the behaviour of geothermal wells cannot be pre
dicted with accuracy. The pressure is likely to fall
owing to depletion of the underground supply or to
partial blockages in the fissures feeding the wells.
Also, a lower pressure gives less possibility of lateral
leakage from a well into the subsoil, with consequently
less risk of migration of hot fluids to the surface,

. particularly in wells which are not cased very deeply.
It might therefore be advisable to adopt the lower
pressure within the range of maximum power men
tioned above.

These general considerations apply equally to
wells which produce steam and water and to those
which produce only steam. They are discussed more
fully in papers G/8, Gig, G/41, G/62 and G/68.

Turbine inlet pressures when using direct steam
will of course be somewhat lower than the wellhead
pressure of the contributing wells, owing to friction
loss in the steam transmission pipelines, possibly
20 to 40 psi lower. As a matter of interest, the follow
ing are quoted for the installations reported on using
direct steam:

CHOICE OF TYPE OF INSTALLATION

It will be realised that technical considerations
may almost entirely dictate the type of plant to
install, i.e., whether condensing or non-condensing.
In other cases there could be a choice, and what
may be the more efficient (technically) may not be
the most satisfactory when economic and other
factors are considered. The aim of the exploitation
must be borne in mind. Paper G/62 deals with
these matters.

In the less developed countries, it is likely that
low cost of installation is of more importance than
high utilization efficiency of the steam. Simple
non-condensing plants may therefore be preferable,
even though steam consumption may be twice as
much as with condensing plants. For a given output
more wells would be required and also more, or
larger, steam transmission pipes, but the higher
cost of steam is unlikely to outweigh the advantage
of the lower cost of the power plant, e.g., for turbines
of about 5 megawatts or less.

In other cases where a large amount of power
must be produced at a competitive price, then the
more expensive and efficient plants, producing
power at the least cost, would be installed, i.e.,
condensing plants..

One must also take into consideration the nature
and extent of the steam field, what remains to be
learned about its capacity to produce steam for a
long period, the ease with which new supplies of
steam can be brought to the power station as the
earlier wells become less productive, and the implica-

Larderello (general average)
The Geysers
Iceland (proposed) .
Wairakei . . . . .

Turbine inlet pressure

5 kgjsq.cm.abs. (56.4 psig)
100 psig
3.5 kgjsq.cm.g. (49.8 psi g)
ISO and 50 psig

tions of the effect on the power plant of changes
of steam flow and pressure due to exploitation of
the steam field.

~eneral :ules cannot be laid down, since the type
of installation depends on local conditions. Initially,
however, a careful evaluation of the presumably
available steam supply should be made from observa
tions on a number of wells drilled in the production
area and the effects of interaction (if any) between
wells noted. Such information forms a basis for
planning an installation, bearing in mind that
conservatism in estimating the continued supply of
steam is advisable.

In planning, a decision will also be made as to
whether one centralized plant is to be installed and
enlarged as the occasion demands, or whether
several smaller plants adjacent to sources of supply
are more desirable. Consideration would also be
given to the use of readily transferable plants as
discussed above.

STEAM FIELD MANAGEMENT

Paper G/15 presents an outline of the practice at
Wairakei to obtain and collate physical data for
assessing the continued productivity of the field
(or decline in it), for determining well maintenance
requirements, and for safety reasons.

Various observations are made at intervals con
sistent with their importance and liability to change.
They include meteorological observations, wellhead
pressures of discharging and of closed wells, steam
and water outputs from wells, downhole temperatures
and pressures in closed wells, caliper surveys of
well casings, the natural heat escape in streams and
from the ground, temperature and level of ground
water, variation in the level of wellheads, and
variation in ground surface levels throughout the
area.

Periodical checks of the concentration of dissolved
chemicals and of gases in the well discharge are also
made.

Such observations are considered to be of vital
importance in maintaining a supply of steam to
the power station and for planning future extensions
(if any), as only by making an attempt to understand
the effects of exploitation on individual wells and
on the production field as a whole is it possible
to make a reasonable forecast of future productivity
and thereby enable preparations to be made in
advance to meet changed conditions if and when
they arise.

It is no exaggeration to say that as much informa
tion as possible should be progressively obtained,
particularly in the early years of exploitation, as
the underground system is so complex and subject
to change that only by studying all the factors can
any sort of rational deductions be made.

Downhole observations at Wairakei have shown
that, in general, temperatures have remained fairly
constant but that bottom hole pressures show a
declining trend. The latter is at least partly due to
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drawdown, which is normal in any water-bearing
formation exploited by wells. It may also be due
to over-exploitation causing hot water to be removed
quicker than it is replaced. Chemical analyses of
water show that there has been practically no
change in the concentration of chemicals which
indicates that fresh water is not being drawn in.
The outputs from wells generally show a declining
trend, probably due in part to progressive blocking
up of feeding fissures, but some wells have shown
spectacular increases of output. Level of the ground
surface has been observed over a wide area. Small
falls and rises have occurred, a fall of nearly 2 in.
per year in one locality, but changes of level are
generally much less. It is not known whether this
is due to exploitation or whether it would have
occurred anyway. Nevertheless, excessive differential
movement could endanger the foundations of pipe
lines and other structures in the steam field. (Pre
liminary observations in another New Zealand
thermal area not subject to exploitation also showed
that ground surface movement was occurring,
indicating that such a phenomenon may not be
due to exploitation, or only partly so).

The data presented in figure I of paper G/15
should not be regarded as typical. The graphs
shown relate only to Bore 25, which has a very
small discharge of fairly dry steam (when stabilized)
at low wellhead pressure. When first discharged
(without a slotted liner in it) it ejected a large
quantity of grit-sized rock particles, estimated at
several hundred cubic yards, but has never yielded
satisfactorily even though the bottom temperature
is high (250°C). It is drilled into an impermeable
formation which is incompetent to maintain a feed
to the well. When discharged, therefore, the reservoir
around the hole soon becomes depleted and only a
low pressure exists at the bottom of the hole as
indicated by the low pressure readings (shown on
the graphs) obtained just after closure. The graphs
also show that there is a low rate of pressure increase
after closure due to impermeability, but that after
several days the pressure recovery is equivalent to
the full hydrostatic head of hot water.

This general problem is also highlighted in paper
G/62 where decrease in steam flow is referred to.
It has been kept under close examination for many
years at Larderello, where the flow from a well
decreases in the course of time, the average life of
a well being roughly 20-25 years. It is closely related
to the intensity of exploitation. Initially the steam
found at Larderello was saturated, but it is now
superheated, the temperature having increased by
approximately 40°C in the course of 40-50 years.
This is explained by a general lowering in the under
ground water level, the steam now having to travel
a longer path to the surface and therefore meeting
with a greater resistance (probably also increased
by chemical incrustations) and also receiving heat
from the layers of rock which, due to their very
low conductivity, retained their original heat when
the water receded. With a lowering of the water

leyel, bottom hole pressures have decreased and,
wI~h the wellhead pressure maintained constant,
this also contributes to decreased steam flow.

It is ~seless to consider the behaviour of only
one well m a field - all must be taken into considera
tion along with their age in order to gain an idea
o! the beh~viour of the whole field. Paper G/62
CItes as an instance that, even though the average
life of a well at Larderello is about 20 years, there
are several wells still active after 30 years (though
at a fraction of their original output) and yet the
average age of the 80 wells at present feeding the
two bigger power plants is only 8.4 years, new
wells having been drilled to greater depths to replace
exhausted or depleted wells.

The methods adopted at Wairakei for measure
ment of downhole temperatures and pressures, well
discharges and surface heat flows are described in
paper G/19. Details will not be repeated here, but
reference to the problem of measuring well discharges
consisting of a mixture of steam and water (two-phase
flow) may be of interest. No satisfactory method
for measuring the instantaneous flow of such a
mixture has as yet been developed - not only the
total mass flow must be known, but also the propor
tion of steam to water. Three general methods are
in general use at Wairakei. First, if not too great,
the whole of the well discharge is turned for a few
minutes into a tank containing water (calorimeter)
which condenses the steam. By noting the increase
in volume over a definite period of time the total
flow is obtained, and by taking temperatures in
the bank, before and after, the heat content of
the steam/water mixture can be calculated and from
that the proportion of steam to water is readily
obtained. A second method is to separate the steam
and water in a cyclone separator and to measure
the flow of each separately by means of orifices.
As the water is at its boiling point and under pressure,
any decrease of pressure will allow some steam to
form. As a decrease of pressure does occur at the
water-measuring orifice and formation of steam
would give false readings, the water is cooled to a
temperature a few degrees below the boiling point.
This can be achieved by passing the water through
coils in a tank or pond through which cold water
is flowing, or injecting a measured flow of cold water.
Alternatively, instead of or combined with cooling,
the pressure at the orifice could be increased by
placing it at a low level to take advantage of the
static head of water. This is suitable only where
sufficient difference of height can be conveniently
obtained. A third method is by use of a sampling
calorimeter, which is readily portable. This device
obtains a sample of the well discharge by traversing
a nozzle across a diameter of the outlet of the well
while discharging vertically, the sample being piped
to a calorimeter where the quantity and heat content
are measured. By suitably varying the rate of
traverse of the nozzle, a representative sample is
obtained which bears a definite relationship to the
total well discharge. The instrument has been
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calibrated against known flows as measured by
the use of separating equipment and has been
extensively used, particularly on the larger wells.

STEAM WETNESS

As saturated steam passes through a turbine,
part of it condenses, the steam becoming progressively
wetter until it reaches the turbine exhaust. The
condensate is entrained in the steam as small droplets
which travel with the steam at high velocity. Some
may impinge on surfaces, coalesce, and be drained
away at certain points in turbines designed accord
ingly. The impact of the droplets carried in ~he

steam can cause erosion, particularly of the movmg
blades at the exhaust end of the turbine where the
blade tip velocity is highest, and it is genera~ly

agreed that to keep erosion within acceptable limits
the wetness of the exhaust steam should not exceed
14 per cent by weight.

The amount of steam which condenses in this way
depends on both the inlet pressure and the exhaust
pressure - the greater the range between these
pressures, the greater will be the amount condensed.
\Vetness of the inlet steam due to carryover from
separators or of condensate from steam lines will,
of course, augment the wetness in the turbine also.

The matter is one for consideration by plant
designers and, where necessary, provision should. be
made for reducing steam wetness by extracting
water between stages in the turbine or in separators
installed between turbines arranged in tandem.
Both methods have been adopted at Wairakei.

The problem is not so acute with superheated
steam as condensation will not occur until the
steam' has given up its superheat.

USE OF FLASH STEAM

Where large quantities of hot water are discharged
from wells in association with steam, or even without
any steam the heat energy stored in the hot water
can be made available for generating power by
lowering the pressure of the hot water in a controlled
manner. The hot water then boils and produces
flash steam at the lower pressure for feeding to
turbines.

A scheme to utilize flash steam would normally
be considered where wells produce very wet steam
at reasonably high pressure, the steam and \~ater

being separated at the wellheads and the d.Irect
steam being utilized in the usu~l way. Plant. ~s. at
present being installed at Wairakei for utilizing
flash steam.

Where large quantities of hot water at hi(Sh
temperature and pressure are. avai.1able, t?e potential
power is considerable. At Wairakei, the hIgh-pre~sure

wells (about 200 psig) have ~ water/s~eam ratio of
about 8:1 by weight, and the mterl?edIate-pressures
wells (about 70 psig) have a ratio of about 4: l.
In Iceland the ratio is about 5:1 at a wellhead
nressure of about 70 psig. The Wairakei installation
~vi11 utilize steam flashed from the high-pressure

hot water at 50 psig and again at 0.5 psig. (Some
of the intermediate-pressure water will also be
injected into the hot-water pipeline to lower the
temperature and help to control hot-water flow
problems.) The total quantity of flash steam produced
will be somewhat less than 20 per cent of the hot
water so utilized, about half of it at 50 psig and
half at 0.5 psig. While hot-water utilization is pro
grammed for development in two stages, the power
produced from flash steam at the final stage, about
90 megawatts, would be about one-third of the
total power.

The utilization of hot water presents many tech
nical problems which are referred to in paper G/4
and not further discussed in this general report.

Paper G/41 discusses the most efficient use of
flash steam by considering various flashing cycles.
It also refers to the use of three pressure levels at
Wairakei, with a separate turbine for each pressure,
instead of a single turbine designed to admit steam
at the three pressures. Paper Gj4 explains the
reason for this - the abandonment of a scheme
to produce heavy water (by distillation) after the
associated high-pressure and low-pressure turbo
alternators were in an advanced stage of manufacture,
intermediate-pressure sets then being provided to
use the steam between 50 and 0.5 psig with which
it had been intended to supply the heavy-water
plant. Later turbines for Wairakei are in fact design~d
to accept steam at two pressures - 50 and 0.5 psig.
Nevertheless, it should not be overlooked that the
provision of separate turbines permits grea.ter
flexibility of operation and less loss of station
output when a turbo-alternator is taken off load
for maintenance.

As discussed in paper G/41: the choice of a .fl.ash~ng

cycle to give maximum efficiency of heat utilization
is a technical problem which must also be related
to the economics of the process. A departure from
the most efficient cycle shows an economic gair:,
and flashing below a certain minimum pressure IS
unlikely to be worth while.

UNATTENDED OPERATION

Paper G/8 outlines the measures ta~en at The
Geysers to permit unattended operatIOn. of the
power station. Two men are on duty dunng !he
day, but for the remaining sixteen h~urs the s~atIon

runs unattended. Protective relays trip the unit and
its auxiliaries if there is a dangerous malfunction
and in addition to these, trouble faults actuate
an alarm but do not trip the unit. Signals are sent
to an attended substation 35 miles away and an
operator sent to investigate .should. the po~er

station be unattended at the time. Since runmng
unattended, only two turbine trips and one trouble
alarm have occurred.

UNUSUAL METHODS
.OF UTILIZING GEOTHERMAL FLUIDS

Paper G/41 refers to the po~sibility?f usin~ a
fluid, such as Freon, as the working fluid m a turbine
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instead of steam. The Freon would be vaporized
in a heat exchanger supplied with hot geothermal
water which would be able to fall to a very low
temperature (owing to the properties of Freon)
before it is rejected to waste. A large proportion
of the heat in the geothermal water would therefore
be utilized. Although a turbine designed to operate
on Freon may be technically feasible, there is as
yet insufficient information available about the
properties of Freon, the cost of suitable plant is
likely to be unreasonably high, and considerable
engineering study would be required to develop a
satisfactory design.

Paper G/41 also refers to the possible use of
geothermal fluids for heating feedwater (in a heat
exchanger) in a conventional fossil fuel fired steam
power plant (i.e., burning coal or oil fuels), and
considers this to be the most efficient means of
using geothermal heat in a steam cycle. It would
be practical only if the geothermal site were other
wise suitable for a large steam power plant.

Another possibility is to superheat geothermal
steam using a fossil fuel, and such a scheme was
considered for Wairakei. For base load operation
of the station such superheating did not appear
profitable, but it is regarded as a possible develop
ment which might be added without difficulty at
a later stage, if and when either the need to conserve
steam arises or the geothermal plant reaches a
sufficient fraction of the total installed plant (mostly
hydro-electric) to require that it should take a
share of the peak load.

PIPELINE COSTS AND DESIGN

The cost of pipelines and auxiliary installations
for collecting and transmitting the steam (and
possibly hot water) from wells to the power station
is governed very largely by local conditions. Their
length, steam pressure and temperature, and rate
of steam flow all affect the choice of diameter and
the number required, so that every proposed installa
tion must receive separate consideration. As a very
general guide the following costs mentioned in the
papers are quoted:

The Geysers (Paper G/51)

The cost of the delivery pipeline and connecting
system, including right-of-way clearing, supports,
anchorages, appurtenances, insulation, and installa
tion amounted to approximately U.S.$80 000 for
an installed capacity of 12.5 megawatts. The main
pipeline is 20-in. diameter and approximately
2000 feet long. Branch lines from the wells are 12
to 14-in. diameter and 50 to 150 feet long.

Cost per installed kW : U.S.$64 (£23.2).

Iceland (Paper G/9)

The estimated cost of the steam and hot water
transmission system, wellhead separators and cooling

equipment for separated hot water (which goes to
waste) is U.S.$35 per net kW.

Cost per net installed kW : U.S.$35 (£12.7).

Wairakei (Paper G/4)

The estimated cost of the steam and hot water
collection and transmission system, including well
head separators, hot water pumps and all other
appurtenances is £4 457 000 for an installed capacity
of 192 megawatts. Main steam lines are 20 and
30 in. diameter with branch lines mostly 8, 10 and
12 in. diameter.

Cost per installed kW : £23.2.

Larderello (Paper G/62)

For a small power station comprising one 4-mega
watt non-condensing unit fed from two wells, the
length of steam pipe might be about 600 metres
and would cost approximately 21 million lire,
including insulation. For a power station comprising
four such units fed by 7 or 8 wells the pipeline
would be at least 2 km with a total cost of approxi
mately 70 million lire.

Cost per kilometre of pipeline : 35 000 000 lire
(Cost per mile of pipeline: £33 000)

Cost per installed kW for 4-megawatt station: 5300 lire (£3.1)

Cost per installed kW for 16-megawatt station: 4400 lire (£2.6)

In comparing the above costs, it should be remem
bered that in Iceland and at Wairakei, wellhead
separating equipment and equipment for dealing
with the hot water are included, whereas at The
Geysers and at Larderello only steam is discharged
from the wells. Nevertheless, the comparatively low
cost of pipelines at Larderello is noteworthy. At
Wairakei, also, the pipelines are rather long but
the avoidance of cooling towers showed an economic
gain for the scheme adopted.

In selecting the diameter of pipes and thickness
of insulation, several factors must be taken into
account to give the most economical installation.
These are of a technical nature and are discussed
in paper G/68 as applying to conditions in the
Larderello area. There the pipe diameters are 300,
450,660 and 810 mm (11.8, 17.7,26 and 31.9 inches),
6-8 mm thick (.236-.315 inches), with a layer of
insulating material 30, 60, 90 or 120 mm thick
(1.18, 2.36, 3.54 or 4.72 inches). Insulating material
is rockwool or paste based on magnesia, asbestos
fibre, etc.

In designing pipelines, provision must be made
for expansion and contraction due to temperature
changes. Various arrangements are possible, and
the provisions made at Larderello are outlined in
paper G/68. At Wairakei, vertical loops with arti
culated bellows joints are used in the main steam
transmission lines (but axial bellows in one or two
locations), while for branch lines flexibility is usually
provided by incorporating a series of right-angle
bends in the pipelines.

2
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Fortunately, mild steel has shown good resistance
in the absence of oxygen, so its use for pipelines,
separators, and other vessels should give adequate
service. Copper and copper-based alloys (other than
certain brasses) have proved to be vulnerable, and
this precludes the use of brazing spelter. Turbine
blades have been made of 13 per cent chromium
iron in the soft state, with the blade tip speed
limited to 900 ftjsec to minimise erosion in the
wet end of the turbine, it not being possible to
protect them by brazing on erosion shields, owing
to risks of local hardening and the vulnerability of
spelter. (In the hardened state, 13 per cent chromium
iron has been shown to be susceptible to corrosion
when under stress.) (Paper Gj4.)

At Wairakei also, tests have shown that medium
and high-strength carbon and alloy steels are suscep
tible to sulphide stress cracking, but that mild
steels and low-strength carbon and alloy steels
resist cracking even under very severe constant
deformation test conditions. The strength level for
susceptibility appears to be about 88 000 psi tensile
strength for carbon and low-alloy steels and in the
range 110000 - 120000 psi for high chromium steels.
Consideration of this has excluded the use of high
strength casing in wells, the highest grade of casing
used being grade J 55 as specified by the American
Petroleum Institute and having an ultimate tensile
strength of 75000 psi (min.).

Referring now to The Geysers, papers G/8 and
Gf41 report on the corrosion problem encountered
there. Materials for construction were selected after
extensive tests, and in general conform with the
conclusions reached regarding Wairakei, except that
it is not necessary to contend with geothermal
water. On the other hand, cooling water from the
cooling towers (which is condensed steam) is corro
sive - ammonia in it prohibits the use of copper
in heat exchangers. Sulphur reducing bacteria
were also found to attack 12 per cent chrome
stainless steel plate when exposed in the cooling
tower.

Among the materials used at The Geysers for
construction are:

CORROSION

Geothermal steam is always contaminated with
impurities which may cause corrosion in various
parts of the equipment through which it passes
during utilization. It is therefore most important
to design equipment with corrosion-resistant mate
rials, so that a reasonably long service life is obtained.
The composition and concentration of the impurities
is not the same for all localities, so that special
consideration should be given to the actual conditions
pertaining in any new area proposed for exploitation.
As an example, paper Gj41 mentions the presence
of mercury in the steam at The Geysers, which
would account for the failure of bronze and monel
blades in a small turbine installed in 1928 when
the mercury content of the steam was higher than
it is now. Nevertheless, in principle, the corrosion
data and plant experience obtained in one locality
should be applicable to other geothermal areas
where essentially similar fluids are obtained.

The problem is somewhat different where 'a
mixture of steam and water is produced from wells,
as opposed to superheated steam only. In the form~r

case, it is most unlikely that all of the water IS

removed by separation so that dissolved chemicals
in the water droplets carried over with the steam
may have a corrosive effect as well as that due to
the gases in the steam. It is necessary, therefore,
to ascertain the chemical composition of the steam
and water by taking samples from well discharges
and making a chemical analysis, both qualitative
and quantitive.

At The Geysers, Wairakei and in Iceland, papers
Gj8, Gj4 and Gj9 report that the gases in the steam
consist mainly of carbon dioxide and small percen
tages of hydrogen sulphide, methane, hydrogen,
nitrogen, ammonia and others. The same consti
tuents occur in the steam in the Larderello area,
with the addition of boric acid. At Wairakei, solubles
in the hot water are predominantly chlorides (of
sodium and potassium) with smaller amounts of
silica, sulphates, metaboric acid, bicarbonates,
fluorides and others.

As reported in paper Gf47, many tests have been
carried out at Wairakei to assess the relative resis
tance to corrosion of various metals and alloys
under the different conditions of exposure met with
in practice, such as the steam and water mixture
as discharged by wells, wet and dry separated
steam, separated water, aerated steam, and conden
sates. General conclusions indicate that hydrogen
sulphide, carbon dioxide, ammonia, chlorides, and
steam wetness are the most significant factors and
that the presence of air (e.g., in condensers and
gas exhausting equipment) greatly accelerates cor
rosion, although austenitic stainless ste~l sho,,:,ed
marked resistance in the presence of arr, Dunng
inevitable standby periods, therefore, it is important
to avoid slow steam leakage into air-filled equipment,
and such practices as passing hot dry air continuously
through shut-down turbines may be beneficial.

Steam pipes . . . . . . .
Condensate pipes. . . . . .

Exhaust pipe from turbine
to condenser

Condenser .

Cooling water pumps

Cooling water pipes above
ground .....

Turbine oil coolers .

Carbon steel
Stainless steel (18 per cent

chromc/S per cent nickel)

Stainless steel (18 per cent
chrome/S per cent nickel)

Clad stainless steel (18 per
cent chrome/Id per cent
nickel/2! per cent molyb
denum)

Stainless steel (18 per cent
chromef Id per cent nickel/
21 per cent molybdenum)

Aluminium with no copper
content

Aluminium tubes and tube
sheets, epoxy coated cast
iron water boxes
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An inspection in March 1961 after nine months'
operation of The Geysers plant showed that no
corros~on . had occurred in the turbine. The only
complication was the dust from the steam which
mixed with oil, plugged 30 per cent of the peripheral
area of the first row of blades. All stainless-steel
installations were in good condition. Unprotected
copper in electrical equipment had been attacked
by hydrogen sulphide and showed the need for a
protective coating. Corrosion of the exciter commu
tator gave some concern, requiring more than
normal cleaning.

Aspects of corrosion are referred to in papers G/60
and G/64 for both non-condensing and condensing
cycles. For the former with admission of direct
steam to the turbine, containing hydrogen sulphide
and at least slightly superheated, and with wet
steam at the exhaust uncontaminated with atmos
pheric oxygen, the main points are to exclude the
~se of copper and nickel alloys and to adopt cast
Iron and carbon or chrome steels suitably heat
tre~ted. For a condensing cycle using a jet condenser,
satisfactory resistance to corrosion and formation of
deposits has been achieved in operating plants in
which the various parts of the condensing and
extraction circuit equipment are cast iron, lead
plated steel and vulcanised rubber-coated steel, cast,
rolled and forged chrome steel, high chrome cast
iron and ceramic materials.

Paper Gig presents the results of surface corrosion
tests on specimens exposed under various conditions
in Iceland. (Stress corrosion tests are still continuing.)
The results obtained are very similar to those
reported elsewhere. Protective coatings have shown
good resistance under certain conditions.

In concluding this section on corrosion, it can be
said that close attention should be paid to the
nature of the environment to which various parts
of equipment will be exposed and the choice of
materials made accordingly. Experience to date
shows that reasonable service life could thereby be
expected. The problem is little different from that
which occurs in many other engineering enterprises
where corrosion is a major factor.

Conclusion

T~e papers presented within the scope of this
section have made important contributions to the
technique of harnessing geothermal energy and
geothermal electricity production. The reporting of
~roblems encountered and the steps taken or sugges
tions made to solve them will assist those who are
contemplating exploitation of geothermal fields.

The success of any such venture must depend
upon an adequate initial investigation of the field,
careful planning and choice of equipment for the
exploitation, and continued observation of the
behaviour of the field during exploitation. Apart
from the Larderello area, the use of geothermal
steam for electricity production on a large scale is
a very recent enterprise, and experience in areas of
differing characteristics can only be gained as the
years advance.

There is little doubt, though, that the potential
geothermal energy available throughout the world
is enormous, and with the technical advancement
already made there is every prospect that many
conveniently located areas can be successfully
exploited.

. Proposed topics for discussion

1. Planning of installations in the steam field.
2. Choice of well diameter in relation to power

production required.
3. Drilling problems, particularly with regard

to drilling fluid and circulation losses.
4. Drilling with air.
5. Cements and cementing of casing.
6. Stresses in casing due to temperature changes.
7. Maintenance of wells.
8. Management of a steam field.
9. Choice of type of turbo-alternator plant.

10. Portable turbo-alternator plant.
11. Remote operation of power station.
12. Safety precautions - general.
13. Cost considerations.

This annex covers a review of paper G/71.

WELL SPACING AND DEPTH

Annex

special downhole operations, materials of cast iron or aluminium
are not employed, since they are liable to a hardening action
which prevents milling.

While the spacing of wells depends on the characteristics of
the steam field, Larderello, S.p.A. applies in principle the criterion
of spacing wells 400-500 metres (approx. 1300-1650 feet) apart.
Depths range from 300 m to 1 600 m (approx. 1 000 feet to
5250 feet).

DRILLING EgUIPMENT

Drilling rigs and equipment used are essentially the same as
used in oil-well practice. Special heat-resistant grades of rubber
are used for packings and pistons of the mud pumps, drill pipe
protectors, valve flange packings, cementing plugs, etc. For

DRILLING FLUID

For drilling in the Larderello area, experience has shown a
water-base mud with natural clay and bentonite as its colloidal
constituents to be the most suitable. A low initial density is
necessary, and other physical properties of the mud - viscosity,
gel strength, filter loss, and thickness of filter cake - are kept
within certain limits. To achieve the necessary properties and
to counteract the effect of contaminants from the formation,
various additives are introduced, as found necessary.

A bentonite mud has been used in all the localities reported
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on in the various papers - the Larderello area, Agnano No. 1
well, Iceland, The Geysers, and Wairakei. It is likely, therefore,
that a drilling mud with bentonite as the principal colloid would
be suitable in other geothermal fields.

Circulation losses in the Larderello area are dealt with by
incorporating plugging materials in the drilling mud (such as
vegetable fibre, mica, or cellophane flakes) where the rate of
loss is low. For higher losses, a mixture of cement and about
6 per cent bentonite is used and for complete losses a mortar
of heavy plaster-oil is dumped from a special container run to
the bottom of the well where the plaster comes into first contact
with water.

DIRECTIONAL DRILLING

Directional drilling has been tried in the Larderello area,
but without success, due to the high temperatures which preclude
the use of photographic film for downhole surveys.

CASING PROGRAMME

In the Larderello area, wells to a depth of 600 metres (1 970 feet)
commonly have production casings of 17 i-in. diameter down
to about 400 metres (1 300 feet) with a 16-in. diameter hole
below. This production casing is cemented for its full length.
For deeper wells, the production casing is usually 13i-in. diameter
and only partially cemented. The hole through the producing
formation is l2-in. diameter.

Paper GI7l draws attention to the advantages to be gained
from large-diameter production casings where big flows are
possible, and particularly where turbine pressures are fairly
low, 4.5-5 atmospheres (66-73 psi). It also points out the advantage
of increasing the diameter of the upper section of the production
casing by telescoping one casing part way into the next outer
casing.

On the other hand, recent intensive research based on observa
tions made in the Larderello area have led to the conclusion
that for Larderello conditions, with a pressure in the formation
of 30-32 atmospheres (440-470 psi), a working pressure of about
40-45 per cent of this should be adopted. (Brief mention of
the technical considerations leading to this conclusion are men
tioned in the paper). Such higher pressure enables well diameters,
pipelines and turbines to be smaller, the steam to be utilized
more efficiently, and a rational exploitation of the steam field
under high pressure conditions.

CE~IENTING CASING

DISCHARGING A WELL

Where the hydrostatic pressure in a well is less than the pressure
of the steam-bearing formation, spontaneous discharge will
occur. Otherwise the well is left in a state of rest after introduction
of water is stopped, and the liberation of gas from the steam
may sufficiently lighten the column of water in the well as to
cause a flow. If this fails, a f1QW is stimulated by lightening
the liquid column by means of a piston. (Paper GJ7L)

At Wairakei, discharge usually occurs after the column of
water in a well heats up after a period of standing, its density
thereby becoming less. Liberation of gas from the formation
into the well also assists. If discharge then fails to occur, an
air lift is applied by lowering a rubber hose to some distance
below the water level and pumping compressed air down. Alterna
tively, in some cases where the water level in the well is low
down, the wellhead valve is shut and compressed air pumped
in to lower the water level to a region of higher temperature
such that after standing at that level for some time the water
boils on release of pressure when the wellhead valve is opened.

PRESSURE IN PRODUCING FORMATION

After a well has been discharged and reached a stable condition
of steam discharge, measurements of flow, pressure and tempera
ture are made and the well then shut in while pipes to connect
it to the power station are erected. During this time, periodical
observations of the wellhead pressure are made and give the
pressure in the steam-bearing formation, after making allowance
for the weight of steam and gas in the well.

In wells which discharge a mixture of steam and water (as
at Wairakei) the water level in a closed well is usually some
distance below the wellhead, the space above the 'water being
occupied by steam and/or gas. Theoretically it is possible to
calculate the bottom hole pressure after making observations
of wellhead pressure, depth to water level in the well, and tempera
ture throughout the length of the water column (from which
the average density is obtained). In practice, however, the
method has been found unreliable at Wairakei, and some very
anomalous results have been obtained. These are due principally
to entrainment of gas in the water and ebullition in the water
column at depth, both of which preclude reliable determination
of average density. A special pressure gauge is therefore used
for downhole pressure observations.

DRILLING COSTS

Paper GI7l shows how the cost of two types of wells is calculated
for the Larderello area. A brief summary follows:

Paper GI7l reports the use of two types of cement - ordinary
quick setting cement for use where temperatures are low, and
a special cement developed in Italy for use where temperatures
are high. Immediately after cementing, cold water is pumped
into the well, without recovery, to ensure maximum hardening
of the cement. The need for a continuous sheath of cement
around the casing is emphasised in order to avoid high compressive
stresses in unbonded casing which may lead to its rupture when
heated. Production casing is in general only partially cemented,
and provision for expansion is made at the wellhead, as shown
in figure 1 of paper G/71.

At Wairakei, a generally similar provision is made for possible
expansion of the production casing by fitting an expansion
spool 2 ft 6 in. long at the wellhead (figure 1 of paper GJ14).
Even though the principle of cementing the casing for its full
length is adopted, this may not always be achieved, nor may
the bond of the cement always be fully effective. At Wairakei
also, the well is not cooled immediately after the cement is
placed, but is allowed to warm up before the cement sets, as
it is considered that the expansion which occurs is beneficial
in reducing the maximum compressive stress developed later
when high temperatures occur. The problem is further discussed
in paper G/44.

Production well

Depth
Surface casing
Surface casing depth
Production casing
Production casing depth
Duration of work
Total cost

Cost per metre
(Cost per foot

Exploration well

Depth
Surface casing
Surface casing depth
Inner casing
Inner casing depth
Duration of work
Cost per metre (approx.)
(Cost per foot . . . . .

1000 metres
13i in.

100 metres
9~ in.

850 metres
133 days
82 million lire

(£48200)
82 000 lire

£14.7)

600 metres
9i in.

50 metres
6~ in.

500 metres
65 days

45 000 lire
£8.07)
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EXPLOITATION DE L'ENERGIE GEOTHERMIQUE
ET PRODUCTION D'ELECTRICITE
AU MOYEN DE L'ENERGIE GEOTHERMIQUE

(Traduction d~t rapport precedent)

John H. Smith *

CHOIX DU NOMBRE DE PUITS

Methodes et materlel employes pour l'exploi
tation de I'energie geothermique

Il n'est pas possible de decider a 1'avance, de
facon positive, le nombre exact de puits necessaire
pour assurer une certaine quantite d'energie. Le
rendement des puits peut varier considerablement,
comme l'indiquent les donnees sur lesdits rendements
consignes dans les memoires G/9, G/19 et G/51
(Islande, Wairakei et The Geysers respectivement).
Ce nombre depend egalement de la pression adoptee
pour l'operation. Apres avoir fore quelques puits
et etudie leurs traits particuliers, l'energie potentielle
par puits donnera une indication sur le nombre
necessaire. Neanmoins, dans une region nouvelle, le
moyen le plus sur de perforer tous les puits envisages
pour une centrale energetique est d' etablir de facon
certaine l'energie disponible en faisant fonctionner
a la fois tous les puits.

Il y a d'autres facteurs a prendre en consideration:
la baisse de press ion dans les conduites qui obligera
a faire fonctionner les puits a une pression plus
forte que celle a l'entree dans la turbine; la baisse
du rendement du puits au bout d'un certain temps,
du fait de I'epuisement des reserves, d'une exploi-
tation trop poussee, ou d'entartrage de la formation
geologique: l'interaction d'un puits a 1'autre, le
depot de produits chimiques dans les puits occasion
nant une diminution progressive du debit; enfin
la fermeture de puits aux fins de travaux d'entretien.
Autre facteur : il convient de savoir s'il est essentiel
d'assurer la continuite de la production maximale
d'energie, ou si 1'on peut admettre une reduction
du debit pendant que l'on fait des travaux d'entre
tien a des puits nouveaux, fores pour remplacer
ceux dont la productivite est devenue insuffisante.
Chaque champ producteur de vapeur aura ses traits
particuliers et c'est seulement en connaissance de
cause qu'il sera possible de determiner son potentiel
energetique, Les pages suivantes permettront de se
rendre compte plus completement des donnees du
probleme.

A titre d'indication, le mernoire G/9 mentionne
qu'il est probable que le flux total nominal de
vapeur dont il faut disposer pour la centrale de
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Dans le cadre de cette section, il a ete soumis
28 mernoires. Neuf d'entre eux se rapportent a
l'Italie, particulierement a la region de Larderello,
et aux exploitations mises en train dans ce pays;
13 sont consacres a Wairakei en Nouvelle-Zelande
3 a The Geysers aux Etats-Unis, et 2 a l'Islande:
Le dernier rapport, provenant du Japon, traite de
sujets particuliers, sous une forme generale, ce que
font egalement en partie les autres memoires, Les
memoires decrivent les resultats obtenus, ainsi
que nombre d'experiences faites et de problernes
auxquels il a fallu faire face, et les moyens de les
resoudre.

En redigeant le present rapport, nous avons
cherche a employer un langage non technique; mais
dans certains cas, nous avons cru bon d'expliquer
des details importants a 1'usage de lecteurs non
inities, Les sujets exigeant des connaissances tech
niques detaillees ont ete laisses de cote ; cependant
nous n'avons pas renonce a faire une evaluation
generale du sujet determine; les lecteurs desireux
d'avoir des renseignements plus pousses trouveront
1'indication des memoires speciaux.

Il sera utile de tenir compte de ce qu'a Larderello
et a The Geysers les puits foumissent de la vapeur
surchauffee, alors qu'a Wairakei et en Islande ils
donnent de la vapeur et de l' eau bouillante. (En
Islande certains puits emettent uniquement de 1'eau
chaude utilisee comme moyen de chauffage; il
ri'en est pas traite dans le present rapport.) En
outre, a Larderello, la teneur de la vapeur en gaz
est relativement elevee, ce qui a un effet important
sur le materiel necessaire a 1'utilisation; c'est la un
facteur qui joue beaucoup moins dans le cas de
Wairakei et de The Geysers.

Les conversions monetaires ont ete operees sur
les bases suivantes que nous considerons suffisam
ment exactes aux fins de comparaison :

1 Iivre neo-zelandaise = 1 livre anglaise
= 1 700 lires italiennes
= 2,76 dollars des Etats

Unis

* Ingenieur geothcrmal.
Nouvelle-Zelande,
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15000 kW (net) envisagee en Islande devra etre
deux fois ou deux fois et demie plus grand que la
consommation de vapeur par la centrale, ce qui
exige au total le forage de 7 a 8 puits de production.
Le memoire GJ62 estime qu'une centrale electrique
peut etre prevue pour les deux tiers, ou merne moins,
du debit total des puits fores, L'experience de
Wairakei indique qu'il faut forer environ 20 p. 100
de puits en plus du nombre estirne pour ravitailler
la centrale; mais les donnees relatives aux effets de
l'exploitation sont encore incornpletes, et il est
probable qu'il faudra forer encore d'autres puits a
l'avenir afin de remplacer ceux dent la productivite
diminuera.

EMPLACEMENT DES PUITS

En faisant choix du site d'un puits, i1 est possible
en general d'observer une certaine souplesse quant a
1'emplacement; en effet, il est peu probable que les
conditions en profondeur soient assez bien connues
pour que 1'on doive s'en tenir a un endroit exacte
ment determine; il se peut merne qu'en realite cela
soit irrealisable. Si, par exemple, un puits doit etre
fore dans une zone de faille, il se peut qu'un emplace
ment sur une ligne parallele a la direction de la faille,
pas trop loin de l'emplacement choisi d'abord, soit
aussi favorable pour la production. L'implantation
des puits sera ensuite dans une certaine mesure
decidee par des considerations de genie minier. Si,
par contre, des motifs geologiques et autres dont
on dispose amenent a faire les forages en un endroit
determine, les autres considerations passeront en
seconde ligne et on etablira les plans en consequence.

Dans un champ en exploitation, il est judicieux
de preparer un plan, rneme provisoire, qui indique
les sites futurs des puits, des routes, des traces de
conduites, des canaux de drainage etc., et de fixer
les tolerances au niveau de chaque site de puits
envisage. Cette facon d'operer permettra de simplifier
au point de vue economique les installations dans
les regions restreintes telles qu'une vallee etroite,
ou bien un terrain vallonne ou montagneux, tout
particulierement si les puits ne sont pas largement
espaces, Naturellement, il peut se faire que l'on ait
a modifier les projets au fur et a mesure des forages
et suivant les donnees caracteristiques que l'on
recueille peu a peu sur les puits et leur productivite,

A chaque emplacement de puits, il faut etablir
une plate-forme necessaire pour disposer le materiel
de forage et operer le drainage convenablement.
Sur les pentes fortes, il peut etre commode de creuser
un emplacement sur deux niveaux dont le plus bas
est reserve aux pompes et reservoirs a boues. Il
faut prevoir a la bouche du puits une assise en
ciment dont les dimensions dependront de celles
des vannes d'eruption et des autres materiels utilises
pendant le forage, ainsi que de l'elevation de la nef
de forage. Pour reduire la profondeur de l'assise,
il peut etre avantageux d'etablir une superstructure
pour y monter une perforatrice portative. Il faut
apporter une attention speciale a la constitution
de l'assise a la bouche du puits, cette assise pouvant

avoir, etant donne certains types de perforatrices,
a supporter de lourdes charges vu le poids du mate
riel et des masses transportees pendant le forage.
Il en est ainsi a Wairakei et a The Geysers, ou des
tabliers partent depuis l'assise pour repartir les
poids. Dans les terrains meubles ces tabliers auront
aussi a supporter l'assise au cas ou une poche se
produirait avant que le tubage de surface soit
installe,

Un drainage adequat est necessaire pour disposer
des grandes quantites de fluides dues au forage et
a l'eau chaude provenant des puits par echappernent
dans l'atmosphere (le cas echeant). A Wairakei le
drainage a partir de la nef de l'assise a la bouche
du puits est obtenu au moyen d'un canal ouvert
qui sert aussi de sortie de secours. L' entree et la
sortie normales se font par un escalier situe a la
face opposee de 1'assise. On estime souhaitable de
disposer de moyens tout prets devacuation au cas
oil. il se produirait une fuite de gaz ou de vapeur
dans l'assise ou si I'eau chaude en cascade tombait
d'en haut. A The Geysers on n'a prevu jusqu'ici
qu'une seule voie d'acces, I'assise de forme trian
gulaire ayant une ouverture a une extrernite.

En Islande a deux sites de puits il a fallu foncer
jusqu'a une profondeur de 8 a 12 metres (26 a
39 pieds) des tubes d'acier de 10 cm (4, pouces)
qui servent de pilotis pour soutenir une plate-forme
de beton arrne de 2 pieds (60 cm) d'epaisseur sur
laquelle est installe le materiel de forage, cela parce
que le rocher est surrnonte d'une couche de terre et
d'argile saturee d'eau. On a pris egalement des
precautions speciales la oil. le sol est gele, car le degel
occasionne par la chaleur emanant du puits peut
mettre en danger les fondations et amener un flechis
sement inegal du material (rnemoire GJ3G).

Cn-rENTAGE DE CONSOLIDATION (rriemoirc GJ14)

A Wairakci, le sol autour de 1'assise est consolide
en jointoyant avec du ciment dans un rayon de
30 pieds autour de la bouche du puits, cela a des
profondeurs allant de 30 m (100 pieds) et plus,
pres de 1'assise, a 15 m (50 pieds) sur le pourtour.
Outre la stabilite ainsi assuree au sol pour supporter
de fortes charges, cette facon d'operer sert - point
important - a rendre le sol relativement etanche,
ce qui exclut l'arrivee de vapeur ou d'eau chaude
pouvant se degager vers le haut et faire eruption
ala surface ou amollir le sol et mettre ainsi en danger
la bouche de puits, 1'assise et le materiel de surface.
L'importance de ce cimentage de consolidation a
ete prouvee aWairakei, ou du fluide chaud s'echappa
d'un puits pendant le forage et declencha une
eruption a quelque distance de la. On eut assez
de temps pour pouvoir mettre en surete tout le
material de forage avant que I'eruption ne prit de
plus grandes proportions et fit s'effondrer le sol
consolide.

Il est indispensable de tenir soigneusemcnt compte
de la necessite du cimentage de consolidation. Dans
un terrain inconnu, il est considere comme desirable
de determiner la nature des couches superficielles
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avant de commencer a forer un puits quelconque.
Quelques carottages a faible profondeur et la deter
mination de la permeabilite par injection d'eau
fourniront de precieux renseignements.

EsrACEMENT DES PUITS

L'espacement des puits qui convient le mieux
est ~onction ?e fa~teurs si nombreux qu'il n'est pas
possible de determmer un espacement optimal avant
d'avoir fore un certain nombre de puits dans un
champ nouveau. Les renseignements geologiques
obtenus au fur et a mesure du forage des puits,
les temperatures et pressions observees, la quantite
et la continuite du debit et l'interference avec les
puits avoisinants, tout cela presente de 1'importance.
En un certain endroit, un espacement satisfaisant
des puits peut etre totalement different de celui
necessaire a un autre endroit du meme champ. Il
faut aussi tenir compte du degre envisage d'exploi
tation, savoir si l'on veut obtenir une faible produc
tion d'energie sur une longue periode ou une pro
duction d'energie plus considerable sur une periode
plus courte, ou bien si le rendement doit etre accru
en forant des puits plus nombreux a mesure que
s'accroit la demande d'energie,

L'interference entre puits peut probablement se
produire entre des puits places assez pres les uns
des autres, mais cela depend de la capacite de la
source et des canaux et fissures souterrains qui
alimentent les puits. L'interference peut etre deter
minee par observation de caracteristiques de debit
des puits environnants, lorsqu'un nouveau puits
commence a debiter, ou par une serie d'observations
que I'on peut faire avec des puits choisis deja ferrnes.

Le memoire Gj9 indique qu'une interference a
ete observee entre trois puits d'Islande, espaces le
long d'une ligne droite a des intervalles d'environ
220 metres et 380 metres (a peu pres 700 et 1 250
pieds).

A Wairakei, on a constate peu d'interference
entre puits, meme lorsqu'ils sont eloignes de moins
de 30 metres (100 pieds). Dans un cas, des essais
ont montre que deux puits eloignes de 27 metres
(90 pieds) presentaient une interference (I'un d'eux
s'assechant) et qu'entre deux puits ecartes de 3 metres
(10 pieds) il y avait une interference notable. Lesdits
puits etaient fores dans des formations qui n'etaient
que moderement permeables, Par contre, entre
deux puits ecartes de 18 metres (60 pieds), et fores
dans une formation tres fissuree, il n'y a pas d'inter
ference - et tous deux fournissent de forts debits.
Recemment de la boue de forage, provenant d'un
puits en voie de forage, est apparue dans le flux
provenant d'un puits voisin eloigne d'environ
60 metres (200 pieds), mais les deux puits debitant,
il ne semble pas y avoir de diminution dans le
rendement.

FORAGE : GENERALlTES

Comme dans la pratique des puits de petrole, le
forage pour obtenir de la vapeur geothermique
constitue une entreprise specialisee qui exige des

travailleurs bien entraines et l' exercice d'une sur
veillanc~ technique aux differents stades du foncage
d'un puits. Nombre de problemes sont generalement
analogues a ceux rencontrcs dans le forage des puits
de petrole mais sont rendus bien plus ardus par
1'apparition de hautes temperatures a des profon
deurs relativement faibles. Le fait d'avoir affaire
avec de la vapeur et de l'eau chaude fait surgir
des problemes tout particuliers; comme le personnel
de forage peut n'etre pas completement au courant
des proprietes de la vapeur, il est souhaitable de
pouvoir disposer d'une direction technique.

Les installations de forage rotatif classiques se
preterit parfaitement au forage en vue d'obtenir de
la vapeur geothermique; elles ont ete employees
dans toutes les localites citees dans les rapports :
Italie, Islande, Les Geysers et la Nouvelle-Zelande.
Le materiel auxiliaire necessaire est egalement d'un .
models normal, mais on doit tenir compte speciale
ment de questions telles que la constitution et le
refroidissement de la boue de forage, le refroidisse
ment du puits pendant le forage, la resistance a
I'echauffernent de materiaux comme le caoutchouc
du coulage du ciment pour le tubage et de la tech
nique de finition. Nous y reviendrons plus loin.

MATERlEL DE FORAGE

La capacite necessaire a une installation de forage
est fonction de la profondeur et des dimensions du
trou que l'on entend forer et les appareils, pour
repondre adivers besoins, peuvent etre obtenus chez
plusieurs fabricants. On suppose que la profondeur
et les dimensions du trou auront ete determinees
par des recherches faites pendant les sondages
prelirninaires d'un champ de vapeur geothermique
et que l'on aura tenu compte du nombre de puits
necessaires. Si l'on envisage une exploitation de
grande envergure, 1'achat de materiel lourd est
justifie (et il est indispensable en tout cas pour les
forages profonds). Mais si l'on n'envisage que la
production de petites quantites d'energie, I'emploi
d'appareillage leger pour forer un assez grand
nombre de petits puits peut etre prevu si la profon
deur n'est pas excessive. La vapeur produite a de
faibles profondeurs peut avoir une pression plus
faible que celle provenant de plus grandes profon
deurs et par consequent etre d'un emploi moins
efficace dans une turbine, mais neanmoins l'inves
tissement total de capital peut etre considerablement
moins eleve, Si les puits sont fores sous contrat, la
situation peut etre moins critique, mais le cofrt
du transport de materiel lourd de forage jusqu'au
site peut, pour un petit nombre de puits, gonfler
considerablement le cofit de forage. Il importe aussi
de pouvoir assez facilement disposer d'un appa
reillage pour 1'entretien des puits; il peut merne etre
indispensable d'en avoir un sur place en permanence.
Dans ce cas, il faut tenir compte des charges instal
lees. On ne peut resoudre cette question qu'au vu
des conditions sur place et des buts des travaux
d'exploitation.

Le memoire Gj49 decrit l'evolution des travaux
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de forage a Wairakei; on voit ainsi que des petites
installations de capacite nominale pouvant mener
jusqu'a 225 et 450 metres (750 et 1 500 pieds) de
profondeur ont permis de forer avec succes des
puits de 10 et 15 cm (4 et 6 pouces) de diametre.
Elles ont ete utilisees pour les sondages prealables
et les plus grandes ont ete employees ulterieurernent
pour forer quelques puits de production. La plupart
de ces puits, sauf s'ils sont trop elcignes, fournissent
maintenant de la vapeur a la centrale electrique,
Cependant, corn me le but a Wairakei etait de pro-

duire autant d'electricite que possible et qu'on avait
constate 1'avantage d'un foncags plus profond
(2000 a 3000 pieds, soit 600 a 900 metres), tous
les puits de production ont ete fores avec un dia
metre de 20 cm (8 pouces) avec des appareillages
d'une capacite nominale permettant d'atteindre
900 m (3000 pieds) de profondeur.

A titre d'indication sur la capacite necessaire de
l'appareillage, nous fournissons ci-dessous des
exemples pour les puits plus grands des champs
geothermiques :

Locolite
Diamitre du trou en pouces Proiondeur totale Memoirs(cm) en metres (pieds)

Is1ande (champ de vapeur) 8 3/4 (17,15) 1500 (4920) G/36
Islande (champ d'eau chaude) 8 3/4 (17,15) 2200 (7216) G/36
The Geysers (Etats-Unis) . 12 1/4 (31,12) 300 (1 000) G/51
Wairakei (Nouvelle-Ulande) . 7 5/8 (19,35) 900 (3000) G/49
Agnano n- 1 (Italie) 8 1/2 (21,57) 1 841 (6039) G/66

Le diametre du trou indique est celui fore dans
la formation au-dessous du reveternent de produc
tion. Il faut forer des trous plus grands ades niveaux
plus eleves pour permettre 1'installation de colonnes
concentriques de tubage au fur' et a mesure de
1'avance du forage.

Le choix du materiel de forage est une question
de caractere grandement subjectif. Une description
du materiel utilise a Wairakei est fournie dans les
rnemoires G/14 et G/49, le memoire G/36 decrit
celui utilise en Islande. Les possibilites de transport
immediat sont a prendre en consideration : il est
souhaitable d'avoir des camions ou remorques pour
le montage du mat et des treuils (et peut-etre d'autre
rnateriel accessoire). Le memoire G/22 decrit aussi
le materiel de forage et certains aspects de la pratique
du forage, mais ne semble pas s'appliquer a I'utili
sation dans des cas reels de forage; il s'agit plutot
d'un manuel general pour le choix du materiel et
des techniques pour les conditions envisagees.

Les vannes d'eruption seront normalement adap
tees a la bouche du puits pour empecher le puits
de faire eruption si ce dernier vient sous press ion
au cours du forage. Ce dispositif permet de fermer
rapidement le puits en tamponnant autour des
instruments de forage dans le trou (des tubes de
forage ou des colliers de forage, par exemple); il
permet une fermeture complete lorsqu'il n'y a pas
d'instruments dans le trou. Habituellement, on
instal1e un systeme double pour parer a toute even
tualite. Outre les rapports cites plus haut, on trouve
une description des vannes d'eruption dans les
memoires G/43 et G/51. Pour permettre de continuer
le forage dans un trou sous pression, on peut prevoir
un rotatif. Le mernoire G/70 en cite un equipe de
materiel de tamponnage Viton qui peut supporter
des temperatures de 170°C et meme de 316°C pendant
des periodes limitees.

Les elements de tamponnage, OU qu'ils soient
employee, doivent etre en materiau resistant a la

chaleur, s'ils doivent et re exposes a de hautes tem
peratures pendant assez longtemps. Les materiaux
usuels en caoutchouc se deteriorent rapidement a
haute temperature.

FLUIDE DE FORAGE

Dans le forage geothermique, les fonctions du
liquide de forage (cornmunement dit boue) sont
essentiellement analogues a celles exigees pour le
forage de puits de petrole. Les principales de ces
fonctions sont notamment : refroidir et lubrifier les
forets et trepans, retirer les dechets du puits, ernpe
cher les parois du puits de se deforrner sous la pression
hydrostatique exercee sur des formations non conso
lidees, deposer un reveternent impermeable sur la
paroi, surmonter la pression de la formation et
prevenir le flux de fluides venant de la formation.
Une autre fonction tres importante en forage geo
thermique est l'effet continu de refroidissement
sur le terrain traverse par le puits, ce qui previent
I'arrivee ou la formation de vapeur. Pour l'ernploi,
la boue est prise dans des reservoirs ouverts et
pompee vers le bas le long du tubage, puis e1le
remonte a la surface chargee des dechets de forage
a travers 1'espace annulaire exterieur au tube de
forage. On se debarrasse des dechets par vibration
des cribles et de la boue refroidie avant sa remise
en circulation.

Il n'y a guere de doute que, si on peut 1'utiliser
efficacement, I'eau ordinaire est le meilleur fluide
de forage. De nombreux essais ont ete faits a Wai
rakei avec 1'eau, mais avec un succes partiel, etant
donne la perrneabilite des formations traversees
par le forage. S'il y a perte exageree de I'eau vers
la formation, les dechets venant du foret ne sont
pas ramenes a la surface et les risques sont grands
de voir la colonne de forage coincee dans le puits.
Si les conditions sont favorables, on utilise l'eau a
Wairakei, particulierement une fois le tubage de
production installe,
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La .constitution ~'une b?,:e de forage exige une
connalssance techmque speciale, et les ingredients
utilises doivent etre compatibles avec les produits
alteratifs qu'elle rencontre pendant son passage
da?,s." tro? en forage. P?ur re~ons~ituer ses pro
pnetes apres alteration, 11 faut faire des essais
frequents et ajouter les produits chimiques estimes
necess.. res. Les hautes temperatures ont aussi des
effets mportants sur les proprietes de la boue.

Uno l;oue d'usage courant est constituee par une
suspervi-m de bentonite dans l'eau ou dans une emul
sion (, , .iile, en y ajoutant certains produits pour
donn: ' la boue les proprietes souhaitees, A Wairakei
on uil' la bentonite dans une emulsion d'huile
(avecmtres additifs) comme l'indique le memoire
G/21. il Islande, d'apres le memoire G/36, il est
fait u,e pour le forage de bentonite avec de l'eau ;
toutc l'auteur attire l'attention sur le fait que
l'eau , .oleIC donne satisfaction dans la plupart des cas.

Le'moire G/51 met en garde contre l'emploi
de be. , de forage lorsqu'on opere dans des formations
conit i I1t de la vapeur comme a The Geysers
(contt .r-ment au cas des formations ne contenant
que (( leau chaude), vu le danger de dessiccation
de la oue residuelle une fois le forage arrete et
de bl.. :[::c de zones perrneables qui, sinon, pourraient
amen de la vapeur dans le puits. }\feme dans les
formr. ;,ns contenant de l'eau chaude a Wairakei,
tout ; Ate it croire que I'on peut voir se realiser
ces (\,: .litions. A The Geysers, on envisage d'utiliser
surto .~ l'eau dans les forages futurs, et la boue
en 'l'Iltites restreintes, et d'essayer de forer en
Iaiss.: la vapeur entrainer les dechets une fois
la v, ur rencontree aux profondeurs souhaitees.

L,:,,'moire G/66 fournit une interessante relation
de CL . uns aspects du forage au puits nO 1 d'Agnano,
d'ur. profondeur de 1841 metres (6039 pieds),
dans • , region des Campi Flegrei, Province de Naples,
ou l'c. a enregistre au fond du trou une temperature
de L ,)C. Les' difficultes principales rencontrees
dan \e forage provenaient du comportement de
la ho,,,' de forage it ces temperatures elevees, le
res:..,r~'.t etant une augmentation de la viscosite,
le d5p,)t d'une couche epaisse, et finalement la soli
dific.uion du liquide par cuisson. Les experiences
sur ~:hce et les recherches en laboratoire ont prouve
qu'il ctait desirable d'utiliser une boue a base de
bentonite et d'eau et, apres une etude approfondie
de tous les effets dus it la haute temperature, on
arrive au resultat souhaite en modifiant la boue par
addition de divers produits chimiques. La quantite
de produits ajoutes varie selon la nature des roches
perforees, la quantite des solides entraines par la
bone et enfin la nature et la masse des sels solubles
dans les eaux de la formation.

Une forte quantite de chaleur est extraite ~e
la boue de forage, et il est frequemment necessaire
de refroidir la boue avant de la faire circuler de nou
veau vers le bas du trou. Cela peut s'effectuer ~n
faisant passer la boue dans une tour d~ refr?ld1s:
sement comme ceUe employee a Agnano, a.~~lrake~
et a The Geysers. A The Geysers, on a utilise aUSS1

des serpentins d'eau de refroidissement dans les
reservoirs de boue ; on a aussi constate qu'il suffisait
alors de regler la vitesse de forage selon l'effet de
refroidissement cherche. En Islande, on arrete le
forage des que la temperature depasse 80 ou 90°C;
l'eau froide ajoutee a la boue est injectee dans le trou
jusqu'a ce que la temperature s'abaisse a 60°C,
ou meme plus bas, si possible. A Wairakei, la tempe
rature de la boue en retour ne depasse pas ordinai
rement 55 ou 65°C, et les tours de refroidissement
determinent un abaissement d'environ 20°C. Si la
boue devient trop chaude, on arrete le forage, et la
circulation se poursuit jusqu'a refroidissement du
trou.

Un des problernes qui se posent frequemment
est la perte de liquide de forage (perte de circulation)
vers la formation, a des horizons permeables. Ces
horizons, quand ils sont situes a des profondeurs
ou la temperature est elevee, conviennent proba
blement pour la production. Si par contre il faut
forer plus profondement, la perte de circulation
peut etre tres genante et l'on a recours a divers
expedients, par exemple, al'adaptation des proprietes
de la boue en diminuant sa densite et en augmentant
sa viscosite et sa consistance, en incorporant a la
boue des paillettes ou des produits fibreux ou en
injectant doucement dans la zone de perte certains
materiaux qui, descendus par gravite dans le tubage,
se deposent pour former une masse solide ou plastique
qui remplira les pores ou crevasses. Parmi ces produits,
citons un melange bentonite/huile diesel, et un coulis
de ciment; ces deux produits ont ete employes avec
succes aWairakei. Dans les cas extremes, il peut etre
necessaire de constituer une colonne de tubage aune
petite distance au dela de l'horizon permeable et
de le cimenter avant de forer plus avant.

Les fonctions du fluide de forage sont de la plus
grande importance et peuvent etre tout a fait
essentieUes pour la reussite du forage d'un puits.
Certaines des observations plus techniques sont
consignees dans les memoires G/21, G/22 et G/66.
Il est important de s'assurer que la pompe acircula
tion de boue a une capacite convenable, et il est
essentiel de disposer d'une pompe de secours.

FOURNlTURE D'EAU POUR LE FORAGE

On doit pouvoir disposer d'une quantite conve
nable d'eau froide lors des forages pour la vapeur
geothermique, soit pour l'utiliser a la place de boue
de forage, soit pour la melanger avec la boue
ou avec le ciment. S'il survient une grave perte
de circulation pendant le forage, le melange de boue
peut se trouver rapidement epuise, et il est essentiel
d'avoir de l'eau a introduire directement dans le
trou ou pour faire un melange supplementaire de
boue. L'eau peut aussi etre necessaire pour refroidir
un puits avant de faire des travaux d'entretien ou
pour traiter un puits dont on n'est plus maitre.

En Islande on dispose de pompes centrifuges
pour le ravitaillement en eau, chacune a une capacite
de 25 l/sec (300 imp. gal/min) (memoire G/36).

2"
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Il est probable que l'eau est pompee directement
a des sources naturelles et amenee aux sites des
puits.

A Wairakei la source de ravitaillement en eau
naturelle est eloignee du champ de production de
vapeur. Aussi la region a-t-elle ete dotee d'un reseau
de canalisation partant d'une installation de pompage
situee le long d'un cours d'eau, avec des reservoirs
installes a des endroits convenables dans le champ
de production de vapeur. On dispose d'un apport
de 75 ljsec (1 000 imp. galjmin) pour les sites de
puits pour une demi-heure, et de 30 ljsec (400 imp.
gal/min) a flot continu.

FORAGE A L'AIR COMPRIME

Au lieu d'employer la boue de forage, on utilise
l'air comprime dans les operations de forage de
quelques puits de petrole afin de se debarrasser
des detritus provenant du puits. Cela peut s'appliquer
quand les puits sont secs ou assez secs. Cette technique
a ete employee pour le forage de petits puits de
sondage de faible diametre dans les regions geother
miques de Toscane; cela a donne lieu ades avantages
economiques considerables du fait de la diminution
de l'usure des trepans et de l'accroissement de la
vitesse de forage. Il est possible de forer rapidement
des trous pour determiner les zones de perrneabilite
maximale le long des failles et de se procurer toutes
les donnees necessaires a l'exploitation systematique
ulterieure du champ. Le memo ire Gj70 decrit les
avantages obtenus ainsi que les techniques et le
materiel utilises en mettant en pratique ce systeme
dans les champs de Toscane. Nous en donnons un
apercu ci-dessous.

Les meilleurs resultats ont ete ob tenus par des
forages dans des formations dures et completernent
seches, la vitesse de forage etant accrue d'environ
six fois (en comparaison de ce qui se produit avec
l'emploi de boue de forage) et la duree des trepans
etant multipliee de 2,3 a 4,6 fois. On peut parer
aux infiltrations de petites quantites d'eau en faisant
entrer avec l'air un stearate en poussiere fine qui
ernpeche les detritus de s'agglornerer pour former
une pate. Si l'eau s'infiltre en plus grandes quantites
- plusieurs metres cubes par heure - il faut avoir
recours a des agents ecumogenes qui maintiennent
le systerne de levage aun niveau normal. Si l'apport
d'eau est encore plus considerable, le forage a l'air
cornprime n'est plus economique et il est necessaire
d'en revenir au forage classique a la boue, ou d'utili
ser de la boue aeree.

Parmi d'autres techniques utilisees avec succes,
on peut citer l'injection d'eau vers le bas du tube
de forage pour faire remonter les detritus depuis
le fond et les melanger a un niveau superieur avec
le liquide geothermique contenant une forte propor
tion de gaz, ce liquide s' ecoulant dans le puits apartir
de la formation au niveau superieur ; on peut aussi
utiliser un melange d'air comprime et de vapeur
geothermique produits dans le trou.

Une installation rotative equipee pour le forage
a l'air comprime est analogue, presque a tous egards,

aune installation pour le forage a la boue. Les modi
fications principales consistent dans l'emploi de
compresseurs d'air au lieu de pompes a boue et d'un
dispositif d'etancheite rotatif a la bouche du puits.
Le cofrt de conversion d'un type normal d'installation
de forage atteindra environ 40 millions de lires
(£23500-. Par contre, l'economie sur le cout de forage
d'un puits d'exploration jusqu'a 1 000 metres
(3280 pieds) est estimee a 10 millions de lires (£5 900),
si bien que l' economic realisee en forant seulement
quatre puits compensera les depenses en materiel
supplementaire,

ERUPTIONS

Il peut y avoir deux genres d'eruptions : premie
rement, un puits fait eruption fortuitement pendant
le forage et, deuxiernement, le fluide chaud se fraie
un passage hors du puits en dessous de la surface,
penetre dans la formation et circule a havers des
canaux perrneables jusqu'a la surface ou il emerge
avec une force eruptive. Ces deux genres d'eruption
sont consignes dans les memoires Gj43 et GJ51,
ou l'on trouve la description de cas concrets.

Les fuites fortuites pendant le forage exigent
que l'on adapte des vannes deruption a. la bouche
du puits, que l'on assure l'installation de pompes
convenables et la fourniture d'eau ainsi que l'appli
cation de techniques sures de forage.

Des eruptions peuvent se produire a travers la
formation pendant ou apres le forage. Elles sont
causees par du fluide chaud qui penetre dans un
puits a. une profondeur OU regnent de hautes tempe
ratures et de fortes pressions; puis ce fluide monte
dans le puits pour atteindre un canal de flux naturel
en intersection dans lequel la pression est plus
faible; par ce canal, le flux quitte le puits et peut
atteindre la surface si le canal s'etend jusque-la.
Meme si le canal n'atteint pas la surface, l'accrois
sement de pression au-dessous de la formation super
ficielle peut suffire a soulever le sol surjacent.
Parmi ces canaux naturels, il peut y avoir des zones
de faille, des fissures, des formations poreuses non
consolidees, ou des canaux formes par suite d'une
activite thermique naturelle anterieure. La fuite
en provenance du puits se produira generalement
en dessous du fond du tubage cimente, mais, si le
cimentage est inferieur, un chemin tout pret pour
les fluides se deplacant vers le haut existe dans
l'espace annulaire exterieur au tubage. De meme
une rupture du tubage offrira un point dacces
dans la formation.

Le memoire Gj51 relate uhe eruption aThe Geysers,
provoquee par de la vapeur montant dans le puits
et faisant eruption a travers une ancienne fumerolle.
Un essai fait pour calfater avec du ciment ri'a pas eu
d'effet durable et l'on croit maintenant qu'il serait
eventuellernent possible de deposer 200 tonnes de
calcaire dans l'espace par ou passe la vapeur, a
60 metres (200 pieds) de profondeur. Cela se ferait
en cimentant un tubage dans un trou fonce a200 pieds
et en y faisant descendre une solution saturee de
calcaire dans de l'eau de chaux. Des que l'eau
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s'echauffe , l'acide carbonique se degage et le calcaire
se depose. On envisage une petite usine pilote pour
etudier la possibilite de mettre en oeuvre ce precede.

Le memoire G/43 relate deux eruptions qui se sont
produites a Wairakei pendant le forage. Deux puits
avaient Me fores pour sondages et ont ete abandonnes.
11 n'a ete fait aucune tentative pour les maitriser
completement, etant donne que leur eloignement
les rend sans interet immediat, mais l'activite s'est
considerablement calmee depuis la premiere eruption.
Dans ces deux cas, la cause fondamentale de I'erup
tion etait I'arrivee de fluide chaud en profondeur
qui trouvait a s'echapper du puits a un niveau
plus haut. Dans un cas, l'absence de ciment dans
l'espace annulaire exterieur au tubage a fourni
un canal vers la surface; dans l'autre cas, la fuite
se produisit dans une region naturellement active.

A Wairakei, il s'est aussi produit une eruption
due a du fluide chaud penetrant dans une zone
de faille a travers une rupture du tubage a180 metres
(600 pieds) de profondeur. Cette eruption a pu etre
maitrisee en forant un trou deviant de la verticale
pour intervecter le puits original au-dessous du
tubage, a 470 metres (1565 pieds) de profondeur
et en pompant vers le bas du coulis de ciment qui
engorgea le bas du tubage.

Pour prevenir ces eruptions, void des facteurs
importants :

a) Choisir un programme adequat de tubage,
b) S'assurer que l'espace annulaire entourant le

tubage de ciment est en realite bien rempli de ciment,
c) Refroidir le puits pendant le forage afin d'eviter

la formation d'une pression excessive, tout au moins
jusqu'a ce que le dernier element de tubage cimente
soit en place.

FORAGE DANS UNE DIRECTION VOULUE

Pour autant qu'on sache, le seul puits fore inten
tionnellement et dans une direction deviee dans un
champ geothermique est un puits fore a Wairakei
en novembre 1960. I1 a Me fore pour intersecter
a 470 metres (1565 pieds) de profondeur un puits
hors de controle ; les deux bouches des puits etaient
eloignees de 60 metres (200 pieds) (memoires G/14
et G/43). On a pornpe un coulis de ciment dans le
puits devie et on a reussi a engorger le bas du tubage
du puits hors de controle, (Des travaux preparatoires
son ll] train pour fermer completernent le puits,
p;))' (;n haut, maintenant qu'il est accessible). Le
for.: ,/' du puits devie a Me dirige par un specialiste
des}~lats-Unis qui utilisait un materiel normal et
des ap}iareils photographiques dans le fonds du puits,
capabies de supporter une temperature de 150°C.
Le puits etait maintenu £roid, comme dans la pratique
courante, et il n'est pas probable que ladite tempe
rature ait ete atteinte.

La reussite de ce puits devie indique qu'il est
possible d'adopter cette methode pour forer des puits
de protection en des points ou le forage vertical
du trou souleve des problemes particuliers. Le relief
du sol, les obstructions materielles, l'insecurite du sol,

ou d'autres circonstances peuvent rendre impossible
le forage vertical d'un trou aun site autrement prefe
rable.

A Wairakei, beaucoup de puits sont fores pour
intersecter des failles a 600 metres (2000 pieds)
environ de profondeur. Les failles sont tres fortement
inclinees, a 5° ou plus de la verticale, si bien qu'a
moins de situer convenablement la bouche du puits,
l'intersection de la faille a la profondeur desiree
peut ne pas etre realisee avec un puits vertical,
tout particulierement parce que l'inclinaison de
la faille u'est pas toujours connue de facon sure.
Un forage devie en vue d'intersecter la faille sous
un angle moins aigu accroitra les chances de reussite
dans ces conditions, et l'on envisage d'adopter cette
methode dans certains endroits.

Toutefois, il importe de tenir dfiment compte
des complications qu'implique le forage devie. 11 faut
un materiel special, le forage exige plus de temps,
la colonne de forage risque davantage de se rompre
dans le puits et la technique merne du forage a un
caractere special.

PROGRAMMES DE TUBAGE

Le choix du programme de tubage depend de
plusieurs facteurs, parmi lesquels la capacite de
l'installation de forage, la nature des formations
perforees, les temperatures et pressions rencontrees,
et la profondeur du trou. 11 est particulierement
important de bien tenir compte de I'eventualite
du puits entrant sous pression au cours du forage.
Si cela se produit, la formation exposee aux niveaux
superieurs du puits peut etre incapable de prevenir
le degagement de fiuides chauds dans la formation
et il en resulte une eruption. Une pratique sure
sera d'avoir deja coule du ciment dans le tubage
pour fermer ces zones de perte avant de foncer plus
bas et de rencontrer des pressions superieures. Une
attention constante et de bonnes techniques de
forage peuvent toutefois reduire au minimum ces
incidents, particulierement si les conditions du sous
sol sont bien connues; mais a des endroits nouveaux
il faut agir avec prudence, et il vaudra la peine
de commencer par forer un puits pilote pour deter
miner les caracteristiques des formations proches
de la surface. Dans une region volcanique traversee
par des failles, comme a Wairakei, les conditions
du sous-sol peuvent varier sur une petite distance
laterale, aussi ne peut-on s'en tenir a un programme
rigide pour les profondeurs de tubage: il faut ajuster
ce programme, dans les limites necessaires, d'apres
les conditions constatees pendant le forage.

11 importe d'installer une colonne de tubage sur
laquelle peut etre monte un rnateriel de vannes
d'eruption avant de forer jusqu'a des profondeurs
ou regnent des pressions et des temperatures aux
effets desquelles il est impossible de parer si la
bouche du puits n'est pas fermee.

Les mernoires G/9, G/36, G/51, G/16 et G/49
fournissent des details sur les tubages installes en
Islande, a The Geysers et a Wairakei. Nous ne cher
chons pas dans ce rapport general a analyser et
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comparer en detail les divers programmes, etant
donne qu'ils dependent tellement des conditions
locales. 11 est cependant bon de souligner que le
tubage de production ne doit pas avoir un trop petit
diametre, ce qui restreindrait inutilement le debit
d'un puits. A Wairakei, un diametre de 218,9 mm
(8 pouces 5/8) est considers comme le minimum
desirable, plus specialement pour les puits assez
profonds et a grand debit. On a neanmoins obtenu
de bons debits avec des puits moins profonds (mais
sous pression plus faible) avec des tubages de 16,8 cm
(6 pouces i), fores avec une installation legere.
En Islande, on utilise le diametre de 24,43 cm
(9 pouces i) aussi bien pour les puits de vapeur que
pour les puits d'eau chaude. A The Geysers, le tubage
de production est de 33,97 cm (13 pouves i) dans
quelques puits mais dans d'autres des tuyauteries
de 12,70 cm (5 pouces), 16,8 cm (6 pouces l) ou
21,28 cm (8 pouces i) ont ete poses jusqu'a la bouche
du puits, ou presque.

CIMENTAGE DU TUBAGE

Une des plus importantes operations dans le
forage d'un puits est le cimentage du tubage. Le but
est d'obtenir un chemisage complet de ciment
autour des tubes pour les ancrer fermement au sol
et entre eux, de proteger le tubage contre la corrosion
(pres du sommet notamment) et d'ernpecher le flux
vers le haut des fluides thermiques en dehors du
tubage. La technique de cimentage peut varier
dans les details, mais la description suivante de la
pratique a Wairakei peut presenter de I'interet.

Avant d'etablir le tubage et de retirer la colonne
de forage, on fait circuler le fluide de forage un
certain temps afin de conditionner les parois du puits
et de le refroidir autant que possible; un refroidis
sement analogue par circulation est frequemment
effectue pendant que l'on fonce le tubage dans le
puits et apres qu'il a atteint la profondeur voulue.
Le coulis de ciment est melange de facon continue
et pompe a I'interieur du tubage jusqu'au fond de
ce dernier, dou il remonte dans l'espace annulaire
exterieur, On en pompe suffisamment pour que,
lorsque le tubage est plein de coulis en pompant
pour finir de la boue par dessus (un bouchon separant
les deux fluides), le coulis remonte a la surface.
Etant donne les deperditions vers les formations
permeables, cette remontee ri'a pas toujours lieu;
en tous cas le niveau superieur recule presque
invariablement dans l'espace annulaire jusqu'a une
profondeur indeterminee. Pour surmonter cette diffi
culte, on pompe de nouveau le coulis vers le bas
jusqu'a l'espace annulaire aussitot apres avoir pompe
dans le tubage un volume au moins egal, si possible,
mais generalement superieur a celui de l'espace
annulaire entre les elements de tubages, pour etre sur
que ledit espace est completement rempli de ciment.
Pour eviter des ruptures de la formation, on augmente
graduellement les pressions pour le pompage de
remontee, au fur et a mesure que le coulis prend,
et cela jusqu'a atteindre une limite de 3,5 kg/cm2

(50 Iivres par pouce carre).

En Islande, l'usage du ciment Portland ordinaire
sans retardateur de prise initiale donne satisfaction
(memoire G/36).

A Wairakei, on utilise aussi du ciment Portland
ordin~ire, mai~ o~ l~~ incorpor~ un retardateur pour
ralentir la pnse initiale du ciment dans les puits
assez profonds ou chauds. On incorpore aussi d'autres
ad.~it~fs pour. ~onner ,au ~oulis de ciment les pro
p;letes souhalt~es (m~mOlre G/16). 11 est envisage
d essayer un melange ciment-pouzzolane pour obtenir
un coulis de faible densite moins susceptible de se
perdre dans des formations absorbantes.

Pour cimenter la longue colonne de tubage de
168 mm (6 pouces 5/8) dans le puits n? 1 d'Agnano,
qui atteint une profondeur de 1 841 m (6039 pieds),
on a prepare un ciment special qui n'emet qu'une
faible chaleur pendant qu'il commence a prendre,
mais qui durcit rapidement dans la phase finale
de prise. Toutefois, apres la prise, les proprietes
mecaniques, on l'a constate, sont beaucoup moins
bonnes que celles du ciment original, notamment
en ce qui concerne la resistance au cisaillement, et
repondent a peine aux exigences du cahier des charges
(rnemoire Gj66).

Si les conditions de temperature sont defavorables
et s'il existe des formations permeables, les proprietes
les plus souhaitables pour un coulis de ciment sont
les suivantes : prise initiale retardee, faible densite,
faible deperdition d'eau, et durcissement convenable
apres prise. Le memoire Gj22 mentionne un ciment
special qui satisferait a ces exigences, mais ne dit pas
s'il a Me utilise dans des puits geothermiques.

Pour reduire la deperdition de coulis de ciment
dans des formations absorbantes, l'incorporation de
cellophane ou de paillettes de mica peut etre avan
tageuse. Ces essais ont assez bien reussi a Wairakei,

REVETEMENT RAINURES ou PERFORES

Dans la pratique des puits de petrole, il est courant
d'installer un tubage tout le long du puits et de le
perforer ensuite a des horizons choisis de production
en tirant les balles d'un pistolet descendu dans le
puits ou au moyen de charges explosives speciales,
Le flux vers la surface est assure par une tuyauterie
de faible diametre descendant jusqu'a l'horizon
producteur et, grace a la disposition adequate de
tampons - et autres systemes - on peut installer
plus d'une colonne de tubage pour permettre la
production simultanee a divers horizons.

Dans les puits geothermiques, l'emploi d'un tubage
de faible diametre comme colonne de production
serait tout a fait inadequat, etant donne le fort
volume et la grande rapidite du debit, et la tres
forte baisse de pression qui en resulterait, On utilise
done le tubage lui-meme comme colon ne de produc
tion. Mais la ou les formations productrices sont telles
que de grandes quantites de pierres ou de sable
peuvent penetrer dans le puits et occasionner des
engorgements ou de I'erosion, il est souhaitable
d'avoir les moyens d'eviter cela. Le tubage peut etre
perfore apres installation (comme dans la pratique
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des puits de petrole), mais la haute temperature
peut rendre dangereux ou inefficace le tir a- balles
ou l'emploi de charges explosives. Une autre methode
consiste a- descendre une certaine longueur de tubage
rainure ou perfore a- l'avance jusqu'au bas du tubage
de production en prenant des precautions (grace a
une technique modifiee de cimentage) pour etre sur
que seule la tranche ordinaire superieure du tubage
est cirnentee. Quelle que soit la methode employee,
il n' existe pas de moyen adequat pour degager
les perforations si elles sont ulterieurement engorgees
par des depots de produits chirniques ou des particules
de roche; pour retablir la production il faudrait
recommencer la perforation au pistolet ou en decouper
des orifices par des moyens mecaniques,

Dans les puits geothermiques, on estime preferable
d'avoir du tubage rainure ou perfore que l'on puisse
retirer, Aussi est-il quelque peu plus etroit que le
diarnetre du trou non forme tel que fore; on descend
ce tubage dans le puits comme un revetement une
fois le forage terrnine, les rainures (ou les perforations)
ayant ete pratiquees d'avance. Le revetement peut
etre ordinaire sur les sections non productrices du
puits nu, ou si ces sections ne sont pas bien deter
minces, les rainures s'etendront tout le long du puits
nu. Au-dessus du fond du tubage de production,
le reveternent sera ordinaire et pourra aller jusqu'a
la bouche du puits, OU il sera suspendu; sinon,
il pourra etre suspendu a- un etrier de revetement
voisin du fond du tubage de production. S'il n'est
pas trop long, il pourra merne reposer sur le fond
du puits, sans etre suspendu. Il est souhaitable
que la partie ordinaire de revetement, au-dessus
de la partie rainuree, reste courte de facon que le
debit du puits en production ne soit pas inutilement
reduit a- cause d'une baisse accrue de la pression
par frottement en comparaison de la baisse de la
pression plus faible dans le tubage de production.
Il se peut done que la suspension a- la bouche du
puits soit indesirable,

Le reveternent est installe de facon a- menager
la possibilite de I'extraire si les rainures s'engorgent.
Une forte traction peut etre necessaire, si des parti
cules de pierre ou d'autres produits en provenance
cL h formation sont tasses autour de la partie
C' '; .ure, mais on pourra decouper ce revetement
er "':ments assez courts et les retirer l'un apres
I'au' Pour faciliter cette extraction, les revete
men! devront etre a- joint lisse sur I'exterieur,

Des revetements rainures sont installes dans la
plupart des puits de production a- Wairakei (memoires
G/14, G/16 et G/49). Ils ont pour la plupart 17,7 cm
(6 pouces i) de diametre (dans un puits de 7 pouces i),
avec 28 rainures par pied (30 cm), rainures dont les
dimensions sont de 6,32 cm par 0,47 cm (2i pouce
sur 3/16 de pouce), creusees sous un angle de 6°
a- I'interieur. Les rainures s'etendent sur toute la
longueur du puits nu, cela, on l'a constate, donnant
les meilleurs resultats, Ces revetements sont genera
lement suspendus a- un porte-revetement situe environ
a- 12 m (40 pieds) au-dessus du fond du tubage de
production.

A The Geysers, des revetements perfores sont instal
les dans certains puits (memoire G/51). Le diametre
des perforations varie de 1,25 a- 1,97 cm (! a- i de
pouce). En Islande, les revetements sont inutiles
etant donne qu'il est rare de voir des ejections de
pierres et de sable (memoires G/9 et G/36).

II est bon de remarquer que les rainures ne doivent
pas etre trop petites afin que la grande quantite
de fluides geothermiques ne soit pas indfiment
diminuee et que l'effet defavorable des depots de
produits chimiques ne soit pas amplifie, Bien entendu,
des rainures plus larges laisseront passer des particules
plus grosses et il faut etablir un compromis entre
les deux exigences opposees. Si a- Wairakei on fait
usage de rainures larges de 0,47 cm (3/16 de pouce),
il semblerait que cette largeur ne convient pas le
mieux pour certains puits; il est probable que des
rainures plus larges sont preferables.

PERFORATION AU PISTOLET

La perforation au pistolet a He recemment effectuee
dans deux puits a- Wairakei pour faire des essais
de productivite dans des formations OU l'on a enleve
le tubage. On a pris des soins particuliers pour refroi
dir le puits pendant I'operation en faisant longuement
circuler de l'eau froide avant de faire descendre
le pistolet. On a rencontre quelques difficultes du fait
que l'eau est entree dans le pistolet et que les charges
ri'ont pas explose, mais aucune de ces difficultes
ne peut etre rapportee a- l'emploi du pistolet dans
un puits geothermique.

La perforation au pistolet a aussi ete effectuee
a- The Geysers (memoire G/51) et au puits d'exploi
tation n? 1 a- Agnano (memoire G/66). Dans ce dernier
cas, on a surrnonte les difficultes en utilisant des
charges creuses preparees avec des poudres speciales
resistant aux temperatures enregistrees et en refroi
dissant le puits par une circulation abondante de
boue fraiche,

SEPARATEURS A LA BoueRE DU PUITS

Le rapport G/13 decrit l'installation et l'experi
mentation d'un separateur de 90 cm (30 pouces)
de diarnetre utilise maintenant a- Wairakei pour
separer le melange de vapeur et d'eau produits
a- la bouche du puits. On donne les proportions
pour des separateurs de capacite variable; comme
les experimentations completes n'ont pas ete faites
sauf pour le separateur de 90 cm (30 pouces) de
diarnetre, il faut faire attention a- ne pas appliquer
trop rigoureusement les donnees indiquees, La chute
de pression dans le cyclone peut etre un facteur
critique pour limiter le debit d'un puits et en conse
quence la vitesse a I'arrivee ne doit pas etre trop
grande. D'excellents resultats ont He ob tenus en
service, l'humidite restante etant bien inferieure aux
limites acceptables. On a efficacement traite au moins
450 000 kg (un million de livres) par heure de vapeur
et d'eau (dans la proportion de 1 a 7), sous une pres
sion de 210 livres par pouce carre, mais avec une
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forte baisse, 14,7 kg/cm2, de pression dans le sepa
rateur.

Il est propose d'adopter ce genre de separateur
en Islande (rnemoire G/9).

Le rapport G/51 decrit un separateur qui a donne
pleine satisfaction pour separer I'humidite ; il n'agit
pas par centrifugation comme celui mentionne ci
dessus. Il est muni de butees equilibrees, ce qui
simplifie son installation; c'est la un avantage
particulierernent apprecie pour le materiel portatif
de verification des puits.

PURIFICATION DE LA VAPEUR

A The Geysers, il se produit de la poudre volcanique
fine avec la vapeur surchauffee ; on a installe un
separateur cyclone horizontal sur la tuyauterie
d'evacuation de chaque puits pour empecher I'entrai
nement d'assez grosses particules jusqu'a la centrale
electrique (mernoire G/51). Apres neuf mois de
service, une inspection de la centrale a prouve que
l'erosion est negligeable; la seule complication consiste
en un depot de poussiere melangee avec de l'huile
qui obstrue environ 30 p. 100 de la section periphe
rique de la premiere rangee de pales. On a egalement
trouve de la poussiere dans les joints a labyrinthe
intermediaires ; on en a trouve egalement collee
contre le tubage et contre le pot d'echappement
de la turbine (mernoires G/8 et G/41).

A Wairakei, on n'a pas eu de difficultes du fait
de la presence de sable dans la vapeur. A la bouche
du puits, les separateurs vapeur-eau enlevent de
facon efficace le sable en meme temps que I'eau,
mais des robinets d'evacuation sont installes sur
les recipients d'eau pour permettre de se debarrasser
de toute accumulation. Bien entendu, a titre de
mesure normale de securite, des filtres sont installes
pour proteger les turbines contre les grosses particules.
Il se produit des accumulations dans le bas des silen
cieux cyclone jumeles ou l'eau est maintenant ame
nee, ce qui necessite des decrassages periodiques.
Etant donne la grande rapidite avec laquelle I'eau
en jet imrnediat et le sable entraine penetrent dans
le silencieux, il se produit une certaine erosion qui est
peut-etre due egalement a la cavitation (memoire
G/18).

En plus des filtres mecaniques, le mernoire G/68
cite l'emploi recent (a Larderello) de tours d'epuration
Kitell, de separateurs cyclone a axe vertical et de
separateurs cyclone axiaux qui lavent reellement la
vapeur avec de l'eau, cc qui permet en plus de recu
perer l'acide borique contenu. Les resultats sont tenus
pour excellents. Toutefois, une desurchauffe partielle
ou totale de la vapeur par l'eau de lavage' (occasion
nant une perte d'energie), les sollicitations imposees
au materiel par les changements brusques de tempe
rature et la corrosion due a l'action de l'eau de lavage
et des produits de condensation limitent les avantages
economiques des epurateurs a des cas speciaux,
lorsque la vapeur a un caractere tres corrosif ou
est polluee, ou quand la condensation atteint des
proportions considerables.

SILENCIEUX

Lorsqu'il est necessaire de laisser se produire,
pour de longues periodes, I'echappernent des puits
dans l'atmosphere, le bruit qui en resulte peut etre
intolerable si l'on n'a pas installe quelque sorte de
silencieux. Non seulement le bruit est desagreable
pour les gens travaillant ou vivant dans le voisinage,
mais cela peut aussi occasionner des lesions auditives
permanentes a des gens qui sont de facon plus ou
moins continue exposes de tres pres a la source
de bruit.

Le memoire G/18 decrit les methodes et le rr.ateriel
utilises pour attenuer les bruits dechappement libre
des puits dans differentes conditions. Une methode
consiste a faire aboutir le flux a un debouche imrnerge
dans une grande piece d'eau, riviere ou et" ng, par
exemple. Cette methods permet d'eliminer cornple
tement le bruit, mais elle est naturellement d'une
application lirnitee.

Une seconde methode consiste a laisser la vapeur
se detendre progressivement dans une tuyauterie
de grand diametre qu'on peut obtenir en alignant
horizontalement une serie de tuyaux de ciment
renforce et de taille graduellement croissante, I'extre
mite d'un tuyau rentrant Iegerement dans le tuyau
suivant.

Une troisierne methode consiste a installer deux
tours jumelees pour laisser la vapeur se degager
verticalement; ces deux tours sont combinees avec
une infrastructure dans laquelle sont amenes les
produits du puits; la vapeur est separee par centrifu
gation et degagee separernent de facon controlee.
C'est la le systerne installe a Wairakei dans le champ
de production.

RUPTUHES DU TUBAGE

L'ejection de pierres et de sable par un puits
peut occasionner une grave erosion, tout particulie
rement dans les installations a la bouche du puits
et dans le tubage irnmediatement au-dessous. La
plus grande partie de I'erosion se produit generalement
lors du premier echappement de produits du puits,
mais I'ejection de debris peut se prolonger assez
longtemps. Pour redui re au minimum la quantite
des produits d' erosion, on peut installer des revete
ments rainures ou perfores dans le trou nu d'un puits
en dessous de la section la plus profondc du tubage
cimente.

Des ruptures de tubage se sont produites aWairakei
par suite d'effets thermiques, comme le signale le
mernoire G/44. A cause des changements de tempe
rature, de tres fortes sollicitations s'exercent sur
le tubage apres son cimentage, et a moins que ce
dernier n'ait ete fait convenablement, il peut se
presenter un vide dans le ciment sur de grandes
longueurs de l'espace annulaire. Si de l'eau (separee
du coulis de ciment) remplit un de ces espaces
entre deux tubages et ne peut se degager, la pression
qu'elle exerce vers le haut en s'echauffant pendapt
que le puits debite, peut etre suffisante pour faire
effondrer le tubage interieur. Ceci est arrive dans
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deux puits fares au debut aWairakei. En appliquant
attentivement la technique de cimentage, on a evite
de nouveaux incidents de ce genre.

Un autre genre de rupture due a 1'absence de
ciment, consiste en une separation du tubage a
hauteur de raccords filetes : le cas s'est produit plu
sieurs fois a Wairakei lorsque le ciment est absent
sur une grande longueur; la pression axiale due au
changement de temperature dans la partie interme
diaire non cimentee du tubage doit se transmettre
aux elements inferieur et superieur voisins du
tubage; s'il se trouve des raccords sur cette partie,
ils risquent de ceder. Une rupture initiale se
produit probablement par compression et, si le puits
est refroidi ulterieurement, il peut y avoir arrachement
complet du raccord. Lorsqu'il se produit ensuite
un echauffement et une dilatation, l'extrernite du
tubage peut faire ceder le raccord s'il n'est pas
reste dans 1'alignement et il peut se produire des
breches dans le tubage. La perte de ciment a la
hauteur de formations permeables empeche un cimen
tage adequat, ce qu'on ne peut pas toujours eviter ;
on essaie maintenant a Wairakei un tubage avec
des raccords tres soli des (depassant la resistance
moyenne de 1'ensemble du tubage).

Ces ennuis avec les ruptures de raccords sont
naturellement accrus par le refroidissement qui
occasionne une contraction suffisante du tubage pour
qu'il y ait arrachement total. On hesite beaucoup
a proceder a un refroidissement, mais ceci est inevi
table dans bien des cas lorsqu'il faut effectuer des
operations en bas du puits. On' estime qu'il est de
bonne pratique, si eela est possible, d'eviter toute
operation qui occasionne un grand changement de
temperature ou de pression dans un puits, car de
forts changements des sollicitations sur le tubage
ou des deplacements de ce dernier peuvent avoir
des effets desastreux. A ce point de vue, le mieux
est de laisser le puits debiter de facon continue,
mais cela ri'est pas toujours faisable.

DEPOTS DE PRODUITS CHIMIQUES DANS LES PUITS

Dans certaines localites, le depot de produits
chimiques dans les puits peut causer de grands soucis,
particulierernent si le taux de depots est tres eleve
et si les puits se bouchent partiellement. Il s'est
produit tres vite un depot de calcite dans certains
. ,;~s d'Islande (memoire G/9) a une profondeur

: iI a 90 metres (130 a 300 pieds); dans un de
, "IS, le debit a ete reduit d'environ 46 p. 100
cl. , , valeur originelle apres 80 jours de debit continu.
Le i),~moire G/51 mentionne une tendance de certains
puiis du Nevada a se boucher avec de la calcite
dans un intervalle de quelques semaines.

On note egalement cette meme tendance dans
quelques puits a Wairakei; des donnees relatives
au plus grave de ces incidents ressortent de la
figure 2 du mernoire G/15 : on y voit que le regime
originel est retabli apres chaque decrassage et que
le taux des depots a diminue. Le dernier rapport
montre une diminution dans le debit d'environ

45 p. 100 en douze mois. Pendant un decrassage,
on a retire 3 m" (108 pieds cubes) de depot produit
pendant les 19 mois precedents. Dans certains puits,
il se depose aussi de la silice a un rythme tres lent.
En general le depot se produit a des profondeurs
comprises entre 420 et 480 m (1 400 et 1 600 pieds),
parfois plus profondement encore; cela semble etre
en rapport avec la gamme des profondeurs pour
laquelle l'ebullition de la colonne montante d'eau
chaude se produit en premier lieu. Pour decrasser
le depot de produits chimiques, on utilise norrnale
ment une installation legere de forage, mais la possi
bilite d'utiliser un produit chimique pour faire
dissoudre le depot est a l'etude.

Si un depot se produit dans un reveternent rainure,
on peut retirer ce dernier pour le decrasser s'il n'a
pas Me cimente, Un depot peut aussi se produire
dans la formation adjacente aux parois du trou nu,
particulierement si la permeabilite n' est pas elevee,
Le traitement par un produit chimique convenable
peut etre efficace dans ce cas, mais on peutegalement
forer un nouveau trou devie plus bas que le fond
du tubage de production. Si toutefois il se presente
une large zone de depots autour du trou nu, il sera
tres difficile d'obtenir un resultat efficace.

A Wairakei, il a semble desirable de foncer assez
profondement le tubage de production de 21,9 cm
(8 pouces ~) de diametre afin que le depot de produits
chimiques se produise a I'interieur du tubage plutot
que dans ou autour de la partie exterieure d'un
revetement rainure comme ce serait le cas avec un
revetement plus long. Le decrassage des depots en
est facilite.

ENTRETIEN DES puns

La pratique aThe Geysers (memoire G/51) indique
que jusqu'ici les besoins d'entretien sont tres reduits,
ce qui est peut-etre dft a un delai insuffisant d'obser
vation. Il semble qu'il y ait tres peu de corrosion
ou d'erosion dans ces puits. La seule corrosion
genante est celle qui provient d'un melange d'air
et de vapeur autour de la tuyauterie, comme aupres
d'une fumerolle qui emet des vapeurs; on peut y
parer en utilisant de 1'acier inoxydable ou de la
peinture. Le manometre et les appareils de mesure
a l'orifice ont tendance a se boucher graduellement;
aussi recommande-t-on 1'emploi de tuyauterie en
acier inoxydable d'un diametre d'environ 2,5 cm
(un pouce).

A Wairakei, le point le plus important en matiere
d'entretien des puits a He la reparation de ruptures
dans le tubage de la colonne de production qui se
sont produites faute d'un cimentage convenable
(memoire G/15). Il peut y avoir un defaut d'aligne
ment dans le tubage a hauteur de la rupture. Dans
ce cas, il faut realigner le tubage avant d'installer
et de cimenter une gaine. Dans tous les cas, on
pompe un coulis de ciment dans la formation a
travers la rupture et autour de la paroi exterieure
du tubage : ceci peut suffire sans pose de gaine.
Dims quelques cas la gaine s'etend jusqu'a la bouche
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Wairakei (rnernoire G/40)

J~squ'au 31.mars 1~60, le cout du forage a Wai
rakei, y compns les PUltS de sondage prealable, etait
en moyenne de £17,6 par 30 cm (pied). Les details
sur. les puits sont donnes dans le memoire G/49,
mars les nombres de puits depassant 200 ou ceux
suivis d'un W ne sont pas compris dans ce prix.
La pIu part des puits inc1us sont des forages de
production auxquels s'appliquent generalement les
donnees suivantes :

22,2 cm (8 pouces 22,2 cm (8 pouces
3/4) 3/4)

du puits, ou elle est accrochee. Depuis l'adoption
des revetements rainures, l' erosion au debut de la
mis.e en debit du puits a ete grandement reduite,
mais un ou deux puits continuent a ejecter du
sable pendant assez longtemps, ce qui occasionne
des dommages aux soupapes, aux coudes et autres
parties d.'appareillage a la bouche du puits. A part
la corrosion du tubage de surface a hauteur du sol
corrosion due dans un ou deux cas a une protection
inadequate, la corrosion a ete assez faible.

COUT DU FORAGE

Le eout du forage des puits peut varier conside
rablement, d'un point a l'autre de la merne localite
si les conditions du sous-sol varient. Les differences
dans le cout de la main-d'ceuvre, du materiel et des
ma~eriaux dans divers pays jouent un role important
et.ll faut. e~ te~ir compte pour etablir une compa
raison. SI Ion bent compte de ce qui vient d'etre
dit, une comparaison des couts du forage dans divers
champs de vapeur peut presenter de l'interet, On
n'a pas inclus dans les cofrts ceux relatifs it la trans
mission par conduite de vapeur ou d'eau chaude.

CoM par metre
Cofrt par pied .
Profondeur du tu-

bage cimerrte de
24,4 cm (9 pouces
5/8) . . . . .

Profondeur totale .

Diametre du trou nu
(sans reveterncnt
installc)

Regions trapeur

56 dollars
£6.3

200-250 metres
(656-820 pieds)
300-1 500 metres
(984-4 920 pieds)

Regions eaU chaude

41 dollars
£4.55

100 metres
(328 picds)
650-2 200 metres
(2132-7216 pieds)

Le cout ci-dessus represente environ 72 p. 100
du cout total de la production de vapeur; le solde
se rapporte aux grandes voies d'acces, it la canali
sation principale d'eau, au drainage, a l'amortisse
ment des batiments, aux mesures de debit des puits,
aux recherches sur place, etc.

Pendant les deux dernieres annees, le cout du
forage de 15. puits de production, principalement
dans la gamme de profondeur 570-690 m (1 900
2300 pieds), y compris les revetements rainures,
etait d'environ £16 par pied, soit sensiblement le
meme que pour des puits en general analogues
fores les annees precedentes, Le cofrt comprend les
routes locales d'acces et la preparation du site,
l'adduction d'eau, l'assise a la bouche du puits, le
forage, la bouche de puits provisoire et le silencieux
a deux tours jumelees. Le materiel a la bouche du
puits necessaire pour la mise en production ri'est
pas compris.

Une analyse plus complete des cofits figure dans
les memoires G/36 et G/40. Ce dernier fournit egale
ment certains couts pour des sondages a Wairakei
et a Waitapu, ainsi que de brefs details sur l'orga
nisation necessaire pour les recherches et travaux
sur place relatifs a la production de vapeur geo-

Les Geysers (rnemoire G/51)

Pour 30 cm (un pied) de forage, on peut raison
nableme~t compter de 40 a 60 dollars (£14.5 a 21.8)
y ~ompns tous les frais tels que routes d'acces,
assises, entreposage, releves geologiques, verification
des puits, materiel a la bouche des puits, tubage
et administration. Toutefois, une grande variation
dans la profondeur des puits amene it modifier les
chiffres du cout, Les donnees suivantes (extraites
des ~gures 1 et 2 du mernoire G/51) sont aussi a
retemr :

Gamme des profondeurs 150-300 m (500-1 000 pieds)
Profondeur du tubagc

cimente 60-120 m (200-400 pieds)
Diarnetre de la portion

libre du trou, avcc des
reveternents rainures de
diarnetrc 12,7 it 14,26 cm
(5 po u c e S it
8 pouces 5/8) 27 cm (10 pouces 5/8) (4 puits)

Diametre de la portion
libre du trou, sans rove-
tement 32 cm (12 pouces 1/4) (6 puits)

I slande (rnemoire G/36)

En se basant sur une profondeur totale de
750 metres (2 460 pieds), le COlIt du forage, y compris
l'emplacement et les voies d'acces, le materiel a la
bouche des puits, les releves et le rassemblement
de donnees, l'amortissement et les frais generaux,
est indique ci-dessous, pour les puits situes dans
des regions de production de vapeur et dans des
regions de production d'eau chaude. Nous re pro
duisons aussi des donnees interessantes extraites des
figures 4 et 5 du mernoire G/36.

Gammc des profondcurs
totales.. .

Profondeur du tubage
cirncrrtc de diamctre
8 pouces 5/8. . . . . .

Diarnetrc de la portion libre
du trou . . . . .'. . .

Diametre du revetcmcnt
rainure (dans la plupart
des puits) .

450-!l00 m (I 500-3 000 pieds)

300-600 m (I 000-2000 pieds)

19,3 cm (7 pouces 5/8)

15,24 ou 16,81 cm (6 pouces
ou 6 pouces 5/8)
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thermique pour I'energie electrique en Nouvelle
Zelande.

On remarquera que le cout de forage des puits
en Islande n'est pas eleve. Ceci est du en partie a
la nature directe du forage et au fait qu'on a seule
ment a poser des longueurs relativement courtes de
revetement, merne dans les puits profonds.

AMORTISSEMENT DE L'INVESTISSEMENT

POUR LES PUITS

La duree utile de fonctionnement d'un puits
depend de sa duree materielle et de la continuite
d'arrivee de vapeur ou d'eau chaude.

La vie materielle du puits depend de la perfection
avec laquelle il a ete construit au debut, de ses
capacites de resistance a la corrosion et a l'erosion
et du degre d'entretien qu'on y consacre. La duree
moyenne d'un puits a Larderello est de l'ordre de
20 a 25 ans (memoire G/62). A The Geysers, sept
puits ont ete fares en 1922 et 1923, et ils ont produit
depuis lors, apparemment sans diminution de debit
[memoire G/51). La condition materielle de ces
puits ri'est pas indiquee ; elle n'est probablement
pas connue mais ces puits datent maintenant de
38 a 39 ans. En Islande, le forage pour l'eau chaude
a commence en 1928, mais le forage rotatif avec
installation moderne permettant l'emploi de bonnes
techniques de finition, aussi bien pour I'eau chaude
que pour la vapeur, n'a commence qu'en 1958
[memoires G/9 et G/36), ce qui fait qu'on ne dispose
pas de rapport sur un service prolonge pour les
puits de vapeur. A Wairakei, l'age des puits de
production varie de 0 a 9 ans et, sauf certaines
ruptures de tubage provoquees par des techniques
insuffisantes de finition dans quelques puits, ce qui
a determine leur fermeture et l'abandon de trois
d'entre eux, tous sont en bonne condition. Les
donnees disponibles indiquent done que la condition
materielle d'un puits ri'a probablement pas autant
d'effet sur la determination de sa duree aux fins
d'amortissement que la continuite du debit de
vapeur ou d'eau chaude, particulierement dans une
nouvelle region d'exploitation.

La continuite de l'alimentation en vapeur d'un
puits est importante a considerer, et on ne peut pas
la prevoir, Comme l'indique le memoire G/62, cela
dCi~pm1 du degre d'exploitation et de la tendance a
1'c' rgement par depot de produits chimiques dans
kC, -snres qui alimentent le puits. Dans les previ
sio: - nreliminaires a l'etablissement d'une usine
geol' ,,~mique, il est considere comme judicieux de
prev. ;,' une periode d'amortissement plutot courte :
il semble que cinq ans sont peut-etre une prevision
tres prudente. Si toutefois les caracteristiques du
champ de production de vapeur sont bonnes, la
periode d'amortissement peut etre prolongee jusqu'a
dix ans, comme le dernontre la longue experience
de Larderello (rnemoire G/62).

Pour la centrale electrique envisagee en Islande,
les previsions du eout de la production d'energie :
electrique sont basees sur une duree moyenne des

puits de cinq ans (rnernoire G/9). A Wairakei, la
periode d'amortissernent pour tous les actifs est de
vingt ans et pour etablir ce chiffre, on a suppose
que la duree des puits etait de dix ans.

Considerant un champ de vapeur hypothetique,
l'auteur du rnemoire G/62 estime le cofit de la vapeur,
en tenant compte des depenses de forage annuelles
pour maintenir le debit originel de vapeur du champ,
debit qui est suppose decroitre annuellement de
25 p. 100. L'auteur fait remarquer que la baisse de
production d'un champ de vapeur moyen est gene
ralement plus Iaible, et que c'est la une estimation
tres pessimiste, tout particulierement si on en juge
par l'experience de Larderello qui date de plus de
trente ans.

Utilisation de I'energie geothermlque pour la
production d'electricite

CLASSEMENT DES VAPEURS

Dans l'examen des moyens d'utilisation de la
vapeur, on emploiera les terrnes suivants :

Vapeur directe. - Ce terme s'applique a de la
vapeur produite directement par les puits. Elle
peut etre soit surchauffee, soit saturee quand elle
est produite par separation a partir du melange
vapeur-eau emis par les puits. Elle contient tous les
gaz emis par les puits.

Vapeur secondaire. - Ce terme se rapporte a de
la vapeur relativement pure produite dans un
echangeur de vapeur a partir de l'eau passant dans
des tuyauteries chauffees par les fluides geother
miques.

Vapeur en jet (Flash Steam). - Ce terme se
rapporte a de la vapeur produite par de l'eau chaude
separee de la vapeur geothermique. Cette vapeur
en jet est produite en abaissant la pression de I'eau
chaude pour I'amener a ebullition.

TURBINES A CONDENSEUR ET SANS CONDENSEUR

(GENERALITES)

Une breve description de la difference entre les
turbines a condenseur ou sans condenseur peut etre
utile.

Dans une turbine sans condenseur, la vapeur
s'echappe dans l'atmosphere (ou a une pression plus
haute). L'installation est relativement simple.

Dans une turbine a condenseur, la vapeur se
degage dans un vide cree par condensation de la
vapeur dans un condenseur immediatement ap~e~
qu'elle sort de la turbine. Une grande qua?t1te
d' eau froide est fournie au condenseur et fait se
condenser la vapeur soit en se melangeant avec elle
sous forme pulverisee (comme dans les condenseurs
a melange), soit en refroidissant la surface des
tubes sur lesquels la vapeur se condense (comme
dans les condenseurs asurface). Avec les condenseurs
a surface, il n'y a pas melange de l'eau de conden
sation et de l'eau de refroidissement.
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Avec les turbines a condenseur, il est necessaire
d'avoir plusieurs articles de materiel auxiliaire et
l'ensemble de l'installation est beaucoup plus compli
que qu'avec les turbines sans condenseur. Le materiel
auxiliaire necessaire comprend des condenseurs, des
extracteurs de gaz (et des refroidisseurs de gaz
eventuellernent}, des pompes a circulation d'eau et
des tours de refroidissement, et d'autres installations
de refroidissement si 1'on ne dispose pas continuelle
ment d'une adduction d'eau froide prise a des
sources naturelles.

Uneturbine a condenseur produira plus d'energie,
pour la meme quantite de vapeur, qu'une turbine
sans condenseur, particulierement quand les pres
sions a l'arrivee sont assez basses. Le rendement en
energie depend aussi du degre de vide atteint dans
le condenseur, qui est fonction principalement de
la quantite et de la temperature de l'eau de refroi
dissement fournie, de la quantite de gaz non conden
sable dans la vapeur de sortie et de la capacite
des extracteurs de gaz. A titre d'indication, on peut
dire que pour des pressions aI'arrivee dans la turbine
qui puissent etre interessantes (moins de 7 kgjcm2,

100 livres par pouce carre abs.), une turbine aconden
seur fournira au moins deux fois plus d'energie
qu'une turbine sans condenseur. Ceci est contre
balance par les besoins en energie pour faire fonc
tionner le materiel auxiliaire. En particulier, si la
teneur de la vapeur en gaz est elevee, l'energie
necessaire pour faire fonctionner les grands extrac
teurs de gaz sera si considerable que nul gain sur
le debit d'energie ne suffira a justifier le eout sup
plernentaire d'une installation a condenseur.

CENTRALES SANS CONDENSEUR

TURBINES SANS CONDENSEUR

Avec ces turbines, la vapeur sortant du puits
est amenee directement dans les turbines a echap
pement direct dans l'atmosphere. Elles peuvent
egalement etre alimentees avec de la vapeur secon
daire ou avec de la vapeur en jet mais, dans ces
deux cas, un cycle de condensation sera presque
toujours avantageux. Dans les premieres installa
tions italiennes ou la recuperation de produits
chimiques etait importante, les turbines sans conden
seur etaient alimentees par de la vapeur secondaire.
Mais au cours des annees suivantes, la production
d'energie electrique a pris une plus grande impor
tance et, dans ces conditions, un cycle de conden
sation serait utilise maintenant. Nous ne nous
occuperons done ici que de vapeur directe pour
utilisation dans les turbines sans condenseur. C'est
de cela que traitent les memoires Gj62, Gj64 et
Gj68.

Ce genre d'installation est le plus simple possible,
et par suite le moins cofiteux en capital et en frais
de roulement (non compris le prix de la vapeur).
Une telle installation occupe la plus petite surface
batie possible, elle exige un minimum de materiel
auxiliaire et peut s'adapter plus facilement comme
groupe portatif. Etant donne que la consommation

de vapeur peut etre double (ou merne plus) que
.pour une usine a condenseur, le prix de la vapeur
fournie a l'entree de la turbine est un element
important du cout total de fonctionnement. Cette
consommation relativement elevee de vapeur est le
principal desavantage.

Le mernoire Gj62 fait remarquer que 1'on peut
etre oblige d'adopter un cycle sans condenseur qui
utilise la vapeur direete lorsque la teneur en gaz
non condensables est tres elevee, par exemple
lorsqu'elle depasse 25 ou 30 p. 100. Ce systerne a
ete adopte par Larderello, S.p.A., dans l'exploitation
initiale de la nouvelle region a Bagnore en 1958,
alors que la vapeur contenait plus de 90 p. 100
d'anhydride carbonique. Au bout de deux ans, la
teneur en gaz etait reduite a 30 p. 100. Cela etant,
le seul genre de cycle que 1'on pouvait adopter,
et qui est encore adopte, est celui de la turbine
sans condenseur.

La construction et les caracteristiques des groupes .
de turbo-generateurs sans condenseur employes en
Italie et qui sont maintenant d'un usage general
sont decrites dans le memoire Gj64. Elles vont de
500-1000 kW a 5000-6000 kW. En dehors de
cette gamme, des groupes plus petits seraient de
peu d'interet, des moteurs a combustion interne
etant plus commodes; quant aux groupes plus
grands, ils exigent de grandes quantites de vapeur,
qu'on utiliserait de facon plus profitable dans des
turbines a condenseur. Ce qui est d'un interet
particulier, c'est que la disposition de ces groupes
en permet le transport et le montage comme groupes
complets sans necessiter un materiel lourd de levage;
1'emploi de verins et de rampes suffit pour les prendre
sur les camions porteurs et les monter sur des fonda
tions preparees. Le materiel de levage le plus lourd
a prevoir sur le site est celui necessaire pour soulever
les rotors aux fins d'entretien. Ces groupes peuvent
meme etre installes a 1'air libre et fonctionner par
telecornmande.

Un modele egalement interessant est cclui qui
permet 1'utilisation sous des pressions variables a
l'arrivee, sans trap sacrifier I'efficacite, et I'adap
tation aux changements des caracteristiques de
debit des puits, ou qui permet l'etude du champ
de vapeurs pendant qu'il est en exploitation. Le
mernoire Gj62 relate l'installation d'un tel modele
de turbo-alternateur de 4 500-3 000 kW dans la
region nouvelle de Monte Amiata (Italie) et d'un
autre qui doit etre installe dansune nouvelle region
pres de Larderello, les pressions a l'arrivee variant
de 11 a 7 kg/cm2, (158 et 100 livres par pouce carre
abs. environ).

Cette facilite de transport et d'installation permet
l'exploitation des le debut de la mise en production
d'un champ, et aussi le passage d'un site a 1'autre
si l'utilisation ulterieure d'un champ particulier
justifie des installations differentes, comme des
turbines a condenseur. De meme, la possibilite d'un
fonctionnement efficace sous des pressions variables
'a I'arrivee permet de construire des centrales de
production dans toute une gamme de puissances en
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CENTRALES A CONDENSEUR

TURBINES A CONDENSEUR
UTILISANT DE LA VAPEUR SECONDAIRE

vue de leur stockage, ce qui les rend immediaternent
disponibles pour leur emploi ..

Les turbines sans condenseur, particulierement
celles utilisees en Italie, sont egalement traitees
dans les memoires G/68 et G/70. Le premier de ces
rapports contient des diagrammes indiquant la
consommation de vapeur directe pour un groupe
de 3 000 kW et d'un groupe de 4 500 kW, la pression
a I'arrivee etant variable.

Cc cycle est etudie dans le memoire G/62 (et
<11. 'ms le memoire G/68) avec reference parti-
CL aux conditions existant a Larderello. La
vaj directe provenant des puits passe a travers
un l ".llgeur de chaleur alimente avec de la vapeur
de cc -rensation qui sert a fournir la vapeur secon
daire \l'stinee aux turbines. La temperature et la
pression de la vapeur secondaire sont plus basses
que celles de la vapeur directe, et il peut en resulter
quelque perte pour l'efficacite, La vapeur secondaire
sortante s'echappe dans un condenseur sous vide.
Les gaz non condensables contenus dans la vapeur
directe sont ejectes dans I'echangeur de chaleur et
se degagent dans l'atmosphere ou sont amenes aux
usines chimiques pour la recuperation des produits
chimiques.

Les avantages de ce cycle sont qu'il peut etre
employe avec de la vapeur directe tres impure, qui

COUT D'UNE CENTRALE SANS CONDENSEUR

Le mernoire G/62 fournit une indication sur les
depenses de montage d'une installation de ce genre
utilisant la vapeur directe. Ces frais comprennent
les depenses de genie civil et tout le materiel de la
centrale electrique, y compris les transformateurs,
les panneaux de commutation, les cables et tout autre
materiel electrique, La tension de la generatrice est
de 4 500 volts.

Dne centrale comprenant un groupe de 4000 kW
couterait environ 41 000 lires italiennes par k\;Y
(environ £24 par kW), a quoi il faudrait ajouter
environ 13 p. 100 pour la tuyauterie de transmission
de la vapeur a partir du champ de vapeur.

Une centrale comprenant quatre groupes de
4 000 kW cofrterait environ 37 500 lires italiennes
par kW (environ £22 par kW), plus environ 12 p. 100
pour la tuyauterie de transmission de vapeur.

Les prix precites se rapportent a des conditions
essentiellernent les memes que celles de Larderello,
a savoir :

TURBINES A CONDENSEUR
UTILISANT LA VAPEUR DIRECTE

peut provoquer des depots: qu'il permet la recupe
ration des produits chimiques; et que son efficacite
thermique est la merne que celle d'un cycle. de
condensation a entree directe lorsque la teneur en

. gaz de la vapeur est de 10 a 15 p. 100 en poids.
Avec des teneurs plus elevees en gaz, l'efficacite est
encore plus grande.

La consommation de vapeur directe est environ
de 30 p. 100 inferieure a la consommation pour
les turbines sans condenseur, mais elle est de 40 p. 100
superieure a celle des turbines a condenseur alimen
tees avec de la vapeur directe (dans les conditions
existant a Larderello). Le cofit de montage est egal
ou Iegerement superieur a celui d'une installation
analogue travaillant sur un cycle de condensation
directe. Ce dernier sera donc preferable, sauf dans
des cas speciaux.

Ce cycle est aussi etudie dans le memoire G/41;
on estime qu'il ri'est probablement pas rentable, a
moins que la recuperation de produits chimiques
ne fournisse un sous-produit vendable.

Avec ce cycle, la vapeur provenant des puits est
envoyee directement dans les turbines dont l'echap
pement donne dans des condenseurs sous vide
pousse. Les gaz non condensables sont extraits des
condenseurs par des extracteurs a gaz speciaux.
C'est le plus efficace de tous les cycles de vapeur
si la teneur en gaz de la vapeur n' est pas trop forte;

. il a Me adopte par Larderello, S.p.A., dans toutes
les centrales electriques construites au cours des
dix dernieres annees. 11 a Me egalement adopte a
The Geysers et a Wairakei et le sera a la centrale
envisagee en Islande. Le mernoire G/50 recommande
ce cycle comme convenant pour de la vapeur directe
dont la teneur en gaz va jusqu'a 8 ou 10 p. 100.

Comme le mentionne le mernoire G/62, les instal
lations de la Larderello, S.p.A., ouvertes dans les
dix dernieres annees comprennent au total quinze
groupes de turbo-alternateurs en cinq centrales
d'une puissance totale de 212 megawatts. Les
groupes individuels ont une puissance allant de
3 megawatts a25 megawatts. Des details sur certains
des groupes et le materiel accessoire figurent dans
les memoires Gj60 et Gj72. Ces rapports mentionnent
la consommation de vapeur dans differentes condi
tions de fonctionnement. Il en est de meme dans
le memoire G/68 qui comprend des diagrammes de
la consommation de vapeur pour un groupe de
15 000 kW ainsi qu'un diagramme de flux.

Le groupe installe a The Geysers a une puissance
de 12,5 megawatts et celui envisage en Islande
une puissance brute de 17 megawatts.

La centrale dont la construction est autorisee a
Wairakei a une puissance de 192 megawatts dont
68 megawatts fonctionnent actuellement, le reste
etant en voie d'installation. ]usqu'ici on n'utilise
que de la vapeur directe, mais on utilisera egalement

5,5 kgjem2 abs.
(78,2Iivres par pouce
carre abs.)
200°C
5 p. 100 en poids
20 kg/kWh (environ)
(44 livres par kWh)

Prcssiou 11, I'arrivce dans la turbine .

Temperature de la vapeur . . .
Tcncur en gaz non condensables
Consornmation de vapeur . . .
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de la vapeur en jet une fois la centrale agrandie
(rnemoire G/4). En ce qui concerne 1'installation
initia~e de Wairakei, on remarquera que les turbines
fonctionnent sur trois gammes de pression mais,
etant donne que la totalite de la vapeur est condensee,
il s'agit la d'un veritable cycle de condensation.

~e memoire G/60 faisant pendant au G/64 (qui
traite de centrales sans condenseur) relate les progres
realises pour ameliorer les installations a condenseur.
particulierement pour satisfaire it des exigence~
analogues it celles des champs de vapeur italiens.
On a accru l' efficacite en augmentant la pression
de la vapeur a l'arrivee et en realisant un vide
tres pousse dans le condenseur. Une plus grande
capacite de service est obtenue en ameliorant la
resistance it la corrosion. De meme que pour les
turbines sans condenseur, on a retenu surtout le
modele pouvant etre employe ades pressions variables
it l'arrivee pour permettre une utilisation tres efficace
de la vapeur si les pressions dans le puits devaient
varier dans la suite.

Pour une centrale de ce genre, la puissance la
plus petite recommandee dans le memoire G/60 est
~'environ 6000 kW (pour des groupes plus petits
11 semble que des groupes sans condenseur seraient
plus rentables). En vue de rendements plus consi
derables, des motifs techniques et economiques
recommandent un rendement par groupe de 12000
it 15000 kW comme etant le plus commode, en
montant plusieurs groupes en parallele si cela est
necessaire. La limite superieure est fixee it 30000 kW
mais les installations seraient plutot trop grandes.

Pour ces installations, on a pris aussi en conside- .
ration les facilites de transport et de montage;
pour cela, on a eu recours it un modele qui donne
des groupes de faible encombrement d'apres les
mernes principes que ceux decrits dans le rnernoire
G/64. Plusieurs dispositions sont possibles pour
1'installation; une economie de montage et de
fonctionnement peut resulter d'une planification
prudente utilisant les avantages presentes par les
differences de niveau du sol que l'on peut rencontrer
au site de l'usine. On a tenu compte de la possibilite
d'un montage a l'air libre et d'un fonctionnement
par telecommande.

TURBINES A CONDENSATION
UTILISANT DE LA VAPEUR EN JET

Lorsque de la vapeur est ernise sous forme de jets
it partir de l'eau chaude produite par les puits, eUe
sera presque invariablement utilisee dans des tur
bines it condenseur de la meme maniere que la
vapeur directe. La pression de la vapeur en jet doit
probablement etre faible et en fait elle le sera si
on veut extraire I'energie maximum de I'eau chaude;
un cycle de condensation est done essentiel. Le jet
de vapeur sera utilise it Wairakei pour augmenter
la quantite de vapeur directe, et on est en train
d'installer une centrale it cet effet. Dans la centrale
envisagee en Islande, on n'a pas 1'intention d'utiliser
des le debut la vapeur en jet.

Il faut ici faire remarquer que la vapeur en jet
provenant par separation d~ 1'~au chaude est presque
exempte de gaz..Le gaz, emIS par les puits reste
avec 1':1- vapeur .dlrecte separee, e.t le seul gaz qui
pourr':l-l~ c,ontaml,ner la vapeur en jetserait la petite
quantite echappee de la solution dans I'eau chaude
lorsque la pression s'abaisse. Cette faible teneur en
gaz donne une autre r~ison pour rendre avantageux
pour de la vapeur en Jet un cycle de condensation.
Merne si la vapeur en jet peut se trouver melangee
~vec la v~peur directe, s<;>it avant soit apres l'arrivee
a la turbine, la proportion de gaz dans l'ensemble
de la vapeur sera considerablement reduite.

L'apport de gouttelettes d'eau contenant des sels
dissous en provenance des recipients de vapeur
peut etre genant dans les turbines. Aussi installe
t-on it Wairakei des epurateurs pour layer la vapeur
avec de l'eau, de sorte que toute gouttelette d'eau
arrivant dans les turbines ne contiendra que des
traces infinitesimales de sels dissous.

DEGRE DE VIDE DANS LES CONDENSEURS

Plus est pousse le vide auquelles turbines peuvent
debiter, plus grande sera la production d'energie
pour une meme quantite de vapeur passant dans
l'appareil. Toutefois il peut ne pas etre pratique ou
rentable de chercher it avoir un vide tres pousse.
Il en est particulierernent ainsi lorsque la teneur
en gaz de la vapeur est relativement elevee, ou si
la temperature de I'eau de refroidissement est trop
elevee, ou encore si la quantite d'eau de refroidis-·
sement passant it travers les condenseurs ri'est pas
suffisante.

Pour ameliorer le vide dans ces conditions, il
faut disposer de plus grands condenseurs, de plus
grands extracteurs de gaz et de plus grandes pompes
de circulation d'eau, et le cout supplementaire de
1'installation et du fonctionnement de materiel plus
important constitue une limite de rentabilite, Il est
impossible de dormer des recommandations strictes
pour correspondre it tous les cas que I'on peut
rencontrer dans la pratique, mais chaque dispositif
propose doit etre examine d'apres sa valeur. Il ne
faut done pas sous-estimer la valeur d'un vide
pousse, particulierement quand la teneur en gaz
est faible et quand le cofrt supplementaire n'est pas
excessif.

Les pressions aux condenseurs mentionnes dans
les memcires, exprirnees en hauteur de mercure,
varient de 3,80 cm (1,5 pouce) it Wairakei, 5,08 cm
(2 pouces) pour la centrale envisagee en Islande,
environ 6,35 cm (2 1/2 pouces) dans quelques cen
trales italiennes, et 10,16 cm (4 pouces) it The
Geysers.

CHOIX DU TYPE DE CONDENSEUR

Le memoire G/50 relate qu'avant 1930 on utilisait
des turbines sans condenseur a Larderello. Vers
cette date, toutefois, on a introduit un cycle de
condensation suivant lequel la vapeur secondaire
alimentant les turbines etait fournie par des echan
geurs de chaleur, ce qui facilitait la recuperation
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des pro~uit~ chimiques. En utilisant de la vapeur
secondalre, I1 ne passait pas de grandes quantites
de gaz dans les condenseurs et 1'on evitait ainsi la
difficulte d'av?ir a fabriquer de grands extracteurs
de gaz. Flus ~ecemment, on s'est interesse davantage
a I? production ~'ener~ie. electrique qu'a la recupe
ration d~ produits c~lm~ques; comme entre-temps
la t'~chmque de fabrication de grands extracteurs
de i;az a progresse, l'emploi de vapeur directe avec
um,teneur. ~e 5 p. 100 de g,:z est,devenue pratique,
et "effica~lte de la production d energie electrique
s'est considerablement arnelioree.

j~e premier type installe etait un condenseur a
surface avec tube d'aluminium; il a conduit a un
eci:,ec a cause de la corrosion au bout de quelques
mors, Tous les condenseurs ulterieurs ont ete du
type a melange. Vingt-cinq d'entre eux sont main
tenant installes, et la construction en a ete amelioree
d'apres I'experience acquise.

1 ,. Gj,J~ memoire 50 concerne la conception d'un
condenseur a surface resistant a la corrosion; il en
compare les avantages et les desavantages avec
cel;,;'C du cor:~enseur a melang~, aussi bien pour les
ce~Lrales utilisant la vapeur directe que pour celles
?tl!_:'id~t la val?eur. secondaire; on y trouve des
lll(!l(atIOns, ~artIculIeres sur les conditions regnant
dar.. la regIOn de Larderello. La conclusion est
qu'?pres avoir pris en consideration les couts cornpa
ratits en capital, les frais d'exploitation, et les
techniques d' exploitation, c' est le condenseur a
melange qui fournit la solution la plus rationnelle
et !a plus economique aux problemes de la conden
s~tlOn. Dans d'a?tres regions a vapeur geothermique,
ou la recuperation de produits chimiques it partir
de gaz non condensables (a teneur inferieure a
10. p. 100) peut etre rentable, ou bien si 1'on peut
utiliser un reacteur nucleaire pour surchauffer la
vapeur secondaire avant de la laisser arriver a la
~urbine, 1'utilisation de condenseurs a surface peut
etre avantageuse et merne essentielle.
~es c,?ndenseurs a melange sont aussi installes a

~Valrakel et a The Geysers; on se propose d'en
installer dans la centrale d'Islande. 11 est evident
que, sauf circonstances exceptionnelles, ils sont le
type le plus satisfaisant qu'on puisse installer. La
raison fondamentale de leur choix est que 1'eau de
condensation est evacuee et n'est pas deversee dans
une chaudiere comme cela serait le cas dans une
centrale a vapeur classique, la contamination par
de 1'eau de refroidissement etant indesirable.

.Le memoire Gj68 mentionne I'echec des essais
faits sur des condenseurs experimentaux refroidis
pa:: l'<;,-ir; cet echec est dfr au tartrage chimique
<}Ul ~lmlllue rapidement et de facon notable la
capacite de transmission de la chaleur de ces conden
~eur~. Des condenseurs de ce type auraient rendu
inutile la construction de tours de refroidissement.

EAU DE REFROIDISSEMENT
POUR LES CONDENSEURS

Une grande quantite d'eau froide est necessaire
pour condenser la vapeur. En chiffres ronds, il faut

environ cinquante kg d'eau pour chaque kg de
vapeur condensee ; la quantite exacte depend de la
temperature de 1'eau et du degre de vide que 1'on
desire obtenir.

Si 1'on dispose commodement d'une source natu
relle d'eau froide, il est normal de 1'utiliser. Autre
~ent, I'eau doit ~tre utilisee a nouveau apres refroi
d~ssement, ce qui se fera grace a une tour de refroi
dissernent avec un courant d'air naturel ou mecanique.
A, part .la f?urniture initiale d'eau, il ne sera pas
necessaire d en prendre a des sources exterieures
etant donne que 1'eau provenant de la vapeu;
condensee sera plus que suffisante pour compenser
celle perdue par evaporation dans les tours de
refroidissement.

A Wairakei, la decision de choisir l'emplacement
des centrales electriques le long de la riviere Waikato
a He prise apres avoir examine d'autres solutions
qui consistaient ales implanter pres du centre du
champ de production de vapeur et de les desservir
avec des tours de refroidissement. L'emplacement
~u bor~ de la riviere presentait un leger avantage
econormque ; eet avantage a ete renforce par le fait
que 1'on disposait d'un terrain de construction
beaucoup plus commode. Les temperatures de la
riviere varient entre 10,3°C et 19,2°C au cours de
toute I'annee.

A The Geysers, une tour de refroidissement par
courant d'air artificiel est utilisee pour reduire la
temperature de 1'eau de refroidissement de 48,9 °C
a 26,7°C (120°F a 80°F).

En ce qui concerne la centrale electrique envisages
en Islande, on utilisera pour le refroidissement de
1'eau de riviere ayant une temperature variant
entre 1 et 23°C. Pendant les periodes de debit
insuffisant de la riviere, un systeme de vaporisation
au-dessus d'un bassin separe, etabli dans la riviere,
refroidira une partie de 1'eau revenant des conden
seurs pour 1'ajouter au debit de la riviere, Si la
centrale est agrandie ulterieurement, on se propose
d'adopter exclusivement des tours de refroidisse
ment.

Dans la region de Larderello, des tours de refroi
dissement sont en usage, etant donne qu'on manque
absolument d'eau superficielle. Une description
generate et des donnees techniques figurent dans
le memoire Gj68. Ces tours sont en ciment arme,
elles ont un profil hyperbolique et fonctionnent
avec un eourant d'air naturel. La temperature de
1'eau refroidie ne va pas au-dessous de 11 QC, car
une temperature plus basse ne compenserait pas le
cofrt de tours plus grandes a courant d'air naturel.
Les tours de refroidissement a courant d'air artificiel,
qui. assurent un refroidissement plus grand, ne
seraient pas rentables dans une installation perma
nente en Italie, etant donne leur eout initial plus
eleve et leur cout d'exploitation plus grand, et
aussi le fait que la certitude de pouvoir continuer
1'exploitation va en diminuant. Toutefois, elles sont
a 1'essai clans les installations a condensation « trans
portables » montees recemment, vu leur faible
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encombrement et les facilites de montage et de
deplacement (voir egalement le memoire Gj60).

Les memoires Gj68 et Gj72 citent les avantages
obtenus en installant des pompes de circulation
d'eau de facon que la quantite d'eau de refroidis
sement utilisee puisse varier selon le degre de refroi
dissement realise dans les tours de refroidissement
dans des conditions atmospheriques variables et
selon la quantite de vapeur fournie aux turbines
(qui peut varier de temps a autre). On peut ainsi
obtenir une reduction importante de I'energie elec
trique necessaire pour le fonctionnement des pompes.

LE TUBE BAROMETRIQUE

DE CONDENSEURS A MELANGE

Un trait caracteristique du condenseur a melange
est le tube barornetrique qui est relie au bas du
condenseur et descend verticalement, I'extremite
inferieure de ce tube etant ouverte et immergee dans
l'eau contenue dans un puits, si bien que l'air ne
penetre pas. Comme le condenseur se trouve sous
vide, l'eau est aspiree dans le tube barornetrique
jusqu'a une hauteur telle que la basse pression dans
le condenseur s'ajoutant a la pression due a la
hauteur de l'eau est equilibree par la pression atmo
spherique s'exercant sur la surface de l'eau dans le
puits. Si le vide etait parfait dans le condenseur,
la hauteur de la colonne d'eau serait environ de
10,7 m (trente-quatre pieds), equivalant a la pression
atmospherique de 14,7 livres par Eouce carre
(762 mm), ou 30 pouces de mercure. Etant donne
que le vide d'un condenseur ne peut jamais etre
parfait, la hauteur reelle de la colonne d'eau sera
moindre d'une quantite equivalente a la: pression
absolue dans le condenseur. Si, par exemple, cette
derniere est egale a 5,08 cm (2 pouces) de mercure,
la hauteur de la colonne d'eau sera reduite d'environ
70 cm (2,3 pieds). La longueur du tube barornetrique
est done d'une tres grande importance.

Le total de la grande quantite d'eau de circulation
utilisee pour la condensation, s'ajoutant a la vapeur
condensee et aux gaz, descend dans le tube baro
metrique situe dans le puits; elle en est pornpee
ou en coule naturellement cornme eau usee, ou est
amenee a une tour de refroidissement pour nouvel
usage. II n'est pas essentiel que le tube barornetrique
soit vertical: il peut etre installe en oblique si cela
est commode, mais dans ce cas la difference de
niveau entre le condenseur et le puits doit rester
la merne.

Ces exigences ont un effet serieux sur la disposi
tion de la centrale et plusieurs solutions differentes
sont possibles, selon les conditions locales.

II est souhaitable de placer le condenseur aussi
pres que possible de I'echappement de la tur~ine

afin d'utiliser pleinement l'effet du vide. AUSSl la
disposition la plus habituelle est de relier le conden
seur avec son tube barornetrique immediatement
en dessous de la sortie de la turbine du condenseur
situe en dessus de I'echappement de la turbine.
Cela peut obliger a installer la turbine a une hauteur

plus grande dans le hall des turbines, ou a foncer
davantage un puits, ou a combiner ces deux solu
tions.

Une autre disposition consiste a separer la turbine
et le condenseur et a faire passer par un tube l'echap
pement de vapeur provenant de la turbine pour
l'amener au condenseur. Cette disposition occasion
nera une legere baisse du vide a la sortie de la turbine
par comparaison a l'arrivee dans le condenseur;
ceci est dil a la pression par frottement dans la
tuyauterie de connection, mais cela permet d'avoir
l'entree de vapeur dans le condenseur plus haut
que la sortie de vapeur du condenseur situe en
dessus de la turbine. Ce systerne a ete adopte a
The Geysers ou le condenseur est eleve sur une
tour exterieure au hall des turbines, ce qui pcrmet
de reduire les dimensions de ce hall. On dispose
d'une pompe d'extraction d'eau pour deplacer l'eau
de condensation du tuyau qui relie la turbine et le
condenseur; c'est la une petite complication qui ne
se presente pas quand le condenseur est en dessous.

Pour faire un choix entre les diverses possibilites
d'une disposition plus economique, on doit etudier
les conditions regnant dans chaque site envisage
et les avantages offerts par les differences de niveau
eventuelles du terrain. Le memoire Gj60 decrit et
illustre plusieurs systemes eventuels incorporant des
tours de refroidissement et cite notamment leur
adoption dans les installations aisement transpor
tables.

EXTRACTION DE GAZ DES CONDENSEURS

Afin de maintenir le vide dans les condenseurs,
il faut extraire de facon continue les gaz non conden
sables de la vapeur d'echappement en meme temps
que l'air degage de la solution dans l'eau de refroi
dissement. On y arrive en utilisant des extracteurs
centrifuges de gaz (dits aussi compresseurs) pour
aspirer les gaz et les deverser dans l'atmosphere ou
les amener a une usine d'utilisation des produits
chimiques. Une puissance considerable est necessaire
pour faire fonctionner des extracteurs centrifuges
quand la teneur en gaz est elevee, D'autres modeles
d'extracteurs de gaz comprennent des ejecteurs a
jet de vapeur, qui sont moins cofrteux mais ne
conviennent que lorsque la teneur en gaz est assez
basse.

Les memoires Gj68 et Gj72 fournissent une
description des extracteurs centrifuges de gaz utilises
par Larderello, S.p.A. Ils sont mus par des moteurs
electriques ou de petites turbines a vapeur auxi
liaires, ces dernieres permettant de faire varier la
vitesse suivant les conditions variables d'exploi
tation de la centrale electrique, par exemple les
variations de la temperature de l'eau de conden
sation, de la quantite de vapeur, et de la teneur
en gaz de la vapeur. Deux installations ont ete
recernment mises en service; l'extraeteur y est
accouple avec le groupe turbo-alternateur principal,
ce qui permet une economie pour le montage et
une simplification du fonetionnement. II s'agit la
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Le cout final de la generatrice, y compris les
panneaux de commutation a survoltage, la construe-

COtJT DES INSTALLATIONS DE CONDENSATION

Le cout de ces installations mentionnees dans
les mernoires est resume ci-dessous avec une breve
specification des installations. On se reportera aux
me')oires individuels pour se faire une idee complete
des ,1'~tails des installations et des conditions locales.

~'un dispositif brevete, Les premiers mois de fonc
tionnement ont confirme la justessede cette solution
et I'on etudie maintenant un modele incorporant
des lames ajustables a la main qui permettent de
repondre a la gamme de reglage necessaire pendant
le fonctionnement a une vitesse constante.

Le mernoire G/68, decrivant une centrale de
15 megawatts, montre combien est important le
gain de rendement net de puissance que I'on peut
obtenir en installant des extracteurs de gaz dont le
fonctionnement peut etre modifie en fonction de la
pression et de la temperature des gaz d'echappement,
et avec installation de pompes a eau de circulation
a debit variable. L'efficacite de refroidissement des
tours de refroidissement est un element important,
qui varie naturellement avec les conditions atmo
spheriques. Pour l'exemple cite, si le materiel auxi
liaire est mal ajuste ou si l'on ne peut obtenir la
pression la plus adequate a la sortie de la turbine,
il peut en resulter des pertes de 200 ou 300 kW
dans le rendement net.

Des extracteurs centrifuges de gaz mus par des
moteurs electriques sont installes a la premiere
centrale electrique de Wairakei. La centrale suivante
utilisera toutefois des ejecteurs a jet de vapeur. Bien
que le fonctionnement ne soit pas aussi economique,
leur cout initial est plus faible et la sirnplicite de
leur fonctionnement agit en leur faveur. Des ejec
teurs a jet de vapeur sont egalement installes a
The Geysers. Aussi bien aWairakei qu'a The Geysers,
la teneur en gaz de la vapeur est naturellement
bien plus basse que dans la region de Larderello.
Pour la centrale envisagee en Islande, on envisage
d'installer soit des ejecteurs a vapeur soit des ejec
teurs a jet d'eau.

Installation enoisagee pou» l'Islande (memoire G/9)

1 1/21 1/2

B V
(basse) (variable)

44,6 90
4 3

0,5 50 et 0,5

saturee

it determiner

17 megawatts
3-3,5 kg/cm2 (42,5-50

livres par pouce carre
au manometre)

0,07 kg/cm2 abs.
(2,1 pouces Hg abs.)

140 tonnes it l'heure
eau de rivicre refroidie

par une piece d'eau
et au jet

10 500 volts

Capacite installee (2 groupes, eh a
cun de 8,5 megawatts)

Pression it I' entree dans la turbine

Pression it la sortie de la turbine

Voltage .

Qualite de la vapeur directe it
I'cntrde . . . . . .

Teneur en gaz de la vapeur it
I'arrivee

Consommation de vapeur par la
centrale . . . . . . . .

Systeme de refroidissement . . .

Wairakei (rnemoire G/4)

Designation de la pression H M
(haute) (moyenne)

Capacite installee, en
megawatts. 35,3 22,3

Nombre de groupes 4 2
Pression it l'entree dans

la turbine (en livrcs/
pouce carrel 180 50

Pression it la sortie de
la turbine (en Iivrcs/
pouce carrel 50 0,5

Pression it la sortie de
la turbine en pouces
Hg abs.

Le cofit total en capital pour toute l'installation
est estime a 364 dollars par kW net installe (£132
environ) : cela comprend les puits de vapeur, le
materiel a la bouche du puits, la tuyauterie pour
la vapeur et l'eau chaude, la centrale electrique
complete, une ligne de transmission sous 132 kv,
une installation de forage pour les travaux d'entre
tien, les logements pour les travailleurs, etc. cela
en se basant sur une capacite de 15 megawatts.

Le cout prevu pour la seule centrale electrique
complete, y compris le systeme de refroidissement
par eau et le materiel electrique constitue 50 p. 100
du cont. total prevu.

Le cout total estirne de l' electricite produite, en
se basant sur une consommation annuelle de 7 500
heures a rendement maximum, revient a 7,9 mills
par kWh net (0,687d. environ).

tion et les frais generaux serait probablement de
1 900000 dollars, soit environ 152 dollars par kW
installe (£55 par kW).

On a utilise une generatrice d'occasion. Si on en
avait utilise une neuve le cout aurait augrnente
d'environ 500000 dollars, soit de 26 p. 100 environ.

Le cout de la ligne de transmission de 60 kV
sur 16 km (dix milles) est d'environ 220000 dollars
(£80000).

La vapeur est payee sur la base de 2,5 mills par
kWh net (0,217 d. par kWh net).

1 204 BTU/livre

0,61 p. 100 (aout 1960)

0,75 p. 100 (1958)

8,7 kg/h (19,2 Iivresjh)
tour de refroidissement
II 500 volts

12,5 megawatts
7 k/cm2 (100 livres par

pouce carre au mano
metre)

10,16 cm Hg abs.
(4 pouces)

Pression i, !et sortie de la turbine

Qualite del la vapeur directe it
l'entrec , . . . . . . . . .

Teneur de la vapeur it l'entree en
gaz .

Teneur de la vapeur it I'entree en
gaz .. , .

Consommation de vapeur par la
turbine (approx.) . . . .

Systerne de refroidissement
Voltage .

Les r.c rsers (memoire G/8)

Caj. ", .nstallee (un seul groupe)
Pres-. ,'I ,\ I'cntree dans la turbine
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Comparaison avec une centrale classique (rnemoire
Gj62)

Cenirale elecirique classique Lires italiennes

Cout detablissement par k\V
installe net. . . . . . . . . 70-75000 (£41-44)

Depenses de fonctionnement par
kWh produit net . 0,35-0,40 (0,049-0,056d.)

Cout du combustible par k\Vh
produit net. . . . . . . .. 3,10-3,30 (0,436-0,465d.)

Le ~out total pour toute 1'installation, y compris
les puits, le systerne de collecte et de transmission
de la vapeur et de l'eau chaude et la centrale elec
trique complete, est estirne a £82,25 par kW installe,

Le cou~ estimati! de la centrale electrique complete,
y compns le systeme de refroidissement a 1'eau et
la sous-station a haute tension, est de £47,9.

Le cofrt estimatif complet de la production d'elec
tricite est d'environ O,4d. par kWh.

Larderello (memoire GJ62)

Le cout moyen par kW installe d'une installation
a .c~mdenseurs de 13-15 megawatts de puissance,
utilisant la ;'<l;peur directe, y compris le genie civil,
tout le matenel de la centrale electrique les tours
de refroidisse~ent, les transformateurs, les' panncaux
de commutation, les cables et autres pieces de
materielelectrique,semonteraientau total a 70000lires
italiennes par kW (£41,2 environ).

Centrale electrique geothermique

Cofrt d'ctablisscment par k\V
installe net . . . . . . .

Depenses de fonctionncment par
k\Vh produit net .

Cout de la vapeur par kWh
produit net. . . . . . . . .

80-90000 (£47-53)

0,70-0,80 (0,099-0,1l3d.)

0,50-0,55 (0,071-0,078d.)

Naturel~e~ent, ce qui l?recede a trait speci-Iement
aux conditions en Italie. Il faudrait aussi faire
figurer dans le prix de revient total de I'electricite
produite 1'amortissement, en se basant sur une
perio~e c?nsideree comm~ raisonnable dans chaque
cas d espece. Nous y reviendrons plus loin.

On notera que les frais d'exploitation pour une
centrale electrique geothermique sont plus eleves,
un personnel plus nombreux etant necessaire : les
~rais gener~ux s0!1t plus .el~v~s par kWh produit,
et ant donne la puissance Iirnitee de ces installations.

CONSIDERATIONS GENERALES

CHOIX DE LA PRESSION D'EXPLOITATION

. Le ,debit d'un puits de~roit a mesure que la pres
sion a la bouche du puits augmente par suite du
ralentissement progressif du flux. En mesurant le
debit sous diverses pressions a la bouche du puits
(une fois le puits .stabilise a chaque changement de
pressI~n), on .obhen~ un graphique caracteristique
d.u ,Pmts. Apres avoir .obtenu le graphique caracte
ristique de chaque puits, on peut calculer le debit
integr~ a diverses pressions a la bouche du puits,
ce qm donne un graphique caracteristique pour le
groupe de ,Puits. On peut alors rechercher quelle
est la pression la plus favorable pour 1'exploitation.
Lorsque 1'on effectue dans ce but des essais de debit
il est naturellement important que les puits soient
deja arrives a un regime suffisamment stable. Lors
de la premiere mise en production, le debit et la
pressio~ sont generalement eleves, mais il se produit
des baisses avec le temps; plusieurs semaines ou
meme des mois peuvent s'ecouler avant que l'on
n'obtienne un debit assez stable. A The Geysers,
toutefois, le memoire GJ51 indique que le debit des
puits augmente si, apres la fin des travaux, on les
laisse se ~echarger grands ouverts dans l'atmosphere.
Il faudrait done que les puits soient maintenus en
debit de facon continue jusqu'a ce que l'on ait
suffisamment de donnees sur les caracteristiques de
leur debit; cependant, si on le desire, la vapeur
peut etre utilisee dans des installations portatives
que 1'on peut adapter aux variations de la pression
a I'entree, comme cela est fait actuellement par
Larderello, S.p.A. Il est aussi important de deter
miner la teneur en gaz de la vapeur lorsque l'on
veut faire les plans d'une installation.

Si le debit maximum de vapeur provenant des
puits se produit abasse pression, il n'est pas probable
que ce soit la pression la plus favorable pour 1'exploi
tation, parce qu'une quantite donnee (en poids) de
vapeur a basse pression produira la merne quantite
d'energie dans une turbine qu'une plus petite quan
tite de vapeur apression plus elevee. Dans ce dernier

V
(variable)

25,8

B
(basse)

0,36

41,2

192,2

151
11000

Saturee

Eau de
riviere

AI
[moy enne}

0,50

50,2

H
(haute )Designation de la prcssiow

Qualite de la vapeur
directe 11 l'entree. .

Capacite totale installee
en megawatts . . .

Capacite ferme de la
centrale, en mega
watts .....

Voltage, en volts. . .

Consommation de va
peur en Iivrcs/heurc .

Teneur en gaz de la
vapeur directe, en
p. 100 .

Systeme de refroidisse
ment

Si une comparaison directe avec une centrale
thermique utilisant des combustibles traditionnels
est impossible, on peut faire une utile comparaison
du cout du courant ainsi produit et celui du courant
produ~t dans une centrale utilisant la vapeur geo
thermique. Dans le premier cas, on considere une
installation comprenant deux groupes de 150 mega
watts et on la compare a une centrale geothermique
comprenant deux installations a condenseurs de
15 megawatts alimentees par de la vapeur directe
et consommant 9 kg de vapeur par kW de produc
tion nette (19,8 livres par kW). Pour les deux instal
lations, on table sur une periode de travail de 8000
heures par an. Les couts compares sont comrne
suit :
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cas, la turbine, la tuyauterie de transmission de
vapeur et les autres formes de materiel sont plus
petites non seulement parce que l'on a besoin de
moins de vapeur, mais aussi parce que cette vapeur
est plus dense et que le prix du materiel en est
diminue. Il y a done naturellement une limite a la
pression maximum, puisque l'energie que 1'on peut
obtenir decroitra avec le debit decroissant des puits
au-dela d'une certaine pression. C'est la une question
qu'il faut etudier au point de vue technique, mais
on trouvera peut-etre qu'il existe une gamme de
pressions a l'interieur de laquelle l'energie maximum
que 1'on peut obtenir varie fort peu. Il semblera
done logique de choisir la plus haute pression pour
raison de rentabilite.

Par contre, il faut se rappeler que le comporte
ment des puits geothermiques ne peut etre prevu
avec certitude. Il est vraisemblable que la pression
tombera par suite de l'epuisement des reserves
souterraines ou des engorgements partiaux des
fissures qui alimentent les puits. Ainsi une pression
plus basse rend moins probables des pertes laterales
dans le sous-sol a partir d'un puits, et par sui~e il
y a un moindre risque de migration des fluides
chauds vers la surface, plus particulierement dans
les puits qui ne sont pas encore tubes tres profon
dernent. Il peut done etre judicieux d'adopter la
pression plus basse dans la gamme d'energie maxi
mum mentionnee plus haut.

Ces considerations generales valent egalement
pour les puits producteurs de vapeur et d'eau et
pour ceux qui ne produisent que de la vap;ur. .Les
memoires Gj8, Gj9, Gj41, Gj62 et Gj68 etudient
plus cornpletement ces questions.

Les pressions a I'entree dans la turbine, lorsque
l'on utilise de la vapeur directe, seront naturellement
quelque peu plus faibles que la pression a la bouche
des puits producteurs du fait de. la; perte par frot
tement dans les tuyaux de transmission de la vapeur;
cette diminution peut et re de 1,4 a 2,8 kjcm2 (20
40 livresjpouce carre). Etant donne leur. interet,
nous indiquons les donnees suivante~ relatives aux
installations utilisant de la vapeur directe :

Larderello (moyenne gene
ra1e) ..

The Geysers

Islande (en projet)

\Vairakci .....

Pression a I'entree de la turbine

5 kgJcm2 abs, (56,4 tivree]
ponce carre an manornetrc)

7 kg/cm2 (100 livresjponce
carre an manornetre)

3,5 kgjcm2 g. (49,8 livresj
ponce carre an manometrc)

12,6 et 3,7 kgjcm2 (180 et
50 livresjponce carre an
manometre)

du point de vue de la rentabilite ou d'autres elements.
On doit toujours avoir a l'esprit les objeetifs de
l'exploitation. Le memoire Gj62 traite de ces ques
tions.

Dans les pays sous-developpes, il est probable
que le cout reduit d'installation soit plus important
qu'une grande efficacite dans 1'utilisation de la vapeur.
Done, des centrales sans condenseurs peuvent etre
preferables, meme si la consommation de vapeur
peut et re double de celle dans des centrales a conden
seurs. Pour un debit donne, il faudra un nombre
plus grand de puits et aussi davantage de tuyaux
de transmission de vapeur, ou des tuyaux plus gros,
mais le cofrt plus eleve de la vapeur ne l'emportera pas
sur 1'avantage d'un prix moins eleve de la centrale
electrique, par exemple pour les turbines d'environ
5 megawatts ou moins.

Dans d'autres cas, lorsque l'on doit produire
une grande quantite d'energie aun prix concurrentiel,
les centrales plus cofrteuses et plus efficaces, produi
sant de l'energie au moindre prix, devront etre
installees ; ce seront done des centrales avec conden
seurs.

Il faut egalement prendre en consideration la
nature et 1'extension du champ de vapeur, les donnees
que I'on doit encore obtenir sur la capacite aproduire
de la vapeur pendant une longue periode, la Iacilite
de fournir a la centrale electrique de nouvelles
quantites de vapeur alors que les p:uits creuses
en premier deviennent moins productifs, et enfin
les repercussions sur la centrale electrique des
changements dans la pression et le debit de vapeur
provenant de l' exploitation du champ de vapeur.

On ne peut pas fixer de regles gene~a~es, puisque
le type d'installation depend des conditions locales.
Au debut, toutefois, on devra proceder a un~ eva~ua

tion de la quantite probable de vapeur ~hspomble

d'apres des observations faites sur un certall: norr:br~

de puits fores dans la region de production am;il
que les effets dinterference (eventuelle) con.states
entre les puits. De tels renseignements constituent
une base pour dresser le plan d'une installation;
on ne doit pas oublier qu'il est r~col?ma!1dable de
faire preuve de prudence dans I estimation de la
fourniture continue de vapeur.

En faisant les plans, u f.audra egale.me~t 'prend~e

une decision quant au point de savo~r SI I on d?lt
installer une grande centrale que I on agrandira
si les circonstances l'exigent ou s'il vaut mieux
avoir plusieurs petites installations adjacentes ~ux

sources de production. On devra egalement preter
attention a 1'emploi d'installations aisernent trans
portables, comme on l'a indique ci-dessus,

CHOIX DU TYPE D'1NSTALLATION

On comprendra que des considerations techniques
peuvent presque entierernent dieter le type de
centrales a installer soit avec condenseurs soit sans
condenseurs. Dans' d'autres cas, on pourra faire
un choix et il se peut que le systerne le plu~ e~cace

(techniquement) puisse ne pas etre le plus satisfaisant

GESTION DU CHAMP DE VAPEUR

Le memoire Gj15 donne un apercu de la pratique
suivie a \Vairakei pour obtenir et rassembler des
donnees materielles afin de determiner si la produe
tivite du champ continue (ou diminue) pour etablir
les besoins d'entretien du puits et par raison de
securite.



Diverses observations sont faites a des intervalles
correspondant a leur importance et a leur necessite.
Parmi eIles, citons les observations meteorologiques,
la mesure des pressions aux bouches de puits, en
debit ou ferrnes, des debits de vapeur et d'eau des
puits, des temperatures en bas de colonne et des
pressions dans les puits fermes, les mesures au cornpas
de precision des tubages de puits, la mesure du
degagement de chaleur natureIle dans les cours d'eau
et a travers le sol, de la temperature et du niveau
de l'eau superficielle, la mesure des variations dans
le niveau des bouches de puits et des variations des
niveaux de la surface du sol dans toute la region.

II est aussi procede a des verifications periodiques
sur la concentration des produits chimiques dissous
et des gaz dans les produits sortant du puits.

Ces observations sont tenues comrne etant d'une
importance vitale pour maintenir 1'apport de vapeur
a la centrale et pour etablir les plans d'extension
future (eventuelle). Ce ri'est qu'en essayant de
comprendre les effets de 1'exploitation sur les puits
pris un par un, et sur le champ de production dans
son ensemble, qu'il est possible de faire des previsions
raisonnables sur la productivite future et de permettre
ainsi la preparation al'avance de mesures permettant
de s'adapter aux conditions changeantes, si et quand
eIles se presentent,

II n'est nullement exagere de dire qu'il faut
obtenir progressivement autant de renseignements
que possible, particulierernent dans les premieres
annees d'exploitation, car le systeme souterrain
est si complexe et si sujet a des changements qu'il
ri'est possible d'arriver a des deductions rationnelles
qu'en etudiant tous les facteurs en cause.

Les observations faites en fond de puits aWairakei
ont montre en general que les temperatures sont
restees sensiblement constantes, mais que les pres
sions en bas de puits manifestent une tendance
a la diminution. Cette derniere tendance est due,
en partie au moins, a la reaction vers le bas, ce qui
est normal dans toute formation aquifere exploitee
par puits. Cela peut etre aussi dli a une exploitation
excessive, qui fait que l'eau chaude s'en va plus vite
qu'elle n'est remplacee, Les analyses chimiques de
l'eau prouvent qu'il n'y a eu presque aucun change
ment dans la concentration des produits chimiques,

-ce qui indique qu'il ri'y a pas d'arrivee d'eau fraiche.
Les debits des puits indiquent generalement une
tendance au declin, due probablement en partie
al'engorgement progressif des fissures d'alimentation ;
par centre, quelques puits ont manifeste des accrois
sements spectaculaires de debit. Le niveau de la
surface du sol a ete observe sur un grand espace.
II s'est produit de petits abaissements et relevements,
par exemple une baisse d'a peu pres 5 cm (2 pouces)
par an dans une localite, mais ces changements
de niveau sont en general beaucoup plus faibles.
On ne sait pas si ces phenomenes sont attribuables
a l'exploitation ou s'ils se seraient en tous cas pro
duits: neanmoins, des mouvements differentiels
excessifs pourraient mettre en danger les fondations
des tuyauteries et des autres structures dans le
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champ de vapeur. (Des observations prealables dans
une autre region thermale de Nouvelle-Zelande
qui ne fait pas encore l'objet d'exploitation ont
egalement montre qu'il se produit des rnouvements
de la surface du sol, ce qui indique que ce phenornene
peut ri'etre pas attribuable a l'exploitation ou qu'il
ne peut l'etre qu'en partie.)

Les donnees soumises dans la figure 1 du memoire
G/15 ne doivent pas etre considerees comme typiques.
Les graphiques presentes n'ont trait qu'au forage
n° 25, lequel a un tres faible debit d'une vapeur
assez seche (lorsqu'il est stabilise), cela sous une
basse pre~sio~ a la bouche du puits.,.Lorsqu'il y eut
un premier echappement (sans qu 11 fut garni de
reveternent rainure, il ejecta une grande quantite
de particules de pierres assez petites dont on a estime
la masse totale aplusieurs centaines de metres cubes,
mais il n'a jamais produit de facon satisfaisante,
bien que la temperature au fond soit elevee (250°C).
II a ete fore dans une formation impermeable qui
ne peut maintenir l'alimentation du puits. Aussi
lorsqu'il est en debit, le reservoir entourant le trou
s'epuise rapidement, et au bas du puits on ne note
qu'une basse pression, comme l'indiquent les chiffres
peu eleves de la pression (indiques sur les graphiques)
observes juste apres la fermeture du puits. Les gra
phiques montrent egalement qu'il se produit une
augmentation de pression a un rythme assez bas
apres la fermeture, ce qui provient d'une imperrnea
bilite ; on voit aussi qu'au bout de plusieurs jours,
la remontee de la pression est equivalente a la
pression hydrostatique totale de I'eau chaude.

Ce problerne general est aussi mis en lumiere
dans le memoire G/62, qui cite la diminution dans
le flux de vapeur. Ce fait a ete examine de pres pen
dant plusieurs annees a Larderello, ou le flux prove
nant d'un puits decroit avec le temps, la duree
moyenne d'un puits etant a peu pres de 20 a 25 ans.
Cette duree est en relation etroite avec lintensite
de l'exploitation. Au debut, la vapeur trouvee a
Larderello etait saturee rnais maintenant eJIe est
surchauffee, la temperature s'etant accrue d'environ
40°C au cours des quatre ou cinq dernieres decennies.
Ceci s'explique par une baisse generale du niveau
de la nappe d'eau souterraine, la vapeur devant
maintenant parcourir un chemin plus long pour
arriver a la surface, se heurtant par consequent
a une plus grande resistance (probablement accrue
aussi par des incrustations chimiques) et recevant
egalement de la chaleur des couches de la roche
encaissante qui, etant donne leur tres faible conduc
tivite, ont conserve leur chaleur originelle alors
que I'eau se retirait. Le niveau de I'eau s'abaissant,
les pressions au fond du trou ont diminue et, cornme
la pression a la bouche du puits restait constante,
cela contribue aussi a une diminution du flux de
vapeur.

II est inutile de considerer le comportement d'un
seul puits; tous doivent etre pris en consideration,
et leur age aussi, de facon a obtenir une idee du
comportement du champ tout entier. Le rnernoire G/62
cite un exemple d'apres lequel, bien que la duree
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moyenne d'un puits a Larderello soit d'environ
20 ans, il y a encore plusieurs puits actifs depuis
30 ans (bien que le debit ne soit qu'une fraction
du debit originel), et maintenant l'age moyen des
80 puits qui alimentent les deux plus grandes cen
trales electriques n'est que de 8,4 ans, de nouveaux
puits ayant ete fores a des profondeurs plus grandes
pour remplacer les puits plus ou moins epuises.

Les methodes adoptees a Wairakei pour mesurer
les temperatures et les pressions au fond, les debits
de puits et les flux de chaleur a la surface sont
decrites dans le memoire G/19. Nous ne redonnons
pas ces details ici, mais il peut etre interessant
de souligner le problerne pose par la mesure des
echappernents des puits qui consistent en un melange
de vapeur et d'eau (flux biphasique). On n'a encore
etabli aucune methode satisfaisante pour mesurer
le flux instantane de ce melange - on doit connaitre
non seulement le flux total en poids, mais aussi la
proportion de vapeur par rapport a l:eau. A Waira~e~,

trois methodes generales sont habituellement utili
sees. Premierernent, lorsquiI ri'est pas trop grand,
tout le debit du puits est dirige pour quelques minutes
dans un reservoir contenant de l'eau (calorimetre)
ou la vapeur se condense. En notant l'accroissement
de volume pour une periode de temps definie on
obtient le flux total; en pren ant la temperature du
reservoir apres et avant I'operation, le contenu

. calorifique du melange vapeur-eau peut etre ~alcule

et l'on obtient facilement ainsi la proportion de
vapeur dans l'eau. Une secande methode consiste
aseparer la vapeur et l'eau dans un epurateur cyclone
et a mesurer le flux de chaque element separernent
a travers certains orifices. L'eau et ant a son point
d'ebullition, et sous pression, toute diminution de
pression amenera une formation de quelques vape~rs.

Comme il se produit une diminution de press~an

a l'orifice ou I'on mesure l'eau, et que la formation
de vapeurs fournirait des donnees fausses, l'eau est
refroidie a une temperature inferieure de quelques
degres au point d'ebullition. Ceci peut .etre obtenu
en faisant passer l'eau dans des serpentms, dans un
reservoir ou un etang a travers lequel c?ule de l'e~n;

froide, ou bien en ejectant une cer.tame quan~l~e

mesuree d' eau froide. Autrement, au lieu de refroidir
ou de le faire en merne temps qu'on refroidit, on l?eut
accroitre la pression a l'orifice en placant cet on~ce

a un niveau plus bas pour profiter. de la presslOn
hydrostatique de l'eau. Cela, ne convient .q~e lorsque
l'on peut obtenir commodement une dIfference. de
hauteur suffisante. Une troisierne methode consiste
autiliser un calorirnetre d'echantillonnage facilement
portatif. Ce dispositif prend un echantill~n ~u ~ebit
du puits en traversant un ajustage place diametra
lement a la bouche du puits lors de l'echapp~ment

a la verticale et I'echantillon etant transrnis par
une tubulure a un calorimetre ou la quantite et la
teneur de chaleur sont mesurees. En faisant varier de
facon convenable le taux dabsorption ?e l'~justage,

on obtient un echantillon representatif qui est en
relation determinee avec le debit total du puits.
L'instrument a Me calibre pour des flux mesures
en utilisant du materiel de separation; il a ete lar-

gement utilise, particulierement dans des puits assez
grands.

HUMIDITE DE LA VAPEUR

Lorsque de la vapeur saturee passe a travers
une turbine, une partie s'en condense, la vapeur
devenant progressivement plus humide jusq~'au

moment ou elle arrive a I'echappement de la turbine,
L'eau de condensation est entrainee dans la vapeur
sous forme de petites gouttelettes qui suivent le
courant de vapeur a une tres grande vitesse ; certaines
peuvent se heurter a des surfaces, fusionner, et etre
attirees acertains points dans des turbines construites
en consequence. Le choc des gouttelettes ernportees
par la vapeur peut occasionner de I'erosion, particu
lierement des pales mobiles a I'extremite d'ec?ap
pement de la turbine, la ou la vitesse des pomtes
de pales est la plus elevee ; on convient que, genera
lement, pour maintenir l'erosion dans des limit~s

acceptables, l'humidite de la vapeur sortante ne doit
pas depasser en poids 14 p. 100.

La quantite de vapeur qui se condense de cette
facon depend et de la pression a I'entree, :t de la
pression a la sortie; plus est grande la dlfferer:c~

entre ces deux pressions, plus est forte la quantite
condensee, L'humidite de la vapeur a I'entree, due
a l'apport des separateurs ou al'eau de conde~sat~on

des conduits de vapeur, augmentera aUSSI, bien
entendu, I'humidite dans la turbine.

Cette question doit etre prise en consideration
par les bureaux d' etu~e et,. g.uand cela ~st ~ece,ssair~,
il faut prendre des dispositions pour redmre 1humi
dite de la vapeur en extrayant I'eau entre stades
dans la turbine ou dans les separateurs installes
entre les turbines disposees en tandem. Les deux
methodes ont ete adoptees a Wairakei.

Le problerne n'est pas aussi grave avec ~a vapeur
surchauffee, etant donne que la condensation ne se
produira pas avant que la vapeur ait cede sa chaleur
excedentaire.

UTILISATION DE LA VAPEUR EN JET

Lorsque de grandes quantites d'eau chaude
s'echappent des puits en meme temps que la vapeu:,
ou meme lorsqu'il n'y a aucune vapeur, l'ene~gle

calorifiqu.e ac~umulee dans l'eau chau?,e pe?t ,etre
rendue disponible pour engendrer de 1energie elec
trique en abaissant la pression de l'eau chaude de
facon systematique. L' ea? c~aude .bout alors et·
produit de la vapeur en Jet a pressron plus basse
pour alimenter les turbines.

On etablira narmalement un projet d'utilisation
de la vapeur en jet la OU les puits produisent une
vapeur humide a une pression raisonnablement
elevee, la vapeur et l'eau .etant s~parees ~.1~ bouche
du puits et la vapeur (hr~cte ~tant utilisee de la
maniere habituelle. A Wairakei , une centrale est
en voie d'installation pour utiliser la vapeur en jet.

Lorsque l'on dispose de grandes quantites d'.eau
chaude a haute temperature et a forte pr~sslO~,

l'energie potentielle est considerable. A Walrakel,
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les puits a haute pression, environ 14 kgjcm2 (200
livresjpouce carre au manometre) ont une proportion
vapeur-eau d'environ 8 a 1 en poids, et pour les puits
a pression intermediaire, environ 4,9 kgjcm2 (70 livresf
pouce carre au manometre), cette proportion est
d'environ 4 a 1. En Islande, la proportion est d'environ
5 a 1 a une bouche de puits oil la pression est d'en
viron 4,9 kgjcm2 (70 livres/pouce carre au rnano
metre). L'installation de Wairakei utilisera de la
vapeur en jet provenant de l'eau chaude a haute
pression, soit 3,5 kgjcm2 (50 livresjpouce carre au
manometre) et aussi a une pression de 0,035 kgjcm;;
(0,5 livresjpouce carre au manometre). (Une partie
de l'eau a pression interrnediaire sera aussi injectee
dans la conduite d'eau chaude pour y abaisser la
temperature et aider a resoudre les problemes de
flux d'eau chaude.) La quantite totale de vapeur
en jet produite constituera un peu moins de 20 p. ]00
de l'eau chaude ainsi utilisee ; la moitie en sera a
une pression de 3,5 kgjcm2 (50 livresjpouce carre
au manometre) et l'autre moitie a 0,035 kgjcm2

(0,5 livresjpouce carre au manometre). L'utilisation
de l'eau chaude et ant prevue pour l'exploitation
en deux stades, l'energie electrique produite en
partant de la vapeur en jet sera, au dernier stade,
de 90 megawatts, soit environ un tiers de la puissance
totale.

L'utilisation de l'eau chaude presente beaucoup
de problemes techniques qui sont traites dans le
memoire Gj4; nous ne les etudierons pas plus avant
dans ce rapport general.

Le memoire Gj41 etudie l'utilisation la plus efficace
de la vapeur en jet, en considerant divers cycles
pour I'ejection. I1 cite egalement l'utilisation de
trois niveaux de pression a Wairakei, avec une
turbine separee pour chaque pression, au lieu d'une
seule turbine construite pour admettre la vapeur
sous trois pressions differentes, Le mernoire Gj4
en explique la raison : on a abandonne un projet
de production d' eau lourde (par distillation) apres
que la fabrication des turbo-alternateurs a haute
et basse pression associes en etait deja a un stade
avarice, des groupes a pression intermediaire etant
alors prevus pour utiliser la vapeur entre 3,5 et
0,035 kgjcm2 de pression (50 et 0,5 livresjpouce
carre au manometre) avec laquelle on avait eu
l'intention d'alimenter l'usine d'eau lourde. Les
turbines installees ensuite a Wairakei sont en fait
prevues pour admettre la vapeur sous deux pressions :
3,5 et 0,035 kgjcm2 (50 et 0,5 livresjpouce carre
au manornetre). Neanrnoins, on ne doit pas negliger
le fait que, si l'on possede des turbines separees,
on peut disposer d'une plus grande souplesse de
fonctionnement et les pertes de production de la
centrale sont moindres lorsqu'un turbo-alternateur
est, aux fins d'entretien, mis hors circuit.

Comme l'indique le memoire Gj41, le choix d'un
cycle d'ejection destine a assurer l'efficacite maximum
de l'utilisation de la chaleur est un problerne technique
a traiter en relation avec la rentabilite du processus.
Si I'on abandonne le cycle le plus efficace, on constate
un gain au point de vue economique, et il est proba-

blement inutile d'utiliser le systeme d'ejection en
des sous d'une certaine pression minimum.

FONCTIONNEMENT AUTOMATIQUE

Le memoire Gj8 resume les mesures prises a
The Geysers pour permettre un fonctionnement
automatique de la centrale electrique. Deux hommes
sont de service pendant la journee, mais pendant
les 16 autres heures, la centrale fonctionne automa
tiquement. Des relais de protection debrayent le
groupe et ses annexes, s'il se produit un dangereux
defaut de fonctionnement; de plus, en cas de defaut
genant, un signal d'alarme se met a fonctionner,
mais sans que le groupe soit debraye, Le signal
est transmis a une sous-station a 35 milles de la
oil il y a une permanence, et un travailleur est
envoye verifier si la centrale electrique peut rester
en fonctionnement automatique a ce moment. Depuis
que le fonctionnement automatique a commence a
fonctionner, il n'y a eu que deux debrayages de
turbines et une alarme.

METHODES INHABlTUELLES D'UTILISATION

DES FLUIDES GEOTHERMIQUES

Le memoire Gj41 signale la possibilite d'utiliser
un fluide tel que le Freon comme fluide de travail
dans une turbine pour remplacer la vapeur. Le Freon
sera vaporise dans un echangeur de chaleur alirnente
avec de la vapeur geothermique chaude capable
d'atteindre une temperature tres basse (selon les
proprietes du Freon) avant d'etre evacuee corn me
dechet. Une grande proportion de la chaleur contenue
dans l'eau geothermique sera done utilisee, Bien
qu'une turbine concue pour marcher au Freon soit
techniquement faisable, on ne dispose pas encore
d'assez de renseignements sur les proprietes du Freon ;
le cout d'une centrale adequate doit probablement
etre beaucoup trop eleve, et des etudes considerables
dans les bureaux seront necessaires pour etablir un
modele satisfaisant.

Le memoire Gj41 signale egalement la possibilite
d'utiliser les fluides geothermiques pour chauffer
I'eau d'alimentation (dans un echangeur de chaleur)
dans une centrale electrique utilisant un combustible
fossile classique (c'est-a-dire brulant du charbon ou
des produits petroliers}; ce meme rapport considere
que c'est la le moyen le plus efficace d'utiliser de la
chaleur geothermique dans un cycle de vapeur.
Cela ne sera praticable que si le cycle thermique
convient par ailleurs pour une grande centrale
electrique a vapeur.

Une autre possibilite consiste a surchauffer de la
vapeur geothermique en utilisant un combustible
fossile; ce projet est etudie a Wairakei. Pour le
fonctionnement a charge normale de la centrale,
cette surchauffe ri'apparait pas avantageuse, mais
elle est consideree comme une innovation qui pourrait
etre ajoutee plus tard sans difficulte, s'il apparait
necessaire de menager la vapeur, ou quand la centrale
geothermique arrivera a constituer une fraction
suffisante de la centrale complete installee (qui doit
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e~~e surtout hydroele.ctrique) pour exiger une repar
tition de la production de pointe.

COUT ET INSTALLATION DES CONDUITES

Le cout des conduites et des installations pour
collecter et transporter la vapeur (eventuellement
aussi l'eau chaude) en provenance de puits a la
centrale ~l.ectrique depend a un tres haut degre
des conditions locales. Leur longueur, la pression
et la temperature de la vapeur et le rythme du flux
de vapeur, tout cela influe sur le choix du diametre
et le nombre des conduites necessaires ; aussi toute
installation envisagee devra etre etudiee a part.
A titre d'information tres generale, les couts suivants
mentionnes dans les memoires sont indiques ci
dessous :

Les Geysers (memoirs G/51)

Le cout de la conduite de fourniture et du systerne
de connexion, y compris les droits de passage, les
pylones, les ancrages, les dependances, l'isolement
et l'installation atteignent approximativement 80 000
dollars pour une puissance installee de 12,5 mega
watts. La conduite principale a 508 mm de diametre
(20 pouces) et environ 600 m de long (2 000 pieds);
les derivations des puits ont de 30,5 a 35,65 cm de
diametre (12 a14 pouces) et 15 a 45 m (50 a150 pieds)
de longueur.

Cofrt par kW installe : 64 dollars (£23,2)

Islande (rnemoire G/9)

Le cout estimatif du systeme de transport de la
vapeur et de l'eau chaude, des separateurs ala bouche
du puits et de l'equipement de refroidissement pour
la vapeur separee (evacuee comme dechet) est de
35 dollars ou £ 12,7 par kW net.

Cofrt par kW net installe : 35 dollars (£12,7)

Wairakei (rnemoire G/4)

Le cout estimatif du systeme de collection et de
transport de la vapeur et de l'eau chaude, y compris
les separatenrs a la bouche des puits, les pompes
a eau chaude et toutes les autres dependances, se
monte a £ 4 457 000 pour une puissance installee
de 192 megawatts. Les conduites principales de
vapeur ont 508 et 762 mm (20 et 30 pouces) de dia
metre et les conduites secondaires generalement 20,
32,25,40 et 30,5 cm (8,10 et 12 pouces) de diametre.

Cofrt par kW installe : £23,2

Larderello (rnemoire G/62)

Pour une petite centrale electrique comprenant
un groupe sans condenseurs de 4 megawatts, alirnente
par deux puits, la longueur du conduit de vapeur
peut etre d'environ 600 m et coutera environ 21 mil
lions de lires italiennes, isolement compris. Pour une
centrale comprenant quatre de ces groupes alimentes

par 7 ou 8 puits, la conduite aura au moins 2 kilo
metres de long et le cout total sera d'environ 70 mil
lions de lires italiennes.

Cofit par kilometre de conduitc : 35 000 000 lircs italiennes
(cofrt par mille de conduite : £33000)

Cout par kW installe pour une centrale de 4 megawatts: 5 300 lires
ita1iennes (£3,1)

CoUt par kW' installe pour une centrale de 16 megawatts: 4400
lires italiennes (£2,6)

Si l'on compare les couts ci-dessus, il faut se rap
peler qu'en Islande et a Wairakei on comprend
le materiel de separation a la bouche du puits et
le rnateriel de traitement de l'eau chaude, alors qu'a
The Geysers et a Larderello les puits rr'emettent
que de la vapeur. Malgre tout, il faut noter que le
prix des conduites a Larderello est relativement bas.
A Wairakei egalement, les conduites sont plutot
longues, mais du fait qu'on evite les tours de refroidis
sement, il en results un benefice pour le systeme
adopte.

Dans le choix du diametre des conduites et de
I'epaisseur du materiel d'isolement, plusieurs ele
ments doivent etre pris en consideration pour la
plus grande rentabilite de l'installation. Ce sont
des questions de nature technique qui sont etudiees
dans le memoire G/68 et qui s'appliquent aux condi
tions regnant dans la region de Larderello. Les
diarnetres des conduites y sont de 300, 450, 660 et
810 mm (11,8, 17,7, 26 et 31,9 pouces); leur epaisseur
est de 6 a 8 mm (0,236 a 0,315 pouces) avec une
couche de produits isolants ayant une epaisseur de
30,60,90ou 120 mm (1,18, 2,36, 3,54 ou 4,72 pouces).
Les produits is01ants sont en laine de roche ou en
pate a base de magnesie, fibre d'amiante, etc.

En faisant les plans de tuyauterie, il faut tenir
compte de la dilatation et de la contraction dues aux
changements de temperature. Diverses dispositions
sont possibles, et celles prises a Larderello sont resu
mees dans le mernoire G/68. A Wairakei, des bouches
verticales avec des raccords a souffiets articules sont
utilisees dans les lignes principales de transport de
vapeur (il se trouve aussi des souffiets axiaux en
deux ou trois endroits); pour les lignes secondaires,
on assure une certaine souplesse en disposant une
serie de coudes a angle droit dans les tuyaux.

CORROSION

La vapeur geothermique est toujours contaminee
par diverses impuretes qui peuvent provoquer de la
corrosion dans diverses parties du rnateriel a travers
lequel elle circule pendant l'utilisation. Il est donc
tres important que le materiel soit fait de materiaux
suffisamment resistants a la corrosion, de facon a
chercher a assurer une duree raisonnablement longue
de service. La composition des impuretes n'est pas
la rnerne partout, aussi faut-il tenir compte des
conditions reelles propres a toute nouvelle region
de production dont l'exploitation est envisagee.
C'est ainsi que le memoire G/41 mentionne la presence
a The Geysers de mercure dans la vapeur - a quoi
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des pales etant limitee a 270 m (900 pieds) par
seconde afin de reduire l' erosion a la sortie humide
de la turbine; en effet, il n' est pas possible de les
proteger contre l'erosion par brasage, vu le danger
de durcissement local et la vulnerabilite de la soudure.
(A I'etat dur, le fer a 13 p. 100 de chrome est suscep
tible d'etre attaque par corrosion quand iI est soumis
a des sollicitations). [Memoirs G/4].

A Wairakei, des essais ont encore fait voir que
des aciers au carbone et autres alliages d'acier de
resistance moyenne et elevee sont susceptibles de
s'egrener sous I'action des sulfures, mais les aciers
doux et les aciers au carbone et autres alliages
d'acier doux de faible tenacite resistent a l'egrenage
meme dans de tres dures conditions d'essais de
deformation constante. Le niveau de resistance ~l la
susceptibilite semble etre d'environ 6 100 kgjcm2

(88000 livresjpouce carrel de resistance a la traction
pour les aciers au carbone et les aciers a faible
proportion d' alliage; cette merne resistance varie
entre 7 700 kg/cm2 (110 000-120000 livres/pouce
carrel pour les aciers a forte proportion de chrome.
Cela etant, on a renonce a employer des tubages
ahaute resistance dans les puits, la qualite superieure
utilisee etant le J 55 (d'apres les normes de l'American
Petroleum Institute), laquelle a une resistance mini
mum a la traction de 5 250 kg/cm2 (75000 livresj
pouce carrel.

Passons maintenant a The Geysers. Les memoires
Gj8 et G/41 indiquent les problemes de corrosion
auxquels on a du faire face. Les rnateriaux de
construction ont ete choisis apres des essais tres
pousses et sont en general conformes aux conclusions
faites a Wairakei, sauf qu'il n'est pas necessaire de
parer a I'eau geothermique. Par contre, l'eau de
refroidissement venant des tours de refroidissement
(qui est de la vapeur condensee) est corrosive 
l'ammoniaque qu'elle contient interdit l'emploi du
cuivre dans les echangeurs de chaleur. On a constate
egalement que des bacteries reductrices du soufre
attaquaient les plaques d'acier inoxydable a 12 p.l00
de chrome lorsqu' elles etaient exposees dans la
tour de refroidissement.

Parmi les materiaux utilises a The Geysers pour
la construction citons :

serait dli l'echec de l'emploi de pales en bronze et
en monel dans une petite turbine installee en 1!)28,
alors que la teneur en mercure etait plus forte que
maintenant. Malgre tout, tout au moins theorique
ment, les renseignements sur la corrosion et I'expe
rience dans les centrales acquise dans une localite
devraient etre applicabIes a d'autres regions geo
thermiques ou l'on extrait des fiuides essentiellement
sembIabIes.

Le probleme est un peu different quand les puits
debitent un melange de vapeur et d'eau au lieu de
vapeur surchaufiee seule. Dans le premier cas, il est
fort peu probable que toute l'eau soit eliminee par
separation, si bien que les produits chimiques en
solution dans les gouttelettes d' eau entrainees par
la vapeur peuvent avoir un effet corrosif aussi bien
que ceIui du aux gaz contenus dans la vapeur. Il est
done necessaire de s'assurer de la composition chi
mique de la vapeur et de I'eau, en prenant des
echantillons des produits d'echappement de puits,
et d'en faire l'analyse chimique, qualitative et quan
titative.

A The Geysers, a Wairakei et en IsIande, d'apres
les memoires G/8, G/4 et G/9, Ies gaz dans la vapeur
sont constitues principalement par de l'anhydride
carbonique et en faibles proportions par de l'hydro
gene sulfure, du methane, de l'hydrogene, de l'azote,
de l'ammoniaque, etc. Les memes constituants
s'observent dans la vapeur dans la region de Larde
rello; il y a en plus de l'acide borique. A Wairakei,
les produits dominants dans l'eau chaude sont des
chlorures (de sodium et de potassium), avec de plus
petites quantites de silice, de sulfate, d'acide meta
borique, de fiuorures, etc.

D'apres le memoire G/47, de nombreux essais
ont ete faits a Wairakei pour determiner la resistance
relative a la corrosion de divers metaux et alliages
dans les differentes conditions d'exposition qui
s'offrent dans la pratique : melange eau-vapeur
em is par les puits, vapeur seche de separation, eau
de separation, vapeur aeree et eaux de condensation.
Des conclusions generales indiquent que l'hydrogene
sulfure, l'anhydride carbonique, l'ammoniaque, les
chIorures et l'humidite de la vapeur sont les facteurs
les plus importants, et que la presence d'air (par
exemple dans les condenseurs et le materiel d'extrac
tion des gaz) accelere beaucoup la corrosion; en
revanche, l'acier inoxydable austenitique se revele
tres resistant en presence de l'air. Pendant les periodes
d'arret inevitables, iI est par consequent important
d'eviter un lent echappement de la vapeur dans le
materiel rempli d'air ; il peut etre avantageux, par
exemple, de faire passer constamment de l'air sec
et chaud a travers les turbines arretees.

Heureusement, l'acier doux a fait preuve d'une
bonne resistance en l'absence d'oxygene et son emploi
pour les conduites, separateurs et autres recipients
devrait rendre de bons services. Le cuivre et les
alliages de cuivre (a l'exclusion de certains laitons)
sont vulnerables, ce qui fait proscrire le zinc pour
soudure. Les pales de turbines sont en fer avec 13 p.
100 de chrome a l'etat mou, la vitesse de I'extremite

Conduits de vapeur . . . .
Conduits pour eau de conden

sation . . . . . . . . .

Tuyau cl'cchappcmcnt de la
turbine au condenseur

Condenscur. . . . . . . .

Pompes a. eau de refroidisse-
ment .

Acicr au carbone

Acier inoxydable (18 p. 100
de chrome, 8 p. 100 de
nickel)

Acier inoxydable (18 p. 100
de chrome, 8 p. 100 de
nickel)

Acier inoxydable recouvert
(18 p. 100 de chrome,
14 p. 100 de nickel, 2 1/2
'p. 100 de molybdene)

Acier inoxydable recouvert
(18 p. 100 de chrome,
14 p. 100 de nickel, 2 1/2
p. 100 de molybdene)
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Conduits d'eau de refroidis-
sernent au-dessus du sol . Aluminium a teneur nulle en

cuivre
Refroidisseurs d 'huile pour

turbine . . . . . . . . Tubes cl'aluminium et tales
tubulaires, caisses 11 eau
en fonte de fer recouverte
d'epoxyde

Une inspection effectuee en mars 1961 ala centrale
de The Geysers apres neuf mois de marche a montre
qu'il ri'y avait eu aucune corrosion de la turbine.
La seule complication etait la poussiere provenant
de la vapeur qui, en se melangeant a1'huile, engorgeait
30 p. 100 de la section peripheriqu« de la premiere
rangee de pales. Toutes les installations en acier
inoxydable etaient en bon etat, Le cuivre non protege
du materiel electrique avait Me attaque par 1'hydro
gene sulfure, ce qui prouvait qu'illui fallait une couche
protectrice. La corrosion du commutateur d'excita
tion donna quelques soucis, car il necessita davantage
qu'un decrassage normal.

Les rnemoires G/60 et G/64 fournissent des rensei
gnements sur les diverses formes de corrosion dans
les deux cycles, acondensation, ou sans condensation.
Pour le premier, avec admission dans la turbine
de la vapeur directe contenant de l'hydrogene
sulfure et surchauffee tout au moins Iegerernent,
et avec une vapeur humide a la tubulure d'echappe
ment non contaminee avec l'oxygene atrnospherique,
il s'agit surtout d'exclure 1'emploi d'alliages de cuivre
et de nickel et d'employer de la fonte de fer et des
aciers au carbone ou au chrome convenablement
traites a chaud. Pour un cycle a condensation OU
1'on utilise un condenseur a melange, on a reussi a
obtenir une resistance suffisante a la corrosion et a la
formation de depots dans les installations en marche
OU les differentes pieces de materiel pour le circuit
de condensation et d'extraction sont en fonte de fer:
en acier plaque de plomb et en acier recouvert de
caoutchouc vulcanise, en acier au chrome fondu,
Iarnine et forge, en acier fondu, fortement chrome
et en matieres ceramiques.

Le memoire G/9 expose les resultats des essais
de la corrosion superficielle sur des echantillons
exposes a diverses conditions en Islande. (Les essais
de corrosion sous tension continuent encore). Les
resultats obtenus sont tres analogues a ceux deja
relates par ailleurs. Les reveternents protect~urs

ont fait preuve d'une bonne resistance dans certames
conditions.

Pour terminer cette section sur la corrosion, on peut
affirmer qu'il faut accorder une etroite attention
a la nature du milieu auquel les diverses pieces du
materiel seront exposees et faire le choix des mate
riaux en consequence. L'experience acquise jusqu'.ici
montre qu'on peut s'attendre a une duree de service

raisonnable. Le problerne differe peu de celui qui
se pose dans beaucoup d'autres entreprises du genie
civil ou la corrosion constitue un element de grande
importance.

Conclusion

Les rapports soumis dans le cadre de cette section
ont apporte des contributions importantes a la tech
nique d'exploitation de l'energie geothermique et de
la production d'energie electro-geotherrnique. L'ex
pose des problemes rencontres et les mesures prises
ou les suggestions offertes pour les resoudre seront
utiles aceux qui envisagent 1'exploitation de champs
geothermiques.

Le succes d'une telle entreprise doit dependre
d'une exploration prealable adequate du champ,
d'une planification scrupuleuse et d'un choix appro
fondi du materiel destine a l'exploitation, comme
aussi d'une observation incessante du comportement
du champ au cours de 1'exploitation. A part le cas
de la region de Larderello, l'utilisation de la vapeur
geothermique pour la production en grand de I'elec
tricite est une entreprise toute recente, et I'experience
pour des regions de caracteristiques differentes ne
peut s'acquerir qu'au cours des annees,

Il est toutefois certain que le potentiel d'energie
thermique du monde entier est immense et, vu les
progres techniques deja realises, on peut prevoir
que bien des regions convenablement situees peuvent
etre exploitees avec succes,

Themes de discussion proposes

1. Preparation des plans des installations dans
le champ de vapeurs.

2. Choix du diametre des puits en fonction de
la production necessaire d'energie electrique.

3. Problemes de forage, particulierernent en ce
qui concerne le fluide de forage et les pertes de circu
lation.

4. Forage a I'air comprime.
5. Ciments et cimentage du tubage.
6. Sollicitations dans le tubage dues aux change-

ments de temperature.
7. Entretien des' puits.
8. Exploitation d'un champ de vapeur.
9. Choix du type d'installation de turbo-alter-

nateurs.
10. Installations portatives de turbo-alternateurs.
11. Telecommande de la centrale electrique,
12. Precautions de securite - generalites.
13. Questions de cout.
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Appendice

Le present appendice donne un resume du memoire Gj71.

ESPACEMENT ET PROFONDEUR DES PUITS

Si I'espaccment des puits est fonction des caracteristiques
du champ de vapeur, la Larderello, S.p.A., applique en principe
le critere de 400 a. 500 m (environ 1 300-1 650 pieds) pour l'espa
cement des puits. Les profondeurs s'echelonnent entre 300 et
1600 m (environ 1000-5250 pieds).

MATERIEL DE FORAGE

Les installations et le materiel de forage sont essentiellement
les memes que ceux employes dans l'extraction du petrole,
Pour les garnitures et les pistons de pompes a. boue, les protec
tions d'clcments de tubage, les garnitures de collets de soupapes,
les tampons de cimentage etc., on utilise des qualites de ea out
chouc specialement resistantes a. la chaleur. Pour les operations
speciales au fond du puits, on n'utilise pas de materiaux en
fonte de fer ou en aluminium sujets a. une action de durcissement
qui empeche le Iraisage.

FLUIDE DE FORAGE

Pour les forages dans la region de Lardercllo, I'experience
a prouve qu'une boue a. base d'eau avec argile et bentonite
comme constituants colloidaux etait le produit le plus indique,
La boue doit avoir une faible densite initiale et I'on doit main
tenir dans certaines limites les autres proprietes physiques de
la boue : visccsite, force du gel, perte au filtrage, epaisseur de
la concretion frltree. Pour obtenir les proprictcs necessaircs
et combattre I'effct des produits contaminants provenant de la
formation, divers produits complementaircs sont introduits
dans la bouc, si cela est necessairc.

Une boue a. la bentonite a ete utilisee dans toutes les localites
citees dans les divers memoires - region de Larderello, puits n> 1
d'Agnano, Islande, The Geysers et Wairakei. Il est done probable
qu'une boue de forage a. la bentonite est le colloide principal
qui conviendrait dans les autres champs geothermiques.

On previent les pertes de circulation dans la region de Larde
rello en incorporant des materiaux de tamponnement dans la
boue de forage (par exemple de la fibre vegetale, du mica, des
paillettes de cellophane) quand le taux de perte est peu eleve,
Pour les pcrtes plus fortes, on utilise un melange de ciment
et d'environ 6 p. 100 de bentonite, et pour les pertes completes,
on deverse d'un recipient special descendu au fond du puits
un mortier lourd d'huile et de gypse, le gypse venant ainsi pour
la premiere fois en contact avec l'eau,

FORAGE DANS UNE DIRECTION NON VERTICALE

Le forage dans une direction non verticale a ete essaye dans
la region de Larderello, mais il a echoue du fait que les hautes
temperatures empcchent d'utiliser les pellicules photographiques
pour faire des reieves en fond de puits.

PROGRAMME DE TUBAGE

Dans la region de Larderello, dans les puits fences a. une pro
fondeur de 600 m (1 970 pieds), les tubages de production ont
habituellement un diarnetre de 17 pouces 1/4 (438,1 mm), cela
jusqu'a 400 metres, et au-dessous un diarnetre de 16 pouces
(406,4 mm). Ce tubage de production est cimente sur toute la
longueur. Pour les puits plus profonds, le tubage de production
a generalement un diametre de 13 pouces :l/8 (333,4 mm); il

n'est cimente qu'cn partie, Le trou a. travers la formation de
production a 12 pouces (304,8 mm) de diametre,

Le mernoire Gj71 attire l'attention sur l'avantage quil y a
a. utiliser des tubages de production de grand diametre lorsqu'on
peut prevoir des flux considerables, et particulierement quand
les pressions a. la turbine sont assez basses - 4,5 a. 5 atmospheres
(66-73 livres par pouce carrel. Le rapport souligne encore qu'il
est avantageux d'augmenter le diarnetre de la section superieure
du tubage de production en telescopant fortement une partie
de tubage dans la part.ie suivante.

D'autre part, des recherches approfondies faites roccmrncnt
et basees sur des observations faites dans la region de Larderello
ont amene a. conclure que, pour les conditions regnant a. Larde
rello, oil la pression dans la formation est de 30 a. 32 atmospheres
(440-470 livres par pouce carrel, on doit adopter une pression
de travail environ egale a. 40-45 p. 100 de cette derniere. (Le
memoire fournit quelques breves indications sur les conside
rations techniques qui ont arnene a. cette conclusion). Une si
haute pression permet de donner un diametre reduit aux puits
et aux tuyauteries et davoir des turbines plus petites; on peut
ainsi utiliser plus efficacement la vapeur et exploiter rationnel
lement le champ de vapeur sous de hautes pressions.

CIMENTAGE DU TUBAGE

Le memoire Gf71 signale l'emploi de deux sortes de ciment
- le ciment ordinaire a. prise rapide utilise quand les tempe
ratures sont basses et un ciment special Iabrique en Italic, utilise
aux hautes temperatures. Immediaternent apres le cimentage,
de I'eau froide est pompee dans le puits (et n'est pas recuperee)
pour assurer le durcissement maximal du ciment. La riecessite
d'avoir une gaine de ciment autour du tubage est particulierement
mise en lumiere, cela afin d'eviter de fortes sollicitations par
compression dans le tubage non liaisonne, ce qui peut determiner
sa rupture par echauffement. Le tubage de protection rr'est en
general cimente qu'en partie, et des dispositions sont prises
en vue d'une dilatation, a. la bouche du puits, comme le montre
la figure 1 du mernoire G/71.

A Wairakei, des dispositions a. peu pres analogues sont prises
en vue d'une dilatation event.uelle du tubage de production
en adaptant une bobine de dilatation de 2 pieds 6 pouces (762 mm)
a. la bouche du puits (figure 1 du mernoire Gj14). Merrie si le
principe du cimentage du tubage sur toute sa longueur a ete
adopte, ceci ne peut pas toujours etre realise, et la liaison avec
le ciment ne peut pas toujours etre completement efficace. A
Wairakei, d'autre part, le puits ri'est pas refroidi irnrnediatemcnt
apres que le ciment a ete mis en place, mais on le laisse s'echauffer
avant la prise du ciment et on estime que la dilatation qui sopere
est avantageuse en ce qu'elle diminue la sollicitation maximale
de compression qui apparait ulterieurement quand la tempe
rature monte beaucoup. Le memoire G/44 etudie plus a. fond
ce probleme.

ECHAPPEMENT D'UN PUITS

Quand la pression hydrostatique dans un puits est inferieure
a. la pression dans la formation contenant la vapeur, il se produit
un echappemcnt spontane. Autrement le puits est laisse a. I'etat
de repos apres que I'on a cesse d'y introduire de I'eau, et le
degagement de gaz par la vapeur peut suffisamment alleger
la colonne d'eau du puits pour provoquer un flux. Si cela ne
reussit pas, on stimule le flux en agissant avec un piston sur la
colonne liquide (memoire Gj7l).

A Wairakei, l'echappement se produit generalement apres
que la colonne d'eau dans un puits se rechauffe a. la suite dune
periode de stabilite, sa densite devenant ainsi plus faible. Le
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CO(JT DU FORAGE

Le memoire G/7l fait voir comment on a etabli le prix pour
deux sortes de puits dans la region de Larderello. En void un
bref resume :

d'eau en profondeur, deux phenomenes qui empechent une
determination sure de la densite moyenne. Un manornetrc
special est done utilise pour observer la pression en bas du trou.

degagement de gaz de la formation dans le puits facilite aussi
le phenomcnc, Si l'echappement ne se produit pas alors, on
provoque une elevation avec de l'air cornprime que l'on pompe
vers le bas grace a un tuyau de caoutchouc qu'on a fait descendre
quelque peu au-dessous du niveau de l'eau. Une autre solution
est la suivante : quand le niveau de l'eau est tres bas dans le
puits, on ferme la soupape a la bouche du puits et l'on pompe
de l'air de facon a faire baisser le niveau de I'eau jusqu'a une
region de plus haute temperature; de cette facon, apres etre
demeuree en cette region un certain temps, l'eau se met a bouillir
par decompression quand on rouvre la soupape a la bouche
du puits.

PRESSION DANS LA FORMATION PRODUCTION

Apres quun puits a eu un echappemcnt et que cet echap
pement s'est stabilise, on precede a des mesures de flux, de
pression et de temperature, puis on ferme le puits pendant
qu'on installe les tuyauteries pour le relier a la centrale. Pendant
ce temps, des observations prealables de la pression faites a la
bouche du puits fournissent la pression dans la formation pro
ductrice, compte tenu du poids de la vapeur et du gaz dans
le puits.

Dans les puits dont I'echappemcnt est un melange de vapeur
et d'eau (comme a Wairakei), le niveau de l'eau en puits ferme
est habituellement quelque peu en dessous de la tete du puits,
l'espace au-dessus de l'eau etant occupe par de la vapeur, du
gaz, ou lcs deux a la fois. Theoriquement, il est possible de calculer
la pression au fond du trou apres avoir fait des observations
sur la pression a la bouche du puits, la profondeur du niveau
de l'eau dans le puits et la temperature tout le long de la colonne
d'eau (ce qui fournit la densite moyenne). Mais en pratique
cette methode s'est revelee peu sure a Wairakei, et quelques
resultats anormaux ont ete constates, Cela est du surtout a
l'entrainement du gaz dans l'eau et a I'ebullitron de lacolonne

Puits de production

Profondeur
Tubage de surface - dia

metre
Tubage de surface - pro

fondeur .
Tubage de production

diametre .
Tubage de production

profondeur
Duree des travaux
Cout total
CoM par metre

Puits de sondage

Profondeur
Tubage de surface - dia

metre
Tubage de surface - pro

fondeur .
Tubage interieur - diarnetre
Tubage interieur - profon-

deur .
Duree des travaux
CoM par metre (environ)
Cout par pied. .. . . .

100 metres

333,4 mm (13 pouces 3/8)

100 metres

244,3 mm (9 pouces 5/8)

850 metres
133 jours
82 millions de lires (£48 200)
82 000 lires (£14,7)

800 metres

244,3 mm (9 pouces 5/8)

50 metres
168,1 mm (6 pouces 5/8)

500 metres
65 jours
45000 lires
£8,07



HARNESSING OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
AND GEOTHERMAL ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION

Rapporteur's summation

The papers presented under agenda item II.A.2 (a)
and (b) deal with the exploitation of geothermal
steam in Italy, New Zealand, America and Iceland.
All of these installations or proposed installations
are on a large or moderately large industrial scale.

Comments were made that most, if not all, of the
papers dealt with exploitation on a large scale
to the exclusion of small-scale development, such as
may be required in many areas. It is admitted
that such is the case, and that the cost of performing
full-scale exploration to assess the possibilities of an
area would be quite uneconomical where only a small
output is required.

It is clear that for a small installation a non
condensing plant is desirable. Some differences of
opinion were expressed as to the minimum size of
plant, but it is fairly clear that the cost of drilling
for and producing steam places an economic limit
on the minimum size of plant. Geothermal steam
is unlikely to be useful for an output smaller than
about 1 000 kW.

One speaker referred to the operation at Larderello
of a 900 kW non-condensing turbine working between
4 and 9 atmospheres pressure. It is very moderate
in first cost but is very satisfactory; it is the type
of plant admirably suited for the initial exploitation
of an area still to be fully investigated as to potential
in advance of installing larger permanent units.

Emphasis was placed on the need for a good
cementing of casing in order to avoid subsequent
casing failures due to high stresses induced by
temperature change. The practice of cementing
only part of the length of a casing string, allowing
the un cemented length to expand freely, would
also be advantageous.

Reference was made to the similarity between
steam wells and certain oil wells in which high
temperatures occur. For the latter, the practice is
to ensure a good cementing of the casing to prevent
casing failures.

Doumhole surueys

New developments in instrumentation and tech
niques are constantly taking place in the oil-drilling
industry. Many of them may be applicable to drilling
for steam. One speaker mentioned the use of the
acoustic velocity log for determining the effectiveness
of bond of cement casing.

Fracturing of the formation, as in oil well practice,
was mentioned as having possible application in
steam wells, instead of perforating or using slotted
liners. Fracturing is done after a short length of
casing is milled out at the producing horizon, and
the permeability of the formation is increased by
applying high fluid pressure to induce horizontal
cracking of the formation. High pump pressures
would be required, possibly in excess of the capacity
of the pumps normally used in drilling for steam.
Nevertheless further study of the process may be
warranted for certain types of formation.

In steam wells high temperatures may occur at
shallow depths, and cognizance of this should be
taken when drilling. Though high temperatures
may occur in oil wells it is usually at fairly great
depth. Drilling a steam well to 1 000 ft depth pre
sents problems similar to those encountered in
drilling an oil well to 10 000 ft.

In areas where chemical incrustations develop
rapidly in wells and would require frequent cleaning
out, the cost of such cleaning would be excessive,
and such wells would not be economic to use. One
speaker considered that it would be better to explore
deeper in an endeavour to obtain temperatures
approaching the critical temperature.

One speaker emphasized that exploratory drilling
should not be skimped. A good practice would be
to start drilling a large hole but to explore in depth
with a small hole which could be widened out later
if desired. This is undoubtedly a good practice.
In exploration drilling in Tuscany the use of com
pressed air instead of mud has given spectacular
results, holes being drilled faster and more cheaply.

One speaker asked the maximum depth to which
it is economical to drill for steam or hot water,
pointing out that in Iceland the maximum economic
cost of steam would be about 5 cents a ton, although
the actual cost at present is about 20 cents a ton
for depths up to 3 000 metres; for greater depths
the cost would be 50 cents a ton.

No general answer could be given to this question
since local conditions must be considered. The cost
of drilling, the quantity and quality of the steam
produced from wells, and the comparative cost of
producing power from other sources of energy are
a few of the many factors which would have to be
considered.

One speaker made an interesting reference to a well
recently drilled in the United States, in southern
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California, to a depth of 4 700 ft, using 5i-inch
diameter casing, perforated with 1000 holes. Bottom
hole temperature was about 700°F. Output was
57 000 lbjhr of steam and 200 000-300 000 lbjhr
of water at 250 lbjsq.in. For cementing the casing,
40 per cent silica flour was incorporated in the cement;
laboratory tests indicated that it should stand up
in service. At this site there is no faulting; the forma
tion is sedimentary and close to a heat source.

A suggestion was made to exploit the normal
geothermal gradient by pumping water down a drilled
hole and producing steam. To the rapporteur's
knowledge, this has never been attempted, and the
holes would undoubtedly have to be very deep.
It also seems extremely doubtful whether a suffici
ently high rate of heat transfer could be obtained
to make the operation economical, even if it worked
at all. Some work was done in Japan along similar
lines, but with holes drilled into hot volcanic rock;
apparently satisfactory production was not obtained.

Planning installations in the steam field includes
the spacing of wells, which it affected by well dia
meter, output, interaction between wells and engineer
ing considerations based on topography. It also
includes the choice of site for a power station and,
if condensing, decision whether cooling towers are
required or a natural cold water supply can be used.
The location of pipelines should receive careful
consideration.

With respect to the choice of well diameter in
relation to the power production required, if the
demand for power is small, a larger number of
small-diameter wells may be more desirable than
fewer large wells, since smaller drilling rigs may be
used if the wells are not too deep. Where it is desired
to limit the output from a steam field in order to
extend its life, it would be uneconomical to install
large-diameter wells operating far below their
maximum capacity.

Steam field management is a most important
aspect. It is not possible to forecast how a steam field
will behave under exploitation. It is therefore
important to obtain factual data progressively during

exploitation in order to observe trends and enable
rational deductions to be made.

Observations should include the measurement of
wellhead pressures of discharging and of closed wells,
output of wells, downhole temperatures and pres
sures in closed wells, changes in natural heat escape
from neighbouring area and changes in ground level.
Other observations would include caliper surveys
of casings to determine corrosion, if any, or fractures,
and thereby forestall impending trouble.

General safety precautions

Just as in oil-well drilling, the application of good
drilling techniques is essential in drilling for steam
or hot water.

To prevent inadvertent discharge during drilling,
blow-out preventer equipment should be installed
on the well-head, and adequate pumps and a good
water supply should be provided.

Blow-outs may also occur through the formation
if permeable channels extend to the surface, or near
the surface. Though such blowouts can usually be
avoided by constant care during drilling, it is con
sidered desirable to consolidate the ground in the
vicinity of the well-head by injecting cement grout.
If an eruption does occur it will then emerge some
distance away from the well-head and enable men
and equipment to be withdrawn in safety, or provide
a better opportunity for bringing it under control.

Cost considerations

A low capital cost may be more important than
low operating costs. This would mean that the steam
is not being used most efficiently. This may not be
important if the amount of money available is
inadequate to provide a highly efficient plant with
the lowest possible operating cost.

In conclusion, the New Zealand people engaged
in geothermal steam exploitation would like to offer
assistance by way of advice to other countries who
may need help. They have now had a fair amount
of experience in this work and would be very pleased
to help others if they are able.



Les memoires presentes au sujet du point II.A.2 a)
et b) de l'ordre du jour traitent de l'exploitation
de la vapeur geothermique en Italie, en Nouvelle
Zelande, en Arnerique et en Islande. Toutes les
installations actuelles ou envisagees sont de grande
ou d'assez grande envergure au point de vue indus
triel.

On a fait observer que la pIupart des memoires,
sinon tous, traitaient de l'exploitation en grand,
et n'envisageaient pas l'exploitation d'ampleur mo
deste qui peut repondre aux besoins dans de nom
breuses regions. Cela est en effet exact, et une explo
ration complete effectuee pour evaluer les possibilites
d'une region ne serait pas rentable si l'on ri'a besoin
que d'une production modeste.

Il est evident que, pour une petite installation,
une usine ne faisant pas intervenir la condensation
est celle qui convient. Certaines divergences de vues
se sont fait jour quant a la dimension minimale de
l'installation, mais il ne fait guere de doute que le
cout des forages et de la production de vapeur
impose une limite economique a la dimension mini
male des installations. Il est peu probable que la
vapeur geothermique soit utile pour une production
inferieure a 1 000 kW environ.

Un participant a fait etat du fonctionnement,
a Larderello, sous une pression de 4 a 9 atmospheres,
d'une turbine de 900 kW ne faisant pas intervenir
la condensation. Malgre un prix de revient tres
modere, la production est tres satisfaisante; c'est le
type d'installation qui convient admirablement a
l'exploitation initiale d'une region dont le potentiel
doit etre completement explore avant l'installation
d'unites permanentes plus importantes.

On a insiste sur la necessite de bien cimenter
le tubage pour eviter qu'il ne s'y produise par la suite
des fissures dues aux tensions elevees que provoquent
les changements de temperature. Il y aurait egalement
avantage a ne cimenter qu'une partie de la longueur
d'un tubage, pour permettre a la partie non cimentee
de se dilater librement.

On a signale la similarite qui existe entre les puits
de vapeur et certains puits de petrole ou se produisent
des temperatures elevees. Pour ces derniers, il est
d'usage d'assurer une bonne cimentation du tubage
pour empecher les Ielures.

EXPLOITATION DE L'ENERGIE GEOTHERMIQUE ET PRODUCTION
D'ELECTRICITE AU MOYEN DE L'ENERGIE GEOTHERMIQUE

Resume du rapporteur

dustrie des forages de puits de petrole. Beaucoup
d'entre eux peuvent etre applicables aux forages
relatifs a la vapeur. Un participant a signale l'emploi
de la mesure de la vitesse du son pour determiner
l'efficacite du lien du tubage en ciment.

On a soutenu que, comme dans les puits petroli
feres, on pouvait fracturer la formation dans les puits
de vapeur au lieu de la perforer ou d'employer des
tubes rainures, On fracture la formation apres avoir
fraise une courte longueur de tubage a l'horizon
productif et accru la perrneabilite de la formation
en appliquant une pression elevee de fluide pour
provoquer une fissuration horizontale de la formation.
Il faudrait exercer, a l'aide de pompes, des pressions
elevees qui depasseraient peut-etre la capacite des
pompes couramment utilisees pour le forage de
puits de vapeur. Neanrnoins, une etude plus poussee
de ce precede est peut-etre justifiee pour certains
types de formation.

Dans les puits de vapeur, des temperatures elevees
peuvent se presenter a de faibles profondeurs et il
y a lieu d'en tenir compte au moment du forage.
Des temperatures elevees se presentent sans doute
dans les puits petroliferes, mais c'est habituellement
a une profondeur assez grande. Le forage d'un puits
de vapeur jusqu'a 300 metres de profondeur pose
des problemes analogues a ceux que l'on doit resoudre
quand on fore un puits de petrole jusqu'a 3000
metres.

Dans les regions OU des incrustations chimiques
se forment rapidement dans les puits et exigeraient
un curage frequent, le COlIt d'un tel curage serait
excessif et l'exploitation de tels puits ne serait pas
rentable. Un participant a ernis l'avis quil vaudrait
mieux explorer plus profondement pour tacher d'ob
tenir des temperatures approchant de la temperature
critique.

Un participant a souligne que les sondages d'explo
ration ne devraient pas etre parcimonieux. Une
methode consisterait a commencer par forer un trou
de grande dimension mais d'explorer en profondeur
au moyen d'un petit trou qui pourrait eventuellement
etre elargi plus tard. C'est la indubitablement une
bonne methode. Au cours des sondages d'exploration
effectues en Toscane, l'emploi d'air comprime au lieu
de boue a donne des resultats spectaculaires : les
trous ont ete fores plus rapidement et a meilleur

Etudes du fond marche.

De nouveaux perfectionnements des instruments Un participant a dernande quelle est la profonde.ur
et des techniques ont lieu constamment dans I'in- maximale a laquelle il est rentable de forer des puits
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de vapeur ou d'eau chaude; il a fait remarquer
qu'en Islande, le prix de revient rentable maximum
de la vapeur serait d'environ 50 cents par tonne,
mais que le cout effectif est actuellement d'environ
20 cents par tonne pour des profondeurs allant jusqu'a
3 000 metres et que, pour de plus grandes profondeurs,
le cout serait de 50 cents par tonne.

Aucune reponse generale n'a pu etre donnee a
cette question, car les conditions locales doivent
etre prises en consideration. Le cout du forage,
la quantite et la qualite de la vapeur extraite des
puits et le cout comparatif de la production d'energie
a partir d'autres sources energetiques sont quelques
uns des nombreux elements dont il faudrait tenir
compte.

Un participant a cite le cas interessant d'un puits
qu'on a recemment fore dans le sud de la Californie
(Etats-Unis) jusqu'a une profondeur de 1 400 metres,
en utilisant un tubage de 5,5 pouces de diametre,
perfore de 1 000 trous. La temperature de fond
etait d'environ 700 of. La production etait de 57 000
livres par heure de vapeur et de 200000 a 300000
livres par heure d'eau a 250 livres par pouce carre,
Pour cimenter le tubage, on a incorpore 40 p. 100
de silice en poudre dans le ciment. Les essais de labo
ratoire ont indique qu'il devrait resister a l'usage.
A cet emplacement, il n'y a pas de failles; la formation
est sedirnentaire et proche d'une source de chaleur.

On a suggere d'exploiter le gradient geothermique
normal en envoyant it l'aide d'une pompe de l'eau
au fond d'un forage pour produire de la vapeur.
A la connaissance du rapporteur, cela n'a jamais ete
essaye, et les trous devraient sans aucun doute
etre tres profonds. Il parait egalement tres douteux
que l'on puisse obtenir un transfert thermique
suffisant pour que l'operation soit rentable, en
admettant qu'elle soit realisable. Des travaux de
ce genre ont ete effectues au Japon, mais les trous
etaient fores dans de la roche volcanique chaude;
il ne semble pas que l'on ait obtenu une production
satisfaisante.

La planification d'installations dans le champ de
vapeur comprend 1'espacement des puits, qui depend
du diametre de ces derniers, du rendement, de I'in
fluence des puits les uns sur les autres et de conside
rations d' ordre technique fondees sur la topographie.
Elle comprend aussi le choix de 1'emplacement d'une
centrale electrique et, si 1'installation est du type
it condensation, la necessite de determiner si des
pylones de refroidissement sont necessaires, ou si
l'on dispose d'un approvisionnement naturel d'eau
de refroidissement. L'emplacement des canalisations
doit etre l'objet d'une etude approfondie.

En ce qui concerne le choix du diametre des puits
eu egard it la production d'energie requise, si la
demande d'energie est faible, un grand nombre
de puits de petit diametre est peut-etre plus approprie
qu'un petit nombre de grands puits, puisqu'on peut
utiliser des appareils de sondage plus petits si les
puits ne sont pas trop profonds. Si 1'on veut limiter

la production d'un gite de vapeur afin de prolonger
sa vie, il ne serait pas rentable d'installer des puits
de grand diametre exploites bien au-dessus de leur
capacite maximale.

La gestion d'un gite de vapeur est une question
tres importante. Il n' est pas possible de prevoir
la maniere dont un gite se comportera au cours de
l'exploitation. Il importe done d'obtenir des donnees
precises au fur et it mesure de l'exploitation pour
pouvoir observer les tendances et tirer des deductions
rationnelles.

Il faudrait notamment mesurer la pression it
l'orifice des puits de decharge et des puits clos,
le rendement des puits, les temperatures et les pres
sions de fond dans les puits clos, les variations de
I'echappement de chaleur naturelle dans les zones
limitrophes et les variations du niveau du sol.
D'autres observations comprendraient l'examen au
compas des tubages pour deceler eventuellement
la corrosion ou les fractures afin de prevenir une cas
sure imminente.

M esures generales de securite

Tout comme pour le forage des puits de petrole,
il est indispensable d'employer de bonnes methodes
de forage pour creuser des puits de vapeur ou d'eau
chaude.

Pour prevenir tout degagement accidentel pendant
le forage, il convient d'installer une vanne deruption
al'orifice du puits et de tenir en reserve des pompes
suffisantes et une bonne provision d'eau.

Des eruptions peuvent egalement se produire
atravers la formation si des filons de roche permeable
s'etendent jusqu'a la surface ou pres de la surface.
Ce genre d'eruptions peut en general etre evite
par une attention constante pendant le forage, mais
il est juge souhaitable de consolider le terrain aux
alentours de la tete du puits en injectant du lait

. de ciment. Si une eruption se produit, elle aura alors
lieu a une certaine distance de l'orifice du puits et
permettra d'evacuer les hommes et le rnateriel
en lieu sfrr ou de maitriser plus facilement I'eruption,

Considerations relatives au cout

L'econornie des immobilisations compte parfois
plus que l'economie des frais d'exploitation. Que la
vapeur ne soit pas utilisee tres efficacement n'a
peut-etre pas d'importance si les capitaux disponibles
sont insuffisants pour creer une installation tres
efficace entrainant des frais d'exploitation aussi peu
eleves que possible.

Pour conclure, je dirai que les Neo-Zelandais qui
se consacrent a l'exploitation de la vapeur geother
mique sont disposes apreter leur concours, sous forme
de conseils, aux pays qui peuvent avoir besoin
d'assistance. Ils ont maintenant acquis une certaine
experience dans ce travail et seraient tres heureux
d'aider les autres s'ils le peuvent.
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Agenda item II.A.2 (a)

THE DEVELOPMENT AND PERFORMANCE OF A STEAM·WATER SEPARATOR
FOR USE ON GEOTHERMAL BORES

P. Bangma*

Owing to the fact that the above separators were
in constant use, no performance tests could be
carried out. From samples of the separated steam
it was known that the primary/secondary separator
combination efficiently separated steam from water at
steam flows required to supply the turbines. Steam of a
mass wetness of 0.05 per cent was obtained at 55 fps
(inlet velocity calculated on steam only) with
the 12" dia. separator used in conjunction with
the Curtis turbine.

After completion of special tests for our consulting
engineers, for which tests a 30" dia. BOC separator
was built, it was decided to use this separator to
determine the performance of large BOC separators.

If the results appeared promising, further tests
and modifications were to be carried out in an attempt
to improve the performance to such an extent that
the cyclone separator could be used by itself without
the need for a primary 1800 bend separator in series
with it.

~-----------;~>-lMIXTURE

M

One 12" dia. BOC separator,
6" dia., 180 0 bend.

Two 12" dia. BOC separators,
8" dia., 180 0 bend.

One 24" dia. BOC separator,
S" dia., 180 0 bend.

D

.lD

Brush turbine

lC powerhouse

Curtis turbine

THE TOP OUTLET CYCLONE SEPARATOR

Although superseded by the bottom outlet cyclone
separator, eighteen top outlet cyclone separators
are still in use at Wairakei, These separators were
designed by Merz and McLellan, consulting engineers,
and can separate up to 70000 lb/hr of steam and
400000 lbjhr of water when operating at a pressure
of 200 psig.

In order to increase their performance they are
used together with primary 10" dia., 1800 bend
separators, which increase their performance by
some 20 per cent.

Some earlier types of steam-water separators

THE 1800 BEND SEPARATOR

Before the development of the 30 inch diameter
bottom outlet cyclone separator it was found neces
sary to remove the bulk of the water with a primary
1800 bend separator before leading the mixture to a
secondary (top outlet) cyclone separator.

These simple separators are capable of removing up
to 80 per cent the water, thus considerably reducing
the load on the cyclone separator. Mass inlet wetnesses
of the cyclone separator can be reduced from 90 per
cent to 50 per cent.

Since some bores occasionally discharge abrasive
grit and rock particles, a further advantage of this
separator is its use as a cheap, simple separator to
replace wear bend (see figure I).

THE BOTTOM OUTLET CYCLONE SEPARATOR

Prior to the performance tests on the 30" BOC
separator several separators of the bottom outlet
cyclone type were in use on the project. Figure 2
shows for comparison a 36" dia. top outlet cyclone
(designed by Merz and McLellan) for production
bores and the Ministry of Warks 30" dia. bottom
outlet cyclone separator.

The BOC separators in use were all manufactured
to provide dry steam for pilot generating plants
and were used in series with 1800 bend separators.
The primary purpose of the 1800 bend separator
was to remove the bulk of the water and thus
reduce the load (or quantity of water to be separated WArER
from a given quantity of steam) in the cyclone.

* :Uechanical Engineer, Ministry of Works, \Vairakei, New
Zealand. Figure 1
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STEAM
OUTLET

1NLE"f-+-H

volume of the gas phase with pressure. Volumetric
wetness is considered of far greater significance than
mass wetness in relating the performance of
cyclone separators at different pressures and mass
flows.

Inlet velocity

This is defined as mass flow of steam phase only,
entering cyclone X specific volume of steam divided
by: area of inlet. This is a nominal gas velocity
only because it ignores the displacement of the water
phase in the two-phase flow. The displacement of
the water phase is virtually impossible to assess
because its velocity, even in the absence of slugging
flow, would be difficult to calculate. It is certain
that its velocity would differ from that of the steam
phase. Because the displacement of the water phase
would normally be small in comparison with the
steam phase and in any case is not calculable,
it was decided to ignore it and use nominal" inlet
velocity" as defined above.

BOTTO OUTLET
CYCLONE SEPARATOR

Figure 2

WATER
OUTLET

TOP OUTLET CYCLONE
SEPARATOR

INLET

Dispensing with a primary separator meant that:
(i) The equipment would be simplified and opera

tion made easier;
(ii) There would be considerable saving in pipe

work and valves;
(iii) Vibration difficulties, encountered when con

ducting two-phase (steam/water) flows, would be
reduced.
The main reasons for choosing a BOC separator were:

(i) Its simplicity - the absence of any interior
baffles, funnels, etc., which could corrode, erode,
or become damaged in such a way as to prejudice
performance;

(ii) The fact that the separated steam is removed
at the bottom of the separator instead of at the top
(supports for the steamline could obviously be made
simpler on a pipe near ground level).

Definitions

M ass wetness

This is defined as mass flow of water in mixture
divided by mass flow of water plus mass flow of
steam. This is the conventional method of defining
the wetness of a mixture of steam and water and
is generally the most useful method of expressing
wetness, especially for heat balance calculations.

V olumetric wetness

This is defined as mass flow of water X specific
volume of water divided by: mass flow of water X
specific volume of water plus mass flow of steam X
specific volume of steam. This term was introduced
in the course of the development tests on the 30"
BOC separator to help conjure up a truer picture
of the appearance of two-phase flow. It accounts
especially for the substantial change in the specific

Outlet steam wetness

In this report it is defined as a mass wetness
and is the weight of water per weight of steam plus
water discharged from the separator steam line.

Separating performance of a cyclone

This is a rather loose term which is used frequently
throughout this report. It might be defined as the
maximum mass flow which the cyclone will handle
and from which it will produce acceptably dry
steam. Because both the proportion of steam to
water in the inlet mixture, and the inlet pressure,
affect the separating performance, these parameters
must both be fixed before accurate comparisons
of separating performance are possible.

Breakdown point

This term is defined as that (nominal) inlet velocity
at which the mass wetness of the separated steam
becomes 0.5 per cent wet. It is an arbitrary figure,
fixed at half the outlet steam wetness of one per cent
nominated by the consultants (Merz & Mcl.ellan)
as the maximum acceptable wetness of separated
steam entering the steam lines for transmission to the
power house.

A lower figure than that quoted by the consultants
was selected to provide for any possible experimental
error. In point of fact the value selected does not
make a great deal of difference because breakdown
accelerates very rapidly after the breakdown point
has been reached.

Throughput

This is defined as the number of kilopounds of
steam and number of kilopounds of water entering
the cyclone at some specific separator pressure.
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Separator performance

In practice it has been virtually impossible to
obtain a complete comparison of separating perfor
mances from one test to the next. This was due to
the fact that there was no possibility of controlling
the ratio of steam to water in the inlet mixture
and was made worse by the fact that bores on which
the tests were carried out gradually declined in
output during the course of the tests.

Separating performance has been compared on
the basis of the maximum "nominal" steam inlet
velocity at which breakdown in separation occurred.
In effect, comparisons have been conducted on a
purely volumetric basis; in making comparisons on
a volumetric basis (even wetness has been expressed
volumetrically) the following assumptions have been
made.

(i) Because the density of steam was so markedly
different from and very much less than that of the
water over the range of pressures for which tests
were carried out, variation in water density and
steam density would have no measurable effect on
the separation of the two phases within the cyclone;

(ii) Other properties of the gas and liquid phases
which were subject to variation with temperature
and pressnre, e.g., viscosity, surface tension, also
would have no significant effect on the tendency
for the two phases to separate within the cyclone.

On the basis of the above assumptions, and using
the technique outlined, it would be possible to
postulate what the performance of a cyclone would
be when separating any inlet steam water mixture
at any inlet pressure provided that tests were carried
out (i) over a sufficient range of inlet velocities, and
(ii) for each inlet velocity over a sufficient range
of volumetric inlet wetnesses.

In the course of the development of the separator
design it was possible to comply only with the first
requirement and to test over a wide range of velo
cities. The inlet mixture wetness, being a function
of the bore discharge, could not be controlled but
varied with wellhead pressure and hence cyclone
inlet pressure for which the bore was run. In keeping
with the general bore discharge pattern (see graph 7
at the end of this paper), wetness decreased as
pressures were reduced and inlet velocities increased.
The volumetric wetness value naturally increased
more rapidly than the mass wetness value owing
to the increase in specific volume of the steam phase
of the inlet mixture.

Between one test and the next there was a tendency
for volumetric wetness at any given inlet velocity
to fall. Even if the enthalpy of the discharge remained
the same for a given wellhead discharge pressure,
a general decline in the mass output necessitated
running the bore at a lower pressure to obtain the

Density in lb{cu It

Steam Water

lOO
250

Pressure
in psig

0.26
0.58

56.2
53.5

same nominal inlet velocity. A reduction in volu
metric wetness was therefore inevitable.

It was difficult to gauge the effect which volumetric
inlet wetness had on separating performance and
pressure drop, especially in the early tests, and for
this reason every effort was made to progress through
the tests and from one test to the next as quickly
as possible.

By this means large changes in volumetric wetness
from one test to the next were avoided. The effect
of a small change in volumetric wetness could then
be disregarded, and the (nominal) inlet velocity
became the criterion against which separating per
formance and pressure drops were gauged.

In looking back over a series of tests, over the
span of which volumetric inlet wetnesses had shown
quite a measurable change, it was necessary to make
a further assumption in order to compare performance,
viz. :

(iii) The most efficient separator configuration
for one particular inlet wetness would also be the
most efficient type of separator for any other inlet
wetness within the range of inlet wetnesses with
which the cyclone would be required to cope.

At the conclusion of the cyclone development
tests it became desirable to obtain accurate output
measurements on Wairakei Bore No. 30 and Kawerau
Bore No. 10.

In using the identical cyclone arrangement to
that used on Bore No. 44, an opportunity was
provided to obtain performance figures at three
different inlet volumetric wetnesses for each (nominal)
cyclone inlet velocity. These tests thus provided
supplementary information on the form of cyclone
considered to be the most effective separator of
steam and water so that it was then possible to gauge
the effect of wetness on pressure drop and determine
the possible effect of wetness on cyclone separating
performance (see graphs 3, 4 and 5).

The fact that the plotted points fell on smooth
curves in graphs 3 and 4, relating pressure drop
to wetness, shows that the first and second assump
tions outlined above were reasonably correct. At
any rate, sufficient information is available to gauge
with reasonable accuracy what separating perform
ance and pressure drops maybe expected for different
inlet mass flows and wetnesses from a cyclone of
the configuration used.

Graph 1 in which (nominal) steam velocity at
separator inlet is plotted against (a) per cent of mass
wetness of outlet steam, and (b) per cent of volu
metric wetness of inlet mixture, illustrates the
following points:

(i) Separation in a well-designed cyclone separator
is always acceptable at low inlet velocities, regardless
of input wetness;

(ii) Breakdown in separation occurs at high input
velocities and becomes worse as the velocity is
increased;
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SEPARATING PERFORMANCE (MEASURED BY MASS WETNESS OF

OUTLET STEAM) VS STEAM VELOCITY AT SEPARATOR INLET
NOTE-INLET WETNESS NOT CONSTANT BUT VARYING TO CURVES
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THE EFFECT OF INLET WETNESS ON PRESSURE
DROP ACROSS SEPARATOR FOR A RANCE OF INLET
VELOCITIES
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(iii) The higher the volumetric wetness of the inlet
mixture the lower is the inlet velocity at which
breakdown in separation occurs;

(iv) From the first two points above it follows
that in terms of mass flow and mass wetness: (a)
separation is quite satisfactory at low steam inputs
regardless of wetness; (b) separation breaks down
at high steam inputs; (c) the lower the separator
inlet pressure the lower is the steam input at which
separation breaks down, other things being equal;
and (d) for any given cyclone inlet pressure, the
drier the mixture the greater the steam flow the
cyclone will handle.

Graph 2, in which the steam velocity at separator
inlet is plotted against (a) pressure drop between
cyclone inlet and cyclone steam line, and (b) per
cent of volumetric wetness of inlet mixture, illustrates
the following points:

. (i) Pressure drop increases as the inlet velocity
Increases,

(ii) Pressure drop increases as the volumetric
inlet wetness increases,

(iii) From these two points it follows that in terms
of mass flow and mass wetness: (a) pressure drop
increases as the steam input increases, and (b) for
any given cyclone inlet pressure and steam input
the pressure drop increases as wetness of the inlet
mixture increases.

Graph 3 shows pressure drop between separator
inlet and steam outlet plotted against (nominal)
inlet velocity for different volumetric wetnesses.
Only a rather restricted number of points could be
obtained, but these have provided the basis for a
series of very logical curves to illustrate the effect
of inlet volumetric wetness on pressure drop. From
graph 3 it should be possible to predict with reason
able accuracy what the pressure drop across the
cyclone of the configuration used will be for any
inlet flow and wetness. As stated previously, the
higher the inlet volumetric wetness the higher the
pressure drop for a given inlet velocity.

Graph 4 is similar to graph 3; it shows the pressure
drop between the wellhead tapping and the separator
steam line for different volumetric wetness, using
the shortest direct connection between wellhead
and separator. The remarks for graph 3 are also
applicable to this graph.

Graph 5 shows the mass wetness of the outlet
steam against the nominal inlet velocity for various
volumetric inlet wetnesses. Except for 3 per cent
volumetric wetness of inlet steam, insufficient steam
was available to reach breakdown point (0.5 per cent
outlet mass wetness), and therefore only the extreme
lower ends of the curves for volumetric inlet wetnesses
greater than 3 per cent could be drawn. The complete
curves would no doubt indicate a breakdown in
separation at lower inlet velocities for higher volu
metric inlet wetnesses of the inlet mixture.

Graph 6 shows the inlet stea?1 velocity plotted
against differential pressure readmgs taken between

four points on the cyclone rig, viz., cyclone inlet,
cyclone steamline, the top of the cyclone, and cyclone
water drum.

It is interesting to note that the water drum
pressure is substantially higher than the cyclone
body pressure. It was thought that this pressure
difference might possibly be due to the conversion
of the kinetic energy of the water into potential
energy, but the pressure differential between cyclone
body and water drum is considered too great for
this to be an explanation.

The cyclone body pressure readings are not
considered of very great significance, and prolonged
discussion would involve a considerable amount
of conjecture. In making a study of cyclone pressures
a number of pressure tappings would be required
on the cyclone body to provide sufficient information
for analysis.

SCALE EFFECT

In order to obtain information on scale effect,
a 48" dia. scaled up version of the 30" dia. BOC
separator was designed and built. Unfortunately,
before this separator could be tested to breakdown
point on a bore of suitable output, it had to be used
to provide steam for the power station from a high
output-intermediate pressure bore.

The output of this bore was too great to be handled
by a 30" dia. BOC separator, but proved to be too
small to produce breakdown point on the 48" dia.
BOC separator. Performance figures for this separator
will be obtained as soon as a permanent separator
has been built to take its place.

SEPARATOR INSTALLATION ON PERMANENT

WELLHEADS

There is little reason for not making the wellhead
connection as direct as possible provided temperature
expansion can be compensated for. This helps
reduce pressure drop and eliminates pipework vibra
tion troubles. Connection to the water drum should
be short and direct although this may introduce
expansion compensation and support problems. The
water level in the water drum should be below the
cyclone water outlet. It is felt that it would be
prudent to install reserve separating capacity for
permanent wellhead separation. It is possible that
enthalpies could increase in the future if there was
any tendency for the field to "dry out". If this were
to happen it is likely that the steam yield from a
well could increase considerably.

Nature of modifications carried out and their
effect on separator performance

RECOMMENDATIONS

Some ten modifications were carried out and
tested. Space does not allow discussion of all these
tests; only the more important ones are mentioned.
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THE EFFECT OF INLET WETNESS ON PRESSURE DROP

FROM WELLHEAD TO SEPARATOR STEAMLlNE FOR A
RANGE OF INLET VELOCITIES
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THE EFFECT OF INLET WETNESS ON WETNESS OF OUTLET STEAM
FOR A RANCE OF INLET VELOCITIES
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PRESSURE DROP ACROSS THE SEPARATOR FOR
VARIOUS INLET VELOCITIES
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OUTPUT OF BORE N° JO AT VARIOUS WELLHEAD PRESSURES
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Figure 3

Test to determine the most efficient diameter and length
of steam outlet pipe for a cyclone with lO-inch
diameter spiral inlet

After the fitting of the 10/1 dia. cast steel spiral
inlet to the cyclone body in lieu of the 10" dia.
tangential inlet, and using the 8" dia. steam outlet
pipe, a performance test was carried out. This
showed that a great improvement in performance
resulted from the fitting of the spiral inlet.

Because this spiral inlet had effectively increased
the annular space between the inside of the separator
body and the outside of the steam outlet pipe
at the point of entry, it was thought advisable
to repeat the test with a 10" dia. steam outlet pipe.
A pipe with the top 3' 6" above the centreline of
the mixture inlet pipe was chosen, since previously,
with the top 2' 6" above the centreline, breakdown
had occurred at only 116 ft/sec. The pressure drop
across the separator was decreased by approximately
2 to 3 psig, but "breakdown point" occurred at
218 ft/sec instead of 236 ft/sec.

Since the pressure drop at breakdown point for
the 8" steam outlet pipe was 22.7 psig, the reduction
of pressure drop by 3 psig, resulting from the use
of the 10" dia. steam outlet pipe, is considered to be
of greater significance than the decrease in separat
ing performance as shown above.

A 10/1 dia. steam outlet pipe with the top 3' 6"
above the centreline of the mixture inlet pipe is
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Tests to determine the most efficient diameter and
length of steam outlet pipe for a cyclone with ten
inch diameter tangential inlet

A 10" diameter and an 8" diameter steam outlet
pipe was used, with lengths varying from 4' 6" to
I' 6/1 above the centre line of the mixture.inlet (see
figure 3).

With the bleedline from the top of the waterdrum
to the steamline either open or closed, the 10" dia.
steam outlet pipe gave smaller pressure drops by
approximately one psig over the range of flows
tested, when compared with the most successful
8" dia. steam outlet pipe with the bleedline
open.

The highest inlet velocity for 0.15 per cent wetness
of outlet steam was obtained with a 10" dia. steam
outlet pipe, the top of which was 4' 6/1 above the
centreline of the mixture inlet (bleedline open).
However, at higher velocities better performance
was obtained with the 8" dia. steam outlet pipe
(2' 6" above centreline of mixture inlet and bleedline
open). At 182 ft/sec a steam wetness of 3.33 per cent
as against 2 per cent.

Since the increase in pressure drop across the
separator at breakdown point for the 8" dia. pipe
was of the order of only ! psig, an 8" dia.
internal steam outlet pipe with the top 2' 6" above
the centreline of the mixture inlet pipe is recom
mended. Figure 4. Test equipment
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Figure 5. Ten-inch diameter water outlet

therefore recommended when using a 10" dia.
spiral inlet.

Test to determine the minimun« length of straight
piping acceptable before entering the separator

In order to determine the minimum length of
straight pipe acceptable before entering the separator,
the connection from the wellhead to the separator
was reduced from 10 feet to 5 feet, using a ID"
diameter pipe (see figure 4). Any further reduction
would have resulted in support problems in the test
equipment since the distance from the bore centreline
to the side of the concrete drill cellar is 4 feet.

This shortening of the inlet pipe resulted in a
considerable reduction of pressure drop from wellhead
to separator. The separator performance was not
affected, .and thus an improved yield was obtained
from the bore for a given separator pressure.

I t is therefore recommended that the connexion
from wellhead to separator be made as short as
possible and of as great a diameter as practicable.

Test to determine if the performance of the separator
could be improved by increasing the size of the water
outlet [ron: eight-inch diameter to ten-inch diameter

The results showed that the performance of the
separator was improved by increasing the water
outlet from 8" dia. to ID" dia.; the pressure drop
across the separator was not affected. Breakdown
point occurred at 145 ft/sec for the 10" dia. water
outlet as against at 110.5 ft/sec for the 8" dia.
water outlet.

From the photograph (figure 5) it will be seen
that the connexion from the separator to the water
drum was kept as short as possible. It is thought
important to keep this connexion as short as pos
sible and of at least the same size as the mixture
inlet pipe to allow the steam a free path back into
the separator.

The waterdrum pressure invariably exceeds the
cyclone pressure, and this pressure differential is
probably reduced and the water ejected more freely
from the cyclone if steam is permitted to travel
from the waterdrum back into the cyclone.
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Tests to determine the etJect of fitting a six-inch dia
meter bleedline from the top of the waterdrum to
the separator steamline

In discussing the effect of the bleedline on the
performance of the separating equipment as a whole,
it is necessary to consider the means by which
failure can occur. In combination with the 10" dia.
water outlet, the opening of the 6" dia. bleedline
results in decreased performance, i.e., the separator
equipment will fail at lower inlet velocities.

In discussing the effect of the bleedline on the
performance of the separating equipment as a whole
it is necessary to consider the means by which
failure can occur. It is considered to be brought
about: (a) by failure of the cyclone itself to separate
steam and water; (b) by priming of steam leaving
the top of the waterdrum and passing via the
bleedline into the steamline (or at least water
carry-over with the steam in the form of large
droplets).

This priming may be due to (i) the rate at which
the steam flashes off from the water in the drum,

(ii) the passage of steam from the cyclone, through
the cyclone water outlet, across the water in the
drum and out the bleedline into the steam line.
This steam would obviously carry a substantial
amount of water in suspension, especially if steam
velocities in this direction were high.

It appears that the failure by (b) occurs owing
to (i) a large pressure drop between cyclone body
and the point at which the bleedline enters the "dry"
steamline, (ii) a low resistance to steam flow via
water outlet, waterdrum and bleedline - obviously
a larger water outlet would provide less restriction
to the steam passing out this way. It follows
that failure by (b) occurs at lower inlet velocities
with a 10" water outlet than with an 8" water
outlet.

Failure by (a) is dependent on inlet steam velocity
and wetness, and the ability of the cyclone to dis
charge the waterphase through the water outlet.

The substitution of a 10" water outlet for an 8"
water outlet has improved (a), but worsened the
tendency to fail by (b).

Figure 6. Ten-inch diameter tangential inlet
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Figure 7. Ten-inch diameter "spiral" inlet

With the 10" water outlet the failure by (b)
occurs at lower inlet velocities than the failure by (a).
The bleedline should therefore be discarded or
severely restricted. Provided the 10" water outlet is
short, and water can flow freely from the cyclone
while permitting steam from the waterdrum to
filter back in the opposite direction, there seems
little advantage in providing a bleedline.

With an 8" water outlet, however, the bleedline
is worth while. In this case, failure by (a) occurs
at lower inlet velocities than failure by (b). By
incorporating a bleedline which lowers the waterdrum
pressure and assists drainage from the cyclone
the tendency to fail by (a) is discouraged.

It is noted in practice that once failure by (b)
occurs, deterioration in performance with increased
inlet velocity is more rapid than failure by (a).

There is little doubt that the bleedline affects
drainage of water from the cyclone. Spinning the
6" valve to the bleedline quickly from shut to wide
open produces a rapid and substantial increase in
water level in the waterdrum, Spinning the bleedline
valve quickly from wide open to shut causes a fall
in water level in the waterdrum. The high and low
water levels are stable in each case, and no adjust
ment of throttling valves is necessary.

Test to determine if the performance of the separator
could be improved by substituting a cast steel spiral
inlet for the tangential inlet

The spiral type inlet had always been thought
to have better characteristics than the tangential
inlet (see figures 6 and 7) but was not incorporated
in the earlier separators because of its high initial cost.

It was obvious that atomisation of the water
was occurring owing to impact of the main body
of the water on the wall of the cyclone opposite
the inlet. It was thought that the spiral inlet would
improve the entry conditions by bringing the water
in on the outside of the spiral and onto the cyclone
wall, thus avoiding the impact. By centrifuging
the water to the outside before it could be affected
by the upward steam stream in the centre of the
cyclone there would, it was thought, be a greater
tendency for the water to follow the desired path
downwards.

For ease of manufacture the inlet was made
from two different radii, while at the same time
the outside wall was flattened to discourage recircula
tion to the inside of the bend as had been shown
to occur in a ISO-degree bend separator if operated
at too high a velocity. The "floor" of the spiral
was given a slight fall just as it entered the cyclone
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to encourage the water to flow downwards more
readily (see figure 8).

This spiral inlet was made as a steel casting and
welded into the separator. The separator was tested
first with an 8" dia. steam outlet and then with
a 10" dia. steam outlet.

In both cases the performance was increased to
a considerable extent, as the following table will
show:

Breakdown at
8"DIA ST£AM OUTLE,

Tangential inlet, 8" steam outlet
Spiral inlet, 8" steam outlet
Spiral inlet, 10" steam outlet . .

145 ft/sec
236 ft/sec
218 ft/sec

Unexpectedly, the pressure drop across the sepa
rator did not decrease but actually increased by
approximately 2 psig, for velocities up to 120 ft/sec
with the spiral inlet and associated 8" dia. internal
steam outlet.

Because both the length of the steam outlet pipe
and the size of the water outlet had been changed,
no comparison could be made between the spiral
and tangential inlet in association with 10" dia.
steam outlet pipe.

Since the increase in pressure drop was small
compared with the increased performance of the
separator, the use of the spiral inlet is recommended.

IO"DIA SPIRAL INLET

Figure 9

of the separator and the pressure drop across it.
Bore No. 30 was chosen as the most suitable. The
results were as follows at 210 psig cyclone inlet
pressure:

Test to determine the performance of the separator
on the largest bore

The purposes of this test included the further
objective of obtaining additional information on
the effect of volumetric wetness on the performance Steam in Klb/hr

Water in Klb/hr
Total in Klbjhr .

Bore No. 44

95
595
690

Bore No. 30

125
880

1,005

The separator handled the output of Bore No. 30
very well. Breakdown occurred at 224 ft/sec inlet
velocity. This is a lower velocity than that obtained
at Bore No. 44, but the volumetric wetness of the
inlet mixture at these velocities was higher for Bore
No. 30 than for Bore No. 44, by approximately
33 t per cent.

I nlet mixture volumetric
wetness (per cent)

Bore No. 44 Bore te« 30

TP TANGENTIAL INLET

224
236

Inlet velocity
(Itlsec)

2.7
2.3

3.2
3.05

"SPIRAL'INLET

L-_--l.TANGENT POINT

Figure 8

Owing to this increase in inlet wetness, the pressure
drop across the separator was also increased, and
at breakdown point (236 ft/sec) the pressure drop
across the separator was 29 psig.

Graph 1 shows the wetness of outlet and inlet
steam against steam velocity at separator entry.

Graph 2 shows the pressure drop across the sepa
rator and the wetness of inlet steam against the steam
velocity at separator entry.

Although hardly enough points are available to
date, a family of curves relating pressure drop
across the equipment to inlet velocity is drawn up
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~his pressure drop has been plotted in graph 6,
which also shows: (a) the pressure drop from separa
tor inlet to separator steamline, and (b) the pressure
drop from separator inlet to the waterdrum.

In the following figures the pressure drop from
separator inlet to separator body has been expressed
as a 'percentage of the pressure drop from the separa
tor inlet to the separator steam line.

Figure 10

for various inlet wetnesses. Also plotted is the outlet
wetness vs. inlet velocity for various inlet wetness
figures.

The curves on graphs 3, 4 and 5 emphasize that
the performance of the separator, particularly the
pressure drop across it, is markedly affected by the
inlet wetness.

Since completion of the performance tests, Bore
No. 10, Kawerau, has been tested with the 30" dia.
BOC separator, and the results, where applicable,
have been included in graphs 1, 2 and 3.

160
53

120
56

Steam velocity at cyclone inlet in it/sec 80
Percentage. . . . . . . . . . . . . 66
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RECOMMENDED DIMENSIONS

The recommended dimensions for bottom outlet
cyclone separators with spiral inlet are as shown
in figure 10.

For tangential inlet separators the dimensions
in brackets should be used (D1 being 0.8D).

The dimensions are expressed as a function of
the inlet diameter "D", since the velocity at the sepa
rator inlet has been regarded as the criterion for
its performance.

If the size of the bore to be separated and the
pressure at which separation will be required are
known, it is a simple matter to calculate the nominal
steam inlet velocity for various sizes of inlet pipe
and hence select an inlet size (and thus cyclone size)
which will ensure satisfactory separation, or a reason
ably low pressure drop should the latter be the govern
ing factor. The wetness of the steam at the inlet
to the separator (which affects performance) and the
pressure drop across it must, of course, also be taken
into account.

The families of curves (graphs 3, 4 and 5) will be
of assistance in determining to what extent the
performance and pressure rap are affected by the
wetness of the steam at the separator inlet.

Actual output of bores tested

In order to show the size of bore on which the
equipment has' been tested, graph 7 is included.
It gives the output of Bore No. 30, plotted versus
wellhead pressure.

Test to determine the pressure drop from the separator
inlet to the separator body

In order to determine the above pressure drop,
a manometer was connected between points A and B
shown in figure 9.

Acknowledgement is made to the Commissioner
of Works, Ministry of Works, New Zealand, for
permission to present this paper and to Tasman Pulp
and Paper Co. Ltd. for permission to use the perfor
mance figures obtained when testing their Bore No. 10
at Kawerau.
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Earlier experience with steam-water separators
at Wairakei had proved that the bottom outlet
cyclone separator showed greatest promise for further
development.

The performance of this type of separator has been
greatly improved by a series of modifications carried
out by the Power Division of the Ministry of Works
at Wairakei, New Zealand.

The improvement in separator performance by
these modifications and the final design are discussed
in this paper.

The nominal steam velocity at the inlet to the
separator has been regarded as the criterion for its
performance, and recommended separator dimensions
are given as a function of the diameter of the separator
inlet pipe.

Since the steam velocity for a certain diameter
of separator inlet is mainly dependent on the specific
volume of the steam in the steam-water mixture
entering the separator, the capacity of the separator
is largely determined by the pressure at which
separation is required.

For a bore of known output with the pressure
at which the separator is to operate determined,
it will be possible to calculate the nominal steam
inlet velocity for various sizes of separator inlet pipe.
From the performance and pressure drop curves
given, the most suitable size of separator may then
be determined. The wetness of the inlet mixture,
which affects performance and the pressure drop
across the separator, must, of course, also be taken
into account.

A series of families of curves will be of assistance
in determining to what extent the performance
and the pressure drop are affected by the wetness
of the inlet mixture.

The 30-inch diameter BOC separator in its most
developed form was found to be capable of producing
steam with a wetness of less than 0.5 per cent by
weight for a nominal inlet steam velocity of 220 feet
per second, from a steam-water mixture of 3i per
cent wetness by volume.

MISE AU POINT ET UTILISATION D'UN SEPARATEUR VAPEUR-EAU DESTINE A ttTRE
UTILISE EN LIAISON AVEC DES PUITS GEOTHERMIQUES

Resume

Les premiers travaux menes a bien a Wairakei
avec des separateurs vapeur-eau ont demontre que
le separateur du genre cyclone, a sortie par le bas,
semblait offrir le plus de promesses quant a ses
possibilites de perfectionnement ulterieur,

Le rendement des separateurs de ce modele a ete
nettement ameliore par une serie de modifications
executees par la Section de la force motrice du
Ministere des travaux publics a Wairakei, Nouvelle
Zelande.

L'auteur passe en revue l'augmentation realisee
dans le rendement des separateurs grace aces
modifications et examine la forme finale qui leur a
Me donnee.

La vitesse nominale de la vapeur, a la tubulure
d'admission du separateur, est consideree comme
constituant le critere sur lequel doit reposer un
jugement quant a son rendement, et les dimensions
recommandees pour un tel separateur sont donnees
en fonction du diametre de cette tubulure d'admis
SIOn.

Cornme la vitesse de la vapeur, pour un diametre
donne a l'entree du separateur, depend au premier
chef du volume specifique de la valeur presente
dans le melange vapeur-eau qui entre dans ce meme
separateur, la capacite de ce dernier depend, dans

une large mesure, de la pression a laquelle la sepa
ration doit etre assuree,

Pour un puits de debit connu, une fois que la
pression sous laquelle le separateur doit fonctionner
est determinee, il sera possible de calculer la vitesse
nominale d'entree de la vapeur a 1'admission pour
divers diametres de celle-ci, D'apres les courbes de
rendement et de chute de pression qui sont donnees,
on pourra determiner la taille de separateur la plus
indiquee. L'etat hygrometrique du melange recu a
1'admission, qui se repercute sur le rendement, et
la chute de pression dans le separateur, doivent
evidemment etre pris en consideration eux aussi.

On donne une serie de familles de courbes qui
faciliteront la determination de la mesure dans
laquelle le rendement et la chute de pression dans
les separateurs sont sensibles a l'etat hygrometrique
du melange admis.

Le separateur type cyclone a sortie par le bas
de 30 pouces (762 mm) de diametre, dans sa version
la plus developpee et : perfectionnee, s'est avere
capable de produire une vapeur dont l'etat hygro
metrique est inferieur a 0,5 p. 100 en poids avec
une vitesse nominale a l'admission de 220 pieds/
seconde (66 m environ), a partir d'un melange
vapeur-eau presentant un etat hygrometrique de
3 1/2 p. 100 en volume a l'admission.
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BLOWOUT PREVENTION AND OTHER ASPECTS OF SAFETY
IN GEOTHERMAL STEAM DRILLING

R. S. Bolton *

Since the Wairakei project was commenced in
1950, about a -hundred holes of varying size have
been successfully completed. Two holes have been
abandoned during drilling, and a third blew out
into the country after a number of years of service.
The latter has subsequently been brought under
control.

Because of these blowouts and as a result of
incipient blowouts and other troubles occurring
while holes were drilled which have been successfully
completed, a number of lessons have been learned,
fortunately without loss of life. The purpose of
this paper is to outline the lessons learned.

Concrete cellars and consolidation grouting

In the early years, the practice was to drill holes
from the bottom of a wooden lined pit deep enough
to accommodate a valve and blowout preventer. A
number of holes were drilled successfully with the
smaller rigs from this type of cellar.

On the second hole drilled with larger rig, boiling
water started to flow up alongside the cellar. Fortu
nately, this was brought under control, but one
result was that this cellar was reconstructed in
concrete. For this reason and because of the much
heavier load from the larger rig, concrete cellars
have been used on all subsequent wells.

The other main innovation resulting from this
incipient blowout and wholly concerned with safety
is the consolidation of the surface formations with
cement grout. Present practice is to inject grout in
stages to a depth of 100 feet adjacent to the bore,
tapering to a depth of 50 feet approximately 30 feet
away from the bore. Initially, the grout holes are
drilled at 10 ft centres in both directions. Should
any hole take a large amount of grout, intermediate
holes are drilled and grouted. A typical consolidation
grouting job would take about 100 tons of cement,
although on one occasion 1 650 tons were used.

Consolidation grouting will not prevent a blowout;
but, should one occur, it will be deflected away
from the well for a length of time which, if not
sufficient to bring the blowout under control, will
at least allow all the drilling equipment to be removed.
Figure 1 illustrates the effect of the consolidation
grouting. This photograph, taken in the early stages
of the blowout on Bore No. 204, shows the jet being

* :\Iinistry of Works, Wellington, New Zealand.
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deflected away from the rig in a line following the
underside of the grouted cone of the country.

Occurrence of blowouts

Common factors in the blowouts which have
occurred while drilling have been the following:

(a) The blowouts have occurred in wells drilled
in areas where little was known about the forma
tions.

(b) Circulation return of drilling fluid was lost,
the wells came under pressure and remained under
pressure for too long.

(c) There was insufficient casing in the wells, and
(d) There was a ready path for the steam to reach

the surface outside the drilled hole.
A brief description of events prior to the blowout

at Bore No. 204 will assist in illustrating these
factors. The well was programmed to investigate
the steam potential in an area adjacent to the
present production field. Because the geology changes
very markedly in short distances, however, the hole
was for all practical purposes in an unknown area.
The casing programme called for 16" casing to
90 feet, Ili" casing to 400 feet and Sr' casing to
1000 feet.

Trouble was experienced with the 16" casing
when, after it had been cemented, it dropped 2 feet.
The casing was withdrawn, the hole grouted up,
and the casing rerun and cemented. The Ili" casing
was run to 400 feet after several serious circulation
losses had been sealed against mud loss. In cement
ing the casing, the quantity of grout pumped was
6 times the volume of the casing annulus. This
indicates that the grout had gone into the formation,
presumably at the circulation loss points. There is
thus a very strong possibility that part of the annulus
was uncemented. The shoe of this casing was pressure
tested with water to 250 psig wellhead pressure
before drilling was continued.

The drilling proceeded to 1 000' with one serious
circulation loss at 440', which was successfully
sealed against mud loss. Because mud return tem
peratures were very low - much lower than expe
rienced in the production field - the decision was
made not to run Sr' casing to 1 000' as programmed,
but to continue drilling.

At 1 150 feet, circulation was lost. Several days
were spent trying to regain circulation, on each
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Figure 1. Bore No. 204: the initial eruption

NOTE: The well is located to the right of the drill rig. The initial eruption, about 100 feet from the well, is deflected away from the
rig by the consolidated zone

attempt the hole being gradually deepened. At
1 224 feet, the bit dropped 5 feet suddenly. Tem
peratures were still low.

At this stage, a further attempt was made to
block the circulation loss zone. The drill string was
removed from the hole, and the drill pipe was run
back with no bit and with no non-return valve.
Pumping mud was stopped, initially while coming
out and going back with the drill pipe, but latterly
because of pump equipment failure. The drill pipe
was again withdrawn when, with all but 300 ft
out, the well came under pressure. This occurred
about 4 hours after pumping had first been stopped.
About 7i hours after the well came under pressure,
a jet of steam appeared about 100 ft away from
the drill rig, with the final result shown in figure 2.

Analysis of the events preceding the blowout
suggests that when the bit dropped 5 feet, it pene
trated a cavity containing hot fluid under pressure.
Because there was an appreciable period with no
mud or water going in, the hole came under pressure.
This pressure was sufficient to break down the

formation at the loss zone at 440 ft. The hot fluid
then flowed to the surface by means of the un
cemented length of casing annulus until it reached
the underside of the consolidated zone, finally com
ing to the surface at a point outside this zone.

While the above is a very brief description of the
events preceding the blowout and of an analysis of
these events, it will be noted that the four factors
mentioned at the beginning of this section were
present. Similarly, with the blowout at Bore No. 201,
the results of which are illustrated in figure 3, the
same four factors were present although there were
two noticeable differences. At Bore No. 201, the
time for the first signs of the blowout to appear at
the surface was several days after circulation had
stopped, instead of the few hours at Bore No. 204.
Also, at Bore No. 201, the hot fluid came to the
surface through natural channels which were already
carrying hot fluid. The well was being drilled adjacent
to an active thermal zone.

While no one factor can be considered as being
directly responsible, probably the most important
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Figure 2. Bore No. 204: The blowout four days after the first eruption
All the equipment shown on the preceding photograph (figure 1) was safely removed
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is that, in an unknown area, the fact must always
be kept in mind that underground conditions are
unknown even though the hole may be relatively
close to an area where conditions are known reason
ably well. Not only must this be kept in mind when
programming the well, but, when the programme
is being carried out, every step taken must be
considered in the light of everything that has pre
viously occurred at that well.

For instance, it could now be said that the decision
not to run Sr' casing at 1 000 ft was incorrect.
(There is, of course, no guarantee that the blowout
would not have occurred if it had been run.) The
difficulty with the surface casing and the unsatis
factory nature of the anchor casing cementing
indicated that the upper section of the hole was
not satisfactory. There was a loss of circulation
just below the anchor casing, and the anchor casing
shoe was not sealed into an impervious stratum as
would have been the case in a production field.
These facts indicate the need for the safety which
would have been provided by the deeper string of
casing. In general; low mud return temperatures

obtained in the upper part of a well are not neces
sarily an indication of conditions in the deeper
formations.

Prevention of blowouts

Prevention. of this type of blowout is essentially
the realization, at all stages of programming and
drilling in a new area, that conditions are unknown.
The casing programme must, of course, be based
on the best information available, but, where under
ground conditions are unknown, should be on the
safe side. It should be flexible enough to permit
some variation during the course of drilling, but no
variation should be made without a careful consider
ation of all factors, in particular, the condition of
the upper section of the hole.

As is described in another paper presented at
this conference, in the production area at Wairakei
there is an almost impervious mudstone layer about
400 it below the surface. In this area, the anchor
casing is cemented into the mudstone which normally
provides a safe and effective seal. In areas being

Figure 3. Bore No. 201: The results of the blowout
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investigated this layer is not present, and the practice
has been adopted recently of drilling a small cored
pilot hole to about 250-300 ft (in one case to 600 ft).
The casing programme for the main well is largely
determined from the information gained from the
pilot hole.

Every endeavour should be made to prevent the
well from coming under pressure when there is only
a short length of casing cemented in. The best
method is to ensure as far as possible that mud
circulation is maintained at all times. The mud
return is most important because, in addition to
keeping the well off pressure, it supplies information
on heat conditions and formations being drilled.
Should circulation be lost, then this information is
lost and the hole is in danger as well. It is, therefore,
important that circulation be restored as quickly as
possible.

In the case of Bore No. 204, it is considered that
a path to the surface was provided by an uncemented
length of annulus outside the lli" casing. For this
as well as for other reasons, the cementing of all
casing strings must be satisfactory. A satisfactory
casing cementing job is broadly classified as one in
which little or no grout is pumped into the backfill.
It will thus be seen that all circulation losses should
be sealed not only against mud loss while drilling
but against cement loss while grouting. Techniques
which have been used or are being investigated at
Wairakei in the sealing of loss zones and the cement
ing of casing are described in other papers presented
at this conference.

Should the well come under pressure, particularly
if there is only a short length of casing in, then
it is important that the pressure be reduced as
quickly as possible. This matter is discussed below.

One other factor which can help prevent blowouts
as well as many other less serious incidents is the
provision of adequate supervision at all times so
that when anything untoward happens, the necessary
action can be taken immediately. This, of course,
has particular reference to the second factor men
tioned in the section on the occurrence of blowouts.

Blowouts other than during drilling

The blowouts described previously are those
which have occurred while a well is being drilled.
As mentioned in the first paragraph of this paper,
there has been one case at \Vairakei of a blowout
occurring on a well (Bore No. 26) which had been
in service for a number of years. The results are
illustrated in figure 4.

The reason for this blowout was that a break had
occurred in the casing relatively close to the surface
(600 feet down) and the bore had discharged into
the formation through the break. It is suspected
that the fluid flowed up the casing to country
annulus for a distance and thence via a fault zone
to the surface. An extensive area surrounding the
bore was displaced in a series of eruptions. It should

be mentioned that this was one of the earliest holes
drilled with the large rig and the techniques used
at that time were not as practical as they are today.

The main method of avoiding this type of blowout
is to prevent casing from breaking or, if a break
should occur, to repair it as soon as possible. The
question of casing at Wairakei is discussed in other
papers, but it is emphasized here that if the casing
cementing is satisfactory the chance of casing
breaks is considerably 'lessened. This is the most
important single factor in preventing casing breaks.

Care must be taken when a well is being drilled
and when it is in service to ensure that the casing
is never subjected to thermal shock, either by
cooling or heating. During the life of the well there
may be occasions when it is essential that the well
be quenched. Quenching by pumping water into the
wellhead should be avoided except in an emergency.
The most satisfactory procedure is to pump water
through drillpipe or tubing which has been run
below the casing shoe. The pumping rate should be
slow initially but can be built up to a maximum,
which will depend on the well being quenched. At
Wairakei, this varies from 100 to 300 gallons/minute.

Similarly, on heating up both for the first opening
and whenever a bore is opened after it has been
quenched, the initial discharge is through a small
diameter bleed pipe. This itself is opened in stages,
the wellhead pressure and temperature being allowed
to stabilize at each stage. It has been fonnd at
Wairakei that the highest wellhead pressure and
temperature occur while the well is discharged from
a bleed pipe.

The above techniques for quenching and heating
up, which are intended as safeguards against thermal
shock, have more than justified their adoption.

Control of blowouts

To bring a blowout under control is an expensive
operation and, providing there is no danger to
other installations or to life, there may be some
justification for leaving it alone or leaving it to be
dealt with at leisure at a later date. This has been
done with the blowouts at Bores No. 201 and No. 204
at Wairakei.

In the case of Bore No. 26, however, the blowout
could have endangered steam lines feeding the
powerhouse and also other wells in the vicinity. It
was therefore decided to bring the well under control.
This was successfully accomplished by the controlled
directional drilling of another well to intersect
Bore No. 26 below the casing. Cement grout was
pumped down the offset hole and blocked the
bottom of Bore No. 26 casing. Figures 4 and 5
illustrate the area before and after the bottom of
Bore No. 26 was blocked. Controlled directional
drilling is an established technique in oil well drilling
and we were very ably assisted by an American
expert in this field.

The well and the surrounding area are now safe,
although, as can be seen from the photographs, a
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Pigur'e 4. Bore No. 26: The area before the bottom of Bore No. 26 was blocked

considerable amount of work is required to tidy up
the area.

Control of wellhead pressure

During drilling, the well should, so far as prac
ticable, be prevented from coming under pressure.
If it should do so, the pressure should be removed
as quickly as possible. In addition to' the danger
from blowouts, other circumstances make it inadvis
able to carry on drilling while the well is under
pressure.

In addition to coming pressure owing to the
inflow of formation fluids after a circulation loss,
the well can also come under pressure because of
the inflow of formation fluids without having a
circulation loss, and if the drilling mud should be
heated above the boiling point temperature for
pressure while in circulation. The significant differ
ence between pressure rise due to inflow of formation
fluids with and without a circulation loss is that,
in the former, "the static pressure of the mud is
higher than the formation pressure and hence the

mud flows out of the well, while in the latter the
static pressure due to the mud is less than the
formation pressures. This results in different ap
proaches to controlling the wellhead pressure.

Mud temperatures are controlled at Wairakei by
passing the mud over a cooling tower as it returns
from the well. By this means, the input mud and
hence the return mud is kept to acceptable tempera
tures. In certain circumstances, depending on the
time of the day and the weather, both of which
affect the efficiency of the cooling tower, the drilling
rate must also be restricted. This is particularly so
when drilling for the production casing. The reason
for this is that the quantity of heat absorbed by
the mud from the country depends on the circulation
time. With the larger hole, the circulation time is
slower and more heat is absorbed than can be
extracted by the cooling tower. The input tempera
ture and hence the output temperature will begin
to rise, and if allowed to continue, the output tem
perature will become so high that the mud will tend
to erupt out of the hole as it nears the surface.
This tendency is very readily controlled simply by
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circulating without drilling until the temperatures
are acceptable and resuming drilling at a slower rate.

Should the well come under pressure because of
the inflow of formation fluids, in addition to the
rise in pressure, there will be an increase in the
mud return quantity. The method of control is to
throttle the outflow until it is approximately the
same as the inflow and, at the same time, increase
the mud weight until the pressure is reduced.

In the majority of cases at Wairakei, the well
comes under pressure because of inflow of formation
fluids following a loss in circulation. The rise can
occur relatively quickly and in order to prevent
the well from discharging, thus endangering men
and equipment, and to enable work to proceed,
blowout preventer equipment is provided on the
wellhead (in this case, the term "blowout" refers
to a discharge through the drilled hole while drilling
is in progress).

The blowout preventer (BOP) is essentially a
steel housing containing a cylindrical rubber packing
unit which is so aesigned that it will close on any
part of the drill string or tools in the hole. The

blowout preventer is hydraulically operated. On
the smaller rig, the BOP is pumped up by hand,
but on the larger rig, the bag is automatically
inflated. This means that, if necessary, the BOP
can be shut off almost instantaneously.

The packing unit of the BOP is made of rubber
which cannot be exposed to high temperatures for
any length of time without deteriorating. Because
a packing unit failure means the BOP will not
function, and to a lesser extent because the replace
ment is costly, a second method of shutting off on
the drill string and tools is provided, thus enabling
work to proceed in safety.

This is accomplished by using a mechanically
operated double ram type control gate underneath
the BOP. The control gate is similar in principle
to a gate valve except that the gate (or ram) is in
two halves, each half being recessed to fit round
the pipe and each half closing on the pipe from
opposite sides. The rams are readily replaceable,
enabling the correct size to be installed for the
pipe in use. As an added safeguard, the control gate
in use at Wairakei contains two sets of rams, permit-

Figure 5. Bore No. 26: The area after the bottom of Bore No. 26 was blocked
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ting the gate to be shut off on either of two sizes
of pip.e or to shut off the well, depending on the
rams In use.

Should circulation be lost, the sequence of events
is that the driller stops rotation and closes the BOP.
Then, depending on how quickly the well comes
under pressure and the remedial measures which
are to be taken, the control gate is shut on the pipe
and the BOP released.

Both the BOP and the control gate in use at
Wairakei will shut off and hold pressures of 3 000 psi.
Pressures of this order are never reached, the maxi
mum measured to date being about 800 psi gauge.
This size of equipment has had to be used, however
sir:ce it is the smallest suitable for the drill pipe:
dnll collar and casing sizes in use. .

The most effective way of taking the well off
pre~sure is to inject water through drill pipe or
tubmg as close as possible to the loss of circulation
or the point of entry of the hot fluid. It has been
found at Wairakei that the quantity of water
required varies from about 100-300 gallons/minute
but after the pressure has been off for some time,
the flow can be reduced appreciably. If it is not
possible to pump through drill pipe then the water
can be injected at the surface, in which case the
risk of causing a casing break must be accepted.

General safety requirements

There are various other pieces of equipment
provided solely for safety. One such is the escape
line for the derrickman. In normal circumstances,
the derrickman climbs up and down the mast. In
an emergency, this is too slow, and a special line
is provided from the racking platform down which
the derrickman can ride on a T-bar mechanism at
a speed which he can control.

Another piece of equipment used in the interests
of safety as well as better performance is a stabbing
platform. 'When running casing, it is necessary to
have a man part way up the mast in such a position
that he can control the swing of each length of
casing as it is being lowered to make the joint. One
method is to have the man stand in the mast holding
on with one hand and attempt to control the swing
of the casing length with his free hand. This is not
satisfactory since it is dangerous to the man, and
it also leads to poorly made joints. By using a
stabbing platform together with a safety belt, the
man has both hands free to control the casing and
can do his job in safety.

Maintenance

In addition to the provision of special equipment,
safety in drilling geothermal wells needs more than
usual care in maintenance of equipment. For instance,
when using a guyed mast, it is usual to fix the guys
to anchors buried in the ground. This means that
either part of the guy line or, more usually, a wire
sling to which the guy line is shackled is buried.

Generally, surface soils in areas being drilled for
geo~herm.al steam are highly corrosive and any
~)u~led WIre should be examined frequently. Indeed,
It IS probably true to say that although depths are
not normally as great as in oil well drilling, because
of the highly abrasive pumice dust, the heat and
the co.rrosive conditions, drilling for geothermal
stear,n IS as severe on equipment as in any oil field.
Particular attention to maintenance is essential not
only for safe working, but also for economical work.

Hydrogen sulphide

A danger which has been met at Wairakei is
~ hat of ?ydrogen sulphide gas. This is highly toxic
III relatively small concentrations. It is all the
more dangerous because, although in small concentra
tions it is easily recognizable by its objectionable
smell, in higher concentrations (but below the
lethal dose) the sense of smell is destroyed.

The hazard is worst when maintenance work is
carried out on wells which have been completed and
which have been shut in for some time. The gas
leaks from wellhead fittings and, being heavier than
air, settles in the cellar. It has been found that it
is not sufficient to rely on natural ventilation even
though the cellar may have been designed for this.
Every party of men required to enter a cellar for
maintenance work is issued a hydrogen sulphide
gas detector. Should any gas be present, the cellar
is ventilated by means of a vacuum pump. In
addition, an airline rescue outfit consisting of helmet,
hose and pump is available for emergency use. It
has been found that the air line equipment is more
reliable than the canister type respirators for use
in hydrogen sulphide contaminated atmospheres.

Conclusion

It is perhaps surprising that very few of the
multitude of minor mishaps which have occurred at
Wairakei have been directly attributable to the
unusual nature of the work. In the main, thev have
been of a type which can occur on any construction
job and which can be prevented by the application
of "good housekeeping" principles.

Finally, the cost of some of the safety precautions
mentioned in the paper is not small. For instance,
consolidation grouting contributes between 5 and
10 per cent of the total cost of a well. Nevertheless,
it is considered an essential part of the work, and
its adoption is recommended for any new field, at
least until it is proven unnecessary. The cost of
adopting safe working practices and techniques is
not high when measured against the possible loss
of life, equipment or well.
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Summary

Of approximately a hundred wells drilled at
Wairakei, two have had to be abandoned during
drilling because of blowouts, and a blowout occurred
on a third after some years of service. As a result
of these and other incipient blowouts, various
safety measures have been introduced.

Concrete drilling cellars are used both for safety
and because of the heavy loads imposed by the
larger rigs. Consolidating the surface formations
with cement in the immediate vicinity of the well
is considered important. This will not prevent a
blowout, but it will allow sufficient time for remedial
measures to be taken or for the equipment to be
removed.

The four main factors common to blowouts which
have occurred during drilling are:

(a) The blowouts were on wells drilled in areas
where little was known about the formations.

(b) Circulation return of drilling fluid was lost,
the wells came under pressure and remained under
pressure for too long.

(c) There was insufficient casing in the well.
(d) There was a ready path for the steam to reach

the surface outside the drilled hole.
The present paper includes a brief description and

analysis of the events preceding the blowouts at
Bore No. 204 and discusses them in relation to the
four factors mentioned above. The point is made
that while no single factor can be considered directly
responsible, the most important is that where an
area is unknown, this lack of knowledge must be
kept in mind at all times both in programming
and in drilling a well. Every step taken must be
considered in the light of everything that has pre
viously happened at the well.

A pilot hole to shallow depths can provide infor
mation on which to base the casing and drilling pro
grammes for the main well. The programme when
drawn up should be flexible, but no variation should
be made without careful consideration of preceding
events on the hole.

Circulation losses, particularly when only a short
length of casing is in the well, should be blocked
as soon as possible. This is both to prevent the well's
coming under pressure and to ensure as far as
possible that the cementing of the next string of
casing is satisfactory.

The provision of adequate supervision at all
times is necessary to prevent lost time and to er:sure
that remedial measures are undertaken as quickly
as possible in the event of trouble.

Blowouts from wells which have been in service
for some time are generally due to an escape of
hot fluids into the upper formations through broken
casing. They can. be avoided ?~ prev~nting the
casing from breaking or by repamng caslllg breaks
as soon as they are discovered.

An important method of preventing casing breaks
is to ensure that the casing is adequately cemented.
Also of importance is to ensure that, while drilling
or during the life of a well, the casing is not subjected
to thermal shock either by heating or cooling. It
is desirable when cooling to pump the cooling water
through drill pipe or tubing to the bottom of the
casing.

If it is considered necessary to control a blowout,
the only satisfactory method is to drill a controlled
directional hole to intersect the feed to the well
responsible for the blowout. This has been success
fully accomplished on one blowout at Wairakei.

There should, as far as possible, be no pressure
on the wellhead while drilling. In addition to the
danger from blowouts, it is not advisable to drill
with the well under pressure. A wellhead pressure
can arise, owing first to inflow of formation fluids
following a circulation loss, second, to inflow of
formation fluids without a circulation loss, and
third, to heating of the drilling fluid so that it is
above the boiling point temperature at the surface.

The method of control in the first case is to take
off the pressure as quickly as possible and block the
circulation loss. With the second, resulting from too
low a mud density, the method of control is to
adjust the outflow mud quantity to approximately
the same as the inflow quantity and at the same
time increase the mud weight. To overcome the
third, equipment must be provided to coo] the mud
as it returns from the hole.

To work in safety with the well under pressure,
blowout preventer equipment is necessary on the
wellhead. The BOP consists essentially of a steel
housing containing a hyd~aulicCl:lly ?perated ~ylin
drical rubber packing unit which IS so designed
that it will close on any part of the drill string or
tools. The BOP is shut immediately the well comes
under pressure. For reasons explained in the paper,
a double ram type control gate is also provided.
This is essentially the same as a gate valve with
the difference that the gate or ram is in two halves,
each half containing a recess enabling it to shut
round the pipe.

In case of trouble, the derrickman should be
provided with a reliable escape line. Another pi~ce
of equipment provided for safety is a stabbing
platform for use when running casing.

Because of highly abrasive pumice dust, heat and
corrosive conditions, drilling for geothermal steam
is severe on equipment. Maintenance is thus impor
tant both for safe and for economical working.

Hydrogen sulphide gas, toxic in sI?all con~entra

tions is a hazard encountered particularly III the
maintenance of completed wells. Gas detection
equipment should be provided for all parties of men
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servicing a well, and respirator equipment for
rescue work should be available. The use of air line
equipment rather than the canister type of respirator
is recommended.

The cost of some of the safety precautions taken

is not small. Consolidation grouting contributes
between 5 and 10 per cent of the cost of the completed
well. Nevertheless, it is considered essential. The
cost of safety is small when measured against the
possible loss of life, equipment or well.

PROTECTION CONTRE LES ERUPTIONS ET AUTRES ASPECTS DE LA SECURITE DANS
LE FORAGE DES PUITS A VAPEUR GEOTHERMIQUE

Resume

Sur une centaine de puits fences a Wairakei, on
eut a en abandonner deux en cours de travaux de
forage en raison d'eruptions, et on en observa une
dans un troisieme puits qui avait ete en service
quelques annees, En raison de ces eruptions et de
certaines autres qui semblaient menacer, on a
adopte un certain nombre de mesures de securite,

On se sert de fondations de forage en ciment
arme, non seulement pour ameliorer la securite,
mais aussi pour mieux supporter les fortes charges
imposees par des installations de forage qui se font
de plus en plus lourdes. On estime qu'il est important
de consolider les formations de surface avec du
ciment au voisinage immediat de chaque puits.
Cette precaution n'ernpeche pas l'eruption de se
produire, mais elle donne le temps de prendre les
mesures qui s'imposent ou d'enlever le materiel.

Les quatre caracteristiques principales qu'avaient
en commun les eruptions survenues pendant les
forages etaient les suivantes :

a) Les eruptions se sont produites dans des puits
fores dans des regions OU l'on savait peu de chose
des formations;

b) On perdit le retour du liquide de forage par
circulation, les puits avaient fait une montee de
pression et etaient restes sous press ion trop long
temps;

c) 11 n'y avait pas assez d'elements de tubage
dans le puits;

d) La vapeur disposait d'un passage facile a
utiliser pour parvenir a la surface en dehors du
puits.

On trouvera, dans le present memoire une breve
description et une revue des incidents qui ont precede
les eruptions au puits n° 204 et un examen des
rapports entre ces incidents et les quatre elements
mentionnes ci-dessus. On souligne, a ce propos, que,
bien qu'aucun element ne puisse etre considere
comme et ant la cause directe du phenomene, le
point essentiel a retenir est que, la OU on ne connait
pas une region, cette ignorance doit etre constam
ment presente a tous les esprits, tant pour I'elabo
ration du projet que pour le forage proprement dit.
Chaque operation doit etre pesee a la lumiere de
tout ce qui s'est produit ace puits jusqu'au moment
considere,

On peut avoir recours a un puits de sondage
peu profond, lequel est susceptible de fournir des
renseignements sur la base desquels on peut mettre
au point les programmes de tubage et de forage
pour le puits de production envisage. Une fois au
point, le programme doit etre souple, mais il ne
faudra pas s'en ecarter sans tenir pleinement compte
des evenements survenus dans le puits jusqu'au
moment de passer a ces modifications.

On bloquera le plus vite possible toute perte de
circulation, surtout lorsque la colonne de tubage
installee dans le puits est encore courte. Ceci est
destine, d'une part, a empecher que le puits vienne
sous pression et, d'autre part, a garantir dans toute
la mesure du possible que le cimentage de la longueur
qui doit suivre se fasse dans de bonnes conditions.

On ne manquera pas de prendre les mesures
qu'impose une surveillance convenable a tous les
instants pour eviter toute perte de temps et garantir
que les mesures de correction qui s'imposent sont
prises aussi vite que possible en cas de difficultes,

Les eruptions de puits qui sont en service depuis
un certain temps sont generalement causees par
une fuite de fluides chauds dans les formations
superficielles par une solution de continuite dans
un element de tubage brise. On les evitera en empe
chant les bris du tubage, ou en reparant les defauts
de ce dernier des qu'ils apparaissent.

Un moyen efficace d'eviter les ruptures dans le
tubage consiste a s'assurer qu'il est convenablement
cimente. Il est important egalement de faire en
sorte que, pendant le forage ou la duree de service
d'un puits, le tubage ne soit soumis aux chocs
thermiques, ni par chauffage ni par refroidissement.
Il est indique, quand on refroidit, de pomper l'eau
de refroidissement par la colonne de forage ou le
tubage jusqu'a la base de ce dernier.

Si l'on estime qu'il est necessaire de tenir une
eruption en echec, la seule methode satisfaisante
consiste a forer un puits convenablement oriente
pour qu'il realise une intersection avec la source
qui alimente le puits en eruption. Cet objectif a ete
realise avec succes dans le cas d'une eruption a
Wairakei.

Dans toute la mesure du possible, il ne doit regner
aucune pression a la bouche du puits pendant le
forage. Outre le risque d'eruption, il n'est pas indique
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de forer pendant que le puits est sous pression. Une
pression en bouche de puits peut se manifester, en
premier lieu, en raison d'entrees de fluides en prove
nance de la formation qui alimente le puits a la
suite d'une perte de circulation, en second lieu,
parce qu'il y a de telles entrees sans perte de circu
lation et, finalement, parce que le liquide de forage
est chauffe a une temperature qui depasse le point
d' ebullition en surface.

Dans la premiere situation, il faut faire disparaitre
la pression le plus vite possible et bloquer la perte
de circulation. Dans la seconde, provoquee par
l'emploi d'une boue de densite insuffisante, la
technique qui permet de tenir l'eruption en echec
consiste a regler le debit de boue sortante de telle
sorte qu'il soit sensiblement egal a celui des entrees,
tout en augmentant la densite de la boue. Dans la
troisieme situation, enfin, il faut un materiel qui
permette de faire refroidir la boue a sa remontee
du trou.

Pour pouvoir travailler en toute sfirete quand le
puits est sous pression, i1 faut disposer de vannes
d'eruption en bouche de puits. Ces dispositifs sont
essentiellement constitues par un carter en acier qui
contient une garniture cylindrique en caoutchouc a
commande hydraulique realisee de telle sorte qu'elle
puisse se fermer a volonte sur toute partie de la
colonne ou des outils de forage que 1'0n desire. Ceci
se produit des qu'une pression apparait dans le
puits. Pour des raisons que 1'0n explique dans le
memoire, on prevoit egalement une vanne de ferme
ture a double piston. C'est essentiellement une
vanne a tiroir, a cela pres que chaque tiroir ou
glissiere comporte deux moities, dont chacune porte

une echancrure qui permet qu'elle se ferme sur la
colonne.

Pour les cas d'urgence, I'ouvrier qui travaille sur
la plate-forme de la tour doit avoir un cable solide
lui permettant de s'echapper. Un autre accessoire
qui contribue a la securite est la plate-forme de
piquage a employer quand on pose des elements de
tubage.

En raison de la presence d'une pierre ponce tres
abrasive, de la chaleur et des conditions particulieres
favorables a la corrosion, les forages de puits de
vapeur geothermiques imposent de tres dures condi
tions de travail au materiel, C'est dire que l'entretien
est tres important au nom de la securite et de l'eco
nomie.

L'hydrogene sulfure, toxique a de faibles concen
trations, represente un risque rencontre particuliere
ment dans les travaux d'entretien sur les puits en
service. On devra mettre du materiel de detection
du gaz ala disposition de toutes les equipes executant
des travaux d'entretien sur les puits, et I'equipement
comportera des masques aux fins de sauvetage. On
recommande le materiel a tube d'arnenee d'air par
preference aux modeles a cartouche fiItrante.

Les frais afferents aux mesures de securite sont
loin d'etre negligeables. Le cimentage de consoli
dation represente une proportion comprise entre 5
et 10 p. 100 du cofrt total d'un puits. Il n'en est
pas moins considere comme etant essentiel. La
securite coute fort peu quand on songe aux pertes
possibles de personnel, de materiel ou meme a la
mise d'un puits hors service qu'elle peut permettre
d'eviter.
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AIR DRILLING IN GEOTHERMAL BORES

Remo Contini and Ugo Cigni *

Advantages achieved with air drilling

of the circulation system for bringing up the cuttings;
in this regard, our attention has been attracted to
the possibilities offered by CO2, recoverable from
steam jets, since this gas has a specific weight
1.5 times that of air.

Furthermore, the attempt to overcome the above
mentioned difficulties connected with air drilling has
recently led to the development of a system of
drilling using aerated muds. This, in effect, is a
hybrid system, inasmuch as the circulating fluid
is a mixture of mud and air in proportions which
vary in accordance with the conditions of work.
Higher-powered compressors are, of course, required
for this, especially with regard to the working
pressure.

The results obtained with aerated mud are not
so good as those with air, but better than those
obtained using drilling mud. The aerated muds are,
in fact, less viscous, and hence more efficient in
removing the cuttings produced by the rock-bit.
The lower density of the fluid reduces the pressure
at the bottom and thus facilitates drilling.

Lastly, in sinking boreholes which encountered
wet endogenous fluid, recourse was had to injecting
water in the normal way through the drill string;
care was taken in obtaining the optimum ratio
between endogenous fluid and water, so as to pass
the critical point at which the cutting forms a
paste, and at the same time have a sufficient lifting
capacity in the circulating system.

For obvious reasons the proportions of the mixture
are determined experimentally from time to time,
on account of constant variations in parameters.
As drilling proceeds, in fact, new productive fractures
may be met, bringing notable increases in flow and
considerable variations in temperature and pressure.

The most outstanding results and the best working
conditions can be attained .when it is possible to
use air on its own in drilling completely dry ground.
All the statistics available on trial borings for steam
in which air was used in place of mud show that,
especially in hard formations, there was an appre
ciable increase in penetration rate and in the life
of the rock-bit.

Results obtained in certain trial borings which
passed through beds of limestone, in places highly
siliceous, and through shaly clays, down to a depth
of 400 m (with a tricone rock-bit 0 S1" W7R
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The use of compressed air as a drilling fluid is a
comparatively recent innovation in drilling tech
nique, and it must be considered as still in the
development stage; nevertheless it has already
shown, in trial borings for steam, that it possesses
considerable economic advantage over the conven
tional system using drilling mud, by reducing wear
and increasing drilling speed.

In particular, the adoption of air drilling (pneu
matic drilling) for small-diameter boreholes is a
development of great importance in prospecting
for steam; the requisite number of holes can be
drilled rapidly and cheaply to ascertain the zones
of maximum permeability along faults and to
provide all necessary data for the systematic exploita
tion of the field later on.

The main features of compressed air drilling, as
demonstrated by direct experience in going through
the medium and hard beds of siliceous limestone
and shaly clays in the Tuscan geothermic fields,
may. be summed up as follows: (a) higher drilling
speed; (b) longer life of the rock-bit; and (c) less
possibility of contamination in the productive
zones and constant check on geothermal manifesta
tions.

As against this, a limiting factor in the use of
air drilling was found to be the presence of liquid,
whether in the form of infiltrating water or of
endogenous fluid from the covering formations.
This limitation, however, is only a relative one,
since the water encountered in drilling can, up to a
certain amount, be effectively disposed of by chemical
agents. With respect to productive zones encountered,
it might be said that under certain conditions the
endogenous fluid flowing into the borehole can be
utilised in practice to bring up and expel the drilling
cuttings, in conjunction with the circulating air.
Obviously, in the case of a.large flow and, moreover,
at a high temperature, the operation will become
difficult and risky; different methods will have to
be adopted if the hole is to be sunk deeper.

It is reasonable to expect, however, that techniques
and equipment will eventually be improved, and
that air drilling will become more and more widely
used; the system can be adopted even where circula
tion is lost and where the supply of drilling mud
represents a considerable expense.

I t is also possible that good results will be achieved
using endogenous gases with a specific weight more
than air, in closed cycle, to increase the capacity
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Figure 1. Surface equipment and stand-pipe arrangement
for air drilling with direct and reverse circulation
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speed; thus, the fact that the section inside the drill
pipe is smaller than that of the space surrounding
means that the load on the compressors can be
considerably reduced. Inverse circulation becomes
dangerous, however, at the slightest presence of
humidity (which may also come from the circulating
air itself) since the cutting can easily cake on the
internal tapering of the drill string lengths or of
the stand-pipe, and gradually cut off the flow of air.

This snag is even more evident when in the
un cased stretch of the hole there is even the slightest
amount of steam, since the condensation of this
always gives rise to the formation of pastes to some
extent. In general, therefore, it is better to forgo
the economic advantages of inverse circulation and
to work more safely with direct circulation. It is
therefore of fundamental importance to keep a
constant watch on the cuttings coming up and on
the gauge indicating the pressure of air supply, so
as to spot in time any irregularities in the course
of drilling, diagnose the causes and take the necessary
steps.

The drilling operation

Drilling with air does not differ substantially from
drilling with water, either in the conduct of the
work or in the equipment used. The normal stand
pipe in the conventional drilling rig can be modified
simply and connected with the compressor group,
and the circulation can be made either direct or
inverse (figure 1).

As in the case of mud, inverse circulation takes
place when the air is introduced into the annular
between the drill pipe and the hole, and returns
back up inside the hollow drill string, carrying the
cuttings with it.

The capacity of the air to lift the cuttings is
proportional to its density and to the square of its

and 4f' drill pipe) showed that drilling speed
was increased about six times when air was used
instead of mud. The actual increase is in the ratio
of 1:4, when allowance is made for the fact that
in air drilling, time is spent in washing for every
new length of drill pipe and in repairing and maintain
i~g the special equipment required for the compressed
aIr.

Further improvements in the system and the
equipment will make it possible to cut down this
lost time and thus increase the efficiency of air
drilling.

This notable increase in drilling speed is due to
the following factors: (a) perfect washing effected
by the very high speeds around the rock-bit; (b) high
speed of flow of the fluid up the annular; and (c) very
low viscosity of the drilling fluid. As regards the
longer life of the rock-bits, it was found that in
air drilling they lasted from 2.3 to 4.6 times as
long.

The rock-bits used were all of the conventional
type, with cutting teeth for hard rock; only one
was specially designed for air drilling, but it showed
no improvement in performance over the others.
The extended life of the rock-bit is attributable to :
(a) highly efficient cooling of the bearings, owing
to expansion, the high rate of flow, the great speed
and turbulence of the air; and (b) rapid removal
of the cuttings.

To sum up, in conventional rotary drilling the
slow rate or up flow of the mud (a few dozen metres
per minute) means that the cutting is not carried
away quickly enough and is drilled over again,
with consequent increase in work and in useless
wear and tear. In this connection it must be borne
in mind that the large diameter of the holes used
in drilling for steam necessitates a large delivery of
mud in order to maintain even the minimum requisite
rate of up flow.

In air drilling, on the contrary, the high rate of
circulation of the air (of the order of thousands of
metres per minute) means that the cutting is removed
with great rapidity and the rock-bit is therefore
always working on virgin rock.
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The presence of water in the hole (tending to cake
on the surface of the drill pipe and the walls of
the hole) is announced by the sudden cessation of
~uttings from the discharge tube and by an increase
m pressure on the air delivery gauge. If the inflow
of. water is limite~, drilling can be continued; in
this case t~e cuth?gs, i?stead of being dry and
powdery, will contam moist lumps. In these condi
tions the extraction of the rock-bit will have to be
carried out more frequently in order to check on any
possible caving in of the hole above.

When the hydrostatic load of the water in the
uole remains higher than the corresponding working
pressure of the compressors it will be necessary to
suspend air drilling. Sometimes the water can be
excluded by pressure cementation, or it may have
io be piped off if large quantities are present.

Methods to combat the infiltration of water
depend, however, on the rate of inflow. For flows
of less than half a cubic metre per hour success has
been obtained using stearates of calcium, zinc and
lithium in the proportion of one to 4 per cent of
the weight of drilling cuttings. Finely ground
stearates, mixed with the injected air, coat the
cuttings with an impermeable film which prevents
,jgglomeration in the presence of water. Zinc stearate
cannot be used at temperatures over 120°C; calcium
stearate, however, can be used at temperatures up
; I) 150°C, while lithium stearate is still better and

effective up to 200°C. These notes on the working
:.~mperatures of stearates are of fundamental impor
',;nce in connection with drilling conditions in
steam fields.

When infiltration of water is at the rate of several
cubic metres per hour, recourse must be had to
ioaming agents which act both on pure water and
on water containing salts. The use of foaming agents
maintains the efficiency of the lifting system at a
normal level, whereas if air alone is used to take off
the water the efficiency falls to very low levels.

As an example of the quantities necessary, a
supersulphyr-foam is used in the proportion of
0.1-0.2 per cent of the inflowing water. For their
introduction into the air flow, all that is necessary
is a simple gas cylinder fitted with a needle control
valve to regulate the amount of liquid foaming
agent put into the stand-pipe of the drilling rig.

To combat corrosion of the drill pipe the pH of
the outflow water must be kept at least to 8.5 and
it is therefore common practice to add lime-water
to the foaming agent. The normal air drilling pressure
is increased when foaming agents are used, and it
is therefore necessarv to cater for an increased
load of about 10-20 per cent on the compressors.

If the inflow of water is higher than in the above
cases, air drilling becomes economically out of the
question, even if foaming agents are used, and it
is therefore necessary to fall back on conventional
mud drilling, or else to use the above-mentioned
aerated muds.

Experiments were successfully carried out in trial
boring in the Tuscan geothermic fields using a

drilling fluid of water and endogenous fluid (rather
than aerated mud) in order to deepen holes of low
productivity in which the percentage of gas is
higher than that of steam (gas being CO2) ,

In this particular case the water is injected into
the hole in the normal way through the drill string
by means of the mud pump; this brings the cuttings
from the bottom up to the productive fracture,
and from this point they are carried to the surface
by the mixture of endogenous fluid and water. As
has been said, the fundamental problem is to find
in practice the optimum ratio of water to fluid,
bearing in mind also the fact that an excessive
introduction of cold water might lead to the suffoca
tion of the borehole.

The increase in drilling speed obtained with this
system was 2-4 times the speed attained in the same
boreholes under normal working conditions. It is
to be stressed that during the sinking of these holes
the inflow of fluid was constantly undergoing great
increases, up to amounts of the order of 100 tons
per hour. In other bore holes producing steam (or
at least encountering endogenous phenomena in the
covering formations) the drilling fluid used for
further deepening consisted of the steam from the
hole itself in conjunction with compressed air.

In one particular exploration boring (see figure 2)
air was used to drill through shaly day and lime
stone from a depth of about 100 metres down to
400 metres. In the first section, gas and water were
encountered and subsequently piped off. The second
section was dry, and in these excellent conditions
a maximum drilling speed was reached of some
25 metres per hour, which is 15 times faster than
would be expected using mud in normal working
conditions. In the third and last section, steam
was present, and the inflow gradually increased
until it reached a maximum of 6 tons per hour,
but without any inconvenience; nor were there
any signs of caving in during this section, and
drilling speed continued to be comparable to that
obtained using air alone.

When the flow of steam in the hole increased,
so did the pressure on the air gauge, and in order
not to exceed the pressure rating of the compressors
it was necessary to decrease the load by slowing
down the motors. Despite this, it was still found
possible to continue drilling normally, since the
steam effectively offset the loss of air in the lifting
system, and the cuttings came up satisfactorily
(see figure 3).

Similarly, in other borings with very high rates
of geothermal fluid, this system was adopted very
successfully, as concerns both conduct of the opera
tions, and location of new productive fractures
during drilling. In this phase of operations, difficul
ties arose from the high temperature of the fluid,
which is harmful to the working parts (especially
those of rubber) and exposes the operators to danger
of scalding from jets of steam. Furthermore, opera
tions may have to be suspended if the rate of flow
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Figure 3. Air drilling in a well producing geothermal steam (air volume requirements/well steam output)

becomes excessive or suitable equipment is not
available.

It is obvious that theoretical considerations can be
of very little help in coping with such conditions,
since the basic characteristics of the infiltrating
fluid (e.g., rate of flow, pressure and temperature)
are subject to such great variations. The operator
will have to act according to the conditions, feel his
way, so to speak, and regulate the compressed air
so as to obtain the best possible results.

In the case of drilling with air alone in dry condi
tions it was found that the minimum rate of up flow
of air around the drill string, necessary to ensure
sufficient lifting capacity, was 15 metres per second.
It is evident, therefore, that in calculating the power
of the compressor group required for a given borehole,
the essential factors are the diameter and depth
of the hole and the diameter of the drill pipe. Other
factors to be taken into account, of course, are bore
hole temperature, rock density and drilling speed.
The requisite air delivery and pressure can readily
be calculated from diagrams and formulae given
in technical manuals, based on the factors listed
above.

In sinking exploration borings for steam, two
electrically driven compressors were used, in conjunc-

tion with an 8i" rock-bit and a 4r drill pipe. Excellent
results were obtained with this equipment in dry
conditions down to a depth of 400 metres, without
any problems of deviation or of fishing.

The cost of the compressors and the rotating packer
erected by us was barely 13 million lire, and this
was amply justified by the really amazing results.
This method definitely makes for a great saving
in the exploratory stages of drilling for steam and
is therefore particularly suitable for use in prospecting
in under-developed countries.

Equipment

A rotary rig equipped for air drilling is similar
in almost all respects to a rig for drilling with mud.
The only material changes are the use of air compres
sors instead of mud pumps, and of a rotating seal
for the Kelly.

We shall briefly describe the principal pieces of
equipment used in air drilling.

Compressors

Alternating compressors are used. These guarantee
adequate performance because they can take the
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Discharge pipe

The air, dust and cuttings are drawn off from the
well by means of a discharge pipe (see figure 4).
This should have a diameter equal to, or less than,
the space around the drill pipe, so that there is no
tendency for the cuttings to fall down from the
wellhead through any lowering of speed, and therefore
carrying power, of the air current.

Air drilling and its use in trial boring for steam

The successful use of air drilling in prospecting
for endogenous fluids makes possible a rapid and
economic solution of problems which would otherwise
make prospecting for steam and its exploitation
much slower and more expensive.

Because of the depth of its source and the dynamic
characteristics of the stratum to be exploited,
neither the dimensions nor the content of the geo
thermal field can be known. The amount of steam
recoverable can be deduced only from a consideration
of the characteristics of the deposit development.
It is absolutely essential to this that, from the

Drill pipe

The diameter of the drill pipe and the type of
tool-joint are points to be considered in equipping
a rig for air drilling. The drill pipes are the same
as those used in ordinary rotary drilling; but there
are advantages in choosing rods of the greatest
possible diameter because less air is then needed
to expel the cutting from the hole and there is less
pressure drop of air inside the drill pipe.

There are obvious advantages in choosing tool
joints, where this is possible, from among the types
with the fewest projecting edges and the largest
holes. Satisfactory results have been obtained along
these lines in the following experiments, which we
report as a guide :

Bits

The conventional rock-bits used in mud drilling
are employed. Even where the ground is not hard,
the short-toothed type is preferable, since it produces
cuttings of smaller dimensions which can be more
easily removed.

In general, it is better to enlarge the inner hole
by dispensing with nozzles. It has been observed
that the air speeds around the bit are sufficiently
high even with the hole enlarged, and that the higher
speeds achieved by the nozzles give no added advan
tage.

For the bits used for the inverse circulation a
suitable design has proved to be that with nozzles
with a funnel-shaped entrance which allows the
easy intake of cuttings.

FH (full hole) in hole 12 1/4"
FH or 5" in hole 8 3/4"
IF (internal flush) in hole 5 3/8"

Drill pipe: 6 5/8"
Drill pipe: 4 1/2"
Drill pipe: 2 7/8"

A ir purifier

An air purifier should be installed on the air
stand-pipe, immediately after the compressors, to
remove the water produced by condensation and
the oil from the compressor cylinders.

A pressure gauge is usually attached to the upper
part of the air purifier to show the working pressure,
and so are the safety valves which control the com
pressors and disengage them the moment they
become overloaded and exceed the permitted pressure.

Rotating seal tor the Kelly

At the wellhead a rotating packer maintains
the space between the drill pipe and the walls of
the hole, and allows the dust and cuttings to escape
into the discharge pipe, without interfering with
the rotating and descent of the Kelly joint.

To ensure maximum working efficiency and staff
safety, it is a useful rule, especially in drilling where
there is endogenous fluid, to use a packer to close
the wellhead effectively and prevent the escape
of fluid into the drilling floor.

A rotating blowout preventer and stripper has
been successfully used in exploratory drilling for
steam; its principle feature is its special Viton seal
fittings which can withstand working temperatures
of 170°C and even, for limited periods, of up to 316°C.

strain of overloading in working pressures. It is a
practical idea to have compressors mounted on wheels
so that they can be easily and quickly transported
and installed at the drilling site.

Compressors with a delivery of 750 cubic metres
per hour seem to provide the best capacity combined
with transportability. They are used in parallel in
sufficient number to cope with the particular de
mands of the borehole in question.

With regard to pressure: in normal working
conditions compressors with a working pressure
of 7-8 kg per sq cm are adequate. But where there
is likely to be drilling with aerated mud, alone or
in conjunction with infiltrating geothermal fluid
from the well, higher working pressures are necessary.

For boreholes of 800-1000 metres in depth, where
the hole is comparatively large in diameter, a com
pressor pressure rating of 20-25 atm. should be
sufficient to meet all drilling requirements.

Stand-pipe

The conduits, flexible pipe and swivel are the same
as those used for mud drilling. This facilitates switch
over when air drilling has to be suspended and
operations continue with mud or aerated mud.

The air pipes leading from the compressors can be
connected with the mud inflow pipe by means of a
series of valves which serve to admit or exclude
the stream of mud or air.
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beginning, the characteristic features should be
systematically assessed.

Moreover, the economic value of the calories
recoverable from a steam deposit does not depend
exclusively on their quantity; the pressure, and also
the temperature, at which they are recovered is
significant. And these three factors - output,
pressure and temperature - not only are inter
connected thermodynamically, but are dependent
on the permeability of the reservoir and the faults
through which it is fed. The nature and the value
- the main practical point - of the deposit therefore
depend on geological factors as well. The problem,
therefore, is not only thermodynamic but also
geological, and as such can only be solved experi
mentally.

We must therefore consider the exploratory borings
not only from the point of view of ascertaining
the mineralization along a given fault, but also
from the subsidiary, but no less important, angle
of determining where the line of maximum permea
bility lies; this information is necessary in deciding
the pressures and temperatures which will give the
most economical working conditions, the best pre
servation of the geothermal field and the maximum

recovery of the energy contained in the steam.
Later, during actual exploitation operations, these
borings will serve as observation holes through
which to check the development of the geothermal
field.

These boreholes of small diameter, which give
an idea of the most permeable areas (the areas
eventually to be drilled) can be quickly made by
following the various stages of pneumatic drilling
shown in figure 5; the considerable economic advan
tages are made clear by the diagram comparing
the working hours involved in pneumatic drilling
and in conventional forms of drilling.

The piping should have a surface casing of I3!"
and production casing of 6f'; but when, in the course
of the drilling, factors are encountered which indicate
a high output, it is possible to make a rapid enlarge
ment of the experimental borehole and to change
to a production casing of 9f' instead of 6f'.

As stated above, it is to be hoped that air drilling
will be practicable throughout; but the possible need
to use other types of pneumatic drilling - with
aerated mud or endogenous fluid and air or water
has to be envisaged, particularly in the initial and
final sections .

..

,

Figure 4. Air drilling (well discharge, as a dust cloud formed by air stream and powdered cuttmgs)

4*
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Working on these lines, a reduction of about
400 hours of net rotating working time can safely be
estimated in drilling a borehole of 1 000 metres.
Using .a rotary rig of average potentiality, with an
operating day cost of about 500000 lire, this means
a sav~ng of about 8.5 million lire per borehole.
!o this must ~e added the saving of about a third,
i.c., of 1 500 lire per drilled metre, or of 1.5 million
lire per borehole, which accrues from the more econo
ruical use of bits. The total saving is therefore in
I he amount of 10 million lire per borehole.

At this point it should be stated that the cost
(' the additional equipment needed to convert the
.iormal type of rotary as motor compressors for high

pressure, rotating preventer, and minor adaptations,
amounts to a total of about 40 million lire. From
what has been stated above, it emerges that the saving
effected in the drilling of only four boreholes is
sufficient to repay the outlay on the additional equip
ment needed for air drilling.

It can be stated, in conclusion, that air drilling
has already proved its worth in the sphere of explo
ratory geothermic drilling, and that its scope will be
further extended if the present experiments in drilling
exclusively with air through formations containing
fluid are successful. Results obtained up to the
present, in the early stages of the experiments
give reason to think that they will be. '
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Summary

\.ir drilling has been used successfully in the explo
,".• ion of the geothermal fields of Tuscany, making it
" -sible to bore enough wells quickly and econo
".ically to establish the highest permeability areas
,long the faults, and to collect all the information
1 .idispensable for the rational exploitation of a
-.;eothermal field.

The most successful performances and the best
conditions of work have been attained when the
exclusive use of air stream in the boring of entirely
dry zones has been possible. In these cases, in air
drilling through medium and hard formations, i.e.,
limestone with silica and clay schists, the net penetra
tion rate has been about six times the rate of conven
tional drilling with mud. Remarkable improvements
have also been noticed in the performance of the
rock-bits used; their footage has increased in the
ratio of 1:3.5 when air was used as a circulating
medium instead of mud.

By contrast, the presence of liquids in the hole,
resulting both from the filtering through of water
and from the presence of natural steam even in
surface-covering formations, has given negative re
sults and has limited the use of air drilling. These
limitations cannot be considered absolute, since water
flowing in the hole at a rate lower than three barrels
per hour can be effectively fought with the use
of stearates in finely ground powder, added to the
air stream at an injection rate of 1 to 4 per cent
of the weight of cuttings.

Particularly suitable is lithium stearate, used
effectively to a temperature of 390 degrees F, and
therefore ideal for the surrounding conditions of
geothermal boring. To combat the filtering of water
at a rate of some ten barrels per hour, it is necessary
to use foaming agents capable of foaming fresh and
salt water. The foamer quantities, injected into the
air stream in a liquid solution, are, for instance,
from 0.1 to 0.2 per cent of "supersolfoschiuma",
in the water flowing in the hole.

For heavy filtering, flowing in excess of that
described above, the economical possibility of air
drilling, even with the use of foaming agents, comes
to an end, and then it is necessary to renew conven
tional mud circulation or to employ aerated mud;
that is, to use mud and air, putting them in simul
taneously, as a circulation fluid.

Experiments in the circulation of geothermal fluid
with water have also shown favourable results in
geothermal bores in Tuscany, in deepening and
completing some of the productive wells which have
a percentage of gas - carbon dioxide - higher
than that of the steam.

The fundamental problem here consists of the
continued practical search for the best proportions
in the mixture of geothermal fluids and water, to
overcome the critical point in the mixture of waste
in the circulation system, and at the same time
to have sufficient carrying capacity to lift the cuttings
made by the rock-bit rapidly to the surface.
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The increase in the penetration rate obtained
with this system has been from two to four times
that resulting in the same holes when conventionally
worked; at the same time, during the deepening,
there was a marked continuous increase in the pro
duction of the well. Other drillings, for deepening
productive wells, or where geothermal manifestations
are present in the surface-covering formation, locally
called argille scagliose, have been made using, as a
circulation fluid, compressed air simultaneously with
steam flowing from the well itself; thus a satisfactory
penetration rate was obtained, comparable, at least,
to that obtained with air alone.

For this stage in the work there are some diffi
culties deriving from the high temperature of the
fluid, which is harmful to the equipment, especially
the rubber parts, and to the crew because of danger
from steam jets during the operation. In addition,
there is a limit to the possibility of operation,
determined by the quantity of flowing fluid; this
limitation also depends. on the type of available
equipment.

In order to prevent the fluid from covering the
derrick floor, a combination rotating blowout pre
venter and stripper has been employed successfully;
its main specific characteristic for geothermal bores
consists of special sealing packings of "Vinton",
capable of withstanding a working temperature of
338 degrees F and, for a short time, up to 600 of.

Other specific equipment for pneumatic drilling
is represented by air compressor groups, appropriately
styled in volume and in working pressure to meet
the varied requirements of drilling.

Several stages of pneumatic drilling may be
expected in drilling a "wildcat" narrow hole about
3 000 ft in depth, with a diameter of 6f' for the
casing string and a definitive hole 5!" in size:
aerated mud and air circulation; and circulation
of geothermal fluid with air or with water. For these
conditions, an air volume of 1 200 cfrn and a working
pressure from 285 to 355 psi are indicated.

The economic advantages, in shorter drilling time
and better performance of rock-bits in these bores,
compared with conventional drilling, permit quick
repayment of the investment incurred in furnishing
a rig with the specific equipment required for pneu
matic drilling.

This system of drilling thus solves technical and
economic problems which otherwise would have made
the exploration of a geothermal field take longer
and cost more.

Only experimentally, by quick drilling of wildcat
wells, may we obtain an exact evaluation of conditions
of pressure and temperature which will simultaneous
ly permit more economical exploitation and longer
life for a geothermal field; and thus estimate the
productive capacity of the field itself for the correct
size of the power plant.

FORAGE A AIR COMPRIME DANS LES SONDAGES POUR LA RECHERCHE DES VAPEURS
GEOTHERMIQUES

Resume

Le forage a air comprime a ete employe avec
succes dans la prospection des terrains contenant
des vapeurs geothermiques de la region toscane et a
permis d'executer rapidement, economiquement et
en nombre suffisant les sondages necessaires pour
situer les zones de permeabilite maximum le long
des failles et de determiner tous les elements indis
pensables pour I'exploitation rationnelle ulterieure
d'un champ vaporifere.

Les resultats les plus brillants et les meilleures
conditions de travail ont ete obtenus lorsqu'il a ete
possible d'employer uniquement de I'air comprime
pour le forage de zones completement seches, Dans
ces conditions, dans la traversee de formations
moyennes et dures constituees de calcaires silicises
et d'argiles marneuses, la vitesse nette de penetration
s'est revelee environ six fois superieure a celle du
precede habituel par circulation de boue. Des amelio
rations considerables ont egalement ete notees dans
le rendement des forets arocher utilises, dont la duree
a ete augrnentee dans la proportion moyenne de
1 a 3,5.

Par contre, la presence de liquides dans le puits,
provenant d'infiltrations d'eau ou de la presence

de vapeur naturelle merne dans les terrains de
couverture, s'est revelee comme un facteur negatif
et a limite l'utilisation du forage a air comprirne.
Il ne faut pas considerer que ces limitations sont
absolues, car la presence d'eau dans un puits, en
debit inferieur a 0,5 metre cube par heure, peut etre
efficacement combattue par l'emploi de stearates
finement broyes et melanges a l'air insuffle dans des
proportions variant de 1a4p. 100 du poids des detritus.

Le stearate de lithium s'est revele particulierernent
approprie pour son efficacite jusqu'a 200 QC. Il est
done ideal pour les conditions de milieu des sondages
geothermiques. Pour les infiltrations d'eau qui
atteignent que1ques metres cubes a I'heure, il est
necessaire de recourir a l'emploi d'agents ecumogenes
capables de faire ecumer les eaux douces et salees,
Pour ce qui concerne les quantites a utiliser, qui
doivent etre introduites en solution liquide dans
le courant d'air, signalons a titre d'exemple que
pour une mousse super-sulfureuse il faut employer
une proportion de 0,1 a 0,2 p. 100 du volume d'eau
qui affiue dans le puits.

Pour l'affiux d'eau dans les puits en quantites
superieures a celles que nous venons d'indiquer, la
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possibilite economique du forage a air comprirne
est exclue, meme en utilisant des ecumogenes, et il
faut alors recourir aux boues ordinaires ou aux
boues aerees, c'est-a-dire a 1'emploi, comme fluide
de circulation, de boue et d'air utilises en merne
temps.

Dans les sondages geothermiques de la region
toscane, on a aussi experiments avec succes la
circulation du fluide endogene et d'eau pour appro
Iondir et terminer certains puits de production ou
'c pourcentage d'anhydride carbonique est superieur
:) celui de la vapeur.

Le probleme fondamental est constitue ici par la
::'cherche pratique continuelle d'un rapport optimum
·:u melange fluide endogene-eau, pour surmonter

, point critique du melange de detritus dans le
<vsteme de circulation, et en meme temps pour
-Iisposer d'une capacite portante suffisante dans ce
vsteme pour amener rapidement a la surface les
dritus produits par le foret a rocher.
Le rythme de penetration obtenu avec ce systerne
ete de 2 a 4 fois superieur a celui qu'auraient

.onne les precedes habituels; par ailleurs, pendant
:'approfondissement, on a obtenu un accroissement
;;nportant et continu dans le rendement du puits.
"autres forages pour des approfondissernents de

. i.:ndages de production, ou lorsque des manifestations
-r.dogenes existent dans les terrains de couverture
'.")nnus localement sous le nom de argille scagliose,
, 1i t ete effectues en utilisant cornme fluide de circu-
i. [ion de 1'air comprime en combinaison avec la

.peur emise par le puits rneme ; on a atteint de
.te maniere une bonne vitesse de forage, au moins
.nparable a celle que l'on obtient avec 1'air seul.
Dans cette phase du travail, on rencontre des

. ifficultes provenant de la haute temperature du
uide, qui endommage le materiel, specialernent les

»arties en caoutchouc, et qui met en danger le
;)ersonnel, du fait des jets de vapeur auxquels
11 peut etre expose. De plus, la possibilite des opera
tions a des limites, qui dependent du debit de fluide
et de l'outillage dont on dispose.

Pour empecher le fluide d'inonder la plate-forme
du derrick, on a employe avec succes un dispositif

appele "combination rotating blowout preventer and
stripper", dont la caracteristique essentielle et parti
culiere, pour les sondages de recherche de vapeurs
geothermiques, est constituee par des garnitures
speciales au "Viton" capables de resister ades tempe
ratures de travail de 170°C et merne jusqu'a 316°C
pour des periodes limitees.

D'autres equipernents particuliers pour le forage
pneumatique sont naturellement constitues par des
groupes de cornpresseurs d'air, dont le debit et la
pression sont en rapport avec les exigences du travail
a executer.

Pour un sondage d'exploration a la profondeur
de 800 a 1000 metres, d'un diametre de 6 pouces i
pour le tubage et de 5 pouces ! comme dimension
finale du trou, sondage ou on devra appliquer
les differentes phases de forage pneumatique (c'est-a
dire la circulation avec des boues aerees, avec de
1'air, avec un melange fluide endogene-air ou fluide
endogene-eau), on peut indiquer, comme valeurs
du debit et de la pression d'air, respectivement et
approximativement 2000 metres cubes a l'heure
et 20 a 25 kg par centimetre carre.

Les avantages economiques obtenus par le gain
de temps et le meilleur rendement des forets a
rocher dans ces sondages par rapport aux forages
realises par les precedes traditionnels permettent
d'amortir tres rapidement les frais engages pour
doter un chantier des equipements speciaux neces-
saires pour le forage pneumatique. .

Ce systeme permettra done de resoudre des pro
blemes techniques et economiques qui, autrement,
rendraient plus lente et plus couteuse l'exploration
d'un champ vaporifere.

C'est seulement par l'experience, en executant
rapidement des sondages d'exploration, que 1'on
pourra determiner exactement les conditions de
pression et de temperature qui permettent en meme
temps la mise en valeur la plus economique et la
conservation d'un champ vaporifere, et prevoir ainsi
d'une facon definitive la capacite de production de
ce champ, compte tenu de 1'importance des instal
lations de production qui devront etre effectuees,
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Exception faite d'une serie de problemes entiere
ment nouveaux dans le domaine minier, on peut
dire qu'en ligne generale la technique de forage
dans les gisements de vapeur naturelle n'est pas tres
differente de celle qui est pratiquee dans l'exploitation

Le present memoire traite des problernes que
presente le forage de sondages pour l'exploitation
des gisements de vapeur naturelle de Toscane.
C'est pourquoi il se refere particulierement au fluide
sature, et surtout surchauffe, utilise par les centrales
electriques de la Larderello S.p.A. (1).

Elle comprend le nombre des puits, leur empla
cement, leur profondeur et leur espacement. A cet
egard, il faut relever qu'un gisement d'hydrocar
bures peut etre compare aun reservoir de dimensions
definies et que, par consequent, il est possible de
formuler un veritable programme de travail in teres
sant la majeure partie de la zone mineralisee, loca
lisee par les etudes et les forages d'exploration.

Par centre, dans le cas de 1'exploitation d'un
gisement de vapeur, il n'est possible de determiner
au prealable ni les dimensions, ni la quantite contenue,
a cause de 1'origine du fluide et parce que la vapeur
remonte atravel'S des lignes de failles qui sont naturel
lement difficiles a localiser. 11 en resulte que le
programme de travail doit etre conditionne par les
resultats des sondages en cours qui, meme dans une
zone mineralises delimitee, presentent toujours l'alea
des sondages d'exploration (2).

En ce qui concerne 1'emplacement, les indications
sont fournies par les resultats des recherches geolo
giques et geophysiques, ainsi que par les correlations
des sondages effectues dans la zone. Comme il sera
explique plus loin, dans les zones exploitees par la
Larderello, S.p.A., 1'emploi de la methode electrique
s'est avere particulierernent utile. L'espacement des
sondages depend des caracteristiques du gisement;
la Larderello, S.p.A., applique, en principe, le critere
de disposer les sondages a 400-500 m d'intervalle.
La profondeur, qui depend de la puissance de la
couverture impermeable, varie d'un minimum de
300 a un maximum de 1 600 m.

Programmation des forages

Methodes et problemes de forage

* Ingenieur, Lardcrello, S.p.A., Pise (Italic).

des gisements d'hydrocarbures. Les mernes instal
lations de forage, le meme materiel et la merne orga
nisation sont a la base de 1'exploitation de ces deux
sources d'energie du sous-sol.

L'exploitation de gisements de vapeur presente,
comme nous 1'avons deja dit, a cause de la position
du fluide et de sa caracteristique de therrnalite elevee,
de nombreux problemes dont la solution a dernande
des etudes particulieres et une longue experience;
il est par consequent necessaire de disposer de
techniciens et d'ingenieurs hautement specialises (3).

Les gradients geothermiques qui se manifestent
au cours du forage, soit des terrains impermeables
de couverture constitues par de puissantes couches
d'argile ecailleuse, soit des formations productives
constituees par des calcaires caverneux du genre
anhydridique (portes a une temperature de regime
de 1'ordre de 200-240 QC) ou par des quartzites quel
quefois fractures de l'ere permienne, sont des gra
dients anorrnaux du fait qu'aux accroissements
ordinaires de temperature s'ajoutent ceux provoques
par la diffusion de la chaleur sous-jacente et aussi
par 1'infiltration de petites quantites de vapeur non
exploitables industriellement, que 1'on peut rencon
trer a des niveaux superieurs avant de reperer la
fracture principale productive.

BODES DE FORAGE

Sur la base de l'experience acquise, on peut dire
que la boue la plus convenable pour le forage des
terrains a gradients geothermiques anormalement
eleves est la boue a base d'eau, ayant comme corn
posants colloidaux un melange d'argile naturelle
et de bentonite. La quantite respective des deux
composants pour la preparation de la boue fraiche
de circulation est d'environ 135-150 kg d'argile
naturelle de carriere et 60-80 kg de bentonite par
metre cube d'eau.

Avant le traitement a 1'argile et a la bentonite,
l'eau du melange est traitee avec des fluidifiants
chimiques inorganiques (type tripoliphosphate de
soude) ou organiques (type quebracho et tannate
de soude), de facon aobtenir la plus grande dispersion
possible dans le milieu liquide des particules colloi
dales des deux composants principaux.

La preparation de la boue terrninee, le controls
des caracteristiques chimiques et physiques de la boue
est effectue, afin d'apporter d'eventuelles corrections.
Les corrections les plus frequentes dans cette pre
miere phase de preparation de la boue, sont en general

100
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de 5 kg/metre cube et de la defloculer avec du tannate
de soude (sodium tannate). Une telle precaution
permet de ne pas arreter le forage apeine les couches
contaminantes traversees,

CIMENTS

La cimentation des tubages doit etre faite avec
un soin particulier et par consequent il faut, en
premier lieu, disposer de qualites de ciment qui
offrent une resistance adequate dans un milieu a
thermalite elevee, La maison Italcementi de Bergame,
apres des etudes de laboratoire tres poussees, a reussi
a mettre au point trois types de ciment dont les
tableaux I et 2 donnent les caracteristiques,

Contamination des ciments

Apres la prise du ciment, on precede au lavage
avec de l'eau sans recycle. Si, a la suite du controlc
qui sera effectue avant de commencer le forage
avec la boue, il est un peu trop eleve, il indiquera
encore la presence de ciment. Dans un tel cas,
on fera la correction avec du bicarbonate de soude
- NaC03 (sodium bicarbonate) ou du pyrophosphate
acide de soude Na2H2P207 idisodiuni dihydrogen
pyrophosphate). L'ernploi de l'un ou de l'autre de
ces correctifs dependra de la temperature de la boue
de circulation, parce que les phosphates complexes
se decomposent a une temperature d'environ 65°C,
et une telle decomposition provoque des effets inde
sirables.

150
210
270

Temps minimal
de pompabilili!

(.\finutes)

65
93
93

T empenuure
d'essai

150
200
200

Tableau 1. Essais de pompabifite

Types

ALLONGEMENT DES TUBAGES

En general, le tubage de production ri'est cimente
que partiellement, c'est-a-dire environ jusqu'au
niveau du sabot du precedent tubage introduit dans
le puits. Dans ces conditions, le tubage de production
subit au caurs du forage, a cause de l'elevation
progressive de la temperature et du refroidissement
produit par les frequentes operations d'extraction
et d'introduction de l'appareil de forage, des sollici
tations continues de tension et de compression.
Il est par consequent necessaire de placer la tete
dudit tubage de Iacon a lui permettre de s'allonger
librement.

Une illustration de ce cas est representee a la
figure 1. Le tubage d'ancrage 1 porte a l'interieur,
a son extrernite superieure, un anneau 2, dont le
role est de maintenir centre le tubage 3, et de servir
eventuellcment d'anneau d'arret du tubage dans
les raccourcissements. Sur la partie externe du tu-

A.
B.
C.

Contamination d'anhydride et de gypse

Elles se produisent habituellement dans les terrains
de type anhydridique et elles ont comme consequence
immediate la floculation de la boue, qui la rend
completement inadequate, suivie de brusques et
fortes augmentations des valeurs de la viscosite,
de la thixotropie, de l'eau de filtrage et du panneau.
Il est bon par consequent, quand cela est possible,
de pratiquer le traitement preventif de la boue.
Le systerne de correction preventif que nous em
ployons est celui de traiter la boue avec du carbonate
de barium (barium carbonate) BaC03 dans la mesure

a base de carbossimethylcellulose de soude, pour la
reduction de l'eau de filtrage.

La boue de depart, composee comme ci-dessus,
doit presenter les caracteristiques physiques et
chimiques moyennes prescrites par les normes A.P.l.,
en respectant les precautions que nous mentionnons
ci-apres.

Densite. Elle doit etre maintenue aux plus faibles
valeurs initiales, etant donne que durant le passage
:\ travers la couche ecailleuse d'argile il se produit
111; cnrichissement en solides qui augmente la densite
.vsqu'a 1 300 kg/litre.

Viscosite. Nous avons observe que la valeur de
secondes Marsh (1 500-500) est la plus convenable

i'clr la conservation de la boue aux conditions
<;;c.lrant le moins d'ennuis dans le forage, ennuis

lIS a la deshydratation des composants colloidaux,
T . r suite de la temperature elevee,

Gel. Le gel doit etre maintenu a la valeur la plus
',",se possible. L'existence d'un gel eleve a proximite

zones hautement therrnalisees donne lieu a une
<·'hydratation assez rapide des composants colloi

.nx, suivie de la formation de bouchons plastiques

.ni-rigides derriere le trepan.

Filirage. Il doit etre maintenu autour de 16 cc
\ P.l. afin de ne pas avoir d'appauvrissements

,·f'!\sibles des caracteristiques colloidales des compo
its des boues, par suite de l'evaporation qui se

Vduit durant la circulation de la boue dans les
.: , ·temes de bass ins et canaux de surface.

"'anneau, Il ne doit pas depasser l' epaisseur de
··'ID.

CONTAMINATION ET CORRECTION DE LA BODE

Les contaminations les phis frequentes sont dues
la presence d'argile, d'anhydride et de gypse.

Contamination argileuse

Au debut du forage, l'alteration la plus commune
i,:-;t due aux argiles qui tendent a faire boue, en se
.lelayant dans la phase acqueuse de la suspension.
r)n assiste ainsi a des augmentations de viscosite,
de thixotropie et de densite qui peuvent etre eliminees
au moyen d'une addition d'eau ou de fluidifiants,
selon le cas.
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Tableau 2. Essais de resistance

Resistance sur mortier a40 p. 100 d'eau

Types

T emperaiure
d'essai

Traction kg/cm 2 apris quelques jours

2 7

Compression kgfcm 2 apres quelques [ours

2

A.
B
C.

150
160
160

66
71
71

22
15
10

25
20
20

30
25
27

130
200

• 90

200
250
150

350
280
250

bage 1 est vissee la bride de jonction avec le joint 5,
dans lequel la tete 4 peut glisser librement sur une
longueur correspondant it l' allongement de la colonne 3~

en proportion de laquelle est etablie la hauteur
du raccord 5. La tete du tubage de production
porte un manchon a embouchure conique pour le
proteger dans les frequentes operations d'introduction
du trepan.

La presence de temperatures elevees exige d'autres
precautions et mesures, mais nous nous limiterons
it n'en mentionner que quelques-unes:

Emploi de qualites speciales de caoutchouc pour
les garnitures et les pistons des pompes de la boue
de circulation, pour les protecteurs des tiges de forage,
pour les garnitures des brides des soupapes, pour
les bouchons de cimentation, etc.

Au cours des operations speciales effectuees clans
le puits, ne pas employer des materiaux de fonte
ou d'aluminium, car ils sont sujets a une action de
durcissement qui ernpeche le fraisage (ogives d'cntree
des tubages perdus, etc.)

En ce qui concerne les systernes de forage, on
emploie generalement le systeme conventionnel avec
circulation de boues it base d'argile et installations
rotary.

Larderello, S.p.A., a fait l'essai d'un precede assez
recent, celui du forage avec circulation it air comprirne
qui remplace la boue. Employe dans l'execution
de sondages d'exploration, toujours pour la recherche
de vapeur, il a revele des avantages economiques
considerables (4).

On a enfin experimente aussi le forage directionnel,
mais sans succes, a cause de la temperature elevee
du milieu, qui ne permet pas l'emploi de films pour
le releve de l'orientation et de l'inclinaison de la
partie du forage en deviation orientee,

Execution des puits

Dans la region vaporifere toscane, les forages sont
executes au moyen d'installations rotary de puissance
variant de 1 200 a 2 000 metres, actionnees par des
moteurs electriques pour lesquels on utilise des
conduites electriques qui traversent les zones d'exploi
tation.

Les terrains atteints par les forages font partie
de trois formations geologiques differentes :

Les terrains de surface, de la formation dite de
l'argile ecailleuse, de puissance variant de 200 it

800 metres environ, constitues par de l'argile et des
blocs de calcaire de dimensions variables, quelquefois
tres siliceux;

Ceux de la formation sous-jacente, dite serie
anhydridique, de puissance variant de quelques
dizaines a quelques centaines de metres, constitues
par des calcaires dolomitiques fractures, dans lesquels
est localisee la vapeur;

Enfin, la formation du permien, qui comprend
des schistes argilleux et des quartzites, quelques-uns
fractures et vaporiferes, dont la puissance, jusqu'ici
inconnue, ri'a ete exploree qu'en partie.

Dans le passage it havers la premiere formation,
vu le caractere heterogene des terrains, on peut
facilement devier de la verticale du puits, snrtout
si on fore en appuyant fortement sur le trepan,
comme il est d'usage en presence de terrains homo
genes. Afin de chercher a ameliorer la progression
du forage, on a fait des experiences se basant, en
un premier temps, sur un forage avec un trepan
it diametre reduit, de Iacon a obtenir un rapport
eleve entre le diametre des molettes et celui du trou,
realisant, entre autres, une grande vitesse de rernontee
de la boue. Successivement, l'elargissernent du forage,
que nous appelons « de guidage», est execute au
moyen d'elargisseurs appropries formes par une serie
de fraises tout a fait semblables a celles des forets
it rocher). Les resultats obtenus jusqu'ici doivent

. etre consideres comme tres encourageants.

Les calcaires des argiles ecailleuses. les calcaires
dolomitiques et les quartzites exigent, it cause de
leur durete et de leur action abrasive, l'emploi de
trepans a fraises coniques, aux dents en materiel
de haute resistance, et aux profils it dents renforcees,

Comme nous l'avons deja dit, les operations se
deroulent de la meme facon que celles qui sont
effectuees pour la recherche d'hydrocarbures; il
serait par consequent superflu de s'etendre sur leur
detail. Les problernes que nous traiterons ci-apres
meritent au contraire une mention particuliere.

PROFILS DE TUBAGE

Dans le forage des puits dexploitation des gise
ments d'hydrocarbures, on emploie generalement un
type unique de profil qui ne peut exiger, selon la
profondeur aatteindre, que des variations dans l' epais
seur des tubes. Ceci du fait que, pour une meilleure
conservation du gisement, la distribution de ce
fluide doit se faire sous pression, et par consequent
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avec de petits diametres, Par centre, dans le cas
de la vapeur, le profil de tubage doit etre etabli
de facon apermettre un debit maximum, par rapport
aux caracteristiques du gisement.

Un gisement vaporifere peut presenter des carac
teristiques telles qu'elles permettent l'execution de
sondages avec des profils de tubage en mesure de
fournir un debit maximum de fluide, ce qui represente
nn avantage economique considerable. La determina
tion du diametre « optimum » peut etre faite par une
mcthode que nous decrirons brievement (5).

A partir de la section du conduit dans lequel les
.nditions de la vapeur sont connues, on calcule,

"f de petites portions successives, les variations

d'entropie et d'enthalpie entre Ies sections initiales
et finales de chaque portion, en marquant sur le
diagramme de Mollier les valeurs relevees. Ces points
determinent une ligne qui represente les conditions
de la vapeur le long du conduit, ligne qui a quelque
analogie avec celles de Fanno pour les tubages hori
zontaux, avec une inclinaison plus prononcee,

A titre d'exemple, calculant par ee precede les debits
que peuvent produire deux puits d'un merne gise
ment, 1'un et 1'autre d'une profondeur de 800 metres,
avec des tubages de production d'un diametre
respectif de 150 a 320 mm, on obtient :

a) Dans un gisement avee une pression au fond
du puits de 9 ata et une pression d'emploi de 5 ata

/rFt----r-------'lit~_14----®

r+---i+-------j 3

1

Figure L Tete de tubage dans un puits d'exploitation de vapeur naturelle
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a 1'orifice du puits, le rapport des debits C respectifs '
est de :

C2 _ ~
Cl - 5

b) Dans un gisement avec une pression au fond
de 32 ata et une pression d'emploi a 1'orifice du
puits de 7 ata, on a

C2 1

Cl 6

Ces rapports feraient entrevoir l'avantage d' em
ployer systematiquernent des profils a grands dia
metres, specialement dans la phase d'exploitation,
mais il faut relever :

Que les rapports calcules ci-dessus se verifient
quand les pressions au fond du puits demeurent
invariees lorsque le puits meme entre en production,
ce qui revient a dire, quand les terrains interposes
entre la source proprement dite et le fond du puits
ont une forte perrneabilite offrant une resistance
negligeable a 1'afflux de la vapeur au fond du puits.

Que la capacite de la source doit etre plus grande
que le debit maximum productible par la section
du puits.

D'autre part, le calcul de 1'avantage econornique
pour le choix du profil de tubage doit etre surtout
base sur des elements de caractere minier et plus
precisement tectonique. Nous nous expliquons,

On sait que les zones les plus interessantes pour
la recherche de la vapeur sont les zones d'intersection
des couches permeables, par permeabilite naturelle
ou par fissuration, avec des zones fracturees des sur
faces de failles. On sait egalement que les plus grandes
productions ont lieu soit aux points de torsion des
directrices des surfaces de failles, soit aux points
de rencontre de deux systemes de surfaces conjuguees
de failles (perpendiculaires ou presque ou, de toutes
facons, inclinees 1'une par rapport a l'autre) qui
deterrninent de veritables cheminees a travers les
quelles on obtient les plus grandes productions.

C'est done en presence des conditions ci-dessus
exposees quil conviendra d'adopter des profils de
tubage ayant le plus grand diarnetre permis par la
technique de forage ..

Nous referant toujours aux profils de tubage,
une regle a suivre sans restrictions est celle de
realiser une augmentation de la section de la partie
terminale superieure du tubage de production, la
transformant en profil telescopique, en recuperant
sa partie superieure au niveau de l'emboiture de la
precedente, De cette facon, a part la recuperation
d'une partie des tubes, on obtiendra un debit de
vapeur considerablement superieur a celui qui peut
etre obtenu avec un diametre constant. En effet,
la ligne de transformation sur le diagramme thermo
dynamique (i,s) Cc) rejoindra l'allure verticale,
c'est-a-dire la vitesse du son, dans des sections plus
voisines de celles de l'orifice du puits que dans le cas
de tubage a section constante.

Dans les zones exploitees par la Larderello, S.p.A.,
on emploie des profils difierents selon les caracte
ristiques du gisement de vapeur. Cependant, en gene
ral, les profils les plus utilises sont les suivants :

Pour des sondages jusqu'it 600 metres, on fore
avec des forets a rocher de 23 pouces de diametre
pour environ 60-80 metres; ensuite on fore avec du
19 pouces t jusqu'a 400 metres (contact presume
avec le rhetien) pourintroduire le tubage de 17pouces t,
qui est cimente jusqu'a la surface. On fore en fin
avec du 16 pouces jusqu'a ce qu'on juge avoir penetre
toute la formation productive.

Pour des sondages pltts profonds, apres la cimentation
du tubage de 17 pouces t qui est introduit comme
colonne de surface, on traverse la formation de cou
verture pour introduire le 13 pouces i au contact
de la formation productive, la cimentant partiel
lement, c'est-a-dire jusqu'a quelques dizaines de
metres du sabot de la precedente, On continue
ensuite le forage en traversant la formation produc
tive avec du 12 pouces.

CIMENTATION DES TUBAGES

Dans les cimentations, on emploie deux types
de ciments : le ciment commun a prise rapide pour
le tubage revetant les terrains a faible gradient
geothermique, et 1'autre ciment dont nous avons
deja parle, denomrne « Geocem )', employe dans des
milieux de therrnalite elevee.

Nous ne nous etendrons pas sur la description
de I'operation de cimentation, car le procede est
tout it fait semblable it celui qui est employe dans
les gisements petroliferes. Nous nous limiterons
a mettre en evidence la necessite d'executer, imme
diatement apres l'operation, une action energique de
refroidissement par pompage d'eau sans recuperation
dans le puits. .Ceci sert a assurer le durcissement
maximum du ciment.

L'operation en question doit etre eftectuee parfai
ternent, dans le but d'assurer la formation d'un anneau
de ciment sans discontinuite et a epaisseur uniforme,
evitant surtout la canalisation du ciment. Dans le cas
d'une cimentation non continue, le tubage subirait,
it cause des grands changements de temperature
qui se produisent a I'eruption du puits avec une
vapeur it 240°C, une compression de 1'ordre de
plusieurs tonnes par cm- de surface, ce qui provo
querait naturellement la rupture du tubage.

TAlI1PONNElI1ENT DE FRACTURES STERlLES

On rencontre surtout les fractures steriles lors des
forages de calcaires fractures et de couches de gres.
Les methodes de tamponnement ernployes varient
selon la quantite d'absorption.

Pour des absorptions de l'ordre d'un metre cube!
heure, on emploie du materiel de tamponnement de
nature differente : fibres vegetales, mousse de mica,
bandes de cellophane, etc. L' operation s'effectue
en faisant passer la boue par le tamis vibrant,
apres avoir enleve le filtre de la pompe d'aspiration,
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Figure 2. Arbre de Noel avec vanne centrale et dispositif de protection dans un putts d'exploitation de vapeur
naturelle

Quand les absorptions sont del'ordre de 3 m 3/heure,

il est necessaire de recourir a I'operation de cimen
tation au moyen de ciment melange avec environ
6 p. 100 de bentonite.

Un dernier cas qui se presente assez frequemment
est celui de la perte totale de la circulation de la boue.
Ici on opere avec un melange platre-huile lourde.
Les proportions moyennes employees sont : un litre
de gas-oil, 1 200 kg de platre et 2 p. 100 d'emulsif.
On obtient un volume du mortier de 1430 litres
avec une densite de 1 500 kg/litre et une viscosite
de 12 poises. Le gas-oil a pour but de fournir un milieu
fluide de transport pour le deplacement du platre
au fond du puits au niveau de la fracture et de rendre
le platre inerte durant I'operation. Au fond du puits
un certain niveau d'eau est maintenu, cette derniere
etant introduite par une ouverture Iaterale a l'orifice
du puits. Le recipient contenant le mortier, dote
d'un piston s'arretant au fond, permet la sortie du
mortier par l'action du piston. L'agitation que produit
le mortier en sortant est suffisante pour provoquer
une premiere separation du gas-oil et du platre

et a garantir un premier contact de ce dernier avec
l'eau. Le forage du bouchon ainsi forme peut etre
repris environ quinze heures apres,

Equtpement des puits

Il est peu different de celui qui est utilise pour les
sondages d'hydrocarbures. - Nous avons deja
mentionne les types de trepans de roche et I'equi
pement de I'extremite superieure du tubage de pro
duction. Ajoutons que tout de suite apres I'intro
duction du dernier tubage, on place a l'orifice du
puits le dispositif de protection contre les eruptions
subites. Ce dernier ne differe du type Arbre de Noel
(Christmas tree) employe pour le petrole que par ses
dimensions (figure 2) : grands diametres et epaisseurs
pour pressions non superieures a 50 atmospheres.

Mise en production et fermeture du sondage (6)

L'eruption se produit generalement sous controle,
sauf dans les cas ou la pression hydrostatique dans
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Figure 3. Puits de vapeur en eruption
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le puits est inferieure a. celle de la couche vaporifere.
Les cas deruption controlee sont au nombre de deux:

Le puits qui a auparavant perdu sa circulation
est laisse en etat de repos, c' est-a-dire qu'on suspend
1'introduction d'eau sans recycle. Il arrive alars
que les gaz contenus dans la vapeur se Iiberent,
emulsionnant le liquide. La charge s'allegeant,
l'eruption se produit.

Quand 1'action des gaz ne provoque pas I'eruption,
soit a cause de la faible teneur en gaz de la vapeur,
soit a cause de la charge hydrostatique excessive,
il est necessaire de stimuler l'eruption en allegeant,
au moyen du piston, la colonne de liquide.

Une fois terrninee la phase de paroxysme (lance
ment de boue et de debris), avant de proceder au
reIeve avec un appareillage approprie pour la me sure
du debit, de la pression et de la temperature, on
laisse le puits se vidanger jusqu'a ce que la vapeur
seche apparaisse.

Apres lesdits releves, en attendant la construction
du conduit de jonction avec la centrale, le puits
est ferrne au moyen de la soupape centrale. On releve
entre-temps la pression a 1'orifice du puits, qui
donne, sous le poids de la colonne de vapeur et de gaz,
la pression existant dans le gisement.

La aussi, comme dans les puits de methane,
la courbe debit/temps comprend une phase de pro
duction exaltee (flush production) et une phase de
production stabilisee (settled prod~lction).

Courbe caracteristique. Pression d'utilisation
de la vapeur pour la production d'energte
electrique. Exploitation d'un gisement de
vapeur vierge

La courbe caracteristique debitjpression d'un puits
de vapeur est representee par une equation qui se
rapproche de celle des ellipses et est construite en
relevant a 1'orifice les valeurs du debit aux differentes
pressions, jusqu'a la stabilisation.

En ce qui conceme la pression d'utilisation de
la vapeur, nous faisons observer que ce qui a ete
expose plus haut, sur la necessite d'employer de
grands diametres pour utiliser des debits maxima,
n'est valable que pour les cas ou I'on utilise la vapeur
au moyen de types de turbine a. faible pression
(4,5/5 ata) des centrales electriques en fonction it
Larderello (7).

A la suite d'etudes recentes, appuyees par des
donnees experimentales, on est arrive a. la conclusion
que pour des gisements du type Larderello avec
une pression d'origine de 30 ata, il convient d'adopter
une pression d'utilisation d'environ 40/45 p. 100
de la pression au fond du champ de vapeur.

Nous mentionnerons brievement les premieres
considerations qui ont pousse Larderello, S.p.A.,
a affronter ce probleme (8).

Dans le cas d'afflux de fluides comprimables a
travers un tubage de diametre constant, supposant

que la transformation soit exothermique, le debit
est donne par

ou pm = pression en arnont, pv en aval. K, qui est
un coefficient determine, entre autres, par les carac
teristiques geometriques du tubage, peut etre inter
prete comme etant la quantite de vapeur produite
en 24 heures, exprimee en une certaine unite de
mesure quand la pression absolue en amont est
egale a 1 et la pression en aval est egale au 0 absolu.
Si nous choisissons une unite de longueur telle que
K = 1, alors :

Supposant la pression en amont constante, le debit
sera uniquement fonction de t-. c'est-a-dire de la
pression en aval. Posons pm = R = constante,
debit Q= X, pression en aval pv = X. Nous aurons :

X = ,JR2- Y2

c'est-a-dire l'equation d'un cercle. Reportant ces
valeurs sur deux axes cartesiens, X pour les abcisses
(Q) et Y pour les ordonnees (pv), on trouve que pour
X = 0, Y = R = pression a. conduit ferme ; pour
Y = pv = t pm, le debit devient X = R cos 30° =
0,866 R. C'est-a-dire qu'avec 50p. 100 de baisse
de pression, on a un debit de 0,866 R par rapport
au debit maximum theorique que 1'on obtiendrait
avec le vide absolu en aval.

Ce qui revient a. dire qu'en maintenant la produc
tion d'un puits de vapeur a. une pression egale a.
environ 50 p. 100 de la pression originaire du gisement,
ce puits pourra foumir 85 p. 100 de la quantite
que 1'on obtiendrait a orifice libre.

En conclusion, en exploitant un gisement de vapeur
sous pression, on devrait avoir des avantages consi
derables, parmi lesquels :

Forte economic de vapeur pour chaque kWh;

Puits de diametre inferieur, c'est-a-dire du type
standard pour les recherches petrolieres :

Conduit de jonction avec le puits central de
dimension inferieure :

Turbines de dimensions plus reduites que celles
actuellement en fonction;

Exploitation rationnelle du gisement soumis a. un
regime de haute pression.

Les points ci-dessus mentionnes ont, je le repete,
fait l'objet d'une etude approfondie sur la base
d' observations relevees dans le gisement de Larderello,
et ont par consequent pousse la Larderello, S.p.A.,
a. mettre progressivement en pratique les resultats
positifs obtenus.

Cout des puits

Le c01It des puits depend de nombreux elements,
dont certains subissent des variations, quelquefois
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Frais generaux

Etudes, salaires, du personnel, divers, etc. 10 250 000 lires

Le calcul susdit peut etre fait aussi des facons
suivantes :

Amortissement en 1 500 journees de travail (5 ans
X 300 journees de travail par an);

Amortissement en quatre ans de calendrier.

F rais d'exercice direction locale

Direction de zone de laquelle depend un groupe
de ehan tiers comprenant : chef de zone, employes,
atelier, depot. Frais de gestion, amortissement de
l'equipement, frais divers 100000 lires par jour.

considerables, selon la topographie, le cout de la
main-d'ceuvre, la nature des terrains a forer, la
profondeur a atteindre, le diametre du tubage et le
genre du fluide qui forme l'objet de I'exploitation.

Nous referant aux zones vaporiferes exploitees
par Larderello, S.p.A., nous exposerons le calcul
du cofit de deux types de sondages.

COUT D'UN SONDAGE D'EXPLOITATION

DE 1 000 METRES

Execution du sondage au moyen d'un equipement
rotary automonte d'une puissance de 1 200-1 500
metres. Profondeur a atteindre 1 000 metres.
Profil de tubage de type moyen : tubage de surface
de 13 pouces i a 100 metres; tubage de production
de 9 pouces i a 850 metres.

Progression mensuelle : 250-300 metres.

Duree des travaux :

Somme pour un sondage . . . . . .

Recapitulation des frais

Total des postes ci-dessus

I 350 000 lires

82 000 000 lires

TOTAL 133 jours

Depenses pour l' execution du puits

Pour le forage du puits ..... 96 jours
Pour cimentations, releves et essais de pro-
duction . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 jours
Pour montage, de montage du chantier et trans-
fert. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 jours

A mortissement

Equipernent rotary autornonte de 1 500 metres
de puissance, complet avec moteur, pompe, tiges
de forage, appareils, laboratoire pour examen des
boues et des gaz, etc. :

2 600 000 lires

9 pouces 5/8 tubage
6 pouces 5/8 tubage

48 jours
12 jours

5 jours

65 jours

Livres italiennes Pourcentages

2000000 10
5850000 29

350000 2

1500000 8
3200000 16
1000000 5
I 050000 5

2400000 12
600000 3

2050000 10

20000000 lOO

- Profondeur : 600 metres
- Tubage: 50 metres

500 metres

40000 lires/jour x 65 jams . .

COUT ESTIMATIF D'UN SONDAGE EXPLORATIF DE

600 METRES AVEC EQUIPEMENT AUTOMONTE SUR
CAMION

Voies. fondations, conduites d'cau
Main-d'ceuvro . . . . . .
Transport installations et autre

materiel .....
Trepans, cmboiturcs de carot-

tiers .
Tubage de rcvetcmcnt
Boues et ciments . .
Energie motrice . . .
Entretien, reparations, y compris

matcriaux necessaires
Releves dans le puits . .
Taxes, assurances, divers.

A mortissement de l'installation

- Duree du forage .
- Arrets divers
- Transfert chant.iers

Frais

En supposant que ce sondage d'exploration soit
execute dans une zone isolee, et tenant compte
des frais generaux relatifs, le cout par metre lineaire
s'elevera a environ 45000 lires.

6

5
29

10
2
9

6,5
16,5

5
II

lOO

41 500 000 Iires/an
15 400 000 lires

3500000
9000000
2600000
6400000

3 lOO 000

5300000
1000000
5100000

55000000

3000000
16000000

Liores italiennes Pourcenlages

175000000 lires en cinq ans a 6 p. lOO
Rapporte a 133 journees de travail .

Voies d'acces au ch antier, Ion
dations, conduites d'eau

Main-d'ceuvre
Transport, installations, equipe

ment, rnateriel de consornma
tion

Trepans, ernboitures des carot-
tiers

Tubes de revetement
Boues et ciments
Energie motrice
Entretien, reparations, materiaux

de rechange
Releves et controles dans le puits
Taxes, assurances, imprevus
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Resume

Le present rapport etudie les problemes concernant
l'exploitation de champs de vapeur naturelle, eu egard
tout specialernent a l'experience acquise dans la
region de la Toscane, ou la societe Larderello, S.p.A.,
developpe depuis longtemps une activite intense
de recherche et d'exploitation de I'energie du fluide
endogene et des produits chimiques s'y rapportant.

Programmes de forage

Il est fait allusion a la difference qui existe entre
l'exploitation d'un champ de vapeur et d'un gisement
d'hydrocarbures, ainsi qu'aux difficultes de mise en
place, dans le premier cas, d'un programme de forage.
Ce programme est en effet fonction des resultats
des sondages qui sont executes au fur et a mesure.

M ethodes et problemes concernant les forages

Apres avoir .precise que la technique du forage
ne differe pas beaucoup, en general, de la technique
employee pour la recherche du petrole, il est fait
etat des problemes nouveaux qui se posent. On etudie
ensuite quelques-uns des principaux problemes : I) le
traitement de la boue soumise a des degradations
remarquables et frequentes, en raison des temperatures
elevees et de la presence des argiles, d'anhydrides,
de craies et du ciment residuaire des cimentisations
des tubages; 2) les dilatations des conduites de
production au moment de I'entree en eruption du
puits; 3) le choix des types de ciment en rapport
avec la temperature ambiante. Pour chaque pro
blerne pose, l'auteur indique la solution adoptee.

Il est fait etat de la necessite de faire emploi
de types speciaux de caoutchouc convenant a des
temperatures elevees, pour les garnitures des equi
pements autiliser dans le puits et pour les garnitures
des equipements de surface.

Pour des operations particulieres a effectuer a
l'interieur du puits, il est conseille de ne pas employer
de materiaux en fonte ou en aluminium, qui peuvent

subir, en raison de la temperature, un durcissement
de telle nature qu'ils ne sauraient par suite etre
recuperes ni rnerne detruits,

En ce qui concerne I'equipement servant aprevenir
les eruptions, il est fait etat de l'emploi d'un equi
pement de la tete du puits compose d'un {( Christmas
tree » et d'un dispositif de protection, dont Ies
dimensions sont neanmoins plus grandes.

La societe Larderello, S.p.A., a experimente le
forage directionnel, qui n'a pas donne de resultats
satisfaisants, a cause de la temperature elevee et
en raison de la difficulte de l'emploi de films pour
preciser la direction et l'inclinaison du forage.

Il est fait etat enfin des resultats excellents
acquis avec la methode de forage a air comprime
pour la recherche de vapeur, essayee pour execution
de sondages d'exploration a profondeur moyenne.

Execution des puits

Pour l'execution de puits d'exploitation, on emploie
des installations rotary de type moderne, permettant
d'atteindre des profondeurs de I 200/2 000 m. L'au
teur indique la nature et la puissance des formations
geologiques que l'on traverse, et leurs caracteristiques
lithologiques.

Les problemes d'execution sont consideres par
rapport au systeme d'exploitation du champ vapo
rifere, Il est fait etat des profils adoptes a Larderello.

L'auteur souligne tout particulierernent l'irnpor
tance qu'ont les operations de cimentation des
tubages et signale les divers types de ciment employes,

Il decrit les differentes operations de tamponnement
des fractures steriles beantes qui empechent souvent
la poursuite des forages.

Equipement des puits

Ces moyens sont eux aussi peu differents des
moyens mis en ceuvre pour les puits de petrole.
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L'auteur decrit ceux qui sont adoptes pour les
tubages de production et pour le materiel de surface
pour la protection contre les eruptions subites.

M'ise en production et [ermeiure des sondages

11 est parle de l'eruption controlee, et description
est faite des modalites de mise en production.
Il est fait allusion aux differentes phases d'eruption,
a la fermeture des puits pour le rel eve de toutes
les donnees qui caracterisent le fluide : pression
au fond, debits et temperatures aux differentes
pressions de distribution par rapport au contenu gaz.

Courbe caracteristique. Pression d'utilisation de la
vapeur pour la production d' energie electrique.
Exploitation d'un champ de oapeur

Avec la courbe caracteristique debitjpression d'un
certain nombre de puits productifs et a I'aide des
autres elements dont il a ete question precedemment,
on est en possession de toutes les donnees necessaires
permettant de preciser le critere le plus rationnel
a suivre dans 1'exploitation d'un champ de vapeur.
Il est fait allusion aux criteres de demarrage d'une

etude menee, appuyee et confirmee par des donnees
experirnentales, portant sur l'utilisation de la vapeur
a des pressions plus elevees dans un champ du type
Larderello. On arrive a conclure que l'exploitation
a des pressions approchant de 40-45 p. 100 la
pression existant au fond du champ assure, entre
autres, un accroissement de la production de kW.

Certains autres avantages devraient se situer dans
la possibilite d'executer des sondages avec des dia
metres plus petits (et cela contrairement a ce qui
est necessair« pour 1'exploitation a basse pression).
On peut en dire autant pour les conduites d'amenee
(pipelines) de la vapeur aux turbines - turbines
de dimensions moins grandes; tout cela rapporte
aux installations actuelles en exploitation a la societe
Larderello, S.p.A., qui est en train de realiser par
degres et avec methode les resultats fournis par
ladite etude.

Cout des sondages

11 est fait etat des calculs des couts de deux types
de sondage; un d' exploitation a la profondeur de
1 000 m et 1'autre d'exploration a 600 m.
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METHODS OF EXPLOITATION OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
AND THE EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

(Translation of the foregoing paper)

Remo Contini *

Except for a series of problems entirely new in
the mining field, we may say that, generally speaking,

This paper discusses the problems presented by
the drilling of production wells for the natural steam
deposits of Tuscany. For this reason, we shall refer
specifically to the saturated, and for the most part
superheated, fluid used in the power stations operated
by Larderello, S.p.A. (1).

This programme includes the number of wells,
their siting, their depth and their spacing. In this
respect, it should be remembered that an oil or gas
field is comparable to a reservoir of definite dimen
sions and that, consequently, a genuine programme
can be prepared for work on the larger part of
the mineralized area localized by preliminary studies
and exploration drilling.

On the other hand, when a natural steam field
is to be tapped, it is impossible to determine in
advance either the dimensions of the deposit or the
quantity of steam it contains, owing to the origin
of the fluid and to the fact that the steam ascends
on fault lines, which are naturally difficult to localize.
Consequently, the programme of operations must
depend on the results of the current test drilling
which, even in a blocked-out mineralized zone,
always presents the basically hazardous picture of
exploration drilling (2).

The indications for siting are provided by the
results of the geological and geophysical studies,
as well as by the correlations of the test drilling
already performed in this area. As we shall explain
elsewhere, in the zones exploited by Larderello, S.p.A.,
the electrical method has proved to be particularly
useful. The spacing of the wells depends on the cha
racteristics of the deposit; Larderello, S.p.A., applies,
in principle, the criterion of spacing the wells 400
500 metres apart. The depth, which depends on
the thickness of the impermeable cap rock, ranges
from a minimum of 300 m to a maximum of 1 600 m.

The drilling programme

Method and problems of drilling

* Engineer. Larderello, S.p.A., Pisa, Italy.

the technique of drilling in natural steam fields is
not too different from that praticed in drilling for
oil and gas. The same drilling rigs, the same equip
ment and the same organization constitute the basis
for exploiting these two subsurface sources of energy.

Owing to the position of the geothermal fluid
in the earth, and to its characteristically high
temperature, the utilization of natural steam deposits
raises numerous problems whose solution has de
manded special study and long experience. Highly
specialized technicians and engineers are consequently
required (3).

The geothermal gradients found during drilling,
whether in impermeable cover formations consisting
of thick strata of shaly clays, or in the producing layers,
which may be cavernous limestones of anhydrite
type (at a steady temperature of about 200-240oq ,
or Permian quartzites, sometimes fractured, are all
abnormal, since the usual temperature increments
are combined with other increments due to the
diffusion of the underlying heat, and to the infiltration
of small amounts of steam that cannot be indus
trially exploited, which may be encountered at
higher levels before meeting the main productive
fracture.

DRILLING MUDS

On the basis of our experience, we may say that
the most suitable mud for drilling in formations
with abnormally high geothermal gradients is a mud
with a water base and a mixture of natural clay
and bentonite as its colloidal constituents. The
respective quantities of the two constituents used
in preparing fresh circulating mud is about 135
150 kg of natural quarried clay and 60-80 kg of
bentonite per cubic metre of water.

Before treating with clay and bentonite, the
mixture water is treated with inorganic chemical
fluidizers (of the type of sodium tripolyphosphate)
or organic fluidizers (of the type of quebracho or
sodium tannate) to obtain the greatest possible
dispersion, in the liquid medium, of the colloidal
particles .of the two main constituents.

When the preparation of the drilling mud has been
completed, the chemical and physical properties of
the mud are checked, so that they can be corrected,
if necessary. The most frequent corrections in this

111
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continuous drilling without stopping as soon as the
contaminating strata have been passed.

CEMENTS

The casing should be cemented with particular
care. Consequently, one must first of all have a
cement with properties ensuring adequate resistance
in a high-temperature environment. The firm Ital
cementi of Bergamo, after considerable laboratory
studies, have succeeded in producing three types
of cement with the properties given in tables 1 and 2.

Contamination of the cements

After the cement has set, we proceed to wash it
with water without recycling. If the check before
beginning the drilling with the mud shows it is a
trifle too high, this will indicate that cement is still
present in the mud. In such cases the mud will be
corrected with sodium bicarbonate, NaC03 , or with
acid sodium pyrophosphate, Na 2HzPZ07 (disodium
dihydrogen pyrophosphate). The use of one of these
correctives or the other depends on the temperature
of the drilling mud, since the complex phosphates
decompose at about 65°C, and such decomposition
will cause undesirable effects.

150
210
270

Minimum pumping
time

(minutes)

65
93
93

Test temperature

150
200
200

Table 1. Pumping tests

Type

A.
B.
C.

THERMAL EXPANSION OF THE CASING

Production casing is in general only partially
cemented, that is, to about the level of the shoe
of the last casing run into the well. Under these
conditions, the production casing undergoes conti
nuous tensile and compressive stresses during drilling,
owing to the progressive rise in temperature and
to the cooling due to the frequent removal and re
placement of the drilling string. It is consequently
necessary to position the head of the casing so as
to permit its free thermal elongation.

Figure 1 illustrates this case. The anchor casing
1 bears in the inside, at its upper end, the steel
ring 2, whose function is to keep the casing 3
centered, and to serve, if necessary, as a casing
stop ring in shortenings. On the outer part of 1 is
clamped the junction flange with the joint 5,
in which the head 4 can freely slide for a length
corresponding to the linear thermal expansion of the
casing 3 in proportion to which the height of the
connection 5 is fixed. At the head of the production
casing is applied a sleeve with a conical opening
to protect it during the frequent operations of intro
duction of the drill.

Contamination by clay

At the beginning of drilling, the most common
alteration is due to clays that tend to make mud
by becoming dispersed in the aqueous phase of the
suspension. We also encounter increases in viscosity,
thixotropy and density, which may be eliminated
by adding water or fluidizing agents, according to
the particular case.

The most frequent contaminations are due to the
presence of clay, anhydrite and gypsum.

CONTAMINATION AND CORRECTION

OF THE DRILLING MUD

Contamination with anhydrite and gypsum

These contaminations occur customarily in forma
tions of anhydrite type, and result immediately in
the flocculation of the drilling mud, which becomes
completely inadequate, followed by sudden and
great increases in its viscosity, its thixotropy, its
filter loss and its filter cake. Consequently, whenever
possible, it is well to heat the mud in advance in
order to prevent this. The system of preventive
modification employed by us is to treat the mud
with 5 kg of barium carbonate, BaC03 , per cubic
metre of drilling mud, and to deflocculate the mud
with sodium tannate. This precaution permits

initial phase of drilling mud preparation are in
general made by adding sodium carboxymethyl
cellulose to reduce the filter loss.

The finished drilling mud, prepared as indicated
above, should have the average physical and chemical
properties prescribed by the A.P.!. standards, observ
ing other precautions which will now be men
tioned.

Density. This must be held at the lowest initial
values, since enrichment in solids will occur during
passage through the clay-shale stratum, bringing the
density up to 1 300 kg/litre.

Viscosity. \Ve have observed that a value of
18 seconds Marsh (1500-500) is the most suitable
viscosity to keep mud properties at values ensuring
the least trouble in drilling - trouble due to the
dehydration of the colloidal constituents as a
result of the elevated temperature.

Gel strength. This must be held as low as possible.
An elevated gel strength near high-temperature zones
results in rapid dehydration of the colloidal consti
tuents, followed by the formation of semi-rigid
plastic plugs behind the drill head.

Filter loss. The filter loss must be held down to
about 16 cc A.P.!. to avoid marked deterioration
of the colloidal characteristics of the constituents
of drilling mud as a result of evaporation during
circulation in the surface basin and channel systems.

Filter cake. This must not be more than 3 mm
thick.
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Table 2. Resistance test
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Resistance on mortar with 40 per cent iuater

Type
Test temperature

Tensile strength, kg/cm 2 afler several days Compressiue strength, kglcm 2 after severaldays

A.
B
C.

'F

150
160
160

'C

66
71
71

22
15
10

2

25
20
20

30
25
27

130
200

90

2

200
250
150

350
280
250

The high temperature demands still other precau
tions and measures, but we shall mention only a few.

Use of special rubber grades for the packings
and the pistons of the drilling mud pumps, for the
shields of the drill stems, for the packings of the
valve flanges, for the cementing plugs, etc.

During the special operations performed in the
well, materials of cast iron or aluminium must not
be employed, since they are liable to a hardening
action which prevents milling (entering arch in
lost casing, etc.).

As for the drilling systems, the conventional
system with circulation of clay-base mud and rotary
rigs is generally employed.

Larderello, S.p.A., has tried out a rather recent
system, that of drilling with circulating compressed
air instead of drilling mud. Employed in exploration
drilling for steam, it has shown considerable economic
advantages (4).

We have, finally, also tried directional drilling,
but without success, owing to the elevated tempera
ture of the medium, which precludes the use of film
for surveying the orientation and the inclination
of the deviated part of the well.

Drilling the wells

In the steam-bearing region of Tuscany, the drilling
equipment used consists of rotary rigs, rated to drill
from 1 200 to 2 000 m, operated by electric motors
for which we use electric conduits passing through
the producing zones.

The formations through which we drilled belonged
to three different geological systems:

The surface strata of the system termed clay shale,
of thickness ranging from about 200 to about 800 m,
formed of clay and of limestone blocks of varying
dimensions, sometimes highly siliceous;

Those of the underlying formation, termed the
anhydrite series, varying in thickness from several
tens to several hundreds of metres, formed of frac
tured dolomitic limestones in which the steam is
localized;

Finally, the Permian formation, consisting of
argillaceous schists and of quartzites which are
sometimes fractured and steam bearing, whose
thickness, up to now unknown, has been explored
only in part.

During the passage of the drill through the first
formation, owing to the heterogeneous character of
the strata, it is very easy for the well to deviate
from the vertical, especially if the drilling is done
with strong pressure on the drill, as customary in
homogeneous strata. In an attempt to improve the
progress of the drilling, we have made tests based
during the initial period on drilling with a smaller
drill, in order to get a high ratio between the diameter
of the drill collar and the diameter of the hole,
which, among other things, also resulted in a high
speed of ascent of the drilling mud. Successively,
the widening of this borehole, which we term "the
guide bore", is performed by means of appropriate
reamers formed by a series of milling cutters entirely
similar to those of rock bits. The results up to now
must be considered very encouraging.

The limestones of the shaly clays, the dolomitic
limestones, and the quartzites are so hard and have
so intense an abrasive action, that one must use
drills with conical cutters with teeth made of a
highly resistant material, and with reinforced tooth
profiles.

As already stated, the operations take place in
the same way as those for oil and gas exploration;
and it would consequently be superfluous to go
into detail about them. But the problems we shall
now discuss, on the contrary, do deserve particular
mention.

CASING PROFILES

In drilling operating wells for oil and gas, a single
type of profile is usually employed, which merely
varies the casing thickness, according to the depth
to be reached. This is because, for better conservation
of the deposits, the distribution of this fluid must be
achieved under pressure, and consequently with
small diameters. On the contrary, in the case of
natural steam, the casing profile should be so estab
lished as to allow maximum flow, in the light of
the properties of the deposit.

A natural steam deposit may have properties
that permit drilling with casing profiles sufficient
to provide a maximum flow of fluid, which would
yield considerable economic advantage. The "opti
mum" diameter may be determined by a technique
which we shall briefly describe (5).

From the section of casing in which the steam
conditions are known, we calculate, on successive
small parts, the changes of entropy and enthalpy
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between the initial and final sections of each portion,
plotting the values obtained on a Mollier diagram.
These points will determine a line representing the
steam conditions along the casing, a line with a
certain analogy with the Fanno lines for horizontal
casings, with a more pronounced inclination.

As an example, calculating by this method the
yield of two wells of the same deposit, 800 m deep,
with production casing of respective diameters 150
and 320 mm, we have:

(a) In a deposit with a well-bottom pressure
of 9 ata and an operating wellmouth pressure of
5 ata, the ratio of the respective flow-rates G is:

G2/G1 = 115

(b) In a deposit with a well-bottom pressure of
32 ata and an operating wellmouth pressure of
7 ata, we have:

G' 21 c, = 1/6
These ratios show the advantage of the systematic

use of large-diameter profiles, especially during the
exploitation phase, but it should be noted that:

The ratios calculated above obtain when the well
bottom pressures remain constant when the well
itself enters into production, which is the same
thing as saying when the strata between the source
proper and the well-bottom are highly permeable,
with a negligible resistance to the inflow of steam
to the well bottom.

+--l:-1f-------l3

1

Figure 1. Casing head in a natural-steam production well
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The capacity of the steam source must be greater
than the maximum flow that can be produced by
the section of the well.

On the other hand, the calculation of the economic
advantage of the choice of casing profile should be
based primarily on elements of mining character
and, more precisely, of tectonic character. We shall
now explain what we mean by this.

It is well known that the zones of greatest interest
for steam exploration are the zones of intersection
between strata permeable naturally or by fissuration,
and the fractured zones of fault surfaces. It is
likewise known that the highest productivity occurs
either at the points of inflection of the directrices
of the fault surfaces, or at the points where two
systems of conjugated fault surfaces meet (that is,
perpendicular or almost so, or at any rate, inclined,
each with respect to the other) which form veritable
chimneys through which the maximum production
is obtained.

It is thus in the presence of the conditions we
have just stated that casing profiles of the greater
diameter allowed by drilling technique should be
adopted.

Still referring to the casing profiles, one rule to
be followed without restriction is to achieve an
increase of the section of the upper terminal part
of the production casing, transforming it into a
telescopic profile, and recovering its upper part
at the level of the overlap with the preceding part.
In this way, we not only recover some of the casing,
but also obtain a stream flow considerably higher
than what would be obtained at constant diameter.
Indeed, the line of transformation on the thermo
dynamic diagrams (i, s) (0C) rejoins the vertical
course, that is, the speed of sound, in the sections
closer to those of the wellmouth than in the case
of constant-section casing.

In the zones exploited by Larderello, S.p.A.,
various profiles are used according to the character
istics of the steam deposits. In general, however,
the most frequently utilized profiles are as follows:

For wells to a depth of 600 m, we drill with rock-bits
23 inches in diameter for about 60-80 m. We then
drill with the 19t in. bit down to 400 m (assumed
contact with the Rhaetian stage) to introduce
the 171 in. casing, which is cemented all the way
up to the surface. Finally we drill with a diameter
of 16 in., until possibly the entire productive stratum
has been covered.

For deeper wells, after cementing the 171 in.
casing, run as the surface section, we pas~ thro~gh

the cap rock formation to run the 13i m. caslll.g
in contact with the producing stratum, and cement It
partially, that is, up to several tens of metres from
the end of the last casing. Drilling is continuous,
passing through the producing stratum with the
12-inch casing.

CEMENTING THE CASINGS

Two types of cement are used: common quick
setting cement for casing through strata of low

geothermal gradient, and the other cement already
mentioned; termed "Geocem", it is used in places
of high temperature.

We shall not describe in detail the operation of
cementing, since this procedure is entirely similar
to that used in oil and gas wells. We shall confine
ourselves to indicating the need for energetic cooling
immediately after cementing, by pumping water
into the well without recovering it; this will serve
to assure the maximum hardening of the cement.

Cementing must be perfect, with the object of
ensuring the formation of a cement ring with no
discontinuities and of uniform thickness, and above
all avoiding the canalization of the cement. In the
case of discontinuous cementing, the great tempera
ture changes caused by the initial flush production
of a well with steam at 240°C will put the casing
under compressive stress of the order of several tons
per cm- of surface, which will naturally lead to its
rupture.

PLUGGING OF STERILE FRACTURES

Sterile fractures are met everywhere during drilling
through fractured limestones and through sandstone
strata. The plugging methods employed vary with
the amount of absorption.

For absorptions of the order of one m 3/h, plugging
material of various kinds is used: vegetable fibre,
mica flakes, cellophane bands, etc. The operation is
accomplished by bypassing the drilling mud by
means of a vibrating screen, after removal of the
aspirating pump filter.

When the absorption is about 3 m3/h, it is necessary
to have recourse to cementing with a mixture of
cement and about 6 per cent of bentonite.

A final case, which occurs rather frequently,
is that of the total loss of circulation of the drilling
mud. Here we operate with a mortar of heavy
plaster-oil. The average proportions used are. as
follows: gas-oil 1 litre, plaster 1 200 kg, emulsI~er

2 per cent. This gives 1 430 litres of mortar, density
1 500 kg/litre, and viscosity 12 poises. The purpose
of the gas-oil is to provide a fluid medium of trans
portation to carry the plaster from the well-bottom
to the level of the fracture, and to make the plaster
inert during the operation. At the well bottom,
a certain level of water is maintained, the water
being introduced by a lateral orifice at ~ellmou~h.
The receiver containing the mortar, provided WIth
a piston that stops at the bottom, will permit the
mortar to leave the receiver under the action of
the piston. The agitation produced by the mortar
on leaving the receiver is sufficient to cause a first
separation of the gas-oil from the plaster and to
guarantee a first contact between the plaster and
the water. The plug so formed can be drilled again
about fifteen hours later.

Well equipment

This equipment differs little from that used in oil
and gas wells. We have already mentioned the types
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-
Figure 2. Christmas-tree with central valve and preventer at a natural-steam production well

of rock drills, and the equipment of the upper end
of the production casing. We may add now that
immediately after the introduction of the last casing,
a device to prevent sudden blow-outs is placed
at the wellmouth. This device differs from the Christ
mas-tree used for oil wells only in its dimensions
(figure 2) : large diameters and thicknesses for pres
sures not over 50 atm.

Putting a well into production
and shutting it down (6)

Initial flush flow is usually under control, except in
cases where the hydrostatic pressure in the well is
lower than that of the steam-bearing stratum. There
are two cases of controlled flush flow:

A well that has first lost its circulation is left
in a state of rest, that is, the indroduction of water
without recycle is suspended. The gases contained
in the steam will then be liberated, emulsifying
the liquid, and, since the pressure decreases, flush
flow will occur.

When the action of the gases does not cause flush
flow, whether on account of the low gas content
of the steam, or on account of the excessive hydro
static load, the flush flow must be stimulated
by lightening the liquid column by means of a
piston.

Once the gusher phase, with its ejection of mud
and debris, has terminated, before proceeding with
appropriate instrumentation to measure the flow
rate, the pressure and the temperature, the well is
allowed to drain until dry steam appears.

After these measurements have been made, while
waiting for the construction of the duct connecting
the well with the power station, the well is shut
down by means of the central valve and the well
mouth pressure is taken from time to time, thus
giving, besides the weight of the column of steam
and gas, the pressure in the deposit.

Here, too, as with a methane well, the flow-time
curve consists of a phase of high production (flush
production) followed by a phase of stabilized pro
duction (settled production).
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Figure 3. Steam well in gusher flow
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Days

Cost of drilling the well

For drilling the well . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 96
For cementing, measurements and production tests 24
For erecting and dismantling the shop, and its transfer 13

TOTAL 133

of the quantity that would be obtained with a free
orifice. In conclusion, in operating a deposit of
natu~al steam under pressure, one should have sub
stantial advantages, among which are the following:

There will b~ agreat economy of steam per kWh;
The well will be of small diameter, that is, of

standard type for petroleum exploration;
T~e du.cts connecting the well with the power

station WIll be of smaller size'
The turbine will be smaller' than those now in

operation;
Rational e~~loitati(:m of a deposit under high

pressure conditions will be achieved.
~he ab~)Ve points have been, I repeat, the object

of intensive research based on observations made
in the Larderello field, and have consequently led
Larderello, S.p.A., gradually to put into practice
the positive results obtained.

9

5
11

6
6.5

16.5

5
29

10
2

5300000
1000000

5100000

Lire Per cent

3100000
3500000
9000000
2600000
6400000

55000000 100

3000000
16000000

Access roads to the shop, founda
tions, water piping

Labour costs
Transportation of installations,

equipment, and expendable
material

Drill bits and core lifters
Covering pipes
Drilling mud and cement
Motive power .
Maintenance, repairs, and replace

ments
Surveys and controls in the well .
Taxes, insurance, and unforeseen

items

Cost of wells

The cost. of wells depends on many elements,
~ome of which vary, sometimes considerably, accord
mg to topography, labour costs, the nature of the
s~rata to be drilled, the depth to be reached, the
diameter of the casing, and the kind of fluid to be
tapped.

With reference to the steam-bearing zones ex
ploited by Larderello, S.p.A., we shall show how
the cost of two types of boreholes are calculated.

COST OF A PRODUCING WELL 1 000;\1 DEEP

Dr~lling with a truck-mounted rotary rig, rated
to dnll to 1200-1500 metres. Depth to be reached
1 000 metres.

Ca~ing profile of average type: surface casing,
131 m. for 100 metres; production casing, 9i in.
for 850 metres.

Monthly progress 250-300 metres.
Duration of work:

Characteristic curve. Utilization pressure of
steam for generating electric energy. Tapping
a virgin natural steam deposit

The characteristic flow-pressure curve of a natural
steam well is represented by an equation approaching
that of an ellipse, and is plotted by taking the
measured values of the flow at the wellmouth at
various pressures until stabilization.

As for the working pressure of the steam, we note
again that what has previously been said on the
necessity of using large diameters for utilizing the
maximum flows applies only to the case where
the steam is used in the low-pressure turbines
(4.5-5 ata) of the power stations now operating
at Larderello (7).

As a result of recent studies based on experimental
data, we have reached the conclusion that for deposits
of the Larderello type with an initial pressure of
30-32 atm, a working pressure of about 40-45 per cent
of the pressure at the bottom of the steam field
should be adopted.

We shall now briefly mention the first considera
tions that moved Larderello, S.p.A., to face this
problem (8).

In the case of an influx of compressible fluids
through a casing of constant diameter, assuming
the transformations to be exothermic, the flow rate
is given by the formula

Q = K .Jp2m - p2v

where pm is the upstream pressure and pv the down
stream pressure, K, which is a coefficient determined
among other things by the geometrical characteristics
of the piping, may be interpreted as being the
quantity of steam produced in 24 hours, expressed
in certain units of measurement, when the absolute
pressure upstream is equal to 1 and the pressure
downstream is equal to 0 absolute. If we select
a unit of length such that K = 1, then:

Q = .Jp2m- pv
Assuming the upstream pressure to be constant,
the flow will be a function of pv alone, that is,
of the downstream pressure. Let pm = R = constant;
let the flow Q = X, and let the downstream pressure
pv = y. Then we shall have:

X = .JR2- y2
that is, the equation of a circle. Plotting these values
on two Cartesian axes, X for the abscissal (Q)
andy for the ordinates (pv), we find that for X = 0,
y = R = pressure with duct closed; for y = pv =
t pm, the flow becomes X = R cos 30° = 0.866 R.
This means that, with a 50 per cent decline in pressure,
we shall have a flow of 0.866 R with respect to the
maximum theoretical flow that would be obtained
with an absolute vacuum downstream.

This amounts to saying that by controlling the
production of a natural-steam well at a pressure
of about 50 per cent of the initial pressure of the
deposit, this well will be able to furnish 85 per cent
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48
12
5

9 5/8 in.
6 5/8 in.

ESTIMATED COST OF AN EXPLORATION WELL
600 M DEEP, WITH EQUIPMENT MOUNTED ON TRUCK

Depth, 600 metres
Casing: metres 50,

metres 500,

Duration of drilling, days
Stoppages (various). days
Transfer of shops, days .

Amortization

Truck-mounted rotary rig, rated to drill to 1 500
metres, complete with engine, pump, drilling rods,
apparatus, laboratory for examination of muds and
gases, etc.:

175 000 000 lire in five years at 6 per
cent . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41 500000 lire/year.

Apportioned share of amortization for
133 working days 15400000 lire

The above calculation may also be made in the
following ways:

Amortization in 1 500 working days (5 years X 300
working days per year);

Amortization in four. calendar years.

Operating costs of local management

Zone management, having jurisdiction of a group
of shops comprising: chief of zone, employees,
workshop and warehouse. Costs of management,
amortization of equipment, and miscellaneous ex
penses: 100 000 lire/day.

Total per well . . 1 350 000 lire

Expense

Roads, foundations, water piping
Labour .
Transportation of installations and

other material
Drills and core lifters
Casing
Mud and cement . .
Motive power . . . .
Maintenance and repairs, includ-

ing necessary materials
Measurements on well . . . .
Taxes, insurance, miscellaneous

Lire

2000000
5850000

350000
1 500000
3200000
1000000
1 050000

2400000
600000

2050000

20000000

Per cent

10
29

2
8

16
5
5

12
3

10

100

Assuming that this exploration drilling is performed
in an isolated zone, and taking account of the relevant
overhead expense, the cost per linear metre rises
to about 45000 lire.

Overhead expenses

Research, salaries of personnel, miscellaneous,
etc. Total .

Recapitulation of costs

Total of the above items

10 250 000 lire

82 000 000 lire

Amortization of the installation

40000 lire/day X 65 days 2 600 000 lire
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Summary

This paper discusses development problems in
natural steam fields, with special reference to
Tuscany, where Larderello, S.p.A., has had many
years of active experience in exploration, develop
ment, utilization of geothermal energy, and extraction
of chemicals from geothermal fluid.

Drilling programmes

The author notes the difference between the
development of a steam field and that of an oil or
gas field, and the difficulty of establishing a drilling
programme in the case of natural steam, since it
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must be decided by the results obtained as test
drilling progresses.

Drilling methods and problems

The drilling technique, on the whole, differs very
little from that in general use in oil exploration.
New problems are listed and some of the more
important ones described: (1) treatment of muds
subjected to the marked and frequently occurring
deterioration caused by high temperatures and the
presence of clays, anhydrites, chalks and residual
cement from the casing cementing; (2) linear expan
sion of production when the well begins to flow;
(3) choice of cement type in relation to temperature.
An account is given of solutions adopted for these
problems.

Stress is laid' on the need for special types of
rubber, capable of withstanding high temperatures,
both for use in the borehole and for surface equip
ment.

The author warns against the use of cast iron or
aluminium for special purposes in the well, since
these materials are so hardened by high temperatures
that it is difficult to recover or destroy them.

The equipment against blowouts includes a
combined wellhead Christmas tree and blowout
preventer, with dimensions slightly increased.

Larderello, S.p.A., has experimented with direc
tional drilling, but without satisfactory results, as
the high temperature makes it difficult to use films
to determine the direction and inclination of the
hole.

Lastly, mention is made of the excellent results
obtained with air drilling in steam exploration, as
tested in medium-depth trial b.orings.

Development drilling

Development drilling was carried out with modern
rotary rigs rated to drill 1200-2000 m. An account
is given of the nature, thickness and lithological
characteristics of the geological formations pene
trated.

The casing problem is considered in relation to
the development programme of a steam field, and
the profiles adopted at Larderello are given.

The importance of the cementing operations is
stressed and the various types of cement are described.

An account is given of the various cement squeeze
jobs necessary in lost-circulation zones of fractures
which frequently hinder drilling progress.

Well equipment

This, too, differs little from that used in oil-wells.
Production casings and surface equipment for
blowout prevention are described.

Production phase and shuidtnnn. of a well

Mention is made of blowout control, and the
completion methods are described. The various
flush-flow phases are described, together with the
shut-down of the boreholes to obtain all data on
the fluid characteristics: bottom pressure vs. flow,
and temperature at various delivery pressures vs.
gas content.

Characteristic curve - working pressure of steam in
generation of electricity - exploitation of field

The characteristic flow-pressure curve, together
with the other data just mentioned, provide all the
information necessary for planning the rational
exploitation of a steam field. A study on the utiliza
tion of steam at higher pressures in a Larclerello-type
field is described, and basic principles and experi
mental data are discussed. The author concludes
that the adoption of pressures around 40-45 per cent
of pressure at the bottom of the field results, inter
alia, in increased output.

Other advantages are the possibility of using
exploration holes of smaller diameter impracticable
in low-pressure development, and smaller pipe for
steam transmission from wellmouth to turbine, and
smaller turbines. All this refers to the equipment
now used by Larderello, S.p.A., which is now gra
dually putting the results of this research into
practice.

Borehole costs

Calculations are given for the costs of two types
of borehole: namely, one development hole 1 000 m
deep, and one exploration hole 600 m deep.
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GEOTHERMAL DRll.LING PRACTICES AT WAIRAKEI, NEW ZEALAND

S. B. Craig*

All drilling at Wairakei has utilized rotary equip
ment exclusively. In the early stages of the project,
light truck-mounted units drilled 4 in. exploration
holes to a depth of 1 500 It, and also drilled some
6 in. production bores.' Although these light rigs
are still used occasionally to drill medium-depth
exploratory holes, they operate now mainly as
workover rigs for servicing production bores.

Current production bores are all of 8 in. diameter,
and are drilled with a T 12 rig which can drill, if
required, to depths of 4000 ft. Two of these rigs
are available, and are used for deep exploratory
drilling as well as production drilling.

Rock formations

The following strata are found in the Wairakei
production field at present being developed (depths
are approximate only).

o to 100 ft: Pumice sands, gravels with ash
layers, unconsolidated.

100 ft to 250 ft : Volcanic tuffs and breccias.
250 ft to 550 ft: Huka formation, mainly siltstones

and mudstones, with sandstone and breccia layers.
550 ft to 2 100 ft: Firm breccias with occasional

mudstone bands. Hard andesite intrusions in some
areas.

2100 ft to unknown depths: Ignimbrite, fairly
hard and dense.

The location of a bore is sited, in conjunction
with geologists from the Department of Scientific
and Industrial Research (DSIR), to meet the junc
tion of a fault and the top of the ignimbrite at
depth, where best production is generally found.

Appreciable heat and pressure are usually encoun
tered for the first time immediately below the
relatively impermeable Huka mudstones. The second,
or anchor, casing string terminates at a depth of
50 ft to 100 ft in this formation (figure 1).

and 5). The cellar, of reinforced concrete, measures
10 ft X 8 ft X 10 ft deep internally. The 10 ft
depth is necessary to accommodate wellhead equip
ment when a bore is in production. A stairway and
a floor level channel drain provide exits; gravity
drainage is desirable. Easy exits are necessary in
case of an escape of steam, gas or hot water into
the cellar. Concrete aprons are tied into the cellar
walls at ground level.

The area around the cellar is cement grouted
over a diameter of 60 ft to depths ranging from
100 ft at the cellar to 50 ft at the perimeter of the
grouted area. The grouting stabilises the uncon
solidated pumice overburden, the normal bearing
capacity of which is ! ton per sq It, but cellar design
calculations do not allow for any increase in the
! ton value. The grouting also acts as a barrier
to the eruption of steam and hot water in the cellar
vicinity.

Drilling rig and equipment

T 12 drill rig

This rig, mounted on a semi-trailer, has a 95 ft
telescopic hinged mast of 80-ton capacity, and is
powered by a 120 hp diesel engine with torque
convertor (see figures 2, 6, 7 and 8). Drive to the
draw-works and rotary table is by roller chain.

The draw-works consists essentially of a large
hoisting drum, around which is spooled a steel cable.
The cable is strung around the sheaves of a crown
block and of the travelling block, providing, in
effect, a large block and tackle assembly to support,
raise and lower the drilling string. Catheads on the
draw-works provide power to makeup or break
strings of drill pipe and casing.

The rotary table contains the Kelly bushing,
which imparts the drive to the drill string by way
of the Kelly (a square section drill pipe always
located at the top of the string).

Wellhead cellars

Two months before a well is drilled, a rectangular
wellhead cellar is constructed to support the weight
of the T 12 drill rig and its sub-structure (figures 2

* Senior Engineer, Ministry of Works, Wairakei, New Zealand.
1 N ate : When sizes of drill pipe or casing are given in this paper,

the reference is to the outside diameter, or OD. The abbreviation
API means American Petroleum Institute. The words "bore"
and "well" are synonymous.

Mud pumps

Equipment consists of two large pumps which
have 120 hp diesel engines and one smaller pump
of 65 hp capacity. Up to 450 gallons per minute
can be pumped by each of the larger pumps, and
discharge pressures up to 1 000 lb. per sq in. are
made possible by fitting smaller diameter liners
and pistons. For extra pumping capacity one pump
has twin engines. In addition to handling mud and

121
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Figure 1. Casing layout and geological formations
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water, the pumps deal with cement slurry when
casing is being cemented down the well.

A ncillary equipment

Other equipment consists of mud tanks; shale
shakers (fine mesh vibrating screens to remove rock
cuttings and sand from the mud before it is re
circulated down the hole); a cooling tower effective
over a range of approximately 20°C; jet mixers for
cement slurry and bentonite; casing and pipe racks;
and a generator/compressor house.

All possible equipment is skid mounted for ease
of handling and manoeuvring into position.

Drilling string

In 8 in. production wells, 6% in. drill pipe is used
until the surface and anchor holes have been drilled,
i.e., to a depth of 350 to 400 ft. The remainder of
the well is drilled using 3t in. drill pipe with internal
flush (IF) bore to provide adequate hydraulic
efficiency.

The drilling string is hollow throughout its length,
and is normally made up of a bit, a float valve,
drill collars, drill pipe and the Kelly (figure 3).
Drill collars are similar to drill pipes but are larger
in diameter and heavier. The Kelly is square in
section to enable torque to be transmitted to it by
the square Kelly bushing in the rotary table. At
the top of the Kelly is a swivel connection to the
mud hose; there is also a bail to hang the whole
assembly on the hook below the travelling block.

The weight of the drill collars on the bit supplies
the required pressure for drilling; the weight of
the drill pipe is kept suspended by the drilling line.
The tension of the drilling line, a function of the
weight of the entire drill string, is recorded on a
weight indicator located immediately in front of
the driller.

Preventer equipment

Control during drilling is achieved by a blowout
preventer (BOP), control gates and a valve on the
wellhead. The cellar and sub-structure are necessary
to accommodate this equipment and interconnecting
spools (figures 2 and 3).

A standard wellhead consists of a drilling-through
valve fitted to the casing head, then a twin control
gate unit and a BOP on top. The valve allows the
well to be closed in when no tools are down the
hole.

The twin gate unit contains two independent
horizontal gates, each of which is split in half. On
the face of each half are semicircular rubber rams
which can fit around the drill-pipe stem, drill collars
or casing. During drilling, one set of gates has rams
suitable to pack around the drill-pipe stem; the
other has rams to suit drill collar pack-off. When

2 Note: All levels quoted in this section are relative to KeIIy
datum (or K-D) which is the top of the rotary table. Depths
arc approximate.

casing is being run into the hole, casing rams are
fitted. Blind rams to close the bore completely can
also be used. The screw feed to each half gate is
actuated by an air-motor with standby manual
control.

The BOP contains a rubber packing element
which can adapt itself to close, either around any
item in the drill string, or around casing. It can
close off completely. The packing element can be
eased off to permit the drill string to be either
rotated or stripped through the unit. Operation is
hydraulic. Controls for the BOP and control gates
are installed beside the driller for immediate use in
an emergency.

Drilling and casing of bores

Current production bores are drilled and cased as
shown in figure l,2 The surface casing hole is usually
drilled with water as the circulating fluid. Casing
is run and cemented through a cementing head on
top of the casing. A plug is pumped down the casing
to expel the cement slurry into the casing annulus.
After a hardening period of 12 hours the wellhead,
consisting of a drilling-through valve and preventer
equipment, is assembled; the cementing plug and
slurry below it are drilled out, using water; mud
is now introduced and drilling continues with a
17 in. bit to 385 ft KD. The 13i in. casing is then
run to 380 ft KD, and cemented.

The sequence of drilling ahead, and runnin~ ~nd

cementing casing, continues to 1 600 ft KD. Drilling
is completed when ignimbrite is found at dep~hs

of 2 000 to 2 200 ft. This rock is identified by taking
a 5 ft core, and finally slotted liner is run and set
on bottom.

Cementing of casing

Centralisers centre the casing at approximately
100 ft intervals to provide a uniform annulus for
slurry. Each string has a casing shoe, an?- a float
collar at the first joint up. The cementing plug,
pumped down to expel cement slurry, bottoms on
the float collar. Before cementing begins, mud is
circulated steadily to reduce returned mud tempera
tures to 40°-45°C if possible.

A cement slurry weighing 110 lb per cubic. ft is
mixed in a jet hopper at a rate of one ton per minute,
and pumped down the well at .180 gpm.. Slurry
additives are 3 per cent bentomte by weIght. of
cement to give colloidal properties, a I;enetratlllg
agent such as "Cheecol", and a retarder If. the h.ole
is hot. Perlite, mica flakes and cellophane circulation
loss materials can also be added.

If cement slurry breaks into the formations, it
then becomes necessary to rely on the back filling
operation down the annu~us ~or an ad.equate cement
job. Generally this operation IS a topping-up process,
even though it is done under pressure.

It is understandable that a well conditioned to
withstand pressures due to a column of 72 lb mud
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may break down when subjected to the hydrostatic
head of a column of 110 lb cement slurry. The
first gives a pressure of 800 lbjsq in. at 1 600 ft,
and the second 1 220 lb/sq in. A light cement slurry
is required. Unfortunately, light-weight cements are
not available in New Zealand. A plant has already
been designed by the Ministry of Works to enable
cement and pozzolan to be blended at Wairakei so
that a light-weight product may be obtained.

Casing trends

In 1955 anchor casing sizes were increased from
10!" to 11!". Recently casing and hole dimensions
in production wells have been increased to provide
a still larger annulus for cement, especially around
the 8i in. casing, where breaks can cause serious
trouble. Comparative figures are:

The economics and strength of a 24 in., 18 in.,
13iin., 8i in. casing combination have been examined.
The extra string here would be set at 1 000 ft to
reduce the hazards which may arise in drilling
from 350 ft to 1 600 ft with only 350 ft of casing
in the well.

All joints in 8i in. casing have extended sleeves
welded to the normal coupling. Then if breaks
occur at a joint (the usual place), the casing remains
in line, and tools can be run into the hole to effect
repairs. The joints are tightened, using a torque
meter in the tightening-up assembly to ensure that
no over-stressing occurs.

In an attempt to overcome joint fractures in
production casing, high strength joints are be~ng

tested. Casing with a special buttress thread (high
strength) joint has just arrived on site.

Casing hole, recently.

Casinghole, now. . .

Sur/ace

16"
17t"
IS"
23"

Anchor

Ut"
15"
I3!"
17"

Production

Sr'
IOi"
Si"

121"

Drilling bits and penetrating rates

On this project, drilling is in the light-weight
category. Several factors influence the weight

Figure 5. General layout at T 12 rig

5*
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Figure 6. Drilling cellar

carried on the bit and the speed of rotation (both
of which give faster penetration), but the main one
is heat. If the hole is drilled too fast, and the circulat
ing fluid cannot remove sufficient heat from the
formations, a "blow-back" may occur. An efficient
cooling tower is probably the most important single
factor in increasing speed of penetration. Ideally,
cooling arrangements should be capable of removing
up to 10 million Btu of heat per hour when drilling
'is in progress. This is equivalent to lowering the
temperature of the volume of mud in circulation by
30°C. Existing towers reduce temperatures by some
20°C. A newly designed cooling tower containing a

large extractor fan is almost ready for use and,
when installed, should considerably increase cooling
efficiency.

Where formations are cooler, it would be quite
feasible to run more drill collars, and speed up bit
rotation. Considerable extra time, however, is
required when handling drill collars in and out of
the hole. In addition, the space at deck level where
drill collars are stacked is limited in a T 12 size rig.

The following figures show typical drilling rates,
weight on bit, etc., which have been found from
experience to give best results when drilling produc
tion wells at Wairakei.

Depth Bit size Wtjinch of bit dia. Rotary speed Drilling fluid Drill pipe dia. Drill collar dia. Penetration
drilled Bit type rate
(feet) (inches) (ib) (rpm) (gpm) (inches) (inches) (ft/hr)

0-94 . 23 T4 150 100 400 6* 7 23
95-425 . 15 OSC 666 95 350 6* 7 21
426-1600. 10* OWS 1 124 90 300 3! 6 38
1 601-2 155 . 7* OWS 1311 90 350 3! 5i 40

KOTE: Average penetration rate, 33 ft per hour ; 17° and 121" bits have not been used long enough at Wairakei to enable average drilling rates, etc. to
be compiled. The data in the table above refer to bits used to mid-1960.
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The bits - which are mainly of tri-cone roller
type - are discarded when they are found to be
under gauge or when roller bearings are loose, even
though wear on the teeth is slight by oil drilling
standards. All this indicates abrasive formations of
medium hardness.

Investigation drilling on the outskirts of the
production area at Wairakei reveals harder forma
tions nearer the surface; for this reason, W 7 R
(hard formation bits) were used. The average life
of six of these bits in one hole was 34 hours, with
a penetration rate of 10 ft per hour. In another
hole, the corresponding figures were 17t hrs and
5 ft per hour. All bits were discarded owing to
loss of gauge. In the latter instance the weight
carried per inch of bit diameter was 2 000 lb and
rotary speed was 60 to 80 rpm.

Generally the abrasive nature of the rocks is the
main factor influencing the life of a bit. Below

Comparative bit lives are as follows:

15 in. OSC (medium soft formation)
bits .

10! in. OWS (medium hard for
mation) bits. .
7! in. OWS bits .

Drilling depth
(feet)

400

1 600
2100

Hours

250

80-100
40- 60

depths of 400 ft, there is little to choose between
the 0 W S type (medium hard formation bit) and
the W 7 R type (hard formation bit). The latter
gives slower penetration because of its shorter teeth,
but this is offset by the bit's remaining longer on
bottom; this means fewer round trips to change
bits, and a reduction in non-productive (off bottom)
time.

Jet bits of 7i" size have been tried, but no marked
improvement in penetration has been observed. It
should, however, be noted that sufficient pumping
capacity was not available to allow these bits to
drill at maximum efficiency.

Drag bits of various sizes were used in some of
the early wells, but small penetration rates and
frequent round trips for reconditioning rendered
these bits uneconomic.

Shifting rig and equipment

It takes from two to three days to shift all equip
ment from a completed well and set it up, to spud
ding-in stage, on a new well. During most of this
period (specifically until the rig is in place on its
sub-structure and lights are installed) all the drill
crews are on day shift, and no additional labour,
apart from transport drivers, is employed.

Figure 7. T 12 rig in transit
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Figure 8. Transporting a rrrud tank

The T 12 drill rig is hauled between sites by a
125 hp tractor unit (figures 7 and 8). Pumps, tanks,
rig sub-structure, generator/compressor house, etc.
are carried on a 20-ton transporter. This vehicle
has a roller at the back and a winch at the front
for handling the equipment by means of a wire
rope. Drill pipes and drill collars are carried on a
pole trailer. Small items are dealt with by 8-ton
and 3-ton trucks which are available on site. A
5-ton mobile crane is used for lifting part of the
sub-structure into position and for elevating the
dog-house to deck level. D 8 size tractors are often
used to assist the drill rig tractor to negotiate sharp
gradients and to maneuvre into position on a confined
site. There is a sizeable civil engineering construction
organisation on the project, and a variety of heavy
construction equipment can be called on when
required at a rig. The use of some of this equipment
could not be justified on grounds other than those
of availability.

Labour
A drilling crew consists of a driller, a derrickman

and three helpers, with a toolman on the day shift

only. On each T 12 rig a drilling overseer is in charge
of the three shift crews. Finally, there is the drilling
superintendent who, in addition to being responsible
for the T 12 rigs, also supervises any smaller capacity
rigs which may be employed on drilling temperature
holes, bore maintenance, grouting, gun perforating
of casing, etc. Except when moving to a new location,
three shifts are normally worked on the large rigs.

Deviated drilling

In November 1960, the first deviated well (Bore
No. 26A) was drilled to intersect Bore No. 26 in
the open hole below production casing shoe level of
1 486 ft (figure 4).

Background

A casing break had occurred in Bore No. 26 at
600 ft depth, which allowed steam to escape into
a hilly area close by. The area gradually heated up;
cracks and fissures developed, and slips and blowouts
followed over a widening area. Three adjacent
production bores, required for connection to the
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power station, were too close to the unstable hot
area to allow them to be utilised. Attempts to
repair the break were unsuccessful, and plugging
operations only succeeded in plugging the bore
above the break point.

Drilling of the deviated well was supervised by
an engineer from an overseas company which
specialised in deviated drilling. The survey and
drilling equipment were purchased from this company
for future use by the New Zealand Ministry of
Works.

Figure 4 shows the programmed hole, and the
hole actually drilled.

Bore No. 26 was intersected within the limits set,
and circulation was established by pumping water
containing a tracer (fluorescein) down Bore No. 26A
and up Bore No. 26 to the surface via fissures.

Testing and pl1ltgging

A period of testing followed, which provided a
fair picture of underground conditions in Bore No. 26
and the adjacent formations, and enabled a plugging
programme to be drawn up. Three different plugging
operations were carried out in which 110 Ib/cubic
foot cement slurry was used. The final one, where
the slurry was preceded by 10 cubic yards of pea
gravel, was effective.

Within a month of the completion of plugging
operations the heat in the area had decreased to a
fraction of its former value. If cooling continues at
the present rate, it will be possible to utilise the
productive resources of the area within the next
few months.

Comments

Standard oil-well deviating techniques were used
to deviate Bore No. 26A. The supervisor found
little difference between drilling a steam well and

an oil well, except for the greater heat encountered
at shallow depths and its attendant hazards. Differ
ences noted by Wairakei personnel, whose only
experience had been in vertical drilling, were as
follows:

(a) The higher mud viscosity used - 80 as against
45 to 50 - to reduce any possibility of the caving
of the walls of the hole.

(b) Reduced pressure of circulating mud to the
minimum possible, to avoid jetting ledges in the
walls of the hole.

(c) No rotation of bit when off bottom - to
prevent ledges being cut in the walls of the hole,
and to avoid the possibility of side-tracking.

(d) Additional care with which the exact depth of
hole at any stage was gauged.

(e) Utilisation of the weight of the drill-pipe in
applying weight to the bit - normally considered
bad drilling practice.

By using deviating techniques it should be possible
to drill many deviated wells to intersect a highly
productive zone, where only a few vertical holes
might be drilled.

The course of a so-called vertical well can now
be plotted accurately by means of directional survey
equipment, where formerly the amount, but not
the direction, of hole deviation could be measured.
This will permit more accurate mapping of geological
features, productive zones, etc., and thus enable
future production wells to be located where they
will best intersect the most highly productive zones.
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Surnrnary

Wairakei production bores, or wells, are drilled
to intersect production zones found mainly on fault
lines at depths of 2 000 to 2 300 ft. Geologists from
the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research
(DSIR), in conjunction with Ministry of Works
engineers, agree on the location of all new bores.

Wellhead cellars are designed to support the
maximum load likely to be transmitted to them
during drilling operations. Additional support is
given by cement grouting for the ground area in
the vicinity, although the main function of the
grouting is to act as a barrier to the migration of
steam and hot water to the surface.

Two T 12 rigs drill bores in the production field
and investigation bores in surrounding areas. The
rigs, with a nominal capacity of 3 000 ft, are trailer-

mounted and can move from one location and set
up on another in two days. Two pumps, of 120 hp
and 240 hp, are used to pump drilling fluid, water,
cement slurry and all other necessary materials.

The drilling string consists of a tri-cone roller bit,
drill collars, drill-pipe and Kelly (square section
drill-pipe) with hose attachment on top. The drill
collars are similar to hollow drill-pipe, but have
walls up to 2t" thick; they apply weight to the bit
to give adequate penetration. Drive to the string is
by way of the square section Kelly.

.After the first short length of surface casing is
installed and cemented to the drilled hole, blowout
preventer gear is mounted on top of the casing.
Rams in the BOPs can close around any component
of the drill string if a blow-back occurs. A non-return
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valve above the tri-cone bit prevents eruption up
the drill-pipe. Preventer equipment is checked
thoroughly at frequent intervals and maintained in
a high state of efficiency.

Drilling fluid or mud is circulated down the
drill-pipe through the bit, and back to the surface
tanks, to be cooled and recirculated. It removes bit
cuttings from the well, lubricates the bit, cools the
formations and plasters the walls of the hole to
prevent caving. Its weight is adjusted to prevent
the inflow of hot formation fluids into the open
hole.

For complete details of drilling muds at Wairakei,
see paper by D. 1. Woods.' Drilling mud is the
subject of continuing research by oil-well companies,
and the Wairakei site laboratory does extensive
testing of mud additives to assess their suitability
in geothermal conditions.

Production wells are usually cased to a depth of
1 600 ft and protected by an annulus of cement
slurry. Standard oil-well casing is used, but the
higher-strength grades are being tested for future
use, as fractures have occurred at casing joints. A
slotted liner is set in the productive section of the
hole; this does not affect production to any extent,
and keeps out rock and grit which could block the
bore or cut out valve seats etc. in the wellhead
assembly.

1 Drilling Mud in Geothermal Drilling, Proceedings of the
United Nations Conference on New Sources of Energy, 1961;
included below, paper GJ21.

The trend in casing is towards larger diameter
surface and anchor strings set in correspondingly
larger-diameter drilled holes. The production casing
size of 8~ in. OD is very suitable and will be un
changed.

Many types of bit have been tried out in the
Wairakei formations, and three types (all tri-cone
roller) are now generally used - OSC in the soft
formations to 400 ft, OWS to 1000-1 600 ft, and
W 7 R to 2 200 ft, where drilling is usually complete
(OSC, OWS, etc. are Hughes Bit Co. classifications;
bits manufactured by other companies are also
used).

Various speeds of rotation and weights on bit have
been tried, but any increased rate of penetration is
nullified by the heating-up of the hole. When this
occurs, drilling is stopped, and circulation of drilling
fluid continues until the hole is adequately cooled.
No time is gained by drilling ahead at a high rate,
and there are several disadvantages (e.g., excessive
heat lowers the mud's properties). Speed of drilling
therefore is directly related to down-hole cooling
efficiency, and cooling tower and pumping capacities
are the main factors which influence cooling.

The first deviated hole undertaken at Wairakei
was drilled to plug a well which was erupting to
the surface by way of a broken casing joint. No
difficulties were experienced in drilling this new
type of well. Many advantages should accrue from
the use of deviating techniques, and the directional
survey equipment should enable underground features
to be logged with much greater accuracy than
hitherto.

TECHNIQUES DE PERFORATION GEOTHERMIQUE A WAIRAKEI, NOUVELLE-ZELANDE

Resume

Les puits en production a Wairakei, Nouvelle
Zelande, sont fences de maniere a realiser une
intersection avec les zones de production que l'on
trouve principalement sur des lignes de faille, a des
profondeurs s' echelonnant de 2 000 a 2 300 pieds
(600 a 700 metres). Les geologistes du Service de
la recherche scientifique et industrielle, en collabo
ration avec les ingenieurs du Ministere des travaux
publics, se mettent d'accord sur l'emplacement de
tous les nouveaux puits.

On amenage des fondations autour des puits,
concues pour supporter la charge maxima dont on
attend les reactions pendant les operations de forage.
On renforce cette base en coulant du ciment au
voisinage des puits, bien que la principale fonction
de cette assise soit de servir de barriere aux migra
tions de vapeur et d'eau chaude en surface.

Deux installations du type T 12 foncent des puits
dans le champ en production et des trous de sonde
dans les zones voisines. Leur capacite nominale est
de 3 000 pieds (900 metres) et elles sont montees

sur des remorques, qui permettent de les amener
d'un emplacement a un autre et de commencer de
nouveaux travaux en deux jours. Deux pompes, de
120 et 240 CV respectivement, sont utilisees pour
pomper le liquide de forage, l'eau, le ciment, les
mortiers ou coulis et tous autres materiaux neces
saires.

La colonne de forage est constituee par un trepan
a molettes a trois cones, des manchons de lestage,
des elements de tige de forage et une tige d'entrai
nement (a section carree) avec un tuyau flexible
a sa partie superieure. Les manchons sont analogues
aux tubes de forage creux, mais ont des parois dont
I'epaisseur peut aller jusqu'a 2 pouces 1/2 (64 mm)
et servent done a lester l'outil de forage pour en
assurer la bonne penetration. La colonne est entrainee
par une tige a section carree.

Une fois la premiere petite longueur delements
de tubage installee et cirnentee au puits fore, on
installe une vanne d'eruption en leur partie supe
rieure. Ce genre de vanne est dote de blocs de serrage
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qui peuvent se fermer sur tout element de la colonne
dans l'hypothese ou il y a une eruption. Un clapet
d'arret, situe au-dessus du trepan, s'oppose aux
eruptions eventuelles par cette colonne. On verifie
completement ce materiel de protection tres souvent
et on le tient en parfait etat.

On fait circuler les liquides ou la boue de forage
vers le bas par la colonne de forage et ils font retour
aux reservoirs de surface ou ils sont refroidis et
remis en circulation. I1s servent a enlever les dechets
du puits, a lubrifier 1'outil de forage, a refroidir les
formations traversees et a enduire les parois du
trou pour eviter les effondrements. Leur densite est
reglee de telle sorte qu'elle s'oppose a l'entree dans
le trou ouvert de liquides en provenance de forma
tions chaudes.

On trouvera toutes precisions utiles concernant
les boues de forage utilisees a Wairakei dans le
memoire de D. 1. Woodsl .

La boue de forage fait 1'objet de recherches
continues de la part des compagnies petrolieres.
Les laboratoires de Wairakei procedent a des essais
complets sur les additifs destines a cette boue, pour
juger de leur valeur dans les conditions propres aux
gites geothermiques.

Les puits en production sont habituellement tubes
jusqu'a une profondeur de 1600 pieds (480 metres)
et proteges par une chemise annulaire faite de
mortier a ciment. On se sert delements de tubage
du type standard pour puits de petrole, mais des
qualites speciales, a plus haute resistance, font
1'objet d'essais en vue d'une utilisation ulterieure,
car on a observe des fractures aux raccords. On
pose une garniture rainuree dans la zone productrice
du puits, ce qui ne modifie guere sa production
et tient a l'ecart les pierres et les particules abrasives
qui pourraient obstruer le puits ou endommager
les sieges de soupape etc., dans le groupe installe a
la bouche.

La tendance, en fait de tubage, est aux colonnes

1 Boues de forage dans les puits geothermiques, Actes officiels
de la Conference des Nations Unies sur les sources nouvelles d'energie:
vour ci-dessous, mernoire Gj21.

de surface et d'accrochage de plus fort diametre
qu'auparavant, que 1'on pose dans des puits dont
le calibre, lui aussi, est augmente en consequence.
Le tubage de la zone de production a un diametre
exterieur de 8 pouces 5/8 (219 mm), ce qui est tres
satisfaisant et ne sera pas change.

Nombre d'outils de forage ont He essayes dans
les formations de Wairakei et trois modeles, tous du
type a molette et a trois cones, sont maintenant
d'emploi general : il s'agit du modele OSC, dans
les formations molles, jusqu'a 400 pieds (120 m);
du modele OWS pour les formations allant de 1 000
a 1 600 pieds (300 a 480 m); et du modele W7R,
jusqu'a 2200 pieds (660 metres), profondeur a
laquelle le forage est generalement terrnine. (Les
designations OSC, OWS etc. sont des classifications
de la Hughes Bit Co., qui fabrique les forets. On
utilise egalement des outils Iabriques par d'autres
compagnies.)

On a essaye diverses vitesses de rotation et divers
lestages du foret, mais toute acceleration du foncage
s'accompagne habituellement d'un echauffement du
puits. Quand ceci se produit, on cesse le foncage
et on continue a faire circuler le liquide de forage
jusqu'a ce que le puits soit convenablement refroidi.
On ne gagne pas de temps en foncant plus vite,
et il y a plusieurs desavantages ale faire (par exemple,
I'exces de chaleur porte prejudice aux qualites de
la boue). La vitesse du Ioncage est done en rapport
direct avec "le rendement du systeme de refroidisse
ment en fond de puits, et les capacites de la tour
de refroidissement et du materiel de pompage sont
les principaux elements dont l'influence sur ce
refroidissement est manifeste.

Le premier forage devie entrepris a Wairakei a
ete fait pour combler un puits dont les produits
faisaient eruption en surface par un raccord de
tubage brise. On n'a pas eu de difficulte a foncer
ce puits d'un type nouveau. Nombreux sont les
avantages que I'on doit trouver a la technique du
forage devie et un materiel permettant de faire des
releves orientes doit permettre de prevoir les carac
teristiques souterraines avec beaucoupplus de
precision que jusqu'a present.
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SILENCERS FOR GEOTHERMAL BORE DISCHARGE

N. D. Dench*

Bore discharge to waste occurs at Wairakei in
the following circumstances:

(a) Total flow: (i) when testing bores for output
quantity and variation - for a period of years
on some bores; (ii) when power station comes off
load - for a few hours or days.

(b) Hot water and its flash steam only: when
supplying direct steam to station.

* Investigations Engineer, Ministry of Works, Wairakei,
New Zealand.

Unsilenced escape from a vertical or horizontal
8 inch (20 cm) diameter pipe poses several objections,
namely:

(a) The noise intensity is temporarily damaging
to hearing at distances of up to say 150 feet (50 m)
and annoying at distances of several miles (kilo
metres).

(b) The water discharge causes ground erosion,
drainage troubles and unpleasant working conditions
over a large area.

Figure 1. Horizontal straight-through silencer, bore No. 206

134
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Figure 2. Vertical twin cyclone silencer, bore No. 30

Total cooling area

Bore steam flow
Total latent heat

(c) Silica deposition from this water can harm
equipment.

(d) The "steam" clouds create areas of nil visibility,
unsafe for working or driving vehicles.

Veering winds change the areas affected. In remote
areas, free discharge of investigation bores may be
feasible; in a production field under construction
or in operation, silencers are essential.

The silencers described have been developed at
Wairakei by the Power Division, New Zealand
Ministry of Works. Earlier descriptions may be
found in the references listed at the end of this paper.

Silencer descriptions

Submerged outlet type

This silencer comprises:
(a) In rivers: an open-ended steel pipe discharging

3 feet (I metre) or more under the water surface.
(b) In ponds: a perforated steel pipe (at a similar

depth) distributing the flow horizontally and as
evenly as possible throughout the water.

In both cases adequate support is necessary.
Sufficient water is needed to quench the steam
fraction of the bore flow. In the pond silencer,
surface cooling is relied on. The following figures
illustrate the pond area which would be required
for a bore of similar output to Bore No. 28:

130 Klb/hr
971 x 130 = 126 Mlstujhr
126 x 106

= 12600 sq £t = i acre
10 X 103

(1200 sq m)

using the value 10000 Btujhrjsq ft (7.5 kg-caljsecj
sq m), as the average rate of cooling of a boiling
water surface in the Wairakei area.

Horizontal straight-through type

The development and details of this type are
adequately described in the references given. The
photograph of Bore No. 206 silencer (figure I)
shows the construction of reinforced concrete pipes,
up to 6 feet in diameter. It is common practice
to heap earth over, to dampen pipe vibration and
to reduce noise transmission from the outside pipe
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surfaces. The photograph also shows clearly the
wide spread of steam clouds and accompanying
silica deposition. Note the steel entry coverpl~te

which prevents suction into the silencer and high
pitch entry noise. A concrete apron sloping away
from the front of the silencer is necessary to prevent
the considerable scour which otherwise takes place.

Vertical twin cyclone type

This type was developed to satisfy the following
requirements:

(a) Low noise level, satisfied by ~he low steam
velocities from two 6-foot (1.8 m) diameter pipes.

(b) Vertical steam discharge.

(c) Confinement of the water fraction to a prepared
channel.

Figure 6 shows a cut-away view; see Smith (1)
for dimensioned sections of an earlier model. The
silencer achieves the requirements by splitting the
flow into two opposed cyclones, discharging the
separated water over a control weir. Details are given.

The photograph (figure 2) shows drilling being
undertaken adjacent to Bore No. 30, discharging:
(a) to the power station, 72 Klb/hr of steam at
225 psig (b) to the silencer, hot water, yielding
at atmospheric pressure 110 Klb/hr of flash steam
and 440 Klb/hr of residual hot water. Note that the
steam cloud is normally lifted above the ground,
so that drilling may continue with little interruption.
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Sound levels

Measurements have been made of: (a) over-all
sound levels, roughly simulating the response of
the human ear; and (b) sound levels at various
octave range frequencies. The sound levels were
recorded in decibel units, three of which represent a
doubling in intensity (figures 3, 4 and 5).

Early measurements on a relatively small bore,
with and without a 4-foot diameter, horizontal steel
silencer, showed a fairly general improvement of
14 db. The further improvement made by a vertical
silencer of corresponding size may be seen from the
curves of Bores No. 68 and No. 211 (figure 4). The
effect of silencer type is similarly shown, for larger

bores and silencers, from the curves of Bores No. 204,
No. 206 and No. 28 (figure 5). The curve proposed
by the International Standards Organization is also
plotted. It is a tentative standard for a 15-year
continuous personnel exposure without damage to
hearing.

The effect of mixture dryness can be gauged
from the curves for Bores No. 211 and No. 78 (or
No. 28). The vertical silencer is dependent on a small
carry-over of water with the steam discharge to
muffle the high-pitch sound; Bore No. 211 has a
100 per cent dry vertical discharge owing to the
small water volume to be separated.

The effect of separated steam volume is to vary
the intensity of low-pitch sound. Bores No. 28 and
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No. 78 have similar curves above 600 cycles per
second, a difference of about 5 decibels below 600 cle.

The effect of distance and direction on over-all
sound levels is shown by contours in figure 5.

Vertical silencer design

Geometry

The dimensions of the various components were
govemed by the following considerations:

(a) The 6-ft pipe diameter was chosen as being
the largest size readily available commercially. It
has proved adequate.

(b) The water outlet area should be large enough
in cross section to keep velocities below about
4 feet per second; otherwise the restriction hinders
separation.

(c) The weir height should be just high enough
to prevent steam discharge with the water.

(d) Silencer height is governed by the requirement
mentioned above that water carry-over should be
just sufficient to keep the noise level low, not too
much to cause drainage troubles. The use of addi
tional pipes, added in 4-foot-high sections, is a
convenient method of height adjustment.

The weir is used for regular water flow measure
ments to monitor bore discharge variations.
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Figure 6. Twin cyclone silencer: cut-away axometric projection

Durability

The vertical silencers are constructed largely of
reinforced concrete. The following problems of main
tenance have occurred:

(a) Erosion due to sand, and apparent cavitation,
damaged the early mild steel flow splitters and
adjacent areas. Most of the wear has been averted
by the adoption of a full-circle steel liner and a cast
steel splitter. In addition, the use of slotted casing
in bores has reduced the occurrence of sand ejection.

(b) Thermal stressing of the reinforced concrete
pipes has encouraged external cracking, followed
by rusting of the reinforcement and eventual con
crete spalling. Design notes which follow suggest
possible improvements.

(c) Silica deposition occurs in the weir box, and
downstream of it. As far as is possible, loosely
covered, open drain construction is used, for acces
sibility for cleaning, and for safety.

Pipe design

Measurements on an operating silencer, at a point
near the base of the pipes, yielded the following
design figures:

(a) Internal pressures: (i) max., 17 pounds per
square inch gauge; (ii) min., 2 inches of mercury,
vacuum.

(b) Temperatures: (i) internal, 95°-98°C; (ii) ex
ternal, 50°C.

Concrete thickness was 3i inches. Because the
thermal gradient near the inside surface is greater
during initial heating than during operation, heating
up is done gradually with a small bleed of steam.
Thermal stressing would be better resisted by a
concrete-lined steel pipe, and it is intended to try
this with a suitable anti-corrosive covering for the
external steel surface. The silencer inlet pipe and
coverplate are subjected to a vacuum effect of 16
inches of mercury.
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Conclusion

The conditions governing the choice of silencers
may be summarized thus:

(a) No silencer - for short-term discharge; or
where living and working areas are remote.

(b) Submerged outlet silencer - where a river
is near by; or where ground space is adequate for
a pond and widespread steam clouds.

(c) Horizontal silencer - where the site does not
allow ponding.

(d) Vertical silencer - where working space is
confined.

For test work with unsilenced bores, first-class
ear muffs are essential.

Surnrnary

Geothermal bores, when discharged to waste
near living or working areas, create intolerable
conditions of extreme noise and low visibility.
Ideally, total bore flow is piped away to turbines
or heating units, but many occasions occur when
free discharge is unavoidable.

Most bores in the North Island Thermal Belt
of New Zealand discharge steam/water mixtures
comprising approximately 40 per cent steam, 60 per
cent water, when reduced to atmospheric pressure.
The silencer development described here has been
concerned mostly with such mixtures, but dry steam
has also been passed. Maximum throughput has
been 900000 pounds per hour (HO K gm/sec).

Essentially, three types of silencer have been
used at Wairakei, and each still has its application.
They are:

(a) Submerged outlet type - in which the whole
flow is discharged into, and quenched by, a large
volume of water.

(b) Horizontal type - in which the whole flow
is expanded, with corresponding velocity reduction,
into a large diameter pipe outlet.

(c) Vertical or twin cyclone type - in which

the steam is separated and escapes vertically, and
the water is discharged into a drain at ground level.

The basic characteristics and most suitable uses
of the three types are as follows:

(a) The submerged outlet silencer is the only
type which completely eliminates the noise, but its
use is restricted to bores near rivers or where large
ponds may be formed.

(b) The horizontal silencer is reasonably effective
as a noise reducer and restricts steam clouds to one
end of a site (figure 1). However, silica depositing
from the water spray over a large area makes this
type objectionable where working space is limited.

(c) The vertical silencer, very much more costly
than other types, achieves adequate noise reduction
and demands little space in cramped bore field
locations (figure 2).

Measurements of sound levels and frequencies
have been made of various silencers and flows. Selec
ted results are discussed and plotted (figures 3-4).

The paper includes a cut-away view of the vertical
pipe (figure 6), together with comments on the ~ff~cts
of changes in geometry and flow characteristics.
Points in design and operation are also reviewed,

SILENCIEUX POUR LES PUITS DE VAPEUR GEOTHERMIQUE

Resume

Les puits fores pour l'exploitation de sources
de vapeur geothermique dont on laisse les produits
s'echapper librement pres de regions habitees ou
de zones occupees par des usines creent une situation
intolerable, car ils sont extremement bruyants et
reduisent enormement la visibilite. Idealement, on
acheminerait la totalite du debit de ces puits vers
des turbines DU des groupes de chauffage par des

conduites convenables mais, en nombre d'occasions,
I'echappement libre est inevitable.

La plupart des puits situes dans le champ geo
thermique de l'ile du Nord de la Nouvelle-Zelande
degagent des melanges de vapeur et d'e~u, constitues
par 40 p. 100 de vapeur et 60 p. 100 d eau approxl
mativement, une fois leur pression reduite a c~lle
de l'atmosphere. Le silencieux dont il est question
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dans le present mernoire est principalement concu
pour des melanges de ce genre, mais on l'a utilise
egalement avec de la vapeur seche. Le debit maximum
a ete de 900000 livres a I'heure (ou 396000 kg)
(110 kg/sec).

Dans l'ensemble, on s'est servi, dans la region
de Wairakei, de trois types de silencieux, dont chacun
trouve encore ses applications. Ce sont:

(a) Le modele a tubulure de sortie immergee,
dans lequel la totalite du debit est degagee dans
un grand volume d'eau, ou elle est alors etouffee ;

(b) Le modele horizontal, dans lequel la totalite
du debit se detend dans un tuyau de grand diametre,
avec la reduction de vitesse que ceci comporte;

(c) Le modele vertical ou cyclone double, dans
lequella vapeur est separee de l'eau et s'echappe verti
calement, tandis que cette derniere est evacuee
par un tuyau convenable, situe au niveau du sol.

Les caracteristiques principales et les applications les
plus logiques de ces trois types de materiel sont
les suivantes :

a) Le silencieux a echappement imrnerge est .le
seul qui permette d'eliminer totalement le b~Ult,

mais son utilisation est limitee aux puits qui se

trouvent pres de rivieres ou, en tous cas, la ou il
est possible de creer de grandes pieces d'eau;

b) Le silencieux horizontal est assez efficace en
tant que reducteur de bruit et concentre les nuages
de vapeur a un bout de l'installation (figure 1).
Neanmoins, les depots de silice formes par la pulve
risation de l'eau sur une grande surface rendent
ce type peu indique la oii la place manque;

c) Le silencieux vertical, qui est beaucoup plus
cofrteux que les autres modeles, assure une reduction
efficace du bruit et exige fort peu de place, ce qui est
appreciable lorsque le puits se trouve dans un champ
ou elle est limitee (figure 2).

On a procede a des mesures du niveau sonore
et des frequences pour plusieurs modeles de silencieux
et divers debits. L'auteur presente, dans le memoire,
certains resultats specialement choisis, resumes dans
un graphique (figures 3, a 5).

On trouvera egalement dans le memoire une vue
en coupe partielle du tuyau vertical (figure 6),
ainsi que des commentaires sur les effets des modifi
cations de la geometrie et du regime. On passe en
revue certains points ayant trait a la construction
et a l'utilisation de ce materiel,
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METHODS AND EQUIPMENT FOR HARNESSING GEOTHERMAL ENERGY
AT THE GEYSERS, CALIFORNIA

Earl F. English*

The factor contributing most to increasing the
standard of living of the people of the world is the
ability to increase the volume of production. The
agency most important to accomplishing increased
production is an increase in the amount of energy
available per unit of population, as indicated by
the following table showing the available energy per
person in 1951, converted into equivalent tons of
coal per person :

The information contained herein results from
the experience of the author in methods used and
problems encountered in the development and utiliza
tion of geothermal steam at The Geysers in California,
as well as in the development of a geothermal steam
supply in New Zealand for a private firm, the Tasman
Pulp and Paper Company; both of these projects
were under the author's general supervision.

* Vice President, Thermal Power Company, and Engineering
Consultant, Bechtel Corporation.

One of the greatest sources of energy contained
in the earth is its internal heat, which is made avail
able in the form of geothermal steam or hot water
through geological changes and fissures. Geothermal
heat is undoubtedly available and adaptable at
many places on the face of the earth, many such sites
being easily recognizable by steam fumaroles, hot
pools, or geysers. Efficient utilization of this form
of energy has been conducted in Italy for some
forty-five years, in New Zealand for the past three
years, and most recently a plant has been constructed
at The Geysers in California, which is now in opera
tion.

I t is not practical to transport energy in the form
of steam or hot water over great distances; therefore
its conversion into utilizable energy forms must be
done practically at the source, that is, at the well
heads. The most easily transportable form of energy
is, of course, electric energy; therefore t~e .natural
and economic use of geothermal energy IS ItS con
version into electric energy which can be fed in~o

the general transmission system of the electnc
supplier of the territory. It would be possible to use
geothermal heat in the form of steam or hot water
in a process industry, if the steam source haJ2pened
to be in an area suitable for the construction of
some large, process, heat-using industry. Howe:rer,
conversion into electric energy is the most practical
method of making this natural resource available
for general use.

Y ugoslavia . . . . .
Italy .
Spain .
France and Germany
Europe
United Kingdom
United States

Equivalent
tons of coal

0.40
0.81
0.61
2.50
2.16
4.65
8.02

History of The Geysers

The Geysers is an old resort, established around
1900, which originated because of hot springs and
fumaroles in that locality. It is situated at an eleva
tion of about 1 500 feet in very rugged, hilly country
100 miles north of San Francisco. An area extending
in length about six miles east and west along a
mountain side and bordered on one side by a moun
tain stream called Big Sulphur Creek, which approxi
mately defines a fault line, shows evidence of past
and continuing geothermal heat emission along most
of its length. In 1922 and 1923 seven wells were
drilled at a central location by the land owners.
At that time there was no blowout protective equip
ment for drilling rigs; therefore, the minute they
hit steam they were through. These wells all produced
dry steam in quantities varying from 5000 t.o 25000
lb an hour, and they have been producing ever
since, apparently unabated.

In 1955 a new company was formed which took
over all the land on lease and drilled a new well
with modern drilling equipment. In figures 1 and 5,
this well is designated Magma No. 1. The comp~ny

has since drilled eleven additional wells, all of which
produced dry steam, superheated to from 20° to 30°,
in quantities varying from 50 000 to 200 000 lb
of steam an hour.

In 1958 a contract was executed between the
controlling company, called Magma-Thermal Pro
ject, and the Pacific Gas and Electric C01?pa~y,

which supplies electricity to all northern California,
Pacific Gas and Electric Company designed and
constructed a power plant consisting of one 12 500 kW
steam turbine generating unit, and Magma-Therm~l

piped steam from four of the wells to supply t.hls
unit. This unit has been in active, full-load operation
for most of the past year, and Pacifi.c Gas and .Electric
Company is nowin the process of.d~sIgn ~or the installa
tion of a second 12500 kW unit m this same plant,
which had been designed originally to accommodate
the additional unit. After the installation of the

142
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Figure 1. Outlines of well completion at The Big Geysers, California

second unit, Magma-Thermal will proceed with
development drilling at other locations in the leased
area where indications appear to promise good
prospects, and if they are successful, Pacific Gas
and Electric Company will construct additional
plants at these successive unit developments.

Preliminary research and development drilling

The successful operation and ultimate cost of
development and production from a geothermal
heat source depend largely upon adequate preliminary
investigation and careful planning of all steps of the
programme. Before an initial well in a new territory
is drilled, all geological knowledge and experience
should be utilized and the geologist's recommenda
tions followed as a start, and a planning schedule

should be set up so that complete advance provision
is made for all steps of the programme and all neces
sary materials.

The drilling rig and the labour associated with it
form the greatest portion of over-all costs. It is
essential that its down time be kept to a minimum;
consequently, planning must be accomplished well
in advance of actual drilling to ensure that the
site and equipment are ready and available when
the drilling rig arrives at the job site. Wen sites
should be selected and the necessary cellars built,
access roadways completed, and a water supply
installed and in good working order. Casing, bits,
cement, mud materials, diesel and lube oils, mainte
nance tools and other supplies should be on hand or
readily available so that the drilling rig at no time
will be held up for lack of any of these items.
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If a drilling contractor is hired, analysis of his
contract is of great importance in order to control
transportation and down-time costs and delays
caused by failure of equipment, lack of personnel,
or other matters under the contractor's control.
Steam well drilling is a relatively new field, and
since most drilling operators are experienced only
in oil and gas drilling, they will not be aware of
many of the emergency conditions which may arise.
Therefore, it is essential that the operation be con-

trolled by a drilling supervisor with adequate field
experience and with ability and authority to make
decisions regarding emergency problems as they arise.

Three phases of geothermal steam field
exploitation

Phase One. This consists of exploratory drilling
of the first well or wells with the objective of proving
that steam can be produced, and the testing and

Figure 2. Outlines of well completion at The Big" Geysers, California
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Figure 3. Thermal No. 11 full flow test, 16 Nov. 1960

analysing of the steam produced. An initial well
may be 400 feet, or 4000 feet, in depth, and will
require a unique completion compared to subsequent
wells in the area. For the first well or wells drilled
in an unknown formation, coring and good coring
records are imperative, for they are the only useful
guide to subsequent drilling and proper well comple
tion.

Phase Two. This takes place after the exploratory
well or wells have been drilled and apparently satisfac
tory steam is being produced therefrom. The objective
is to prove the theories developed from the first
well, to test for interaction between wells and thus
set well-spacing requirements, to prove the well
design, and to have sufficient producing wells to
prove similarity of steam production from the
geothermal steam field. This phase will encompass
the drilling of three or four wells, using information

gained from the exploratory wells, with a drilling
programme designed to complete wells for steam
production. This phase should enable determination
of the following data:

(i) Steam and water flow quantities from each
well;

(ii) Temperature and pressure characteristics
of the effluent;

(iii) Non-condensible gas content of the steam;
(iv) Chemical constituents of the water dis

charged;
(v) Estimate of total field capabilities;
(vi) Size of initial steam plant and number

of additional wells required for it and for subsequent
plant extensions;

(vii) Improved well design. At this point, well
head and blowout equipment may be designed
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more nearly to suit field requirements now fully
evidenced; for instance, it may be found that pressure
ratings on wellhead equipment can be decreased;

(viii) Materials best suited for corrosive aspects
of well effluents, with corresponding adjustment
in drilling programme;

(ix) Elimination of some steps, and possibly
some safety features, of initial drilling programme,
originally included because of insufficient knowledge
of subsurface conditions;

(x) Reconsideration of casing programme. While
some wells require liners (perforated casing), others
in the same field do not, and certain wells must be
operated for some time before this is proven. The
initial drilling programme should provide for this by
installation of casing large enough to permit subse-

quent installation of liners if they are found necessary.
If it is determined that all wells require liners,
they can be installed at the time of drilling all
subsequent wells. Our experience to date indicates
that liners should be installed only where they are
necessary to hold the hole open. Satisfactory results
have been achieved without liners in New Zealand,
California and Nevada, where some wells have
liners but the majority do not. This year we plan
to install liners in two wells at The Geysers which
have twice plugged themselves;

(xi) Necessity for surface consolidation (grouting).
The exploratory well of phase one may not, by itself,
demonstrate the need for grouting to prevent surface
water from contacting the well casing and producing
steam outside the casing, but with three or four
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wells producing, whether or not surface grouting
is necessary will most certainly be proven;

(xii) Reconsideration of well spacing, based on
well capacity tests made with only one well operating
and also with all wells operating simultaneously;

(xiii) Correlation of all geological information with
analysis of coring, which at this stage may result
in well design modifications.

Phase Three. This takes place after the above
information has been developed. With relative assu
rance one can now drill as many holes as are required
for planned utilization, to predetermined depths,
for the steam quantity desired.

Well spacing

In a new area not previously explored, one has
to rely solely on available geological information

to establish well spacing. Wells should be spaced
as far apart as good judgement dictates, considering
terrain, accessibility, and water supply. To start
with, a spacing of 500 feet could be considered
reasonable. After drilling the first few wells, coring
data and geological information will aid in deter
mining depth and location of additional wells.
Nevertheless in all areas that we have investigated,
geological correlation between two wells 500 feet
apart is not always possible.

Locating and spacing wells that will produce
steam in an area similar to The Geysers or Larderello
is entirely different from, and much more difficult
than, locating wells in New Zealand or in the area
east of the Sierra Nevadas. Where one is drilling
into an underground reservoir of geothermally heated
water, as in New Zealand, it is easier consistently
to locate a well that will produce in reasonable
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quantities, owing to the fact that the water spreads
the heat source over a relatively larger area.

Well depths

Well depth is determined by drilling and testing
only. It cannot even be predicted until sufficient
data have been obtained from-producing wells to
indicate at what depth the steam-producing strata
are located. Once the producing depths can be
estimated, it is good practice to drill to a depth
somewhat below this in order to be sure of having
penetrated sufficient steam-producing strata. To
drill on for a few hundred feet while still set up
over the hole is far cheaper than having to move
back onto the hole in order to deepen it.

Well sites

The well site should be flat under the rig and
graded sloping away from the rig, with proper
consideration given to drainage to handle the large
quantities of fluids associated with rotary drilling.

A reinforced concrete cellar should be provided
to afford sufficient space under the rotary table for
the blowout prevention gear and to provide adequate
support for the drilling rig. Cellar dimensions will
vary with the particular equipment to be used.
We have found that a cellar 7 feet deep by 6 feet
wide by 8 to 10 feet long is adequate for most steam
well drilling operations. It is advantageous - and
demanded for safety purposes in some areas 
to have access at both ends of the cellar. At The
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Geysers we have, to date, had access only on one
end, the cellar being three sided with one open end.
Safety demands a ventilated cellar for work both
during and after drilling.

In cellar design one must recognize that during
initial drilling, support may be lost right around
the hole because of caving. This means that the
cellor should have supporting wings or pads spread
out viway from the hole centre as far as possible
to !)revent subsidence during this period until the
surtice casing is in place. We have found a spread
of :'.; fpet adequate. The cellar should also be designed
to -upport the dead weight of the rig plus the
maximum pull the rig is designed for, with support
for ..his condition being spread over all the cellar
floor and wings.

Drilling problems and methods

.i, i. The Geysers the steam is dry and superheated
sir.iiar to the Italian field at Larderello; so that
O"lL problems are similar. The major problem is the
la:" .of drilling fluid into the formation, with its
co;;;c:quent hazards. All of our wells at The Geysers
hav: been drilled by a rotary rig using either water
or .nud to cool the normal rock bits and to bring
cu: .ings to the surface. There is some belief, how~ver,
th.i: muds of any sort should be used sparingly
for this type of operation, for if any of the mud
go,::, into the formation, it is likely to stay and thereby
piub vents that could eventually carry steam. The
for.nations dry out after drilling and their tempera
tues rise to nearly 400°F, baking any ml~d in th~m
a11'l making it highly improbable that this matenal
\\<, ~ be released. In areas like New Zealand, where
t I;; formation is full of water at all times, this would

be such a serious matter, since the mud would
';lain in a fluid state and gradually wash back

i't of any formation that had a tendency to flow.
\U;lsequently, in our future drilling we plan to use
\yder for the most part, mud sparingly, and to ~t

rernpt to drill allowing the cuttings to be earned
out by the steam, once steam is encountered at
desired depths. We believe this will, as nearly: as
possible, keep the porous strata open a~d prod.ucmg.
Mud handling equipment is of conventIOnal 011 ~ell
drilling type and two mud pumps are essentIal,
one for standby and mud mixing and cooling pur
poses.

One difficult problem during drilling was to install
a liner in a well while the well was under pressure.
This was done by forcing it down, using the ,blowout
protector as a packing gland between the liner 3;nd
the casing. Lines were run from the travelling
block down through sheaves attached to eye bolts
anchored in the cellar floor, thence to a clamp
attached to the liner. As the travelling block was
raised the liner was forced down into the well.
After the liner was in the well, it was gun perforated
to permit steam to enter, and plugged at the bottom.
An alternative method would be to fill the bottom
liner sections with concrete of sufficient mass to

overcome the well pressure. After landing and cement
ing the liner, this concrete could be drilled out.
A pro-perforated liner will, of course, blow through
the blowout preventer unless it is plugged with
concrete; otherwise, plain liner pipe must be used
and shot-perforated after installation.

Another difficult problem at The Geysers is the
result of a blowout that occurred in 1957. The steam
came up through the hole and out through an old
fumarole. It has been blowing uncontrolled ever
since. An attempt was made to pour in sufficient
cement to plug it, but this had no permanent effect.
We now believe we can deposit limestone approxi
mately 200 feet below the surface in the area through
which the steam is passing. To do this, a well will
be drilled to a200-foot depth in the area and a pipe
cemented into it. Then limestone will be dissolved
in carbonated water and the saturated solution
pumped down through the pipe. As soon as the water
heats, the CO2 will be driven off and the limestone
deposited. This may work, but it is yet to be tried
by a small pilot operation prior to setting up for
the final deposit of possibly 200 tons of limestone
in this manner.

Adequately cementing in the casing strings is
often a problem. In New Zealand it was the exception
to the rule when satisfactory cement returns to the
surface were .made, As a result, we had to cement
down from the surface by running a small pipe
down alongside the casing as far as possible and
pumping down a great excess of cement at that
point. At The Geysers and in Nevada this has not
been true; in these two areas the cementing has been
much simpler and more satisfactory. The success
or failure of an undertaking can hinge on whether
or not good cement jobs are obtaine~. Adeq,:ate
cementing equipment should be available ~mce

substantial quantities of cement are often required,
with as much as 2 500 sacks being used on one
well to cement in the casing string. Cementing
equipment should include an engine-driven cement
mixer and a small cement pump of about 150 gpm
capacity.

Blowout and safety equipment

An adequate and dependable water. supply must
be available and cannot be overemphasized, Standby
pumps and tanks must be pro,:ided so .that suffici~nt
water will be available at all times for the followmg
purposes:

(i) Circulating through bits for drilling purposes;
(ii) Cooling the well to maintain control of steam

and prevent the well from blowing inadvertently;
(iii) Mixing with mud and cement;
(iv) Quenching a well to stop it from producing;
(v) Wash down purposes.

1 If information or experience of a similar blowout and its
cure is available, Magma-Thermal would greatly appreciate the
knowledge of what occurred and what remedies were tried.
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Figure 7. Blowout prevention hook-up

Blowout prevention equipment is in all cases
similar to that used in oil fields, with two adaptations
peculiar to geothermal operations. The first difference
is the necessity of using blowout prevention at shallow
depths, from about 100 feet down, and the second
is the requirement of keeping the drilling fluids cool.

Blowouts have occurred at 100 foot depths, but
with little consequence; however, at 250 feet and
deeper, serious blowouts can occur. We have found
it good practice to set a surface string of casing
of around 18" from 80 to 100 feet on which a blowout
preventer is installed. This blowout preventer can be
of the Regan bag type, so as to be capable of closing
on anything that may be in the hole or of effecting
complete shut-off with the hole open. After the
18" casing with its blowout preventer is installed,
one can drill down to from 300 to 400 feet, depending
on the formation, and set a string of 13" casing.

This casing, like the 18", is to be cemented in clear
to the surface, using the 18" Regan blowout preventer
to close the annulus during the cementing, between
the 13" and 18" casings. Once the cement is set,
the 18" blowout preventer can be removed and a
blowout preventer installed on the 13" casing.
This blowout preventer is usually of a combination
type. First a Shaffer duplex blowout preventer is
installed in which there are two sets of rams, one
designed to close on the drill pipe and one to close
on the drill collars. Above this Shaffer a small
Regan bag type blowout preventer can be installed
to close in on the next smaller string of casing or
liner, depending upon the type of well completion
desired.

At The Geysers the 13" casing is usually the last
string of casing. We have therefore installed a 12"
valve on this casing that will remain on the well
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Figure 9. Geothermal steam-electric generating plant
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Well maintenance

From our experience to date, very little mainte
nance of steam wells is required. Possibly this is
due to insufficient elapsed time for observation

usually 3" or larger either above or below the main
shut-off valve, and a small gauge connexion prefer
ably of t" minimum. Consideration should be given
in completing the wellhead fittings to allow for
running in a packer for depth and other survey
purposes.

At The Geysers very fine volcanic dust is produced
with the steam. Provision has therefore been made
to prevent the larger particles from being carried
to the power plant. The equipment consists of a
cyclone separator mounted horizontally in the
discharge line on each well. Each cyclone has a
dust drawoff connection fitted with a i" orifice which
discharges to atmosphere continually.

In New Zealand and Nevada, where large quantities
of water are discharged with the steam, steam and
water separators are provided. These have consisted
primarily of large vessels with a tangential steam
and water inlet from the well with the steam being
taken off the top and the water off the bottom.
This type of vessel design has proven difficult to
mount steadily owing to the large water mass slugs
usually blown from these wells. This problem is
particularly difficult when one is striving for porta
bility in well testing gear. We have consequently
developed a vessel design that has balanced thrusts,
which has simplified the support problem; in fact,
the latter design can be supported by the connecting
piping alone with no additional supporting members
required. This vessel consists of a tank 6 feet in
over-all length by 42 inches in diameter, with
dished heads at either end. The inlet is at the top,
discharging against a conical baffle placed about
9 inches below the vessel top. Just below this baffle
the steam outlet pipe begins and extends out through
the bottom of the vessel, forming an annular space
for the steam to separate from the water and for
slugs of water to accumulate, effecting a smooth
constant flow to the water discharge line. Both
these vessels have been highly satisfactory so far
as moisture separation is concerned.

Well performance

\Ve have found one phenomenon unique to wells
,; The Geysers. This is that if we allow the wells

blow to atmosphere wide open for several weeks
iter completion, their producing capacities increase.
.pparently the small vents through which the

"team is flowing are eroded gradually, allowing a
~;Teater quantity of steam to enter the well. We
have therefore allowed all wells to blow to atmosphere
for long periods prior to, hooking them into the
power plant. All idle wells are continually blown
to atmosphere through a 3" blowout line.

Figure 8. Steam production center

as part of the wellhead equipment. At this point
above the valve we have mounted a spool piece
above which we install the Shaffer blowout preventer
and above this a rotating blowout preventer. Flow
lint' connections with valves are needed both for
mud return and testing. It may be necessary to
drill under pressure if circulation is lost.

Usually, with 350 to 400 feet of casing well
c-iuented in, one can drill on to the desired depth
\\,;:'1 sufficient safety. One can then set a liner to
ti. well bottom arid cement in to the surface, or
ot: ~ can leave the hole open from there down as we
it:':; done on the last few wells at The Geysers.

Fhe Reganbag type blowout preventer can be
t'~;;er power or manually actuated by means of a
i:,lraulic pump. The Shaffer blowout preventer is

u-ually mechanically operated by means of an air or
:,v.Iraulic motor, or with manual operation if desired.

To keep the drilling fluid cool enough to prevent
:; from flashing we have used cooling water coils
,'; the mud tank and also a cooling tower located
.'vcr the mud tank. Generally, we have found the
,: 'let tank coils sufficient by adjusting drilling speed
:, suit the cooling effect obtained. When drilling
\\;~h water alone one can keep diluting the fluid

ith cold water; however, this requires a plentiful
cater supply.

Wellhead equipment

Wellhead equipment includes a full casing-size
gate valve in the vertical riser, a blow-off connexion,
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Figure 10. Steam supply line

purposes. There appears to be very little corrosion
or erosion damage on any of the wells. At The

.Geysers mild steel casing and cast iron fittings
installed in 1924 have shown no deterioration from
the inside and only normal rusting outside. In New
Zealand a sample was taken from a pipe handling
flashing flow for 18 months that showed no corrosion
or erosion whatever. From this one can conclude
that mild steel is quite satisfactory and should be
good indefinitely. The only corrosion that has
caused trouble is that associated with a steam and
air mixture around the piping, such as near a steaming
fumarole, and in such cases one must either use the
proper stainless steel or keep the structure well
painted. We have noticed that all pressure gauge
connections and orifice meter connections have a
tendency to plug gradually, and it is recommended
that these be of stainless steel and about one inch
In SIZe.

A problem causing some concern about the Nevada
wells is their tendency to plug with calcite within a
few weeks' time. The calcite can be removed by

drilling and by using acid, or it will loosen and
gradually deteriorate if the well remains idle. Sul
phamic acid has been recommended, but has not
yet been tried. Just which method will be used
eventually, when it must be done periodically to
maintain production for a power plant supply, is
yet to be determined. The drilling and acid methods
are not expensive and take only a few hours.

Steam delivery piping

At The Geysers the main delivery line to the
power plant is 20 inches in diameter and approxi
mately 2 000 feet in length, and delivers 250 000 lb
of steam an hour. Connecting lines from the wells
to the main line vary in size from 12 to 14 inches
and in length from 50 to 150 feet. This line requires
careful study because of the severe stresses due to
temperature changes. Ample expansion must be
allowed between anchorages calculated to take the
stresses. Also, of course, the line must be insulated.

Costs

The capital cost of a complete well may vary
widely depending upon many things both within
and outside one's control. A fair estimate, however,
would be $40 to $60 per foot, which would include
all costs, such as roadways, cellars, warehousing,
geology, well testing, wellhead equipment, casing,
and administration. However, any great variation
in well depths will change these cost figures. These
figures do not include the cost of piping to connect
the wells to a process or power plant.

The cost of the delivery pipeline and connecting
system, including right-of-way clearing, supports,
anchorages, appurtenances, insulation, and installa
tion amounted to approximately $80 000 at the
first installation at The Geysers.

SUl1unary

The need for, and benefits from, low-cost energy
production as a means of increasing the standard
of living is shown by the ratio of development in
various countries.

An unlimited source of energy lies in the internal
heat of the earth, and geothermal steam is a by
product of this heat. It can be used where available
for the low-cost production of electrical energy or
other heat uses.

The production of electrical energy from geothermal
steam has been in process for many years in Italy,
also for several years in New Zealand, and recently
in California in the United States.

At The Geysers in northern California production
wells have recently been drilled. A 12500 kW
electric generating unit is now in operation in a
plant built by Pacific Gas and Electric Company,

and the output is fed into their generating system.
Design and planning are now in progress for the
installation of a second unit of the same size.

In preliminary research and development it is
essential that use be made of all available geological
knowledge and research in the particular area. It
is also essential that advance planning and prepara
tions be completed in order to hold costs to a mini
mum. Particularly if contract drilling is used, care
should be exercised that there is control of waste
time and costs.

On a new development the first well should be
carefully cored to develop all possible underground
knowledge. This will determine the proper depths
and also probable indications as to additional holes
and expected results. All knowledge after drilling
several wells should be correlated as a guide to
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future ~evelop~ent and also as a guide to well
co:n'pletl01!s. wIth. respect. t~ casing and lining.
Initial dnllmg will also indicate whether or not
surface grouting is necessary, and also the amount
and .type of conduct?r casing, .cementing, and any
particular problems m connection therewith.

Well depths can only be determined by drilling
experience, and this will also be a guide to well
.;pacing. Wells spaced too closely will react on each
ether and result in a waste of well cost.

Drilling problems will vary at different locations,

depending upon the geological and subsurface water
conditions. Owing to the heat, and in some cases
proximity to the surface, well problems are different
from normal oil or gas drilling and they require
the best possible blowout prevention equipment.

The steam collecting and delivery pipeline requires
careful design and installation because of severe
stresses due to temperature changes, and they also,
of course, require adequate insulation.

Well costs may vary greatly in different geological
formations and for different depths.

~,lItTHODES ET MATERIEL POUR L'EXPLOITATION DE L'ENERGIE GEOTHERMIQUE
A LA CENTRALE DE THE GEYSERS, CALIFORNIE

Resume

Le besoin de production d'energie a bas prix et
les avantages que l'on peut en tirer comme moyen
de relever le niveau de vie sont illustres par les
differences dans le degre de developpernent des
,livers pays.

On dispose d'une source illimitee d'energie dans
;a chaleur interne de la terre, et la vapeur geother
)nique en est un sous-produit. On peut I'utiliser, la
·,ll elle est disponible, pour la production a bas prix
I'energie electrique ou a d'autres applications
.herrniques.

La production d' energie electrique a partir de la
<apeur geothermique est en cours depuis de longues
.innees en Italie, depuis plusieurs annees en Nouvelle
~elande, et plus recemrnent en Californie, aux
Etats-Unis.

A la station de The Geysers, en Californie du
Nord, des puits de production ont recemment ete
fores, et une centrale electrique de 12 500 kW
fonctionne actuellement dans une usine construite
par la Pacific Gas and Electric Company. Son debit
de courant est ajoute a celui de ce reseau. Des
etudes sont actuellement en cours en vue de I'ins
tallation d'un deuxieme groupe de merne impor
tance.

Pour les besoins des recherches et des mises au
point preliminaires, il est essentiel qu'on se serve
de toutes les connaissances geologiques et que l'on
procede a des recherches dans les regions en cause.
Il est egalement essentiel que les plans faits d'avance
et les preparations soient concus de maniere a tenir
les frais au minimum. Particulierement si on donne
des contrats de forage, il faut avoir soin de surveiller
le temps perdu et les prix.

Quand il s'agit de la mise en ceuvre d'un champ,
le premier puits fore devrait etre carotte avec soin

pour fournir tous les renseignements possibles sur
le sous-sol. On revelera ainsi les profondeurs conve
nables et on se procurera sans doute des indications
applicables aux puits suivants ainsi que des donnees
sur les resultats attendus. Toutes les connaissances
acquises grace au forage de plusieurs puits doivent
etre coordonnees pour servir de guide au develop
pement ulterieur et a la realisation des puits quant
aux revetements et aux cuvelages souhaitables. Les
premiers forages indiqueront egalement s'il faut une
plate-forme cirnentee en surface, ainsi que I'impor
tance et le type du cuvelage, du cimentage et de
tous les problemes qui peuvent etre lies a ces ques
tions.

Les profondeurs de puits ne peuvent etre deter
minces que par I'experience du forage et ceci servira
egalement de guide quant a l'espacement entre les
puits. Les puits trop rapproches reagissent les uns
sur les autres et donnent lieu a du gaspillage.

Les problernes de forage varient avec les empla
cements, suivant I'etat geologique et le regime des
eaux du sous-sol. En raison de la chaleur et, dans
certains cas, de la proximite de la surface, les pro
blemes qui interessent les puits sont differents de
ceux qui se presentent norrnalement pour le petrole
ou le gaz, et ils exigent les meilleurs dispositifs
possibles contre les eruptions.

Le pipeline de recuperation et de fourniture de
vapeur doit etre concu avec soin et installe avec
prudence, etant donne les fortes sollicitations aux
quelles il est soumis en raison des changements de
temperature et, bien entendu, il faut un calorifugeage
approprie.

Les frais de foncage des puits peuvent varier
beaucoup, suivant les formations geologiques et les
profondeurs.
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DRILLING EQUIPMENT USED AT WAIRAKEI
GEOTHERMAL POWER PROJECT, NEW ZEALAND

w. M. Fisher *

1 500-foot capacity drills

Pumping equipment supplied with the 750-foot
rig was a 4l-inch diameter pump with 6-inch
stroke, usually operated from the truck engine.
When the skid-mounted drills were fitted on to
trucks, the truck engine was used solely for transport
of the vehicle. Rigs purchased as truck-mounted
from drill manufacturers used the truck engine
for the pump as well as transport. Drilling fluid
was usually water in the early stages of the investi
gation drilling.

The bores were cased with G-inch diameter
Class C steam pipe at 14.24 lb per foot run for
anchor casing to depths varying down to 200 feet.
This casing required a minimum mast capacity
of 3 200 lb. Production casing was usually 4-inch
Class C steam pipe at 9 695 lb per foot run, placed
in varying lengths to 850 feet depth. This casing
required a minimum mast capacity of 8 500 lb.

Table 1 shows details of the casing diameters
and lengths placed by the 750-foot drills, together
with the total depths drilled and the diameter
of uncased hole below the casing. The table also
shows that this type of drill exceeded 1 000 feet
in depth of hole drilled, varying in diameter at
the bottom of the bore between 3t and 2t inches.
The largest-diameter holes drilled were 5i inches
to 895 feet, and hole for l O-inch diameter casing
to 39-foot depth. These holes were drilled by a
succession of pilot holes reamed out in successive
stages to the size required, and were later deepened
by larger drilling rigs.

Results obtained from the first stage drilling
rigs showed that this type of drill was satisfactory
for geothermal work to depths of 750 feet as quoted
by the manufacturers. The data obtained on geology,
temperature, and water levels to the depths shown
in table 1 showed that larger equipment was neces
sary to reach greater depths both for drilling a?d
pumping. A rig of 1 500 feet nominal capacity
was hired from the Mines Department of New
Zealand, and after satisfactory trials had been
made, two similar drills of the same type were
purchased.

These intermediate capacity drills were rotary
type, hydraulically operated, like the smal1e~ 7~O

foot rigs, thus enabling the drillers to fal:mlanze
themselves more quickly with the new eqUIpment.
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750-foot capacity drills

* :'Iinistry of Works, 'Wellington, New Zealand.

Drilling at Wairakei in the thermal area of New
Zealand for geothermal steam commenced early
in 1950, with light diamond drills used by the Minis
try of Works for general foundation and core
drilling on hydro-electric power schemes and for
engineering structures such as bridges. When it
was found that underground water temperatures
increased with depth down to the maximum
reached by the light rigs, and that a form of cap rock
existed at 400-600 feet overlying an aquifer of
unknown depth containing hot water, larger drills
were obtained to investigate to greater depth.
It became evident on reaching the limits of these
larger drills that there were distinctly favourable
possibilities of obtaining steam at pressures suitable
for power generation, and that the full extent
of the acquifer and its thermal water should be
investigated by drills capable of exploring to
3 000-4 000 feet. Ample evidence of steam was
obtained at 2 000-3 000 feet at suitable pressure
as a result of the investigations by these heavier
rigs, so that production drilling was carried out
to supply sufficient steam for a station of 150 mega
watts. The geological and heat conditions of the
steam field are such that heavier drilling equipment
of greater than 3 000 feet capacity is not necessary.

The first' type of drilling rig used at Wairakei
was nominally capable of drilling to 750 feet
with 2i" diameter drill pipe. These rigs were origi
nally skid-mounted, but with the construction of
access roads to bore sites, the drills were mounted
on four-wheel-drive trucks. A locally designed
and made stuffing bow and gland formed with
layers of rubber was used as the first blow-out
preventer, and this allowed the drilling string
to be stripped in and out of the bore while under
pressure. The rig mast was hydraulically elevated,
was 25 feet in height, and had a load carrying
capacity of 10 000 lb.

A retracting hydraulically operated rotary drilling
head was used, the hydraulic and draw-works equip
ment being operated by an internal combustion engine
of 30 hp rating. In every case the drilling and pump
ing equipment was operated by internal combustion
engines as no electrical power was available in
the Wairakei area during the investigation period.



Table 1. 750-foot-capacity drill. First-stage drilling-investigation bores

Depth drilled below Surface casing Surface A nchor casing Anchor Production casing Production Liner Liner depth Bore diameter below
Bore No. casing head datum internal diameter casing depth internal diameter casing depth internal diameter casing depth internal diameter casing

(feet) (inches) (feet) (inches) (feet) (inches) (feet) (inches)
(feet)

(inches)

1 600 6 100 4 470 3i
2 205 - - 4 60 3t
2A 1001 6 56 4 191 2t
3 816.5 6 70 4 757 3i
4/2 290 12 80 - - - - 9
5 1013 8 20 6 65 3i 373 2t 1003 2i
6 596 6 127 4 534 3i
'7 774 6 223 4 465 3i
8 514 8 20 6 104 - - 5i

'8A 637 6 190 4 580 3i
9 563 10 39 6 100 4 396 3i
10. 895 6 200 - - 5i
11. 886 6 201 4 720 3i
12. 854.5 6 199 4 844 51
13. 1136 6 212 4 728 3i

Total 15 bores.
Total length drilled 10781 feet.
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Table 2. 1 500-foot-capacity drilling rig results. Second-stage drilling-investigation bores

Depth drilled below Sur/ace casin£" Surface A nchor casing A nchor casing Production casing Production casing Liner Liner length
Bore diameter

Bore No. casing head datum outside diamet~r casing depth outside diameter depth outside diameter depth outside diameter (feet)
below casing

(feet) (inches) (feet) (inches) (feet) (inches) (feet) (inches) (inches)

I ......
3 . 179.5 3i It
4 . 1 131 - - 6 239 4 869 2!
4/1 1494 lOt 259 S' 473 6 954 5i
4/2 • :I:1400 12i 92 Si 4SS 6 954 5i

~
7 . 438 - - - 3 859 2i '1:::
10. 226 - - - - 4 972 3i ('I)

'"12. 651.5 3i '"- - - - ....
13. 275 3i

:::
- - - (JO.

14. 595 - - 8~ 217 6 487 5i (JO.
('I)·15. 828 - Si 143 6 489 5i 0...

16. 993 - - Si 269 6 678 5i =r
('I)

16/1 . 994 8~ 19 6 242 4 668 31 '1

S17. 989 - Si 254 6 767 5i ~-21. 983 - - 8i 289 6 846 5i ('I)

23. 1351 - 6 103 4 489 3t 1348.5 3i :::
('I)

32. 1812 - - 8" 51 6 321 - - 51 '1
• (JO.

33. 1589 8" 61 6 236 - 4t '<· I34. 2013 8i 54 6 335 4 999 - - 3i
35. 1989 - - Si 47 6 238 3 1652 4t ~
36. 2006 47 6 256 4 1040 3 981 31

('I)

8i n...
201 1218 8" 62 6 349 - - - 51 a• II202 1504 8i 87 6 340 4t 1235 - 5i- ...

(4t 615)
'<

209A 680 III 33 Si 112 6 318
3! 671 3t '0

'1

211 1494 8i 105 6 309 4! 883 3t
0
Cl.

lW 1593 lit 52 8i 303 6 985 5i
I::n

2W 1494 8" 65 6 376 4t 844 5i ::t
• I§3W 1489 111 61 8$ 348 6 985 51•

4W 1508 III 67 8: 369 - 5t
5W 1491 Si- 65 6 363 - - 5i-

29 Bores. Total 34 408 feet.
JV denotes JVaiotapu Thermal A rea Bore.
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Figure 1. Bore log 21, Drilling and reamlng with 1 500-foot drill
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The rigs were capable of drilling five inches diameter
holes to 1 500 feet, and handling the requisite
casing for this size of hole. The tubular steel mast
of 38 feet height had a capacity of 40 000 lb,
and was raised and lowered by two hydraulic rams.
The drills were truck-mounted with four-wheel
drive, and the draw-works and pumps were driven
from the truck engine. The drills were fitted with
retracting drill-heads which had 30-inch stroke,
hydraulic feed, and used 2!" diameter drill pipe
and 3t-inch diameter drill collars. A 4f' X 6"
duplex pump was provided for drilling fluid,
connected to the drill by a two-inch diameter
flow line and stand pipe. Mud was necessary for
drilling at the greater depths reached by this drill,
and mud tanks and mud cleaning equipment had
to be provided.

Table 2 shows the actual drilling performances
carried out with these drills. The rigs drilled holes
from 2 000 feet and 5i-inch diameter to 1 500 feet
depth approximately. The heaviest weight of·
casing placed was about 16000 lb, so ample
mast capacity was available. Figure : 1 shows
the various drilling and reaming operations that
were actually carried out by a drill of this type
for Bore No. 21, this being a typical example of
drilling required to complete a bore to 1 000 feet
for investigation purposes. The large-diameter hole
at the commencement of the bore was drilled
in stages with "drag" or "fishtail" bits built up I

by welding with hard facing metal. After the surface
casing was placed, the hole was cored and then
reamed, either with a drilling bit or reamer, coring
usually being carried out at stated intervals or
changes of country formation. In this manner,
holes greater than usually drilled with this type
of drill could be made, although the continued
redrilling and reaming added considerably to the
cost of the bore.

The pumping requirements for such a drill in
the thermal conditions usually found at 1 000-1 500
feet, and the large-diameter holes sometimes drilled,
required the provision of greater pumping capacity
than that supplied with the rig. An additional
duplex pump was added to each rig to provide
better cooling for the drilling mud, and to provide
quicker cementing for casing. This pump was
a 5-inch bore by 10-inch stroke with individual
60 hp diesel engine drive, mounted as a single
unit on skids. Electrical generator equipment was
supplied with all the drills to provide lighting for
shift work, and the masts were wired for this pur
pose. Usually drilling was carried out on three
shifts until a bore was completed, so that lighting
was a necessity.

Now that larger rigs than the 1 500-foot type
are used both for production and investigation
drilling, the 1 500-foot rigs are used mainly for
drilling and cementing holes for grouting to loo-foot
depth around the bore sites to consolidate the area
before commencing drilling with a larger type
of drill. These drills are also used as work-over

rigs on the maintenance and taking for down-hole
measurements in completed bores. They carry out
all work of this type that does not require a heavy
rig for a full-scale maintenance operation on a bore.
The 1 500-foot drill is very suitable for working
in the restricted spaces of the steam production
area owing to its mobility and compactness, and
to its having a self-supporting mast. The rig,
however, has not the capacity to carry out heavy
work such as casing repairs and liners, nor has it
the pumping capacity to quench large-production
bores.

3 OOO-foot capacity drills

Once it had been established that geothermal
steam was obtainable by drilling, and the depths
were known at which workable steam pressures
were to be found, the most economical diameter
of production bore was decided upon, and equipment
for production drilling was purchased to drill
production bores to 3 000 feet. Two drills of Ameri
can manufacture were obtained, capable of a
normal drilling range of 3 000 feet and an investi
gation bore range of about 4 000 feet. These rigs
were trailer-mounted and provided with a 95-foot
mast raised and lowered by a hydraulic ram-tilting
mechanism and wire line telescoping system. Hook
capacity is 180000 lb. The mast contains a twin
racking system for 2i-inch and 3t-inch driIl
pipe. A "stabbing" platform for use in placing
casing was made, and can be fixed to the mast
when required. The casing is usually placed in
lengths of about 30 feet, as against double this
length for drill pipe etc. Electric lighting is provided,
as for all driIls at Wairakei. The draw-works
contain a single hoisting drum with a capacity
of 4 300 feet of i-inch diameter wire line, and IS

operated by a 120-hp diesel engine through a torque
converter power unit to give a pull of about
140000 lb.

The weight of casing handled on the J?ast is
limited to a maximum of 70 000 lb approxirnately
to allow for the full capacity of the draw-works.
It is used if casing sticks during placing, and has
to be withdrawn. Table 3 shows that the longest
casings placed by the 3 ooo-foot drills were 128 feet
of 16-inch diameter 589 feet of ll~-inch diameter,
and 2 202 feet of' Si-inch diameter. The maxi
mum weight of casing placed was therefore ab~ut

SO 000 lb, which was well within the capacity
of the lifting equipment of the drills. All other
casing weights were, excepting the 2 202 feet of
8f' casing, within the 70 000 lb limit.

A 17t-inch fully enclosed rotary table was used
for each drill. The drill pipe was 3-~-inch external
diameter, 13.3 lb weight per foot run, seamless
steel, external upset internal flush, grade D, range 2.
For large-diameter holes at the commenc.ement of
a bore, 6~-inch drill pipe is also used. Dnll collars
of various diameters are used, being Si and 7i
inch in diameter. 5t-and 6-inch diameter core
barrels are standard equipment with these rigs.



Table 3. 3000-foot-capacity drilling rig results. Third-stage drilling-investigation .mu pH"j ..::" "Ht

Depth drilled below Surface casing Surface A nchor casing Anchor casing Production casing Production casing Liner Liner length Bore diameter
Bore No. casing head datum outside diameter casing depth outside diameter depth outside diameter depth outside diameter below casing

(feet) (inches) (feet) (inches) (feet) (inches) (feet) (inches) (feet) (inches)

18. 3144 13! 48 101 434 8i 1477
19. 3189 13! 43 101 514 8i 2202 6 1058 7i
20. 2005 13! 39 101 245 8i 1383 7i 395 7i
22. 2036 16 67 III 372 8i 1595 6 498 7i

. 24. 2729 131 61 10i 346 8i 1 133 6 1647 7i
25. 2236 13! 65 101 297 8i 1359 6 966 7i t:1
26. 1816 13! 63 10! 436 8i 1486 - 7i ::!,

:::
27. 2010 16 65 III 361 8i 1390 - - 7i S'
28. 1987 121 64 10! 355 8i, 6 892 - 5i (JOo

29. 2183 16 69 111 362 8i 1214 6 1030 7i to

~30. 2238 16 63 111 361 8i 1506 7i ';'
31. 1994 16 67 III 342 8i- 1000 6 1066 7i S
37. 3341 13! 54 10! 355 8i 1081 - - 7i to

38. 1596 121 71 10! 353 81> 986 6i 647 7i a-
B

39. 1363 121 69 10! 352 8i 989 61> 425 7i ~
B ....

40. 1579 16 69 III 360 8i 1001 - - 7i :;;
41. 1503 16 66 Ili 355 8i 999 6 589 7i E.
42. 1 161 16 68 111 355 8i 1001 6t 195 7t "l

~

43. 1343 16 65 Ili 349 8f 995 - 71> ~
B ~.

44. 2294 16 67 Ili 345 8i 1736 - - 7~

45. 2352 16 66 III 351 8i 1 181 6i 1209 7i Z
46. 2109 16 67 Ili 359 8i 1653 - - 7i ~
47. 2404 16 60 Ili 347 8i 2067 6 370 7t "0

"l
48. 4 004 16 70 Il! 376 8i 1814 6 2248 7! ~.

49. 2064 16 50 1I! 357 8i 1712 6t 424 7t
to
r'J....

50. 2285 16 74 Ili 356 8i 1569 6i 737 7!
51. 2277 16 69 III 359 8f 1699 6 672 7!
52. 2319 16 69 Ili 354 8! 1910 6 448 H I~53. 1552 16 70 III 357 8i 982 6 632 7~-

54. 3001 16 91 III 444 8i 1668 6i 1371 H
55. 2199 16 63 III 354 8i 1579 6i 669 7!

li56. 2123 16 70 III 400 8i 1 549 6i 609 7i
57. 2215 16 68 III 369 8i 1412 6! 832 7i
58. 1619 16 67 III 364 8i 997 6 621 10i
59. 2714 16 67 III 327 8i 1194 6! 1573 7i
60. 3199 16 68 III 326 8i 1 197 6i 2081 7i
61. 2000 16 66 III 317 8i 969 6i 1078 7i
62. 2091 16 61 III 338 8i 984 6i 1250 7i
63. 1890 16 69 III 341 8i 1003 6 910 7!
67. 2190 16 64 III 364 8i 1553 6! 672 7i
75. 2191 16 61 III 364 8i 1567 6i 664 7!

"; 76. 2 072 16 64 III 408 8! 1489 6i 615 7i
78. 2135 16 68 III 403 8i 1567 6i 608 7i
80. 2286 16 64 III 589 8i 941 6i 1380 7!
81. 1934 16 68 lIt 358 8i 1579 6f 392 71 I~



Table 3. (Continued)

Depth drilled below Sur/ace casing Surface A nchor casing A nchor casing Production casing Production casing Liner Liner length
Bore diameter

Bore No. casing head outside diameter casing depth outside diameter depth outside diameter depth outside diameter
(feet)

below casing
(feet) (inches) (feet) (inches) (feet) (inches) (feet) (inches) (inches)

203 I 143 16 66 10! 351 6 998 4t 1008 7~

205 2972 16 66 111 390 8g 992 6~ 2003 7"-8

{6i 1259} 5 a206 2710 16 64 11! 383 8i 719 4t 860 <

207 3326 16 119 III 513 8i 1460 6i I 904 7!
208 2833 16 8i 1001 (6i 18(7)

7~69 111 373 4t 367}
210 3009 16 128 lIt 556 8~ 1577 6% 1454 7~

{~t 47} 7~·4W 2943 - - - - 7% 316 I 128
6W 3001 16 79 lIt 348 8~ 1013 6% 2039 7%
7W 3282 16 122 111 385 8~ 988 6 2333 7i

Total bores ~ 51. Total length of bores drilled ~ 124 191 feet.
W Denotes Waiotapu Investigation Bore.

Table 4. Depth and diameter of bores drilled by 750-foot drills

Diameter of bore in inches

Total depth
Bore No. a! bore l3! 9 8i- 7~ 51 5i 5! 4j, 4' 3i 3t 3! 2i· 2t

(feet)
s

Depth drilled in [eet

I 600 100 370 130
2 205 - 60 145
2A 1001 56 146 799
3 816:5 95 721.5
4/2. 290 90 200
5 1013 20 43 - 350 600
6 596 - 137 - 395 14 50
7 774 75 157 - 243 299
8 514 20 - 84 410
8A 637 45 145 390 57
9 563 39 66 309 149
10 . 895 43 187 - 665
Il 886 201 - 518 147 20
12 854.5 210 - 644.5
13 1 136 228 - 512 396
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A 3i-inch square kelly, 40 feet long, a 60-ton
travelling block, and 55-ton swivel with 2}-inch
diameter fluid passage completes the drilling
assembly.

Each drill is provided with two duplex diesel
driven mud pumps of a continuous power rating
of 185 hp input, and 160 hp hydraulic output
at 70 stokes per minute. Pumps are' 7!" bore

12" stroke, and are skid-mounted. Originally
each pump was connected through a torque con
vcrter to a 120-hp diesel engine, but with increased
LJoling capacity being required in some bores,
:\lJe pump for each rig had its engine replaced by
,i twin diesel power unit of 278 hp without torque
~·onverter.

Mud tanks for each rig consisted of an American
manufactured tank of 4 640 gallons capacity con
1aining 2 shale shakers for mud cleaning, together
with a locally manufactured mud tank of 7 000
gallons capacity containing a cooling tower which
could be lowered during transport and raised

during drilling. The mud was pumped to the top
of the tower and fell down to the mud tank, the
tower sides having louvres to give air cooling.
Work at present is in hand to use an air draught
from a ventilation fan up the tower to improve
its operation. The layout of pumping equipment
for both mud cleaning and cooling, and for cement
ing operations, is shown in figures 2 and 3 respec
tively.

Table 4 shows the actual depths and corresponding
diameters of holes drilled with the 750-foot drills;
table 5 gives the same ,data for the 1 500-foot
drills and table 6 gives the results obtained with
the 3 OOO-foot drills. This data shows that the
equipment carried out the work required for the
size of drill specified, which was based on ordinary
drilling conditions in cold ground. These tables
show that the drilling performances of the drills
could still be obtained, and even exceeded at times,
when drilling in hot water acquifers under conditions
where pressures at the wellhead' could develop.

Mvd lit/I"

MUO liNE LAYOUr

FOR 3000 FT DRILL

WAIRAKEI GEOTHERI'1AL POWER PROJECT
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From bore •
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Nua' soot/on
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Water Mains

" pressure
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3'11-+-+-+-+-+-'--t-

Figure 2
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Figure 3. Wairakei geothermal power project. Cementing line layout for 3000-foot drill



Table 5. Depth and diameter of bores drilled by 1 500-foot drills

Diameter 0/ bore in inches

Total depth
Bore No. of bore is 14 12! 11! 11 10~ 9! 7i 7£ 7~ 5i 5f 5j 5t 41 3f 3~ 2* 2~

(feet)
, .

Depth in feet It;
:::.:::

3. 179.5 179.5 S·
1 131 252 638

IlOo
4. 241

~

4/1 1494 70 230 188 466 540 .c
I:

4/2 1400 398 475 527 .;-
7. 438 92 346 3
10 226 86 140 ~

;:l

12 651.5 651.5
....
~

13 275 275 ....
14 595 30 197 272 96 ::;
15 828 20 130 341 337 ~::;.
16 993 269 400 324 ~

~

16/1 994 20 222 428 324 ~.

17 989 254 513 222 Z
21 983 32 252 559 140

~
23 1351 103 387 861
32 1812 52 270 1 490

't:l
'1

1589 1353
0

33 61 175 ';;;.

34 2013 72 264 662 1 015 n....
35 1989 55 186 738 1010

36 2006 82.5 186.5 771 966

I~201. 1218 89 293 836
202. 1504 87 253 1 164

209A. 680 39 79 231 271 60

211. 1494 110 209 618 557

lirw. 1593 52 251 682 608
2W. 1494 67 312 1 115

3W. 1489 61 287 637 504

4W. 1508 67 302 331 808
5W. 1491 65 298 1 128

W denotes Waiotapu investigation Bore.

a--

'"



Table 6. Depth and diameter of bores drilled by 3 OOO-foot drills
I~

Diameter of bore in inches

Totat depth
Bore No. of bore 23 17 15 13 12t 11 10~ 9~ 7~- 6 51 5~ 4

(feet)

Depth drilled in feet

18 3144 66 399 1038 1641
19 3189 60 454 1708 967

It20 2005 56 197 1728 24
22 2036 97 297 1218 384 40

24 2729 62 792 288 1587

25 2236 67 236 l04I 892

26 1816 66 377 l070 303 ::r:
III

27 2010 83 290 1050 577 10 "'l

=28 1 987 76 303 1 082 146 373.5 6.5 l'D

'"29 2 183 83 287 863 950 '"....
30 2238 94 283 1336 525 =IJQ.

31 1994 95 264 1614 21 IJQ.

37 3341 2240
l'D

56 740 305 0...
38 1596 71 300 630 575 20 =-l'D

39 1363 77 292 633 361 "'la
40 1 579 69 309 623 578 III

41 1 503 295 650 483
....

75 l'D

42 1 161 100 273 639 149 =l'D
43 1343 73 290 650 330 "'l

IJQ.

44 2294 84 280 1480 440 10 '<

45 2352 66 285 830 1 171 I
46 2109 89 285 1318 417 l:l
47 2404 68 284 1721 331

l'D
n...

48 4004 79 317 1598 2010 "'l

49 2 064 63 304 1 624 43 30 6:...
50 2285 80 285 1215 705 '<

51 2277 95 291 1378 513
't:l
"'l

52 2 319 93 275 1 918 33
0
Cl.

53 1 552 75 304 1 152 21
c::
n...

54 3001 99 353 1248 1301 o'
55 2199 88 262 1255 594 =
56 2123 74 331 1 163 555

57 2215 75 300 1205 635

58 1619 72 304 1237 6

59 2714 87 248 885 1494

60 3199 80 260 870 1989
61 2000 82 245 810 863

62 2091 80 265 655 1091

63 1890 75 271 664 880

67 .' . 2190 75 297 1208 610

75 2191 75 295 1215 600

76 2072 75 361 1144 492



Table 6. (Continued)

Diameter oj bore in, inches

Bore No.
Total depth

of bore
(feet)

23 17 15 13 121 11 10!

Depth drilled in feet

9i 7f 6 5J!. 5i 4

W denotes Waiotupu Invest.igation Bore.

78.
80.
81.

203.
205.
206.
207.
208.
210.
4W.
6W.
7W.

2135
2286
1934
1 143
2972
2710
3326
2833
3009
2943
3001
3282

152

76
75
76
66
80
74

130
70

97
1,)')

329
520
294
285
316
317
385
310
415

261
263

1 180
468

1225

604
334

1085
630

1045

655
603

550
1223

339 tI

792 S
1972 S'

IJQ.
1652 333 re
1720 6 ..c

;:
1818 5 .s'
1392 5 El
2943 re

::
1988

...
="2 294 ...
:E
~

::;"
="
~
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Table 7. Number of bores and depths drilled by each type of drilling rig for each yearly period - investigation and production bores /g
750-loot drifts HOO-Ioot drifts 3000-loot drills

Year bore completed Total number 01 bores Total depth drilled

Number 01 bores Depth drilled Depth drilled Number 0/ bores
Depth drilled drifted by all rigs by all rigs

(feet) Number of bores (feet) (feet)

1 April 1950 to 31 March 1951 5 3109 1 1 131 - - 6 4240
1 April 1951 to 31 March 1952 10 7 672 3 2 277.5 - - 13 9949.5
1 April 1952 to 31 March 1953 5 2 709.5 - - 5 2 709.5
1 April 1953 to 31 March 1954 7 9735 4 10 154 11 19889
1 April 1954 to 31 March 1955 4 6084 2 4965 6 11 049

It1 Apri11955 to 31 March 1956 - 7 13912 7 13912
1 April 1956 to 31 March 1957 1 1593 12 23562 13 25155
1 April 1957 to 31 March 1958 7 10198 5 10997 12 21 195
1 April 1958 to 31 March 1959 - 13 32635 13 32635
1 April 1959 to 31 March 1960 1 680 11 27966 12 28646 ::r:

~
--~- --- -- -- - '1

TOTALS 15 10781 29 34408 54 124 191 98 169380 =<Il
rJJ
rJJ

Average depth of bore (feet) 719 1 186 2300 ....
=IJC.

IJC.
<Il
0...
::r
<Il
'1

8
~....

Table 8. Number of drilling rigs used each month in geothermal drilling to 31 March 1960 I~
<Il
'1

Type 01 rig Year April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. I~
I

750 feet. 1 April 1950 to 31 March 1951 . 1 3 4 5 5 5 4 6 3 3 5 3 t"l
;'

1 April 1951 to 31 March 1952 . 3 4 2 2 3 4 4 3 2 2 2 1 ,.,...
'1

1 500 feet. . 1 April 1950 to 31 March 1951 . 1 1 1 1 1 1
....

1 1 1 1 1 ,.,
~

1 April 1951 to 31 March 1952 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 '<
1 April 1952 to 31 March 1953 . 1 1 1 1 1 - - 1 1 1 1 2 "Cl

'1
1 April 1953 to 31 March 1954 . 3 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0

Q,
1 April 1954 to 31 March 1955 . 2 2 1 1 - - 1 1 - - - I:,.,
1 April 1956 to 31 March 1957 . - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ....

o'1 April 1957 to 31 March 1958 . - 1 1 2 2 1 2 - - - - - =
1 April 1958 to 31 March 1959 . - - 1 1 1 1
1 April 1959 to 31 March 1960 . - - - 1

3000 feet. . 1 April 1952 to 31 March 1953 . - - - - - 1 1 1
1 April 1953 to 31 March 1954 . 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1
1 April 1954 to 31 March 1955 . - 1 1 1 1 1
1 April 1955 to 31 March 1956 . 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2 2
1 April 1956 to 31 March 1957 . 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1
1 April 1957 to 31 March 1958 . 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2
1 April 1958 to 31 March 1959 . 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1
1 April 1959 to 31 March 1960 . 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1

-----
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It can ther~fore be stated that with the provision
of commercially manufactured pumping and blow
out preventer equipment, drilling in thermal condi
tior:s can be undertaken with ordinary drilling
equipment, although greater pumping capacity is
deemed to be necess:=try. The addition of cooling
apparatus for the drilling mud can be considered
a r~finement which allows drilling to proceed at
a slightly faster rate than if this is not provided.

Table 7 gives the total length of hole drilled
by each type of drill and the years in which the
drilling was carried out. It will be seen that the
750-foot drills were in use on investigation drilling
for two years before the larger 1 500-foot drill
was obtained and put into service. The 1 500-foot
drills were used over a three-year period 1952-1955
on investigation and production bore drilling until
the 3 ODD-foot drills were brought into full operation.
With the operation of the 3 ODD-foot drills on both
production and investigation, the use of the smaller
drills declined, but nevertheless have continued
to give excellent service on ancillary work such as
maintenance and grouting. It will be noted that
with the drilling equipment used for actually
drilling bores, the table shows that the maximum
number of bores drilled in anyone year was 13.
The organisation set up at Wairakei for the number
of drills used was based on a programme of 12 bores
per year. With the build-up of experience in drilling,
and the solution of the many associated problems
resulting from heat in the country, it was considered
that the number of bores drilled per year would
increase with the experience gained. In actual fact
it was found that the rate of drilling was governed
more by available water supply and keeping bores
quenched, than by shifting more quickly between
bores, and by drilling at faster rates with more
suitable equipment.

Table 8 shows the number of drilling rigs of the
three types used at Wairakei that were actually
engaged in drilling bores month by month for inves
tigation and production of steam. It will be seen
that drilling was carried out practically continuously
over the ten-year period. The number of 750-foot
drills varied over the period of their use from one
to a maximum of 6 rigs at the peak stage. The 1 500
foot drills commenced with one rig on loan. Later
two similar rigs were purchased, making a total
of three. However, these rigs were also used on
bore maintenance and consolidation grouting, so
that in effect only one, and sometimes two of
the 1 500-foot drills were actually employed on
drilling bores. Of the 3 ODD-foot drills, the table
shows that these rigs were employed fairly
continuously on bore drilling, although at the pre
sent time, now that drilling has dropped to a
small amount, these rigs are being used more for
maintenance work on production bores.

The building of a new method of generating
electrical power in New Zealand has been brought
about, firstly, by the perseverance and the courage
of the men in the Ministry of Works who have
successfully produced the steam, and secondly
by the equipment which has enabled the men
to carry out the work. In every case this equipment
has not always been the best or the most suitable
for the work, but by trial the best methods of
working and the best equipment for the work have
been gradually evolved until the use of geothermal
steam for power has now become an established fact.
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Summary

Investigation for geothermal steam in the Waira
kei thermal area of New Zealand was begun by
the Ministry of Works in 1950 with small diamond
drilling rigs capable of drilling to 750 feet in ordinary
core drilling operations for general engineering
work.

When the capacity of these drilling rigs was
reached during the investigation work, and it was
found that conditions existed at the depths drilled
that showed promise of better results at greater
depth, drills were obtained that would reach
1 500 feet under ordinary drilling conditions. These
rigs were provided with extra pump capacity in
addition to the pump provided with the drill,
and with this addition the specified drilling capacity
of the rig could be reached within the ordinary
power supplied to the draw-works. This intermediate
type of drill was used on investigation holes to
its full capacity. It also began work on steam

production bores until such time as still larger
rigs sould be obtained from overseas. By means
of drilling pilot holes and reaming in successive
stages, this type of drill has drilled some useful
production bores with six-inch-diameter casing.

In late 1952, a drill of 3000 feet depth capacity
commenced work at Wairakei on steam production
drilling. This drill was provided with two large
pumps for cooling and cementing operations, the
cooling or mud pump later being powered with
an additional engine. A second rig of similar capacity
was placed in operation some time later, and these
two rigs have carried out the full steam production
programme required for the present proposed power
installation of 192 megawatts. Some attention
has had to be given to extra cooling for drilling
fluid during the drilling of production bores,
and provision of "blow-out" preventer equipment
of ordinary oilwell drilling standard was made
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for control of pressures in the bore in the event
of pump failure or loss of mud circulation.

The deepest production bore of S-inch diameter
was drilled to 4 000 feet, while the greatest length
of Si-inch outside diameter casing was placed
to a depth of 2 200 feet.

A table showing the various drilling and reaming
operations carried out with a 1 500-foot rig is
given as being typical of the operations carried out
by the smaller rigs in drilling the largest diameter
bore possible with the equipment available at the
time. Tables have been prepared to show the drilling
performances of each type of drill, and the amount
of casing placed in the bores. The number and type
of drills used to carry out the investigation and

production drilling programme are also shown
in a table for the nine-year period of geothermal
drilling.

The drill and pumping equipment were all of
American origin, as was also most of the ancillary
equipment. The drills and pumps were all diesel
powered, and any losses of bores from blowouts
were not caused by rig, pump or engine failures.
Drilling carried out for geothermal steam in ground
temperatures up to 260°C has shown that ordinary
oilwell or engineering investigation drilling equip
ment with increased pumping capacity for cooling,
and with ordinary blowout preventer gear, can
cope with most of the problems that may be expected
in this type of work.

MATERIEL EN SERVICE AV PROJET DE MISE EN ffiVVRE DE L'ENERGIE
GEOTHERMIQVE A WAIRAKEI, NOVVELLE-ZELANDE

Resume

Des recherches en vue de trouver de la vapeur
geothermique dans la region de Wairakei, en
Nouvelle-Zelande, ont ete cornrnencees par le
Ministere des travaux publics en 1950, avec de
petites installations de forage utilisant des outils
en diamant capabIes de foncer des puits jusqu'a
750 pieds (229 m) dans le cadre des operations
de forage ordinaires a carottage dont il est fait
usage pour divers travaux de genie civil.

Quand on exploita la pleine capacite des instal
lations pendant les travaux de recherches et quand
on arriva a decouvrir qu'il regnait, aux profon
deurs atteintes, des conditions qui promettaient
de meilleurs resultats pour des couches situees
plus bas, on se procura des installations capables
d'aller jusqu'a 1 500 pieds (457 m) dans des situa
tions ordinaires. On les dota de moyens de pompage
supplementaires, servant a completer la pompe
fournie avec ce materiel, addition avec laquelle
la capacite nominale de l'installation pouvait etre
atteinte en faisant appel au moteur usuel du treuil
de forage. Ce modele interrnediaire d'installation
a ete utilise a sa pleine capacite pour les puits d'ex
ploration et on y a fait appel egalement pour les
travaux sur les puits de production (vapeur)
jusqu'a ce que des installations plus grosses encore
puissent etre importees. En foncant des puits
pilote et en les alesant en plusieurs passes, on reussit,
au moyen de cet appareillage, a forer quelques
puits de production utilisables avec un tubage
de six pouces de diametre (152 mm).

Vers la fin de 1952, une foreuse ayant une capacite
de 3000 pieds (914 m) a commence ses travaux
a Wairakei, ou il en etait fait usage pour des puits
de production de vapeur. Elle etait dotee de deux
grosses pompes pour les travaux de refroidissement

et de cimentage, la pompe de refroidissement ou
pompe aboue etant pourvue par la suite d'un moteur
supplementaire. Une deuxierne installation ayant
meme capacite fut mise en service quelques temps
apres et ces deux dispositifs ont permis I'execution
de la totalite du programme de production de vapeur
a realiser pour l'installation actuellement projetee
de 192 megawatts. On a du preter quelque attention
a des moyens de refroidissement supplementaires
pour le liquide de forage pendant le foncage des
puits de production et on a installe des vannes
d'eruption du type qui est standard pour les puits
a petrole ordinaires, afin de tenir les pressions
en echec en cas de panne de la pompe ou de blocage
de la circulation de boue.

Le puits de production le plus profond, ayant
S pouces (203 mm) de diametre, a ete pousse a
4 000 pieds (1 219 m) et la plus grande longueur
d'elements de Sr' (219 mm) de diametre exterieur
fut posee a 2200 pieds (671 m).

Une table indiquant les diverses operations de
forage et d'alesage executees avec une installation
d'une capacite de 1 500 pieds (457 m) est donnee
comme representant un bon exemple des operations
menees a bien par les installations de moindre
capacite en forant le puits du plus gros diametre
possible avec le materiel disponible au moment
considere. On a prepare des tables qui indiquent
le rendement de chaque type d'installation et la
longueur de la colonne de tubage posee dans les
puits. Le nombre et le modele des dispositifs utilises
a l'execution du programme de recherches et de
forage est egalement donne dans une table pour
les 9 ans qu'ont dure les forages geothermiques.

Les dispositifs de forage et les pompes etaient
tous d'origine arnericaine, ainsi d'ailleurs que la
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majeure partie du materiel auxiliaire. Les outils
de forage et les pompes etaient actionnes par des
moteurs Diesel.

Aucune des pertes dues a des eruptions ne fut
attribuable a une panne d'installation, de pompe
ou de moteur. Les forages pousses dans la vapeur
geothermique, a des temperatures de terrains allant

jusqu'a 2600 ont demontre que le materiel ordinaire
de sondage employe dans le genie civil et les champs
petroliferes, dont on renforce la capacite de pompage
pour le refroidissement et que l'on pourvoit de vannes
d'eruption ordinaires permet de faire face ala majorite
des problemes auxquels on est en droit de s'attendre
dans ce genre de travail.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF CASINGS FOR GEOTHERMAL BOREHOLES
AT WAIRAKEI, NEW ZEALAND

A. C. L. Fooks*

For the shallower casings therefore reliance IS

placed on:
1. The cooling effect of the drilling fluid;
2. The. stru~tural strength of the rock formations;
3. Drilling mud weight;

to prevent blowout before the respective casings
are set.

The anchor casing is normally sealed into the
impermeable mudstone layer that exists in the
production field below 300 feet depth.

Consideration of the above factors has led to the
practice of setting the surface casing at 60 to 100 feet
depth and the anchor casing near 400 feet depth.

170

Programming depths of casing strings

As underground temperature pressure and geo
logical evidence became available, it was possible
to lay down limits of depth to which each casing
string should be set.

lt was found that in general, at Wairakei and
other N.Z. fields investigated, temperatures approxi
mated the boiling point for depth (b.p.d.) curve.

Ideally, the shallower casing string should be set
at such a depth that the vapour pressure of the
water at the depth to which the deeper casing is
to be set does not exceed the rock weight pressure
at the shoe of the shallower casing.

Table 2 shows that it is not possible to achieve
this for the shallower casings if b.p.d. conditions
exist from near the surface downwards.

If steam exists in the formations at pressures
above saturation, higher pressures could occur.

These pressures will only occur of course if drillhole
circulating fluid is lost and the hole becomes steam
filled.

Experience has shown that even in the soft
pumice-breccia surface formations 70 feet deep,
surface casing has withstood 80 psig without blowout.

The highest pressures (after circulation losses have
occurred) recorded at the wellhead during drilling
have been as follows:

Ministry of Works drilling teams began work
at Wairakei in 1950. Underground pressure and
temperature conditions were unknown and there was
no rational basis for casing string design.

Initially only light drills were available and these
drilled boreholes of 700 to 900 feet depth and set
4 inch diameter casing between 400 and 720 feet deep.

Medium drills (nominal 1 500 feet drilling capacity
later set 4 inch casing to 1 000 feet in 1 500 to 2000
feet deep boreholes for investigational purposes.
They also set 6 inch (LD.) pipe in the 600 to 700 feet
range, in 1 000 ft. drilled holes for shallow production
purposes.

Heavy drills (light oilwell type trailer mounted
drills of nominal 3 000 ft drilling capacity) were
used from 1952 onwards, and these have set 8f'
production casing to depths between 1 000 and 2 000
feet in boreholes ranging from 1 200 to 4 000 feet
deep.

All the earlier investigation and production bore
holes used 3 cemented casing strings with unlined
drilled hole below the production casing. Unless
comparatively large fissures were encountered near
hole bottom, heavy ejections of rock occurred,
which, on occasions, blocked the bore completely,
necessitating redrilling of the unlined section before
a satisfactory discha:ge was obtained.

Since early 1957 uncemented slotted liners have
been used to keep open the lower borehole sections.
These serve to reduce the size of the ejected rock
fragments (which endangered nearby operating equip
ment) and allow subsequent temperature and pressure
measurements to be made in the lower sections of
borehole. The two lighter drills used readily available
British Standard pipe of steam quality (BSS 1387
Class C) for casing. The heavy .drill use~ oil:vell
casing to American Petroleum Institute specifications
of grades H40 and J55. These are the types discussed
here.

Figure 1 and table 1 show the relative locations
and the casing details of bores drilled in the produc
tion field (roughly east of co-ordinate line 114 000 W
and north of co-ordinate line 316000 S), and in the
investigation area (series 200 boreholes) west and
south of these lines. Figure 7 is an aerial photograph
of the area.

* Project Engineer, Ministry of Works, New Zealand.

Bore No.

56
61

A nehor casing depth Drilled depth
(feet) (feet)

400 1 700
317 1 137

Maximum wellhead
pressure recorded

(psig)

255
250





Table l. (Continued)
...

[tJ

No. 1 (surface) No. 2 (anchor) No. 3 (production) Liner Depths of knou:n. breaks
casing casing casing (Sce note b) (production casing only

Bore No.
Depth unless noted)
drilled Remarks

o.d, !Vgt. Depth o.d, !Vgt. Grade
Depth !Vgt !Vgt. Grade Slotted ({eet)

Breaks are at couplings
o.d, Depth o.d. Depth unless marked·

(' ) (lb. Grade (feet) (ins) (lb. (See (' ) (lb. Grade (lb. (See"'S. per fl.) . per ft.) note a) (feet) "'S. per {t.) (feet) (ins.) per tt.) note c)
(feet) (feet) (feet)

29 16 65 H40 69 1I! 42 H40 362 8i 32 H40 1214 6 18 H40 2183 1 590-2082 2183
30 16 65 H40 63 lIt 42 H40 361 8i 36 J55 1506 - - - 2238 262, 447 & 670

31 16 65 H40 67 lIt 42 H40 342 8i 36 J55 1000 6 18 H40 1994 992-1 994 1994 850

It32 8i ? ? 51 6t 14.2 c 321 - - - - - - 1812

33 8i ? ? 61 6t 14.2 c 236 - - - - - - 1589
34 8i ? ? 54 6t 14.2 c 335 4t 9.8 c 999 - - - 2013

35 8i ? ? 47 6t 14.2 c 238 - - - - 3t 6.3 B 1 652 - 1989

36 8i ? ? 47 6t 14.2 c 256 4t 9.8 c 1040 3t 7.5 H 2002 1 021-2002 2006 ::t:
~

37 13i ?61 ?J55 54 lOt 40.5 H40 355 8i 36 J55 1081 - - 1607 Drilled 3341' - >;
::s

Bottom cemented ('D
m

38 12t ? ? 71 lOt 40.5 H40 353 8i 36 J55 986 6i 24 J55.F 1594 979-1 594 1596 m
::i"

39 12t ? ? 69 lOt 40.5 H40 352 8i 36 J55 989 6i 24 J55.F 1363 981-1 363 1363 IlO>

40 16 65 H40 69 lIt 42 H40 360 8i 36 J55 1001 - - - - 1579 IlO>
('D

41 16 65 H40 66 lIt 42 H40 355 8i 36 J55 999 6 18 H40 1503 979-1 503 1503 0....
42 16 65 H40 68 lIt 42 H40 355 8i 36 J55 1001 6i 24 J55.F 1 161 999-1 161 1 161 127, 467 ::s-

('D

43 16 65 H40 65 lIt 42 H40 349 8i 32 H40 995 - 1343 >;

S
44 16 65 H40 67 lIt 42 H40 345 8i 32 H40 1 736 - - 2294 316 ~...
45 16 65 H40 66 lIt 42 H40 351 8i 36 155 1 181 6i 24 1 55.F 2333 1 124-2 333 2352 328 & 662 ('D

46 16 65 H40 67 lIt 42 H40 359 8i 36 J55 1653 - - 2109 ::s
('D

47 16 65 H40 60 lIt 42 H40 347 8i 36 J55 2067 6 18 H40 2404 2 344-2 404 2404 614, 1 186 & 1 340 >;
IlO>

48 16 65 H40 70 lIt 42 H40 376 8i 36 J55 1814 G 18 H40 4004 1 778-4004 4004 '<

49 16 65 H40 50 lIt 42 H40 357 8i 36 J55 1712 6i 24 J55.F 2051 1 660-2051 . 2064 509* cemented 7i J 55.F 26.4 I
with sleeve to sleeve l:J
563'

('D
()....

50 16 65 H40 74 lIt 42 H40 356 8i 36 J55 1569 6i 24 J55.F 2271 1568-2271 2285 >;...
51 16 65 H40 69 lIt 42 H40 359 8i 36 J55 1699 2277 435, 582, 768, 861, Bore cemented

()

- ::;:
1051, 1179, 1377 '<

52 16 65 H40 69 lIt 42 H40 354 8i 36 155 1 910 6 18 H40 2317 1 887-2 317 2319
'C..,

53 16 65 H40 70 lIt 42 H40 357 8i 36 1 55 984 6 18 H40 1552 982-1 552 1552
0
0-

54 16 65 H40 91 lIt 42 H40 444 8i 36 J55 1668 4t 12.6 J55.F 2913 1 568-2 913 3006 Alternate plain & =()....
slotted joints o'

55 16 65 H40 63 Ilt 42 H40 354 8i 36 . J55 1 579 6i 24 ]55.F 2 199 1 787-2 199 2 199 ::s

56 16 65 H40 70 lIt 42 H40 400 8i 36 J55 1549 61 24 J55.F 2103 1 530-2 503 2123

57 16 65 H40 68 lIt 42 H40 369 8i 36 J55 1412 6i 24 J55.F 2195 1 400-2 195 2215 591, 778, & 807

58 16 65 H40 67 lIt 42 H40 364 8i 36 J55 997 6 18 H40 1613 1 381-1 613 1 619

59 16 65 H40 67 lIt 42 H40 327 8" 36 J55 1 IH4 6i 24 J55.F 2692 1 187-2692 27148

60 16 68 H40 65 lIt 42 H40 326 8i 36 J 55 I IH7 6'~ 24 Ji55.F 3180 1 164-3 180 3 199

61. 16 65 H40 66 lIt 42 H40 317 8' 36 J55 969 61 24 J55.F 1980 D37-1 980 20008

62. 16 65 H40 61 Ilt 42 H40 338 8i 36 J55 984 6i 24 155.F 2091 873-2091 2091

63. 16 65 H40 6D lIt 42 H40 341 8i 36 J55 1003 6 18 H40 1890 1 001-1 890 1 890

66. 18 73 Line 82 13i 48 H40 457 8i 36 J55 1586 6i 24 J55.F 2041 1 570-2 041 2046

67. 16 65 H40 64 lIt 42 H40 364 8i 36 J55 1553 6i 24 2'190 J55.F 1 551-2 190 2190 11, 458, 584, & 808

68. 16 65 H40 66 lIt 42 H40 330 8i 36 J55 1523 6i 24 J55.F 2155 1 517-2 155 2155



Table 1. (Continued)

---
No. 1 (surface) No. 2 (anchor) No. 3 (production) Liner Depths of known breaks

casing casing casing (See note b)
Depth

(production casing only
unless noted)

Bore No.
Wgt. Wgt. Grade Wgt. Wgt Grade

drilled Breaks art at couplings Remarks
o.d, Depth o.d. Depth o.d. Depth o.d. Depth Slotted (feet)

(ins.) (lb. Grade (lb. (See r ) (lb. Grade (lb. (See u-nless marked*
"'S. per ft.) (feet) (ine.) per ft.) note a) (feet) ,ns. per tt-) (feet) (ins.) per ft.) note c) (feet) (feet) (feet)

-------

tj
("ll

72. IH 7:l Line 62 13! 48 H40 330 8i 36 J55 1582 6i 24 J55.F 2029 11)88-2029 2034 Bottom deviated
-<:
("ll

64.5' 0
'0

62 111 42 H40 364 36 J55 1567 (~i
24 J55.F 1 561-2 104} S

75. 16 65 H40 8i 2191 e18 H40 2191 2 104-2 191 :::
76. 16 65 H40 64 111 42 H40 408 8i 36 J55 1489 6i 24 J55.F 2071 1 490-2 071 2072

...
0

78. 16 65 H40 68 111 42 H40 403 8i 36 J55 1567 6i 24 J55.F 2135 1 572-2 135 2135 ....
80. 16 65 H40 64 111 42 H40 589 8i 36 J55 941 6i 24 J55.F 2274 928-2274 2286

..,
~

'"81. 16 65 H40 68 111 42 H40 358 8i 36 J55 1579 6i 24 ]55.F 1878 1 521-1 878 1934 S'
86. 16 65 H40 62 111 42 H40 378 8i 36 J55 1407 6i 24 J55.F 2085 1 393-2085 2085 ao.

'"201. 8i 28 H40 62 6t 14.6 c 349 - - - - - - 1218 Abandoned 8'
202. 8i 28 H40 87 6 18 H40 340 - - 4t 12.6 J55.F 1235 - 1504 "'l

203. 16 65 H40 66 101 40.5 H40 351 6i 14.6 c 998 4i 11.6 J55 1008 - 1 143 323* ao.
("ll

204. 16 65 H40 138 111 42 H40 368 - - - 1224 Abandoned 0...
205. 16 65 H40 66 111 42 H40 390 81i 36 J55 992 6i 24 J55.F 2954 985-2954 2972 ::r

8 ("ll

(6 i 24 J55.F· 1752
1 523-2 382}

"'l

206. 16 65 H40 64 111 42 H40 383 8i 36 J55 719
4t 12.6 ]55.F 2382 2710 Sa

207. 16 65 H40 119 111 42 H40 513 8i 36 J55 1460 6i 24 J55.F 3326 1464-3326 3326 co
(6i 24 ]55.F 2540 687-2540) 0

208. 16 65 H40 69 111 42 H40 373 8! 36 J55 1001 2833 "'l

\4i 12.6 J55.F 2833 2466-2833 ("ll

::r
{4 i 12.6 J55.F 615 (cemented) ~

209A. 111 42 H40 33 8~ 18 H40 112 6 18 H40 318 ("ll

3i 7.6 NX 678 598-678 680 146, 29, 345 & 410 '"
210. 16 65 H40 128 111 42 H40 556 8~ 36 J55 1577 6i 24 J55.F 2943 1 532-2 943 3009 ~...
211. 8i 28 H40 105 6 18 H40 309 4t 12.6 J55.F 883 - 1494 :s
213. 16 65.3 Line 258 111 42 H40 616 8i 36 J55 1454 61i 24 ]55.F 3031 1 431-3 031 3035 ~8 ::;.

~

~

Note: (a) Grades 'B' & 'C' refer to pipe to B.S.S. 1387. ~.

(b) Liners not cemented unless noted. Z
(c) • F' denotes flush jointed casing. N

.Q...
Q'

~
0
~

'"

...
'-J

""
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Table 2

Harnessing geothermal energy - Electricity production

Setting depths are therefore generally:

Depth
(feet) Temp. Saturated Approx. Pressure,

'C
steam pressure, average, psipsig sp gr

100 142 42 1.2 52
400 190 170 1.5 250

1000 230 390 1.8 770
1 600 252 584 1.8 1 150

In the most recent investigation bores, the depth
of the shallower casings has been decided after
drilling a shallow (250 feet) small diameter borehole
with a small drill rig.

From BPD curve Rock weight
Surface casing
Anchor casing
Intermediate casing
Production casing .

Production
bores

60-100
400

1 600-1 800

Investigation
bores

60-150
400-600

1000
1 600-1 800

In bore 20 it was found that boiling occurred
above 1 400 feet depth and that mineral deposits
occurred somewhat above this and down to nearly
1 600 feet. The production casing is therefore set
to no shallower than 1 600 feet so that extensive
mineralization does not occur around the uncemented
slotted liner.

Recent measurements have shown that in bores
where the feed fissure source impedance is greater
than at bore 20, mineralisation occurs down to
about 1 800 feet. Cementing difficulties have occurred,
due to the permeable nature of the rock structure,
where deeper cemented casings have been tried,
and the 1 600 feet depth standard for the production
casing shoe has been continued, as a compromise,
pending improved cementing techniques.

In the production field no difficulties have occurred
that prevent running casing strings to 2 000 feet
(probably due to the structural strength of the
mudstones near 300 feet depth). However, it is now
considered to be good practice to cement a string
of casing near 1 000 feet depth for investigation
bores, where the presence of competently strong
impermeable beds has not been proven at higher
levels.

Trials were undertaken at bores 25, 29, 45, 47,
51, 55 and 58 to determine if a production liner,
with a comparatively short slotted section opposite
the levels of high drilling fluid loss, would provide
satisfactory output and reduce the quantity of grit
discharged. The results were not positively conclusive
but some grit discharge still occurred.

It was considered that this method somewhat
reduced the borehole discharge and present practice
is therefore to set the liner with the whole section
slotted from the shoe of the production casing to
the bottom of the drilled hole.

Number of casing strings

Experience has shown that the minimum desirable
number of cemented casing strings, with the inner
most cemented at 1 600 to 2 000 feet depth, is
three.

For investigation bores the minimum number
desirable is four.

Sizes and grades of casing

In selecting the sizes, wall thickness and steel
grade of casings, the following major factors have
been considered.

1. Likely borehole discharge quantities;
2. Lifting capacity of the drill rig;
3. Minimum thickness for resistance to corrosion

and erosion;
4. Resistance to bursting or collapse;
5. The susceptibility of high tensile steels to stress

corrosion etc. in the presence of H 2S gas;
6. Temperature stresses in cemented casings.
The heavier drills can readily drill 7f' diameter

hole to over 3 000 feet depth and water velocity
in 6f' casing approximates 18 feet/second for the
largest bores and about 10 feet/second for an average
bore.

6i" casing has been accepted as satisfactory for
use as a loose slotted liner below the production
casing. It is externally flush to facilitate removal
during borehole servicing, and uses a two-step flush
joint cut in the casing walls. 24 lb/ft J55 grade
has proved satisfactory.

A minimum of ?r" thick wall was selected to
ensure a reasonable life when allowing for possible
corrosion and erosion. 24 lbjft casing is not normally
produced in H40 grade, although this would have
been acceptable.

Slotting currently used is 28 - 2f' X .1875"
wide slots per lin ft of liner with the slots undercut
to 6° including angle.

Production casing

1. 8f' casing was originally selected, rather
arbitrarily, partly because it matched the drill rig
lifting capacity. It has proved of economic size for
production casings and is suitable for use with 6.i"
loose slotted liners. It has therefore been retained
for production, and most investigational drillholes.

2. The drills can readily handle 2 000 feet lengths.
3. One-third of an inch has been selected as the

minimum wall thickness acceptable to life when
subjected to the erosive and corrosive conditions.

4. The thinnest walled H40 grade oilwell type
casings are sufficiently strong to resist any gas or



Table 3. Typical casing programmes
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(psi) (psi) (psi) (psi) (inches) (inches)

6 .. 8i X 36 13t X 48 18" X 73 3420 1730 740 770 1.937 1.467 231 2t" 2" 17" 1 13/16" 1 5/16" 12t" 1.81" 1.31" 3 Current test pro-

J 55 H 40 (line pipe) (1.437) ( .967) gramme

5. 8~ X 36 III X 42 16" X 65 3420 1980 940 1640 1.656 1.152 { 17i" 11/16" 3/16
r
}

15" 1 i" It" IO~" 1" .5" 41
Current production

J 55 H 40 H40 (1.156) .652 or
and investigation

23" 3t" 3"
borehole pro-
gramme

4. 8'~ X 36 10! X 40.5 13! X 61 3420 2280 1340 >1700 .804 .635 { 14t;" 1 5/16" 13/16" 12t;" if \ t;" gi" ,,,
t" 6s

J 55 H 40 ( .304) ( .135) to }EUIY medium
16" depth production

3 8~ X 32 ioj x 40.5 13!· X 61 2110 2280 1340 >1700 .804 .635 As above As above As above 4
H 40 H40 ( .304) (B) ( .135) (B)

2 6" 8~"r 10lx40.5 - - - - .71 .70 { 11 t; (Nil) \ 9 3
" 9/16" 5/16" 71 s" t;" 8 Shallow production.. s

BS H40 ( .21) ( .32) 12l It f
1387

Class C
1 . 4" 6" 8i - - - - Approx

BS BS .7 (B) .79 (B) 9i" 9/16" 5/16" 7ft Ji" t" 5f' 9/16" r- 16 Early investigation8

1387 1387 ( .3) ( .51)
Class C Class C

(A) Clearances are given as t X (drift diameter of outer casing - nominal O.D. of inner casing). (B) Based on nominal I.D. not drift diameter.

Figures in parentheses are clearances between couplings of inner casing and outer casing drift diameter. Note: Other programmes have been used as expedient but the above are typical of normal practice.
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Figure 2. Shrinkage v. water/cement ratio for normal N.Z.
cement slurries .

9..T? a cert~in extent the anchor casing is merely
a drilling device to enable the production casing
to be set and cemented satisfactorily. Once this
latter is cemented, isolated breaks in the anchor
casing (provided the annulus is completely cemented)
should be of comparatively small consequence. H40
grade casing has therefore been selected, using
42 Ibjft casing in the lli" size and 48 lb/ft casing
in the 13f' size.

10. It is not known if breaks have occurred in
anchor casings but no steam leaks to the surface
have been detected that could be attributed to
this cause, even though some breakages are known
to have occurred in the production casings within
the anchor casings.

Surface casings

1. The surface casing size has been selected to
give at least 1" of annular clearance outside the
anchor casing couplings, although the sizes of drill
bits for setting these casings have caused difficulties
due to the restricted size of the drill rig rotary
table opening. H40 or equivalent grades are satis
factory. This casing and the grout between it and
the anchor casing provide the protection against
corrosion for the anchor casing. Steel thicknesses
exceeding t in. have proved satisfactory in use.

2. Table 3 shows drilling bit sizes for some surface
casings which should have given unacceptably small
annular spaces outside the casings. In practice it
was found that, in the soft surface formations, a
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1. The diameter of the anchor casing in use has
been varied with experience.

2. Originally 10i" api short thread casing was
used but the clearances outside the 8i" casing
couplings were found to prevent adequate cementing
from shoe to surface .(see table 3).

3. lli" api short thread casing was then used but
some difficulties in running and cementing 8i"
casing in the 10%,' drilled hole continued to occur.

4. Currently the use of 13i" diameter. api short
thread casing is being tested. Trials are continuing.

5. The drills can readily set any lengths necessary
in any of the selected sizes.

6. The minimum thickness for corrosion resistance
has been retained at tin.

7. The casings shown in table 3, programmes 4,
5 and 6, have bursting strengths less than the
collapse strengths of the inner 8f' casing.

8. Borehole fluids are not in direct contact with
the casing, and temperature stresses are thought
to be less than in the production casing.

Anchor casing

steam pressures so far encountered in any geothermal
field in New Zealand.

5. Due to the early collapse of 8f' X H40 X
32 Ib/ft casing inside 101" casing (caused by the
expansion when heated, of a water bubble between
the casings trapped above and below by hardened
cement), the practice has been established of making
at least the production casing stronger against
collapse from external pressure than the next outer
casing is against bursting.

~. Table 3 lists the relative bursting and collapse
resistance pressures of casings in use at Wairakei.

7. The grade of production casing is a compromise
to obtain the maximum tensile and compressive
strength under geothermal borehole conditions.

8. The discharge fluids contain some H 2S gas and
tests were conducted by N.Z. Department of Scien
tific and Industrial Research metallurgists, to
determine the effect of this on various steels. It was
found that high tensile steels such as A.P.!. N80
grade, stressed below their yield point, were subject
to stress corrosion and embrittlement, when in
contact with borehole discharge fluids.

9. Temperature stresses induced during heating
and later cooling of the bore over a range of 300°F,
can cause stresses exceeding 60 000 psi in the steel.
Although this exceeds the yield point, it is less than
the ultimate strength of J55 steel.

10. Until a higher grade steel, not susceptible to
deterioration in the presence of H 2S gas is found,
A.P.!. grade J55 steel has been accepted as the
best compromise available.

11. In line with the above considerations, J55 X
36 Ib/ft casing is in current use for production
casing in most boreholes.
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sufficiently oversize hole was drilled to give acceptable
clearances.

3. In two recent cases, by drilling small diameter
test bores to 250 feet, 16 inch surface casings were
set to over 230 feet without incident due to hot
conditions.

Casing connections

Compared with oilwell practice, casing strings are
short and tension at the couplings when setting
the casing is not a major design factor. Earlier
casings were therefore api short thread. Following
the discovery and investigation of numerous joints
that had failed after a period of years, a change
was made to long thread couplings for the production
casing. Currently, buttress thread couplings are
being tested in these strings in an attempt to elimi
nate parted casing joints.

Parted casings have moved almost 10" longitu
dinally and 6" laterally. To prevent lateral relative
movement of the parted ends should the casing
pull out of a coupling, the couplings of the produc
tion casings are now extended by the addition of
plain cylindrical sleeves welded to the top of the
couplings (10" long and 9~" a.D. X 8.9" LD. for

Figure 3. Setting times v. water/cement ratio for normal
N.Z. cement slurries

Figure 4. Setting times v. additive proportion
for cement/bentonite slurries

Centralisers are used when running anchor and
production casings to assist in keeping the casings
centrally in the drilled hole during cementing, thus
assisting to obtain a more continuous sheath of
cement.

8i" casing) and the lower end of the coupling fillet
welded to the lower pipe. Couplings are obtained
power-tight to facilitate this welding before the
casing is run into the borehole. If pull-out does
occur it is then still possible to run tools into the
borehole.

Thermal shock

Initially the bores are heated slowly bef?re
discharge, and during servicing any necessary coolmg
with water or mud is done slowly. This minimises
thermal shock and is thought to reduce the number
of broken casings.

Centralisers

Linerhangers

The slotted liners are either suspended from 40 feet
inside the production casing with linerhangers, or
left resting on bottom with a J slot adaptor at the
upper end. The latter method is preferred since it
is not possible to jar downwards on liner hangers
when the liners are removed during servicing.
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Figure 5. Water loss v. proportions for normal
and L.W.L. additives with N.Z. cement slurries

cement types (other than rapid hardening) are not
readily available in New Zealand.

2. Since 1952, slurries have been composed of
cement plus 3 per cent bentonite plus a proprietary
plasticizing agent since this combination was found
to have minimum water loss (or bleeding) at atmos
pheric pressure and temperature.

3. Some air was entrained with this mixture
when using the conventional oilwell type jet mixers,
but up to 7 per cent (as has occurred) was not
considered harmful.

Tests carried out by D. J. Oelsner of the N.Z. Dept.
of Scientific and Industrial Research showed that,
for straight New Zealand cement/water slurries,
the setting time of the slurry was markedly reduced
when the water-cement ratio (by weight) was
reduced below 0.6 (corresponding to a slurry density
of 106 lbjcu ft).

From figure 3 it is seen that at 45°C, the time
for initial set is only 17 minutes, and at 35°C it is
20 minutes at this water-cement ratio.

Setting times using the cement-bentonite-plasticizer
mix are rather longer. The earlier slurry densities
approximated 95 to 105 lb/cu ft with the methods
then in use, corresponding to 0.95 to 0.63 water
cement ratio, with an initial set times 2 hrs to t hr.

Completely satisfactory cementing of the produc-
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"I'-- 24HOUR STREN TH

Cementing casing-s-general

In permeable ground, temperatures can lie close
to the "boiling point for depth" curve, but where
there are interbedded impermeable zones the pressure
vs. depth curve can be irregular. Penetration of an
impermeable zone during drilling can impose appre
ciably higher pressures on upper level formations
than existed in the undisturbed state. Again, in the
close vicinity of a discharging bore, heating of the
subsurface fluids can result in upwards flow through
any open channels which could initiate surface
eruptions close to the borehole.

Furthermore, should a casing be restrained only
at two different levels the strain (due to temperature
stress) at the weakest point in the unrestrained
section can become excessive and cause casing
failure.

It has therefore been accepted as mandatory,
that all casings should be cemented as completely
as possible throughout their entire lengths, since it
does not appear possible to ensure that the casing
is free to move at all points above the cemented
zone.

An incidental advantage accrues if this principle
is applied, since the wellhead movement is limited
to I to 3 inches of movement during heating of the
bore. This simplifies the connection of permanent
wellhead equipment when the bore is later used for
production. <::>

04 os 0·6 O·T 0·8 09 lO N l2

Types of cement slurries

1. The cement slurries used have consisted basic
ally of normal construction cement/water. Special

Figure

WATERjcEMENT RAT/O

6. 24-hour and 28-day strengths of N.Z.
normal slurries

cement
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tion casing strings (about 1 600 feet depth) was
frequently not achieved in the permeable formations
below the anchor casing.

Since thicker slurries would be less likely to
continue to penetrate the hot "thief" formations
(despite their greater density), slurries up to 120lb/
cu ft were tried, with the addition of lignosulphonate
retarder.

Better results were obtained, but if a loss occurred
during cementing, it was seldom regained and

present practice is to use densities of 108 to 110 lb/
cu ft (with retarder for the production casings or
hot anchor casings).

Trials have recently been made using a low water
loss (lwl) additive. This did achieve satisfactory fill
of the casing annulus despite a complete loss of
return at the wellhead during the middle 15 minutes
of the cementing operation of one production casing.

Figures 2 to 6 show the properties of various
normal (cement-bentonite-plasticiser) slurries, slurries

Figure 7. Wairakei field looking westwards. Power house and Waikato River in right foreground
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Table 4. Density and temperature of return flow of cement slurry for anchor and production casings

A nchor casing Production casing

Bore No.
Density Temp. Density Temp.

(lb. per eu. it.) t-c) (Lb.l cu, ft.) (oC)

66. llO 54-42 108 57
68. llO 37-22 ll2 68-67
72. ll2 39-30 75 63-58
26A. ll4 43-32 ll2 59-39
86. llO 24-25 75 50-32
78. 109 24-23 104 48-44
76. ll8 28-26 78 43-31
80. 88 31* 84 26-22
57. ll6 18 103 38-28
56. ll5 38-31 79 48-44
67. ll7 35-30 ll2 53-50
81. ll6 39-28 Nil
75. ll4 29-28 Nil
63. ll3 38 97 36-30
62. 103 27-19 ll5 38-36
61. 117 37 112 4847-42
60. 95 25 99 45-
59. 108 18-23 95 4042
54. 98 19 109
55. 106 ? Nil
48. 109 36* 71.5 41*
58. 92 33* 70 38*
41. 97 24* 66.5 35*
53. 106 ? 70 30*
50. 106 37-27 84 38-34
52. 105 27 82 53*
49. 97 23-27 63T 63T

47. 100 29 97 38
51. 100 28 102 56
46. 96 35 Nil return
30. 102 25 Nil return
42. 91 ? 95 35
45. 101 16 96 38
31. 70 ? 97 30
43. 102 24-25 Nil
27. 96 ? 89 38*
22. 88 34 98 34
44. 94 41-25 Nil
29. 100 26 105 35

T - trace of cement only in water return.
? - temperature not recorded.
• - mud return temperature at start of cementing.

Kil- no cement return.

using lignosulphonate retarder and slurries with
carboxy-methyl-hyroxethyl cellulose (CMHEC) (Iow
water loss) additive.

It is emphasized that if less than a perfect fill up
of the annulus were acceptable, there would be less
difficulties even though the formations in which
the casings are being cemented are highly permeable.
Light weight pozzolan slurries with a water-loss
retarder additive appear to offer some promise, and
a blending plant to obtain this is now in hand.
Dr. Oelsner's curves for cement water slurry have
been included in figure 3. All slurries used N.Z.
cement from one manufacturer.

Placing procedure, pump rates
and temperatures

1. Earlier methods programmed for water circula
tion, after the casing was run, until the temperature
of the return water was below 30°C or as Iow as
could be achieved above this. Minimum temperatures
above 45°C were seldom encountered with flows of
200 to 300 gallons per minute. The main mix and
grout were then pumped. Results were frequently
unsatisfactory.

2. In an attempt to prevent country water inflow
to the annulus and loss of return fluid due to complete
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removal of the mud wallcake , but to remove any
excessive wallcake of mud, the method was changed.
A quantity of light weight cement-water slurry (of
density equal to the drilling mud density of approxi
mately 72 lb per cu ft) equal in volume to that
of the annulus, was pumped ahead of the main
slurry mix of UO lb per cu ft. Although this was
successful in preventing inflow of country fluid,
large "clots" of mud were discharged at the surface.
I t is thought that these contributed to blockages
in the annulus with consequential failure of return
at the surface and losses to the permeable forma
tions.

3. The method in use at present is to pump
drilling mud (though the casing after it has been
lowered into position), until the temperature of the
annulus return is as low as possible. A bottom
travelling plug is placed and a "slug" of 500 gals of
cold water is pumped, followed by the weak mix
slurry, equal to the annulus volume, as shown
above. This is followed by the main slurry and
pumping is continued until the slurry return from
the annulus has a density of 100 lb per cu ft; a
top plug is placed in the casing and pumped down
with mud to the casing float shoe. The slurry delivery
pump is connected to the annulus, with as little
delay as possible. Heavy weight slurry is then
pumped to a refusal pressure, calculated at the
outer casing shoe, of 1 psi for every foot of del?th
of the outer casing, i.e., when cementing production
casing with the anchor casing set to 400 feet depth
and using II 0 lbs per cu ft slurry, wellhead pressure
at refusal would be 100 psig giving 400 psi at the
anchor casing shoe.

4. Mud is used to displace the top plug in preference
to water since heating at depth whilst the cement
is setting can more readily cause eruption of the
water during wellhead completion.

5. To achieve rapid placement, one 12" X 7t"
pump (normally used for drilling m.ud circula~ion)

is used at a flow of 200 gals per mmute of mixed
slurry. Pump pressures seldom exceed 150 psi
unless slurry prematurely sets in the annulus, when
pressures up to 1 000 psi are unlikely ~o complete
the operation satisfactorily. Cement mixmg averages
25 to 30 sacks (of 93 lb each) per minute. Jet type
mixers are currently in use although these are not
considered ideal. Blockages do occur and the control
of the addition of small proportions of additives
-ruch as bentonite and particularly retarder at 0.3 per
cent of the cement weight, has been found very
difficult.

6. Table 4 lists recent densities and temperatures
of the cement slurry returned to the surface during

casing cementing. In a recent case it was not possible
to reduce the return mud flow temperature below
83°C. At no time was the slurry return temperature
below 60°C. Full weight slurry was returned and
the annulus satisfactorily backfilled.

Casing failures

As shown in Table 1, a number of production
casing failures have occurred. These mostly occur
at joints and are associated with compression and
tension stresses during heating and cooling of the
bore. They are the subject of a separate paper by
]. H. Smith of N.Z. Ministry of Works.l

Corrosion

As judged by pieces of broken casing recovered
during milling operations, at casing breaks during
repair surprisingly little corrosion of the deeper
casings has occurred even after a period of six years.
In a few instances there has been severe near-surface
corrosion of the outermost casing. No bores have
failed due to casing corrosion.

Cathodic protection of the outermost casings has
been investigated and considered but is not practised.

Deterioration of cement slurries

Opportunities to examine hardened cement slurries
(used as casing sheaths) that have been exposed to
geothermal waters have naturally been very limited.
The few samples recovered during various servicing
operations were generally considered to be the
poorer portions of the slurries. Nevertheless, although
a small amount of leaching has been found, the
general condition of these recovered samples and
that of test cylinders suspended in deep boreholes,
or buried within 20 feet of the surface, has been
satisfactory.
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Summary

The N.Z. Ministry of Works (Power Division)
began drilling geothermal boreholes at Wairakei in
1950.

Earlier work was done with light drills, and
casings generally consisted of three concentric strings
of British Standard steam pipe, with the deepest
casing of 4 inch diameter being set to depths of
about 400 to 700 feet.

Early shallow production bores of 1 000 feet depth
used 6" steam pipe for casing to similar depths as
the investigational boreholes.

Whilst these casings were reasonably successful
for this work, it was found desirable to change to
standard A.P.r. casing when heavier drills (of the
light trailer-mounted oilwell type) were introduced
in 1952.

In the Wairakei production field, three concentric
cemented casing strings have been found to be the
minimum safe number whenever the boreholes are
drilled deeper than 1 000 feet.

To 4000 feet depth, provided a casing string is
set at 1 600 feet or deeper, no further cemented
casings are necessary.

For investigational drillholes in geologically or
thermally unknown ground, four cemented casing
strings above 1 SOO feet depth are desirable for
safety against blowouts. A number of investigational
boreholes have been drilled to 3 000 feet or deeper
with only 3 cemented casing strings, but occasional
blowouts have occurred.

Although blowouts can theoretically occur with
shallow casings if boiling point for depth conditions
exists, no blowouts have occurred when setting the
No. 1 (surface casing) to 100 feet depth or the No. 2
(anchor casing) to 400 feet depth. Reliance is placed
on the cooling effect of the drilling fluids and the
structural strength of the country to set these
casings safely.

Normal practice is therefore to cement surface
casing near 100 feet depth, anchor casing to 400 feet
depth and production casing to 1 600 feet depth;
uncemented slotted liners are used below the produc
tion casing.

The production casing is set to not less than
1 600 feet depth to minimize difficulties in removing
the uncemented slotted liners. Heavy mineral
deposits occur above and below 1 400 feet depth
where boiling of the well fluid begins.

From the mineral deposit viewpoint it would be
better to set the production casings deeper, but
this is not done because of cementing difficulties in
the permeable formations.

Slotted production liners are generally used in the
borehole below the production casings, to prevent
the ejection of large sized rocks.

Casing sizes in current use are as follows:
Surface casing, 16" - H40 X 65 lb A.P.r. short

thread or IS" - 73 lb A.P.r. line pipe.
Anchor casing, Ill" - H40 X 42 lb A.P.!. short

thread or 13i - H40 X 4S lb A.P.!. short thread.
Production casing, Si" - J55 - 36 lb A.P.!.

long thread with extended sleeves welded to the
couplings.

Slotted liner, 6i" - J55 - 24 lb two step thread,
integral joint, flush casing, with 2S - 2·r' X 3/16"
undercut slots per foot.

Grade J55 casing is the highest grade casing in
use due to the presence of H2S gas, despite its
strength limitations when heated and restrained
from expanding longitudinally.

Short thread couplings have proved inadequate
for the production casing, and long thread couplings
are in use. Buttress thread high strength couplings
are being tested.

I t is considered mandatory to cement the main
casings to the country, and to the outer casing,
throughout their entire lengths.

Considerable difficulties in achieving this have
been experienced due to the permeable formations
in which the production casing is set. The trend
through the years has been to increase the annulus
outside the production casing to at least 1 inch
thick over couplings.

Plain cement slurries thicken rapidly at water
cement ratios below 0.6 by weight corresponding to
slurries of 106 lb per cu ft. Retarders are used
with cement slurries of 110 lb per cu ft density.
Recent use of low water loss retarding additives has
proved beneficial.

A plant to blend pozzolan with construction
cement is in hand to produce lighter weight slurries,
since blended cements are not normally available
in New Zealand.

For cementing casing only low pump pressures
are required and 12" X 7t" pumps (normally used
for circulating the drillirg mud) are used to pump
slurry at a rate of 200 gals per minute when mixing
25 sacks of cement per minute.

Rapid placement is helpful in reducing the tem
perature rise in the borehole during cementing.

Various methods have been used to reduce the
borehole temperature before cementing begins. Cur
rent practice is to circulate drilling mud until
temperatures are as low as possible (down to 30°C
where this can be achieved); a 500 gallon "slug"
of water is separated from the mud by a bottom
travelling plug in the casing and followed by a weak
slurry (72 lb per cu ft); main (1l0 Ib/cu ft) slurry
follows the weak slurry and a top travelling plug
separates the slurry from the following mud. Mud
is used to drive the travelling plug, since it is less
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prone to erupt (due to heating) during the time the
wellhead is open when assembling the wellhead
equipment.

Return slurry temperatures can exceed 60°C.
Corrosion of the deeper casings has been small,

although appreciable external corrosion has occurred

near the surface with the outer casings of a few
bores.

From examination of samples suspended in nearly
closed boreholes and from samples of grout recovered,
it is concluded that the slurries used do not greatly
deteriorate in geothermal waters.
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MISE AU POINT DE TUBAGES DE PUITS POUR LES FORAGES GEOTHERMIQUES
DE WAIRAKEI, NOUVELLE-ZELANDE

Resume

Le Ministere des travaux publics de NouvelIe
Zelande (Division de l'energie] a commence les
sondages et les forages de puits dans les champs
geothermiques de Wairakei en 1950.

Il avait ete fait des travaux anterieurs 'avec des
petites perforatrices et le tubage etait alors genera
lement constitue par trois colonnes concentriques
d' elements de conduite de vapeur du type conforme
it la norme britannique. Les plus profondement
situes de ces elements, de 4 pouces de diametre
(102 mm) etaient poses it des niveaux compris entre
400 et 700 pieds (120 it 210 metres).

Les premiers puits de production, d'ailleurs peu
profonds, qui alIaient jusqu'a un millier de pieds
(300 metres) avaient un tubage fait d'elements de
conduite de vapeur de 6 pouces (152 mm) jusqu'a
des profondeurs comparables it celIes de premiers
puits de sondage.

Bien que ce genre de tubage ait ete satisfaisant
pour le genre de travail dont il s'agissait, il sembla
indique de passer aux normes de l'Institut americain
du petrole (abreviation anglaise A.P.!.) quand on
fit usage de perforatrices de plus fort diametre (du
type employe dans les champs petroliferes et installe
sur une remorque) en 1952.

Dans le champ de production de Wairakei, on a
etabli que trois colonnes concentriques d'elernents
de tubage cimentes representaient le minimum
compatible avec la securite pour les puits qui des
cendent au-dessous de 1 000 pieds (300 metres).

j usqu'a une profondeur de 4000 pieds (1 200
metres), pourvu que le tubage soit convenablement
pose jusqu'a 1 600 pieds (480 metres) ou davantage,
il n'est point besoin d'elements de tubage cimentes,

Pour les sondages qui s'executent en terrain
geologiquement et thermiquement inconnus, il est
indique de faire usage de 4 colonnes d'elements de
tubage cimentes au-dessus de 1 800 pieds (540 metres),

.a titre de protection contre les eruptions eventuelles.
On a pousse un certain nombre de sondages jusqu'a
3000 pieds (900 metres) et rneme davantage avec
3 colonnes d'elements cimentes seulement mais, a
l'occasion, des eruptions se sont produites.

Bien que ces eruptions puissent se rencontrer
theoriquement a de faibles profondeurs, si le point
d' ebullition est atteint, compte tenu des conditions
qui regnent en profondeur, nous ri'en avons pas
observe en mettant en place le tubage numero 1
(tubage de surface) jusqu'a 100 pieds (30 metres)
ou le numero 2 (tubage d'ancrage) jusqu'a 400 pieds
(120 metres). On compte sur les effets de refroi
dissement des liquides dont on se sert en perfora?t
et sur la resistance structurelIe de la roche encais-

sante pour poser en toute securite ces elements de
tubage.

En consequence, la pratique courante consiste it
cimenter le tubage superficiel a partir d'une pro
fondeur voisine de 100 pieds (30 metres), puis de
faire de meme pour le tubage d'ancrage jusqu'a une
profondeur de 400 pieds (120 metres) et, finalement,
pour le tubage dit (( de production » jusqu'a 1 600 pieds
(480 metres). Au-dela de cette profondeur, on se sert
d'elements de garniture ou elements de chemisage
rainures et cimentes,

Le tubage des puits en production est pousse
jusqu'a 1600 pieds au moins (480 metres), pour
reduire les difficultes auxquelles on se heurte quand
on doit enlever les garnitures rainurees non cimen
tees. Il se produit des depots mineraux importants
au-dessus et au-dessous de la cote 1 400 pieds
(420 metres), a laquelle commence I'ebullition du
liquide rencontre dans le puits.

En ce qui concerne ces depots de rriineraux, il
serait preferable de pousser le tubage de production
plus loin mais on ne le fait pas, eu egard aux diffi
cultes auxquelles on se "heurte avec le cimentage
quand on doit traverser des formations perrneables.

Les garnitures ou elements de chemisage du type
rainure s'utilisent generalement au-dessous du tubage
de production, pour s'opposer it I'ejection de pierres
d'une certaine grosseur.

Les gabarits des tubages d'emploi courant sont
les suivants :

Tubage de surface : tube norme API - H 40 X
65 lbs (de 16" ou 406 mm) it filetage court, ou
tube pour pipeline norme API X 73 lbs (de 18" ou
457 mm.).

Tubage d'ancrage : tube norrne API - H 40 X
42 lbs (de 11 3/4" ou 298 mm) it filet age court,
ou tube norme API - H 40 X 48 lbs a filet age
court.

Tubage de production : tube norme API 
J 55 X 36 lbs (de 8 5/8" ou 219 mm.) a filet age
long, avec manchons allonges soudes aux raccords.

Garniture rainuree : tube J 55 X 24 lbs (de 6 5/8"
ou 168 mm.) a filetage echelonne, avec raccord
faisant partie integrante de chaque element, sans
saillie, avec 28 fentes de 2 5/8" X 3/16".

Le tubage J 55 est celui de la plus haute qualite,
qui est utilise en raison de la presence de H 2S gazeu:::"
malgre les limites de sa resistance a chaud et le fait
qu'il ne peut pas se dilater longitudinalement.

Les accouplements a filetage court se sont averes
insuffisants pour le tubage de product~on et ce .S?~t
les accouplements it filetage long qUI sont utilises
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On procede actuellement a des essais sur des accou
plements a filetage renforce et a haute resistance.

On estime qu'il est imperatif de cimenter les
elements de tubage principaux ala roche encaissante
et au tubage exterieur sur toute la longueur de la
colonne.

On s'est heurte a des difficultes considerables
clans I'execution de ce programme, en raison des
formations perrneables dans lesquelles le tubage de
production doit etre pose. La tendance, au cours de
ceS dernieres annees, a ete en faveur d'une augmen
tation de l'espace annulaire menage a I'exterieur du
tubage de production, allant jusqu'a une epaisseur
.le 1 pouce (25 mm) au moins sur les raccords.

Les mortiers ou coulis ordinaires qui sont destines
:\ la preparation du ciment s'epaississent rapidement
lorsque le rapport eau/ciment tombe au-dessous de
(),6 en poids, ce qui correspond a des melanges
:)esant 106 lbs par pied cube (densite 1,70). On
utilise des agents retardateurs avec ces mortiers,
dont la densite atteint alors llO lbs par pied cube
(densite 1,76). L'utilisation recente d'additifs retar
dateurs a faible perte d'eau a fait ses preuves.

Une installation destinee amelanger de la pouzzo
lane au ciment du type « batiment » est en cours
detablissernent et elle produira des mortiers moins
denses, pour autant que les ciments melanges ne
sent pas normalement disponibles en Nouvelle
Zelande.

Il suffit pour cimenter le tubage, de faibles pres
sions de pompage, et des pompes de 12 pouces X 7 1/4
(305 X 184 mm) (qui normalement s'utilisent pour

faire circuler la boue de forage) sont mises en service
pour pomper le mortier au regime de 200 gallons
a la minute (environ 760 litres), pour une allure de
melange de 25 sacs de ciment a la minute.

On a fait appel a diverses methodes pour reduire
la temperature qui regne dans le puits avant le
cimentage.

La technique actuelle consiste a faire circuler de
la boue de forage jusqu'a ce que la temperature
baisse le plus possible (30 DC si possible). On separe
alors une masse d'eau de 500 gallons (environ 1 900
litres), de la boue au moyen d'un bouchon qui se
deplace en bas de la colonne de tubage, suivi d'un
mortier faible (72 lbs par pied cube). Le rnortier
principal (llO lbs par pied cube), le suit alors et on
trouve enfin un bouchon au sommet de la colonne,
pour separer ce mortier de la boue qui le suit. Cette
boue sert a chasser le bouchon mobile, car il est
ainsi moins probable d'avoir une eruption (en raison
du chauffage) pendant la periode d'ouverture de
l'orifice du puits pour l'installation du material.

La temperature des mortiers qui remontent ainsi
peut depasser 60 DC.

La corrosion des elements de tubage profondement
situes a ete peu marquee, bien qu'une corrosion
externe appreciable se soit manifestee, pres de la
surface, sur le tubage exterieur de certains puits. '

Il ressort de l'examen d'echantillons suspendus
dans des puits presque ferrnes, ainsi que de celui
de morceaux de ciment recueillis apres usage, que
les mortiers dont on se sert ne sont pas gravement
endommages dans les eaux thermales.
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CORROSION INVESTIGATIONS IN HYDROTHERMAL MEDIA
AT WAIRAKEI, NEW ZEALAND

P. K. Foster, T. Marshall and A. Tombs *

Surface corrosion

jet condensers and removed via a barometric seal,
residual non-condensible gases being removed by
vacuum pumps.

Corrosion tests were therefore conducted in various
media, as listed in table 1, which span the range of
conditions likely to be encountered in the above
utilization system. A range of engineering construc
tional alloys was tested plus a few other alloys of
potentially high corrosion resistance, as listed in
tables 2 and 3.

Results of numerous long-term (54-155 day)
surface corrosion rate assessments by the ASTM
coupon method (6) are summarized in table 2. The
following general conclusions may be drawn from
these results:

1. Because of chemical impurities in the geothermal
steam, particularly chlorides, hydrogen sulphide, and
carbon dioxide, corrosion rates of the common
engineering alloys are usually higher than those
encountered in clean boiler-plant steam under
similar conditions of temperature and pressure (7).

2. Corrosion rates of most of the common engineer
ing alloys, with the possible exception of some
copper-base alloys, are low enough to ensure adequate
service lives in the air-free media of interest.

3. Aeration of hydrothermal media drastically
accelerates the corrosion of most engineering alloys.
The depolarising action of oxygen in~roduced by
aeration offers an obvious explanation of this
acceleration.

Corrosion information of this type can be usefully
applied in selecting materials for speci~c items ?f
equipment to utilize hydrothermal fluids, and m
indicating operating precautions needed t? preve~t

excessive corrosion. For example, prevention of air
leakages into low pressure turbines, the use of
protective coatings or resistant alloys in jet conde~ser
bodies and condenser gas extractors, and precautions
against standby corrosion. i~ ?hut-dow~ turbines
are obviously needed to mrmrmze corrosion.

Corrosion rates of most alloys in bore water ~t

240°C were surprisingly low con;par~d to. those In

lower-temperature media (50~150 C), In spite ~f ~he

considerable temperature difference. The pitting
type of electrochemical corrosion was also character
istically absent in bore water at 240°C where attack
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For the design of a plant to utilize hydrothermal
media for generating electric power at Wairakei,
New Zealand, a knowledge of corrosion rates of
metals in these media, and of associated corrosion
phenomena, was needed. Since little pertinent
information was available from the literature, field
investigations of hydrothermal corrosion were ini
tiated in 1949, and are continuing at present. The
results of investigations to date are summarized
below, and discussed briefly in relation to design
and operation of a hydrothermal plant. For conve
nience, the phenomena of interest are discussed
under the following headings:

1. Surface corrosion.
2. Erosion-corrosion.
3. Stress corrosion cracking and sulphide stress

cracking.
4. Corrosion-fatigue.
5. Hydrogen infusion.
6. Delayed fracture in steels.
The hydrothermal media at Wairakei and methods

of utilization have been described in detail by
Smith (1), Marshall and Hugill (2), Martindale (3),
Armstead (4), and Ellis (5). The present system of
utilization may, for convenience, be summarized
briefly as follows:

Steel-cased bores, up to 4000 ft deep, tap 02-free
water at temperatures up to 270°C, containing CO2
(90-8000 ppm), H 2S (3-220 ppm), NaCl and KCI
(1 000-2000 ppm Cl-) Si02 (130-50? ppm) as m~jor

impurities, and many other constituents as mlI!Or
impurities. This water moves up the bore w.lth
concomitant temperature and pressure drop, flashmg
to a mixture of steam and water on the way. The
steam phase contains the major proportion. of
gaseous impurities, wh.i1~ the water .phase conta:ns
the non-volatile impurities plus a mmor proportion
of the gaseous impurities in solution. At the wellhead
the water is separated from the steam phase at
pressures from 50 to 220 psig, and is presently run
to waste. Steam, entraining minor residual water,
passes through turbines with conc:omitant .decrease
in temperature and pressure and Increase m water
content, if necessary with periodic interstage water
separation. After passing thr~ugh lo.w .pressure
turbines, the steam (at about 40 C, 1 psia) IS final~y

condensed by sprays of 02-saturated cold water m

* Dominion Laboratory, Department of Scientific and Indus
tria! Research, 'Wellington, New Zealand.
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Table 1. Details of test media

Test medium Describiiow

Bore water, 240'C. . . . . . . . . . Specimens suspended at 1 150-1 180 ft. depth in
geothermal bores while the bores were discharging
a very slow flow of water. 63-68 days' exposure..

Bore water, 50-100'C . . . . . . . . Specimens immersed in wellhead effluent water (at
slight pressure) from geothermal bores, the water
temperature being kept below 100'C by restricting
the bore outflow. 54-95 days' exposure.

Separated water, 125'C, 80 psig. ., 'Vater separated from the steam/water mixture
discharged by a bore at 80 psig and cooled slightly
to prevent flashing. 155 days' exposure.

Condensate, 20-70'C, 0-180 psig. . . . Steam separated from the discharge mixtures of
a bore at 50-180 psig, and condensed at 70'C,
o psig or at 20'C, 180 psig. 60-122 days' exposure.

Fresh water/condensate mixture . . . Fresh, soft, oxygen-saturated water heated to ap
proximately 54'C by proportional injection of
separated steam at 40-80 psig, to simulate the
medium inside a jet condenser. 67 days' exposure.

Separated steam 193'C, 180 psig . . . Steam separated from bore discharge fluid at 180 psig,
wetness less than 1 per cent. 144 days' exposure.

Separated steam 142-162'C, 40-80 psig. Steam separated from bore discharge fluid at 40
to 80 psig, wetness less than 10 per cent. In some
tests the steam was cooled to about 10 per cent
wetness. 144 days' exposure.

Aerated steam 98-108'C, 0-5 psig. . . Separated steam (30 lb/hr) mixed with air (2 lb/hr),
at 0-5 psig. 144 days' exposure.

typically took the form of even, general corrosion
beneath tenacious oxide surface films, very similar
to those produced by high-temperature oxidation of
metals in air. This change in corrosion mechanism
has been discussed elsewhere (8, 9), but an adequate
general explanation, covering the anomalous beha
viours of aluminium and zinc, is not yet available.

Erosion-corrosion

Erosion-corrosion of turbine blades by wet steam
at high velocity is of considerable importance in
affecting the design and efficiency of steam turbines.
Empirical tests in geothermal steam at Wairakei,
reported elsewhere (2), indicated that 13 Cr stainless
steel blading alloys possess adequate erosion-corrosion
resistance for geothermal steam service at 9 per cent
wetness and 900 fps. They also showed that, under
these conditions, erosion-corrosion resistance of
metals is directly related to their static corrosion
resistance in the same media, and not to hardness
as is normally assumed. Thus, improved resistance
to erosion-corrosion would be expected from the
more corrosion resistant alloys such as austenitic
stainless steels and titanium.

Stress corrosion cracking
and sulphide stress cracking

STRESS CORROSION OF AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS

As previously discussed (10), numerous inves
tigators have reported stress corrosion of austenitic

stainless steel in hot chloride solutions, usually
concentrated solutions at temperatures above 100°C,
and under conditions where dissolved oxygen was
not deliberately excluded. From laboratory tests
and plant experience, 5 ppm of chlorides and 50°C
have been suggested as the minimum concentration
temperature requirements for stress corrosion (11).
There appears to be no limiting stress below which
cracking will not occur.

Several investigators have reported this type of
cracking in wet, chloride-contaminated steam (12).
Hence, the stress corrosion behaviour of austenitic
stainless steel in Wairakei hydrothermal steam
media has been investigated and reported else
where (10). This work showed that, even under
severe applied stresses, austenitic stainless steels are
not susceptible to stress corrosion in air-free geother
mal media, and that stress corrosion requires the
presence of oxygen in addition to the other necessary
factors, i.e., the presence of chloride solutions at
elevated temperature and tensile stress. Hoar and
Hines (13), Uhlig (14), and Williams and Eckel (15)
have confirmed that dissolved oxygen is essential
for stress corrosion of austenitic stainless steels in
NaCl solutions.

This fortuitous circumstance is of considerable
practical importance in permitting the safe utilization
of the high resistance of austenitic stainless steels
to surface corrosion in air-free hydrothermal media,
and in warning of the dangers of using this material
in situations where aerated hydrothermal fluids are
present at elevated temperature.



Table 2. Summary of corrosion rate data

...
00
00

....
A verage corrosion rates lEAlloy Equivalent

Separated Condensate Fresh water/condensate Separated steam, Separated steam, A crated steam,.specitication 1 water,
Bore water, Bore water, 125°C 70°C mixture, 193°C 142-162°C 98-108°C

240°C 50°C 80 psig o psig approx. 54°C 180 psig 40-80 psig 0-5 psig
'::t:

10l

Titanium. L
"l

lCI/150 L L L L L i:l
le

Austenitic stainless steels En 58 L L L L L L L (I)
(I)

Ferritic stainless steels. En 56A, L L L L L L L 1\1 S'
En 57, En 60 IJOo

Chromium (plating on steel) L L L L IJOo
le

Silver. L L 0....
::r

Aluminium. Alcoa 3003 \Veight gain - 1\1 L L Weight gain L L le
"l

internal attack, - internal S
blistering attack 10l....

Carbon and low-alloy steels. En2, En3, En15, le
i:l

APIIJ55 L L to:\I L l\I H L L to :\1 H le
"l

Grey cast iron 1\1 :\1 L H l\I :VI H IJOo
'<

Brass (60/40) BS 1949 1\1 L T. L L L H IMonel . BS3072:NAI3 :\1 L 1\1 1\1 :\1 L to:\I H
l"'l

Nickel. BS3072:NAll l\I H L L to 1\1 l\I ;-
lnconel ASTl\I/BI 68 xr L L L L H rl....

-4lT ::l.
C.

Aluminium bonzes BS1400/ABIC-AB2C J\I 1\1 H ....
'<

Phosphor bronze BS407/2 1\1 1\1 1\1 '0
Copper BSI038 H :VI 1\1 1\1 :\1 H "l

0
Zinc (hot-dip galvanizing on steel) . H 1\1 :\1 H :\1 L 1\1 Q.

::
rl....
o'

1 En specifications from B5970 - En series. H - Corrosion rate high, equal to or greater than .010 i.p.y, 1=
L - Corrosion rate low, equal or less than .001 i.p.y. For description of test media see table 3.
l\f - Corrosion rate moderate, .001 i.p.y. to .010 Lp.y.



Table 3. Summary of constant-deformation, stress-corrosion test results

Stress corrosion test results

Equivalent Hardness, Tensile
Allay strength, Separated

Condensate, Separated sfeam, Separated steam, Aerated steam,specification 1 Rockwell Bore water, Bore water, water,psi
UO°C 50°C-100°C 125°C 20-70°C 193°C 142-162°C 98-108°C

80 psig 0-180 psig 180 psig 40-80 psig 0-5 psig

Mn ::\10 steel . En17 C53 0 X + f
Cr V steel. En47 C48 250000 0 X X X X + f X
Cr l\10 steels . En29B C37-38 0-£ X + £ X X + f 0-£
l\ln l\10 steel . En17 C30-33 0+£ 0+£
Bore casing steel . API/PUO C30-31 137000 0-£ 0-£ X + f 0-£ 0+£ 0
Cr Mo steels . En29B C27-30 0-£ 0+£ X + f 0-£
Mn Mo steel En16 C28-30 100000 0+£ 0+£ 0 0-£ X 0 Cl

0
l\In Mo steel . En16 C25-27 0-£ 0+£ 0-£ ......
C l\In steel. En15A C21-22 0+£ 0-£

0
[IJ

Cr Mo steel En29B C18-19 0+£ 0+£ o'
=l\In Mo steel . En17 CI9 0+£ 0+£
~.

C Mn steel. En15A Cl5 0+£ 0-£
<l>

Bore casing steel . APSIO M4 B96-99 99000 0-£ 0-£ 0+£ 0-£ 0-£ 0 [IJ...
C Mo steels -(2) B80-B95 67 000-83 000 0+£ 0+£ 0-£ 0 0-£ 0 0 rro:
Bore casing steel . API/J55 B90-92 102000 0-£ 0+£ 0-( 0+£ 0-£ 0+£ 0

~...
o'Ni steel. En37 B87 88000 0+£ X 0 =C l\ln steel. En5 B85 0-£ 0-£
[IJ

Bore casing steel . API/H40 B68-72 70000 0-£ 0-£ 0+£ 0-£ 0+£ 0
~...

C steels. En2, En3 B50-B80 47000-72 000 0-£ 0+£ 0 0 0-£ 0-£ 0 ~
17/2 Cr Ni steels En57 C28-42 0-£ X-I 0-£ X + f X X

~.......
13 Cr steel En56A C30 125000 0-£ 0+£ 0-£ X X + f 0-£ X ~

:>;'

13/3 Cr Mo steel -(3) C30 0 X-I X X ~.
13 Cr steel. En56C C12-28 0-£ 0-£ Z
17/2 Cr Ni steels En57 B93-C28 0-£ 0-£ 0 0+£ 0-£ 0 N
13/3 Cr Mo steel -(3) B98 0-£ 0-£ 0-£ 0 0
17 Cr steel. En60 B85-94 78000 0-£ 0-£ 0-£ 0 0

I~13 Cr steels En56A B60-B90 60000-70000 0-£ 0-£ 0 0 0-£ 0-£ 0

Austenitic stainless steels En58A, F, G, H, J B70-E90 85000-100000 0-£ 0-£ 0 0 0-£ 0-£ Some minute
cracks

Ti-AI-Valloy ICI/318A C33 0-£ 0-£ "'-':I
0

Titanium ICI/150 B93-98 93000 0-£ 0-£ 0 0 0-£ 0-£ 0-£ [IJ...
K Monel C25 0-£ 0-£ <l>...
Monel B3072:~AI3 B65-69 80000 0-£ 0 0 0-£ 0 0 ~
Inconel . ASTl\I/B168-4lT B68-77 90000 0+£ 0 0-£ 0 0

!=-Beryllium copper ASD1/B120-41T C38 X + f X
Beryllium copper ASDI/B120-41T B47 0+£
Copper. BS1038 E83 36000 0-£ 0 0-£ 0 0
Aluminium bronzes BSI400/ABIC-AB2C B54-63 0 0 X
Phosphor bronze BS407/2 B93 0-£ 0 0
Silicon bronze BS1948 B59 X + f 0 0
Brass (60/40) BS194!l B49 58000 0-£ 0 0 0-£ 0 0
Brass (70/30) BS378 B50 X-I 0-£
Aluminium Alcoa :W03 H55 16000 0 0 0- f 0-£ 0

(') En specifications from B.S. 970 - En series. 0 - No fracture or macroscopic cracking in a group of specimens tested.

I~(') Two proprietary steels: C - 0.18/0.~8 %: Mn - 0.7{1.2 %: Mo - 0.66{0.40 %. X - Cracking or fracture of one or more specimens in group tested.
') Experimental steel: C - 0.1~ %: er - 12.5 %: Mo - 3.1 %. -l-f - Microscopic surface fissures detected metallographically in one or more specimens of group.

For description of test media see table 3. -f - No microscopic surface fissures detected by metallographic examination of one or more specimens.
Absence of f symbol indicates no metallographic examination for microscopic fissuring.
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STRESS CORROSION OF NON-FERROUS ALLOYS

A few of the non-ferrous alloys tested in
hydrothermal media have exhibited stress corrosion
cracking, as indicated in table 3. Since these alloys
are of minor importance in geothermal plant and
can be replaced by alternative resistant alloys, their
behaviour has not been studied in more detail.

SULPHIDE STRESS CRACKING

Plant experience (16) and extensive laboratory
work (16, 17, 18) have shown that high-strength
steels are susceptible to sulphide stress cracking, i.e.,
to spontaneous fracture when simultaneously stressed
and exposed to aqueous solutions of H2S. The
literature contains abundant data on sulphide stress
cracking in H 2S solutions at temperatures below
100°C, but very little about the action of H2S
solutions at higher temperatures. Since the hydro
thermal fluids of interest contain H 2S, sulphide
stress cracking of high-strength steels was expected
at Wairakei, but could not be predicted with cer
tainty, because the media are usually at temperatures
exceeding 100°C. For this reason, extensive long-term
stress cracking tests using constant deformation
strip specimens (19) stressed beyond the elastic
limit were conducted with results which are very
briefly summarized in table 3. The important
practical conclusions drawn from these tests are:

1. Medium and high-strength carbon and alloy
steels are susceptible to sulphide stress cracking

under various environmental conditions in hydro
thermal media at temperatures up to at least 190°C.

2. Mild steels and low-strength carbon and alloy
steels resist cracking, even under very severe constant
deformation test conditions. The strength level for
susceptibility to stress cracking (in this type of test
and in Wairakei hydrothermal media) appears to
be approximately 88 000 psi tensile strength for
carbon and low-alloy steels, and in therange 110000
120 000 psi for high-chromium steels. These observa
tions are in general agreement with overseas expe
rience.

3. Sulphide stress cracking, even of highly suscep
tible steels, did not occur in bore water at 240°C,
even though it occurred in the same water cooled
to 50°C.

This cracking phenomenon is considered to be of
great practical significance in the design and opera
tion of equipment, particularly turbines, for power
development from hydrothermal media. The use of
steels of tensile strength greater than 88 000 psi is
considered dangerous on present knowledge, except
in localities where the environment is known to be
innocuous. The use of steels with tensile strength
less than 88 000 psi is considered safe for use in
steam media under reasonable service stresses, in
view of the above test results and of overseas expe
rience that such steels are highly resistant to sulphide
stress cracking under severe service conditions.
These generalizations must be treated with caution

Figure 1. Tensile-surface fissuring on a stress corrosion specimen. Magnification 8
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Figure 2. Metalographlc section through surface fissures on a stress corrosion specimen
Magnification 2650 as printed

for condensate media, where there is some possibility
of hydrogen-induced delayed fracture under severe
stress conditions (see below).

During these investigations, careful metallographic
examination of stress corrosion specimens after
exposure showed that characteristic, fine, tensile
surface micro fissuring (as distinct from visible
macroscopic cracking), had often occurred, even in
low-strength steels, as indicated by the symbol -l-f
in table 3. This surface damage sometimes developed
sufficiently to be detected by magnetic particle
inspection, or visually as shown by figure 1. A
metallographic section through micro fissures is shown
in figure 2.

The fissures were frequently branched, invariably
oriented perpendicular to the direction of stress on
tensile surfaces of the specimens, and typically
penetrated up to .004 inch. No clear indications of
intergranular penetration were observed. In one
case, on a specimen cut transversely to the rolling
direction of the steel, the micro fissures showed a
strong tendency to follow lines of non-metallic
inclusions. Some of the specimens showed metallo
graphic evidence of hydrogen damage as described
by Vaughan and de Morton (20), in the form of
expansion round non-metallic inclusions, minute
internal cracks extending in the rolling direction
from the edges of inclusions, and discontinuous
microcracks. On specimens showing no micro
fissuring, small pits elongated perpendicular to the

direction of tensile stress were frequently observed,
suggesting that microfissures may have been initiated,
had failed to propagate, and had been widened by
general corrosion. Sectioning of fractured stress
corrosion specimens showed that, in many but not
all cases, surface micro fissuring had occurred as
well as macroscopic cracking.

This fissuring phenomenon is tentatively assumed
to represent a borderline condition of sulphide stress
cracking, in which surface damage has been initiated
either electrochemically or by hydrogen damage,
but where the physical properties of the steel at
the test temperature have not permitted extension
of the microfissures to produce macroscopic cracks.
Hence, surface damage has been able to extend
over the tensile surface without relief of the applied
stresses by specimen fracture. The mechanism of
micro fissuring, rate of fissure penetration, and the
effects of metallurgical and environmental variables
are being studied at present.

Corrosion fatigue

Gilbert (21) has drawn attention to the deleterious
effects of simultaneous corrosion on the fatigue
properties of metals (corrosion fatigue). Similar
deleterious effects on fatigue properties would be
expected from corrosion by hydrothermal media,
and could be of considerable significance, particularly
in steam turbines.

7'
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No corrosion fatigue investigations have been
conducted at Wairakei, but the small amount of
relevant data in the literature (22, 23) indicates
that unusually severe corrosion fatigue is encountered
in salt solutions contaminated with H2S.

Hydrogen infusion

Numerous investigators have drawn attention to
the fact that corrosion by aqueous solutions contain
ing H2S causes diffusion of hydrogen into steels, as
indicated qualitatively by hydrogen probe (24)
activity. Hydrogen infusion by this mechanism is,
in favourable circumstances, known to cause blister
ing and embrittlement of steels, and is known to
be associated with sulphide stress cracking and
delayed fracture of stressed steels.

In early exposure tests, blistering of mild steel
occurred very rarely, and then only in grossly
laminated steel suggesting that, as regards hydrogen
infusion, the geothermal media are rather innocuous,
and that any blistering encountered is symptomatic
of poor steel quality rather than severity of the
environment. Detectable embrittlement (loss of
elongation in conventional tensile tests) of mild
steel was not encountered in steam media, and
could only be produced in cold condensate saturated
with H 2S and CO2, A more sensitive test for hydrogen
infusion was therefore developed, based on the
conventional hydrogen probe. Probes modified to
the design shown in figure 3 have given satisfactory
results in the field. Results of a large number of

field tests with mild steel probes are summarized
qualitatively in figure 4. The positions of the curves
are not highly reproducible for any particular medium,
but the curve shapes are characteristic for each
medium and fall into the general pattern indicated.
Several significant deductions can be drawn from
these data:

1. In geothermal media at temperatures above
100°C the hydrogen permeation rates fall off with
time to very low values after 2-3 weeks, probably
as a result of the development of external corrosion
product films on the probe bodies and reduction of
external corrosion rate. This decrease in permeation
rate explains, at least qualitatively, why blistering
and embrittlement do not occur readily in geothermal
media above 100°C.

2. The total quantity of hydrogen permeated
through steel in a given time can be greatly reduced
by surface coatings such as Apexior No. 1 paint,
oxidation, and chemically formed Fe30 4 coatings.

3. Aeration of the media either eliminates or
drastically reduces hydrogen permeation. The catho
dic depolarizing action of oxygen offers an obvious
explanation of this effect.

4. There appears to be a marked inverse relation
between temperature and hydrogen probe activity
in geothermal media. It has been found that the
corrosion product on mild and low alloy steels
consists of iron sulphide alone in cold condensate,
of magnetite beneath sulphide in water/steam
mixtures from 100-180 psig, and of magnetite only
in high temperature (240°C) bore water. This suggests

STAINLESS STEEL
CAPILLARY

PLUG

SILVER
HYDROGEN COLLECTED

100 ml. GRADUATED
TUBE

"'0
_ I

N

MERCURY RESERVOIR
Figure 3. Hydrogen probe
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exposed to cold geothermal steam condensate. This
medium is known, from hydrogen probe measure
ments, to cause rapid sustained permeation of
hydrogen through steel. Identical specimens exposed
to separated steam have exhibited either no delayed
fracture, or delayed fracture only at stress levels
very close to the notch rupture strength.

No firm conclusions can be drawn from the
limited test results available to date, but they do
indicate that delayed fracture can occur in severely
notched steels of tensile strength less than 88 000 psi
when exposed to the most active hydrogen-infusing
hydrothermal media. The less active infusing media
(e.g. steam) appear to be relatively innocuous in
this respect. The tentative practical implications of
this work are that severe notching should be carefully
avoided in stressed steel equipment exposed to
hydrothermal media, and that the presence of cold
condensate in stressed steel plant should be avoided
by suitable design and operation, particularly in
bore casings.

STEAM 0 r~i
ca 100 C

STEAM 180 SI

ca 190 C

COATED PROBES IN bO psi

STEAM, ca 150 C

AERATED STEAM 100°C,

BORE WATER. 240°C

_---...::..:..:.:..:.:...:...-'O'7'~=.;:Sl

EXPOSURE TIME

CONDENSATE SATURATED
WITH HzS o!. CO 2

ca 150°C

Figure 4. Typical probe results for clean
and coated mild steel
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strongly that the change in hydrogen permeation
is related to the change in corrosion mechanism.

For a given concentration of hydrogen just below
the corroding surface the permeation rate would be
expected to increase rapidly with temperature due
to increase in the diffusion constant. The presence
of magnetite on the iron surface appears to impose
a barrier (equilibrium and/or kinetic) which greatly
reduces the concentration of hydrogen below the
corroding surface.

The quantitative interpretation of the hydrogen
probe results, i.e., conversion of permeation rates
to dissolved hydrogen concentrations, has been
found to be impossible at the present state of know
ledge of hydrogen diffusion in steels. The literature
reports widely differing values of the diffusion
constant below 400°C and, more important, experi
mental results show that Fick's laws are not obeyed
by hydrogen in steel (25, 26). Analysis of existing
literature on diffusion and embrittlement has
suggested an approach to resolve these difficulties,
and this is currently being investigated.

Hydrogen-induced delayed fracture

Troiano (27) and Robertson (18)have demonstrated
the role played by dissolved hydrogen in causing
delayed fracture of steels under tensile stress.
However, owing to the local conditions of media
at elevated temperature and unknown hydrogen
concentrations in steels, Troiano's and Robertson's
data cannot be applied directly to the low-strength
steels of interest at Wairakei. For these reasons,
experimental investigation of delayed fractur~ has
been initiated, using severely notched speClmens
similar in principle to those employed by Troiano.
Results to date indicate delayed fracture of low
strength bore casing steels, at stress levels as low
as 60 per cent of the notch-rupture strength, when

Plant experience

As indicated by the above investigations, the main
methods of controlling corrosion and associated
troubles in the design and operation of geothermal
steam plant at Wairakei may be summarized as
follows:

1. Avoidance of alloys, such as bronzes, which
exhibit low resistance to surface corrosion in air-free
media. Carbon and alloy steels show satisfactory
performance, in this respect, for most plant purposes.

2. Avoidance, wherever possible, of aeration of the
media. Particular attention is needed for the preven
tion of standby corrosion (28) in turbines etc. Where
aeration cannot be avoided, e.g. in jet condensers
and condenser gas extractors, the use of protective
coatings or resistant alloys such as austenitic stainless
steels becomes essential.

3. Use of low-strength steels in preference to
high-tensile steels to minimize the danger of sulphide
stress cracking. These precautions are considered
particularly important for turbines and bore casings.

4. Particular attention, when using austenitic
stainless steels, to avoid the temperature, aeration,
and chloride concentration conditions conducive to
stress corrosion cracking of these alloys.

5. Attention to cleanliness, quality, and welding
techniques with carbon steels, to avoid blistering
and associated hydrogen-induced defects.

6. Attention to wetness and steam velocities in
turbine design and operation, to minimize erosion
corrosion troubles.

7. Avoidance of low-temperature steam condensate
in stressed steel equipment (such as bore casings)
to minimize the danger of hydrogen-induced delayed
fracture.

Service experience to date, with steam power
plant and auxiliary equipment at Wairakei, has
confirmed the general validity of these principles.
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No proven cases of equipment failure due to
sulphide stress cracking have been encountered,
though surface microfissuring has been observed on
bore casings in a few instances. Stress corrosion
cracking of austenitic stainless steel has caused
failure of a few items of equipment, under high
tensile service stresses, which were inadvertently
exposed to aerated hydrothermal media at elevated
temperature. Numerous other equipment items in
austenitic stainless steels have performed satisfac
torily, presumably because these conditions were
successfully avoided.

Erosion-corrosion attack has not proved to be a
major trouble to date; the few instances encountered
appear to have resulted from accidental excess
wetness in the steam media concerned. A number
of fatigue failures have been experienced in 13 Cr
stainless steel and austenitic stainless steel equipment
exposed to steam. The significance of corrosion in
assisting these fatigue failures is not known; however,
the localization of failures and considerations of

mechanical stresses suggest that the failures can be
eliminated by modification in design.

Field experience has amply confirmed the highly
corrosive nature of aerated hydrothermal media,
and has particularly proved the necessity for precau
tions against standby corrosion in shut-down turbine
plant. Atmospheres contaminated with spray from
bore discharges, jet condenser effluents and gas
extractor effluents contaminated with air from air
saturated fresh water, have proved to be particularly
corrosive. Plant experience to date has confirmed
that the common engineering alloys carbon steel,
ferritic and austenitic stainless steels, exhibit excellent
resistance to surface corrosion in air-free hydro
thermal media.

In principle, the corrosion data and plant expe
rience at Wairakei should be applicable to other
hydrothermal areas where essentially similar media
are obtained, as exemplified by the close similarity
of corrosion experience and preventive design at
The Geysers Power Plant, California (29).
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Summary

Investigations have been conducted on the follow
ing aspects of corrosion by hydrothermal media (hot
bore water, separated steam, condensate, etc.) at
Wairakei, New Zealand.

1. Surface corrosion and erosion-corrosion. Corro
sion rates of a wide range of engineering alloys have

been determined in a range of media likely to be
encountered in geothermal power development plants.

2. Sulphide stress cracking and stress corrosion
cracking. "Constant-deflection" stress-corrosion test
ing of engineering alloys has also been conducted
in a wide range of hydrothermal media.
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3. Hydrogen infusion. The permeation of hydrogen
through mild steel exposed to geothermal fluids
has been studied by means of a refined design of
hydrogen probe, to assess the effects of exposure
time, exposure temperature, probe surface coatings,
and probe environments, on hydrogen permeation
rates.

4. Delayed fracture in steels. This phenomenon
is being studied by the use of severely notched
tensile specimens of various steels, exposed under
constant load to hydrothermal fluids.

Results of these tests are reported in detail, and
their significance in relation to design and operation
of geothermal power plant is discussed briefly.

RECHERCHES SUR LA CORROSION EN MILIEU HYDROTHERMIQUE A WAIRAKEI,
NOUVELLE-ZELANDE

Resume

On a precede, a Wairakei, Nouvelle-Zelande, a
des recherches sur les aspects suivants de la corrosion
que provoquent les fluides hydrothermiques (eaux
chaudes en provenance des puits, vapeur separee,
produits de condensation, etc...)

1. Corrosion de la surface et corrosion due a
l'erosion. On a determine le regime de corrosion
pour une ample gamme d'alliages ayant des appli
cations techniques dans une variete de milieux
susceptibles d' etre rencontres dans les usines qui
mettent I'energie thermique en ceuvre.

2. Fissures dues a 1'action des sulfures et a la
corrosion provoquee par des tensions. On a soumis
des alliages ayant des applications techniques dans
une ample variete de milieux hydrothermiques a
des essais de corrosion due a la tension a defor
mation constante.

3. Effets de la penetration de I'hydrogene, La
penetration de I'hydrogene dans l'acier doux soumis
a 1'action des fluides geothermiques a ete etudiee
au moyen d'un dispositif (sonde a hydrogene), per
fectionne permettant d'evaluer les effets de la duree
d'exposition, de la temperature d'exposition et de
soumettre les revetements de surface et divers
milieux a des essais visant a determiner le regime
de penetration de I'hydrogene,

4. Fractures retardees dans les aciers. On etudie
ce phenomene a I'aide rl'eprouvettes (du genre
servant aux essais de divers aciers a la ·traction)
profondement encochees et soumises a des fluides
hydrothermiques sous une charge constante. On
decrit en detail les resultats de ces essais et on en
passe brievement en revue la signification pour la
mise au point et 1'exploitation des centrales geo
thermiques.
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its development the use of calorimeters has increased
considerably. The "swinging arm" allows the bore
to discharge to waste in the "up" position and
into the calorimeter when down. The initial 400 gallon
tank calorimeter of this design performed so success
fully that larger models of 1 000 and 3 000 gallon?,
capacity have now been constructed. The latter IS
expected to be able to measure bores with mass
discharge at least up to 400000 lb per hour, though
this objective has not yet been reached.

5. Thermocouples were first used for measuring
the water temperatures. Though accuracy was good,
the use of calibrated mercury thermometers was
found simpler and sufficiently accurate for regular
field use. To ensure that the average water temper
ature is obtained, perforated pipes extending acr?ss
the tank at different levels are used for collecting
representative samples.

6. Calibration of calorimeter against separator
results has shown very close agreement over the
range of enthalpies (approx. 400-600 Btujlb)
normally encountered at Wairakei. I!0wever for
enthalpies approaching 1 200 Btujlb (i.e., 100 per
cent dry steam) calorimeters have not proved to
be so accurate and occasionally superheated steam
has been indicated when there was actually free
water present in the flow.

7. Discharges calculated from calorimeter results
represent an average over a short period. This is
sometimes advantageous for ass~ssmen~ of severely
fluctuating bores, but is otherwise a dIsadvant~ge.

Continuous measurements of discharges are possible
with the separator method (figure 1).

Separator measurements

The need for a high efficiency.method tor .rem.oval
of water from bore discharges IS essential If dIr~ct

steam is to be used for driving turbines. Separation
also provides an accurate basic method for measure
ments of flows and has long been regarded as the
standard in this respect. Detailed information on
the development of a high perfo~m~nce cyclone
separator is given elsewhere and It I~ con~Idered

sufficient here to describe briefly the vanous different
separator types which have been tested.

180° BEND SEPARATOR

This is a centrifugal separator consisting of an
1800 bend with steam take-off pipe located on the
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Calorimeter measurements

Discharge measurements

In geothermal fields where saturated or superheated
steam only is encountered, problems of measurement
are not great. However, when two phase steamj
water flows require measurement, such as at Waira
kei, problems increase considerably. A number of
methods have been developed but none of these
entirely meets all the basic requirements of accuracy,
simplicity and low cost. The need for such a method
is obvious when it is considered that field develop
ment is largely dependent on a knowledge of good
producing localities and individual bore outputs.

1. All early discharge measurements at Wairakei
were made with the use of calorimeters. A large
tank is partially filled with water and the ~ow is
injected for a suitable time, usually a few mmutes.
The changes in temperature and water level enable
the total heat and mass discharge to be calculated,
followed by the steam and water. With an unlagged
metal tank, partially open at the top (as has been
used) heat losses are not considered to be significant
if water' temperatures are kept below about 70°C
and if test runs are kept shorter than about 10
minutes.

2. Discharges were originally diverted into the
tank by means of quick acting valves. For small
low pressure bores operation was satisfact~ry, but
later with larger high pressure bores c?nsIderable
difficulty with their operation was expenenced and
no satisfactory solution was found.

3. Attempts have been made to measure large
bores by splitting the flow equally into two or more
branches one of which is measured in the normal
manner by calorimeter. However, a~though it was
possible to adjust flows and pressures m the ~ranches

to assure reasonable division while blowing the
discharge to waste, stability and balance were likely
to be upset on diversion into the calorimeter for a
test run.

4. With the development of alternative techniques,
calorimeters were used only for the measurement
of very small discharges until a simple :n:ethod of
diverting the flow into the tank was ?evIsed. !he
"swinging arm" (figure 9) did just this, and smce

* Engineer in charge of measurements, Ministry of Works,
Wairakei, New Zealand.
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Figure 1. Diagrammatic layout of separating equipment for output testing

inside of the downstream leg. Used extensively in
the early stages for output tests, both on its own
and in conjunction with various types of cyclone
separators, the 1800 bend is capable of handling
large bore outputs. Efficiencies, however, are not high,
and except where quick approximate measurements
are required (which can now be obtained by other
methods) the 1800 bend is recommended only for
primary separation.

STRAIGHT THROUGH SEPARATOR

The object of the straight through separator is
to induce rotation of the incoming mixture by
means of fixed guide valves at the entrance of a
cylinder. Water is thrown to the outside and removed,
and the steam is allowed to pass through the centre.

The results of tests were not promising and though
further development may have improved perfor
mance, it did not appear possible to approach the
high efficiencies that were being obtained with
cyclone separators.

TEE SEPARATOR

Of a number of very simple and cheap arrange
ments tested, a tee was found to be most effective.
The design relies on the fact that in two phase horizontal
flow of steam/water mixtures, much of the water flows
along the bottom wall of the pipe, and this is par
ticularly true at low wetnesses. Tests have shown
that under these conditions a simple tee can be most
effective as a separator. These are not useful for
wellhead separation of high wetness discharges,
such as at Wairakei, but there are possible applica
tions in steam pipelines and separation between
stages of turbines.

CYCLONE SEPARATORS

The only practicable method found for obtaining
drynesses up to and better than 99.9 per cent has
been by the use of cyclone separators. The water
and steam mixture is fed tangentially into a cylin
drical cyclone body mounted vertically. The steam
is taken from the centre at the top and the water
from the bottom.

Top OUTLET CYCLONE (T.O.C.) SEPARATORS

With the steam outlet directly from the top of
the separator there is a need for a number of internal
baffles to prevent limited escape of water with the
steam. Though capable of producing 99.9 per cent
dry steam from medium sized bores these separators,
even in conjunction with 1800 bend separators,
are unable to handle the largest H.P. or LP. bores
(tables 1 and 2) adequately. A T.O.C. separator 36"
in diameter and about 10 feet in length has been
found to have a maximum capacity of 60000 lbjhr
steam and 400 000 lb/hr water at pressures of
210 psig. (For details of separator performance
criteria see reference 1.)

BOTTOM OUTLET CYCLONE (B.O.C.) SEPARATORS

B.O.C. separators are considerably simpler and
smaller than T.O.C. separators for equivalent per
formance. No internal baffles are necessary and since
the steam pipe comes through the bottom, steam
pipe supports can be smaller. With a spiral, as
compared to a tangential inlet, a 30" B.O.C. separator
can handle the largest H.P. bores at Wairakei.
It has been calculated, though not confirmed due
to lack of a suitably large bore, that the maximum
performance should be approximately 120000 lb/hr
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steam and 800 000 Ib/hr water at a pressure of
210 psig.

48" DIAMETER TANGENTIAL INLET B.O.C. SEPARATOR

This new separator has not yet been fully tested,
but the design performance is roughly steam 235 000
lb/hr and water 1 500000 lb/hr at 210 psig. Apart
from its large diameter it has incorporated in it
an integral water drum which considerably simplifies
the whole wellhead set up. (Water drums are effec
tively combined surge chambers and steam traps
for the control of separated water at wellheads.)
Limited tests have indicated that this operates
satisfactorily, and future designs may incorporate
this feature.

MOBILE TEST RIG

In an effort to combine the advantages of mobility
and accuracy, a mobile test rig was made. This was
constructed before B.O.C. separators were perfected,
and consisted of a 6" diameter, 1800 bend followed
by a 12" diameter T.O.C. separator. The water was
cooled to prevent flashing at the water orifice,
by flash coolers, and all the equipment, including
a small instrument shed, was mounted on skids.
Only comparatively small outputs could be measured
with this equipment and following the drilling of

ill.any large bores, it was not used greatly. Even
WIth the better separators now available it is still
not possible to make a mobile rig of convenient size.

For routine testing of the largest bores, a portable
30" B.O.C. separator is at present used. This has
a combined water drum and supporting structure,
but a separate water cooling tank and other ancillary
equipment are necessary.

Methods of water measurement for separating
equipment

One of the most troublesome problems associated
with separator output testing is the convenient
measurement of hot water flows. For small discharges
as were common early in the project, the water
was allowed to flash to atmospheric pressure and
the flow measured over a weir. High velocities
were dissipated by a baffle system. With larger
bores the design of suitable baffles became imprac
ticable, since a large structure would have been
required. Measurement by orifice, which had not
been used earlier due to flashing of the saturated
water, was again considered. It was hoped to find
a convenient way of cooling the water upstream
of the orifice, and tests were carried out with a
number of systems.

Table 1. Output of high pressure (H.P.) a bores

Output of steam 10' lb/hr Output of water 10' lb/hr At 200 psig

W.H.P. --+ 160 180 200 220 240 160 180 200 220 240 Enthalpy
BTU/lb.

Dryness
fraction

%

Bore

4/1 . 51 40 32 24 15 368 350 333 313 292 434 8.7
20 105 98 87 818 805 783 460 11.5
22 62 61 60 48 30 453 447 445 434 344 461 11.8
24 74 64 56 49 43 494 487 478 469 455 450 10.5
27 87 74 60 422 435 448 505 17.1
28 83 72 63 53 42 244 238 242 245 242 536 21.1
30 118 92 78 893 895 881 450 12.0
38 44 32 24 17 54 44 35 29 700 40.3
39 53 44 35 26 18 440 417 385 337 278 428 8.0
40 115 100 86 73 356 324 291 258 560 23.8
41 40 32 23 13 475 454 430 409 418 6.6
43 84 71 60 50 705 672 629 582 443 9.6
44 124 114 103 93 684 671 657 642 485 14.4

46 65 57 48 40 33 503 496 492 488 485 435 8.7

47 40 35 28 24 20 380 381 380 378 373 420 7.1

48 60 55 50 45 40 318 318 317 315 311 477 13.6

50 86 80 78 78 78 366 340 312 284 256 529 19.8

55 61 51 38 24 484 485 484 478 422 7.3

56 109 102 90 75 62 423 411 405 398 390 513 17.9

57 62 54 46 40 33 400 397 394 391 388 451 10.5

58 32 28 23 17 13 394 381 364 345 322 411 5.9

67 80 72 62 782 769 749 440 9.3

76 112 96 81 753 740 722 470 12.9

80 124 98 53 36 31 525 477 446 389 312 451 10.5

81 145 128 114 102 89 771 749 723 694 667 474 13.6

• Note: H.P. = High pressure and refers to pressures within the range 180·220 lb/sq. in. gauge.

W.H.P. = Wellhead pressure.
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Table 2. Output of intermediate pressure (LP.) a bores

Output of steam 10' lb/M Output of water 10' lb/hr At 80 psig

W.H.P. -Jo- 50 60 70 80 90 100 50 60 70 80
Enthalpy Dryness

90 100 BTU/lb. fraction
%

Bore

4 13.5 13.3 13.0 12.3 11.4 10.3 9.5 8.9 8.2 7.7 7.0 6.0 845 61.7
4/2 103 98 94 89 259 258 257 256 540 26.8
9 17.5 16.5 15.5 14.5 13.0 21.5 22.0 22.0 22.0 21.0 660 41

14 30.2 29.4 28.6 27.7 12.0 10.7 8.7 6.0 950 73.5
15 24 21 18 16 13 13 92 91 90 89 88 87 427 14.8
18 64 56 50 45 199 194 189 184 493 22.5
21 37 35 33 119 118 116 509 24.0
31 60 55 50 323 316 310 434 15.5
37 72 68 63 b 75 to 135 b 80 psig 600-740 34-50
49 56 53 50 281 272 269 445 16.5
52 18 17 16 15 15 14 62 62 62 62 62 62 472 19.8
53 87 83 78 77 76 25 27 27 27 26 958 74.5
59 32 28 25 21 17 14 135 133 130 127 124 121 419 13.8
60 66 56 49 44 40 213 218 220 220 219 455 17.9
61 75 52 40 36 33 190 210 216 217 215 432 15.4
62 50 40 33 349 351 352 407 12.5
63 26 24 22 20 18 16 77 76 75 74 74 73 478 20.6
75 16 15.5 15 14.5 56 57 58 57 487 21.5
78 34 33 32 31 118 117 117 117 492 22.1
86 37 34 32 29 27 26 172 170 168 166 165 164 426 14.7

a. Note: LP. = Intermediate pressure and refers to pressures within the range 50-85 lb/sq. in. gauge.
b Steam output fairly stable but water output fluctuates.

HEAT EXCHANGER

A series of pipe loops upstream of the orifice
were jacketed and cooled by cold water. This operated
satisfactorily, but required a large amount of water
from the job water supply. For large discharges
the arrangement would be heavy and expensive
to construct.

FLASH COOLING

Part of the water downstream of the orifice is
diverted to spray over coils containing the incoming
water. Water from the spray bar, which flashes
to atmosphere, makes job conditions unpleasant
and also causes rapid corrosion. For large discharges
the method is not practicable.

STATIC HEAD

Where bore sites suit, it is possible to take the
water outlet pipe to a lower level, thus increasing
the pressure sufficiently to prevent flashing. Combined
with the methods above this has been found satis
factory for measuring large flows.

STATIC HEAD AND COOLING POND

By passing the water through coiled pipes in a
cooling pond, with or without the advantage of
any static head, it has been found possible to cool
the water from the largest bores. It is often in
convenient to construct these cooling ponds near
bore sites.

COOLING TANK

A portable cooling tank of 5 500 gallon capacity
containing about 130' of looped 8" diameter pipe
has been found adequate for the largest bores at
Wairakei. A temperature drop of about 15°F was
achieved for a flow of 800000 lbjhr.

Steam sampler

The steam sampler (figures 2 and 4) was designed
by the N.Z. Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research. It consists essentially of a sampling
nozzle which traverses a steam and water jet dis
charging vertically to atmosphere. The rate of
traverse is arranged so that the time in each position
is proportional to the area of the annular ring at
the radius being sampled. In this way, the sample
collected represents an average of the total flow.
In order to obtain a fairly uniform mixture before
sampling, an orifice is located at the bottom of
an 8"/12" expansion spool. This also serves to
throttle the bore at the required wellhead pressure.
The sample obtained is measured in a small calori
meter (44 gallon drum) which is housed in a small hut.
The whole apparatus is readily portable and relatively
inexpensive to construct and operate. Early models
had the traversing of the nozzles controlled manually.
For a time this was changed to a semi-automatic
arrangement powered by an electric motor, but
a return has been made to a simplified manual
control, and this has been used successfully ever
since.
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Inde~ing at any depth i~ achieved by jerking the
sUl?portIng. ca1;>le. ThIS activates a spring supported
weight which m turn operates a ratchet mechanism
and traverses a smoked glass chart.

The supporting cable at present used is .066 inch
diameter well measuring wire, consisting of a high
tensile austenitic, hard, cold drawn, polished stainless
steel. With this wire, corrosion is not a problem,
but there is evidence that long exposure in boreholes
can cause enbrittlement. To avoid possible failure
its condition is regularly checked.

Copperjconstantan thermocouple wire, mineral
insulated inside a steel sheath of t lf diameter,
has also been lowered into bores for temperature
measurements. The main advantages of this method
are that instantaneous surface readings of greater
accuracy can be made even in the smallest diameter
bores, and the temperature profile precisely deter
mined. However, lack of flexibility and frequent
breakdown of cable insulation is a problem which
severely limits the life and usefulness of the existing
cable. Recent developments of thermal resistant
plastics give hope that more suitable cables may
be available shortly.

TEMPERATURES IN BORES

~~~~~-ORltICE The temperatures measured in boreholes cannot
always be relied on to give a true picture of under
ground temperatures.

Figure 2. General arrangement of steam. sampler 90or-...--.----~--~--._--,__-___,
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WELLHEAD PRESSURE IN LBo/SQ.IN. GAUGE

Figure 3. Output curves for bore 81
(a typlcal Iarge output bore)
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Theoretical outputs of bores measured with the
steam sampler have not agreed well with separator 8001----+--"'o~-+----+---+_--_j_-___j

results; but since there was not a great scatter of
results the tests were regarded as a calibration.
Further tests have shown this to be justified and 700f-------j-='¥f>.--I--"'o~--_+--_+--_l

the method is the most widely used for measuring
the largest bores.

Accuracy however is definitely not ideal and would 6001---1---t--~~~H---+---;

not be better than about ±5 per cent under most
conditions. The effects of high enthalpies (say above
650 Btu/lb) on the calibration are not at present 500r----+--==:-:-±:-:-:--±~-*""'r_-t_-__;

known, but if necessary could be determined.

Measurement of downhole temperatures

INSTRUMENTS

The great majority of downhole temperature
measurements at Wairakei have been made with
the "geothermograph". This was specially developed
by the N.Z. Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research for geothermal conditions and it has proved
to be very successful, being simple in design, easy
to operate and maintain. Accuracy is of the order
of ±2°C over the range 20°C to 300°C, and though
this is not ideal it has nevertheless proved adequate
for most purposes. The geothermograph can be
adapted for use at higher temperatures and greater
depths than at present encountered. (The deepest
bore at Wairakei is about 4000 ft.)
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Figure 4. Temperature runs in bore 24 after various standing times

There is evidence that convection takes place
in the larger diameter bores which tends to mask
natural ground temperatures. However, with 4 inch
diameter holes it has been found that a complex
temperature pattern can be retained so that convec
tion cannot be strong in this case. In uncased
sections, or where slotted casing is used in productive
zones of bores, there is evidence that circulation
between levels of differing pressure and temperature
can take place, greatly altering the temperature
distribution.

The circulation of cool fluid during normal drilling
results in the surrounding country being considerably
cooled. Only when they are complete are boreholes
allowed to heat up. It usually takes a month or more
for temperature equilibrium to be reached and runs
during this heating period can give useful information
on underground conditions, especially when correlated
with drill log data. Initial temperature dips will
often occur in soft or permeable zones where much
cooling fluid has been lost to the country, but if
these are quickly obliterated and a high temperature
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reached a likely productive zone is indicated. Tem
perature peaks frequently occur a few feet below
especially hard layers. Figure 4 gives temperature
runs in bore 24 after various heating times. The
boiling point/depth (B.P.D.) curve shown indicates
the temperature of a column of water at boiling
point throughout, assuming a water level at the top
of the bore with zero wellhead pressure. In a parti
cular case this should be shifted up or down so that

the saturation temperature of the pressure at the
water level corresponds with this temperature on
the B.P.D. curve. If the temperature then rises
above the curve the presence of free steam is indi
cated, though this does not allow for the fact that
the actual column of water in the bore is not necessa
rily at boiling point throughout. The only sure way
of determining the presence of free steam is to ac
tually measure both temperatures and pressures.
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Measurement of downhole pressures

INSTRUMENT

The instrument used at present is the Amerada
RPG-3 Gauge, manufactured in the D.S.A. Initially
the clocks for traversing the chart gave some trouble
in the high temperatures, but recently many satis
factory runs have been -rnade.

The maximum temperature that has been recorded
is 260°C (= 510°F) at a depth of 2 200 ft. in bore 25.
Though this is below the B.P.D. curve there are
many instances where temperatures at higher levels
are above the curve.

In a geothermal field such as Wairakei overdrawing
of the hot water and consequent reduction in down
hole pressures could initiate an inflow of cooler
water. To date there is little evidence of the latter
taking place, but in some areas there is evidence
of a fall in aquifer pressures.

In order to monitor possible changes in the field,
temperature runs are made at least everv six months
in bores around the chief productive "areas. Bores
not suitable for production have proved particularly
useful in this respect.

Any local cooler aquifer inflow into bores can be
detected by runs immediately after shutting. This
has been indicated in a number of cases and as
a result of subsequent alterations to the inlet condi
tions bore discharge characteristics have been im
proved.

The correlation between enthalpy of discharges
and that calculated from downhole temperatures,
assuming a hot water feed, has seldom been close.
The fact that enthalpies are usually higher than
expected suggests either the presence of free steam
at depth while the bore is discharging, or an inflow
of hotter water into the feed zones.

PRESSURES IN BORES

Only within the last two years has it been possible
to carry out a programme of downhole pressure
measurements at Wairakei. Previously pressures were
calculated from temperature runs and occasionally
tubing was lowered into wells and actual pressures
found by the "gas purge" method, though this was
time-consuming and sometimes unreliable. Serious
doubts as to the accuracy of these pressure calcula
tions, and the importance of more definite informa
tion made it essential to obtain a downhole instru
ment.

Pressure measurements have indicated that in
general pressure/depth relationships follow the ex
pected pattern. However, there are important differ
ences, such as zones of instability and effective
densities of a lower value than expected from tem
peratures. For two typical pressure runs, see figure 5.

The over-all pattern of downhole pressures should
give valuable information on field drawdown and

the flow of hot water at depth, though to date at
Wairakei insufficient runs have yet been made to
make many definite conclusions.

Local drawdown of bores can be studied by
pressure 'runs immediately after shutting, and this
has been found to be considerable for bores in
impermeable formations.

As an indication of the permeability of productive
zones, special tests are made usually on completion
of a bore. Pressures at a point just within the bottom
of the production casing are measured while varying
rates of water are run into the bore. The flow/
pressure relationship gives a measure of permeability.

Surface heat flows

To obtain information on the relationship between
bore drawoff and surface heat flows, regular measure
ments of both have been made. For the latter,
natural heat-escape direct to the atmosphere from
steaming ground, fumaroles, geysers, etc., is not
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WAIORA STREAM

WAIRAKEI STREAM

included. The measurement of these is included
elsewhere (2).

Hot water from natural features leaves the Wairakei
area by two streams, the Waiora Stream and the
Wairakei Stream.

This rises outside the production area and flows
through Geyser Valley where a closely concentrated
group of hot springs and geysers discharge into
the stream. The heat flow cannot therefore be deter
mined directly, and must be found by difference
of the heat flows upstream and downstream of
the chief activity. Typical figures are:

Thus the thermal area discharged 2 cusecs and
105 MBtujhour into the stream. Though the volume
flow added is a small proportion of the stream,
and hence accuracy is not ideal, it has proved
sufficient for practical purposes. (Note. The reference
temperature for heat flow is taken as 32°F (= O°C) ,
throughout this paper.)

Average heat flows for each year are shown in
figure 6. Not that there is an apparent discrepancy
between the measurements by weir and those by
flume. The heat flow from Geyser Valley showed
a steady fall.from 1953 to 1956, yet in 1957 the heat
flow is apparently greater than in 1956. It is probable,
from observations of individual thermal features,
that there actually was a steady decline in heat
discharge and that the difference was dut to the
different methods of measurement. The values ob
tained by Panshall flumes are regarded as more
reliable.

Figure 6 also shows the heat flows from the Waiora
Stream and the average total heat discharged by
the bores for the years 1953 to 1960.

As more bores were drilled and allowed to discharge,
the average heat flow has greatly increased year
by year. The steam fraction escapes to atmos:phere
and the water fraction discharges into the dramage
system. For bores supplying the powerhouse both
steam and water are individually measured by
flowmeter and weir respectively. For other discharg
ing bores calculations are based on the most recent
output tests with approximate adjustments for slight
bore changes if necessary.

Heat flow
MBTV/hour

160
265

Temperature
of.

68 (20°C)
86 (30°C)

20
22

Volume flow
Cusecs.

This rises in an area of natural activity west
of the main borefield. It then flows in an easterly
direction through the production area to the Waikato
River, a total distance of about 5 miles. A Panshall
flume is installed in a position where there is little
chance of excessive interference from bore discharges
yet where almost all the natural discharge is
intercepted. Direct readings of flow and temperature
thus enable the heat flow to be calculated.

Upper flume .
Lower flume .
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It can be seen that the decline of natural heat
flow from Geyser Valley is much less than the increase
in bore drawoff, and that the rate of decline is nearly
constant, apparently independent of the variable
rate of increase of bore discharge. A complicating
factor in assessing any apparent relationship is
that there had been a definite decay in the activity
of one of the principal features of Geyser Valley,
prior to geothermal drilling. This is seen in figure 7,
"The Decay of the Great Wairakei Geyser". Though
the thermal activity in the Waiora Valley is
also adjacent to the production area of Wairakei,
there has been no noticeable decline in over-all
activity as shown by the heat flow measurements
(figure 6).

Another important factor is that the total bore
discharge is large in comparison to natural flows,
even allowing for heat losses direct to the atmosphere.

ACTUAL MEASUREMENTS

The present concrete measuring flumes in the
Wairakei Stream were first used in 1957. Previously

measurements were by concrete rectangular sup
pressed weirs. These had two main disadvantages:

1. The calibration was affected by accumulation
of silt behind the crests. If accurate measurements
were to be obtained frequent cleaning was necessary.

2. The stainless steel crests became corroded by
the continued action of the thermal water, thus
further reducing the accuracy.

For the above reasons it was decided to replace
the weirs by standard Panshall flumes, which did
not have the above objections.

When weirs were in use in Geyser Valley, continuous
measurements were made by recorders, each weir
having one instrument which recorded on a weekly
chart the water level and temperature. These are
not now used, mainly because fluctuations, previously
considerable, are not now significant. For both
weirs and flumes heat flow is calculated as follows:

Heat flow (in Btujhr) = volume flow (in cubic
ft/hr).

X density (at temperature measured in lb/cu ft).
X temperature (in OF above 32°).

Figure 8. The steam sampler set up for an output test
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Figure 9. The 400-gallon "swinging arm" calorimeter showing the arm nearly fully raised

The comparison of heat discharges may be sum
marised:

Geyser valley

Small rate of decrease . . . . .
Accelerated decrease .
Annual decrease fairly constant.

Waiora stream

Not measured .
Discharge fairly constant.
Discharge fairly constant

Bores

First appreciable drawoff..
Drawoff increasing every year.

Miscellaneous measurements

Years

1953-1953
1953

1953-1960

1953-1953
1953

1953-1960

1953
1953-1960

DETERMINATION OF WATER CONTENT

OF SEPARATED STEAM

An accurate chemical method relies on the fact
that dissolved salts such as sodium chloride are
present only in the water phase. It is important
that representative samples are taken and care
must be taken with the design of sampling probes,
and the rate of sampling. This is only of use at
wellheads where bore water is present.

CRITICAL LIP PRESSURES

Details of this new method for flow measurement
are given elsewhere. At present the most useful
applications appear to be:

1. Determination of heat flows through pipes
discharging to atmosphere.

2. Measurement of hot water flows without the
need for cooling tanks.

Space does not permit detailed reference to a
number of special tests and methods tested or used
at Wairakei.

FLOW NOZZLES

Work has been carried out on the use of modified
flow nozzles with an additional pressure tapping
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at the throat, f~r the measurement of two phase
flow; but accuracies better than about ±20 per cent
have not proved possible.

ENTHALPY DETERMINATION OF BORES

If a quick accurate method of determining the
enthalpy of two phase water/steam discharges were
known, output testing of bores would become a
simple matter. The N.Z. Department of Scientific
an~ I~dustrial Research has investigated a number
of indirect approaches. These have involved "Gam
ma" rays, "Beta" rays, changes in gas concentra
tions accompanying a pressure drop and other
possibilities. To date none has been wholly successful
and practical applications have not been justified.
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Summary

Since investigations began at Wairakei more than
ten years ago, considerable progress has been made
with the development of testing equipment and
measurement techniques. Three basic methods are
used for measuring two phase bore discharges.
Separators are employed particularly for precise
determinations of the largest flows, but the method
is comparatively costly. For regular testing of all
but the smallest bores the Steam Sampler is exten
sively used as it is cheap to operate and yet gives
results of adequate accuracy. Calorimeters have
proved. convenient mainly for small bores.

Regular temperature measurements in closed bores
are made with the "geothermograph" instrument,

and this has been found to have many advantages.
Much detailed knowledge of downhole conditions,
essential for field development, has been built up,
and a useful method of monitoring possible adverse
changes in the field is provided. For similar reasons
regular downhole pressure measurements with the
"Amerada" instrument are also made.

The methods employed for the measurement of
stream heat flows from natural activity are given
and the results recorded at Wairakei are briefly
discussed.

Brief mention is made of a number of special
tests. Though some of these have not been entirely
successful, they are nevertheless worthy of note.

MESURE DU DEBIT DES PUITS, DES TEMPERATURES ET DES PRESSIONS DE FOND,
AINSI QUE DES ECOULEMENTS SUPERFICIELS DE CHALEUR A WAIRAKEI

Resume

Depuis que les recherches ont commence a Wai
rakei, il y a plus de 10 ans, on a realise des progres
considerables avec la mise au point de materiel
d'essais et de techniques de mesures.

On a recours, pour les mesures a executer sur les
produits biphasiques qui s' echappent des puits, a
trois rnethodes principales. Les separateurs sont
plus particulierernent employes pour les determi
nations exactes des plus gros debits mais la methode
est relativement couteuse. Pour les essais systerna
tiques a mener sur tous les puits, sauf ceux des
plus faibles diarnetres, on fait largement appel au
dispositif dessai des echantillons de vapeur. Son
emploi est peu cofiteux et il donne des resultats
dont la precision est suffisante. Les calorimetres ont
demontre leur comrnodite d'ernploi, particulierernent
pour les puits de petit diametre.

On precede a des mesures regulieres de la tempe
rature dans les puits bouches, avec un instrument
appele le « geothermographe », dont on a decouvert

qu'il presentait nombre d'avantages. On a pu
recueillir de la sorte nombre de renseignements
detailles sur les conditions en fond de puits, essentiels
pour le developpernent des gites, si bien qu'on a
reussi de la sorte a mettre au point une methode
fructueuse de surveillance des changements de
situation qui interviennent dans le champ et qui
pourraient avoir des repercussions defavorables. Pour
des raisons analogues, on precede egalement de
facon reguliere a des mesures de la pression en fond
de puits avec l'instrument « Amerada »,

On donne les methodes utilisees pour les mesures
du debit de la chaleur due a l'activite naturelle et
on passe brievement en revue les resultats enre
gistres a Wairakei.

On mentionne, en peu de mots, un grand nombre
d'essais speciaux. Bien que certains de ceux-ci
n'aient pas entierernent reussi, ils meritent toutefois
d' etre signales.



Since the time drilling began, ten years ago,
various measurements have been made. The fre
quency of these measurements has been dictated
by the availability of suitable instruments, practical
experience and the number of available staff.

At Wairakei, the measurements' section is headed
by an engineer, and is, at present, staffed by six
technical personnel. Up to half a dozen non-technical
assistants are also employed.

The duties of this section consist of the collection
and collation of periodic measurements at planned
time intervals as follows:

1. Daily: meteorological measurements.
2. Weekly: (1) bore wellhead pressure readings;

(2) steam and water flows from powerhouse produc
tion bores; (3) stream heat flows from the geothermal
area.

3. Monthly: (1) bore casing wellhead heights;
(2) temperatures and levels of water surface table.

4. Quarterly: temperatures in closed bores.
5. Semi-annually: (1) Surveys of surface level over

subsidiary bench marks as warranted; (2) casing
caliper measurements; (3) downhole temperatures
and pressure; (4) mass and enthalpy of steam/water
mixture discharged.

6. Annually: (1) Precise surface levelling of all
bench marks in the area; (2) extent of area and
quantity of heat escape from natural thermal
activity.

The above programme is adhered to for bores
not on powerhouse supply. For bores on powerhouse
supply, physical measurement inside the bore is
naturally only possible when these bores are closed,
i.e., just before and after bore maintenance. A
planned measurements programme for these bores
is essential. At Wairakei, this has not been possible
owing to an insufficient number of bores connected
to the powerhouse to date.

In the Wairakei area, there are 82 bores at present.
Over 40 caliper runs, 350 temperature, sounding and
go-devil runs and about 100 pressure runs are
undertaken annually.

Meteorological measurements are taken daily of
total rainfall and intensity, maximum and minimum
air temperatures, minimum grass temperature,
humidity and barometric pressure. Recording instru
ments are used. Daily rainfall totals are plotted
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against surface water table levels in water bores
and also against stream heat flows, but little correla
tion exists. Average annual rainfall at Wairakei is
45 inches.

A decrease in readings will indicate changed
sub-surface conditions in the circulating hot water
system, or the deposition of minerals in the casing.

Appreciable decreases in the water flow will
require adjustment of the water discharge control
orifice to prevent waste of steam through this
orifice to the silencer and thence to atmosphere.

Recordings are used for approximate measure
ments of the total heat flow from the geothermal
area. Trends only are noted.

Bore casing wellhead heights are recorded relative
to datum pins cast into the concrete floor of the
drilling cellar. These measurements show the efficacy
of the cement bond between the anchor casing and
sub-surface rock formations and provide a record
of the movement of the casing head relative to the
drilling cellar under the various conditions of bore
discharge. These records provide the basis for the
pipework compensating arrangements when separat
ing equipment is attached to the drilling cellar.

Measurement of the temperature and level of
the surface water table shows changes in the migra
tions of surface heat and steam escape which could
endanger existing or projected installations. Heat
migration fronts are usually well defined and some
times travel at the rate of a few feet per day in
the Wairakei area.

Survey levels are warranted semi-annually in
various localities to anticipate any structural mis
alignment of surface equipment (such as steam
transmission pipe mains), whereas the whole sur
rounding area should be levelled annually, to give
the trend of surface movement. Rises and settlements
up to 2 inches per annum have been recorded in
differing localities at Wairakei. A settlement of
7 inches has been recorded at one bench mark over
a period of 4 years.

Casing caliper measurements indicate the ext~nt

of casing deposits, the depth and extent of casing
corrosion and the extent of casing fractures and
joint. failures. Corrosion of the casing walls is mainly
caused by hydrogen sulphide gas attack under cool,
moist conditions appertaining to some bores. Accu
mulations of gases in bores are therefore bled off
at the surface and the bores kept warm wherever

* Senior Engineer, l\Iinistry of Works, Wairakci, New Zealand. practicable. Casing fractures and joint failures from
208
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sion pipe mains and numbers and capacities of
turbines with consequent alteration of powerhouse
layout.

It may be possible to control the rate of draw-down
by limiting the volume of bore discharge or by
recharging of the aquifer from external sources.
Only a full appreciation of measurements obtained
will resolve the question of draw-down and its
effects.

For bores not connected to powerhouse supply,
above measurements determine discharge trends and
economic period before removal of mineral deposits
in the casing. These deposits are mainly calcite
(CaC0 3) or silica (Si02) . Mass and enthalpy figures
for a bore (discharging at a wellhead pressure of
200 psig) which requires periodic removal of mineral
deposits is shown in figure 2.

On the average, this bore requires the removal of
the mineral deposits every year.

o z:!i: t I 2 3 10 20 40 60 80
TIME AFTER BORE CLOSURE ( DAYS)

Figure 1. Downhole pressure recovery after a bore closure
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Continuous discharge of the majority of the
geothermal bores at Wairakei results in decrease of
mass output with slight increase in enthalpy. This
decrease in mass output is largely attributed to
chemical deposition of calcite or silica in the lower
cased portion of the borehole.

Whenever a bore is closed, go-devils (hollow
cylindrical tubes) of varying diameters are lowered
into the hole and record the maximum clear depth
for each size used. The presence of mineral deposits
or other blockage is thus quickly established. A
casing caliper run to the maximum clear depth of

thermal stressing or other causes can allow bore
discharge to leak into the rock formations and
lead to surface eruptions due to the inability of
these formations to withstand the resultant pressures.

Fluctuations of the gas pressures recorded at the
wellhead of one closed bore, together with apparent
increase in cellar wall concrete temperature, inferred
that the casing had failed and that a small amount
of bore discharge was leaking to the surface. A
caliper run was undertaken and casing failures were
recorded at 435 ft, 582 ft, 768 ft, 861 ft, 1 051 ft,
1 179 ft and 1 376 ft. As the bore had a very small
mass discharge and was located very close to a
major-junction of steam transmission pipe mains,
casing repairs were regarded as totally uneconomic
with the consequent result that the bore was filled
with cement from 2060 ft to surface and then
abandoned. Any likelihood of eruption was thus
removed.

The value of visual observation of the ground
surface area around the drilling cellar cannot be
too strongly emphasized. An illustration is quoted.
No caliper is available at Wairakei to record inside
4l" OD casing. The surface area around a further
bore (drilled and cased 4f' OD in 1951) showed
considerable heat increase in January 1960. Survey
confirmed increasing temperatures. The bore was
closed and cold water injected into it from the
surface. A temperature profile in the cased portion
of the hole, while cold water injection was continued,
showed that the majority of the cold water was
leaving the bore through a failure of the casing at
380 ft. As this bore was situated on the extremity
of the production area and its steam discharge was
not required for power production, it also was
cemented from cased depth of 720 feet to surface
and abandoned. A minor eruption was thus averted.

Downhole temperatures and pressures show varia
tions in the hot, circulating aquifer conditions. The
effect of local pressure draw-down and the time for
pressure recovery after a bore is closed is shown in
figure 1. Trends at Wairakei indicate that maximum
temperatures have largely remained stable while
pressures have decreased as could be expected under
normal draw-down conditions.

It will be one of the major aspects of management
to study this draw-down of pressure very closely.
I t is reasonable to assume that, should aquifer
pressures reduce appreciably and temperatures
remain constant, there would be a likelihood of an
excess of steam pressure forming under the mudstone
cap-rock· with resultant catastrophic eruption. A
considerable number of boreholes to a shallow depth
of 500 ft to 800 ft may be required in any area
at short notice and these bores discharged continuous
ly (or in arithmetical progression) to alleviate this
threat. It is almost certain that the steam discharge
from these bores would be rated "intermediate
pressure", i.e., maximum full bore discharge pressure
would be in the range 50 to 80 psig. Utilisation of
this steam discharge for power production would
entail considerable extension of projected transmis-
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casing is out of line axially.) Should the casing ends
at the fracture be out of line axially, a lead impression
plug is lowered and an impression of the offset
recorded. If the axial offset is comparatively small,
realignment of the fractured casing ends may be
possible by using a tapered casing roller. Should
the casing rolling fail, a milling tool is necessary
to ream to approximate full internal diameter of
the casing.

After alignment of the casing ends, a temperature
survey of the hole will indicate whether water
injected at the wellhead is being lost to the formation
at the casing fracture. If there is a loss, a cementing
operation becomes feasible and essential.

A cast iron or duralumin drillable plug is lowered
on the drill pipe and set in the casing a few feet
below the point of casing failure. Pressure tests to
determine water loss to formation are completed.
A tapered, wooden aligning plug, suitably grooved
and provided with ports for passage of cement, is
then pushed down the bore so that its ends overlap
the respective ends of the casing. The tapered nose
of the aligning plug rests on the drillable plug and
the cement ports are opposite the casing failure. A
retrievable cementing packer is then set with the
drill pipe just clear of the top of the wooden aligning
plug.

Cementing then takes place through the drill pipe
and packer, the cement passing through the wooden
aligning plug and ports and out to the formation
through the casing failure. Cement is pumped to a
calculated refusal pressure at the wellhead. The
calculation of this refusal pressure (in psig) is the
difference between the pressure at injection point
(in psig) equal to the depth of casing failure from
wellhead in feet and the pressure (in psig) of the
weight of the cement column at the casing failure.

When cementing has been completed, the packer
is released and cement flushed from the packer
and drill pipe. When cement has set to sufficient
hardness (usuallv 24 hours after completion of
cementing), the wooden aligning plug is drilled out
and casing repair operation proved by pressure test.

Casing failures are repaired using various tech
niques, but nearly all methods employ. a wooden
aligning plug to ensure that the respective end~ of
the casing are lined up axially before cementing.
Casing failures in or above the mudstone cap-rock
(300 to 600 ft below gr?un~ surface) are u:mally
reinforced by the cementing m of a further Iine of
casing called a "sleeve". In Sf' OD cased bores,
the sleeve string is 7f' OD.

When the casing has been satisfactorily pressure
tested to a depth of about 1 200 ft, :nineral de~osits

are reamed off the casing walls WIth conventional
rock bits. Figure 3 shows a leng.th of production
casing with the shaded area defining the extent of
the mineral deposition. The minerals 7.2", 6.5", 5.5",
etc. denote the maximum clear diameters as deduced
by 'go-devils whereas the 7.63" is approximately
the depth of obstruction to the lowering of a 7~"
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Figure 2. Changes in mass and enthalpy resulting
from mineral deposition in a bore

the 7.2 inch diameter go-devil confirms the presence
of deposits and indicates internal corrosion and the
presence of fractures of the casing. Downhole tem
perature and pressure measurements are also taken
at frequent depth intervals to record the effects
of local draw-down of the aquifer.

A drilling rig is then set over the bore. Drill pipe
is stripped into the bore against bore pressure
through glanding arrangements. Drill pipe is lowered
to the shoe of the production casing or to the maxi
mum clear depth for the diameter of the drill pipe
used. Bore is then slowly cooled by pumping cold
water through the drill pipe at predetermined
injection rates. This operation is called "quenching".

To ensure gradual cooling of the bore, the following
procedure has been (somewhat arbitrarily) estab
lished. Drill pipe is filled with cold water and
15 minutes allowed to pass without further addition
of water. Drill pipe is again filled with water and
a further 15 minutes allowed to elapse. Pumping
then commences at a rate to bring well head pressure
down 1 psig every 2 minutes. Accumulations of gas
at the wellhead are bled off as necessary. When the
wellhead pressure has fallen to zero, bore is regarded
as "quenched". Water injection rates are then
considerably increased by up to 20 gallons per
minute every half hour until injection rate is sufficient
to guard against bore discharge. The actual amount
depends on the characteristic of each particular
bore and its location in the drilling field.

Should a casing failure be inferred from the caliper
chart, this failure is repaired as a prerequisite.
(Casing repairs below 1 200 feet in depth are usually
not attempted from the economic aspect unless the
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Figure 3. Typical mineral deposit build-up in a bore casing
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Conclusions and general considerations

MEASUREMENTS

1. Readings must be taken regularly. Discrepancies
should be investigated promptly to ensure gauges

it is advisable to provide a stormwater drainage
system independent of the silencer drainage in the
proximity of each bore. Of course, this is impracti
cable in the topographical drainage collector system
where bore and storm-water drains meet with
resultant deposition of considerable quantities of
silica in stream and channel beds.

When bore temperatures have stabilised, the
wellhead piping is reinstated, casing wellhead height

. recorded and the bore warmed up slowly by bleeding
off entrapped gases and water at the surface into
the silencer. When the outside of the silencer stack
pipes has reached a satisfactory temperature of
35° to 45°C (usually 24 hours after bleeding has
commenced) the bore is reopened vertically to
discharge the cuttings of the casing deposits. When
discharge appears free of solids, the mass output
is passed through the bypass piping to the silencer.
Usually a week is allowed for bore discharge pressure
to stabilise before remeasurement of the mass output
and enthalpy. This remeasurement establishes the
efficacy of the bore maintenance programme.

~iameter ?rilling bit. Th~ lo~er ,~imit of the deposit
IS determined by the dnll bit running free", i.e.,
into clear hole. The volume of deposit shown is
108 cubic feet and it was deposited during 19 months
of discharge.

After reaming, a casing wall scraper is lowered
on drill pipe and the internal surface of the casing
scraped clean. To the bottom of the scraping tool
is attached a "junk basket" into which representative
samples of the deposit fall during the scraping
operation. Samples are thus easily recovered and
identified.

At the wellhead, the master and expansion spool
valves are usually changed for new or reconditioned
valves but, if valves already fitted are operating
satisfactorily and show little sign of corrosion or
erosion, repacking of the spindles may be all that
is required.

On completion of the bore maintenance at the
wellhead, a further casing caliper run is undertaken
to ensure no casing failure has occurred during the
quenching and subsequent drilling maintenance
programme. This caliper chart then forms a record
of casing profile.

Further downhole pressure runs are undertaken
at varying cold water injection rates to determine
the permeability of the formations below the cased
portion of the hole. The "quenched" height of the
casing head relative to datum pins in the concrete
floor of the drilling cellar is measured for record
purposes.

Quenching fluid injection is then terminated at
a predetermined rate (usually 20 gpm decrease
every half hour). When quenching has ceased, the
rate of heating is determined by geothermograph
runs. During this process the drilling equipment is
removed from the bore site.

The bore silencer is inspected for structural
soundness of concrete and reinforcement. At some
bores a complete replacement of both the vertical
stack pipes and inlet pipes is necessary. The cast
steel splitter plate is inspected for erosion and
repairs by mild steel welding carried out as necessary.
Conical holes up to 3" diameter by 8" deep at apex
have had to be repaired (by mild steel plate inserts)
in the splitter plates of bores which eject a fine
stream of rock particles with the water discharge.
However, the general repair is only a hard face
weld run along the leading edge of the splitter
plate.

The silencer drainage system is inspected and
cleared of mineral deposits as necessary. The indi
vidual bore drainage channel generally in use consists
of half round, reinforced concrete pipe of 15" or
18" diameter. These are laid, with suitable expansion
joints at 30 ft centres, on slopes generally varying
from 1 in 30 to 1 in 80. The object is to keep the
silencer water discharge flowing as fast as practicable
in this type of channel and thus lessen the amount
of minerals (usually silica) deposited from solution
by decrease in fluid temperature. For this reason,
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and recording instruments are in calibration and
proper working order. Major changes from previous
readings should preferably be checked by another
operator with different equipment.

2. A sufficient number of spare bores should be
coupled up to steam mains for power production
and held in reserve so that bores on power production
can be taken off line to have measurements carried
out at regular intervals.

3. The trend of aquifer pressure drawn-down
should be detailed very closely.

4. Recording instruments with slow rate of travel
on time scale are essential in determination of bore
characteristic. Fluctuations and variations in readings
can then be accurately plotted by the use of an
instrument with fast time scale travel.

5. Valves, compensators and wellhead fittings
should have a clear bore diameter at least as great
as that of the production casing. All flanges on
piping through which test equipment passes should
be classified to withstand the highest wellhead
pressures attained.

6. The value of periodic, visual inspection of
wellheads and surrounding areas is emphasized.
Not only may some minor thermal eruption be
averted, but minor wellhead maintenance works can
be speedily and economically carried out if detected
between the periodic visits of regular maintenance
teams.

BORE MAINTENANCE

1. Each bore maintenance programme should be
treated individually. The extent of the programme
is usually not completely defined until drilling
operations commence.

2. A borehole camera or suitable television equip
ment, designed to withstand the temperatures and
pressures encountered, would materially assist in
many of the operations connected with bore main
tenance.

3. Drilling mud as quenching or circulating fluid
should not be used except as a last expedient.
Experience has indicated that the drilling mud
forms a tough, plastic layer on the bore walls and
partly blocks the feeding fissures so that even the
action of water flashing to steam will not remove it.
A few bores at Wairakei have shown a decrease in
mass output after reconditioning and this has been
attributed to the "baking" of the drilling mud.

4. Quenching by injection of cold water should
be restricted to the shortest elapsed time owing to
the possible deposition of minerals from solution in
feeding fissures by temperature drop. One bore,
after 7 months' continuous quenching, showed a
decrease in open bypass discharge pressure from
150 psig to 124 psig.

5. Should a prolonged quenching process be
envisaged it should be regarded most unfavourably.
A drillable plug should be set in the casing if the
wellhead is to be freed of pressure for any consider
able length of time.
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Summary

Electric power is produced in conventional steam
turbines utilizing geothermal steam at Wairakei in
the North Island of New Zealand. Initial drilling
commenced in 1950 and electric power was supplied
to the North Island grid in November 1958.

Since drilling started, Ministry of Works Power
Division staff have collected, tabulated and analysed
the data enumerated below and have continued
these duties during the power generation stage.
Management, in relation to physical measurements
in a geothermal field, requires an organization to
collect and collate frequent, periodic measurements
of stream flows and temperatures from the area
under development, together with bore wellhead
pressures and wellhead heights, downhole tempera
tures and pressures and the mass and enthalpy of
the steam and water mixture discharged from each
bore. Measurements obtained must be collated at
regular intervals so that trends are discerned.

Continuing measurements of the steam and water
discharged from each bore on powerhouse supply

are necessary since changes in enthalpy can result
in steam wastage.

Periodic measurement of the level and temperature
of surface water table, together with the extent of
naturally hot terrain, is necessary to anticipate any
increase in surface steam escape which could endanger
existing or projected installations.

Surveys of surface level are required periodically
to anticipate any structural misalignment of surface
equipment.

Continuous discharge of the majority of geothermal
bores at Wairakei results in decrease of steam and
water mass output with slight increase in enthalpy.
This decrease in mass output is largely attributed
to chemical deposition of calcite or silica in the
lower cased portions of the boreholes. Experience
has shown that some bores require to be cleaned out
annually.

When a bore is closed, measurement of the quantity
of mineral deposit is obtained with casing caliper
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and go-devils. The casing caliper also shows failures
of the bore casing. Failures can cause surface erup
tions due to the inability of the near-surface rock
formations to withstand the resultant pressures due
to steam escape. Periodic calipering of the casing
is therefore carried out whether mineral deposits
are suspected or not.

When records indicate the need for bore main
tenance, the surface piping is removed from site
and a drilling rig set over the bore. Drill pipe is
stripped into the bore against bore pressure and
the bore quenched with cold water at predetermined
injection rates. Casing failures are repaired, using
various techniques. Mineral deposits are reamed and
scraped off the casing walls. Master and expansion
spool valves are changed as necessary.

On completion of the bore maintenance, a further
casing caliper record is taken to ensure no casing
failure during the quenching process and to form a
record of casing profile.

The permeability of the formation below the cased
portion of the borehole is obtained. Quenching fluid
injection is terminated and the rate of heating is
determined.

The bore silencer is inspected for structural
soundness of concrete and reinforcement and the
steel splitter plate for erosion. Repairs are carried
out as necessary.

The silencer drainage system is inspected and
cleared of mineral deposits as necessary.

Wellhead piping is reinstated and the bore warmed
up slowly by bleeding off entrapped gases and
water at the surface. Bore is then reopened vertically
to discharge any cuttings of the mineral deposits
from the casing. When the discharge appears free
of solids, the output is passed horizontally through
the bypass piping to the silencer. After bore discharge
has stabilized, remeasurement of the mass output
is undertaken to establish the efficacy of the bore
maintenance programme.

ORGANISATION DES MESURES ET ENTRETIEN DES PUITS DANS UN CHAMP
DE VAPEUR GEOTHERMIQUE EN EXPLOITATION

Resume

On produit a Wairakei de l'energie electrique au
moyen de turbines classiques qui font usage de la
vapeur geothermique disponible dans I'ile du Nord
de la Nouvelle-Zelande. Les premiers forages ont
commence en 1950 et il a ete fourni de I'energie
electriqus au res eau de distribution de l'ile en
novembre 1958.

Depuis le debut des travaux, des fonctionnaires
de la section de la force motrice du Ministere des
travaux publics ont recueilli, analyse et etudie les
donnees dont il est question ci-dessous et ils ont
poursuivi leurs travaux pendant la phase de produc
tion. Pour diriger l'execution des mesures physiques
dans un champ geothermique, il faut une organisation
servant a recueillir et a collationner des lectures
frequentes et periodiques du debit de la vapeur et
des temperatures dans la zone en developpement,
ainsi que les pressions a la bouche des puits, les
cotes de ces bouches, les temperatures et les pres
sions en fond de puits et, enfin, la masse et 1'enthalpie
du melange vapeurjeau qui sort de chaque puits.
Les mesures ainsi obtenues doivent etre collationnees
a intervalles reguliers pour que 1'on puisse y discerner
certaines tendances.

Il faut faire des mesures continues ayant trait a
la vapeur et a 1'eau qui se degagent de chaque
puits servant a alimenter la centrale, etant donne
que les variations d'enthalpie peuvent provoquer
des gaspillages de vapeur.

Les mesures periodiques du niveau et de la tempe
rature de la nappe phreatique, ainsi que l'etendue
des terrains naturellement chauds, s'imposent pour
permettre de prevoir toute augmentation du debit

de vapeur en surface qui soit susceptible de mettre
en danger les installations existantes ou projetees.

I1 convient de proceder periodiquernent a des
releves topographiques en surface, pour prevoir
tout defaut d'alignement structureI du material qui
s'y trouve.

L'ecoulernent continu qui se produit pour la
majorite des puits geothermiques de Wairakei donne
lieu a une reduction du debit de la vapeur et de
l'eau en poids avec une legere augmentation d'enthal
pie. Cette reduction de masse peut etre largement
attribuee aux depots chimiques de calcite ou de
silice qui se forment dans les regions inferieures
tubees des puits. L' experience a demontre que
certains puits doivent etre nettoyes tous les ans.

Quand on bouche un puits, on obtient une mesure
de 1'importance des depots au moyen de calibres
speciaux et de ramoneurs. Les calibres revelent
egalement les fractures et defauts eventuels du
tubage. Ceux-ci peuvent provoquer des eruptions en
surface dans la mesure OU les formations rocheuses
superficielles ne peuvent pas resister aux pressions
creees par l'echappernent de vapeur. Les verifica
tions du tubage sont done faites que 1'on soupconne
ou non 1'existence de depots de substances minerales.

Lorsque les donnees indiquent le besoin de proce
der a des travaux d'entretien sur un puits, on enleve
les tuyauteries qui se trouvent en surface et on
installe les dispositifs de forage au-dessus du puits.
On descend la colonne de forage dans le puits contre
la pression qui y regne et on inonde ce puits d'eau
froide a des rythmes d'injection predetermines. On
rep are les defauts du tubage conformernent adiverses
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techniques. Les depots mi~eraux son~ enleves au
trepan aleseur et au grattOlr des parois du tubage.
On change les vannes principales et celles qui servent
a la detente.

Une fois ces travaux termines, on fait de nouveau
des mesures au compas d'epaisseur, pour s'assurer
qu'il ne s'est pas produit de defauts dans le tubage
pendant la periode de refroidissement et pour en
etablir le profil.

On determine la permeabilite des formations qui
se trouvent au-dessous de la partie du puits qui est
tubee. On termine l'injection du liquide de refroi
dissement et on etablit son regime de chauffage.

On examine le silencieux du puits pour s'assurer
que la structure du ciment est bonne, ainsi que les
renforts et la plaque de refonte en acier pour verifier

les indices d'erosion. On execute les reparations
necessaires. .

On examine le systeme d'assechernent du silencieux
et on en retire les depots mineraux,

Les tuyauteries de tete de puits sont remises en
place et on chauffe progressivement ce puits en
purgeant les gaz et l'eau qu'il contient. On ouvre
alors de nouveau le puits verticalement pour le
debarrasser de tous les debris de depots mineraux
enleves du tubage. Lorsque le liquide qui s' ecoule
ne semble plus contenir de particules soli des, on fait
passer son debit horizontalement par la tuyauterie
de derivation et de la au silencieux. Une fois que le
debit du puits est stabilise, on re fait une mesure
du debit (en poids) pour juger de l'efficacite des
programmes d'entretien
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DRILLING FOR NATURAL STEAM AND HOT WATER IN ICELAND

Thorbjiim Karlsson *

this equipment and the technique used in drilling
for hot water and natural steam in Iceland.

Drilling equipment

The derrick is a 94 ft high Lee C. Moore cantilever
drilling mast with a capacity equivalent to API
(American Petroleum Institute) derrick rating of
300000 lb. The drawworks is made by Oilwell
Supply Division of D.S.S., model 52T with a single
line pull of up to 15 metric tons. A four sheave
travelling block is employed thus giving a total
lifting pull of 120 metric tons. The drawworks is
powered by a General Motors model 12103 diesel
engine. The mast and drawworks are mounted
together on a triple tandem axle trailer with 12 20"
diameter wheels.

The drilling mud pumps are made by Oil Well
Supply Division, one model 214P and one 212P
each being powered by a Caterpillar diesel engine,
a model D375 DT (turbo-charged) and D375 DNA
(naturally aspirated) respectively. Besides being used
as a stand-by mud circulating pump, the smaller
pump is also used for cementing casing.

A special mud suction tank, made by Medearis
Oil Well Supply Corp., is used. The size is 2.40 X
11.00 X 1.50 m. It is equipped with electrically
driven shale shaker, pump manifold system, and
a special system of 4" cooling coils intended for
cooling the hot mud.

Other equipment includes a 17t" rotary table and
a 100 ton capacity swivel, both manufactured by
Oil Well Supply Division of D.S.S.

Two types of blow-out preventers are used.
One is a 13i" Shaffer type 45 mechanical double
gate, equipped with complete shut off and 4t" type
rams. Closure of this preventer is done by a 5 hp
reversible geared air motor. The second preventer
is a 13!" Regan type "k", which packs off any size
or shape in the hole. The Regan preventer is clo~ed

by compressed air, a special hand pump being
provided for this purpose.

Electric power is supplied by a 20 kW 220/440 AC
generator powered by a General Motors model 2-71
two-cylinder diesel engine.

One of the main requirements when drilling for
natural steam is adequate supply of cold water.
Two centrifugal pumps are used for this purp?se,
each having a capacity of 25 litres/sec agamst
a head of 50 metres. These pumps are driven each
by an air cooled Deutz diesel engine, model F4L 712.
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* State Electricity Authority, Reykjavik, Iceland.

Drilling for natural hot water was started in
Iceland in 1928. The equipment used in the first
years was of the Calyx or shot boring type. This
equipment was very slow, but from wells drilled
with these drills natural hot water was piped into
the city of Reykjavik, which heated the homes of
30 000-35 000 people.

After the second world war, cable tool drilling
tools were taken into use. These have been used
with good results for drilling for both hot water
and natural steam, and the rate of penetration with
this equipment is faster than with the Calyx type,
at least down to a depth of 150-200 m.

The technique of completion of these older wells
was such that the rate of flow from the wells could
not be regulated. Since hot water wells and steam
wells produce flow under their own pressure, it is
desirable that these wells be lined with casing down
to a considerable depth so that the rate of flow
and pressure may be regulated according to demand.
If the casing is not sufficient, there is the danger
that on closing or restricting the flow of the well
the water or steam may break through around
the casing and make its way to the surface through
the ground outside the well.

Another factor which limited the use of the
Calyx and cable tool equipment, especially in natural
steam areas, was the absence of any type of blow-out
prevention equipment. Blow-out preventers are avail
able for the Calyx drill which employs the rotary
method but these were never used on the old drills.
The pumps on these drills were also undersized
so that when a high temperature water-bearing z.one
was drilled into, the pumps could not hold against
the pressure and the wells went out of control.
Blow-out prevention is very difficult to arrange on
cable tool equipment, and for this reason drilling
of steam wells had to be discontinued when the first
high temperature water zone was hit.

These shortcomings of the older drills used in
Iceland, i.e., low rate of penetration, poor technique
of completion, and incapability of controlli~g blowing
steam wells, in addition to the great hazard m employ
ing this equipment in high temI,Jerature. areas, :t?~de

it necessary to obtain better equipment If the u~lhza

tion of these valuable resources was to be continued
and expanded. A modern rotary oil well drilling rig
was therefore purchased and in 1958 drilling started
with the new equipment. This paper deals with
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The drill string, i.e., that part which goes into
the well being drilled, is composed of 41" O.D.
drill pipe weighing 24.7 kg/m (16.6 lb/ft) and drill
collars of an O.D. of 7" or 6f' depending on the size
of the well being drilled.

Figure 1 shows the drilling rig on location in
Reykjavik, the capital city of Iceland, where the
first well· was drilled. The equipment is owned
jointly by the Icelandic Government and the city
of Reykjavik and it is operated by the drilling
department of the State Electricity Authority.

Preparation of drilling foundation

When a drilling site has been chosen it is necessary
to prepare the location carefully before the drilling
equipment is moved in and drilling is started. The
extent of work necessary varies from one location
to another but in general the ground in natural steam
areas is a very poor foundation since the rock has
been subject to thermal alteration and has become
very soft.

Figure 1. Rotary drilling equipment on location
in Reykjavik, Iceland

The heavy weight of the drilling equipment, i.e.,
mast and drawworks, with substructure, drill pipe
and drill collars, is concentrated on a very small
area around the well being drilled and therefore
the foundation must be prepared with great care.

One of the worst conditions met so far was in
wells No. 1 and 2 in Krysuvik (see map, figure 2).
Investigations of the ground indicated that it consis
ted of water-saturated clay and dirt down to a depth
of 8-12 metres. Below that there was a layer of rock
which was substantial enough to carry the weight
of the drilling equipment, whereas the top 8 to 12
metres were of absolutely no value as a foundation
material. This problem was solved by piling a number
of 4" steel pipes down to the rock which in turn
carry a reinforced concrete platform, 50 cm thick,
on which the drilling equipment was then placed.
This platform is shown in figure 3. For the pumps,
mud tank and other accessories, it is sufficient to
provide a gravel bed, 30-50 cm thick.

As seen from figure 3, a cellar of 180 cm depth
is built around the well. This is done so that sufficient
space is obtained for the master drilling valve
and the blow-out equipment. The substructure, on
which the rotary table sits, is about 240 cm high,
~ut more space is needed and therefore the cellar
IS necessary.

Great care must be taken when preparing a
foundation during freezing weather. If the ground
is frozen when drilling is started, the hot mud
being circulated in the well will thaw out the ground
and may cause the foundation to settle. If the
underlying gravel fill is not even, the equipment
may be seriously tilted due to this settling. Slight
settling of this kind has a few times been experienced
in the drilling operations in Iceland, but this has
always been remedied by jacking up the equipment
and putting wedges under the low sides.

It has been found that careful planning and pre
paration of the drilling location are a very important
factor in successful steam well drilling. Many hours
may be lost during the drilling operations if the
foundation is not adequate; and repairing a failed
foundation, after the drilling equipment has been
moved in, is not an easy job.

Drilling and casing programme

When planning the drilling programme for a thermal
area it is of importance to know the base temperature
of the field, that is, the temperature of the ascending
water. Thermal fields in Iceland may be divided
into two groups, i.e., natural steam areas with
a base temperature above 1500 e and hot water areas
where the base temperature is not much higher
than 1000 e.

Of the four thermal areas, where rotary drilling
has been performed, two areas belong to each of
the above-mentioned groups. The natural steam areas
are Hveragerdi and Krysuvik (see figure 2). In these
areas boiling temperatures reach practically to the
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Figure 2. Map of south-western Iceland showing thermal areas drilled with rotary equipment

surface and blowing steam may be encountered
at a relatively shallow depth or at 50 metres depth
or less. In order to have full control of the wells
while drilling, an intermediate string of casing is set
at 30-40 metres depth on top of which the blow-out
preventer is placed. Drilling is then continued down
to a depth of 200-300 metres depending on conditions,
at which depth the final casing is set. The well is then
drilled to total depth and steam and water are pro
duced through an open hole. Figure 4 shows sizes
and depth of casing strings and drilled holes in the
natural steam areas.

The hot water areas of Reykjavik and Reykir
(see figure 2) do not require such precautions as far
as blow-out prevention is concerned as the natural
steam areas call for. However, blow-out equipment
is required in the Reykjavik area, which has a base
temperature of around 146°C, when greater depths
are reached. It has been found sufficient in these

areas to set one string of casing at a depth of approxi
mately 100 metres. The well is then drilled down
to completion depth and water produced through
open hole in the same manner as in natural steam
areas. Figure 5 shows drilling and casing sizes and
depths in hot water areas.

The fact that it is possible to leave the largest part
of the wells uncased is of great importance since
this means a considerable reduction in the over-all cost
of the well. The formations drilled are mostly basalt
and although highly altered by thermal action have
proved to be substantial enough to allow the well
to be completed without casing. The alteration,
on the other hand, has resulted in making the basalt
easily drilled, whereas it may in its unaltered state
be very hard and abrasive.

Drill bits used are of the tricone roller bearing
rock bit type. They are of American make, and the
bits most commonly used are those designed for
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Figure 3. Foundation for rotary drilling equipment at Krysuvik, Iceland
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Mud programme

Many of the formation problems encountered
in oil well drilling are not found when drilling
the thermal areas in Iceland. Anhydrate and
gypsum contamination or salt co~tan:ination ~f .the
drilling ft.uid, which are common m 011 well dnllm~,
do not present any problem. Control of the ft.:-ud
loss is not important. Actually the only func~lOn

required of the drilling mud is to lift the cuttmgs
out of the well and to cool and lubricate the bit
and drill string. This is done by a mixture of bentonite

cement job is done outside the pipe until the annulus
is completely filled.

It has been found that related cement is not re
quired for the cementing of casing. Locally manufa~

tured Portland cement is exclusively used and this
has caused no troubles in spite of the high tempera
tures. Before casing is run, and at intervals while
running casing, the well is cooled down as muc~ as
possible by circulating cold water through the pipe,
Care must also be taken that the cementing opera
tion goes smoothly and uninterrupted since any
stops may cause the cement to set and ruin the job.
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Figure 4. Drilling and casing programme
-natural steam areas

rather soft to medium hard formations (Hughes
type osc, ows. owe, and W7). The average life
of the bits is from 40-50 hours, and each bit may
drill from 100 to 400 metres at a penetration rate
of 1 to 20 metres per hour. The weight carried
on the bits is normally 5-6 tons for the 8i" size
and about 7-8 tons for the 12f' size.

The cementing of casing is done by using a con
tinuous conveyor type mechanical mixer which mixes
approximately 1 500 sacks of cement per hour.
The specific weight of the cement slurry is maintained
at approximately 1.8 which corresponds to a mixing
ratio of about 1 sack of cement (50 kg) to 25 litres
of water. This slurry is pumped down through
the casing and displaced by mud or water using
a plug between the cement and mud or water so
as not to contaminate the cement. A cement collar
is placed above the lowest joint of pipe, thus assuring
that the bottom pipe is full of cement, which gives
greater insurance for a good cement job around
the bottom end of the casing. The amount of cement
used in cementing the casing is calculated from
the theoretical volume of the annulus between
the well and casing adding an excess of 40 to 150
per cent as conditions may require in each case.
If this excess is not sufficient and cement does not
return to the surface through the annulus, a second

1_-
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and water, but occasionally barite (barium sulphate)
is added in order to raise the weight of the mud when
needed to control the well. It has, however, been
found that in most cases cold water pumped down
into the well is just as efficient in keeping the well
under control, besides being cheaper. Drilling out
cement causes flocculation of the bentonite-water
mixtures, and this is treated by adding reacted caus
tic-tannin (Baroid trade name: Hydrotan) to the
mud. Small lost circulation zones are plugged by
adding a blend of cane and wood fibre (Fibertex).
Larger lost circulation zones, where the largest part
or all of the circulating mud is lost, usually means
that drilling will be continued no further, since
these zones are the hot water carrying zones. If,
however, further drilling is required, e.g., if the well
is primarily being drilled for temperature surveys,
these zones are plugged by pumping cement down
through the drill pipe and squeezing it into the
formation.

While drilling, the temperature of the mud
returning from the hole is continuously checked.
Should this temperature rise above 85-900 e, drilling
is stopped and cold water added to the mud, and
circulated in the hole until it is cooled down to
about 60° or less, if possible.

When the drilling is finished, the well is cleaned
of all mud as far as possible by circulating water
through the drill pipe for a few hours. The drill
string is then removed from the well and the equip
ment moved to the next location.

Well costs

The table below gives the approximate cost of
wells both in natural steam areas and in hot water
areas. The figures are based on a total depth of
750 metres and are given in thousands of Icelandic
kronur (D.S. $1.00 = Icel. kr. 38.10).

Natural steam area Hot -uiater area
Cost item (Hveragerdi) (Reykjavtk)

Cost % Cost %
1. Location and roads. 200 12.4 100 8.5
2. Casing programme 230 14.3 70 5.9
3. Mud programme SO 5.0 60 5.1
4. Cement 40 2.5 15 1.3
5. Cementing equipment . 45 2.8 25 2.1
6. Drill bits 100 6.2 80 6.8
7. Well head equipment 50 3.1 40 3.4
8. Moving and rigging up GO 3.8 40 3.4
9. Rig operating cost 400 25.0 350 29.6

la. Surveys and data collecting 35 2.2 35 3.0
11. Depreciation. 315 19.6 315 26.7
12. Overhead 50 3.1 50 4.2

TOTAL 1605 100.0 1 180 100.0

Thousand Icelandic hr. per metre. 2.14 1.57
D.S. $ per metre. 56.- 41.-

General remarks

Rotary drilling equipment, which has been pri
marily developed for oil well drilling, has proved
to be very well suited for thermal well drilling.
Many of the problems common to oil well drilling
are not present in thermal well drilling in Iceland.
High bottom hole temperatures, which in most cases
in oil well drilling present a very difficult problem,
are easily overcome merely by keeping on hand
an adequate supply of cold water. The multiple
functions of the drilling mud often required in oil

well drilling make this problem much more compli
cated than is the case with the simple mud pro
gramme in thermal well drilling in Iceland.

Taking every thing into account, thermal well
drilling by the rotary method seems to be relatively
straightforward. A close study of the problems
anticipated is of course essential, but careful planning
of how to cope with them makes the job easy,
and the technique and equipment developed by the
oil industry seem to make the rotary method of
drilling readily applied to thermal well drilling
in Iceland.

Sununary

After drilling for hot water and natural steam
in Iceland for 30 years using small and rather slow
drilling equipment of the Calyx shot boring type
and cable tool equipment, a modern rotary drilling
rig was purchased and taken into use in 1958.
This equipment consists of a 94 ft Lee e. Moore

mast, Oilwell 52T drawworks, and two pumps,
Oilwell 214P and 212P, and is owned jointly by the
Icelandic government and the city of Reykjavik.

The equipment has been used for drilling both
in hot water areas having a base temperature of
around lOOoe and in natural steam areas where
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temperatures of over 200°C have been encountered.
These drillings have been carried out without any
major difficulties. Some problems have, on the other
hand, arisen in preparing a suitable foundation for the
drilling equipment, especially in natural steam areas,
where the ground is a very poor foundation due
to thermal alteration of rocks and soil.

The wells are lined with casing down to a depth
of 100 to 300 metres. An intermediate string of
casing of 30-40 metres depth is needed in natural
steam areas, since blowing steam may be expected
from 40-50 metres depth. Ordinary portland cement
is used exclusively for cementing casing, and this
has presented no difficulties in spite of the high
temperatures. Below the main string of casing the
wells produce water and steam through open hole.

Drill bits are of the roller bearing rock bit type.
Formations drilled are mainly basalt, but due to
thermal alterations of the rock these are rather easily
drilled. The bits most widely used are those designed for
rather soft to medium hard formations and the rate
of penetration ranges from 1 to 20 metres per hour.

The drilling mud programme is very simple. A
mixture of bentonite and water is sufficient in most
cases, but occasionally barite is added for raising the
mud weight in order to control the pressure of water
and steam. Cold water, however, is in most cases
found to be just as efficient in controlling the wells,
and adequate supply of cold water must be counted
as one of the primary requirements when drilling
for steam. Contamination of the bentonite-water
mixture, occurring when drilling out cement, is
treated with a reacted caustic-tannin mixture.

Drilling costs vary somewhat with depth and
the character of the area being drilled. A well of
750 metres depth drilled in a hot water area (Reyk
javik) will cost about $41 per metre, whereas
a steam well (Hveragerdi) of the same depth will
cost about $56 per metre.

Experience shows that oil well rotary drilling
equipment is very well suited for thermal drilling
in Iceland. Drilling is relatively straight forward
and the high temperatures encountered offer no
major obstacle.

TRAVAUX DE PERFORATION EN VUE DE L'EXPLOITATION DE LA VAPEUR
NATURELLE ET DE L'EAU CHAUDE EN ISLANDE

Resurne

Apres avoir, pendant 30 ans, fait des forages
pour la recherche d'eau chaude et de vapeur naturelle
en Islande, en se servant d'un materiel de petites
dimensions et plutot lent du type Calyx, avec des
appareils acable, on acheta une installation moderne
de forage rotatif, entree en service en 1958. Ce
materiel est constitue par un mat Lee C. Moore
de 94 pieds (31 m) avec un dispositif Oilwell 52T,
et deux pompes, une Oilwell 214P et I'autre 212P;
il appartient et au gouvernement islandais et a la
ville de Reykjavik.

Le materiel a ete utilise pour les forages, tant
dans les regions d'eaux chaudes qui ont des tempe
ratures de base de 100°C, que dans les regions de
vapeur naturelle ou l'on trouve des temperatures
superieures a 200°C. Ces forages ont Me executes
sans aucune difficulte importante. En revanche,
il s'est presente certains problernes quand il s'est
agi de preparer des fondations appropriees pour
le materiel de forage, particulierement dans les
regions all 1'on trouve de la vapeur naturelle, car
le sol constitue une base tres peu indiquee en raison
de l'alteration hydrothermique des roches et du sol.

Les puits sont tubes jusqu'a une profondeur
de 100 a 300 metres. On a besoin d'une colonne
intermediaire de tubage sur 30 ou 40 metres de
profondeur dans les regions ou la vapeur naturelle
est trouvee, car on peut s'attendre a des eruptions

de vapeur a partir d'une profondeur de 40 a 50
metres. On se sert uniquement de ciment Portland
ordinaire pour le cimentage du tubage et ceci n'a
pas presente de difficultes malgre les temperatures
elevees presentes, Au-dessous de la principale colonne
de tubage, les puits produisent de l'eau et de la
vapeur par un trou nu.

Les trepans sont du type employe pour attaquer
la roche, avec palier a rouleaux. Les formations
que I'on traverse sont constituees principalement
par du basalte, mais en raison des alterations hydro
thermiques de la roche, il est assez facile de les tra
verser. Les trepans le plus souvent utilises sont
ceux concus pour des formations dont la durete
varie d'assez molle a moyenne, et le regime de pene
tration s'echelonne entre 1 et 20 metres a l'heure.

Le programme relatif a la boue de forage est
tres simple. Il suffit, dans la majorite des cas, d'un
melange de bentonite et d'eau mais, a l'occasi?n,
on ajoute de la baryte pour augmenter le poids

.de la boue, afin de controler la pression de l' eau
et de la vapeur. Cependant, on trouve que l'eau
froide est tout aussi bonne pour regler le regime
des puits, et une fourniture appropriee d'e~u ~roide
doit etre consideree comme et ant l'une des principales
exigences lorsqu'un forage est entrepris afin de
trouver de la vapeur. Toutes impuretes dans le
melange bentonite-eaux, qui se produisent lorsqu'on
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fait un forage pour enlever du ciment, sont traitees
par un melange de soude caustique et de tannin
qui a deja terrnine sa reaction.

Les frais de forage varient quelque peu avec la
profondeur et le caractere de la region oil. l'on fait
ce forage. Un puits de 750 metres, dans une region
a eau chaude (Reykjavik), coute environ $41 par
metre tandis qu'un puits a vapeur (Hveragerdi),

de la meme profondeur, coutera environ $56 par
metre.

L'experience a demontre que le materiel rotatif
de forage pour puits de petrole se prete tres bien
a ce genre de puits en Islande. Le fonlfage se fait
d'une maniere relativement simple et les tempera
tures elevees que l'on trouve ne constituent pas
un obstacle important.
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LA PERFORATION « ROTARY» POUR LES RECHERCHES
D'ENE'RGIE ENDOGENE

Gino Minucci*

Caracter-Istlques du puits d'Agnano

solutions qui semblent les plus apropos pour resoudre
ou tout au moins reduire ces difficultes.

Dans la region des Campi Flegrei, dans la province
de Naples, la S.A.F.E.N. a fait a plusieurs reprises,
de 1939 a 1955, des etudes geologiques 1 et prospec
tions et a fore de nombreux puits pour la recherche
d'energie endogene, en recueillant des resultats
importants sur la constitution geologique de la zone
et sur la nature et la therrnalite des fluides contenus
dans le sous-sol 2. L'un des puits les plus importants,
a cause de la grande profondeur atteinte, est celui
d'Agnano 1, perfore sur les pentes orientales du relief
de la Solfatara (figure 1), a environ 25 km a l'ouest
du cratere du Vesuve.

Le puits Agnano 1, fore pour continuer les
recherches precedentes, fut situe dans une region
qui, en plus des importantes sorties de fumees et
des sources d'eau thermale bien connues, avait ete
mise en evidence par les recherches geoelectriques
a cause de la resistance specifique anormalement
basse par rapport a celle des regions voisines.

Le puits devait atteindre une profondeur de plus
de 1 500 m, avec un diametre final d'au moins
6 pouces 5/8, et devait etre realise de maniere a
recueillir le plus grand nombre possible d'informa
tions sur la constitution geologique et les conditions
thermales du sous-sol, sur les caracteristiques des
fluides stagnants, remontants ou tout au moins en
circulation, sur lesquels on devait faire des essais
de debit, dont certains de longue duree.

Pour la perforation, on a choisi une installation
rotary de construction americaine capable d'atteindre
en terrains sedimentaires la profondeur de 2 000
metres avec une tubulure d'un diametre de
3 pouces 1/2 et un trepan d'un diametre de
8 pouces 1/2, dote de deux pompes horizontales du
type Duplex 20 pouces X 8 pouces et d'un derrick
de 42 m et de 150 tonnes de portee.

1 Boil. Soc. Geol. Ital., vol. 69 (1950-51), p. 115 a. 362.
2 Voir les publications de l'Istituto di Geologia Applicata e di

Giacimenti Minerari de I'Universite de Rome citecs dans l'article
de Francesco Penta, Ricerca Scientifica, 21 (7), juillet 1951, et
le resume d'un de ses memoires donne dans A nnali di Geologia,
8 (3), 1954.
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Les puits de recherche pour l'energie endogene
sont normalement fores en utilisant les machines
et les outillages que la technique a mis au point
pour les perforations par le systeme "rotary". Celui-ci
est applique presque partout pour la recherche et
I'exploitation des gisements de petrole et, plus
generalement, pour l'exploitation en profondeur du
sous-sol.

I1 est hors de doute que la technique rotary ait
fait actuellement des progres remarquables en ce qui
concerne les plus grandes profondeurs des puits
et la nature des terrains aperforer. Si bien qu'aujour
d'hui toutes les roches, des plus friables et incohe
rentes aux plus dures et abrasives, peuvent etre
traversees sans difficultes particulieres a des profon
deurs de plusieurs milliers de metres. Mais quand
on rencontre dans le sous-sol des temperatures
sensiblement superieures au gradient geothermique,
comme il arrive justement dans les recherches pour
l'energie endogene, la technique du systeme rotary
classique doit etre convenablement adaptee et,
au-dela de certaines limites, considerablernent modi
fiee pour faire face a tous les problemes qui derivent,
d'une maniere directe ou indirecte, des valeurs
elevees de la temperature des formations et des
fluides rencontres,

Le present memoire expose les donnees techniques
les plus importantes obtenues dans un puits perfore,
pour la recherche d'energie endogene, par la
S.A.F.E.N. (Societa per le forze endogene napoletane)
dans la region des Campi Flegrei, pres d'Agnano,
dans la province de Naples.

Le forage de ce puits, appele Agnano 1, a cree
de grandes difficultes a cause de la temperature
elevee des roches, et par consequent il a ete neces
saire d'avoir recours a des procedes particuliers de
travail pour pouvoir mener a bonne fin les travaux
prevus au programme.

L'analyse des resultats techniques obtenus par
cette recherche particuliere est developpee de maniere
a mettre en evidence les principaux problemes de
la technologie des perforations rotary dans les
roches d'origine volcanique avec une temperature
de fond de l'ordre de 300°C. On indique enfin les

8*
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La profondeur maximum du puits fut atteinte avec le programme
suivant

entierernent cirnerrtei
cimcnte derriere berge avec « top » it
820 m

cimente de 1 439 it 990 m et chemise
perforce de 1 439 a 1 728,80 m

3 m e tubage 6 pouces i API de 0 it 1 728,80 m

a) Per/oration

Trepan de 23 pouces API de 0 it 193 metres
Trepan de 17 pouces ! API de 193 it 403 metres
Trepan de 12 pouces ! API de 403 it 1 139 metres
Trepan de 8 pouces t API de 1 139 it 1 841 metres

b) Tubage

l e r tubage 18 pouces ~. API de 0 it 193 m
2 m e tubage 9 pouces i API de 0 it 1 017 m

Les formations traversees furent verifiees par des carottages mecaniques
verticaux et horizontaux acote de la paroi, et bien classifiees par de nombreux
carottages electriques et « microlog ». Il en resulta la lithologie suivante

o it 24 m

24 it 70 m
70 a HO m

HO it 130 m
130 it 988 m

988 it 1 002 m
1002 it 1 200 m

1200 a 1442 m
1442 it 1 467 m
1467 it 1 842 m

Produits pyroclastiques alteres « Bianchetto »,

Tuf jaunatre peu coherent.
Tuf vert avec biotite, avec quelques plans clevenus en
partie argileux.
Lave de couleur gris fonce « Trachiandesite ».

Tuf vert avec biotite et quelques plans devenus argileux,
cl'autres Iumerollises et des veinules d'anhydrite.
Lave gris clair, tres scorifiee.
Tuf gris avec fragments de tuf vert, avec des intercala
tions sedimentaires lacustres (algues calcaires et siliceuses).
Tuf vert avee plans devenus argileux.
Lave gris clair, fracturec.
Formations clastiques, avec elements de nature volcanique
cxtremcmcnt comprirnes et avec des plans argileux intercales.

Les temperatures des formations traversees furent
prises au therrnometre S.P.E., integrees et calibrees
par des mesures directes en se servant de thermo
metres a maximum speciaux et d'un alliage a point
de fusion connu.

Toutes les formations contiennent, en forme
diffuse, du carbonate de calcium et des pyrites
epigenetiques,

La perforation a demande, a cause de la nature
des terrains, l'usage continu de trepans : la pro
gression fut plutot lente et difficile dans les laves,
normale et assez rapide dans les tufs.

Nous donnons ci-dessous l'analyse chimique du
tuf vert et de la lave, qui representent les roches
les plus importantes du puits :

Composition chimique

Si02
Al20a
Fe20 a
CaO
MgO.
Kp
Na20 .
CO2

Pertes par calcina
tion ..

Hp it HO 'C
Densitc ....

Tu/ vert
proiondeur 400 1n

p. 100

53,24
18,42

4,19
3,83
0,55
7,75
3,79
3,68

7,82
1,08

2,52 it 2,59

Lave
protondeur 110-130 rn

p. 100

52,68
20,09

6,38
8,54
1,95
4,92
2,73
1,65

3,00
0,49

2,63 it 2,68

La figure 2 donne les diagrammes thermome
triques, le long de l'axe du puits, relatifs a trois
deterrninations successives executees avec puits au
repos et plein de boue (densite 1,06 et viscosite
Marsh 35 secondes) apres 30 minutes, 19 heures et
72 heures d'arret, respectivement.

Dans la figure 3 les thermornetries ont ete exe
cutees avec des puits entierernent revetus du tubage
de 6 pouces 5/8, pleins d'eau et au repos depuis
onze jours.

Les courbes marquent des temperatures de beau
coup superieures aux normales : au fond des puits,
elles sont environ quatre fois superieures a celles
qui correspondent au gradient geothermique nor
mal.

La polarisation spontanee et la resistance speci
fique (petite, normale et inverse) furent deterrninees
a plusieurs reprises sur toute la paroi du puits; les
valeurs relatives aux deux plus importants banes
de lave sont reportees sur les figures 4 et 5. On y
notera des pointes superieures a 60 ohms.

Le leve « microlog » permet de determiner d'une
facon assez precise les zones les plus perrneables OU
il convient d'executer les essais de debit et les
cimentations de tamponnement.

Les essais de debit furent tres longs et meticuleux,
interesserent plusieurs niveaux et furent faits d'abord
isolement, puis ensemble.
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Tableau I. Puits Agnano I (CF. 23). Essais de debit

1
2
3
4

Nurnero
de l'essai Eau

kgjh

2065
2420
2408
2567

Debit

Vapeur
kgjh

Essais entre 1 560 et 1 712 ill

2416
2040
1746
1682

Total.
kgjh

4481
4460
4154
4282

Rapport

eau
vapeur

0,85
1,18
1,37
1,55

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Essais entre 1 560 et 1 680 ill (120 perforations avec fusil SPE)

513 708 1 221
491 670 1 161
507 638 1 145
472 608 1081
474 593 1 067
461 580 1 041
443 560 1003

Essais entre 1 560 et 1 680 ill (446 perforations avec fusil SPE)

0,75
0,73
0,79
0,77
0,79
0,79
0,79

1
2
3
4

641
669
656
639

2154
1 187
1 170
1 130

2795
1856
1826
1769

0,29
0,56
0,56
0,56

Le tableau 1 indique les resultats de quelques
essais qui semblent etre d'un tres haut interet non
seulement scientifique, mais aussi pratique, pour la
continuation des recherches en vue de l'exploitation
eventuelle des nombreuses reserves d'energie que
renferme la terre sous forme de chaleur.

Difficultes , et problernes relatifs
aux temperatures elevees

Les principales difficultes rencontrees dans les
perforations d'Agnano derivent du comportement
de la boue de circulation en consequence des tempe
ratures elevees qui ont ete constatees dans le puits.
Les proprietes colloidales de la boue se trouvaient
profondement alterees, si bien qu'elle n'etait plus
en mesure de remplir les fonetions normales et
fondamentales sur lesquelles se base la perforation
rotary, principalement a cause de la viscosite et de
I'epaississement du « cake », ce qui aboutit, grace
aux temperatures plus hautes et aux arrets prolonges,
a la solidification du fluide par « cuisson »,

Il fut done indispensable de pourvoir, de la facon
la meilleure, au conditionnement des boues : la
simple adjonetion d'eau, tout en apportant un
benefice irnmediat quoique factice, produit une boue
contenant un exces d' « eau libre », incapable de
former une paroi, et avec des epaisseurs inaccep
tables du « cake », surtout sur les zones plus poreuses
et plus chaudes, sur lesquelles se produisait aussi un
durcissage du panneau.

A partir d'une profondeur d'environ 200 metres,
la boue de circulation atteignit a la sortie la tempe
rature de 85°C, qui avec la circulation exterieure

des baches, ne diminuait que de 12° a 15 QC avant
de retourner au puits.

L' experience de chantier, confirrnee par les essais
du laboratoire SIN, demontra qu'il etait avant tout
opportun de travailler avec une boue a base d'eau
et de bentonite et a faible densite (1,05 a 1,06).
Mais cette boue a tendance a se solidifier au-dessus
de 85°C. Il ne s'agit pas dans ce cas-la du phenomene
bien connu de gelification, oil la boue reprend son
etat fluide, par simple agitation, mais d'une trans
formation qui provoque le durcissement permanent
de la boue. Un tel phenomene n'est pas du a la
deshydratation de la boue, car l'analyse des parties
durcies amene a constater en pratique le meme
contenu en eau que dans la boue d'origine.

L'examen attentif du phenomene fit constater
que la suspension de bentonite reagit avec les alcalis,
toujours presents dans la bentonite meme, pour
former des produits non cristallins, amorphes; cette
reaction est acceleree par les hautes temperatures,
et encore plus par la presence de calcium present
(voir lithologie) comme « anhydrite » en veinules
diffusees dans les tufs verts. La soude caustique et
la chaux reagissent avec la bentonite pour former
des silicates hydrates d'aluminium, produits qui
ressemblent sous certains aspects aceux qui donnent
lieu a la prise des ciments. En augmentant la tem
perature, on produit une structure toujours plus
rigide et, si la concentration du materiel de cimen
tation est suffisante, toute la boue se fige en une
masse solide.
. Dans le but d'empecher ce grave inconvenient,
la boue bentonique fut corrigee par l'adjonction de
polyphosphates et de composes tanniques (quebr~

cho) en differentes doses, seuls ou avec carbossil-
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methylcellulose (gelogurn): la quantite des correctifs
fut changee chaque fois selon la qualite des roches
et la quantite des solides transportes par la boue,
et selon le type et le degre de contamination effectuee
par les sels solubles dans les eaux de couche.

Le conditionnement de la boue demande un
examen continu et attentif qui parfois, it cause des
difficultes qu'on rencontre, parte it la suspension,
meme breve, des travaux; mais on a toujours reussi
a trouver les justes proportions des correctifs, de
maniere a assurer la marche reguliere des travaux
de perforation.

Les tableaux 2, 3 et 4 indiquent les principales
caracteristiques d'une boue du type N a base de
bentonite, vieillie it diverses temperatures et temps,
et celles de la meme boue traitee avec diverses
solutions alcalines de quebracho, tout en gardant
les memes temperatures et temps de vieillissage.
L'infiuence des correctifs est moindre it 20°C, et
tres elevee it 65° et 85°C.

Mais meme le conditionnement de la boue n'aurait
pas permis par Iui-merne de surmonter les problemes
relatifs aux fortes temperatures si l'on n'avait pas
songe a varier les conditions rotary normales du
cycle de circulation de la boue. Pour une marche
reguliere, il est necessaire en effet que la temperature
de la boue a la sortie du puits ne depasse pas les
90 a 95°C, independemment des caracteristiques de
la boue elle-meme et de la temperature rencontree
dans les formations. Ces resultats furent atteints
en augmentant les caracteristiques (ha~teur.de
refoulement et pression) des pomp.es de clr~ulat~o?

et en inserant it la sortie du puits, un dispositif
pour le prompt refroidissement du fiuide ~e. circu
lation. Les plus grandes portees, de me~e q~e

toutes les autres conditions, permirent de mamtemr
a des valeurs plus basses les temperatures de. la
boue, qui restait moins en contact. avec des terral?S
chauds, it cause des plus grandes vitesses de montee.
Le refroidissement exterieur fut obtenu au moyen
d'une tour cylindrique, it laquelle la bou: affiu~it

du cote le plus eleve et ou elle redescendait ensuite
par des plans inclines et des plateaux perfores, en
sens contraire au courant d'air, d'apres le principe
bien connu sur lequel se basent les tours refrigerantes
a ventilation naturelle.

Les pertes de circulation enfin, qui en tout cas
genent serieusernent la marche normale, prennent
un caractere de gravite particuliere dans les perfo
rations executees dans des conditions semblables a
celles du puits d'Agnano. Les difficultes proviennent

Tableau 2. Boue type N

Tableau 3. Boue type N + 2 g/l de quebraeho + 4 g/l
de soude

A 20 'C A 65'C A 85'C
pour 4 heures pour 8 hrures

Densite 1,05 1,05 1,05
Viscosite (minutes) II 13 24
Eau libre (cm'') 8,5 10 13,5
Panneau (mm) 2 2,5 3,5
pH 1l,5 II II

surtout du fait que, it defaut d'un retour a la pleine
circulation, la boue prend en peu de temps une
temperature tres superieure it la temperature normale
de regime, jusqu'a atteindre une temper<l;ture qui
s'approche beaucoup de celle des formations tra
versees, Si les caracteristiques de la boue ne sont
pas adaptees a temps aux n~uvelles condi~i?ns, ~~
peut avoir un durcissage rapide de celle-ci Jusqu a
la « cuisson », et il peut s'ensuivre aussi le blocage
dans le puits de la batterie de perforation. Dans le
puits d'Agnano 1, on a eu de remarquables pertes
de la circulation correspondant aux laves (figures 4
et 5) trouvees it 110 m et a 1 445 m. Ces laves ~'autre

part, par leurs caracteristiques de roches Iapideuses
fracturees, se presentaient comme les plus promet
teuses pour une circulation possible de fiuides chauds
susceptibles d'etre u~ilises, et il ~tait par c~~seq~ent

necessaire de conduire le travail de mamere a ne
pas porter prejudice aux essais de debit. Dans ce
but, apres avoir conditionne la boue de la facon la
meilleure, on fit un tamponnement avec des .tranches
de betteraves sechees et ensuite en compnmant le
ciment. Apres av~ir elimine les pertes, les ess~is ~e

debit, pour la partie la plus pro~onde, furent executes
it puits acheve et avec chemise de 6 pouces 5/8,
en perforant avec un fusil SPE it balles cre~ses les
niveaux interesses (voir au tableau Lles eSSaIS entre
1 560 et 1 712 m). .

Merne les operations de cimentation, la perforation
a fusil du casing, la prise des temper.atures, ont
demande la resolution de problemes importants,
toujours a cause de la temperature elevee qui,. ~ans
certaines mesures executees dans des conditions
d'extrerne difficulte, atteignait dans le fond 325°C.
En observant les thermometries de la figure 2, on
remarque que la profondeur de mesure est plus
petite pour les deterrninations nOS 26 et 29 que
pour le nO 25, et ceci ~n consequ~nce du :~plde
durcissage de la boue qUI, tout en etant traitee et

Tableau 4. Boue type N + 4 gjl de quebraeho + 8 g/l
de soude

A 85'C A 65 "C A 85'CA 65 'C A 20'C pour 4 heures pour 8 heuresA 20'C pour 4 heures pour 8 heures

Densite 1,05 1,05 1,05 Dcnsite 1,05 1,05 1,05

22 54 Viscosite (minutes) 10,5 1l,5 15Viscosite (minutes) 12
Eau libre (cm'') 9 9,5 IIEau libre (em3) 8 II 25

Panneau (mm) 2 3 10 Panneau (mm) 2 2 2,5

pH 12,5 12 12pH 9,5 8,5 8,5
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corngee de la maniere indiquee ci-dessus, perdait
ses caracteristiques a mesure que la temperature
montait a cause des arrets necessaires aux essais.

Pour le fusil, il ne fut pas possible d'employer
des charges normales d'explosif, car elles s'enflam
maient delles-memes sitot introduites dans le puits;
on surmonta la difficulte en employant des charges
creuses preparees avec des poudres speciales, resis
tantes aux temperatures en jeu, et en refroidissant
le puits par une abondante circulation de boue
fraiche.

Plus graves et plus complexes furent les problemes
qui se presenterent pendant les cimentations, etant
donne que les ciments ordinaires offerts par le marche
merne du type Geocem pour des puits a tres grandes
profondeurs, ne faisaient pas prise ou le faisaient
d'une Iacon imparfaite, en compromettant la bonne
reussite des essais et en frustrant souvent les buts
que l'on voulait atteindre. Toutefois, la cimentation
la plus profonde, celle du casing de 6 pouces 5/8,
reussit d'une maniere satisfaisante en employant un
ciment prepare expres, de basse esotherrnicite
pendant la periode initiale de prise, mais de dur
cissage final rapide.

Ce ciment fut etudie et prepare apres de longues
et difficiles experiences au laboratoire chimique de
la SIN, en partant d'un ciment ordinaire de la
classe « 680 )) auquel furent ajoutes en proportions
convenables de l'amidon, du carbossilmethylcellulose
(CMC) et d'autres correctifs, toujours dans le but
de retarder la phase initiale de la prise. Le ciment
employe, bien qu'il permit de cimenter le tubage,
eut pour effets, apres la prise, des caracteristiques
mecaniques (surtout pour la resistance a la coupe)
bien pires que le ciment original, et a peine suffi
santes aux necessites. Les cimentations dans des
puits de ce genre sont en outre rendues plus complexes
encore a cause de la dilatation therrnique.du tubage,
dilatation qui pour les plus grandes profondeurs et
les temperatures du puits d'Agnano, amena sur
toute la colonne de tubes un allongement d'environ
2,50 m. Le problerne des cimentations est certaine
ment le problerne le plus grave et le plus difficile
que la technique devra surmonter, si l'on desire
poursuivre en profondeur les recherches pour l' energie
endogene, jusqu'a atteindre et a depasser, comme
I'experience acquise le conseille, la temperature
critique de I'eau de 374°C.

Conclusions

D'apres l'examen des resultats enonces, nous
pouvons tirer pour conclure les observations sui
vantes:

Le puits d'Agnano 1, perfore par la S.A.F.E.N.
dans la region des Campi Flegrei (Naples), a contri
bue, par ses caracteristiques d'interet technique et

scientifique particulier, au developpement futur des
recherches pour l' energie endogene, et plus encore
ala solution des problemes concernant la technologie
des perforations rotary dans les formations d'un
gradient geothermique plus eleve que d'habitude.

Le forage de ce puits a dernontre que l'on peut
faire des recherches de 1 800 a 2 000 m de profon
deur meme dans des formations entierernent consti
tuees par des produits volcaniques et jusqu'a des
temperatures de 325°C, et qu'il parait possible, par
la resolution de quelques problernes techniques
limites, d'atteindre de plus grandes profondeurs et
des temperatures encore plus elevees.

Pour des recherches de ce genre, il est utile
d'employer une boue de perforation a base bento
nique, avec addition de quelques correctifs qui ont
donne de bons resultats pratiques.

Le conditionnement de la boue depend, en plus
de la temperature des roches qui doivent etre tra
versees, de leur nature chimique et de celle des
fluides qui y sont contenus.

Les volumes des boues en circulation doivent etre
plus eleves que ceux qui sont normalement en usage
dans les perforations rotary, dans le but d'obtenir
par ce moyen un refroidissement energique des
parois du puits.

Les pertes de circulation, en presence de forma
tions aune temperature elevee, sont particulierement
dangereuses parce qu'en plus des inconvenients bien
connus atoutes les perforations, elles peuvent amener
le durcissement de la boue jusqu'a la « cuisson »,
avec la possibilite d'un blocage du puits de la batterie
de perforation. Ces pertes atteignent des valeurs tres
elevees dans les laves en scories ou fracturees, mais
peuvent etre rapidement corrigees en ayant reco~Irs

a des rnateriaux tamponnants et a la compression
du ciment.

Les cimentations demandent l'usage de ciments
speciaux prepares en ajoutant des additif~ qui
retardent la phase initiale de la prise. Celle-ci peut
etre acceleree, profondement genee ou merne empe
chee par la valeur excessive de la temperatur~ de
couche. La dilatation thermique du casing contnbue
a son tour a rendre plus complexe et diffi~ile l~

cimentation, a cause des deplacements relatifs qUI
se produisent, et elle empeche, dans certains cas, le
barrage des banes que l'on voudrait isoler.

En concluant cette communication, developpee
d'une maniere limitee dans le but de mettre en
evidence quelques aspects importants de la tec~lllo

logie de la perforation rotary, nous tenons a expnmer
notre ferme con fiance que l'on arrivera bientot a
utiliser, sur une large echelle, l'energie geothermique
qui aujourd'hui encore constitue la plus grande
reserve d'energie, pratiquement inepuisable, a la
disposition de I'hornme.
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Dans les recherchesd'energie endogene, la techno
logie des perforations rotary doit etre adaptee et
modifiee pour faire face aux problemes qui derivent
des valeurs elevees de la temperature des formations
traversees. .

Cette communication analyse les aspects tech
niques les plus importants, consideres pour ces pro
blemes, dans un puits ouvert par la S.A.F.E.N.
dans la region des Campi Flegrei, a environ 25 km
a l'ouest du Vesuve, Dans ce puits, appele Agnano 1,
on a releve des temperatures de quatre a cinq fois
superieures a celles qui correspondent au gradient
geothermique normal.

Ce memoire presente les donnees techniques du
puits relatives a la perforation, au tubage et a la
lithologie, de meme que quelques diagrammes
thermometriques, les carottages electriques de deux
horizons de lave et les resultats des essais de debit
entre 1 560 et 1 712 m.

Les problemes et les difficultes qui derivent de
la temperature elevee, qui atteint 325 QC a la pro
fondeur maximum de 1 841 m, concernent surtout
la boue, qu'il a ete necessaire de conditionner en
ajoutant des correctifs speciaux, en vue deviter le
durcissage et la « cuisson ». Les donnees pratiques
recueillies ont permis d'etablir que la bentonite,
avec laquelle etait preparee la boue, reagissait avec
les alcalis, pour former des produits amorphes; la
reaction etait acceleree par les hautes temperatures
et plus encore par la presence du calcium, generale
ment present dans les formations volcaniques.

Le probleme fut resolu en pratique en ajoutant
a la boue des polyphosphates, du quebracho et
d'autres composes en quantite variable selon les

temperatures, les qualites et quantites des detritus
de perforation, et le type et le degre de contamination
par les sels solubles contenns dans les fluides des
couches. A titre dexemple, l'anteur donne les
resultats obtenus, dans le laboratoire de la SIN,
pour un type particulier de boue, preparee avec du
quebracho et de la soude et traitee a 20, 65 et 85 QC.

De plus, la boue a ete maintenue a une tempera
ture plus basse en augmentant les vitesses de circu
lation et en refroidissant la boue elle-rneme, a
l'exterieur, par une tour de refrigeration a venti
lation naturelle.

Les pertes de circulation ont ete promptement
eliminees par les tamponnements de matieres vege
tales et la compression du ciment, pour eviter, en
plus des inconvenients habituels communs a tous
les forages, le durcissement et par consequent le
blocage de la batterie de perforation.

Les cimentations reservent des problemes encore
plus complexes etant donne que, toujours a cause
de la temperature elevee, les ciments ne faisaient
pas prise ou bien la faisaient mal. Merne dans ce
cas-la, on a trouve la solution en ajoutant au ciment
des correctifs ayant pour but de retarder la periode
initiale de prise tout en conservant un rapide dur
cissage final. L'etancheite de la cementation devint
plus difficile a cause de la remarquable dilatation
thermique du tubage, quil n'etait pas possible
d'empecher directement.

Le memoire termine par quelques observations
sur les resultats d'experimentation obtenus an puits
d' Agnano, avec une reference toute particuliere en
ce qui concerne la technologie de la perforation
rotary.
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ROTARY DRILLING FOR GEOTHERMAL ENERGY

Gino M inucci *

(Translation of the foregoing paper)

Exploration geothermal bores are ordinarily drilled
by the machinery and equipment developed for
rotary drilling, which is employed almost everywhere
in oilfield exploration and production, and, more
generally, for subsurface production.

Thus there can be no doubt that the rotary
drilling method has registered remarkable progress
in drilling depth and in the strata amenable to
drilling, so that today all rocks, from the most
friable and incoherent to the hardest and most
abrasive, can be traversed with no particular trouble
down to depths of several thousand metres. In cases,
however, where temperatures appreciably higher
than those corresponding to the usual geothermal
gradients are encountered - which is precisely the
situation in geothermal exploration - the conven
tional rotary drilling procedures must be appro
priately adapted, and, beyond certain limits, sub
stantially modified, to solve all the problems due
directly or indirectly to the high temperatures of
the rocks and fluids.

In this paper we shall report the most important
technical data obtained in an exploration hole
drilled for geothermal energy by S.A.F.E.N. (Societa
per le forze endogene napoletane) in the area of the
Campi Flegrei, near Agnano, Naples province.

The high rock temperatures caused great difficulties
in drilling this hole, known as Agnano 1. It was
therefore necessary to apply special procedures to
complete the programme.

The technical results yielded by this specialized
operation will be analysed, so as to bring out the
principal problems encountered by rotary drilling
in rocks of volcanic origin with bottom-hole tempera
tures of the order of 300°C. In conclusion, we shall
indicate the solutions that seem most suitable for
solving these problems, or at least for reducing their
difficulty.

• Director, Societe! di Santa Barbara, Florence, Italy.

Characteristics of the Agnano hole

From 1939 to 1955 S.A.F.E.N. has on several
occasions made geological surveys,1 prospected for
geothermal power, and drilled numerous holes, in
the area of the Cam pi Flegrei, Naples province.
This work has yielded important results on the
geological structure of the zone, and on the nature
and thermal properties of the underground fluids. 2

One of the most important of these holes is Agnano 1,
the deepest of them all, drilled on the eastern slopes
of the Solfatara relief (see figure 1), about 25 km
w of the crater of Mt. Vesuvius.

Agnano No. 1 hole, drilled to continue the earlier
exploration work, was located in an area which not
only displayed important smoke vents and hot
springs, but was also indicated by the electrical
exploration method, because of the anomalous low
resistivity by comparison with the neighbouring
areas.

The hole was planned to reach a depth of over
1 500 m, with a bottom diameter of at least 6 5/8 in.,
and was to be drilled in such a way as to collect
the greatest possible amount of information on the
geological structure and thermal conditions of the
subsurface and on the characteristics of the stagnant,
ascending or at least circulating fluids, on which
flow tests were to be run, some of them long-term.

The rig selected for the drilling was a rotary
model, made in the United States, capable of reaching
a depth of 2 000 m in sedimentary formations with
a drill pipe of 3t in. diameter and a rock bit of
8t in. diameter, equipped with two horizontal pumps,
Duplex type, 20 in. X 8 in., and a 42 m derrick
of 150 ton capacity.

1 Boil. Soc. Geol. Ital., vo!. 6U (IU50-1951), pp. 115-362.
2 See the publications of the Istituto di Geologia Applicata

e di Giacimenti Minerari, University of Rome, quoted in the
article by Francesco Penta, Ricerca Sci., 21(7), July 1951, and
in his paper abstracted in Ann. Geol., 8(3), (1954).

The maximum hole depth was attained under the following programme:

(a) Drilling

Rock bit 23 in. API from 0 to 193 m
Rock bit 17 i in. API from 193 to 403 m
Rock bit 121- in. API from 403 to 1 139 m
Rock bit 8i in. API from 1 13U to 1 841 m

234
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(b) Casing

l st casing 18! in. API from 0 to 193 m entirely cemented.
2nd casing 9! in. API from 0 to 1 017 m cemented behind with "top" at 820 m.
3rcl casing 6§ in. API from 0 to 1 728.80 m cemented from 1 439 to 990 m, and

slotted liner from 1 439 m to 1 728.80 m.

The strata found were verified by vertical and horizontal mechanical
logging at the wall, and were classified in detail by means of numerous electric
logging and "micrologging" operations. The following lithological structure
was found:

988 to 1 002 m .
1 002 to 1 200 m .

1 200 to 1 442 m .
1 442 to 1 467 m .
1 467 to 1 842 m .

oto
24 to
70 to

110 to
130 to

24 m .

70 m .
110 m .
130 m .
988 m .

"Bianchet.to" altered pyroclastic products.
Yellowish unconsolidated tuff.
Green tuff with biotite, several sheets partly argillaceous.
Dark grey "Trachiandesite".
Green tuff with biotite. Several sheets have become argillaceous,
others fumarolized. Veinlets of anhydride.
Light grey, highly scorified lava.
Grey tuff, with fragments of green tuff, with lacustrine, sedi
mentary intercalations (calcareous and siliceous algae).
Green tuft with sheets that have become argillaceous.
Light grey, fractured lava.
Clastic material, with elements of volcanic nature, extremely
compressed, with intercalated argillaceous sheets.

All these strata contain, in diffuse form, calcium
carbonate and epigenetic pyrites.

Owing to the nature of these formations, the
continuous use of rock bits during the drilling was
necessary. Progress through the lavas was rather
slow and difficult, but was normal and rather fast
through the tuffs.

The chemical analyses of the green tuff and lava,
which were the most important rocks in the bore,
were as follows:

Chemical
compound

sio,
AIPa
Fe20a
CaO
MgO
K 20

NazO
CO2 ,

Calcination loss
H 20 to 110°C
Sp. gr.

Green
tuff depth

400 m (per
cent)

53.24 .
18.42
4.19
3.83
0.55
7.75
3.79
3.68
7.82
1.08

2.52 to 2.59

Lava depth
110-130 m (per

cent)

52.68
20.09

6.38
8.54
1.95
4.92
2.73
1.65
3.00
0.49

2.63 to 2.68

These curves show temperatures much higher
than normal: at the bottom, about four times as
high as those corresponding to the normal geotherm
gradient.

The spontaneous polarization and resistivity (low,
normal and inverse) were determined several times
along the entire wall of the bore. They are shown
in figures 4 and 5 for the two largest lava strata,
where levels higher than 60 ohms are reached.

The microlog survey permits rather accurate
determination of the most permeable zones for
running flow tests and cementing plugs.

The flow tests were very prolonged and meticulous,
and related to several levels, first tested separately
and then together.

Table 1 gives the results of several tests which
would seem to be not only of great scientific interest,
but of great practical interest as well, for the con
tinuation of the prospecting intended to verify the
possibilities of exploitation of the numerous reserves
of energy stored in the earth in the form of heat.

The temperatures of the formations encountered
were measured with S.P.E. thermometers, integrated
and calibrated by direct measurements, using special
maximum thermometers and an alloy of known
melting point.

Figure 2 gives the temperature curves, along the
axis of the bore, for three successive determinations
made with the bore at rest and filled with mud
(sp. gr. 1.06 and Marsh viscosity 35 seconds) after
30 minutes, 19 hours and 72 hours of rest respec
tively.

The temperature surveys of figure 3 were run with
the bore completely lined with 6 5/8 in. casing,
filled with water, and after resting for eleven days.

Difficulties and problems relative to elevated
temperatures

The principal difficulties encountered in the
Agnano drilling were due to the behaviour of the
drilling mud at the elevated temperatures noted
in the bore. The colloidal properties of the mud
were profoundly altered, so that it was no longer
capable of performing the normal and fundamental
functions on which rotary drilling is based, primarily
owing to the viscosity and the thickening of the
cake, ultimately resulting in the solidification of the
fluid by baking.

It was thus essential to provide in the best possible
way for the conditioning of the mud. The simple
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Table 1. Agnano borehole I (CF.23). Flow tests

Flow

Test No. Water/steam
lVater Steam Totat ratio
kglh. kg/h kg/h

Test between I 560 and 1 712 m

1 2065 2416 4481 0.85
2 2420 2040 4460 1.18
3 2408 1 746 4154 1.37
4 2567 1682 4282 1.55

Tcst between 1560 and 1680 m (120 perforations with SPE casing-gun)

513 708 1221 0.75
2 491 670 I 161 0.73
3 507 638 I 145 0.79
4 472 608 I 081 0.77
5 474 593 1067 0.79
6 461 580 1041 0.79
7 443 560 1003 0.79

Test between 1 560 and I 680 m (446 perforations with SPE casing-gun)

1 641 2154 2795 0.29
2 66\l 1 187 1856 0.56
3 656 I 170 1826 0.56
4 639 I 130 176\l J.56

addition of water, while it does yield some immediate
benefit, gives a mud with excessive free water,
with properties insufficient to form a wall, and
with unsatisfactory thickness of the cake, above all
in the more porous, hotter zones, on which there
is also a hardening of the side.

From depth 200 m down, the circulating mud
reached an outlet temperature of 85°C, which fell
only 12-15°C in the external circulation of the
tanks before re-entering the bore.

Working experience, confirmed by experiments of
the SIN laboratory, demonstrated that it was most
advisable to use a mud based on water and bentonite,
of low specific gravity, 1.05-1.06. But such a mud
tends to solidify above 85°C. This solidification is
not the well-known phenomenon of formation of a
gel, which returns to the liquid state on simple
agitation, but a transformation leading to the
permanent hardening of the mud. Such a phenomenon
is not due to the dehydration of the mud, since the
analysis of the hardened portion shows it to have
the same water content as the original mud.

On careful study of the phenomenon, it was found
that the bentonite suspension reacts with alkalis,
always present in bentonite itself, to form non
crystalline, amorphous products. This reaction is
accelerated by the high temperatures, and still more
by the presence of calcium, found (see lithology)
as anhydrite in veinlets disseminated through the
green tuffs. Caustic soda and lime react with bentonite
to form hydrated silicates of aluminium, which have
certain similarities to the compounds causing the
setting of cement. When the temperature is increased,
the structure becomes more and more rigid, and if
the concentration of the cementation material is

high enough, all the mud sets into a single solid
mass.

To prevent this serious drawback, the bentonite
mud was corrected by adding polyphosphates and
tannin compounds (quebracho) in varying amounts,
alone or in conjunction with carboxymethylcellulose
(Gelogum). The quantities of these correctives was
changed each time, according to the nature of the
rock and the quantity of solids transported by the
mud, and to the type and degree of the contamina
tion of the waters of the stratum by soluble salts.

Mud conditioning demands continuous and careful
examination. Sometimes, owing to the difficulties
encountered, it may involve a short interruption
of the work. Up to now, however, it has always
been possible to find the right proportions of the
correctives, so as to keep the drilling work con
tinuously in progress.

Tables 2, 3 and 4 give the principal characteristics
of a type N mud based on bentonite, aged at various
temperatures and for various periods, compared to
the properties of the same mud treated with various
alkaline solutions of quebracho, at the same ageing
temperatures and after the same ageing periods. The

Table 2. Type N mud

At 20'C
After 4 h After 8 h
at 65'C at 85'C

Density 1.05 l.05 l.05
Viscosity (minutes) 12 22 54
Free water (cc) 8 II 25
Side (mm) 2 3 10

pH \l.5 8.5 8.5
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effect uf the correctives is less at 20°C and is very
great at 65 and 85°C.

But even the conditioning of the mud would not
by itself have been enough to overcome the problems
arising from the high temperatures, if the normal
rotary drilling conditions of the mud circulation
cycle had not also been modified. For regular opera
tion, in fact, the mud temperature at the outlet
from the hole must not exceed 90-95°C, regardless
of the characteristics of the mud itself and of the
temperatures encountered at depth. These results
were attained by increasing the capacity (lift and
pressure) of the circulation pumps, and by connecting
at the discharge outlet of the well a device for the
prompt cooling of the circulating fluid. The greater
lift, like all the other conditions, made it possible
to hold the mud temperatures lower, since the mud
now remained more briefly in contact with the hot
strata, owing to the higher rising velocities. A
cyclindrical tower was used for external cooling.
The mud flowed into it on the higher side, and
then descended along inclined planes and perforated
plates, countercurrent to the air, according to the
well-known principle on which natural-draft refri
gerating towers operate.

Finally, the circulation losses, which in any case
seriously interfere with normal operation, assume
particular gravity in drilling under conditions
resembling those of the Agnano bore. The difficulties
are due primarily to the fact that, unless full circula
tion is restored, the mud soon becomes very much
hotter than the normal operating temperature, until
its temperature actually approaches very closely
to that of the formations encountered. If the charac
teristics of the mud are not modified in time to
meet the new conditions, it may harden rapidly to
the stage of "baking", and the equipment may get
stuck in the bore. There were remarkable losses of
circulation in the Agnano Bore No. 1 that corre
sponded to the lavas (figures 4 and 5) found at
110 and 1 445 m respectively. These lavas, on the
other hand, in their quality of fractured scoriac
rocks, are the most promising for the possible
circulation of utilizable hot fluids, and it was there
fore necessary to perform the work in such a way
as not to adversely affect the flow tests. With this
object, after having conditioned the mud as best
possible, tamping with silices of dried beets was
performed, followed by the "squeezing" of the
cement. After eliminating the losses, the flow tests

Table 3. Type N mud + 2 g/l of quebracho
+ 4 g/l of sodium carbonate

At 20'C
After 4 h After 8 h

at 65'C at 85'C

Density 1.05 1.05 1.05
Viscosity (minutes) 11 13 24
Free water (cc) 8.5 10 13.5

Side (mm) 2 2.5 3.5

pH 11.5 11 11

Table 4. Type N mud + 4 g/l of quebracho
+ 8 g/l of sodium carbonate

At 20'C After 4 h Atter 8 h
at 65'C at 85'C

Density 1.05 1.05 1.05
Viscosity (minutes) 10.5 11.5 15
Free water (cc) 9 9.5 11
Side (mm) 2 2 2.5
pH 12.5 12 12

for the deepest part were run in on the finished well,
lined with 6 5/8 in. casing, by shooting the levels
in question with hollow balls from an S.P.E. gun
(see table 1 for the tests between 1 560 and 1 712 m).

Even the operations of cementing, shooting the
casing with a gun, and temperature measurement,
demanded the solution of important problems,
always on account of the elevated temperature,
which in the case of certain measurements, performed
under extremely difficult conditions, reached 325°C
at the bottom. A glance at the temperature curves
of figure 2 shows that the depth of the measurements
was less in determinations No. 26 and No. 29 than
in No. 25, owing to the rapid hardening of the mud,
which, even after having been treated and corrected
as indicated above, still lost its properties as the
temperature rose on account of the stops that had
to be made for the tests.

Normal explosive charges could not be used in
the casing-gun, for they would have taken fire
spontaneously as soon as they were introduced into
the bore. This difficulty was overcome by using
hollow charges, prepared with special powders
resistant to the temperatures involved, and by
cooling the bore with an abundant circulation of
fresh mud.

The problems that arose during cementing were
graver and more complex, since the commercial
cements on the market, even of Geocem type for
very deep wells, did not set, or set only imperfectly,
thus compromising the success of the tests and
often frustrating the desired objectives. The deepest
cementing, however, that of the 6 5/8 in. casing,
·turned out satisfactorily, owing to our use of a
cement specially prepared for that specific purpose
which evolved only little heat during the initial
stages of setting, but rapidly hardened during the
final stage.

This cement was studied and prepared after long
and difficult experiments at the SIN chemical
laboratory, starting out from a common cement of
class "680", to which appropriate amounts of starch,
carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) and other correctives
were added with the single purpose of retarding
the initial phase of setting. While this cement did
make it possible to cement the casing, it was found
to have considerably poorer mechanical properties
after setting, especially shearing resistance, than the
original cement, and barely sufficient for the neces
sities. Cementing in bores of this kind is also still
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further complicated by the thermal expansion of
the casing, which, for the greatest depths and the
temperatures of the Agnano well, lengthens the
entire string by about 2.50 m. Cementing is certainly
the gravest and most difficult problem of all those
that must be solved if the search for geothermal
energy is to be prosecuted in depth, until the critical
temperature of water, 374°C, is reached and exceeded,
as our experience advises us to do.

Concluding remarks

From an examination of the above results, we
may, to summarize, draw the following conclusions.

The Agnano No. 1 borehole drilled by the
S.A.F.E.N. in the area of the Campi Flegrei (Naples)
has characteristics which make it of particular
technical and scientific interest for the future develop
ment of exploration for geothermal energy, and of
still greater interest for certain problems in the
technology of rotary drilling in formations with an
abnormally high geothermal gradient.

The drilling of this borehole has demonstrated
that exploration at depths of 1 800-2000 m is
possible, even in formations consisting entirely of
volcanic products, lip to temperatures of 325°C,
and that it now appears possible, merely by solving
certain technical problems of limited scope, to reach
even greater depths and even higher temperatures.

For work of this nature, it is advisable to use a
drilling mud based on bentonite, with certain correc
tive substances added, which have already given
good practical results.

The conditioning of the mud depends on the
temperature of the rocks to be traversed, on their
chemical nature, and on that of the fluids they
contain.

The volume of the circulating mud should be
greater than normally used in rotary drilling, in
order to obtain by this means the vigorous cooling
of the borehole walls.

The losses of circulation in formations at elevated
temperatures are particularly dangerous, since they
may result not only in the inconveniences common
to all drilling work, but also in the hardening of
the mud, with the possible immobilization of equip
ment in the borehole. These losses reach very high
value in scoriac or fractured lavas, and may be
promptly eliminated by means of tamping materials
and "squeezing" of the cement.

Cementation demands the use of cements specially
prepared with additives that retard the initial phase
of setting, which may be accelerated, extremely
hindered, or even prevented altogether by excessive
temperatures in the layer. The thermal expansion
of the casing helps in turn to complicate and hinder
cementation, as a result of the relative displacements
that occur, and which, under certain conditions,
prevents blocking off the strata it is desired to
isolate.

In concluding this paper, the scope of which has
been deliberately limited, with the object of bringing
out certain important aspects of rotary drilling
technology, we should like to express our firm belief
that large-scale utilization of geothermal energy will
soon be possible - that energy which today still
remains the greatest and practically inexhaustible
reserve of the earth's energy at man's disposal.

Summary

In investigations for gcothermal energy, the
technology of rotary drilling should be adapted and
modified to meet the problems due to the high
temperatures in the formations encountered.

This paper analyses the technical aspects of
greatest importance for these problems in a borehole
drilled by S.A.F.E.N. in the area of the Campi
Flegrei, about 25 km west of Mt. Vesuvius. In this
bore, known as Agnano 1, temperatures have been
noted which are four or five times as high as those
corresponding to the normal geothermal gradient.

The author reports the technical data of the
borehole with respect to the drilling, the casing and
the lithology, and also gives several temperature
curves, the electric logs of two lava horizons, and
the results of flow tests between 1 560 and 1 712 m.

The problems and difficulties due to the elevated
temperature, which reaches 325°C at the maximum
depth of 1 841 m, relate primarily to the drilling
mud, which had to be conditioned by special
corrective additives to prevent hardening and
"baking". The practical data indicated that the

bentonite used to prepare the mud reacted with
alkalis to form amorphous products. This reaction was
accelerated by the high temperatures, and even
more by the presence of calcium, which is usually
found in volcanic formations.

This problem was solved in practice by adding
polyphosphates, quebracho and other compounds
to the mud in quantities varying with the tempera
ture, with the quality and quantity of drilling debris,
and with the type and degree of contamination by
the soluble salts contained in the fluids of the strata.
As examples, the author reports the results obtained
in the S.I.N. laboraty with a special type of drilling
mud prepared with quebracho and sodium carbonate
and treated at 20, 65 and 85°C.

The mud was also kept at lower temperatures by
increasing the rate of circulation and by cooling
the mud itself, outside the borehole, by a natural
draft cooling tower.

The losses of circulation were promptly eliminated
by tamping with vegetable matter and by squeezing
the cement, which not only prevented the usual
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trouble common to all drilling, but also stopped
hardening of the mud and thus prevented the immo
bilization of the drilling head.

Cementation involves even more complex prob
lems, since, likewise as a result of the elevated
temperature, cement of various types fails to set,
or sets only poorly. Even in this case the solution
has been found. Correctives are added to the cement

to retard the initial period of setting, without affect
ing the rapid final hardening. It becomes more diffi
cult to assure hermeticity of the cementation work,
owing to the marked thermal expansion of the casing,
which could not be directly prevented.

The paper concludes with several comments on the
experimental results at the Agnano borehole, with
special reference to the technology of rotary drilling.
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A STUDY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF ROTARY DRILLING PRACTICE
IN STEAM OR HOT SPRING WELLS IN VOLCANIC TERRITORY

Ryozo Niijima *

In this paper only drilling is treated, especially the
difficulties of rotary drilling in territories in a volcanic
zone for the object of exploring steam, or hot spring
resources. Rotary drilling in any other territory hard
ly differs from the methods of oil well or gas well
drilling.

Rotary drilling in volcanic territory usually en
counters numerous problems in the course of the
drilling job before the ultimate depth can be reached,
owing to the excessive hardness of the rock and
very high underground temperatures.

In other words, drilling techniques under special
conditions of very hard formations and very high
temperatures, as against the depth of the drilling,
are quite similar to those employed when exploring
below 10 000 feet in an oil field.

All the drilling techniques for such territory can
be practically translated into practice for deep hole
drilling below 10 000 feet in an oil or gas field, except
for the drilling equipment used. Here, I intend to
discuss only the characteristics of rotary drilling
in such special territories.

Equipment

SPEED IN RIGGING UP

The drilling rig should be highly concentrated and
compact with skid or trailer mounted together
with mast, engines, pumps and rotary and capable
of being set up very quickly in any inaccessible
location.

EASY HANDLING

This depends on the smooth operation of the
air control system in all moving parts of the rig.
The present tendency in handling the rig is to use
air control clutches to replace all the mechanical
clutches and to make the prime mover in the mod
ernrig a diesel or gas engine.

These are the reasonable requirements for the
development of steam or hot spring fields and in
future we ought to improve the kind of equipment
most suitable to our purposes.

1. Draw works

The capacity of the rig is of medium scale, from
4 000 feet to 7 500 feet by 4t inch drill pipe, and
the input horsepower rating is 300 to 600 h.p.
using 2 to 3 diesel or gas engines.

This is a very important problem in our special
work. The rig must overcome all transportation
barriers such as formerly kept operators from explor
ing and developing remote or inaccessible areas of
geological promise.

2. Mast

The drilling mast for our purpose should have a
capacity of 300 000 lb, 400 000 lb or 500 000 lb
and a height of from 127 to 132 feet of the jack-knife
type or cantilever type for quick erection. The sub
base height should be from 9 feet to 12 feet, allowing
enough space both to set up two preventers and to
give enough inclination to the circulation ditch.

3. Engines

The drilling engines should be diesel or gas engines
of from 160 h.p. to 300 h.p. each. The number of
engines necessary is from 2 to 3, so arranged as to
drive the draw works, pumps or rotary separately,
or combined together by a compound if necessary.
There are many good compact engines for modern
drilling.

4. Slu,sh pumps

At least 2 sets of slush pumps of medium size are
required to deliver 500 to 700 gallons per minute with
an operating pressures of 700 to 2 000 pounds per
square inch, depending upon the size of their liners.

245

4. Slush pumps;
5. Rotary.

HIGH PORTABILITY

* Shonan Drilling Company. Tokyo, Japan.

1. Draw works;
2. Mast;
3. Engines;

The equipment used to explore steam or hot spring
wells tends to be somewhat primitive compared
with the modern equipment used in oil fields or gas
fields and there has been no specialization in the
machinery designed for this object.

However, a high degree of portability, speed in
rigging up and easy handling of the rig are three
important factors for our special purposes.
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5. Rotary

The rotary attached to the upper rig should have
a medium speed of 2.50 rpm with a table opening
of 17l" to 20t".

Drilling operation

1. Drill pipes;
2. Oversize drill collars;
3. New style oversize drill collars;
4. Shock absorbing drill collars;
.5. Stablizers;
6. Rock bits.

In drilling for large quantities of steam or hot
spring water, the bore hole should be made with a
large diameter and it is not necessary to await the
completion of a "slim hole" bore. Therefore, the
casing programme should start with at least 13!"
casing and become 13!", 9f', 6f'. The flow
pipe should also have not less than 6~" casing
and will need a big casing head hook-up and X-tree.
The drilling job can be done successfully with the
following special tool arrangement.

DRILL PIPES

In drilling hard formation territory, much weight
on the bits is required. So that the size of the drill
pipe may be .large enough, 4·!-" to .5D;" and
smaller drill pipes such as 3!", 2*", 2~" should
not be used.

In connecting the individual drill pipes, no coupling
should be used because the thread of this part tight
ens up so much in the case of heavy weight drilling.
Therefore, each drill pipe should be set up with an
all tool joint of the so-called "unitized type" or
"shrink grip type." This eliminates· any thread
trouble in the drill pipe during heavy weight drilling
as in the deep hole drilling.

OVERSIZE DRILL COLLARS

The size of drill collars required will also be of the
larger type of so-called oversize drill collar, that
is, 7", 7i", 7~ ", 71", sometimes 8", whereas
ordinary collars are 5", 5i", .5t", .51", 6", 6!",
6!" and 6!". Moreover, when applying much weight

. on the bit, it is better to use many dr 11 collars
as against the common oil field practice.

NEW STYLE OVERSIZE DRILL COLLARS

Before making the above arrangements regarding
the drilling tools for hot spring drilling, the necessary
precautions against the pipe sticking as a result
of using oversized tools should be taken.

Unbalancing of the drilling fluid is likely to occur
in penetrating the high temperature or very per
meable zone, and this becomes the main cause of
the pipes sticking.

We ;,efer to this as a."di~erential mud pressure pipe
stuck. When the pIpe III the open hole is freely
movab.le. at an~ ~ept~, t~e hydrostatic pressure of
the. drilling fluid IS distributed uniformly over the
~nt1re s~rface area of the pipe. If this mud pressure
IS restncted by the wall of the bore hole and its
~ud cake and not uniformly distributed around the
pIpe, an unbalanced hydrostatic pressure condition
is set up. This causes the pipe to be held against
the wall of the hole by the differential or unequal
hydraulic pressure.

Unbalanced hydrostatic pressure is occasioned
by a large difference between the hydrostatic pressure
of the drilling mud column in the bore hole and the
formation pressure in a permeable section. Field
experience shows the pipe can become stuck if it is
allowed to remain at rest for even a few seconds.

Thus, the main reasons for a stuck pipe are limited
to the condition of the drilling mud and the con
figuration of drilling tools.

As regards the mud conditioning problem, a
good low water loss mud such as an aquagel mud
and oil emulsion mud in the next section is
recommended.

As regards the configuration of the dirlling tools,
oversize drill collars are to be recommended in a
special case of drilling such as ours. The oversize
drill collar presents more contact area to the wall
of the bore hole than the regular drill collar and has
more chance of causing a pipe to stick owing to differ
ential mud pressure.

An absolutely new method by which differential
pressure sticking can be reduced is by a modification
in the basic design of the drilling string.

At present, only the drill collars have been modi
fied and used in the field. During the past year,
many deep, high mud-weight wells have been success
fully drilled with this new type of equipment.

The new type of drill collar is built by spiralling
several flat surfaces (2" to 2l" in width) on the
outer surface along the length of the collar. We call
this a "no-stick drill collar."

By making spiral grooves around the drill collars,
we can reduce the contact area up to 40 per cent of
that of the regular drill collars.

The grooves are so designed that at the point of
rotation a cross-section of drill collar would not have
any concave surfaces.

This type of groove retards balling-up of the collar
yet retains stability while involving only a slight
decrease in weight.

The theory behind this modified design of drill
collar is that if the contact surface of the collars is
repeatedly broken at short intervals down the body
of the drill collar, then regardless of its position in
the hole the hydrostatic pressure of the mud column
will be equalized around a large percentage of the
total length of the drill collar. By doing this, the total
sticking force due to differential pressure is reduced
proportionally.
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SHOCK-ABSORBING DRILL COLLARS

Mor~over, ~t is much better to use a special shock
absorbing dnll collar. There are two kinds of shock
absorbing drill collars at present. One is called the
"hydraulic drill collar" and consists of both cylinder
and sliding tubes (or telescopic tubes) connected
together by a special roller. The telescopic tubes are
fed by the differential pressure of a pump and the
feeding is always done very smoothly with a constant
weight of the drill collars connected to the lower
part of the hydraulic drill collar. The other type
absorbs any "bounce" or "vibration" by means of a
rubber element installed.

These shock absorbing drill collars absorb per
fectly any excessive shock and vibration of the drill
pipe and bit during the drilling operation of very
hard formations.

By using the special collars, we can eliminate any
damage or trouble in the drill pipe and bit.

STABILIZERS

In areas where very heavy drilling weight is used
(sometimes up to 70 000 pounds per bit is available),
unstabilized drill collars are subject to considerable
bending and buckling. Several stabilizers properly
located between the drill collars control the bending
and buckling by keeping the axis of the drill collars
straight and in the same direction as the hole.
Thus a straighter hole is obtained, tool joint failures
are minimized, and drill collar wear is reduced.
Stabilizers are also very important tools for drilling
in hard or slant formations with a heavy load on
the bit.

Another advantage in using the stabilizers is
prevention of sticking of the drill string. The same
precautions as in the case of running a well casing
must be taken into account with stabilizers in the
drill collar string when they are used to reduce wall
sticking.

In large-diameter straight holes where stiff,
large-diameter drill collars can be used, stabilizers
are effective if the formations are firm enough to
hold up to a big gauge and if the hole does not tend
to wash out or stabilizers to bury themselves.

Under these conditions, a stabilizer run on each
stand of the collar string can be effective in prevent
ing wall sticking.

ROCK BITS

The performances of hard formation rock bits are
tipping, crushing and grinding, depending upon the
construction of rock bits. Modern drilling bits,
specially designed for excessive hard formations
such as hard shals, hard conglomerate, granite,
pyrite, chert, flint, chat, quartzite, dolomitic and
quartzitic sand, and basalt, are quite excellent in
design and materials used. The manufacturers have
paid great attention to these three main points,
durability of the cutting teeth, ball or roller bearings
in the bit, and jetting action. Some rock bits are

even tested under loads as heavy as 100 000 pounds
in the factory.

Drilling mud

1. Aquagel mud;

2. Oil-emulsion mud;

3. Preparation of oil-emulsion mud.

As for conditioning the drilling mud for our special
drilling work, I recommend two types of drilling
mud for two main reasons. The first is the safety
of the drill pipe in drilling extremely hard zones,
the second is the performance of a perfect cementing
job behind the casing which will have to stand up
to a flow of steam or hot spring water of some dura
tion. They are Aquagel (Bentonite) mud and oil
emulsion mud.

AQUAGEL MUD

Aquagel is a very efficient viscosity builder and
also excels as a suspending agent, a filter-loss reduc
ing agent and a lubricant. Its functions may be
summarized as follows:

To remove cuttings from the hole, absolutely
preventing any sticking of the drill pipe;

To prevent or overcome minor circulation losses
by performing a good cementing of the casing;

To suspend drilling mud weighing materials and
prevent a blowout;

To support cuttings during a mechanical shut
down period;

To consolidate loose formations.

It loses, through filtration, only a small amount
of the liquid phase (water) from the mud into the
formation penetrated.

To deposit a thin filter cake of minimum permea
bility on the wall of the open hole.

To lubriate all the moving parts of the fluid circu
lation system, thus reducing the torque of the drill
pipe.

OIL-EMULSION MUD

One of the primary reasons for using an oil
emulsion mud is the increased lubrication afforded
to the drill pipe and collars. In laboratory tests,
the lubricity of oil-emulsion mud has been rated as
high as four times that of clay-water muds; 10 per
cent emulsion, 0.098; 20 per cent emulsion, 0.082;
and 30 per cent emulsion, 0.039.

Translated into field use, oil-emulsion mud gives
a greatly reduced torque to the drill pipe. Tool push
ers on many wells drilled with oil-emulsion mud
have commented on the torque reduction obtained
after converting from conventional muds. For
example, actual records from one well will serve to
indicate this definite improvement. With conven
tional mud, the torque was 100 units at 50 to 150
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rpm of the rotary table; after converting to an oil
emulsion mud, the torque was only 60-65 units at
50 to 150 rpm, 68 units at 200 rpm, and 80 units
at 250 rpm.

Next, there is the advantage of oil-emulsion mud
under high temperatures. Most drilling fluids are
adversely affected by high temperatures, but pro
perly conditioned high-pH line oil-emulsion mud
exhibits less change than most other muds.

Such stability makes oil-emulsion mud particularly
suitable for drilling in high temperature and high
pressure areas where mud weight must be kept
high.

The third advantage is less filter loss. The de
creased filter loss provided by an emulsion mud
constitutes a success in this respect. In many wells,
the filter loss of oil-emulsion mud has been adjusted
to 1 CC API or less, and maintained during the entire
drilling period. This characteristic of oil-emulsion
mud has proved most effective in drilling-in, in
preventing filtrate invasion of the productive zone,
and in drilling through heaving, sloughing and
caving formations.

PREPARATION OF OIL-EMULSION MUD

A stable emulsion cannot be prepared by mixing
oil and water. A third component, an emulsifying
agent, must be introduced. It is notable that all
the solids of colloidal size in clay-water mud can
serve as emulsifying agents.

These include hydrated clay particles such as
bentonite, insert particles such as quartz and barite
and organic particles such as starch, CMC and the
organic dispersants. It is also notable that well
dispersed muds, that is, muds which have had proper
chemical treatment, make readily controllable, stable
emulsion muds. In addition to the base mud itself,
current practice employs two classes of materials
as satisfactory emulsifying agents.

SOAPS

These are generally available already mixed with
diesel oil ready for addition to the mud in the hole.

ORGANIC THINNERS, LIGNITES, LIGNOSULFONATES
AND QUEBRACHO

These materials work to further disperse the base
mud, as well as acting directly as emulsifying agents.
The addition of oil will not make a good mud from
a poor mud. The base mud should always be mud
of a good quality that has been found to do a good
job of drilling in that particular area. The addition
of oil will make a better drilling fluid of a good mud
but it will not cure an unsuitable mud. The reaction
of an emulsion mud to dilution, temperature, and
contamination by salt, anhydrite and cement will
be the same as that of the base mud, and the treat
ment to counteract such effects will be that required
by the base mud.

Preventing and restoring lost circulation

Lost circulation is a serious problem in drilling
the hole. In general, there are two techniques em
ployed in the correction of lost circulation. One
is the addition of flake or fibrous materials to the
drilling mud which may plug the pores or crevices in
the thief formation, allowing a normal mud cake
to build uP. to complete the seal. The second is by
actually filling the pores, crevices, or cavities with
one or other of the various cementing materials
available. .

If the first method is applied, relatively large
concentrations of various bridging materials or
plugging agents, such as fine and coarse mica
cellophane flakes, shredded wood fibres, vegetable
fibres, cotton seed hulls, chicken feathers, shredded
leather, sawdust, wool shoddy, expanded perlites,
and others, have been used as lost circulation addi
tives in drilling mud with varying degrees of success.

Provided the location and extent of the lost circu
lation zone is accurately known, its repair by cement
ing methods is preferable to the use of bridging
materials, particularly in the case of relatively large
pores, crevices or cavities.

In this method the cementing material is placed
opposite and enters the thief zone either by gravity
or under pressure, and is allowed to harden or "set
up", after which the plug in the well bore is drilled,
and if the job is successful, drilling is resumed.
In some cases one application may be sufficient;
however, in other cases several batches or stages
of cementing material may be required or are some
times followed by running the casing.

The various cementing materials used in this type
of operation are portland cement, a mixture of
portland cement and bentonite, gypsum cement, a
mixture of diesel oil and dry bentonite (which swells
and sets upon contact with the mud at the point
of loss), and a newly developed time-setting clay
cement.

Running in of the casing and cementing

(a) Centralizers;
(b) Scratchers;
(c) Multiple cement collars.

(a) Centralizers

To run the casing in the hole and cement it in
position are also very important jobs in the comple
tion of the well. In practice, the casing leans towards
the wall at several points even in a straight hole.
This causes the channelling of cement slurry between
the wall and the casing. A contralizer prevents this
phenomenon and keeps the casing straight in the
centre of the drilling hole.

For effectively cementing casing at strategically
preselected points in the well, in order that a more
uniform annular cementing space may be obtained,
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The second, more important factor, is that the
addition of DIACEL D permits the use of more
water.

Density 13.5 lb/gal.
(sp.gr. 1.60)

90 per cent of water Density 13.0 lb/gal.
(sp.gr. 1.56)

20 per cent DIACEL D CEMENT (20 per cent
DIACEL D, 80 per cent common portland
cement)
120 per cent of water

Density 16.25 lb/gal.
(sp.gr. 1.60)

50 per cent of water Density 15.25 lb/gal.
(sp.gr. 1.82)

10 per cent DIACEL D CEMENT (10 per cent
DIACELD, 90 per cent common portland
cement)
80 per cent of water

Density 11.8 lb/gal.
(sp.gr. 1.41)

170 per cent of water Density 11.5 lb/gal.
(sp.gr. 1.38)

40 per cent DIACEU D CEMENT (40 per cent
,DIACEL D, 60 per cent common portland
cement)
200 per cent of water

Density 12.5 lb/gal.
(sp.gr. 1.50)

130 per cent of water Density 12.2 lb/gal.
(sp.gr. 1.48)

30 per cent DIACEL D CEMENT (30 per cent
DIACEL D, 70 per cent common portland

cement)
160 per cent of water

Low density cements are made as follows:

Neat cement (100 per cent common portland
cement)
40 per cent of water

Density 11.25 lb/gal.
(sp.gr. 1.33)

240 per cent of water Density 10.8 lb/gal.
(sp.gr. 1.30)

As the table makes clear, we can make very low
density cement slurry using 20 per cent, 30 per cent
and 40 per cent DIACEL D CEMENT.

2. Low water loss cement (DIACEL LWL,
DIACEL LWL CEMENT)

The DIACEL LWL controls water loss and retards
the thickening time of cement slurries. It is a cellu
lose derivative, carboxymethyl hydroxyethyl cellu
lose.

Low water loss cement can be made by mixing'
DIACEL LWL in neat cement. DIACEL LWL per
mits the placement of oil well cements with wate: l?ss
values in the same range as those for good drilling
muds. DIACEL LWL CEMENTS are particularly
advantageous for cementing through deep or low
pressure potential pay zones. The following table
shows the proportion of DIACEL LWL to NEAT
CEMENT. A density of 15 lb/gal (sp gr 1.80) neat
cement is used as the base cement slurry.

(b) Scratchers

In this case, if combined with several wall
scratchers, the results of cementing become more
effective. The action of wall scratchers is to remove
mud cake while running in casing from the surface'
to the bottom of the hole.

(c) Multiple cement collars

For completion of a steam or hot spring well a
large amount of cement slurry is required, just as
in the case of deep well completion. Multiple cement
collars solve the problem very easily. For example,
if two-stage cement collars are used, the cementing
job will take place as follows.

The first half of the cement collar is sent behind
the casing from the circulation hole at the bottom
of the first stage, and the second half is sent from
the second-stage cement collar from above. In this
way the performance of the cementing job can be
done very satisfactorily using the multiple cement
collars.

the casing should be equipped with several centralizers
especially near the bottom of the hole, thus minimiz
ing the hazard of channelling and ensuring the
permanency of the casing installation.

Special cement system

1. Low density cement;

2. Low water loss cement;

3. Low density and low water loss cement.

Low water loss cement and slow setting cement of
low density as near the drilling mud density as
possible are most desirable for the completion of a
well in very porous, creviced or fissured formations
with a very high temperature at the bottom of the
hole.

For this purpose the new DIACEL CEMENT
SYSTEM has been developed to permit control of
the density, thickening time and water loss of the
slurry.

There are three kinds of DIACEL CEMENT:
DIACEL D, DIACEL LWL and DIACEL A.

Low density cement (DIACEL D, DIACEL D
CEMENT)

DIACEL D is a special grade of diatomaceous
earth which permits the formulation of low density
cements.

A low density cement with or without an accelera
tor can be made by mixing DIACEL D with API
class A (common portland) cement. An accelerator
(calcium chloride) mayor may not be required.
The low densities realized with DIACEL D CEMENT
slurries result from two factors:

First, DIACEL D has a density of 2.1 g per
cubic centimetre compared with a density of 3.15
g per cubic centimetre for portland cement.
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Compressive strength after 24 hours varies from
1 020 to 1 530 psi, depending upon the percentage
of DIACEL A used (from 3 per cent to 7 per cent),
and assuming a static bottom hole temperature of
230°F (110°C).

Compressive strength after 24 hours varies from
1 000 to 1 460 psi, depending upon the percentage of
DIACEL A used (from 3 per cent to 10 per cent),
and assuming a static bottom hole temperature of
230°F (110°C).

Thus, we can make low density and low water
loss cement slurries as required.

As the table clearly shows, the water loss of neat
cement is above 100 millilitre per 30 minutes and
can be cut down to as little as 3 millilitres according
to the mixing amount of DIACEL LWL.

3. Low density and low water loss cement
(DIACEL D, DIACEL LWS, DIACEL A)

DIACEL A is an accelerator which permits the
placement of low water loss cements over a greater
range of temperature. It is a special type of sodium
silicate.

A density range for cement slurry from 12.5 lb
gal (sp gr 1.50) to 10.8 lb/gal (sp gr 1.30) is most
desirable for our special purpose and this can be
made by using 20 per cent to 40 per cent DIACEL D
CEMENT as mentioned in the previous paragraph.

However, as to the amount of water loss, we can
control it to within 10 ml per 30 minutes using
20 per cent to 40 per cent DIACEL D and DIACEL
LWL as follows:

TVater loss ml
(millilitre per 30 minutes)

Special precautions for protection of the casing
(plastic coating)

Well completion, X-tree

For completion of a hot spring well I prefer the
special slotted pipe aluminium as a production liner

In modern rotary drilling practice the surface
fittings for prevention of blowout have become quite
complete.

At least for exploratory work, or drilling in very
high pressure fields, the double blowout preventer
hook-up, with controls for derrick floor and remote
control operation of each preventer, is recommended
and maximum service pressure rating is 3 000 lb to
5 000 lb per square inch.

The automatic pump accumulator unit and remote
control station should be installed at a safe location
at some distance from the well head. The double
blowout preventer hook-up allows the pipe to be
worked under pressure and gives full protection at
all times because each preventer will pack off any
member of the drill string, or will pack off the open
bore when the tools are out of the hole.

Prevention of blowout

. We n:ust consider possible precautions for treating
the casmg or any tubular goods to prevent erosion
b.efor~ ru~ning in the hole. As far as the present
situation IS concerned a plastic coating is the best
way we have yet found.

. A t01!gh epoxy-phenolic internal surface coating
IS considered to have superior characteristics for
application as a pipe coating.

Plastic coating of the interior of the casing and
tubular goods is performed as follows.

A pipe which has been descaled and thoroughly
cleaned by shot blasting is preheated to a tempera
ture of approximately 160°F (72°q in preparation
for the plastic coating.

Specially adapted pressure spray heads apply the
plastic in a full 360° circle. One coat of plastic is
applied each time the spray lance advances into the
pipe and an additional coat is applied as the lance
is withdrawn.

Each pipe is inspected each time the sprays are
withdrawn. The chamber is properly coated by hand
spraying while the threads are protected by a mask.
When a full load has been sprayed, it is returned to
the oven for baking at a temperature of 375°F
(1900q, followed by cooling to 160°F (72°q. The
process of spraying and baking is repeated until a
plastic coating of 0.005 inches minimum thickness
has been applied. Final baking calls for holding
the load at 420°F (215°C) for approximately
20 minutes to produce complete polymerization.

60 ml
30 ml
12.6 ml
7.5 ml

60 ml
32 ml
17.4ml
12.0 ml

9.2 ml

(per
30 minutes)

(per
30 minutes)

Above 100 ml
70 - 100 ml
17.5 ml
11.0 ml
8.0 ml
7.0 ml
6.0 ml
4.0 ml
3.0 ml

DIACEL LWL

o per cent .
0.2 per cent
0.3 per cent
0.4 per cent
0.5 per cent
0.6 per cent
0.7 per cent
0.8 per cent
0.9 per cent

20 per cent DIACEL D :

Mixed with 0.36 per cent DIACEL LWL
Mixed with 0.5 per cent DIACEL LWL
Mixed with 1.0 per cent DIACEL LWL
Mixed with 1.5 per cent DIACEL LWL

40 per cent DIACEL D :

l\Iixed with 0.78 per cent DIACEL LWL
Mixed with 1.0 per cent DIACEL LWL
Mixed with 1.5 per cent DIACEL LWL

. Mixed with 2.0 per cent DIACEL LWL
Mixed with 2.5 per cent DIACEL LWL
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for two reasons. One is that it prevents erosion and
the other is that it is easily drillable in the case of
workover.

As to the shape of perforation, the slotted perfora
tion is much better than circular perforation and the
total area of slotted opening makes up 0.2 per cent
of the surface area of pipe per foot whereas in an oil
or gas well 0.06 per cent to 0.3 per cent are recom
mended. The slots should be cut at an angle of
6° opening towards the inside of the casing and this
is considered to be the best form for passage of the
fluid. The number of slotted lines is determined
as follows, according to the size of casing:

4 - I" casing
6 - i" casing
8 - f' casing

8 lines
12 lines
16 lines

As to the pitch and length of the slots, they are
also determined as follows :

L - length of slot
D - distance between the slots
A = pitch

A = L + D, L = D, A = 2L
In general practice, the width of the slots should
be kept twice the size of sand grains.

For the X-tree hook-up, the flow tubing head
should be the same as that of an oil well in construc
tion but bigger in size because the diameter of flow
tubing is 6·f' to 4£" casing and the lower part
of the flow tubing is entirely composed of aluminium
slotted pipes as mentioned above. For the X-tree,
special precaution should be taken against drop of
the steam or hot water temperature.

Summary

For nearly a century, many oil producing countries
throughout the world have spent a tremendous
amount of money in exploring crude oil and natural
gas resources. However, very few attempts have been
made to explore new energy resources. In fact such
explorations are still in an elementary stage com
pared with those of the crude oil industry. The same
situation exists in Japan, even though it has a
number of active volcanoes which are considered
to be possible sources of new energy, in the form of
steam and hot springs.

The equipment used in the exploration of new
energy resources is still of a primitive type. Some of
the equipment used for drilling oil fields is being
utilized at this stage. Under these circumstances,
we should first prepare suitable drilling equipment
for our special purposes. Next we should acquire the
special skills suitable for work in an extremely hard
zone with very high underground temperatures.
In this paper, therefore, I· would like to enumerate
the types of drilling equipment and drilling techno
logy to be used in the exploration of new energy
resources in a volcanic area.

In the following ten paragraphs the main discussion
is centred on the technology of rotary drilling in an
excessively hard zone with very high underground
temperatures and the special drilling equipment
and accessories used.

The first paragraph is a general introduction to
the study. The drilling difficulties of the rotary
method in exploring steam and hot spring resources
in a volcanic territory and the necessary new equip
ment to be used are discussed.

In paragraph 2, reference is made to the neces
sity for high portability and compactness in the
sequipment. There are lots of portable rigs on the
market at present, but most of them are for "slim
hole" drilling which is not suitable for our purpose.

In paragraph 3, a drilling operation in volcanic
territory is described. For drilling through an exces
sively hard formation we expect to meet many
difficulties such as sticking of the pipe, pipe and
thread failures, breakage of drill collars and bits,
and so forth. All the necessary considerations for
eliminating such mishaps are discussed in the paper.
New ideas on drilling tools such as the non-stick
collar, shock absorbing drill collar, and stabilizer
are also introduced.

The bad effect of high underground temperatures
on drilling mud is discussed in paragraph 4. For the
safety of the drilling string in a hole, drilling mud
should always be kept under the same conditions
as for a hole 10 000 feet deep in an oil field. In con
ditioning drilling mud against the effects of tem
perature, an aquagel mud or oil-emulsion mud is
preferable.

In paragraph 5, a method for preventing lost
circulation during drilling, similar to that used for
ordinary work in an oil field, is mentioned.

The work of running in the casing and cementing
is discussed in paragraph 6. To withstand long dura
tion in the flow of steam and hot springs, the casing
should be kept accurately in the centre of the hole by
means of centralizers, and the cement slurry should
be properly circulated in an annular space between
the casing and wall of the hole. Furthermore, pro
perly equipped multiple cement collars will result
in good cementing.

In paragraph 7, mention is made of the very special
additives for neat cementing in order to keep the
density and the loss of water low. It is very difficult
to maintain the density and loss of water from a
cement slurry as low as in good drilling mud, but
it is very important. However, it can be effectively
done by a special cement system called the Diacel
Cement System.
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In paragraph 8, a study was made in the pre
treatment of pipes and tubular goods for protection
against corrosion.

Paragraph 9 discusses the prevention of a blow
out during drilling, and the final paragraph the
completion of a well.

!"-~ mentioned abo.ve, this paper mainly discusses
d:1llmg. tech.nol?gy In volcanic territory where the
difficulties he In the hardness of rock and high
underground temperatures. Some suggestions for
future improvements in the equipment for our
special work are also made at the end of the paper.

ETUDE DES CARACTERISTIQUES DES TECHNIQUES DE FORAGE ROTATIF DANS
LES PUITS DE VAPEUR OU D'EAU CHAUDE EN TERRITOIRE VOLCANIQUE

Resume

Voici pres d'un siecle que nombre de pays pro
ducteurs de petrole, de par le monde entier, consa
crent d'enormes sommes a l'exploration de leurs
ressources en petrole brut et en gaz naturels. En
revanche, on a fait tres peu de tentatives pour ex
plorer de nouvelles sources d'energie. 11 y a plus,
ces explorations en sont encore aun stade tres elemen
taire, si on les compare a celui de l'industrie du
petrole, La meme situation regne au Japon, bien
qu'il possede un grand nombre de volcans actifs
consideres comme et ant des sources possibles d'une
nouvelle energie qui se presente sous forme de vapeur
et de sources chaudes.

Le materiel utilise pour la prospection des nouvelles
sources d'energie est encore primitif. On se sert, en
partie, de celui que l'on emploie pour le foncage des
puits de petrole. pans ces conditions, il convient tout
d'abord de preparer du materiel de forage approprie
pour les fins speciales en cause. Ensuite, il convien
drait de former les specialistes voulus, capables de
travailler dans des formations extremernent dures,
avec des temperatures souterraines tres elevees,
En consequence, dans le present mernoire, on passera
en revue le materiel et la technologie de forage a
suivre pour l'exploration des nouvelles sources
d'energie dans une region volcanique.

Dans les 10 paragraphes du present mernoire,
on s'attachera essentiellement a la technologie du
forage rotatif dans une region de roches extreme
ment dures avec des temperatures souterraines tres
elevees, ainsi qu'au materiel de forage special et aux
accessoires utilises.

Le premier paragraphe sera une introduction
generale a I'etude de la question. Les difficultes
rencontrees dans le forage d'exploration des ressources
en vapeur et en eau chaude en territoire volcanique
avec le materiel rotatif sont passees en revue ainsi
que le nouveau materiel,

Au paragraphe 2, on mentionne la necessite d'un
materiel facile a deplacer et d'un encombrement
reduit. Il y a sur le marche nombre d'installations
portatives en ce moment, mais la plupart d'entre elles
sont destinees au forage de puits de petit diametre
et ne sont pas appropriees pour nos fins.

Au paragraphe 3, on decrit une operation de
forage en territoire volcanique. Pour le foncage dans
une formation extrernernent dure, on s'attend a des
difficultes nombreuses telles que le collage de la colon
ne, les ruptures de la colonne de forage et des filets,
les ruptures des colliers d'entrainement et des outils
de forage, etc. On passe en revue, dans le memoire,
toutes les considerations propres a eliminer ces
accidents. On presente egalement de nouveaux points
de vue sur les outils de forage tels que le collier
d'entrainement qui ne colle pas, le collier d'entraine
ment a amortisseur et le stabilisateur.

Les mauvais effets des hautes temperatures souter
raines sur la boue de forage sont passes en revue
au paragraphe 4. Pour la securitc de la colonne
de forage dans le puits, la boue de forage doit toujours
etre tenue dans les mernes conditions que celles qui
correspondent a un puits de 10 000 pieds de profon
deur (3 000 m) dans un champ de pctrole. Dans la
preparation de la boue de forage contre les effets
de la temperature, il est preferable de se servir d'une
boue constituee par un aquagel ou une emulsion de
petrole,

Au paragraphe 5, on presente une methode servant
a eviter les pannes de circulation pendant le forage,
analogue a celle dont il est fait usage pour les tra
vaux courants des champs petroliferes.

Les travaux de pose du cuvelage et clu cimentage
sont passes en revue au paragraphe 6. Pour resister
longtemps a un ecoulement cle vapeur et cle sources
chaucles, il faut que le cuvelage soit parfaitement
centre dans le puits au moyen d'appareils de centrag.e
et la bouillie cle ciment cloit circuler comme 11
convient clans l'espace annulaire laisse libre entre
ce cuvelage et les parois clu puits. Au surplus, des
colliers multiples en ciment convenablement equipes
assureront un bon cimentage.

Au paragraphe 7, on mentionne cles aclclitifs tres
speciaux pour un cimentage bien fait, perme.ttant
cle tenir et la clensite et les pertes d'eau a un mveau
aussi reduit que possible. Il est tres clifficile de m~iJ.l
tenir la densite et les pertes cl'eau d'une bouillie
cle ciment aussi basses que dans une bonne boue de
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forage mais ceci est tres important. On peut le faire
utilement en se servant d'un ciment special qui
s'appelle le ciment Diacel.

Au paragraphe 8, on etudie le traitement preli
minaire des tubes et de tous les autres articles tubu
laires pour la protection contre la corrosion.

Au paragraphe 9, on passe en revue les moyens
deviter les eruptions pendant le forage et finalement
les travaux de finition d'un puits.

Ainsi qu'il a ete indique ci-dessus, on envisage
essentiellement, dans le present mernoire, la techno
logie du forage en territoire volcanique ou les diffi
cultes sont constituees par la durete des roches et les
temperatures elevees qui regnent dans le sous-sol.
On presente egalement, a la fin du present
mernoire, quelques recommandations en vue d'ame
liorations d'avenir dans le materiel destine a nos
travaux speciaux.
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CASING FAILURES IN GEOTHERMAL BORES AT WAIRAKEI

John H. Smith *

Failures of casing which have occurred In

geothermal bores at Wairakei can be classified
under two headings: (a) those due to erosion, and
(b) those due to thermal effects. There is no evidence
to indicate failures by straight corrosion or stress
corrosion cracking despite the presence of sulphuret
ted hydrogen in the steam. The highest grade of
casing used is API J55. Corrosion in a very few
bores has occurred externally at the groundline,
possibly accelerated by geothermal waters, but that
is preventable. Internal corrosion has been minor
even in bores established ten years or more ago.
It is not known whether external corrosion at depth
has occurred, but no failures have been ascribed to
that cause.

Failure due to thermal effects

It was then decided to install slotted liners in
the open hole section of bores. Liners are suspended
by a liner hanger near the bottom of the production
casing, or in some cases merely rest on the bottom
of the hole. Slotted liners have generally proved
beneficial, but in some cases the steam yield is less
and in others ejection of grit and sand continues
for a long time, making such bores unsuitable for
connection to the steam mains until thev have blown
cleu. "

Failures which have occurred in the production
cas~ng have been due to collapse and to parting of
casing,

Collapse occurred in two bores within the length
enclosed by the anchor casing. Production casing
was API 8f' H40 32 lbjft inside API IOr H40
40.5 lbjft anchor casing. A welding flange on the
production casing secured it to the casing head on
the anchor casing. In one case the collapse occurred
only a few feet below the casing head and by remov
ing the upper sections of casing a detailed inves
tigation was made possible.

The region of collapse was just below a coupling,
extended for about three feet, and embraced clearly
visible tong marks, one of which initiated a rupture
of the casing. Cement was absent from the annulus
over several feet length. Figure 1 shows the collapsed
casing, the rupture being visible at the upper edge.

Investigations showed that the only feasible
explanation for the collapse is that water separated
from the cement slurry during cementing and was
trapped in the annulus and that on subsequent
heating, when the bore was discharged, the pressure
exerted by the confined heated water exceeded the
collapse resistance of the casing. Tong marks possibly
reduced collapse resistance.

The anchor casing did not burst since its bursting
resistance exceeded the collapse resistance of the
producing casing. As a possible safeguard against
collapse failure, it is suggested that the collapse
strength of the production casing s.hould ~xceed ~he
bursting strength of the anchor casing. ThIS practice
has now been adopted at Wairakei. Welding flanges
have also been eliminated between production casing
and casing head as they are considered to serve no
useful purpose.

The obvious remedy is to ensure that pockets of
confined water do not occur in the annulus byof Works, Wellington,
carefully controlled cementing practices which ensure
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Erosion

Engineer, Ministry

Earlier practice was to complete a bore as open
hole without a slotted liner below the production
casing. Usually a large quantity of rock and grit
was ejected when the bore was first opened, some
times for only a short period. At other times, however,
the ejection of debris amounted to several hundred
cubic yards and continued for days. In other cases
the amount ejected was small, the producing horizon
being very permeable. From the viewpoint of steam
production, ejection of debris was considered advan
tageous in that a large diameter hole was formed
at the producing horizon which would give a larger
area for inflow of thermal fluids and a diminished
pressure difference between the formation and the
open hole which would reduce the likelihood of
continued disruption of the hole walls.

While sound enough in theory, experience has
shown that this practice is usually undesirable,
except possibly in very few instances where produc
tion takes place from very permeable formation.
The tendency of the hole to block, particularly at
entry to the production casing, and the erosion of
the upper section of casing, wellhead valves and
fittings dictated the adoption of more desirable
practices. Instead of blowing freely to clear debris,
discharge pressures were kept high to minimize
velocity and reduce pressure difference at the produc
ing horizon. This was achieved by throttling at the
wellhead through an orifice or expendable valve,
but blockages still occurred at the throttling device
or low down in the bore, resulting in expensive rig
operations to clear them.

* Geothermal
New Zealand.
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Fig,ure 1, Collapsed casing,

that the annulus is completely filled with good
quality cement. Since the adoption of improved
cementing practices at Wairakei, no collapse failures
have been observed.

Parting of production casing has occurred in
several bores. This first became evident when an
obstruction was found in the Sf' casing of one
bore after cooling and heating cycles. Downhole
investigations revealed that during cooling the
threaded end of the casing must have completely
pulled out of the coupling and, on subsequent
heating and expansion, had not re-entered the
coupling but was misaligned and fouled the periphery
of the coupling. Other generally similar conditions
were later found in some other bores. Caliper surveys
in cooled bores have also produced evidence of
parting at some couplings, though not necessarily
complete disengagement.

The extent of misalignment varied up to about
6" and in extreme cases it was possible to pass
drillpipe down into the annulus below the parting
for many feet, indicating alsence of cement for a
long length. In an cases, whether or not there was
misalignment, pressure tests and squeeze cementing
during repairs indicated absence of cement.

Such failures have usually occurred below the
anchor casing, but in one early case failure occurred
at the first coupling below the top. The top sections
of casing were removed and opened up. Figures 2
and 3 show the condition revealed and the gash
in the casing where it fouled the coupling. Consider
able erosion had taken place after the casings became
misaligned.

Caliper surveys have also shown that at some
couplings there is a squeezing in of the end of the
casing which suggests that the joint has failed in
compression either completely or partially.

It seems that, with the absence of cement, the
most likely mode of joint failure is an initial failure
in compression due to rise in temperature. Subsequent
contraction on cooling then permits an easy pull out
from the coupling. On the other hand there is some
evidence which indicates an initial failure in tension.
Theoretically, initial failure can occur either in
tension or compression, as discussed below.

Axial stresses in casing

The principal factors which cause axial stresses
in casing are those due to casing weight, shock

9*
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loads while running casing, working of stuck casing,
reciprocation during cementing, eccentric c?mpr~ssi:,e

loads, internal or external pressure (causing biaxial
stresses), changes in temperature, etc. While they
should. not be neglected, all factors other than
temperature changes are disregarded in the following
discussion, since their effect is comparatively small
except when due to eccentric compressive loads.

Thermal stresses

Until the cement bond becomes effective, thermal
stresses in casing do not exist. The temperature
existing when bonding becomes. effective is referred
to below as the neutral temperature. It would vary
over the length of the casing, and bonding would
not occur at. all parts of the casing at the same
time, being most likely effective over the lower
length earlier than higher up.

Thermal stresses in the 'casing are transmitted
through the cement to the formation or to an outer
casing. For the same change in temperature, the
average bond stress is inversely proportional to the
total length of casing and directly proportional to
casing wall thickness. Even though axial thermal

stresses in casing may be high, calculations show
that the bond stresses are low.

If cement is absent over a length of casing or if
the bond has failed, then the total stress in this
length must be transmitted to the bonded casing
above and below it. If joints occur in this length
they may fail through having inadequate strength.

Subsequent to the cement bond becoming effective,
casing is subjected to various cycles of heating and
cooling. Heating takes place while waiting for
cement to harden followed by cooling to a fairly
low temperature when drilling fluid is circulated on
resumption of drilling. Cycles of heating and cooling
may occur during drilling if circulation of drilling
fluid is intermittent, or if a flow occurs from the
formation. After drilling is completed, introduction
of cold water for determination of permeable horizons
by water loss thereto causes low casing temperature.
Heating then occurs while standing shut until fairly
stable temperatures are reached. Further heating
occurs when the well is discharged. When closed
after discharging, further temperature changes take
place. Cooling to a low temperature can take place
during maintenance operations when it may be
necessary to introduce cold drilling mud or cold
water.

Figure 2. Failed joint after parting and fouling coupling on subsequent expansion
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Figure 3. Same as figure 2

While API standards and manufacturers of non
API casings list the joint strength in tension, figures
for joint strength in compression are not available.
The configuration of the standard API round
tapered thread would suggest a joint strength in
compression at least equal to that in tension. The
same would apply to some non-API joints, although
some would be weaker in compression. Tests at
Wairakei on two API 4f' J55 11.6 lb/ft short thread

casing joints gave a strength in compression almost
equal to the listed strength in tension (after making
due allowance for the actual strength of the steel
as determined by test).

Actual bore temperatures at Wairakei

When running cold water into a bore, the minimum
temperature reached is about 20°C, occasionally
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For temperatures measured in QC, table 3 shows
value of the coefficient per °C for various values of
(T] + T 2rC.

any two temperatures T] and T 2 it can readily be
shown that a is obtained by substituting (Tl + T 2)
for T in the formula.

Table 2 shows values of a for various values of
ir, + T2)OF.

Temperature

somewhat lower, and could occur at any depth in
the casing.

In a bore standing shut the maximum temperature
to which casing is exposed is between 250°C and
260°C at the bottom. At 500 feet depth temperatures
are generally between 200°C and 230°C but mostly
not higher than 210°C. In a few bores, similar
temperatures occur at the top, but generally they
are much lower.

The maximum temperature at the top can occur
immediately after a bore is closed from discharging.
The highest wellhead pressure observed immediately
after closure is 430 lbjsq in and this must be due
to a considerable length of the casing standing full
of saturated steam. The corresponding temperature
is 235°C. When discharging at production wellhead
pressure (200 lbjsq in or somewhat more) the wellhead
temperature is about 200°C. When undergoing output
tests, wellhead pressures are frequently 350 lbjsq in
or more so that temperatures could approach 230°C.
The temperature in a discharging bore increases
gradually with depth, reaching a temperature at
the bottom of the casing not far below the maximum
temperature of the bore.

The maximum temperature to which all parts of
the casing are exposed sometime or other does not,
therefore, vary very greatly, and a figure of 260°C
will be taken as a maximum for any part of the
casing. .

It is difficult to ascertain the neutral temperature
accurately. Observations have indicated this to be
no more than about 80°C in some bores, but in
others it is undoubtedly much higher.

Magnitude of thermal stress

If axial movement in a casing string is prevented,
the unit stress for each degree change of temperature,
up to the proportional limit, is equal to the product
of the modulus of elasticity of the steel and the
coefficient of expansion due to temperature. These
factors vary as shown in tables 1, 2 and 3, but for
practical purposes the thermal stress can be taken
as 370 lbjsq in for each degree Centigrade change
of temperature (or 205lbjsq in per degree Fahrenheit).
It should be noted that thermal stresses are indepen
dent of the length of casing.

Variation of modulus of elasticity and coefficient
of expansion

The variation of modulus of elasticity for carbon
steels, as used in casings at Wairakei, is as shown
in table 1.

The coefficient of linear expansion also varies
with the temperature. The following value is of
sufficient accuracy for purposes of calculation:

a = (6.3 + 0.0017T) X 10-6

where a = coefficient per of expansion from OoF to TOF

It will be noted that the formula gives a value
of a for expansion from OaF. For expansion between

50.
100.
150.
200.
250.
300.
350.
400.
450.
500.
550.
600.
650.
700.
750.
800.

50.
100.
150.
200.
250.
300.
350.
400.
450.
500.

'F

60
100
150
200
250
300
350
400
450
500
550
600

Table 1

'C

15.6
37.8
65.6
93.3

121
149
177
204
232
260
288
316

Table 2

Sum of temperatures
(T. + T,)'F

Table 3

Sum of temperatures
(T. + T,J'C

M odulns of elasticity

Ibjsq. in.

29.0 X 106

28.9 X 106

28.8 X 106

28.7 X 106

28.6 X 106

28.4 X 106

28.2 X 106

28.0 X 106

27.7 X 106

27.4 X 106

27.1 X 106

26.8 X 106

Coe fjicient of
linear expansion "a"

per 'F

6.385 X 10-6

6.470 X 10-6

6.555 X 10-6

6.640 X 10-6

6.725 X 10-6

6.810 X 10-6

6.895 X 10-6

6.980 X 10-6

7.065 X 10-6

7.150 X 10-6

7.235 X 10-6

7.320 X 10-6

7.405 X 10-6

7.490 X 10-6

7.575 X 10-6

7.660 X 10-6

Coe fjicient of
linear expansion 'la"

per 'C

11.62 X 10-6

11.89 X 10-6

12.17 X 10-6

12.44 X 10-6

12.72 X 10-6

12.99 X 10-6

13.27 X 10-6

13.54 X 10-6

13.82 X 10-6

14.10 X 10-6
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Effect of temperature on 8f' J55 36 lbjft casing

It will be assumed that the yield strength and
joint strength in compression are equal to the
strengths in tension.

Properties of API 8r' J55 36 lbjft casing

For purposes of theoretical analysis, only the
above-mentioned casing will be considered. It has
the following properties :

A temperature change of about 149°C above or
below the neutral temperature would cause a stress
of 55 000 lbjsq in if the proportional limit is not
exceeded. For J55 casing the latter is somewhat less
than 55 000 lbjsq in (which is the minimum yield
strength) and a temperature change of say 145°C
would reach the proportional limit.

The API yield strength is the tensile stress required
to produce a total elongation of 0.5 per cent.There
fore, a temperature change of about 370°C would
be required to cause a stress equal to the yield
strength (assuming a thermal coefficient of expansion
of 13.5 X 10-6 per 0C). Such a temperature change
is much greater than that occurring in the casing
and therefore the yield stress would not be exceeded.
Plastic flow in the region of the yield point would
be sufficient to relieve the steel of further increase
of stress.

It is apparent, however, that a temperature
change of say 200°C would produce a stress lying
between the proportional limit and the yield strength.

Even in the most extreme case, the temperature
change to which casing could be subjected should
not exceed about 220°C, so it is difficult to see how
complete failure could occur in the body of the
casing either by rupturing in direct tension or by
excessive yield in compression, or even that the
yield strength could be exceeded.

The minimum joint strength of the casing with
short threads is 79 per cent of the body yield strength.
A temperature change of 118°C (i.e., 0.79 X 149°C)
would therefore produce a total stress in the body
of the casing equal to the joint strength. As the
yield strength has not been reached, any greater
change in temperature would cause failure at the
joint.

If casing can deflect sideways, such as where
cavities occur in the sides of the hole, or if it is
initially not straight and unsupported laterally, such
deflections cause compressive loads to be applied
eccentrically, resulting in high bending stresses
which augment the direct compressive stress and
promote possible joint failure. A thermal compressive
stress of 30000 lbjsq in (equivalent to only 81°C
change of temperature) applied with an eccentricity
of I" to laterally unsupported casing considered as
a short column would cause a bending stress of
about 14500 lbjsq in in the Sr' casing referred to
above. Bending stresses for other compressive loads
and eccentricities would be proportional.

For long unsupported lengths of casing the usual
considerations for long columns apply, and failure
by buckling could occur.

It appears, therefore, that if the joint strength
can be made to exceed the body yield strength by
a working margin, the joint will not fail. If the
body of the casing does not yield, then the strength
of the joint must exceed the total stress in the
body of the casing by a working margin.

Paragraphs above indicate minimum and maxi
mum temperatures of 20°C and 260°C. If the neutral
temperature lies midway between them [i.e., 140°C)
then the temperature change below and above the
neutral temperature (i.e., 120°C) would be sub
stantially the same as the 118°C mentioned above,
as producing a total stress in the body of the casing
equal to the joint strength. On this basis the joint
just reaches the point of failure in either tension
or compression. A lower neutral temperature would
promote a failure in compression when the bore is
hot while a higher neutral temperature would
promote a failure in tension when the bore is cold.

While the above analysis is for casing with short
thread couplings the figures apply similarly to
casing with long thread couplings except that the
joint strength would be about 10 per cent higher
and an adjustment should be made accordingly.
Similar reasoning could be applied to any size,
grade, and weight of casing contemplated for use.

Buckling of casing

Casing strength requirements

Experience at Wairakei indicates that joint
failure does not occur if a complete fill of the annulus
with cement is achieved. This may not always be
possible where thief formations exist, and casing
with joints to resist thermal stresses then becomes
a necessity.

It is apparent that either high strength casing
with comparably high strength joints would be
required or that high strength joints be provided
on casing of lower grade. Stress corrosion consid
erations indicate that J55 is the highest API grade
of casing which should be used under Wairakei

8 5 ",
7.825"
0.400"
36 Ib
J.55

10.336 sq in.
8.421 sq in.

448 000 Ib (short threads)
449000 Ib (long threads)

568000 Ib
775000 Ib

0.79 (short threads)
0.88 (long threads )

Outside diameter.
Inside diameter
\ Vall thickness.
\Veight per foot
Grade ....
Area of body of pipe .
Area at root of thread
Minimum joint strength in tension.
Minimum joint strength in tension.
Body yield strength in tension
Body ultimate tensile strength. . .
Joint strength/body yield strength.
Joint strength/body yield strength .
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conditions, although further investigations are in
hand to determine the suitability of high strength
non-API casings.

The provision of a high strength joint, not suscep
tible to stress corrosion, on J55 casing is therefore
considered to be a satisfactory compromise, the
joint strength to exceed the body yield strength by
a suitable margin. Some non-API joints meet this
requirement. Many, however, have internal upsets
which would possibly be subject to erosion and are
therefore not favoured. One type is similar to API
casing except for a longer coupling with buttress
threads, which has a joint strength approaching the
ultimate tensile strength of the body.

Conclusions

1. It is important to ensure that casing is com
pletely cemented over its full length. Where thief zones
militate against this the use of low density cement
slurry with low water loss properties is beneficial.

2. Where complete cementing cannot be assured,
the use of high strength casing (which would not
yield) with high strength joints, or a lower strength

casing (which would yield) with high strength
joints, should be provided. High strength casing
may be unsuitable if stress corrosion is a factor.

3. If the formation through which the casing
passes is naturally cool, thermal stresses could be
reduced by circulating hot fluids to heat the casing
prior to or after placing cement.

4. Thermal stresses could be reduced by adopting
a stage cementing process whereby the lower length
of the casing string is first cemented, a pull then
applied to the casing and the cementing completed.
The pull required is likely to be high.

5. A combination of 3 and 4 might be' possible,
a cement retarder being used if there is risk of
flash setting of the cement.
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Summary

Casing failures have occurred due to erosion and
thermal effects. Corrosion has been of no con
sequence even though sulphuretted hydrogen is
present in the steam. The highest grade of casing
used is API J55.

In bores completed with open hole below the
production casing (which was the earlier practice)
large quantities of rock and grit were frequently
ejected on first opening, particularly where the
producing formation was not very permeable. The
resulting erosion was mainly confined to the upper
casing and wellhead. Blockages were frequent.
Throttling the discharge was tried, but blockages
were troublesome.

More recent practice is to install slotted casing
in the open hole. This has generally proved beneficial
but sometimes steam output is less and ejection
of sand and grit may continue for a long time.

When thermal effects fail, collapse and parting
at joints in production casing may result.

Two bores suffered collapse of production casing
within the length enclosed by the anchor casing.
Detailed investigation of one showed that cement
was absent in the region of the collapse and the
only feasible explanation for the collapse is that
water separated from the cement slurry and was
trapped in the annulus between casings. On sub
sequent heating when the bore was discharged the
pressure exerted by the confined water exceeded
the collapse resistance of the production casing which
was less than the bursting strength of the anchor

casing. As a possible safeguard, the collapse resis
tance of production casing should exceed the bursting
strength of anchor casing (a practice now adopted)
but it is more important to ensure that pockets of
confined water do not occur by adopting good
cementing practices.

Parting of casing at some joints has occurred
in several bores, pulling out occurring when cold
water is injected into the bore. When the bore
subsequently heats up, the casing expands and the
end of the casing may foul the coupling owin to
misalignment. Then the casing becomes gashed.
Caliper surveys have shown that at some couplings
the end of the casing is squeezed in, suggesting that
the joint has failed in compression partially or
completely. During repair operations absence of
cement has been found over a long length embracing
a failed joint, or pressure tests and squeeze cement
ing have indicated absence of cement.

With the absence of cement the most likely mode
of joint failure is an initial failure in compression
and subsequent contraction on cooling permits
an easy pull-out from the coupling. Some evidence
indicates initial failure in tension in some cases.

Thermal stresses in casingexist only after bonding
of cement becomes effective. The temperature
existing at time of bonding is referred to as the
neutral temperature. It would vary over the length
of the casing.

Thermal stresses are transmitted through the
cement to an outer casing or to the formation.
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Bond stresses are low even though thermal stress
in the casing may be high.

The total stress in an uncemented intermediate
length of casing must be transmitted to bonded
casing above and below it. If joints occur in this
length they may fail.

After cementing casing, it is subjected to various
cycles of heating and cooling, on resumption of
drilling, while standing shut after drilling is com
pleted, when discharging, and when cooled during
maintenance operations.

At Wairakei, the extremes of temperature to
which casing could be subjected under various
conditions are 20°C and 260°C, and they could occur
at any depth in the casing.

Observations in some bores indicate a neutral
temperature of about SO°C.In others it is undoubtedly
much higher.

If axial movement is prevented, the stress in
the casing is 370 lb/sq in per °C change of tem
perature and is independent of the length.

An analysis is made of the strength of a casing
string comprising API Sr' J55 36 lb/ft casing
with short threads. Significant properties are:

Minimum joint strength in tension 448 000 Ib
Body yield strength in tension . . 568 000 Ib
Body ultimate tensile strength. . 775000 Ib

. Joint strengthjbody yield strength 0.79

It is assumed that the yield strength and joint
strength in compression are equal to the strengths
in tension.

A temperature change of 149°C above or below
the neutral temperature would cause a stress of
55 000 lb/sq in if the proportional limit is not
exceeded. The latter is somewhat less than 55000
Ibjsq in for J55 casing and a temperature change
of say 145°C would reach the proportional limit.

When the yield strength is reached, the elongation
is about 0.5 per cent. This would require a tem
perature change of about 370°C (assuming a thermal
coefficient of expansion of 13.5 X 10-6 per 0C).
This is much greater than occurs, so the yield stress
would not be exceeded.

A temperature change of say 220°C would produce
a stress lying between the proportional limit and

the yield strength. As the temperature changes,
even in extreme cases, should not exceed 220°C,
failure in the body of the casing should not occur,
nor should the yield strength be exceeded.

The joint strength is 79 per cent of the yield
strength. Hence a temperature change of llSoC
(i.e., 0.79 X 149°C) would cause a total stress in the
body of the casing equal to the joint strength. Any
greater change in temperature would cause failure
at the joint.

This temperature change is approximately that
which would occur for a neutral temperature lying
midway between the extremes mentioned above.
On this basis the joint would be on the point of
failure either in tension or compression. A lower
neutral temperature would promote a compression
failure when the bore is hot, and vice versa.

Lack of initial straightness, or lateral deflection,
causes compressive stress to be applied eccentrically
and induces' high bending stress if the casing is
unsupported laterally. The bending stress augments
the direct compressive stress and promotes possible
joint failure. A thermal compressive stress of 30 000
lb/sq in (equivalent to SO°C change of temperature)
applied with an eccentricity of 1" would cause a
bending stress of about 14 500 lbjsq in in the casing
referred to above and considered as a short columns.
For long unsupported lengths the usual considera
tions for long columns apply.

Experience at Wairakei indicates that joint failure
does not occur if the annulus is filled with cement.
To combat loss of cement slurry to thief formations

. the use of low density slurry with low water loss
properties is beneficial.

Otherwise, high strength joints are required.
If the casing yields, the required joint strength
would be lower than in a high strength casing which
does not yield. High strength casing may be unsatis
factory if stress corrosion is a factor. Internal upsets
at joints are not favoured owing to possibility
of enhanced erosion.

Possible ways of reducing thermal stress are (a)
to circulate hot fluid prior to or after cementing
in situations where the formation is naturally cool,
or (b) to adopt a stage cementing procedure, cement
the lower section of casing and apply a high pull
while the upper section is cemented.

RUPTURES DE TUBAGES DANS LES PUITS GEOTHERMIQUES DE WAIRAKEI

Resume

On a observe des ruptures de tubage causees
par l'erosion et les sollicitations thermiques. La
corrosion ri'a presente aucune importance, bien
qu'il y ait de l'hydrogene sulfure dans la vapeur.
La meilleure qualite de tubage dont on se serve
est conforme a la norrne A.P.I. J 55.

Dans les puits qui se terminent par un trou en
pleine roche au-dessous du tubage de production
(ce qui se faisait dans le temps) il est arrive que de
grosses quantites de roches et de cailloux soient
ejectees des que 1'on ouvrait un passage a l'outil,
particulierernent lorsque la formation productrice
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ri'etait pas tres permeable. L'erosion que ceci provo
quait se limitait habituellement ala partie superieure
du tubage et a l'orifice du puits. Les engorgements
etaient frequents. On a essaye la methode consistant
a etrangler l'eruption mais les engorgements res
taient genants.

La pratique plus recente consiste a installer des
revetements rainures dans la partie ouverte du trou.
Ceci donne habituellement de bons resultats mais
il arrive parfois que la production de vapeur s'en
trouve reduite et que les jets de sable et de graviers
se poursuivent pendant longtemps.

Les ruptures dues aux sollicitations thermiques
sont le bris et la separation des elements de tubage
de production au niveau des raccords.

Deux puits ont souffert d'un bris du tubage de
production sur la longueur protegee par le cuvelage
d'ancrage. Une etude detaillee de l'un de ces puits a
revele que le ciment manquait dans la region en
cause et il y avait une seule explication possible
pour la rupture: l'eau s'etait separee de la bouillie
employee pour preparer le ciment et avait ete prise
dans l'espace annulaire laisse entre les tubages.
Lorsque la temperature montait quand le puits
debitait, la pression exercee par l'eau etait
emprisonnee, depassait la resistance du tubage de
production a I'ecrasement, laquelle etait inferieure
a la resistance du tubage d'ancrage a l'eclatement
(pratique actuellement adoptee). Le plus important
est done d'eviter la constitution des poches d'eau
en adoptant de bonnes techniques de cimentage.

La rupture du tubage a certains raccords s'est
produite dans plusieurs puits, avec emission de
fragments, a la suite de l'injection d'eau froide.
Quand on le chauffe, le tubage se dilate et l'extremite
d'un element peut aller porter afaux contre le raccord
en raison d'un defaut d'alignement, ce qui cree
une fente dans cet element. Les observations faites
au calibre ont revele qu'il y a des accouplements
ou des raccords contre lesquels l'extremite de I'ele
ment de tubage est retrecie par la compression, ce
qui suggere que le raccord a cede partiellement ou
totalement a la compression. Au cours des travaux
de reparation, on a decouvert que le ciment manquait
sur une grande longueur, comportant un raccord
ayant cede, ou bien encore des essais sous pression
et le cimentage par injection ont indique ce rnanque
de ciment.

Avec l'absence de ciment, la modalite la plus
fr equente de rupture d'un raccord est une rupture
en compression, suivie d'une contraction lors du
refroidissement, ce qui permet au tubage de se degager
facilement du raccord. 11 ressort de certaines indi
cations qu'une rupture a la traction precedait
parfois ces incidents.

Les sollicitations therrniques dans le tubage ne
se presentent qu'une fois que le ciment se lie. La
temperature qui regne a ce moment est appelee
temperature neutre. Elle varie sur la longueur
du tubage.

Les sollicitations thermiques sont transmises a
un rev&tement exterieur ou a la formation rocheuse

traversee, par l'entremise du ciment, et les tensions
qui apparaissent dans l'agglomerat sont faibles,
bien que ces sollicitations thermiques puissent etre
elevees pour le tubage.

La sollicitation globale qui se manifeste dans une
longueur interrnediaire non cimentee du tubage
peut etre transmise au cuvelage pris dans le ciment
situe au-dessus et au-dessous d'elle et si des raccords
se trouvent sur cette longueur, il se peut qu'ils
cedent.

Le tubage, apres avoir ete cimente, est soumis
a divers cycles de chauffage et de refroidissement 
quand on reprend le forage, quand on ferme apres
un forage, pendant la production et, finalement,
quand on le laisse refroidir pendant les operations
d'entretien.

A Wairakei, les extremes de temperature auxquels
le tubage peut etre soumis dans diverses conditions
sont 20°C et 260°C. 11s peuvent se presenter a tout
niveau.

Les observations faites dans certains puits
indiquent une temperature neutre de l'ordre de 80°C.
Dans d'autres elle est indubitablement beaucoup
plus elevee.

Si un obstacle quelconque s'oppose au deplace
ment axial, les sollicitations qui apparaissent dans
les elements de tubage sont de 370 lb/pouce carre
par °C de variation de temperature et independantes
de la longueur (26 kg par cm-).

On presente une analyse de la resistance de la
colonne de tubage constituee par des elements
API J55 de 8 f' (219 mm), de 36 lbs par pied, avec
filetage court. Voici quelques caracteristiques impor
tantes de ces elements :

Resistance minimum du raccord
a la traction . . . 448 000 Ibs (203 208 kg)

Limite de resistance du corps
a la traction . . . 568 000 lbs (257 639 kg)

Resistance maximum du corps
a la traction . . . 775000 lbs (351 532 kg)

Rapport entre la resistance du
raccord et la limitc de resistance
du corps. . . . . . . . . . . 0,70

On admet que la limite de resistance a la. traction
et la resistance du raccord a la compression sont
egales aux resistances a la traction.

Une variation de 149°C au-dessus et au-dessous
de la temperature neutre ferait apparaitre un~

sollicitation de 55 000 lb/pouce'' (387 kg/cm2.) SI

on ne depassait pas la limite de deformation elastique.
Cette derniere est un peu inferieure a 55 000 lbjpouce
carre pour le tubage J55 et une variation de tem
perature de 145°C par exemple ferait atteindre
cette limite.

En fin de limite de deformation elastique, l'allon
gement est de l'ordre de 0,5 p. 100. Ceci exigerait
une variation de temperature d'environ 370°C
(en admettant un coefficient thermique de dilatation
de 13,5 X 10-6 par 0C). Cette valeur depasse de
beaucoup ce qui se produit reellernent, si bien qu'on
ne depasserait pas la limite de resistance.
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Une variation de temperature de 220 DC, par
exemple, produirait une sollicitation comprise entre
la limite de deformation elastique et la limite de
resistance. Pour autant que la variation de tempe
rature merne dans ces cas extremes ne doit pas
depasser 2200

, toute rupture du corps du tubage
doit etre exclue et, aussi bien, on ne doit pas depasser
la limite de resistance.

La resistance maxima du raccord est egale a
79 p. 100 de la limite de resistance du corps. En
consequence, une variation de temperature de
U8 DC (c'est-a-dire 0,79 X 149 dc) ferait apparaitre
une sollicitation globale egale a cette resistance
maxima du raccord dans le corps du tubage. Toute
variation de temperature plus marquee provoquerait
une rupture au raccord.

Cette variation de temperature est sensiblement
celle qui se produirait si la temperature neutre
se situait a mi-distance entre les extremes signaIes
au paragraphe ci-dessus.

Sur la base d'une telle hypothese, le raccord
serait sur le point de ceder, soit en traction, soit
en compression. Une plus basse valeur de la tempe
rature neutre provoquerait une rupture par compres
sion, une fois le puits chaud et vice-versa.

Tout element qui n'est pas parfaitement droit
au depart, toute deviation laterale, fait agir les
sollicitations a la compression d'une maniere excen
trique, si le tubage n'est pas soutenu lateralernent.
Le moment de courbure augmente la sollicitation
directe a la compression et peut provoquer une
rupture du raccord. Une sollicitation thermique
a la compression de 30 000 lb/pouce carre,

(211 kg/cm2) , (ce qui cquivaut a une variation de
temperature de 800 appliquee avec une excentricite
de 1 pouce) (25 mm) est capable de faire apparaitre un
effort de flexion d'environ 14500 lbjpouce carre
(102 kg/cm2) dans le tubage mentionne ci-dessus
et considere comme constituant une colon ne courte.
Les considerations applicables aux colonnes longues
joue~t pour les grandes longueurs de colonne sans
appm.

L'experience acquise a Wairakei indique qu'il
n'y a pas de rupture du tubage si l'espace annulaire
est rempli de ciment, Pour eviter les pertes de
bouillies de ciment dans des formations susceptibles
de les absorber, on leur donne une faible densite
et on les choisit d'un type qui ne perd pas beaucoup
son eau.

Dans le cas contraire, il faut employer des raccords
a grande resistance. Si le tubage se deforme, la
resistance de raccord necessaire sera moindre que
pour un tubage a forte resistance qui ne cede pas.
Les tubages a grande resistance peuvent etre peu
satisfaisants si des sollicitations creees par la corro
sion jouent un role. On recommande d'eviter tout
matage a I'interieur des raccords, etant donne la
possibilite de faciliter l' erosion par ce genre de
travail.

Les methodes possibles pour reduire les sollici
tations thermiques sont (a) la circulation d'un
liquide chaud avant ou apres le cimentage dans les
situations ou la formation est naturellement fraiche,
ou (b) l'adoption d'une methode de cimentage it faire
par etapes en cornmencant par la partie inferieure
du tubage et en exercant une forte traction pendant
qu'on cimente la partie superieure.
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THE ORGANIZATION FOR AND COST OF DRILLING GEOTHERMAL STEAM BORES

John H. Smith *

Personnel

Following is a list of staff and workmen employed
at Wairakei by the Ministry of Works:

into geothermal energy using data obtained by
its own field parties, by laboratory research, or
supplied by the Ministry of Works.

Initially, in 1950, investigational drilling at
Wairakei was carried out by a team controlled by
the project engineer, Ministry of Works, in charge
of hydro-electric construction works not far from
Wairakei where facilities were available for servic
ing the drilling team. In 1952, however, it was
decided to embark on a production drilling pro
gramme and a separate organisation was 'established
at Wairakei administered directly from head office.
As Wairakei is remote from a large centre of popula
ation and inadequate facilities are available at
Taupo township (5 miles away) it has been necessary
to provide living accommodation for many employees
and also to establish workshops, stores, office,
laboratory, etc. The present establishment includes
115 houses, a small hostel and camp accommodation
in huts for 150 single men, stores buildings aggregat
ing 21000 sq ft., and uncovered stores compounds.
As New Zealand is remote from sources of supply
and orders frequently take several months to fulfil,
it is necessary to hold large stocks of materials.

Organization

The New Zealand Ministry of Works is responsible
for the over-all investigation and development of
geothermal areas in which the Government is
directly interested, principally for the generation
of electric power. Since 1950, exploratory drilling
and other investigations have been carried out at
\Vairakei, Waiotapu, and Kawerau, the latter
being for a private pulp and paper company utiliz
ing logs and pulpwood from government-owned
forests. Development of one field at Wairakei
has continued for several years to provide geothermal
steam sufficient for an installed capacity of about
280 megawatts. The first stage of development,
69MW, has recently been completed and the second
stage (now under construction) will increase the
installed capacity to 192 megawatts.

All of the drilling and associated field development
are undertaken by the Ministry of Works, but to
design and supervise construction of the power
station, steam collection and transmission systems,
and related utilization works at Wairakei, consult
ing engineers Messrs. Merz and McLellan of England
have been engaged for some years under the over-all
administration of the Ministry of Works. Construc
tion of these works is done almost entirely by con
tract.

The New Zealand Electricity Department is
responsible for the operation of all the government
owned power stations and for distribution of electri
city through its grid system. That department
operates the recently completed Wairakei HA"
station and also installed the moving machinery,
electrical equipment, and some other works. A
generally similar arrangement applies to the Wairakei
'B' station now under construction.

While the Ministry of Works employs its own
staff of engineers, technicians, etc., it calls on the
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research
to provide the scientific services necessary for the
satisfactory prosecution of the geothermal work
for which the Ministry of Works is responsible.
Such services lie mainly in the fields of geology,
geophysics, chemistry, physics, and metallurgy.
In addition, the Department of Scientific and Indus
trial Research carries out fundamental research

* Geothermal Engineer, Ministry of Works, Wellington.
New Zealand.

Stall

Project engineer . . .
Engineers (civil) . . . . .
Engineer (mechanical) . . .
Engineering assistants . , .
Technicians and technical assistants
Draughtsmen. . . . . . . .
Construction superintendent .
Overseers (construction)
Foremen (construction) .
Drilling. superintendent .
Overseers (drilling) . . .
Workshop superintendent
Overseer (mechanical)
Overseer (electrical) .
Foreman (mechanical)
Chief clerk . . . . .
Clerical officers . . .
Office staff (general)
Stores officer .
Stores staff . . . .

Number

1
8
I
4

14
7
I
3
4
1
5
1
I
I
4
1

13
(j

1
7

TOTAL STAFF 84

264
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Workmen

Drj]]ing personnel .
Workshop personnels. . . . .
Carpenters . . . . . . . . .
Drivers (vehicles and heavy plant)
Handymen ...
Skilled labourers .
Labourers.
Chainmen.
Various ..

53
26
15
25
36
23
33

5
18

Downhole observations: temperatures, pressures, water levels,
calipering, mineral deposition;

Ground water levels and temperatures;
Observations on natural steams, ground surface temperatures

and heat emanations;
Ground levels to detect movement;
Special tests;
Recording and interpretation of all data, including that

obtained from drilling;
Maintenance of bores and field works.

Bores drilled during year ended 31 March 1959

Total bore costs represent a cost of £17.6 per foot
reckoned on the total number of feet drilled and
including the initial investigation bores.

The cost of establishing bores in the Wairakei
production field during two recent years,is a~alys~d

below. Complete details of the bores IS gIven m
reference (1). They are all nominal ~JI dial?eter
bores with slotted liners and were dnlled with a
rig rated to drill to 3 000 ft depth. All. costs are
given in £N.Z.,. which .is practically eqUIvalent to
£ sterling, and mclude indirect costs.

Cost per toot (N.Z.£!
Nu-mber ot da-ys

Bore Humber drilling
Drilling only Total

54 8.0 14.6 32

55 7.2 13.8 20

59 6.8 11.5 19

60 6.1 10.5 21

61 8.7 16.1 19

62 8.0 14.7 in

63 8.1 15.2 Hi

67 6.!) 12.9 14

75 6.8 12.6 11

81 7.2 12.8 15

Average. 7.3 13.3 18.2

Cost of production bores

As at 31 March 1960, the total cost of production
bores at Wairakei, including the initial investigation
bores, was N.Z. £2.3 million. Of this amount I! .per
cent had been spent on maintenance and recondition
ing. In some cases, reco~ditio~ing costs we~e fair~y

high for such work as mstalhng slo!t~d hners m
bores not initially so equipped and repairing damaged
casings. This accounted for 40 per cent of the total
maintenance and reconditioning costs.

Bore costs mentioned above represent about
72 per cent of the cost of steam winning, the balance
being made up as shown below'

72.0
3.4
1.7
3.5
3.3
3.6
1.6
8.5
2.4

100.0

Per cent

Total bore costs . .
Water supply system
General drainage . .
Main roads.....
Steam testing equipment
Routine measurements .
Special tests. . . . . .
Depreciation of buildings
Other costs . . . . . .

TOTAL WORKMEN 234

Surveys: topographical, and for setting out works;
Main access roads;
Secondary roads;
Excavation and filling generally;
Site preparation (earthworks) for each bore;
Retaining walls;
\Vellhead cellar construction;
Consolidation grouting around wellheads;
Drilling;
Silencers;
Water supply and reticulation to bores;
Drainage;
Building construction;
Operation of central mud batching plant;
Manufacture of equipment (minor);
Maintenance of all equipment including motor vehicles, earth

moving and other plant, drilling rigs and equipment;
Laboratory control of drilling mud, cement slurries and

concrete;
Calibration and testing of instruments;
Bore output measurements;

Work performed

The drilling equipment currently in use consists
of two rigs rated to drill to 3000 feet, two rated
for 1 500 ft. depth, and two rated for 750-1 000 ft.
depth. The drilling personnel avail~ble per.rr~its

three shifts working each of the larger ngs, requmng
16 men for each rig. The remaining 21 men operate
the smaller rigs for consolidation grouting, minor
bore maintenance, shallow drilling for investiga
tional purposes, etc., the number of men being'
sufficient to allow one of these rigs to be worked
for three shifts if required. When not required for
drilling, the men are engaged on other .works; ?ne
of the large rigs is engaged on production dnlh!1g,
and one on investigation drilling in an area lymg
outside the present Wairakei production field.
Either rig is used for bore maintenance as required.

A large amount of construction and earthmoving
works has been necessary in the development of
the production field. Owing to its location in a
narrow valley, which drops abruptly to th~ power
station some 200 feet below, careful plannmg has
been necessary to locate bores in what are considered
to be the best sites for steam production and yet
to retain access for maintenance after the main
steam transmission pipes, with a multiplicity of
branch lines, are installed.

The principal items of work carried out, some
of which are referred to in other papers presented
to this conference, can be summarised as follows:
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Year ended 31 March

Bores drilled during year ended M arch 1960

All of the above bores are in the depth range
1 900-2 300 feet, except bores 54, 59 and 60, which
are in the range 2 700-3 200 feet.

The average cost of drilling only for each of these
years was as follows:

Cost per foot (N.Z.£)
Number of daysBore number

Drilling only Total
drilling

56 13.7 20.8 42
57 8.4 15.7 18
76 9.8 17.3 22
78 10.9 16.8 25
80 10.0 20.8 26
Average. 10.5 18.2 26.6

0.1
6.3

1.1
5.9
4.2
8.0

10.1
2.2
1.2

57.4
3.5

1960
Per cent

0.2
8.1
0.7

0.5
6.6
3.4
7.8

11.3
0.6
2.0

550
3.8

Year ended M arch 31

1959
Per cent

100.0 100.0

Local access roads .
Site preparation . .
Water supply . .. .
Consolidation grouting
Wellhead cellar . . .
Site drainage . . . .
Setting up drilling rig a

Drilling. . . . . .
Wellhead .....
Blowing bore and initial

testing . . . . .
Silencer and bypass
Water level hole b . .

the following table, which also shows the proportional
cost of drilling above.

a Includes dismantling and moving from previous bore.

b For observation of ground water levels and temperatures.

The above represents costs which are allocated
to steam production and does not include costs incurred
in installing separators and other wellhead equipment
required for utilization, or any cost for installing
the steam and hot water transmission system between
the bores and the power station. Other works yet
to be charged include a bore drainage channel for
bore and storm water, and general levelling and
landscaping of the field. These works are currently
in hand.

Costs of 8" diameter production bores drilled
earlier than those mentioned above averaged about
£16 per foot. Most of them were about 2000 feet
deep. In a number of them, subsequent installation
of slotted casing increased the cost considerably.

Investigation bores at Wairakei

The cost of recent investigation bores at Wairakei
in areas lying outside the present production field
has averaged about £17 per foot for nominal 8"
diameter bores drilled within a depth range of
2700 - 3300 feet, the maximum variation in cost
per foot being about 25 per cent above and below
the average.

The cost of the first investigation bores at Wairakie
(drilled during 1950 - 52) was influenced by the

20.2
13.2
35.2
14.9

9.5
1.1

5.9

1960
Per cent

6.0

17.6
15.7
43.9

9.3
6.7
0.8

100.0 100.0

1959
Per cent

Plant and servicing. .
Labour .
Casing .
Drilling mud.
Cement ...
Drilling bits .
Miscellaneous materials and

fuel. .

Tables 1 and 2 give a similar break-down of costs
for each bore considered.

In examining the foregoing, as well as tables 1 and 2,
the following should be noted:

1. Casing includes casing shoes, float collars,
centralisers and casing heads.

2. Differences for the two years are partly account
ed for by a lower incidence of indirect costs on labour
for the later year and greater usage of drilling mud
and cement. The increase in actual cost is due
mainly to a longer time spent on drilling.

3. High cost of Bore 56 was due to excess time
in removing stuck drill pipe and high mud costs.

4. At Bore 76 plant charges were high due to
idle plant time being charged during an enforced
cessation of work.

5. At Bore 80 total cost was high due to high
cost of site preparation and drainage.

Other costs (as percentages) which make up the
total average costs shown above are included in

Table 1. Itemised costs of drilling as percentages of drilling costs; bores drilled during year ended 31 ~arch 1959

Bore number ...........;. 54 55 59 60 61 62 63 67 75 81 Average

Plant and services 20.6 19.3 17.9 16.1 18.3 15.8 17.7 15.7 HA 18.5 17.6
Labour. 18.1 18.0 15.9 15.0 16.4 14.6 14.9 14.4 12.1 16.4 15.7
Casing 35.8 40.8 48.6 48.1 39.3 43.9 43.0 48.6 52.5 43.ll 43.ll
Drilling mud. 10.9 8.6 7.8 7.4 11.3 11.5 9.1 6.0 8.9 10.6 s.a
Cement. 5.0 5.5 3.0 6.7 8.7 8.2 6.5 11.7 7.8 5.1 6.7

Drilling bits. z.s 1.5 0.7 2.1 0.8

:Uiscellaneous materials and
fuel 6.7 7.8 5.3 6.7 6.0 5.3 6.7 3.6 4.3 5.5 6.0
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Table 2. Itemised costs of drilling as percentages of drilling costs;
bores drilled during year ended 31 March 1960

Bore l1um,ber --7- 5U 57 76 78 80 A rcragc

Plant and services. 24.2 16.3 22.3 17.7 19.1 20.2
Labour 16.4 11.0 12.3 11.9 12.8 13.2
Casing. 23.5 44.9 41.3 37.8 34.8 35.2
Drilling mud 21.8 12.7 11.3 9.7 16.4 14.9
Cement 6.5 10.4 6.3 14.3 10.0 9.5
Drilling bits 1.3 1.2 1.6 1.1 1.1
Miscellaneous materials and fuel . 6.3 4.7 5.3 7.0 5.8 6.9

4
680

£31.0
£22.7
£25.7

4
1251
£21.3
£ 9.6
£18.4

References

Acknowledgment

26.9
12.4
14.1
12.8

21.0
7.2

10.2
8.6

(Cost per toot (£ N.Z.)
Drilling only Totat

Bore number

1.
2.
3.
5.

Four were drilled with a light rig to depths between
1 490 and 1 600 feet with costs as follows :

Two other bores (6 and 7) drilled to 3001 feet
and 3 282 feet depth with a heavier rig cost £18.3 and
£17.3 per foot (total cost) respectively, the drilling
cost being 75 per cent - 80 per cent of the total cost.

Bore 4, 3 643 feet depth, cost £21.8 per foot
(total cost). It was drilled initially to 1 500 ft depth
with a light right and subsequently deepened with
a heavy rig, thus accounting in part for the high
cost. Extra cost was also incurred in controlling
a blowout.

These total costs include all costs incurred at
bore sites, and 15 per cent to cover the cost of
access roads, water supply, accommodation and
establishment charges.

1. Fooks, A. C. L., The development of Casings for GeothermaJ
Boreholes at Wairakei, New Zealand, Paper to United Nations
Conference on New Sources of Energy, 1961.

2. Dench, N. D., Investigations for Geothermal Power at Waio
tapu, New Zealand. Paper to United Nations Conference
on New Sources of Energy, 1961.

The permission of F. M. H. Hanson, Commissioner
of Works, to present this paper is gratefully acknow
ledged.

(b) 4" diameter bores. Depth range 1000-1 515'

Number of bores . . . . . 11
Average depth - feet . . 1 176
Cost per foot - maximum £19.6
Cost per foot - minimum £ 8.2
Cost per foot - average . £13.6

(c) 6" diameter bores. Depth range 600-1 000'

Number of bores . . . . 3
Average depth - feet . . 812
Cost per foot - maximum £38.2
Cost per foot - minimum £19.3
Cost per foot - average . £25.5

(d) 6" diameter bores. Depth range 1000-1 500'

Number of bores . . . .
Average depth - feet . .
Cost per foot - maximum
Cost per foot - minimum
Cost per foot - average .

fact that many of them were deepened in stages,
being tested for output temperature, chemical
analysis, etc. at each stage of depth. The following,
however, is an approximate indication of the total
cost of these bores at final depth. All were drilled
with light rigs of 750 feet and 1 500 feet nominal
depth capacity.

(a) 4" diameter bores. Depth range 575-900'

Number of bores . . . .
Average depth - feet ...
Cost per foot - maximum .
Cost per foot - minimum
Cost per foot - average .

Investigation drilling at Waiotapu

Seven investigation bores were drilled at Waiotapu
during 1956 - 1958 and are reported in reference (2).

Summary

Investigation of geothermal areas and production
of steam for generating electric power are performed
by the Ministry of Works. Assistance is rendered
by the Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research, and consulting engineers (Messrs. Merz
and McLellan) have been engaged to design and

supervise construction of a power station at Wairakei
with a planned ultimate capacity of about 280 mega
watts. The New Zealand Electricity Department
operates the power station, taking over stages as
they are completed. The first stage, 69 megawatts
installed capacity, is completed and the second
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stage, increasing capacity to 192 megawatts, is
under construction.

The Ministry of Works establishment at Wairakei
comprises a staff of 84, and 234 workmen. This
enables two drilling rigs (rated to drill to 3 000 feet)
to be operated, and also smaller rigs for minor
investigation drilling and consolidation grouting
around wellheads. The work performed includes
all that necessary for the development of the produc
tion field, investigational drilling in outlying areas
at Wairakei and elsewhere, and obtaining, recording
and interpreting all data necessary for assessment
of the potentialities of a geothermal area and for
management of the production field.

As at 31 March 1960, the total cost of bores in
the production field at Wairakei, including the
initial investigation bores, was £2.3 million. Of this
amount 17 per cent had been spent on maintenance
and installing slotted liners. The expenditure repre
sents about 72 per cent of the total cost of steam
winning, the balance being for main roads, water
supply, depreciation of buildings, measuring bore
outputs, field investigations, etc.

The total cost of bores is equivalent to £17.6 per
foot reckoned on the total number of feet drilled.

During the year ended 31 March 1959, ten 8"
diameter production bores were drilled at an average
cost of £7.3 per foot for drilling only, and £13.3
per foot including cost of local access roads, site
preparation, consolidation grouting of site, wellhead
cellar and silencer construction, etc. Seven of these
bores were 1 900 - 2 300 feet deep, and three were
2 700 - 3 200 feet deep.

During the following year, five generally similar
bores, 2 100 - 2300 feet deep, cost £10.5 per foot

for drilling only and £18.2 per foot when the other
costs are inc~uded. The. hig~er. cost was due mainly
to a longer time spent III drilling but usage of drill
ing mud and cement was also greater.

The cost of 8" diameter production bores drilled
in preceding years averaged about £16 per foot.
Most of them were about 2000 feet deep.

Recently drilled 8" diameter investigation bores
(2 700 - 3 300 feet deep) in areas outlying the present
production field at Wairakei cost about £17 per
foot.

The first investigation bores at Wairakei drilled
during 1950 - 52 with small rigs were mostly deepened
in stages and tested for output, temperature, chemical
analysis, etc. at each stage of depth. Average costs
were approximately:

Diameter Depth range
Cost per foot(inches) (feet)

4 575-900 £25.7
4 1 000-1 515 £13.6
6 600-1 000 £25.5
6 1 000-1 500 £18.4

Seven investigation bores were drilled at Waiotapu
during 1956-58. Four drilled to depths between
1490 and 1600 feet cost £26.9, £12.4, £14.1 and
£12.8 per foot respectively. Two drilled to 3001
and 3 282 feet depth cost £18.3 and £17.3 per foot
respectively. The seventh, 3 643 feet, which was
deepened with a heavy rig after first drilling to
1 500 ft with a light rig, cost £21.8 per foot, the
high cost being in part due to controlling a blowout.
These costs include 15 per cent to cover the cost
of access roads, water supply, accommodation
ancl establishment charges.

ORGANISATION DU FORAGE ET FRAIS DE FONQAGE DES PUITS DE VAPEUR
GEOTHERMIQUE

Resume

Le Ministere des travaux publics precede a des
etudes sur les regions geothermiques et la production
de vapeur destinee a l'alimentation d'une centrale
electrique. 11 beneficie de l'aide du service des
recherches scientifiques et industrielles et de celles
d'ingenieurs-conseil (Merz et Mc Lellan), engages
pour mettre au point la realisation cl'une centrale
a Wairakei, dont la puissance installee doit, en fin
de compte, etre d'environ 280 megawatts. Ces
memes techniciens en surveilleront la construction.
Le service cle l'electricite de la Nouvelle-Zelande
exploite la centrale et assure la mise en oeuvre des
diverses tranches prevues, au fur et a mesure de
leur realisation. La premiere tranche, qui porte
sur 69 megawatts, est construite et la deuxieme,

qui portera la capacite a 192 megawatts, est en
construction.

L'installation du Ministere des travaux publics,
aWairakei, comporte un personnel de 84 techniciens
et 234 ouvriers. Ceci permet l'exploitation de deux
installations de forage (d'une capacite de 3 000 pieds
ou 900 metres) et d'installations plus petites pour
des forages de recherches moins importants, ainsi
que la bonne marche des travaux de cimentage cle
consolidation autour des orifices des puits. Les
travaux comportent tout ce qui est necessaire pour
la mise en oeuvre d'un champ en production, les
sondages d'exploration dans les regions periphe
riques de la zone de Wairakei et ailleurs, I'enre
gistrement, I'interpretation de toutes les donnees
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Sept forages de recherches ont ete fences a Waio
tapu au cours de la periode 1956 - 1958. Quatre
ont ete fences a des profondeurs s'echelonnant
entre 1490 et 1 600 pieds (454 - 488 m) au cout de
£26.9, £ 12.4, £ 14.1, et £ 12.8 par pied respective
ment. Deux autres, fences jusqu'a 3001 et 3282
pieds (915 et 1000 m), ont cofite £ 18.3 et £ 17.3
par pied respectivement. Le septieme, qui avait
une profondeur de 3643 pieds (1 110 m) et qui fut
approfondi avec une grosse installation apres avoir
ete tout d'abord fence a 1 500 pieds (457 m) avec
une installation legere, a cofrte £ 21.8 par pied;
le cout eleve etant en partie du a la necessite d'aveu
gler une eruption. 15 p. 100 de ces prix couvrent
le cout des routes d'acces, de la fourniture d'eau,
des installations et de l'etablissement.

(203 mm) de diametre fences au cours des annees
precedentes a ete de £ 16 par pied en moyenne.
La plupart de ces puits avaient une profondeur
de I'ordre de 2 000 pieds (600 m).

Dans des regions situees sur les bords du champ
actuellement en production a Wairakei, les forages
d'exploration recemment fences, de 8 pouces (203mm)
de diametre et d'une profondeur allant de 2 700 a
3300 pieds, (823 a 1 006 m), ont coute environ
£ 17 par pied.

Les premiers puits de recherches de Wairakei,
fores entre 1950 et 1952 avec de petites installations
ont ete pour la plupart approfondis par etapes
et verifies quant au debit, a la temperature, a la
composition chimique etc. a chaque niveau. Les
frais approximatifs s'etablirent aux valeurs sui
vantes :

Pieds Metres

Gamme des protondeurs

£25.7
£13.6
£25.5
£18.4

Pris
par pied

175-274
305-462
183-305
305-457

575-900
1 000-1 515

600-1000
1 000-1 500

Diomare

4 pouces (102 mm) .
4 pouces (102 mm) .
6 pouces (152 mm) .
6 pouces (152 mm) .

necessaires pour l'evaluation des possibilites d'un
champ geothermique et la direction du champ en
production.

En date du 31 mars 1960, le prix total des puits
dans le champ en production a Wairakei, y compris
les forages d'exploration preliminaires, etait de
£ 2,3 millions. Sur cette somme, 17 p. 100 environ
avaient eM consacres a l'entretien et a l'installation
de revetements rainures. Ces depenses representent
environ 72 p. 100 du cout total de la recuperation
de la vapeur, le solde s'appliquant a des routes
principales, a la fourniture d'eau, a l'amortissement
des batiments, a la mesure du debit des puits, aux
recherches sur place etc.

Les frais totaux de realisation des puits corres
pondent a £ 17.6 par pied sur la base du nombre
total de pieds fores,

Pendant l'annee prenant fin au 31 mars 1959,
on a fence dix puits de production de 8 pouces
(203 mm) de diametre, au prix moyen de £ 7.3 par
pied pour le forage seulement, et £ 13.3 par pied
une fois que l'on comprend dans ce chiffre le coUt
d'etablissement des routes locales d'acces, la prepa
ration du site, le cimentage de consolidation, les
fondations autour de l'ouverture du puits et la
construction de silencieux etc. Sept de ces puits
avaient des profondeurs allant de 1 900 a 2 300
pieds (579 a 701 m), et trois d'entre eux avaient des
profondeurs all ant de 2 700 a 3 200 pieds (823 a
975 m).

Au cours de l'annee suivante, cinq puits a peu
pres semblables, d'une profondeur de 2 100 a 2 300
pieds (640 a 701 m), sont revenus a £ 10.5 par pied
pour le forage seulement, et a£ 18.2 par pied compte
tenu des autres frais. L'augmentation des frais
s'expliquait generalement par la plus grande duree
des travaux de forage, mais la consommation de
boues de forage et de ciment fut egalement plus
importante.

Le cofit des puits de production de 8 pouces
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DRILLING MUD IN GEOTHERMAL DRILLING

D. I. Woids*

The drilling fluids currently used for geothermal
drilling in Wairakei are similar to muds in use for
many years in oil well drilling.

Early investigational drilling of small shallow
depth bores was carried out using a combination'
of Wyoming and New Zealand bentonite with wa~er.

Later other New Zealand clays and bentomtes
mixed with water were also tried. These untreated
muds were unable to fulfil many of the desirable

functions described above, and more particularly,
suffered so severely from high temperature gelation
that it was very difficult to "break circulation"
after a delay of more than half an hour.

In recent years, mud has been made solely with a
commercially produced New Zealand bentonite
which, although of low yield, is the best that is
available in the country. More recently a high
yielding imported bentonite has been, and is being,
used, on a trial basis, and is already proving superior
to the local product in over-all mud-making efficiency
and cost, despite a much higher unit cost.

As the better mud-making bentonites have come
into use, materials and methods of treatment have
also improved. Base mud (bentonite and water)
is now treated with:

(a) Sodium carboxymethyl cellulose (C.M.C) for
reducing water loss as measured by a filter press;

(b) Tannin for thinning, reducing mud viscosity
and gel strength, measured by a stormer viscometer
or A.P.r. funnel viscometer;

(c) Caustic soda to increase alkalinity, measured
by a pH meter or paper;

(d) Barite (finely ground barium sulphate of
high specific gravity) for raising mud density, meas
ured with special mud density balance;

(e) Diesel oil to reduce water loss and improve
the lubricating quality of mud; oil content is measured
with an oil retort.

The muds as developed here have proved satisfac
tory for geothermal drilling purposes at Wairakei
although some shortcomings are apparent. Circulat
ing mud return temperatures do occasionally rise
to 100°C and quite commonly lie between 50°C
and 80°e. If circulation is interrupted for long
periods, mud in the hole will gradually assume
surrounding ground temperatures, which may be
as high as 250°C at 2 000 feet depth. The currently
used mud suffers from usual high temperature
effects, high water loss and high gel strengths,
but little trouble has been experienced due to the
comparative shallowness of the bores and the drill
ing practices used. Improved muds have brought
faster and safer drilling. Caving troubles and lost
circulation have become less frequent, and casing
cementing jobs have improved.

Experiments are now beginning in the Wairakei
laboratory with high temperature lignite so.diu~
surfactant fluids as developed for deep holes m oil
drilling (ref. 1, 2, 3), and also for drilling ste~m

wells in Nevada, D.S.A. (ref. 4, 5). These fluids
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Mud practice

* Engineer, Ministry of Works, Wairakei, New Zealand.

The process of drilling for geothermal steam in
the Wairakei, New Zealand, production field involves
the sinking of wells to approximately 2 000 feet
depth through pumice breccia with a mudstone
layer interbedded at between 400 feet and 600 feet
depth. The country is extensively faulted. Investi
gation bores outside the production area are drilled
to between 3 000 feet and 4 000 feet through similar
rock formations with ignimbrites occurring below
about 2000 feet depth.

Drilling mud is a thixotropic fluid with many
important functions when it is used in well drilling.
It is made up at each well site and stored in surface
tanks, pumped down the hole through the drill pipe,
pumped through the drill bit and returned to surface
storage via the hole-drill pipe annulus. While drill
ing, mud properties are measured and controlled
to ensure that the mud will fulfil the following
functions:

(a) Carry cuttings from the drill bit to the surface.
(b) Hold cuttings and mud solids in suspension

while mud is static in the hole.
(c) Readily release its transported cuttings over

shaker screens at the surface storage tanks.
(d) Build an impermeable cake around the sides

of the hole, and thus help to prevent caving of the
formation and loss of drilling fluid.

(e) Control subsurface pressures by the mud column
hydrostatic head, and thus also help to prevent
caving and/or entry of formation fluids.

(1) 1. Cool and lubricate the drill bit and drill
string.

2. (Particularly in geothermal drilling) Cool
the formations surrounding the drill hole.

(g) Support part of the weight of drill pipe or
casing (while casing is being run into the hole).
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do not suffer high temperature gelation or high
water loss and will undoubtedly come into use here
if preliminary testing proves their efficacy for local
conditions.

Mud is mixed as required at each drilling, the
circulating pumps being used to force water through
a jet-cone mixer into which bentonite, barite, and
other dry treating materials are hand fed. Diesel
oil, which is maintained at 10 per cent of mud volume,
is added directly to the mud tanks and gunned until
it is thoroughly mixed into a true emulsion with
the mud (C.M.C. aids emulsification). The properties
of mud in use are adjusted when necessary by
pumping it through the jet-cone mixer and adding
to it the chemicals, etc., required. Usually water
is added at a slow rate almost continuously to
mud in the return flow line to make up for filtrate
lost to the formation being drilled.

The range of mud properties normally employed
at Wairakei is as follows:

(a) Density: 69-73 Ib/cu ft.
(b) Viscosity (A.P.I. funnel): 30-50 seconds.
(c) Initial gel (stormer) : 0-5 g.
(d) 10 minute gel (stomer) : 0-20 g.
(e) Filter loss (A.P.!. 30 minute) : 2-6 c.c.
(f) Filter cake (A.P.!. 30 minute): 1-2 32nds

inch thick.
(g) pH: 10-12.
(h) Oil: 10 per cent.
(i) Sand content : 0.5-2.5 per cent.

Testing mud properties

1. Hourly tests of mud properties are carried out
by each rig crew, and the results entered in the
drilling log together with a summary of all mud
making and treating materials used in the hour.
The tests are to measure temperature, density,
A.P.!. funnel viscosity, A.P.!. filter (water) loss
and filter cake thickness, sand content and pH.

2. Once or twice daily, tests are also carried out
by laboratory staff to check the rig tests and supple
ment these with measurements of stormer viscosity
and gel strengths, and retort tests for oil, water,
and solids percentages in the mud. Filtrage analyses
to determine chloride and calcium contents of the
mud are also carried out in the laboratory but are
not routine as chlorides are usually low, and the
calcium content usually increases only with cement
contamination (severe gelling of the mud). However,
a calcium test is important for determining the
treatment necessary to reduce or eliminate cement
contamination, and it is thought by the writer that
chloride content may be locally high and require
mud treatment. The latter has still to be checked.

3. With the results of the rig tests, laboratory
tests and recommendations, it is possible to treat
the mud at each rig to maintain the programmed
mud properties, the treating materials being those
mentioned above. Cement (or calcium) contamination

is pretreated if possible (e.g., before drilling out a
cement plug) with sodium bicarbonate and tannin.
Chloride contamination' may be treated out with
caustic soda and tannin (or a modified lignosul
phonate).

4. As mentioned above, special laboratory work
is also carried out to test products which may
be useful for mud improvements. These tests include
the measurement of filter loss at elevated tem
peratures and pressures to simulate "down-hole" con
ditions. Shortly mud ageing tests will be commenced
to check the ability of certain mud types to resist
the high temperature effects of increased viscosity,
gel strength and filter loss after exposure to high
temperatures for a controlled period.

5. All laboratory work necessary can be carried
out by one trained technician.

Lost circulation

(a) Circulation loss problems can be severe in
the faulted and associated crushed or fractured
zones found in the Wairakei field. A 100 per cent
circulation loss can swiftly become a "blow-out"
hazard if the drill hole is not kept full of mud of
sufficient density to overcome formation pressures;

(b) Drilling techniques and mud properties are
programmed to reduce the risk of losing circulation;

1. Mud density is maintained at the lowest level
capable of safely resisting normal formation pres
sures;

2. Ten minute gel strength is normally kept
below 20 g (although this is difficult to control
in hot conditions with a non-high-temperature
mud), to reduce pump pressures necessary to "break
circulation", and circulation is broken in stages
while running drill pipe into the hole;

3. A.P.!. funnel viscosity is kept below 60 seconds
(also difficult with present mud) to reduce pump
pressures necessary to maintain circulation;

(c) 1. The maintenance of good filter loss
properties of the mud also contributes by maintain
ing a thin wall cake on the open hole and thus
avoiding balling of the bit with consequent "swab
bing". A strong wall cake also strengthens the walls
against pressures from the circulating mud.

2. It is hoped that the use of higher yielding
bentonites which make mud of lower solids content
will aid in keeping viscosities down and allow low
circulation pressures. The better bentonite will
also provide a thinner wall cake, as described above.

3. High temperature mud which does not suffer
high temperature solidification during round trips
will also aid in reducing pump pressures required
to break circulation while running the bit back
into the hole.

(d) 1. When circulation return is lost or partially
lost, the Wairakei practice is to make up bentonite
or bentonite-pozzolan gel plugs incorporating lost
circulation materials, pump this material to the
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Table 1. Typical mud matertals usage in \Vairakei, N.Z., steam production bores

Bore No.

66 ..

Drilled depth

2046

Bentonite

19500

Tannin

4900

NaOH

500

C.M.C.

250

Barite NaHCO,

Note: Drilled with water only from 1\)35 feet. 1 total circulation loss.

72 .. 2035 68000 14000 1000 670 6200 500
Note: Drilled with water only from 1 600 feet.

Drilled to 1 450, plugged and redrilled from 880 feet.

78 .. 2135 79000 53000 670 1 180 7700 560

Note: Drilled with water from 1 600 feet.

76

80

2072

2285

81000

187 000

59000

116000

1000

3360

670

1 100

5000

32800 1230

57 . . . .. 2215

Note: Many circulation losses, cement plugs.
12000 gals. of base mud also supplied.

44000 94000 560 1 100

Note: Drilled with water from 1600 feet.

11 300 390

NOTES: Quantities are shown in English pounds weight.
Diesel oil volume in mud is not available.
Drilled depth is measured in feet.
I\aHC03 (Sod. bicarbonate for treating out cement contamination only).
1\Iost bores were completed with water circulation after complete loss of circulation at 1 600 feet.

loss zone and squeeze the gelled material into the
country with pump pressure. Bentonite-diesel oil
"gunk" plugs have also been used successfully,
but silica gel plugs with indifferent success. The
best practice in combating a circulation loss in a
known "loss zone" is to use a variety of lost circu
lation materials, mixed in 2 000-3 000 gallons of
fully treated mud, the whole being placed in one
operation and squeezed into the loss zone. Where'
mud ten minute gel strength is less than 30 g,
cement or lime should be added to the whole batch
to produce a highly gelled plug.

2. Little experience with commercial lost circula
tion materials has been developed at Wairakei:
sawdust, pine needles, rope tow, and (latterly)
flake mica being the only materials used extensively
to date. However, it is hoped to use cotton seed
husks and specially prepared cellophane shortly,
and to make trials with other materials prepared
commercially for plugging circulation losses.

TABLE I

Table I IS included to show the mud material
usages in a number of typical Wairakei bores.

Bentonite used in bore No. 66 was an imported high
yield type.
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Surnrnary

Geothermal steam wells in the Wairakei, New
Zealand, production field are approximately 2 000
feet deep in extensively faulted pumice breccias.
The drilling is carried out by the Power Division,
N.Z. Ministry of Works.

Drilling fluids in use are bentonite oil emulsion
muds similar to those in use for oil well drilling. Mud
is mixed as required at each drilling site and is

treated to give it properties designed to (a) carry
drill cuttings to the surface; (b) build an impermeable
strong cake about the drill hole wall; (c) control
subsurface pressures by mud column density; (d)
cool and lubricate the drill bit and surrounding
formations.

\Vairakei mud has been improved since the early
drilling stages. Since good bentonite has been in use,
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and the mud has been carefully controlled by treat
ment, drilling has become faster and safer, and casing
running/cementing is both quicker and more effective.
Mud making and treating materials are as follows:

(a) Bentonite and water for base mud
(b) Carboxy-methyl cellulose (C.M.C.) for water

loss control
(c) Tannin for viscosity and gel strength reduction
(d) Caustic soda for alkalinity control
(e) Barite for density control
(f) Diesel oil (normally 10 per cent by volume

of mud) for water loss control and increased
lubrication.

The testing of mud properties is carried out with
standard oil well mud testing equipment at hourly
intervals by rig crews, and daily by laboratory staff
to determine treatment required to maintain desired

properties. Additional laboratory testing is also
carried out to check high temperature performance
of the mud and also new materials.

It is expected that the use of newly developed
high temperature muds of the lignite sodium sur
factant type (refs. 1-5 in this paper) will greatly
improve the drilling conditions. The present mud
suffers high water loss and gelation at elevated
temperatures.

Circulation losses are troublesome at Wairakei
and good mud control is important in helping to
reduce the frequency of losses, while a better range
of circulation loss materials would speed the regain
ing of circulation, once it is lost. At present, circula
tion loss materials used are sawdust, pine needles,
rope tow, and flake mica. These are mixed in ben
tonite gel plugs and pumped into loss zones as a
sealer.

BODES DE FORAGE DANS LES PUITS GEOTHERMIQUES

Resume

Les puits de vapeur geothermique dans les champs
qui sont en production aWairakei, Nouvelle-Zelande,
ant une profondeur de l'ordre de 2 000 pieds ou
600 m et sont fores dans des breches de pierre ponce
riche en failles. Les forages sont menes par le bureau
de la force motrice du ministere des travaux publics
de la Nouvelle-Zelande.

Les liquides de forage que l'on utilise sont des
boues constituees par une emulsion d'huile et de
bentonite analogue a celle dont on se sert pour le
forage des puits de petrole. La boue est prepares
par melange a chaque installation suivant les besoins,
puis elIe est traitee pour acquerir les proprietes
necessaires de maniere a :

a) Ramener les dechets du forage a la surface;
b) Former une masse impermeable resistante

autour des parois du puits;
c) Regler les pressions souterraines en fonction

de la densite de la colonne ainsi forrnee ;
d) Refroidir et lubrifier le foret et les formations

a voisinantes.
La boue utilisee a Wairakei a ete amelioree depuis

les premieres etapes des forages. Depuis que l'on se
sert d'une bonne bentonite et que la qualite de la
boue est soigneusement reglee par un traitement
judicieux, les forages sont devenus plus rapides et
plus surs, et le cimentage du tubage, au fur et amesure
du foncage, se fait a la fois plus vite et mieux. Les
materiaux dont on se sert pour preparer la boue et
assurer son traiternent sont les suivants :

a) Le melange bentonite-eau, qui constitue la boue
de base;

b) La carboxymethyl-cellulose (C.M.C), qui limite
les pertes d'eau;

c) Le tanin, qui reduit la viscosite et la resistance
du gel;

d) La soude caustique, qui permet d'ajuster le
pH alcalin;

e) La baryte, qui assure le reglage de la densite ;
f) L'huile lourde (normalement 10 p. 100 de la

boue en volume), qui reduit les pertes d'eau et
assure un meilleur graissage.

Les essais sur les proprietes de la boue sont executes,
toutes les heures, avec du materiel classique pour
puits de petrole, par les equipes des installaLions;
une fois par jour, le personnel du laboratoire precede
egalement a des essais, pour juger du traitcment
necessaire pour conserver a cette boue les proprietes
souhaitees, On precede egalement a des essais de
laboratoire supplementaires, sur le comportement
de la boue aux temperatures elevees et les nouveaux
materiaux,

On pense que l'emploi des boues speciales pour
hautes temperatures, recemment mises au point~ du
genre lignite-sodium, a grande tension superficielle
(Voir les nv 1 a 5 compris dans la bibliographie repro
duite a la fin de cc memoire) ameliorera beaucoup les
conditions de forage. Les boues actuelles souffrent
de pertes d'eau considerables et de la formation de
gels consistants aux temperatures elevees.

Les pannes de circulation genent les travaux de
Wairakei et il est important de bien regler la qualite
de la boue pour en reduire la frequence. Par ailleurs,
un meilleur choix de materiaux a employer contre
ces pannes que celui dont nous disposons actuelle
ment accelererait les reprises de circulation apres
les pannes. Dans l'etat courant de la tech~ique, .les
materiaux utilises en cas de panne de circulation
sont la sciure de bois, les aiguilles de pin, l'etoupe
de cordage et le mica en paillettes. On les ajoute ades
bouchons faits de gel de bentonite et on les injecte
ala pompe dans les zones ou ces pannes se produisent,
pour garantir l'etancheite du systeme.
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GEOTHERMAL POWER DEVELOPMENT AT WAIRAKEI, NEW ZEALAND

H. Christopher H. Armstead*

G/~

THE PROBLEM OF FIXING OPERATING PRESSURES

AND TEMPERATURES

The choice of working pressures was partly dictated
by force of circumstance. The requirements of the
chemical plant which was originally to have formed

an earlier project, now abandoned, to install a
chemical distillation plant at Wairakei, taking steam
at 50 lb/sq in. gauge and exhausting at t lb/sq in.
gauge. This plant, which was to have been combined
with topping sets on the upstream side and condens
ing sets on the downstream side, was cancelled after
the associated turbo-alternators were in an advanced
state of manufacture, and its place was taken by
two IP back-pressure sets.' But for this historical
complication a simpler arrangement of plant would
have been chosen. Direct bore steam enters the
station at two pressures, as shown, and the hot water
will be partly flashed into steam at 50 and at t Ib/sq
in. g. To retain as far as possible an undisturbed
balance of steam flows when any set in the A station
is out of service, bypass reducing valves are connected
across each back-pressure set, and a dump condenser
is provided as a flow substitute for an LP condensing
set.

The 30 MW turbines will be of the mixed pressure
type, taking most of their steam at 50 lbjsq in. g
with additional "pass-in" steam at t lbjsq in. g.
Ultimately it is intended that all the pass-in ste3:in
shall be derived from flashed hot water, but while
the quantity of piped hot water is limited it will
be necessary to bypass some of the pass-in steam
from the IP main through a reducing valve.

Since there is no need to recover the condensate
from the LP and MP sets, these machines are served
by jet condensers. The incondensible gases are re
moved from the condensers of the LP sets by means
of high speed multi-stage rotary exhausters and from
those of the MP sets by means of steam ejectors.

Certain design problems are considered in the
following section.

New Zealand's goethermal power scheme at
Wairakei has been generating power since November
1958. The load carried is 65 MW or more, and outputs
up to 10! million kWh per week have been generated,
equivalent to about 12 per cent of the total energy
production in North Island. The authorised installa
tion of 192 MW was sanctioned in two stages. The
first (69 MW), completed in March 1960, makes use
of bore steam only and employs seven small turbo
alternators of approximately 6t MW and 11 MW
ratings. The second stage (123 MW), now under
construction, will introduce to a limited extent the
use of hot water in addition to bore steam; it will
also be partly served by larger (30 MW) turbo
alternators.

Figure 1 shows the thermal field where some
twenty-six production bores are now in use, and a
further twenty-five or more will probably be in
service within a year or two. Steam is led from the
bores through 20" and 30" pipelines to the two power
stations sited on the left bank of the Waikato River,
some two miles from the centre of the bore field.
One of these stations, the "A" building, contains
all the smaller (6t and 11 MW) sets, whereas the
"B" building, now under construction, will accom
modate the 30 MW sets. Hot water will at first be
piped to the station from a group of seven wells
only, situated about half way along the steam pipe
route.

The decision to site the power stations close to
the river bank was taken after first considering the
alternative of placing them near the centre of the
bore area and serving them with cooling towers.
The riverside site showed a slight economic advan
tage over the bore field site, and this advantage
was reinforced by the availability of a far more
convenient building area.

A future extension has been tentatively planned
for doubling the size of the B station to accommodate
three more 30 MW sets, thus raising the total in
stalled capacity to 282 MW. If satisfactory experi
ence is gained with the hot water plant now under
construction, the intention is to generate the greater
part of the additional 90 MW from hot water.
About one-third of the ultimate output would then
be derived from hot water.

Figure 2 and tables 1 and 2 show the arrangement,
capacities and rated steam consumption of the turbo
alternators. The use of back-pressure and condensing
sets in "cascade" in the A station is the result of

* Mcrz and l\IeLellan, Consulting Engineers, United Kingdom.
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Design problems

1 The following abbreviations have been used in this paper:

HP High pressure
IP. . Intermediate pressure
LP. . Low pressure
MP . Mixed pressure
TSV . Turbine stop valve
klbjhr Thousands of pounds per hour
in. Hg Conventional inches of mercury
CW . Cooling water
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Table 1. Installed generator capacities

Turbo-alternators

HP sets.

II' sets
LP sets

MP sets

Authorized plant
Possible future "extension:

l\IP sets . . . . . . .

Planned nltimate development

1'5V pressure

180 lb/sq in.g

50 Ib/sq in.g
0.5 lb/sq in.g

(11-in.Hg back-pressure)
50 and 0.5 lb/sq in.g

(11-in.Hg back-pressure)

50 and 0.5 Ibis'} in.g
(11-in.Hg back-pressure)

In the A station
(MW)

2 X 6.5
2 X 11.15
2 X 11.15
4 X 11.15

102.2

102.2

In the B station
(2l'IW)

3 X 30

!l0

3 X 30

180

Total
(MW)

13
22.3
22.3
44.6

!l0

192.2

!l0

282.2

part of the project defined two pressure systems
within the plant area, namely 50 lb/sq in. g and
t Ib/sq in. g, but it was necessary to fix a suitable
admission pressure to the topping sets. Economy of
design of these sets and of the steam pipelines
favoured the choice of a relatively high admission
pressure; optimum yield of wells favoured a lower
choice. The value chosen was 180 lbjsq in. g.

The established IP and LP mains in the power
stations are at pressures which are entirely suitable
for sequential flashing of hot water.

The Wairakei bores fall into two classes: those
of better quality, the HP bores, being suitable for
supplying the topping sets, and those of secondary
quality, the IP bores, being suitable for feeding
directly into the IP main at the power stations (see
figure 2).

Investigation showed that the use of fuel fired
superheaters could not be economically justified.
Saturation temperatures therefore prevail throughout
the system.

THE PROBLEM OF SIZING THE GENERATORS

As with working pressures, the cancelled chemical
plant exercised a considerable influence upon the
choice of generators for the first stage (69 MW) of
development. The specified yield of LP vapour from
this plant limited the total power that could be
extracted from it, and the size of each LP condensing
set was in turn limited by the necessity for fixing
an upper limit to the blade tip speed.s These con
siderations led to the adoption of LP sets rated at
11.15 MW each.

The size of the two smaller HP sets was' fixed
by the required intake of IP steam into the chemical
plant less the early expeotations of IP bore steam.
The difference had to be supplied from exhaust
steam from the HP sets, and an arrangement of two
6t. MW sets was convenient.

The equivalent power potential of the steam
consumed by the chemical plant was about 22 MW,

2 See section on the problem of corrosion, below.

and when that plant was cancelled it was convenient
to install two IP back pressure sets in its place, each
of about 11 MW rating, thus enabling the same size
of alternator to be used as with the LP sets.

For the extensions there was greater freedom of
choice in sizing the generators since the chemical plant
was no longer a factor to be considered. For the
additional HP sets there were advantages in fixing
the size either at 6t or at 11 MW to enable the first
stage alternators to be repeated. Expectations of HP
steam winnings were such as to justify a choice of the
larger size.

Whilst 6t MW and 11 MW sets were regarded as
acceptable sizes for the small pioneering installation
of 69 MW total, sets of larger size were obviously
desirable when it was decided to extend the plant
to a much greater total capacity. It was no longer
necessary to expand IP steam to vacuum in two
sets of turbines; with suitable provision for water
separation part way along the turbine it was possible
to do this in a single machine. All the turbines
in the A station run at 3 000 rpm but by adopting
a speed of 1 500 rpm and making use of the greater
pressure range, it was possible to design 30 MW sets
with single exhausts. The adoption of twin exhausts
would have enabled 60 MW sets to be used but this
size was considered inconveniently large. The pro
portions of IP admission steam to LP pass-in steam
have been fixed by ultimate expectations of the
quantity of LP flash steam availability.

One of the 11 MW HP sets and one of the 30 MW
sets will normally serve as spare units. The firm station
capacity will therefore be 151 MW.

Table 2. Rated steam consumption of turbines

Class MW Steam klbfhr

HP. 6.5 31!l

HP. 11.15 569

II' . 11.15 460

LP. 11.15 287

MP. 30.0 400 II'
100 LP
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Figure 2. Arrangement of generating plant

THE PROBLEM OF WATER SEPARATION

The bore fluid contains water in quantities ranging
from 4 to 8 times the quantity of steam by weight.
This water must be separated from the steam at each
wellhead so that the steam fed to the turbines may
be as dry as possible, not only because the presence
of water in turbines is harmful per se but because of
the corrosive constituents in the water phase (see
table 3). Two systems are in use at Wairakei, as
illustrated diagrammatically in figure 3. In one,
crude separation is first effected in an inverted V
bend placed immediately above the bore. Most of
the water is thrown against the outer wall of the
bend and the partially dried steam is led away from

the inner wall after the bend. About 85 to 90 per cent
of the water is removed in this manner, the remain
ing 10 to 15 per cent being removed in a "cyclone".
With the alternative arrangement the V-bend is
dispensed with and the whole process of separation
takes place in a single cyclone with corresponding
simplification.

A secondary problem is the removal of the water
after separation from the steam at the wellheads. At
wells where the water is to be used for power genera
tion, the water will be collected in a suitable tank
whence it will be pumped to the station. At other
wells the water must be discarded to waste. To
avoid costly float-operated valves and similar de-
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Table 3. Typical analyses of Impur-ities in geotherrnal fluids

Gas content of steam
(parts per million by weight)

Solubles in hot water
(parts per million by weight)

HP bore IP bore

CO2 4857 3467 Bicarbonate (as HC03 ) . 39
H 2S 132 70 Metaboric acid (H2B204 ) • 116
H 2 • 1 1 Fluoride (as F) 10
CH 4 3 5 Chloride (as Cl) 2318
N2 7 17 Sulphate (as S04) 34

TOTAL 5000 3560 Silica (Si02) • 300
pH 8.6

Pressure corrected to . 200 lbjsq in.g 70 lbjsq in.g

vices, advantage has been taken of the self-regulating
characteristics of suitably shaped orifices when
discharging boiling water. It is found that such ori
fices can pass a wide range of flows (about 2t : 1 ratio)
without flooding on the one hand or loss of seal on
the other.

Lest wet steam should pass out from the well-head
equipment despite the measures taken to remove
the water, a ball float valve is fitted in each steam
take-off pipe. The presence of gross quantities of
water will lift the ball and isolate the well from the
steam mains. If this should occur the pressure in the
cyclone would tend to rise to the "shut-in" pressure
of the well. To protect the equipment from this a
bursting disc is provided which will rupture under
high pressure, enabling the bore to discharge to
waste.

Although the steam leaves the wellhead equipment
nearly dry, some condensation occurs in transit,
most of which is removed by means of traps placed
at frequent intervals along the pipelines. By repeated
dilution and partial removal the water phase becomes
highly purified by the time the steam reaches the
turbines.

Separators are incorporated in the station pipe
work to remove most of the exhaust wetness from
the back-pressure turbines. In the 30 MW sets an
integral separator is built into the turbine casing
to remove most of the moisture from the expanding
IP steam just before it is mixed with the LP pass-in
steam.

THE PROBLEM OF CORROSION

The chemical impurities present in the natural
steam and hot water (see table 3) call for special care
in selecting materials. Field tests on material samples
were therefore initiated in 1950, the results of which
gave valuable guidance in this problem.

Fortunately mild steel shows good resistance to
geothermal fluids so long as no oxygen is present
and can safely be used for wellhead gear, steam and
hot water pipes, flash vessels, etc. Copper and
copper-based alloys, however (other than certain
brasses), proved to be vulnerable, and this precludes
the use of brazing spelter.

Thirteen per cent chromium iron of the type
normally used for turbine blades is, in the hardened
state, susceptible to stress-corrosion cracking in the
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........---;'---1 TO WASTE
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Figure 3. Diagram of wellhead equiprnenr
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presence of geothermal steam, but enjoys immunity
in the soft (non-martensitic) state, provided that
sodium chloride is absent, or present only in minute
quantities. Turbine blades have therefore been made
of stainless iron in the soft state.

Soft blades, however, are susceptible to erosion
in the "wet" end of a turbine, and it is not possible
to protect them by brazing on erosion shields owing
to the risks of local hardening and the vulnerability
of spelter. It was therefore decided to restrict the
blade tip speeds to the conservative figure of 900 ftl
sec, although this imposes a limit to the capacity
of the condensing sets.

Sodium chloride is not expected to reach the
turbines with the direct bore steam in more than
negligible quantities, and to intercept the salt
carryover from the flash vessels, scrubbers have been
installed to wash the flash steam and so to preserve
the immunity of the blade material to stress corrosion
cracking.

The most arduous conditions from the corrosion
aspect occur in the condensers and gas-exhausting
equipment where bore gas, air and moisture are all
present simultaneously. The internal surfaces of the
main jet condensers and ejector condensers are
therefore protected with various resinous coatings.
The first stage of each exhauster rotor, where the
gases are liable to be wet, is of austenitic stainless
steel, though subsequent stages, where the gases
are normally dry, are of carbon steel. The inter
cooler tubes are' of pure aluminium -- a metal which
is generally resistive to geothermal steam except at
high temperatures.

THE PROBLEM OF HOT WATER TRANSM-ISSION

The hot water collected at the wellheads is at
the boiling temperature corresponding to the pressure.
If at any point during its transmission to the station
the hydraulic pressure is allowed to fall below the
vapour pressure, steam will form in the pipes and
this could give rise to unpredictable and possibly
disastrous water-hammer phenomena. It is not
possible for the hot water to be transmitted freely
by gravity from the bores to the station because
the gain in hydraulic pressure due to the natural fall
of the ground is insufficient to offset the accumulated
friction head plus the negative surge heads that may
be induced under transient conditions.

This difficulty is being overcome by pumping
the water so as to raise its hydraulic pressure. As a
further precaution the hot water from the HP bores
will be attemperated by injecting some of the water
from the IP bores, which will be about 70°F cooler,
in order to lower the vapour pressure. The gain
obtainable from attemperation is very marked;
the addition of only 10 per cent IP water is equivalent
to a gain in hydraulic head of more than 40 ft, and
this gain enables a higher water velocity to be used
which raises the capacity of the pipeline by 75 per
cent in flow and about 70 per cent in power potential.

The scheme adopted is illustrated in figure 4,
which shows only one of several HP wells and only
one IP well. The hot water from each well is collected
in a vessel whence it is pumped directly into the hot
water pipeline. At the upper end of this pipeline is
connected a "head tank", the purposes of which are
to stabilise the delivery head of the wellhead pumps,
to give storage capacity to absorb transient changes
of flow, and to provide an actuating water level for
controlling by means of signals the rate at which the
hot water is admitted into the flash vessels at the
station. The water level in this tank is about 30 ft
above the pipeline, and the space in the upper part
of it is vented to the steam supply system so that
the pressure at the water surface is approximately
the same as that at which the water is collected
at the HP wells. The HP well pumps have a lift
of 40 ft, which is sufficient to overcome the static
head of the head tank plus pipe friction in the branch
lines. The IP well pumps have a lift of 450 ft so as
to carry the additional burden of the pressure differ
ence between the HP and IP systems. Both types
of pump are electrically driven and are of the self
throttling extraction type.

On arrival at the station the hot water divides
into two parallel circuits in each of which it passes
through an automatic control valve which lets down
the pressure to that of the IP flash vessels. The rate
of movement of these valves is restricted to ensure
that surge heads are kept within safe limits. High
negative surge heads are particularly dangerous
since they could lead to boiling in the pipeline.

The flash vessels are of the cyclone type, similar
to, but larger than, the bottom outlet separators
used at the wellheads. Suitable erosion shields are
provided where the- explosive impact of the flashing
water is greatest. The first stage flash steam is led
into the IP steam main after passing through a scrub
ber. The residual water from the IP flash vessels is
passed on through control orifices into the LP
flash vessels, and the second stage flash steam,
after being scrubbed, is led into the LP steam main.
The residual water from the LP flash vessels is
automatical1y discharged into the river.

THE PROBLEM OF CONTROL

With the complex system of four different types
of turbine operating in series and in parallel, and
with bore steam and flash steam entering the station
at different pressures, it is essential that pressures
be so controlled as to ensure a minimum of distur
bance under conditions of load variation or plant
failure. Unless suitable precautions are taken, the
change in demand for steam occasioned by such
conditions will tend to result in marked variations
in the steam pressures in the pipelines and at the
wells by reason of the pressure/flow characteristics
of the bores.

On the HP system excessive pressure rise under
conditions of reduced flow to the station is prevented
by means of automatic vent valves which discharge

10
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Table 4. Estimated capital costs of 192 MW authorised installation

Item Capital cost
Cost per kilowatt installed(thousands)

Heat supply:

Prospecting £411 £2.14
Drilling. £1731 £9.01
Steam and hot water collection and trans-

mission. £4457 £23.20
£6599 £34.35

Power house and plant:

Civil works and building. £2410 £12.54
Turbo-alternators £3873 £20.14
Electrical plant and cabling. £408 £2.12
Sundry plant £542 £2.82

£7233 £37.62
CW system:

Civil works and building. £854 £4.44
Plant. £349 £1.81

£1203 £6.25
High voltage substation:

Civil works and building. £188 £0.98
Plant. £586 £3.05

£774 £4.03
--- --

TOTAL £15809 £82.25

NOTE: These costs include import duty and sales tax (where applicable) and the cost of engineering, but they exclude interest during
construction.
The cost of 220 kV transmission lines is excluded, but the whole of the 11/220 kV transformation and switching substation
is included.

to waste such quantities of connected steam that
the station cannot "swallow". The connection of at
least one surplus bore over and above the full load
requirements of the station ensures that the pressure
should never fall below the rated HP turbine admis
sion pressure.

On the IP system the pressure will be maintained
constant only if the total inflow from the IP wells,
the HP turbine exhausts, the first stage flash, and
the HP/IP reducing valves is equal to the total
outflow through the IP and MP sets and through
lP/LP reducing valves. Any disturbance in this
balance will be reflected in a rise or fall of pressure
in the IP pipework at the station. The IP system
is therefore also provided with an automatic vent
valve which adjusts the balance by blowing more
or less steam to waste when the pressure starts to
rise or fall, respectively.

On the LP system a balance between inflow and
outflow, and therefore constancy of pressure, will
later be ensured by automatically adjusting an
amount of "spill" from the hot water system, thus
affording a means of trimming the quantity of LP
flash steam to the demands of the LP system. For
the present, the pressure is normally kept constant
by suitably adjusting the governors of the IP and
LP sets.

The characteristics of the hot water extraction
pumps at the wellheads will normally ensure the
delivery into the pipeline of whatever quantity
of hot water is yielded by the selected wells. A

control system has been devised which will ensure
that the whole of this quantity is normally delivered
to the flash vessels. This will be effected by comparing
two signals: one from the water level in the head
tank and one from a flowmeter in the hot water
pipeline at the station end. Any difference between
these signals will cause the control valves to open
or close until the two signals correspond. A rise in the
water level in the head tank, signifying a momentary
excess of inflow over outflow, will cause the control
valves to open wider; a fall will cause them to close
further. In this manner the balance will be restored.
The size of the head tank has been so chosen as to
absorb transient differences between inflow and
outflow and to ensure that the rate of movement of the
control valves will not induce excessive surge heads.

A further control element is necessary to cover
the possible loss of attemperating water, which loss
would have the effect of reducing the transmission
capacity of the hot water pipeline. A flowmeter will
therefore be provided to measure the total quantity
of attemperating water, and if this should be less
than a certain safe value the quantity of HP water
will automatically be trimmed to a safe value, by
tripping off some of the HP well pumps if necessary.

In this manner, all the available hot water will
normally be delivered to the flash vessels unless
some curtailment is necessitated by an insufficiency
of attemperating water. If the turbines cannot absorb
the whole of the flash steam from the transmitted
water then some spilling of hot water will be neces
sary, as noted above.
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Costs

The estimated capital costs of the 192 MW author
ised installation are set out in table 4. If the installa
tion is ultimately extended to 282 MW it is hoped that
the capital costs per kilowatt installed will fall to
less than £78.

The production costs per kWh generated will of
course depend on the station output. It is hoped that
with 192 MW installed it will be possible to generate
about I 220 million kWh per annum. The greater
part of the production costs will consist of capital
charges, and these will in turn partly depend upon
the life assigned to the assets. Owing to the uncertain
ties attached to the endurance of the thermal field
itself, it has been deemed advisable to assume
an average life of only twenty years for all the
assets. On this basis, and reckoning interest at
5 per cent per annum, the average cost per unit when
the stations are in full production is expected to
be under 0.4 pence per kWh. If the installation
is ever extended to 282 MW it is expected that
the production. costs per unit will fall by about
12 per cent.

Conclusion

The advent of geothermal power in New Zealand's
Nor~h Island has altered the pattern of generation.
Until recently almost the whole of the load was
carried by hydro stations, each of which operated
at a load factor of about 58 per cent, which was that
of the system load. Wairakei is now providing a
growing base load at a high-load factor and this
has to be supplemented by some low-load factor
stations. The installed capacity of some of the hydro
stations has therefore been increased to allow for
this, and a new 180 MW coal-fired thermal station
at Meremere is available for carrying peak loads.
By the time that the authorised installation of
192 MW has been wholly commissioned it is expected
that Wairakei will be contributing about one
quarter of North Island's power requirements.

Experience is steadily being gained in the manage
ment of the thermal field and in the operation of the
bores and plant. The turbines run very steadily.
It seems probable that geothermal power will play
an increasingly prominent part in the economic life
of New Zealand.

Summary

This paper relates to one particular geothermal
development - namely, the scheme for generating
electric power at Wairakei in North Island, New
Zealand. Whereas other papers presented at this
Conference are concerned with the winning of steam
and hot water from below ground, this paper describes
how these fluids are utilised at Wairakei for the
production of power. The broad engineering features
of the installation are briefly described and some of
the principal design problems are mentioned. Esti
mates of capital expenditure and of production costs
are also given.

Wairakei has already been contributing about
10 per cent of North Island's power requirements,
and by the end of 1962 or early 1963 it is hoped that
this contribution may perhaps be as much as 20 per
cent. The New Zealand Government has authorized
an installation of 192 MW of plant, of which the first
stage (69 MW) was completed in March 1960. Tenta
tive plans have been prepared for later extending
the scheme to a total installed capacity of 282 MW.
It is intended that about one-third of the ultimate
output will be derived from the hot water and two
thirds from the steam yielded by the bores. Mean
while, since the proposed techniques for transmitting
and flashing hot water in very great quantities are
as yet largely untried, a relatively small-scale develop
ment, using only a fraction of the hot water, is now
under construction as part of the 192 MW authorized
installation. Experience gained from this restricted
development should be of great value if a more

extensive exploitation of the hot water is eventually
made.

After a short description of the steam field, the
power station site and the plant, the paper passes
on to a brief consideration of six specific problems
of design. These are: (a) the factors which determined
the working pressures and temperatures; (b) the
considerations which fixed the sizes of the turbo
alternators; (c) the problem of separating the steam
at the wellheads from the far larger quantities of
hot water associated with it, .the disposal of the
hot water, and the maintenance of a high dryness
fraction while the steam is in transit to the station
and expanding through the turbines; (d) the avoid
ance of corrosion; (c) the problem of transmitting
large quantities of hot water over a long distance
without the occurrence of boiling in the pipes; and
lastly (f) the establishment of a system of controls
which enables steam pressures at the station to be
maintained as nearly constant as possible so that
the generators may run smoothly and at steady
output, and which ensures that all the available
hot water is delivered to the station, consistent
with the ability of the turbines to swallow the ~ash
steam derived therefrom, without rapid fluetuatlOns
of flow.

The estimated capital outlay of the authorised
Wairakei scheme is equivalent to about £82.25 per
kilowatt installed. If the installation is ultimately
extended to 282 MW it is expected that the capital
outlay per kilowatt installed will fall below £78.
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Production costs have been estimated at under
0,4 pence per kWh when the 192 MW installation is in
full production; if the installation is ever extended to
282 MW these costs should fall by about 12 per cent.

The Wairakei scheme is essentially for the pro
duction of base load energy at high load factor.
Peak loads will be carried by additional generators

installed in existing hydroelectric stations and by a
recently constructed coal-fired station at Meremere,

In a short paper the description of a complex
installation must of necessity be brief and confined
to the main features only. Likewise it is not possible
to make more than very short reference to only
some of the many design problems involved.

LA CENTRALE D'ENERGIE GEOTHERMIQUE DE WAIRAKEI, NOUVELLE-ZELANDE

Resume

On s'en tiendra, dans la presente communication,
a une seule centrale geothermique, celle qui est
destinee a la production de courant electrique a
Wairakei, ile du Nord, Nouvelle-Zelande, Tandis
que d'autres memoires soumis a cette merne confe
rence s'attachent a la recuperation de vapeur et
d'eau chaude du sous-sol, celui-ci decrit leur utilisa
tion, aWairakei, a la production d'energie electrique,
Les principales caracteristiques techniques de I'instal
lation font 1'objet d'une breve description, et on
signale quelques-uns des principaux problemes qu'en
souleve la realisation.

Wairakei assure deja la couverture de 10 p. 100
environ des besoins energetiques de l'ile du Nord
et, pour la fin de 1962 ou le debut de 1963, on espere
que la fraction ainsi fournie atteindra jusqu'a
20 p. 100. Le Gouvernement neo-zelandais a autorise
1'installation de 192 megawatts, programme dont
la premiere tranche (69 megawatts) etait prete en
mars 1960. On a prepare certains plans preliminaires
pour passer ulterieurement a une capacite installee
totale de 282 megawatts. On se propose d'utiliser
l'eau chaude pour la production d'environ 30 p. 100
de l'energie envisagee, en fin de compte, la vapeur
debitee par les puits devant en fournir les deux tiers.
Entre-temps, pour autant que les techniques de
transport et de vaporisation rapide de l'eau chaude
en quantites tres importantes n'ont pour ainsi dire
pas encore ete mises a I'epreuve, on construit actuel
lement une installation a echelle relativement modeste
et n'utilisant qu'une partie de 1'eau chaude disponible,
dans le cadre du programme d'ensemble qui autorise
I'amenagement de 192 megawatts. L'experience
acquise avec ce projet limite ne saurait manquer
de presenter beaucoup de valeur si on en venait, en
fin de compte, a mettre 1'eau chaude en exploitation
sur une plus grande echelle.

Apres une breve description du champ producteur
de vapeur, du site de la station et de la centrale,
I'auteur passe rapidement en revue six problemes
particuliers de realisation. Ce sont : a) les elements
qui ont determine les pressions et les temperatures
de travail, b) les considerations qui ont dicte la taille
des turbo-altemateurs, c) la question soulevee par

le besoin, a la bouche des puits, de separer la vapeur
des quantites beaucoup plus considerables d'eau
chaude qui viennent avec elle, par la maniere de
disposer de 1'eau chaude et par le moyen de maintenir
un degre de secheresse tres eleve pendant que la
vapeur s'achernine vers la centrale et se detend clans
les turbines, d) la lutte contre la corrosion, e) le
probleme pose par le besoin de transporter de grosses
quantites d'eau chaude sur de grandes distances
sans qu'il se produise d'ebullition dans les conduites .
et, finalement, f) la mise au point d'un systeme de
commandes permettant de maintenir les pressions
de vapeur aussi constantes que possible a la centrale,
de maniere a ce que les alternateurs fonctionnent
sans a-coups et a debit soutenu, pour assurer que
toute la quantite d'eau chaude compatible avec la
capacite, de la part des turbines, a absorber la vapeur
rapidement produite, est bien fournie a la centrale
sans rapides fluctuations de debit.

Les investissements de capitaux necessaires pour
mener a bien le projet de Wairakei tel qu'il est
actuellement autorise correspondent a 82,25 livres
environ par kW installe, Si l'on finit par amenager les
282 megawatts prevus, il faut s'attendre a voir les
frais de premier etablissement par kW installe
tomber a moins de 78 livres. Les frais de production
sont evalues a moins de 0,4 penny par kWh pour
1'installation de 192 megawatts en 'plein fonction
nement. Si I'on arrive au 282 megawatts, ces frais
seraient reduits de 12 p. 100 environ.

Le projet de Wairakei envisage essentiellement la
production d'energie avec charge de base et un
Iacteur de charge eleve. Les pointes de charge seraient
couvertes par des generateurs supplementaires a
installer aux centrales hydro-electriques en fonction
nernent, ainsi qu'a une autre, recemment etablie,
chauffee au charbon et situee aMeremere.

La description d'une installation complexe doit
necessairement se limiter a celle des principales
caracteristiques, quand il s'agit d'un rnernoire aussi
bref que celui-ci. De rnerne, on ne peut que tres
succinctement passer en revue certains des nombreux
problemes qu'en souleve la realisation.
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EXPERIENCE GENERATING GEOTHERMAL POWER
AT THE GEYSERS POWER PLANT, SONOMA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Albert W. Bruce*

The construction of The Geysers Power Plant is
an evidence that the earth's geothermal energy can
be used if the right geological and economic factors
exist. Here for the first time in the United States,
on 28 June 1960, electrical energy flowed into the
Pacific Gas and Electric Company's system from
a 12 500 k"VV condensing turbine-generator located in
northern California, about 95 miles north of San
Francisco (figures 1 and 2). A second 12500 kw
unit will be installed to operate initially in 1963.

Other papers presented at this conference describe
how to find and develop geothermal steam. This

. paper discusses the use of geothermal steam in
generating electric power, with particular emphasis
on the preliminary design requirements, experience
in operating the plant, and automatic unattended
operation. It should be pointed out that geothermal
manifestations are found in only a few places, where
a fault in the earth's crust has permitted the magma
to come close to the surface. At The Geysers, it is
believed that the maximum flow of steam comes
where there is a smaller crossfault that crushed
the rock at the main fault to permit egress of the
steam.

The following features distinguish The Geysers
Power Plant.

(i) The plant cycle is simple. The turbine generator
installed at ground level exhausts into an elevated
barometric condenser and the non-condensable gases
are removed by large steam jet gas ejectors. The
cooling tower basin is at the same level as the wells
for the circulating water pumps so a failure of the
pumps does not cause an overflow of the circulating
water system.

(ii) The condensed geothermal steam will provide
the make-up water required for the evaporative
cooling of the circulating water. This is essential
since there is little flow in the adjacent Big Sulphur
Creek at the end of the summer period.

(iii) Stainless steel, aluminium, and protective
coatings are used to resist corrosion by the condensate
and circulating water.

(iv) The plant is designed for automatic unattended
operation. At present the plant runs unattended for
16 hours per day.

* Supervising Mechanical Engineer, Pacific Gas and Electric
Company, San Francisco.

Preliminary design requirements

Before final design requirements are set, certain
data peculiar to geothermal steam and the area
must be determined. These are described in the
following paragraphs.

Pressure of the steam. A characteristic of steam
flow from geothermal areas is that more steam flows
as the pressure at the wellhead is lowered by opening
the valve. There is a point at which additional lower
ing of pressure does not cause more steam to flow.
This is because sonic flow has been reached. Even
before this point is reached there is a rapid drop
in pressure because of the greater unit volume of
steam at low pressures, causing greater pressure
drops. Although it is important to know the steam
flow from each well, it is even more important to
know the flow from the complete field since it is
believed that the wells are fed from a common
source. At The Geysers tests made in November
1960 show that there is very little more flow that

Figure 1. Location of The Geysers power plant
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Figure 2. The Geysers: aerial view from the south. At right, power plant during
construction

can be expected below 35 lb per square inch gauge.
The pressure for the first unit was set at 100 lb per
square inch gauge in 1958. With the flow to the turbine
of 251 000 lb per hour, this could be supported by the
wells. However, in order to supply a second unit
it will be necessary to lower the pressure in the field.
Twelve-inch inlet valves are used at present on
unit No. 1. These will be replaced by larger valves,
so that the pressure will remain the same at the
initial stage of the turbine. The new design pressure
will be 80 lb per square inch gauge for the first
unit and 65 psig for the second unit. Separate wells
and steam transmission lines will be used for the
two units.

Heat content of the steam. The heat content or
enthalpy of the steam can be determined from the
temperature and pressure measurements because
the steam is superheated. At The Geysers, the en
thalpy is about 1204 Btu per lb.

Non-condensable gases in the steam. The quantity
of non-condensable gases in the steam must be
known to design the gas removal equipment of the
barometric condenser. It is the key to the corrosive
ness of the condensate. Also, knowledge of the gas
quantity will permit evaluation of the air pollution
potential. At The Geysers the tests in 1958 showed
that there was about 0.75 of one per cent gases in
the steam. The average molecular weight is 34.37.
Tests in August 1960 showed the quantity of non
condensable gases to be about 0.6] of one per cent.
This lesser amount may be due to the flow of steam
for extended periods. The non-condensable gases are
listed in table 1.

Corrosiveness of the steam, condensate, and circulat
ing water. Extensive tests were made of materials
possibly suitable for use in the construction of the
plant. These tests showed that carbon steel pipe
could be used for the live steam lines. It was neces-
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Table 1. Non-condensable gases in the geotherrnal steam
at The Geysers

sary, however, to use stainless steel pipe for conden
sate and for wet steam as in the exhaust line from the
turbine to the barometric condenser. Aluminium was
suitable for circulating water lines, but reinforced
concrete required a coating. The tests showed copper
and its alloys corroded rapidly.

It was' decided that the main steam line would be
made of carbon steel pipe. The condensate lines are
made of type 304 (18 per cent chrome, 8 per cent
nickel) stainless steel pipe. It was planned to make
the exhaust duct from the turbine of a clad type
410 (12 per cent chrome) stainless steel plate. The
manufacturer was not able to get this clad steel
plate during the 1959 steel strike, however, so a
lighter weight type 304 stainless steel plate was
used.

The main barometric condenser was made of
Lukens clad type 316L stainless steel plate. This
plate is of the low carbon type for better welda
bility. Type 316, which is the 18 per cent chrome 
14 per cent nickel - 2i per cent molybdenum stain
less steel, was found more corrosion resistant than
the type 410 stainless steel in an oxygen laden
environment. During the tests a coupon of type
410 steel was seriously corroded in the test cooling
tower from sulphur reducing bacteria.

The cooling tower was designed to resist the corro
siveness of the circulating water. The tower's struc
tural parts are made of redwood. The fill is made of
styrene plastic. The parts are held together with
type 303 or 204 stainless steel nails, fasteners, and
bolts. All cast iron fittings are covered with a
baked phenolic coating. The tower is sheathed with
cement asbestos board.

The circulating water pumps are made of type
316 stainless steel. For the circulating water lines
above ground, aluminium pipe of type 3003, 3053,
or 6061 is used. Aluminium alloys with no copper
content are specified. The turbine oil coolers have
aluminium tube sheets, aluminium tubes, and the
cast iron water boxes are coated with epoxy paint.

The switching structure and transmission lines
are made of aluminium. All parts that are made of
copper are protected from the atmosphere because
of the hydrogen sulfide.

Average molecular weight: 34.37.
Percentage of gases in steam: 0.61.

Gases

Carbon dioxide, CO2

l\Iethane, CH 4 . • .

Hydrogen, H 2 .••

Nitrogen, Argon, N 2 and A.
Hydrogen sulfide, H 2S . .
Ammonia, NH a .

TOTAL

Volume percentage
at 60F and 30" Hg

69.32
11.81
12.70

1.59
2.99
1.59

100.00

JVeight
percentage

88.73
5.49

.74
1.29
2.96

.79

100.00

Test for wet-bulb temperature. The design of the
cooling tower depends on the wet-bulb temperature
of the atmosphere. In August 1958, a recording
dewpoint and dry-bulb instrument was installed
at the approximate location of the cooling towers.
The maximum wet-bulb .temperature was found
to be 71 degrees Fahrenheit. The normal wet-bulb
in this area in the high temperature season is rather
low because there is no rain. In 1960 with a 110degrees F
dry-bulb temperature, the wet-bulb temperature
was 71 degrees F. For economic reasons, the maximum
wet-bulb temperature is not used for design of ·the
cooling tower, since it occurs such a small percentage
of the time. The design wet-bulb for unit No. 1 is
65 degrees F.

Radioactivity of steam condensate. A sample of the
steam condensate was tested, with the result that
the alpha radiation was found to be 0.015 X 10-7

micro curies per millilitre and the beta and gamma
were no more than the background radiation. This
is well below the permissible level established for
drinking-water by the National Bureau of Standards
and the National Committee for Radiation and
Measurement.

Foundation conditions at the plant site. The plant
is located on a relativelv flat area on the north bank
of Big Sulphur Creek at an elevation about 65 feet
above the creek bed. It was originally planned to
place the turbine room near the creek with the baro
metric condenser at ground level so the exhaust from
the turbine would run horizontally into the condenser.
This would require a deep hotwell for the tailpipe
of the condenser. It was found, however, that the
soil temperature in the test holes was 170 degrees F
at a depth of about 55 feet from the surface. In
addition, the subsurface conditions were found to be
better farther from the creek. Therefore, the plans
were changed. The turbine with its heavier load was
placed closer to the slope of the hill at a ground
elevation of 1 495 feet above sea level, and the
cooling tower was placed next to the creek and at
elevation 1 490 feet so its entire base would be on
undisturbed ground.

Chemistry of the cooling water. As part of the cooling
water overflows from the cooling tower basin into
the creek, the quality of this water was studied.
As predicted, this water does not need treatment
before it drains into the creek. This water requires
that no copper products be used for heat exchangers
because of the corrosiveness of the ammonia present
in it. An interesting aspect of the chemistry of the
water is the reformation of the hydrogen sulfide
which is picked up in the barometric condenser.
Owing to the aeration in the cooling tower, elemental
sulfur is formed. The pick-up of ammonia and carbon
dioxide to form ammonium bicarbonate in the water
makes it mildly alkaline with a pH of 7.2.

Economic features

Eight wells were drilled from 1921 to Hl25 but at
that time no further development was made to
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generate electric power because there was available
abundant low cost hydroelectric resources and rela
tively cheap fossil fuel. In 1955, Magma Power
Company obtained from the Geysers Development
Company, the owners of the land, an exclusive lease
of about 3 620 acres for 99 years, renewable eight
times, for the development and use of the steam
on the property for the purpose of generating electric
power. One well was drilled in October 1955. In
1956, a contract was made with the newly formed
Thermal Power Company to share equally the
benefits and expenses, provided Thermal Power
Company would drill additional wells and aid in
marketing the steam.

Thermal Power Company drilled five wells and
redrilled Magma No. 1. Well No. 3 was abandoned,
and Well No. 4 blew out the nose of the hill when
it was being drilled. Later, in 1959, six additional
wells were drilled.

.On the basis of steam flow measurements made in
December 1957, Pacific Gas and Electric Company
was approached with the proposal that it construct
a steam-electric power plant and a transmission line
which would connect the plant to its system. On the
basis of feasibility and economic studies, the company
signed a contract on 30 October 1958. This contract
provides that the first unit would be 12 500 kW
and a second unit would be at least equal in size if
the supply of steam warranted it. The Pacific Gas
and Electric Company will pay for the steam supply
at a rate of 2.5 mills per net kWh of electric energy
delivered to the transmission line for the first two
units and an escalated price for energy from any
additional units.

The final cost of the first 12 500 kW generating
plant, plus the 11.5/60 kV step-up switchyard is
expected to be $1.9 million. This amount includes
construction and general overheads. A second-hand
turbine-generator was used. If a new one were used,
about $500 000 would be added to the above plant
cost. The ten mile 60 kV transmission line cost is
about $220 000.

In order for the unit cost for a kilowatt-hour of
electric energy to be comparable to the most recent
fuel-oil or gas fired steam-electric plants, the unit
will have to operate at a high capacity factor. It is
operated at full capacity except when it is out for
maintenance or to check the trip relays. For the six
months, after the plant was placed into commercial
operation on 25 September 1960, it operated at
83 per cent capacity factor.

Operating experience

In the initial operation of any power plant there
are difficulties with adjustment and malfunction of
equipment. The following discussion includes only
those items from which a lesson can be learned
and which are due to the use of geothermal steam
or because the plant is designed to be unattended.
The plant was shut down and inspected during the
period from 27 to 31 March 1961. The results of the

inspection are discussed in the following paragraphs,
and confirm the results of the early tests.

Turbine. The upper casings of the turbine were
removed so that the diaphragms and turbine buckets
could be inspected. Both the original monel buckets
and the replacement 12 per cent chrome buckets
in the eighth and ninth stages were in excellent
condition. There was no water erosion on the casing.
The only complication from the geothermal steam
was the dust mixed with oil from the valve seals
which plugged about 30 per cent of the peripheral
area of the first row of buckets. This plugging did not
seem to have reduced the turbine output. The dust
had been caked to a hard mass which required some
force with a sharp tool to remove. The casing and
exhaust hood were covered with tacky dust which
may have protected it from the corrosive effects
of the steam. Dust was also found in the interstage
labyrinth seals.

Barometric condenser. The stainless steel cladding
of the barometric condenser was in excellent condi
tion as were all the other stainless steel parts. The
stainless steel exhaust duct also showed no sign of
corrosion.

Cooling tower. The paint on the fan gear casing,
hub assembly, and support beams had deteriorated;
it was removed and an epoxy coal tar paint applied.
The stainless steel hardware was not corroded. There
was no sign of deterioration in the redwood structure.
The epoxy coal tar paint on the concrete in the basin
was in good condition.

Electrical equipment. The unprotected copper had
been badly attacked by hydrogen sulfide. This
shows the need for a good job of protective coating.
The copper parts that had been properly coated
were in good shape. All fine copper wires hereafter
will be tinned. Braided copper ground straps will
be protected with a no-oxide type of grease or
replaced with aluminium straps. Relay bayonet
plates whose contacts are silver-plated showed some
deterioration of the silver, but tests showed there
is no increase in contact resistance. In the first nine
months service, the corrosion of the commutator
of the exciter has been of concern and has required
cleaning with a canvas-covered paddle more than
is normal.

Care must be exercised that carbon steel parts in
the steam lines are drained and insulated to reduce
condensation. A t inch bypass line on the 4 inch
auxiliary emergency trip valve developed a leak in a
socket weld joint after three months operation.
Although this was due in part to faulty welding, the
line was insulated to reduce future corrosion.

The major design complication was the draining
of the duct from the turbine exhaust to the baro
metric condenser. In conventional power plants, the
condenser is placed under the turbine so turbine
drains flow into it and are pumped out with the
main condensate. In this case, as the condenser is
elevated, the low spot in the duct must be drained.
In the initial design the condensate was to be re-
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moved by a steam jet eductor to the condenser hot
well. In the initial operation the eductor removed
the condensate to about 75 per cent load. As an
interim measure, a water eductor was placed in the
duct drain line to cool and boost the 134 degree F
condensate to the steam jet eductor.

Tests were made of the rate of condensate flow.
It was determined that the condensate flow was
13.5 gallons per minute with a steam flow of 245000 lb
per hour and an absolute pressure of 5.0 inches Hg.
Based on this data, a 30 gallon per minute pump
of type ,316 stainless steel construction was then
installed in place of the eductors. The excess capacity
of the pump is recirculated to the exhaust duct.
The liberal capacity margin is to take care of addi
tional moisture expected in the steam with lower
exhaust pressur~s during cooler weather. The pump
has been handlmg the condensate satisfactorily.

If the turbine back-pressure is 5.0 inches Hg
absolute, the moisture content of the steam is 9.0
per cent. Of the 44 gpm of moisture in the exhaust
?team apparently only 13.5 gpm, or 38.1 per cent,
IS thrown out. This empirical information will be
useful for designing future units.

Unattended operation

The unit is designed for unattended operation.
At presentfor sixteen hours a day from 4 p.m. to 8 a.m.
the doors are locked and the plant is left unattended.
During the other light hours there are two men on
~uty. Because there is no one attending the unit,
It. IS necessary to provide protective relays that
tnp the ,:nit and its auxiliaries if there is a dangerous
malfunction. The total number of faults that trip
the unit are thirty-two. In addition to these there
are fourteen trouble faults which actuate an alarm
but do not trip the unit. The faults are listed in
the annex to this paper.

Si.gnals are sent over the transmission line by
carner to the attended Fulton substation 35 miles
away; one signal is transmitted if the unit is tripped
and a different signal is transmitted if there is trouble
but the unit has not been tripped. One of the plant
operators is then dispatched to the plant to inves
tigate the trouble if it comes during an unattended
period.

Since the plant was placed on unattended operation
there have been two turbine trips, one for "no gen
erator field" when there was trouble with the collector
ring brushes, and the second for "high water in the
turbine exhaust duct" when there was trouble in
the drip pump. There was one trouble alarm when
one of the cooling tower's fans tripped off on a false
overload.

The automatic features of the unit are designed
so a trip of the unit causes all the auxiliaries that
are connected in the cycle to shut down. The battery
charger and the make-up water pump remain oper
ating.

Plant cycle

Before di.scussi?n of the details of the plant, the
plant cycle IS outlmed below. Figure 3 shows the heat
balance. and flow diagram for the plant cycle. The
emphasis has been to make it simple so there would
be fewer component parts to give trouble. This is
helped by not having a boiler. With very low pressure
steam, light weight piping can be used. To remove the
non-condensable gases, a steam jet gas ejector was
used instead of a mechanical gas pump.

Since it was not necessary to return the steam
condensate to a boiler, it was decided to use the
less expensive barometric condenser wherein the
exhaust steam and condensing water mix. The
mixture falls down a barometric leg into a hotwell and
is then pumped to a cooling tower where the mixture
is cooled by evaporation.

A very important feature of the cooling cycle is
that ~ smalle~ amount of water is lost by evaporation
than IS supplied by the condensed steam. This means
that no external make-up is required except to fill
the cooling system initially. The amount that will
overflow from the cooling tower basin varies from
58 gpm on a 1l0° F day to 190 gpm on a 35° F day.
This keeps the buildup of chemicals in the water to a
low limit.

The steam as it comes from the wells contains
solids which, if not removed, would cause additional
wear to the turbine blades. As a part of the contract,
the steam suppliers remove the particulate matter
in centrifugal separators at the wellheads. The fine
dust, below 10 microns in size, goes through the
condenser and colours the cooling water grey.

About 251 000 lb per hour of steam is required,
with 240 000 lb per hour going to the turbine.
The main barometric condenser requires 11 000
gallons per minute of 80 degree F cooling water.
The vacuum selected for the unit was 4 inches Hg
absolute pressure, which was considered the most
economical for this unit. A better vacuum would
require additional cooling water, more gas ejector
steam, larger circulating water pumps, and a larger
cooling tower.

General arrangement of the plant

Owing to the elimination of the boiler and a large
part of the accessory equipment found in the usual
power plant, the structures required are the minimum.
The simplicity of the layout is shown in figures 4 and
5 and in the photograph of the plant, figure 6, taken
from the hill to the west of the plant. The turbine
generator operating floor is at ground level, 1 495
feet above sea-level. This is a unique feature of the
plant, although it necessitates a partial basement.
The turbine-generator foundation is reinforced con
crete with the basement walls forming the substruc
ture. Because the turbine-generator is at ground level
the over-all height of the building is reduced. The
building, with an eave height of 30 feet, is 31 feet
by 77 feet in plan. It is a rigid steel frame design
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Figure 6. The Geysers power plant
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covered with exterior sheathing of three colours of
fluted aluminium. A 20-ton travelling crane is provid
ed in the turbine building for maintenance. In addition
to the turbine-generator, this building houses the
control board, electrical switchgear, the exciter,
and the battery. Alongside the main building is a
concrete block building which houses the office,
toilet and change room, maintenance shop, and
storeroom.

The barometric condenser and circulating water
pumps are outside, to the north of the building.
The main and auxiliary transformer and oil circuit
breakers are outside to the east. The cooling tower
is located across the road alongside the creek. The
plant is reached from the south side over a new
culvert that has three 10 feet by 10 feet openings.
Big Sulphur Creek had a minimum flow of 350
gallons per minute during the dry year of 1960, but
has large runoffs during the rainy season.

Mechanical features of the plant

Turbine

The turbine for the plant is now designed for
100 lb per square inch and 350 degrees F inlet
steam conditions with a back-pressure of 4 inches
Hg absolute. There was available a ]2500 kV
turbine-generator unit that had been installed in
1924, in the Sacramento power plant of the Pacific
Gas and Electric Company. This turbine is a General
Electric Company, 9 stage, 1 800 rpm, single casing,
condensing turbine originally designed for inlet
steam conditions of 175 psig with 100 degrees F
superheat and It inches Hg absolute exhaust
pressure. The turbine-generator as installed at The
Geysers Power Plant is shown in figure 7.

The turbine was modified by opening up the steam
passages. The control valves were replaced by two
butterfly valves, 6" and 10", and the first three
stages were removed. The remaining six diaphragms
were replaced because it was believed that the copper
brazing used in the original construction would
be deteriorated by the hydrogen sulfide in the steam.
The eighth and ninth stage buckets were changed
to increase the flow through them, and were construc
ted of 11-13 per cent chrome steel. The diaphragms
of the eighth and ninth stages were also enlarged
to permit more steam flow. The monel buckets
installed in the fourth and seventh stages were
retained since no mercury, believed to be damaging
to monel, was found in the steam.

When the second unit is added, the 12 inch throttle
trip valve will be replaced by a larger valve so there

. will be less pressure drop. The initial pressure will
be dropped to 80 psig. With the lower pressure drop
through the larger valve, it is expected that the
turbine first stage bowl pressure of 72 lb per sq in.
absolute will be maintained.

Since there is fine mineral matter in the steam,
which might cause the stem of the turbine throttle
trip valve to stick, an emergency trip valve of the

swing check type is installed after the throttle valve.
Simultaneous tripping of the two valves will insure
positive stopping of the steam flow. In addition, a
circulating lubrication system is used on the stems
or shafts of the valves. Experience has shown that
the valves must be lubricated to prevent sticking.

Barometric condenser

The use of a condensing unit was agreed to in the
contract since it takes about half the amount of
steam of one that exhausts to the atmosphere. As
was explained before, the barometric condenser was
selected because it is not necessary to conserve the
condensate. The cooling water is introduced through
a 24 inch pipe near the top and is mixed with the
turbine exhaust steam which enters near the bottom

(a) Turbine end

(b) Generator end

Figure 7. The turbine-generator
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through an 84 inch opening. The condensing is
accomplished by water falling over a succession of
circular plates and annular rings.

The condenser vessel is 120 inches in diameter by
about 23 feet high, mounted vertically 28 feet above
grade. The purpose of the elevation is to give room
for the 30 inch barometric leg, connected to the
bottom of the condenser. The mixture of cooling
water and condensate falls down to the hotwell,
where the 30 inch pipe is sealed by a weir.

The non-condensable gases are removed at the
top of the condenser by a two-stage steam jet gas
ejector. The mixture of motive steam and steam
vapour in the gases is condensed after each stage.
The gas then goes up a 4 inch stainless steel pipe
to several feet above the condenser, where it exhausts
to the atmosphere at high velocity. The concentration
of gases at ground level has not been a nuisance.

Circulating water p~tmps

The circulating water pumps are of a special
design vertical turbine type which does not have
a steeply rising characteristic at shutoff. The single
full sized condenser supply pump, taking suction
from the coldwell, has a rating of 11 600 gpm at 29'
head. The full size cooling tower supply pump,
taking suction from the hotwell, has a rating of
12 300 gpm at 50' head.

Cooling tower

The cooling tower is a three-cell induced draft
type designed to cool 12 000 gpm of water from
120 degrees to 80 degrees Fahrenheit with a wet
bulb air temperature of 65 degrees F. The main
circulating water lines are 27 inch reinforced concrete
pipe. Each cell has a 16 inch aluminium pipe riser
with an aluminium butterfly valve for equilizing
the flow. Special corrosion resistant materials are
used in the cooling tower, as discussed before.

5 ervice water system

The only other major item of mechanical equip
ment is the 100 gpm service water make-up pump
located at the creek bank. It pumps the water from
the creek to the 50 000 gallon redwood water storage
tank on a hill behind the plant. The elevation is
sufficient to give 100 lb per square inch pressure
at the plant ground floor level with 300 gpm flow
for fire protection. The pump operates automatically,
controlled by float switches on the tank.

Electrical features of the plant

Generator

The alternating current generator procured with
the 1924 unit is rated 12 500 kVa, I 800 rpm, unity
power factor, 3 phase, 60 cycles and 11 500 volts.
It is air cooled by taking air through dry-type filters
located outside the building, and exhausting the

heated air in a duct through the roof. A section is
provided in the duct that can be raised to pass the
crane when it is desired to perform maintenance on
the outboard end of the generator. The generator
is grounded through a distribution transformer and
secondary resistor.

The exciter for the generator is motor driven and
was also originally located at the Sacramento power
plant. It is oversize, designed for 100 kV, 125 volts,
800 amperes. A steam driven exciter was not used
because of additional complications in an unattended
plant, with the exhaust steam and drains.

Generator circuit breaker

A generator circuit breaker is provided so power
can be fed back through the step-up transformer
to start the auxiliaries before the turbine-generator
is started. This breaker which connects the generator
to the step-up transformer is an outdoor metal-clad
air circuit breaker rated 13.8 kV, I 200 amperes,
and has a 250 MVa interrupting rating. Required
potential and current transformers for metering,
relaying, and control are located in the breaker
housing.

Main step-up transformer

The main step-up transformer is rated 10000/
12500 kVa, OA/FA, 11.5 kV/60 kV, 60 cycles,
3 phase. The 11.5 kV winding is wye connected
and the 60 kV winding is solidly grounded wye
connected.

Transmission line oil circuit breaker

The transmission line oil circuit breaker which
connects the high winding of the main step-up
transformer to the 60 kV transmission line is rated
69 kV, 600 amperes and has a I 000 MVa interrupting
rating. This oil circuit breaker is located in the plant
switch-yard east of the main transformer.

Plant auxiliary system

The plant auxiliaries are fed from a 650 kVa,
11.5 kV/480 volts, delta-delta, 60 cycle, 3 phase
auxiliary transformer, located just outside the north
wall of the turbine building near the north-east corner.
The high side of this transformer is tapped in b~
tween the generator circuit breaker and the main
transformer to permit startup of the plant from the
60 kV system. The various plant auxiliaries are
controlled by combination motor starters.

60 k V transmission

The electrical energy produced at The Geysers
Power Plant is fed into the system of the Pacific
Gas and Electric Company over a new 60 kV trans
mission line that ties into the existing Fulton
Hopland 60 kV circuits approximately 10 miles
from the plant near Geyserville. This new 60 kV l~ne
is of wood pole construction and has a a capacity
of 30 000 kVa adequate for a second unit.
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ANNEX
The Geysers power plant:

faults tripping the turbine generator

The turbine generator normally will be operated at maximum
capacity. The unit will be started manually and brought to full
load manually. The unit is provided with the normal means
for governing and in addition has an initial pressure regulator
to prevent overloading the turbine if the steam pressure increases.

Since the unit is designed to be left unattended, greater empha
sis is placed on protecting the unit from station faults by tripping
it. The faults (called "unit trip") that will trip the unit are shown
in the following list and are divided into mechanical and elec
trical faults. A number of the electrical faults are tied together
through electrical relays, and they trip the unit through a master
relay. The location of the fault is determined by examination
of the relay target. The unit trip faults shown by alarm indication
are designed to show sequential operation. The first fault to
actuate has a red lamp illuminated, and subsequent alarms,
before acknowledgement, will have white lamps illuminated.
The red lamp of the first alarm goes out, and a white lamp
comes on after acknowledgement.

'When the unit trips, an alarm signal will be sent to the attended
Fulton substation, 35 miles away. The attendant there will
dispatch an operator to investigate and if possible restart the unit.

UNIT TRIP MECHANICAL FAULTS

1. Condenser supply pump No 1 trip
2. Cooling tower supply pump No 1 trip
3. Turbine-generator No 1 bearing high temperature
4. Turbine-generator N0 1 high vibration
5. Turbine-generator N0 1 bearing low oil pressure
6. Turbine-generator No 1 overspeed trip
7. Turbine-generator No 1 thrust bearing wear
8. Turbine-generator No 1 lube oil high temperature
9. Turbine-generator No 1 main steam throttle trip valve

10. Turbine-generator No 1 main steam trip cheek valve
11. Turbine-generator No 1 turbine exhaust high temperature
12. Condenser N0 1 low vacuum trip
13. Turbine exhaust duct drip pump trip
14. Turbine exhaust duct high water

UNIT TRIP ELECTRICAL F.\ULTS

1. Exciter motor Ko 1 trip
2. Battery low voltage
3. Main transformer N0 1 high temperature trip
4. 60 IcV line No 1 overcurrent
5. 60 IcV line No 1 neutral overcurrcnt
6. Generator No 1 differential
7. Generator No 1 neutral overvoltage
8. Generator N° 1 overcurrent
9. Generator No 1 loss of field

10. Generator No 1 negative sequence
11. Generator N0 1 stator high temperature
12. Generator N0 1 low frequency
13. Generator No 1 high frequency
14. Generator No 1 overvoltage
15. Generator N0 1 field ground
16. 480 volt bus: undervoltage
17. Main transformer Ko 1 differential
18. Auxiliary transformer overcurrent

There are additional faults (called "trouble") which do not
trip the unit but send a separate signal to Fulton substation
to alert the attendant that there is trouble. These faults, listed
below, have alarm indicators which operate individually and have
white lamp indication only.

TROUBLE FAULTS

1. l\Iain generator N0 1 fire
2. 480 volt system ground
3. D. C. system ground .
4. Battery charger A. C. low voltage
5. Water storage tank low level
6. Main transformer No 1 trouble: low oil level
7. Main transformer N0 1 trouble: low gas pressure
8. Main transformer N0 1 trouble: mechanical pressure relief
9. Generator N° 1: air filter dirty

10. Cooling tower N0 1 fan trip
11. Turbine-generator N° 1 auxiliary lube oil pump running
1" D. C. controls: No voltage
13. Basement high water level
14. Turbine N° 1 valve stem lubricator trip

Summary

The construction of The Geysers power plant
is evidence that the earth's geothermal energy can
be used if the right geological and economic factors
exist. Here for the first time in the United States, on
28 June 11')60, electrical energy flowed into the
Pacific Gas and Electric Company system from a
12 500 kW condensing turbine-generator located in
northern California about 95 miles north of San
Francisco. A second 12500 kW unit will be installed
to operate initially in 1963.

The following features distinguish The Geysers
power plant: (i) the plant cycle is simple; (ii) the
condensed geothermal steam provides the make-up
water required for the evaporative cooling of the
circulating water; (iii) stainless steel, aluminium
and protective coatings are used to resist corrosion
by the condensate and circulating water; and (iv)
the plant is designed for automatic unattended

operation. At present, the plant runs unattended
for sixteen hours each day.

Preliminary design requirements

Before final design requirements are set, certain
data peculiar to geothermal steam must be deter
mined. They include the following items.

(a) A study of the steam pressures set the pressure
for the first unit at 100 lb per square inch gauge.
This pressure will be reduced to 80 lb per square
inch gauge when the second unit is installed.

(b) The heat content of the steam is found to
be 1 204 Btu per lb.

(c) The non-condensable gases in the steam are
0.61 of one per cent.

(d) The corrosiveness of the steam condensate
and circulating water indicates that stainless steel
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must be used for condensate lines, and aluminium
or coated concrete for circulating water.

(e) The wet-bulb temperature for cooling tower
design is set at 65 degrees Fahrenheit.

(1) The radioactivity of the steam is well below
·the permissible level.

(g) Foundation conditions at the site determine
the arrangement of the plant.

(h) The chemistry of the cooling water is such
that the water does not require treatment before
discharge.

Economic features

The contract between the suppliers of the steam,
Thermal Power Company and Magma Power Com
pany, and the Pacific Gas and Electric Company
provides that the latter pay 2.5 mills per net kilo
watt hour of electrical energy delivered to its system.
The final cost of the first 12 500 kV generating
plant plus the 11.5/60 kW switchyard is expected
to be $1.9 million. The ten-mile 60 kV transmission
line cost will be about $220,000. The unit will be
operated at a high capacity factor, so that the unit
cost of electric energy will be comparable to the
most recent fuel oil or gas fired steam-electric
plants.

Operating experiences

After nine months of operation, the effect of the
corrosive elements in the steam has not been signi
ficant on the special materials of construction. Special
operating difficulties due to the use of geothermal
steam have been few. Some corrosion developed in
carbon steel portions of the steam line that were
not insulated. Until corrected, draining of the
turbine exhaust duct was a problem because more
moisture was separated from the steam than expected.

Unattended operation

Protective relays are provided so that the unit can
be operated automatically without attendance. At
present, for sixteen houss per day, the plant is left un
attended. Thirty-two devices can trip the unit. On

tripping, a signal is sent to the attended Fulton sub
station. An operator is notified if the trouble occurs
bet.ween 4 p.m. and 8 a.m. He will go to the plant
to inspect the unit and start it, if possible.

Plant cycle

The plant cycle is simple so there are few parts.
The 12 500 kW turbine generating unit uses 240 000
lb per hour of 100 lb per square inch, 350 degrees
F steam. When the second unit is installed the inlet
pressure will be reduced to 80 psig.

A barometric condenser is used in which the
exhaust steam from the turbine is condensed bv
mixing it with the cooling water. The cooling water
leaving the condenser at 120 degrees F is cooled
by the cooling tower to 80 degrees F. The buildup
of chemicals in the water is kept to a low limit
through overflow because the evaporation in the
cooling tower is less than the quantity of condensate.
A steam jet gas ejector is used to remove the non
condensable gases from the condenser. The gases
have not been a nuisance at ground level.

Arrangement of the plant

The turbine-generator operating floor is at ground
level, which is 1 495 feet above sea level. Housed
with it in the same building are the control board,
electrical switchgear, exciter, and battery. The
building is 31 feet by 77 feet by 30 feet high. A
20-ton crane is provided for maintenance.

Alongside the main building is a concrete block
building which houses the office, toilet and change
room, maintenance shop and storeroom.

The barometric condenser, circulating water pumps
and transformers are outside. Across the road and
next to Big Sulphur Creek is the cooling tower.

The generator is air cooled and rated 12,500 kVa,
unity power factor, 3 phase, 60 cycles, 1800 rpm,
and 11 500 volts. The 480 volt auxiliary power
is fed from a tap between the generator circuit
and the main step-up transformer to permit start-up
of the plant from the 60 kV system. The electric
energy produced is fed into the transmission system
over a ten-mile wood pole 60 kV transmission line.

.PRODUCTION EXPERIMENTALE D'ENERGIE GEOTHERMIQUE A LA CENTRALE DE
THE GEYSERS, COMTE DE SONOMA, CALIFORNIE

Resume

La construction de la centrale de The Geysers
demontre que l'energie geothermique peut etre
mise en ceuvre en presence des facteurs geologiques
et economiques convenables. C'est de cette centrale
que, pour la premiere fois aux Etats-Unis, de l'energie
electrique commenca a etre fournie, le 28 juin 1960,
au reseau de la Pacific Gas and Electric Company,

par un groupe turbo-generateur a condenseur de
12 500 kW situe en Californie, a 150 km environ au
nord de San Francisco. Un second groupe de
12 500 kW sera installe et entrera en production
en 1963.

La centrale de The Geysers se caracterise par les
particularites suivantes : i) Son cycle de fonctionne-
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ment est simple; ii) La vapeur condenses d'origine
geothermique fournit 1'appoint d'eau necessaire
pour le refroidissement de I'eau de circulation par
evaporation; iii) Il Yest fait usage d'acier inoxydable,
d'aluminium et de revetements protecteurs, destines
a resister a la corrosion par les produits de conden
sation et 1'eau de circulation; iv) La centrale a ete
prevue pour un fonctionnement automatique, sans
surveillance. Elle opere actuellement dans ces
conditions, c'est-a-dire sans aucune surveillance, a
raison de 16 heures par jour.

Exigences preliminaires pour le cahier des charges

Avant de mettre au point les exigences definitives
quant a la teneur du cahier des charges, il convient
de determiner certaines donnees qui sont parti
culieres a la vapeur geothermique, et notamment
les suivantes :

a) L'etude des pressions de vapeur fit decider
du choix, pour la premiere tranche du projet, de
100 livres par pouce carre au manometre (7 kgjcm2) .

Cette pression sera ramenee a 80 livres par pouce
carre au manometre (5,6 kgjcm2) quand la deuxieme
tranche sera installee :

b) On a determine que la vapeur contenait
I 204 Btu par livre;

c) La teneur de la vapeur en gaz non condensables
est de 0,61 p. 100;

d) Le caractere corrosif des produits de conden
sation de la vapeur et de l'eau de circulation souligne
la necessite d'employer de 1'acier inoxydable pour
les tuyauteries par lesquelles circulent les produits
de condensation, et de 1'aluminium ou du ciment
arme dotes d'un reveternent special pour 1'eau de
circulation;

e) La temperature au therrnometre a la boule
mouillee, pour les colonnes de refroidissement, est
reglee a 65 of;

f) La radioactivite de la vapeur est largement
inferieure au maximum tolerable;

g) Les problemes relatifs a l'etablissement des
fondations au site de la centrale dictent la maniere
dont il faut la disposer;

h) La composition chimique de I'eau de refroi
dissement est telle qu'elle n'a pas besoin d'etre
traitee avant son evacuation.

Considerations economiques

Le contrat entre les fournisseurs de vapeur, a
savoir la Thermal Power Company et la Magma
Power Company, d'une part, et la Pacific Gas and
Electric Company, de 1'autre, prevoit que cette
derniere doit payer 2,5 milliernes de dollar par kWh
net d'energie electrique livree ason reseau. On evalue
les frais definitifs afferents a la premiere tranche,
portant sur une centrale de 12 500 kW, plus le poste
de commutation et de distribution de 1l,5j60 kW,
a I 900 000 dollars. Le prix de la ligne de transmis
sion de 10 milles (16 km) sous 60 kw s'etablira aux
alentours de 220 000 dollars. La centrale sera exploi
tee avec un facteur de puissance eleve, si bien que

le cofit unitaire de l'energie electrique sera compa
rable a celui que 1'on realise avec les dernieres cen
trales thermiques chauffant au mazout ou au gaz.

Experiences de l' exploitation

Au bout de neuf mois d'exploitation, 1'action des
elements corrosifs presents dans .la vapeur sur les
materiaux de construction speciaux ri'est pas impor
tante. Les difficultes d'exploitation speciales inhe
rentes a 1'utilisation de la vapeur geothermique
ont ete exceptionnelles. On a reIeve une certaine
mesure de corrosion dans les sections en acier au
carbone des tuyauteries de vapeur qui ri'etaient pas
isolees. ]usqu'au moment OU il s'avera possible
d'y remedier, I'assechernent du conduit d'echappe
ment de la turbine souleva quelques problemes
parce qu'il fut extrait plus d'humidite de la vapeur
que 1'on ne s'y attendait.

F onctionnement sans surveillance

On a prevu des relais de protection grace auxquels
la centrale peut fonctionner automatiquement et
sans aucune surveillance. Elle est actuellement
laissee sans surveillance 16 heures par jour. Il existe
32 dispositifs qui peuvent provoquer son arret.
Quand ceci se produit, un signal est transmis a la
sous-station de FuIton, laquelle est dotee de personnel
de surveillance. Un operateur est avise si les diffi
cultes se presentent entre 4 heures du soir et 8 heures
du matin. Il se rend alors ala centrale pour y proceder
a une inspection et assurer, si possible, sa remise
en route.

Cycle de la centrale

Le cycle etant simple, il ya peu de pieces en cause.
Le groupe turbo-generateur de 12500 kW consomme
240 000 livres a 1'heure de vapeur sous 100 livres
par pouce carre a la temperature de 350 OF. Une
fois le deuxieme groupe installe, la pression al'entree
du systerne sera ramenee a 80 livres par pouce
carre au manometre,

Il est fait usage d'un condenseur barometrique
dans lequel la vapeur d'echappement de la turbine
est condenses par melange avec 1'eau de refroidisse
ment. Cette eau, qui sort du condenseur a 120 OF,
est refroidie par la tour de refroidissement a 80 of.
On maintient 1'accumulation d'elements chimiques
dans 1'eau a un faible niveau par le jeu du trop plein
parce que l'evaporation dans la tour de refroi?isse
ment est inferieure a la quantite de produit de
condensation. Il est fait usage d'un ejecteur a gaz
a jet de vapeur pour chasser les gaz non condensables
du condenseur. Ces gaz ri'ont pas ete genants au
niveau du sol.

Disposition de la centrale

La nef du turbo-generateur est au rez-de-chaussee,
situe a I 495 pieds au-dessus du niveau de la mer.
Le tableau de commandes, les panneaux de commu
tation, les excitatrices et la batterie d'accumulateurs
sont leges dans le meme batiment. Celui-ci a 31 pieds
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sur 77, avec une hauteur de 30 pieds. Il est prevu
une grue de 20 tonnes.

A cote du batiment principal se trouve un edifice
fait de blocs en ciment arme, dans lequel sont abrites
le bureau, les installations sanitaires et les pieces
ou les employes peuvent se changer, ainsi que
les ateliers d'entretien et les magasins.

Le condenseur barometrique, les pompes a eau
de circulation et les transformateurs sont aI'exterieur.
La tour de refroidissement est de l'autre cote de
la route, sur la rive du Big Sulphur Creek.

Le groupe generateur est refroidi a I'air et sa
puissance nominale est de 12500 kVa, avec un
facteur de puissance egal a I'unite, Il debite du
triphase a 60 pps a 1 800 t/m sous 11 500 volts.
La foumiture de courant auxiliaire sous 480 volts
est assuree par une derivation prevue entre le circuit
de l'alternateur et le transformateur-survolteur
principal, pour permettre la mise en route de la
centrale au moyen du reseau de distribution a 60 kV.
L' energie electrique produite est fournie au reseau
de transmission par une ligne a poteaux en bois
sous 60 kV.
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PLANNING OF A GEOTHERMOELECTRIC POWER PLANT:
TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES

A verardo Chierici *

Study of geotherrnal steam: operating pressure

At the same time, one must bear in mind that the
heat supply has often a very long life. The average
longevity of a steam well drilled in the Larderello
area is of approximately 20 years, and during its
life it can generate hundreds of millions of kWh.
Therefore, even if the selling price of electric power
is low, the mine-returns are quite high.

An accurate study of the steam found is obviously
necessary. In addition to the determination of its
thermodynamic characteristics, it will be of basic
importance to determine the content of non-con
densable gases in the steam. These are always
present, in larger or smaller measure, in all steam
of geothermal origin.

The percentage of non-condensable gases in the
steam can, by itself, determine the most convenient
type of exploitation cycle to be adopted. It is evident
that, where a high percentage of non-condensable
gases is present, it would not be advisable to install
direct cycle (with condensers), since the power
absorbed to extract the gas from the condenser
would be far too high.

In such a case, direct expansion in the turbine
with atmospheric discharge may be advisable while
heat-exchangers might also be advantageously
employed.

At any rate, we will discuss this point later in
greater detail.

Let us now consider which is the best operating
pressure.

One must make tests of steam flow at varying
pressures to determine quantity and temperature,
thus obtaining the "characteristic curves". Such
curves are determined by successive points, by
progressively closing the flow valve at the well
head, and waiting each time for complete stabiliza
tion, then reading the pressure, flow and temperature
following the methods outlined in other reports.

The determination of such curves can take several
weeks and even some months. To avoid a loss of
energy which would otherwise be rather high,
limited power, atmospheric-discharge units can be
installed while the tests are being made, by using
very simple installations.

If more than one well will feed the future power
plant, one must follow a similar test procedure
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In other papers the various steps leading to the
detecting of geothermal energy and to its harnessing
have been fully described and discussed. We shall
now examine the general principles, both technical
and economic, which must guide us in the exploi
tation of geothermal energy for the generation of
electric power.

We must speak in general terms since, unlike
what happens in the case of other sources of energy,
no definite rules can be set down.

One must always bear in mind that the geothermal
steam is a "mining" phenomenon, the source of
the steam being a "mine" the dimension of which,
and therefore also the size of the available steam
supply, are not known.

It is, in other words, what we could call a "dynamic
mine", where the qualities (temperature, pressure
and flow) of the steam can vary with time and the
mode of exploitation.

Qualities and variations are determined, for a
large part, by the geological characteristics, like
permeability and size of the steam supply, and by
the structure and nature of the faults that feed
it from deep within the earth.

All these data and conditions are unknown a
priori, and therefore the problem of "mining" and
successive exploitation of the steam supply can be
solved only experimentally.

This explains why research and exploitation of
geothermal steam are much more difficult and
complicated than analogous operations for oil. We
would like to call to your attention also that the
geothermal steam has a lower energy than, for
example, that contained in oil. The ratio is approxi
mately of 1 : 40 to 1 : 80 (according to the type of
turbine which one plans to use).

And, one last consideration: the steam can be
carried only for very short distances, which means,
more or less, that it must be exploited on the site,
while this does not happen with oil.

Before entering into the phase of industrial
exploitation, it is therefore necessary to make
preliminary studies and tests, which can take a
long time, even several years (as for example in
New Zealand, in California and at Monte Amiata,
Italy).



Figure 1. "Characteristic curves" of well "Le Prata 2"

RANSE Of THE EHERSY MAXIMUM

steam fields, lower well-bottom pressures were
found, and therefore also the energy maxima were
found at pressures lower than those indicated above.

These c?rv.es ~ust be c?ns~dered only as giving
a general indication, They indicate the limits of the
pressure-range where the energy obtained is near
to the maximum. Obviously, from a practical
viewpoint, it would be more convenient to use a
high pressure (which implies smaller dimensions for
the turbines, the pipes, etc.). At the same time one
must not forget that these are geological phenomena,
and therefore one must also consider local conditions
before adopting the definitive pressure.

To insure a longer life to the well and in order
to avoid "lateral leakage" in the subsoil, the imper
meability of which is never total, a lower pressure
would be preferable.

In conclusion, it might be advisable to adopt
the lowest pressure within the range of maximum
energy as defined above.

This is the pressure at the wellhead. The turbine
inlet pressure will be lower, since one must take
into account the loss of energy in the pipes conveying
the steam.

The length of the longest pipe which one plans
to use will determine the turbine inlet pressure.
Should there be any well nearer, it will be advisable
to close their steam outlet nozzles.

The average operating pressure at Larderello is
generally of approximately 5 kg/cm2 abs.
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for all of them, keeping all the wells in simultaneous
operation.

One thus obtains the family of curves of the
steam field.

Figure 1 is an : example of the characteristic
curves of a well drilled in an isolated area far from
the present fields of exploitation (this well is called
"Le Prata No. 2"). By progressively increasing the
pressure at the wellhead, the steam flow decreases
gradually from approximately 75 tonjh to zero at a
pressure of 31 kg/cm'' abs with wellhead closed.

The curve belongs to the family of ellipses repre
sented by the equation:

GI.5S pl.5S

-- + -- = 1
K I K 2

G = steam flow in tons/h. P the pressure in
kg/cm2 abs.

The first part of the curve is rather "flattened",
which means that the steam flow decreases slowly
with the increasing of pressure.

The energy curve is prepared by considering an
adiabatic expansion and with the assumption that
the steam be used in turbines with atmospheric
discharge or with discharge at 0.1 kg/cm'' abs.

This study could be improved by considering also
the turbine's efficiency among the data, thus obtain
ing the "practical energy curve", expressed in kW.

The example refers, as we already pointed out,
to a well drilled in a new (unexploited) area. In some

DIRECT CYCLE WITH

ATMOSPHERIC-DISCHARGE TURBINE

S - 50tfi one

T- Turbine
A-Alternator

Figure 2. Direct cycle with atmospheric-discharge turbine
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In the last plant installed in a relatively less
exploited area (at Lago), the operating pressure
is of 6.5 kg/cm'' abs.

The most convenient pressure can vary in the
course of time. In order to study the steam field
remaining within an optimum of performance,
special turbines have been realized. Such turbines
can work satisfactorily within a wide range of
pressures. The Ansaldo Co. has realized the construc
tion of a turbine with atmospheric discharge which is
able to generate 4 500-3 000 kW at pressures varying
from 11 to 7 kg/cm2 abs. One of these units has been
installed in the new exploitation area of Monte
Amiata, and the other one will be in a new area
near Larderello.

Types of installation

The only type of thermal machine to be taken
into practical consideration is the steam turbine.

Several installation cycles can be adopted:

DIRECT CYCLE WITH ATMOSPHERIC EXHAUST
TURBINES (FIGURE 2)

It is the simplest. The steam coming from the
well is fed directly into an atmospheric-discharge
turbine (having first gone through a water-separator).

Figure 3 shows the layout of a 4000 kW unit.
The characteristics of the steam are: pressure =

5.5 kgjcm2 abs; temperature = 200°C; non-con
densable gases content = 5 per cent by weight.

The specific consumption is of approximately
20 kilos of steam per kWh, which means 80 tons/h
for 4000 kW.

The electricity is generated at 4 500 V and is
then transformed to a higher voltage for transpor
tation.

It might be of interest to have some indications
on the cost of a similar installation.
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The figures are, of course, only of an indicative
nature, and are likely to undergo many variations,
owing to local conditions.

In millions
of Italian lire

Civil engineering features (assuming that the
site is favourable) . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

Turbine, accessory equipment, pipelines, valves,
etc. (excluding steam pipes outside the
building) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65

Alternator, transformer, electrical switch-gear,
cables and other electrical equipment. . 70

150
Unforeseen circumstances and allowing for

approximations (10 per cent). 15

TOTAL 165

Therefore, the cost is of approximately 41,000
Italian lire per kW.

To this cost, one must add the cost of the outside
steam pipes. Assuming that the small power-gen
erating unit be supplied by two steam wells (the

longitudinal Section

steam flow of each well being of 40 tons/h), we can
also assume that the total length of the inlet steam
pipes be not over 600 m. The cost of these pipes,
including their thermic insulation, will be of approxi
mately 35 000 X 600 = 21 million It. lire, i.e.
approximately 13 per cent of the total cost of the
power plant.

Where larger quantities of steam are present,
several units similar to the above-described one
could be installed.

Figure 4 shows a 16000 kW power-plant formed
by 4 of such 4000 kW units.

The layout is slightly more complex, because two
inlet steam pipes and two outlet high voltage lines
are necessary. The steam absorbed is, in this case,
of approximately 320 tons/h.

The total cost, as outlined above, can be of ap
proximately 600 million Italian lire, i.e., 37 500 lire
per installed kW.

There will be more steam wells feeding the power
plant (at least 7 or 8) and therefore also the steam
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CONDENSING STEAM TURSINE

CYCLE WITH HEAT EXCHANGER

S-Soffione C-Jet Condenser
8-Heat Exchanger A,-Vacuum Pump
T- Tur bin e Tr- Cooling Tower
A-Alternator P-P ump

D- Degasification Equipment

Ftgure 5. Condensing steam turbine cycle
with heat exchanger

Figure 6 shows the layout of the generating units
at "Larderello n. 2" power plant, where 7 units
of 12000 kW each (one a reserve unit) were installed.
The specific steam consumption of this plant is
14 kg of steam per kWh of net output.

At present, works are under way at "Larderello
n. 2" power plant to substitute two of the operating
units with new steam-condensing ones. These direct
steam inlet which, as we previously pointed out,
shows a lower have specific consumption.

B

CONDENSATION CYCLE WITH DIRECT STEAM INLET

As shown in figure 7, the natural steam is directly
fed into the turbine, and afterwards to the condenser.
The gases contained in the steam are removed from
the condensers with special gas extractors to maintain
the vacuum.

In the Larderello power plant, since the natural
steam contains 4-6 per cent by weight of non-con
densable gases, centrifugal compressors are employed.
For smaller quantities, steam ejectors, due to their
simplicity, can be used. This makes the rernotc
control of the plant easier.

This is the most modern plant cycle, and was
adopted in all power plants constructed. by the
Larderello during the past 10 years. These include :

"Larderello No. 3" power plant, which is formed
by four 25-megawatt units, and by two 9-megawatt
units, one of which for supplying power to the
auxiliary services.

"Serrazzano" power plant, formed by two
15-megawatt units, and two 3. 8-megawatt units,
one of which for the auxiliary services.

"Sasso Pisano" power plant, formed by two
units, one of which is of 15 megawatts and one
of 3 megawatts.

pipes will be longer, reaching at least 2 km, with
a total cost of 70 million lire approximately.

This utilization cycle is the simplest and therefore
obviously the least expensive.

It is the type most advantageous for under
developed countries, and also the most advisable
in any new area of exploitation, as we mentioned
before.

Also, one may be forced to adopt this cycle,
with exclusion of all others, where the content of
non-condensable gases in the steam is very high
(for example, higher than 25-30 per cent).

For instance, when the Larderello began exploit
ing the new area at Bagnore, in 1958, the steam
contained more than 90 per cent of CO2 , After two
years such content decreased to 30 per cent. The
only type of cycle that could be adopted was, and
still is, that of the free-discharge turbine.

STEAM-CONDENSING TURBINE WITH HEAT EXCHANGER

This cycle is shown in figure 5. The natural steam
runs through a heat-exchanger, fed with condensate
water. Secondary steam is thus generated (obviously
at a temperature and pressure lower than those
of the original natural steam), which feeds the
turbine. The steam exhaust is discharged into a
condenser under vacuum. The non-condensable
gas contained in the steam is ejected in the exchanger
and is discharged into the atmosphere or fed to
chemical plants, if they exist, through a pressure
regulating nozzle.

In the Larderello area, the absolute lack of water
made it necessary to build cooling towers to provide
the water for the condensers.

If compared with the plant cycle above, there is a
lower specific consumption of about 30 per cent. On
the other hand, with respect to the condensation
cycle with direct steam inlet which is described be
low, the specific consumption is 40 per cent larger
(all this under the conditions existing at Larderello).

We would like to point out, though, that this
system shows the following advantages:

It can be used with very dirty and incrusting
steam.

It allows the total utilization of the chemicals
contained in the steam.

When the gas content of the steam is about
10-15 per cent in weight, its thermal efficiency
equals that of a direct inlet cycle; with higher
percentages, it can be even more efficient than the
direct cycle.

The installation cost, always calculated according
to the previously mentioned criteria, is equal or
slightly higher than that of an analogous installation
working with a direct condensation cycle.

The higher specific consumption limits to a few
special cases the use of this cycle.

In past years, in the Larderello area, the "Larde
rello n. 2" and the "Castelnuovo" power plants
were constructed following this cycle.
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Figure 6. Larderello No. 2 power plant - layout

"Monterotondo" power plant, formed by one
I5-megawatt unit.

"Lago No. 2" power plant, formed by one
I5-megawatt unit, and by one 8-megawatt unit.

Figure 8 shows schematically the layout of "Lar
derello No. 3" power plant, which is the biggest
installation realized by the Larderello, S.p.A.

In figure 9, the consumption tests made on a
25-megawatt unit in that power plant are shown.
The average specific consumption is 9.95 kg/kWh

net at an inlet pressure and temperature of respec
tively 4.75 kg/cm2 abs and 185°C.

Due to technical improvements in plants built
since then, the specific consumption per kW of net
output was lower. Specific consumption values
as low as 9 kg/kWh, and even lower, have been
obtained. The specific consumption at the new
plant at Lago only 8 kg/kWh.

The average cost per installed kW of a plant
utilizing this cycle, illustrated above, and inclusive
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of cooling towers, is of 70000 lire/kW for limited
power (13-15 megawatt) installations.

General considerations

Economic and local conditions are decisive. If
the aim is that of the generation of electric power
in an isolated area where there is no power, it is
absurd to discuss on the lowest specific consumption,
and therefore the simplest and less expensive plant
is the most advisable (figure 2).

If the energy, however, is to be produced in an
already industrialized area, and must be produced
at a competitive cost, then one will be forced to
install the most perfected plants, which are also the
most expensive, and which require even more
accurate preliminary tests.

The dimensions of the plant must be carefully
planned. It is obvious that from an economic stand
point (cost of power) it would be more convenient
to have larger plants, but it is equally obvious that
such plants require larger steam quantities, which
ought to be found near the power plant.

If the wells near the plant do not supply enough
steam, in the course of time it will be necessary
to look for it in other areas, farther away, and then
convey it with big pipes to the plant. These pipes,
which must necessarily be of large diameter (due
to the low pressure of the steam), cost approximately
30-40000 lire per km (at Larderello). It is clear
that where many kilometres of pipes had to be
installed, the cost of the plant results notably
increased, even without considering the loss of
energy along the way.

It will therefore be necessary to take the decision
.md make the choice caseby case on whether it is
;)[ore convenient to build one big centralized power
plant, or a number of smaller ones at a certain
distance the one from the other (10 km from each
other, for example).

One cannot set down a general rule, since the
type of installation depends on local conditions,
both from an industrial and an economic viewpoint,
and, moreover, one must bear in mind the aim of
the exploitation.

In each case a careful evaluation of the presumably
available steam supply should be made.

At the beginning of the exploitation, some wells
which produce Q tons/h of steam were drilled.
(During the initial phase of exploitation their flow
rapidly decreases, reaching an apparent stabilization
after a few weeks. This represents the quantity Q
mentioned above.)

Before entering into the planning phase of the
power plant, it will be necessary to drill new wells
in the nearby area. One must carefully observe if
the new wells influence the old ones, and, if so, in
what measure and with what rhythm.

It will thus be possible to determine a "total
output" of the steam field where the drillings have

taken place, which will serve as a basis for the
plant.

It is advisable, for reasons which will be outlined
later, to plan the power plant for a lower flow, for
example t and even lower, than this "total output".

Moreover, the power plant will be usually formed
by several turbines which will be installed succes
sively and not simultaneously.

It is always advisable, in this field, to go by
degrees, since if on one hand we may have new
additions of steam by continuing the drillings in
more distant areas, on the other hand we will have
a decrease in the flow of the original wells. If these
two functions, one negative and one positive, give
a positive sum, we can plan the installation of other
turbo-alternators in the same plant or in other,
separate units, according to the distances. If the
sum is negative, then the steam field is already
being exploited beyond its possibilities, and the
installed units are already in excessive number.

Decrease in steam flow

This phenomenon, which we have already men
tioned several times, has been kept under close
examination for many years at Larderello. It has
been observed that the flow of a steam well decreases
in the course of time. In other words, each well
supplies steam for .a limited period of time. The
average "life" of a well at Larderello is very roughly
20-25 years. It is a very complex phenomenon,
closely related to the intensity of exploitation of
the steam field.

In less exploited areas, the wells show a less
marked decrease in steam flow than in areas of
larger exploitation. This decline in flow has been
always observed in the Larderello area, and also in
the new area of Monte Amiata. Many theories have

CONDENSATION CYCLE WITH DIRECT

STEAM INLET

. s

s- Soffione p-Pump

T-Turbine C-Jet Condenser
A- Alternator Tr-Cooling Tower

At - Gas Extractor Compressor

Figure 7. Condensation cycle with direct steam inlet
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Figure 8. Larderello No. 3 power plant - layout

been invented for the explanation of this phenomenon,
which is substantially based on the fact that only
a limited amount of calories can be drawn from a
specific area. This means that· a steam field has a
"thermic output". The "thermic energy" of the field
is exploited through the steam which is drawn
from deep within the earth.

Now let us see what is the origin of this steam.
Although this subject does not fall under the specific
heading of this paper, it will be necessary, at this
point, to talk briefly about it, to make the whole
problem clear. A theory, accepted in the past, held
that the primary source of the steam was magmatic
water (i.e., water of crystallization coming from
solidifying granite). All this is substantially not true.
Studies made at Larderello in 1959 on the steam
from the soffioni (based on the relation between
Oxigen isotopes No. 16 and No. 18), show that the
water is substantially of meteoric origin. We must

say "substantially" since we cannot exclude that a
small percentage of such water may be of magmatic
origin. This conclusion is, on the other hand, analo
gous to that reached by D. E. White of the D.S.
Geological Survey. In studying the thermal springs
in Nevada with the same system, he found that the
water of "magmatic origin" was less than 5 per cent,
while the remaining water was of meteoric origin.
(See: Mineral Information Service, Division of
Mines, State of California, March 1960.) It was also
found in the course of studies at Larderello that
the age of this water is over forty years. Further
studies are under way on the meaning of this data.

At any rate, the cycle at Larderello could be as
follows: the underground water, which can also
come from a great distance, in time as well as space,
came near a body of heated rocks, and filtered into
the spongy areas of the subsoil under the form of hot
water under pressure. An impermeable layer of clay,
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acting as a cover, maintains the pressure. When
the drillings approach these areas, the necessary
channelways for the escape of the steam are pro
duced. Initially, at Larderello, the steam found was
saturated steam, while it is now superheated. In
fact, the total enthalpy of the steam at Larderello is
at present of approximately 680-690 cal/kg, while
the maximum enthalpy of a dry saturated steam
is of 670 cal/kg;

Now, how is this to be explained? The exploitation
of the steam produces a lowering in the underground
hydrostatic level. It has certainly decreased several

hundred metres at Larderello in forty years. The
steam, in coming to the surface, goes through layers
of rocks which, due to their very small conductivity,
have retained their original heat. Therefore the
steam, upon emerging, becomes superheated. In 40-50
years, the temperature of the steam at Larderello
has increased approximately 40°C. The lowering
of the hydrostatic level is one of the causes of the
reduced steam flow. The steam, in fact, must come
a longer way before reaching the surface, therefore
meeting with a greater resistance (which is probably
also increased by chemical incrustations).
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However, this phenomenon means also that the
amount of heated water that makes its way down
from the surface is smaller than the amount that
returns to the surface in the form of steam. This
produces a decrease of the hydrostatic level. More
over, there is a decrease in well-bottom pressure
and, since the steam flow of a "soffione" is propor
tional to the ratio (well-bottom pressure/well-head
pressure, with the well-head pressure being constant,
turbine inlet pressure), obviously the flow decreases.

One has the impression at Larderello that the
surface water filters down very slowly, since as soon
as we proceed to the exploitation of the steam on
an industrial level, a decrease of the steam flow is
observed in the course of time. The decrease is faster
if the exploitation of the field is more intensive.

The phenomenon, if expressed by the "output-time"
diagram, is represented by a curve of the exponential
type, the decrease of which is faster at the beginning
and very small after some time.
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Economic considerations

The operation expenses for geothermal power
plants are higher, since personnel and general

of observations it may also appear to be a straight
line (especially if one takes into account the inevitable
inaccuracies of measurement).

I~ the economic study of geothermal power gen
eration, we find exactly the same elements which are
characteristic of the production of power from tra
ditional fuels.

In both cases, in fact, the following points must
be taken into account:

Charges on capital (interest rates and depreciation).
One must bear in mind that in the case of a geotherm
al power plant, one must also consider the "boiler",
which in this case is formed by the aggregate of the
wells initially drilled plus the steam pipelines.

Operation expenses (maintenance, personnel, etc.).
Cost of fuel.
In the generation of geothermal power the steam

replaces the "fuel". The cost of it is determined by
calculating the ratio between steam quantity per
year and annual drilling expenses needed to maintain
a constant steam output.

A direct comparison is impossible between the cost
of thermoelectrical and geothermal power. In the
thermoelectrical power plants, in fact, the installed
power and the power of each unit is considerably
higher than that of geothermal power plants. Further
more, it is known that the cost of establishment is not
directly proportional to the installed power and the
power per unit, but increases more slowly.

However, a kind of comparison will be very
useful.

In the remarks that follow we consider one thermo
electrical power plant with two 150-megawatt units
and one geothermal power plant with two direct
condensation-cycle 15-megawatt units having a spe
cific consumption of 9 kg per kW of net output.
For both plants, a working load of 8 000 hrs will be
considered.

For the thermoelectrical power plant, we refer to the
technical literature in the reports by lngegneri
Mainardis, Castellani and Lodolo d'Oria to the
Sixtieth Annual Meeting of Associazione Elettro
tecnica Italiana; supplement to "L'Elettrotecnica",
vo1. XLVII, fasc. II, 1959/1960.
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For a geothermal power plant, we have:

Cost of establishment per net installed k\V
Operation expenses per kWh of net output
Cost of steam per k\Vh of net output. . .

Cost of establishment per net installed k\V .
Operation expenses per kWh of net output
Fuel cost per k\Vh of net output. . . . . .

K
Q =-

Tn

I t is useless to discuss in detail such a function
for a single "soffione". We must observe, instead,
the behaviour of a "steam field" which is composed
by many steam' wells drilled at various times at
different depths.

If we put in a diagram the percentage of the initial
output of the various steam wells of a field versus
their "age" (expressed in years in a logarithmic scale)
we may have an idea of the behaviour of the steam
field.

In the case of Larderello, the expression has the
form

Q is the output, T the time in years and n is higher
when the exploitation of the field is bigger.

Figure 10 gives this diagram for the main field at
Larderello.

As we said at the beginning, we are dealing with a
"mining" operation. The quantity of steam which
may be supplied by a well is large but not infinite.
The longevity of the well is such that, although short
from a geological point of view, it is quite sufficient
from an industrial point of view.

We have already mentioned that the average life
of a steam well at Larderello is about 20 years.
There are several wells which are still active after 30
years (their output is, of course, at present, a fraction
of the original output).

To give an example, we shall point out that the
average age of the 80 steam wells presently feeding
the two bigger power plants at Larderello is
8.4 years. The age of the "soffioni" at Serrazzano is
9.3 years. It will be interesting to note that in the
Sasso area, on the other hand where the exploitation
in the past was very low, the average age of the
"soffioni" in operation is 18 years.

The "field", as we will call the steam-producing
area, has a much longer life since the first wells were
exhausted, and new wells can be drilled at greater
depths.

One must always bear in mind, though, that there
is a practical limit to the exploitation. One must not
try to increase excessively the output of an area by
drilling too many wells close together, since the
increase thus obtained would be only temporary,
and the decline faster if the wells are very numerous
and very close together.

It is regrettable that, at the present stage of our
knowledge in the matter, we are unable to foresee
this limit, nor can we determine it with tests in a
few months. The phenomenon evolves always very
slowly, and this may lead to false conclusions, since
tests and data collected in a few years of operation
may induce us to conclude that constant flow has
been reached while if, as we are inclined to believe,
the trend of the "flow-time" curve follows that of an
exponential curve, its "downward trend" is very
slow and tends to an asymptote. For a short range
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expenses are heavier per kWh of output, due to the
limited power of these installations.

In the preliminary estimates for a geothermal
power plant, it will be advisable to consider a rather
short amortization period. A five-year period could
be a very cautious estimate.

We must point out, however, that if the charac
teristics of the steam field are good, the amortization
period, as demonstrated by the long experience at
Larderello, can be extended to a ten-year period.

The cost of the steam for a geothermal power
plant is referred to a hypothetical steam field charac
terized by an annual decrease (of flow) of 25 per cent
and therefore by the annual drilling expenses neces-

sary to reintegrate one-quarter of the original steam
flow of the field.

This is, too, a very pessimistic estimate. The
decrease of an average steam field is usually smaller,
and therefore the cost of the fuel will be lower.
Also in this case, we are supported by over 30 years
of experience at Larderello.

It will be useful to point out, also, that the output
of a geothermal power plant cannot vary. It will not
be possible to stop the power units and utilize the
steam in a different manner. A geothermal power
plant is, in effect, a typical basic plant which can
supply that part of the demand of power which
remains constant in time.

Surnrnary

In the paper at hand, the general principles, both
technical and economic, which must guide us in the
exploitation of geothermal energy for the generation
of electric power are examined.

One must bear in mind, though, that the geother
mal steam is a "mining phenomenon", where the di
mensions of the "mine", the "mine" being the source
of the steam, and also the size of the available steam
supply are not known. It is therefore necessary,
before beginning its industrial exploitation, to make
preliminary studies and tests, which can take a long
time, up to several years.

One must determine the pressure at which the
future plant will give the best results.

Tests of the steam flow at varying pressures,
to determine quantity and temperature, are made
and the characteristic curves are obtained.

For the well called "Le Prata No. 2", considered in
our paper, the flow curve belongs to the family
of ellipses represented by the equation:

Gl.SS pr.ss G = steam flow in tonsjh

K l + K;' P = pressure in kgjcm2 abs.

To obtain the energy curve we consider an adiabatic
expansion with the assumption that the steam be
used in turbines with atmospheric discharge (or
with discharge at 0.1 kg/cm" abs.).

The energy curves give only a very general indi
cation as to the limits within which the energy
obtained is near to the maximum. At Larderello, the
average operating pressure is generally of 5 kg/cm2 abs
while in less exploited areas it is of 6.5 kg/cm2 abs.

To study the steam field, at the same time avoiding
a waste of energy, the Ansaldo Company has hl~ilt

a special turbine, with atmospheric discharge, WhICh
is able to generate 4500-3 500 kW at pressures
varying from 11 to 7 kg/cm2 abs. One of these has
been installed in the new exploitation area of Monte
Amiata.

There are several cycles of exploitation of steam
that can be adopted.

(a) The simplest is a direct cycle with atmospheric
discharge turbine. Its specific consumption is
approximately 20 kilos of steam per kWh, which
means 80 tons/h for 4 000 kW (pressure: 5.5 kg/cm2

abs; temperature: 200°C).
The cost of a similar installation is appproxi

mately 41 000 Italian lire per kW, to which one must
add the cost of the outside pipelines (approximately
13 per cent of the total cost of the power plant).

Several units similar to this one can be installed
where larger quantities of steam are present.

A 16 000 kW power plant, formed by 4 of such
4000 kW units, is then described. Its cost would
be of 37 500 lire per installed kW.

This utilization cycle, being the simplest, is also
the least expensive. It is the type most advantageous
for under-developed countries and the most advisable
in any new area of exploitation.

b) One can also employ a steam-condensing
turbine cycle with heat exchangers. In this type of
installation, the natural steam runs through a heat
exchanger, thus generating the secondary steam to
feed the turbine. The steam exhaust is discharged
into a condenser under vacuum.

The advantages of this cycle are the following:
It can be used with very dirty and incrusting

steam;
It allows the total utilization of the chemicals

contained in the steam;
With a steam containing 10-15 per cent by weight

of non-condensable gases, its thermal efficiency
equals that of a direct inlet cycle and it can be even
more efficient than the direct cycle if the percentages
are higher.

Its installation cost is equal to or slightly hig~er
than that of an analogous installation working with
a direct condensation cycle.

(c) Condensation cycle with direct s~eam i~let.
In this cycle the natural steam is fed directly into
the turbine and afterwards to the condenser. The
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For a geothermal power plant we have:

Operation expenses are higher for a geothermal
power plant, since personnel and general expenses
are heavier per kWh of net output, due to the limited
power of these installations.

The cost of the steam is referred to a hypothetical
steam field characterized by an annual decrease of
flow of 25 per cent and by the annual drilling ex
penses necessary to reintegrate one-quarter of its
original steam flow.

This is a very pessimistic estimate, since the de
crease of an average steam field is usually smaller
and therefore the cost is lower, as is demonstrated
by over 30 years of experience at Larderello.

The decrease in steam flow of the main field at
Larderello is then considered.

In conclusion, the quantity of steam supplied by
a well is large but not infinite, while the life of the
steam field is longer than that of a single well. We
can in fact drill new wells at greater depths when the
first ones are exhausted. One must always bear in
mind that there is a practicallimit to the exploitation,
beyond which the increase in the number of wells
will determine only a temporary increase in the
output of the area, while the decline will be faster, the
wells being too numerous and too close together.

Finally, a few economic considerations will be
useful. In the economic study of geothermal power
generation, we find exactly the same elements
characteristic of the production of power from tradi
tional sources. In both cases, in fact, we must take
into account the following elements:

Charges on capital;
Operation expenses;
Cost of fuel, where the "fuel" is the steam, and

its cost is determined by calculating the ratio be
tween steam quantity per year and annual drilling
expenses needed to maintain a constant steam out
put.

While a direct comparison between the two power
generating systems is impossible, a very useful
parallel can be drawn between one thermoelectrical
power plant (with two 150-megawatt units) and
one geothermal power plant (with two direct
condensation cycle 15-megawatt units having a
specific consumption of 9 kg per kWh of net output).

The technical literature gives us the following
data for a thermoelectrical power plant:

gases contained in the steam are removed from the
condensers with special gas extractors to maintain
the vaccuum.

It is the most modern plant cycle and it was adop
ted in all power plants constructed by the Larderello
Company during the past 10 years.

The Larderello power plants are then briefly
described. At Larderello No. 3 power plant, the tests
made on a 25-megawatt unit showed an average
specific consumption of 9.95 kg/kWh net, at an inlet
pressure and temperature of 4.75 kg/cm 2 abs and
185°C respectively.

In plants built later, the specific consumption is
9 kg/kWh, and at the new plant at Lago only
8 kg/kWh. •

For this cycle, the average cost is 70 000 Italian
lire per kW.

At any rate, economic and local conditions are
decisive, since, obviously, a discussion on the lowest
specific consumption would be absurd if one had to
produce electric power in an isolated area without
electricity. In this case, the simplest and least
expensive plant should be adopted.

On the other hand, if the energy is to be produced
at a competitive cost, in an already industrialized
area, one must install the most perfected plants.
These are more expensive and require more accurate
preliminary tests, as well as careful planning as to
the dimensions of the plant. Furthermore, it must
be considered that, in the course of time, the wells
near the plant may not supply enough steam. It
will then be necessary to look for the steam and
convey it with big pipes from areas farther away.
These pipes, of large diameter due to the low pressure
of the steam, will increase the cost of the installation.

It is obvious that it will be necessary to decide
case by case on whether it is more convenient to
adopt one large centralized plant ~ or several smaller
ones at a certain distance from each other. It will also
be necessary to study the interaction between the
wells, i.e., the influence of the new wells on the old,
and to determine the "total output" of the steam
field. The plant should be planned for a flow lower
than this total and the turbines installed one at a
time, since, in this field, it is advisable to go by
degrees. In fact, if, on one hand, new drilling may
bring additional steam, on the other hand, by
continuing the drillings in more distant areas, we
may have a decrease in the flow of the original wells.

The phenomenon of the decrease in steam flow
has been most carefully studied at Larderello. It was
observed that the flow of a steam well decreases
in the course of time, i.e., a well supplies steam for a
limited period of time, the average life of a steam
well at Larderello being roughly 20-25 years.

In less exploited areas, the wells show a less marked
decrease in steam flow, the decrease being closely
related to the intensity of exploitation of the field.

Cost of establishment per net installed k W.
Operation expenses per kWh of net output.
Fuel cost per kWh of net output . . . . . .

Cost of establishment per net installed k\V.
Operation expenses per kWh of net output
Cost of steam per kWh of net output . . .

Lire

70-75000
0.35-0.40
3.10-3.30

Lire

80-90000
0.70-0.80
0.50-0.55

11
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ORGANISATION D'UNE CENTRALE ELECTRIQUE A ENERGIE GEOTHERMIQUE
CONSIDERATIONS TECHNIQUES ET ECONOMIQUES

Resume

L'auteur examine dans ce memoire les principes
generaux, tant techniques qu'economiques, qu'il
faut suivre dans la mise en ceuvre de l'energie geo
thermique en vue de la production d' energie elec
trique.

I1 faut se rappeler toutefois que la vapeur geo
thermique est un « produit minier » dans lequel les
dimensions de la « mine )), celle-ci etant la source
de vapeur, et 1'importance de la quantite disponible
de vapeur ne sont pas connues. I1est done necessaire,
avant de s'engager dans des projets industriels,
de proceder a des etudes et a des essais preliminaires
qui peuvent durer longtemps, voire des annees.

On doit determiner la pression pour laquelle la
centrale donnera les meilleurs resultats,

On doit verifier le regime d'ecoulement, ou debit
de la vapeur a diverses pressions, pour juger de sa
quantite et de sa temperature, et on tracera des
courbes caracteristiques.

Pour le puits appele « le Prata n° 2 », dont il est
question dans ce mernoire, la courbe du regime
d'ecoulement appartient a la famille d'ellipses repre
sentee par I'equation :

GI.58 pI.58

-+-K I K 2

dans laquelle G = debit de vapeur en tonnesjheure
P = pression en kgjcm2 abs.

Pour tracer la courbe energetique, on considere
une detente adiabatique pour laquelle on admet que
la vapeur est orientee vers des turbines a echappe
ment a 1'air libre (ou a une pression de 0,1 kgjcm2

abs.).
Les courbes energetiques ne donnent qu'une indi

cation tres generale quant aux limites entre lesquelles
l'energie produite est voisine de son maximum. A
Larderello, la pression moyenne d'exploitation est
habituellement de 5 kgjcm2 abs. alors que, dans des
regions moins exploitees, elle est de 6,5 kgjcm2 abs

Pour etudier les champs producteurs de vapeur
sans gas pillage d'energie, la Compagnie Ansaldo
a mis au point une turbine speciale, a echappement a
l'air libre, qui peut debiter entre 3 500 et 4 500 kW
a des pressions variant entre 7 et 11 kgjcm2 abs. On
en a installe une dans la nouvelle region d'exploita
tion de Monte Amiata.

I1 y a plusieurs cycles d'exploitation possibles pour
la vapeur :

a) Le plus simple est le cycle direct, avec turbine
a echappement a l'air libre. Sa consommation speci
figue est de l'ordre de 20 kg de vapeur par ~Wjh,
soit 80 tonnesjheure pour 4000 kW (pression :
5,5 kgjcm2 abs.; temperature : 200°C).

Les frais d'etablisscment d'une pareille installation
sont de 1'ordre de 41 000 lires italiennes par kW,
somme a laquelle on doit ajouter les frais de pipelines
exterieurs (ceci represente environ 13 p. 100 des
frais d'installation globaux de la centrale).

Plusieurs groupes analogues a ceux-ci peuvent
etre installes la oil il existe des quantites importantes
de-vapeur.

L'auteur decrit ensuite une centrale de 16 000 kW
constituee par quatre groupes de 4000 kW de ce
genre. Elle reviendrait a37 500 lires par kW installe.

Ce cycle d'utilisation, etant le plus simple, est
egalement le moins cher : c'est le plus avantageux
pour les pays sous-developpes et le plus recommande
pour toute nouvelle region d'exploitation.

b) On peut egalement se servir d'un cycle de
turbines a condensation, auec echangeurs de chaleur.
Dans ce genre d'installation, la vapeur naturelle
passe par un echangeur, produisant de la vapeur se
condaire, qui alimente la turbine. La vapeur d'echap
pement va a un condenseur a vide.

Les avantages de ce cycle sont les suivants :
On peut s'en servir avec de la vapeur tres polluee

et capable de donner lieu a des incrustations.
I1 permet l'utilisation integrals des produits

chimiques contenus dans la vapeur.
Avec une vapeur qui contient de 10 a 15 p. 100

en poids de gaz non condensables, son rendement
thermique est egal a celui d'un cycle a admission
directe, et il peut etre plus efficace encore gue le
cycle direct si ces pourcentages sont plus eleves,

Les frais d'installation sont egaux ou legerement
superieurs a ceux d'une installation analogue fonc
tionnant avec un cycle a condensation directe.

c) Dans le cycle a condensation, avec admission
directe de la vapeur, la vapeur naturelle est fournie
directement a la turbine, puis au condenseur. Les
gaz que contient la vapeur sont enleves du conden
seur avec des extracteurs speciaux qui y maintiennent
le vide.

C'est le dernier cycle, adopte pour toutes les
installations de Larderello au cours de ces dix der
nieres annees,

L'auteur donne ensuite une breve description des
centrales de Larderello. A la centrale n° 3, les essais
executes sur un groupe de 25 megawatts revelent
une consommation specifique moyenne de 9,95 kg
par kWjh net, pour une pression a l'admission de
4,75 kgjcm2 abs. et une temperature de 185°C.

Dans les installations construites par la suite, la
consommation specifique est de 9 kgjkWjh et, a la
nouvelle installation de Lago, elle ri'est que de
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Pour une centrale geothermique, les chiffres corres
pondants s'etablissent comme suit:

Les frais d'exploitation sont plus eleves pour une
centrale geothermique, car les depenses au titre
du personnel et les frais generaux sont plus forts,
par kW/h de debit net, en raison de la puissance
limitee de ces installations.

On caIcule le prix de la vapeur sur la base d'un
champ hypothetique caracterise par une chute
annuelle de debit de 25 p. cent et par les frais annuels
de foncage de puits necessaires pour retablir un
quart de son debit original de vapeur.

C'est la une evaluation tres pessimiste, car la
perte de debit d'un champ moyen est habitueIIement
moindre et, en consequence, les frais sont plus
reduits, ainsi qu'il a ete demontre apres plus de
trente ans dexperience a Larderello.

premiers sont epuises. On doit toujours se rappeler
qu'il y a une limite pratique d'exploitation au-dela
de laquelle toute augmentation du nombre de puits
n'ameliore que temporairement le debut de la region,
avec un declin plus rapide si les puits sont trop
nombreux et trop proches les uns des autres.

Finalement, quelques considerations economiques
semblent indiquees, Dans toute etude econornique
de la production d'energie geothermique, on trouve
exactement les memes elements que ceux qui s'appli
quent a la production d'energie, par les sources
classiques. Dans les deux cas, il faut tenir compte
des elements suivants :

Frais sur les capitaux,
Frais d'exploitation,
Prix du combustible, dans lequel le combustible

est la vapeur, et son prix est determine par le caIcul
du rapport entre la quantite de vapeur debitee
par an et les depenses annuelles de forage engagees
pour que le debit de vapeur reste constant.

Bien qu'une comparaison directe entre les deux
systemes de production d'energie soit impossible,
un parallele tres utile peut etre etabli entre une
installation thermoilectrique constituee par deux
groupes de 150 megawatts et une centrale gio
thermique ayant deux groupes a cycle a condensation
directe de 15 megawatts dont la consommation
specifique est de 9 kg par kW/h de debit net.

Les ouvrages techniques nous donnent les rensei
gnements suivants sur une telle centrale thermo
electrique :

8 kg/kW/h. Pour ce cycle, le cout moyen d'installa
tion est de 70 000 lires italiennes par kW.

En tout etat de cause, les considerations economiques
et locales sont decisives, car il est evident que toute
etude de la consommation specifique la plus faible
serait absurde si on devait produire de I'energie
electrique pour une region isolee et privee delectri
cite. En pareil cas, c'est la centrale la plus simple
et la moins couteuse qu'il faudrait adopter.

En revanche, si on doit produi re de l'energie a
un prix concurrentiel dans une region deja industria
Iisee, il convient d'installer les centrales les plus
perfectionnees. Elles sont plus cheres et exigent des
essais preliminaires plus serres et un planning
soigne quant a leur taille. Au surplus, il faut se
rappeler qu'avec le passage du temps, les puits
qui se trouvent pres de la centrale peuvent ne plus
fournir assez de vapeur. Il sera done necessaire de
chercher cette vapeur et de l'acheminer de regions
plus eloignees par de gros tuyaux. Ces tuyaux, de
fort diametre en raison de la basse pression de vapeur,
augmenteront les frais d'installation.

Il est evident qu'il sera necessaire de decider dans
chaque cas d'espece s'il est plus commode d'adopter
une grande centrale ou plusieurs petites installations
situees a une certaine distance l'une de I'autre,
Il sera egalement necessaire d'etudier les actions
mutuelles entre les puits, c'est-a-dire I'influence
des puits nouveaux sur les anciens, et de caIculer
le debit total du champ de vapeur. La centrale doit
etre etudiee pour un regime d' ecoulement plus faible
que ce total, et les turbines doivent etre installees
une a une car, dans ce domaine, il est bon de proceder
progressivement. En fait, si de nouveaux forages
sont susceptibles de fournir des supplements de
vapeur, il faut se rappeler qu'ils peuvent entrainer
une reduction du regime d'eeoulement des puits
precedemment mis en exploitation.

Le phenomene de la reduction du regime d' ecoule
ment de la vapeur (reduction du debit) a ete etudie
avec le plus grand soin a Larderello. On a observe
que I'ecoulement d'un puits de vapeur diminue avec
le temps. En d'autres termes, un puits fournit de
la vapeur pour un temps limite, la duree moyenne
d'un puits a Larderello etant tres grossierement
evaluee entre 20 et 25 ans.

Dans les regions moins exploitees, la reduction
du debit de vapeur est moindre, car cette reduction
est etroitement Iiee a I'intensite de l'exploitation du
champ.

L'auteur examine ensuite la reduction du debit
de la vapeur pour le champ principal de Larderello.

En conclusion, le volume de vapeur fourni par
un puits est considerable, mais pas infini, et la
duree de vie utile du champ est plus grande que celle
d'un puits isole. On peut, en fait, foncer de nouveaux
puits a de plus grandes profondeurs, quand les

Frais d'etablissement par kW net installe .
Frais d'exploitation par kWjh de debit net
Prix du combustible par k\Vjh de debit net.

Frais d'etablissement par kW net installe
Frais d'exploitation par k\Vjh de debit net.
Prix de la vapeur par kWjh de debit net ..

70-75 000 tires
0.35-0.40Iires
3.10-3.30 lires

80-90 000 tires
0.70-0.80 lires
0.50-0.55 lires
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CONSIDERATIONS SUR LE FONCTIONNEMENT DES CENTRALES GEOTHERMO
ELECTRIQUES DE LARDERELLO ET SUR LE TRANSPORT DU FLUIDE ENDOGENE

Pietro Di Mario*

Schernas d'exploitation du fluide endogene

On suppose connues 1'importance et la valeur
des forces endogenes (1); on suppose egalement
connus les cycles suivant lesquels a ete realisee la
transformation de l'energie du fluide endogene en
energie electrique (figures 1, 2, 3 et 4).

La figure 5 donne les caracteristiques de fonction
nement du turbo-alternateur de 3 500 kW de la
figure 1, etudie pour un fluide endogene a 180 QC,
avec 4 p. 100 en poids de gaz : sur la figure 6 sont
reportees les caracteristiques du meme groupe
fonctionnant avec un fluide endogene a 145 QC et
75 p. 100 en poids de gaz.

Pour ameliorer I'elasticite des groupes, des tur
bines mixtes de 4 500 kW a un cycle ont recernment
ete realisees, avec pression d'admission variable :
en modifiant 1'utilisation partielle des tubes d'arrivee
au premier stade d'action par des obturateurs
convenables et par le palettage a reaction au moyen
de 1'installation d'une double-caisse a palettes, les
machines peuvent recevoir du fluide endogene sous
des pressions comprises entre 7 et 11 ata, dans les
meilleures conditions de rendement et suivant les
caracteristiques de consommation indiquees a la
figure 7. Cette particularite, avec les autres caracte-

* Directeur, LardereIlo S.p.A., Pise (Italie).

SOUFFLARD

ristiques connues (2), et grace a I'application, d'un
emploi de plus en plus repandu, de telecommandes
dans les centrales pilotes (3), font que le dispositif
de la figure 1 convient particulierernent a. I'exploi
tation immediate d'un souffiard ou d'un groupe de
soufflards en installations « mobiles ) pendant le
temps necessaire a l'etude et a la realisation de
centrales fixes plus adequates,

Nous ne ferons pas d'analyse particuliere de la
figure 2, car on peut considerer ce dispositif depasse
pour un fluide endogene ayant les caracteristiques
de celui de Larderello (contenu en gaz 3 a 7 p. 100);
dans quelques cas particuliers (4), ce schema, oppor
tunement modifie, pourra cependant encore donner
des resultats d'exploitation satisfaisants.

La figure 8 donne les caracteristiques de fonction
nement d'un groupe de 15 000 kW a trois cycles;
la figure 3 indique le bilan energetique de ce groupe,
en bon etat de fonctionnement (temperature du
fluide endogene 185 QC; pression en amont des
soupapes 4,52 ata; consommation 121 tjh; tempe
rature de 1'eau de condensation 32 QC; pression a la
de charge de la turbine 0,107 ata).

La figure 4 n'indique pas de donnees d'exploitat~on,

car les consommations specifiques de ces installations
sont superieures de 2 a4,5 p. ~OO acelles des centrales
analogues de la figure 3. Evidemment, ~lles sont
fonction du degre de surchauffage du fiuide.

TURBINE ALTERNATEUR

VERS LES INSTALLATIOt£ CHIMIQUES

Figure 1. Installation a vapeur naturelle, a echappement libre (schema 1)
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POMPE

ALTERNATEUR

POMPEAVIDE

POMPE

TOUR DE
REFROIDISSEMENT
O'EAU

GAZ

EAU BORIQU E

VERS LES INSTALLATION::>4--='-"'--~

CHIMIQUES

Figure 2. Installation a vapeur pure, a condensation (schema 2)

It " a

Turbo-alternaleur 13'400KW nets

vers It'S
Ins tallations
chimiques

149.6m3/h
149,6mc/h

Extracleur degaz (Compresseur)

I'11510

O.107at~
65,64.10°cal/h

185 C-4.52ata
78,65.1O'cal/h

116,16 tin H20
4,84 11 GAZ

Pornpe

5574 me h
430C

Soufflard

Figure 3. Installation a vapeur naturelle, a condensation (schema 3)
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Appareils principaux

Des problemes de differente nature ont Me poses
et resolus aux stades de mise en place du projet
et de l'exploitation d'installations geothermoelec
triques.

RESERVOIRS EPURATOIRES DE LA VAPEUR ENDOGENE

Le role de retenir les parties solides de certaines
dimensions provenant des souffiards (par exemple,
brisures de rochers) ou des conduits de vapeur
(par exemple dechets de soudures) a ete confie,
jusqu'a une epoque recente, exclusivement ~ des
filtres mecaniques places en amont des turbmes :
pour la separation de condensations fortes, de liquides
vaporises et de solides en suspension (par exemple
argile), il a ete fait usage d'appareils d'epur~tion

a gravite (( diviseurs n). Recemment, on a mis au
point des tours de lavage Kittel, des cyclones a axe
vertical et des cyclones axiaux grace auxquels il est
fait un veritable (( lavage » de la vapeur avec de l'eau,
aux fins egalement de recuperer l'acide borique
qu'elle contient; ce lavage peut dormer lieu a un
desurchauffage partiel ou total de la vapeur (5).
Le rendement de captation d'acide borique de ces
appareils est excellent; la depuration du fluide de
ses parties solides, meme extremement emiettees,
et des parties liquides est bonne; les pertes de charge
qui s'y verifient sont moindres (5 a 10 mm Hg).

Par contre la perte continue d'energie due au
desurchauffage de la vapeur, les sollicitations sur les

conduits de vapeur et sur les turbines, dues aux
changements brusques de temperature en raison des
embranchements et des debranchements inevitables
des laveurs, et les corrosions sur les matieres ferreuses
sous l'action mecanique et chimique de l'eau de
lavage et de condensation, limitent la valeur econo
mique des (( laveurs )) a des cas particuliers (lavage
de vapeur tres agressive ou remarquablement souillee,
elimination d'importantes condensations, etc.); pour
diminuer les corrosions des matieres ferreuses, on
ajoute a l'eau de la soude, qui neutralise l'acidite
de l'eau de lavage et des condensations.

TOURS DE REFRIGERATION

Il eut ete extremement couteux d'employer, pour
la condensation, de l'eau fluviale ou marine, qui fait
totalement defaut dans la zone boracifere, On a done
eu recours a des tours de refrigeration artificielles :
on a choisi des tours en ciment arrne.r a profit hyper
bolique, a tirage naturel, par unites capables de
refroidir 9 000-12 000-15 000-18 000 m 3/h d'eau de
41 ° a31°C, avec de l'air a25°C, humidite 60 p. 100.
Pour un refrigerant de 9000 m3/h, ces donnees
theoriques ont eu un ecart de 1 °C seulement par
rapport aux courbes de refroidissement experirnen
tales des figures 9 et 10. Le souci de devoir compenser
les pertes des tours avec de l'eau d'appoint cofiteuse
s'est avere, en pratique, sans fondement : la perte
par evaporation et par drainage par la cheminee
est toujours compensee par l'appoint de la vapeur

ALTERNATEUR

SOUFTLARD

EXTRACTEUR

~U
BORIQUEE

VERS LES
INSTALLATIONS CHIMIQUES

CONOENSEUR

EAU 0' EXC S (USAGES DIVERS)

lOUR DE
REFROIDISSEMENT
O'EAU

Figure 4. Installation avec lavage de la vapeur (schema 4)
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condensee : le surplus d'eau qui demeure disponible
pour usages divers (forages, etablissements chimiques,
etc.) est d'environ 12 a 30 p. 100 du condense, et cela
en raison des conditions atmospheriques,

La temperature de l'eau refroidie par les tours
utilisees a Larderello s'ecarte beaucoup plus de la
limite de refroidissement (temperature a ampoule
humide); dans la meilleure des hypotheses on
n'atteint pas des valeurs inferieures a 11 QC; I'abais
sement de la temperature au-dela de ces limites
ne compenserait pas le cout des tours a tirage naturel
plus grandes.

On a etudie l'opportunite d'installer des tours
a tirage force se pretant davantage a des refroidis
sements plus pousses ; le prix de revient plus eleve
de l'installation de ces appareils en Italie, le cout
d'exploitation (6) dfr essentiellement a la consomma
tion d'energie electrique des ventilateurs, cofrt qui
n'est cornpense qu'en partie par la moindre hauteur
statique de pompage, une garantie moins grande
de la continuite de l'exploitation (essentielle pour le
fonctionnement d'installations geothermiques. OU il
est impossible de stocker du combustible), voila
autant de causes ayant conseille l'emploi de tours
de refrigeration a tirage naturel, et cela meme pour
les installations plus recentes,

A cause de leur qualite de moindre encombrement
et de la possibilite de recuperation, les tours a tirage
force seront mises a I'essai dans des installations a
condensation {( transportables » recemment mis en
place par une importante maison italienne en collabo
ration avec les ingenieurs de la societe Larderello,
S.p.A.; on prevoit pour ces installations des rende
ments a peu pres identiques a ceux des centrales
fixes, avec une facilite de mise en place et de levee
approchant beaucoup celle des groupes {( mobiles» (7).

Des tours a tirage force pourront egalement donner
de sensibles avantages pour le traitement de I'eau
destinee a la refrigeration du gaz. C'est de sa tempe
rature que depend en effet le comportement des
extracteurs du gaz et, par voie de consequence, le
rendement d'une installation geothermoelectrique.

CONDENSEURS

Les premieres expenences avec des condenseurs
a surface ont donne de mauvais resultats d'exploi
tation, en raison des importantes incrustations et
corrosions sur les tuyaux, provenant d'irnpuretes
ou du pouvoir agressif du fluide endogene au stade
de condensation.

Ce sont encore les incrustations, diminuant rapide
ment et considerablement le coefficient de trans
mission, qui ont occasionne l'echec des essais sur
condenseurs a air experimentaux : ceux-ci auraient
notamment elirnine la necessite de construction
de tours de refrigeration.

Les condenseurs a melange, en fonte ou en acier
tres plombe, ont fait preuve d'un meilleur compor
tement. Ces condenseurs sont les seuls installes a
l'heure actuelle dans les installations de la societe
Larderello, S.p.A.

Un soin particulier a Me donne a la forme et a la
disposition des gicleurs d'eau, afin d'en rendre plus
rapide le demontage et le nettoyage, et pour reduire
les possibilites de depots incrustants et les pertes
de charges dans le condenseur.

Le premier refrigerant des gaz fait partie integrante
de ce condenseur (figure 3). I1 est extremement
important aux fins d'un meilleur debit des gaz
incondensables.

POMPES PRINCIPALES POUR CIRCULATION D'EAU

A partir des decharges barometriques des conden
seurs, l'eau froide, melangee au condense, est pornpee
dans les canaux circulaires des tours de refrigeration.
A cette fin on a utilise, dans le passe, des electro
pompes centrifuges, avec debit unitaire de 7 000
a 13000 m 3/h et preponderances manometriques
de 20 a 23 m : ce type de pompe exigeait de couteux
ouvrages en maconnerie (un local pour pompes a
I'interieur ou a l'exterieur de la centrale), avait
des rendements peu eleves et ne permettait pas de
regler la quantite d'eau en circulation, ce qui eut
permis deconomiser ainsi l'energie de pompage,
selon les differentes conditions atrnospheriques et
de charge de la centrale. Ces inconvenients ont ete
en grande partie elimines grace a l'adoption recente
d'electropompes helicocentrifuges a axe vertical, a
deux temps, avec palettes reglables et debit unitaire
maximum de 9000 m 3/h.

EXTRACTEURS DES GAZ

En utilisant le fluide endogene comme l'indique
la figure 2, le gaz est separe de la vapeur qui alimente
la turbine par les echangeurs de chaleur. Les figures
3 et 4 prevoient d'autres systemes, 11 a ete propose
de declencher la separation de la partie gazeuse de la
vapeur d'eau par centrifugation, en profitant de
I'ecart considerable entre le poids moleculaire de
CO2 et le poids de l' eau; meme si cette separation
est concevable en theorie, il faudrait realiser des
champs de forces de telle nature qu'ils puissent
declencher des accelerations extremement elevees et,
pratiquement, depenser des quantites considerables
d'energie.

11 a aussi ete propose d'absorber le CO2 avec une
solution de potasse, d'apres la reaction

K 2CO S + cO2 + H 20~ 2KHCOs

En ce cas les frais en chaleur, pour la regeneration
de cette solution a porter a environ 100 QC, seraient
de ce fait eleves,

I1 a Me egalement precede a des essais pour
l'absorption de CO2 a la decharge des turbines avec
des solutions de borax, par adjonction de reactifs
speciaux : la regeneration successive des solutions
devait avoir lieu par le precede de {( stripping » en
courant d'air, Les resultats d'absorption ont ete, du
point de vue industriel, vraiment excellents; moins
bons par contre ont ete les resultats de la regeneration,
pour laquelle il aurait fallu disposer de tours de
« stripping » de dimensions enormes.

11*
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Le probleme de la separation des gaz a eu, jusqu'a
ce jour, une solution pratique et satisfaisante grace
a l'adoption d'extracteurs centrifuges (ou compres
seurs) a 3 et 4 temps de compression etudies pour
des debits unitaires de 85 a 100000 m3jh de gaz
sature a 30 QC et 0,08 ata a la bride d'aspiration et
1,04 ata a la bride de dechargement. Pour diminuer
le travail de compression, a l'aspiration du conden
seur et entre un temps et l'autre, ont ete places des
refroidisseurs a melange convenables : etant donne
l'importance de la refrigeration sur le comportement
des extracteurs centrifuges et pour eviter I'incrusta
tion des parties fixes et mobiles des machines (8),
les refrigerateurs du gaz ont recu des dimensions
de plus en plus grandes.

Pour limiter les corrosions dues au melange gaz
vapeur en phase saturee, les tuyauteries et les carters
de la premiere phase en aval de l'embouchure d'aspi
ration, ainsi qu'en aval de chaque refrigerant inter
mediaire, sont en jet d'acier antiacide : les plateaux
tournants, les palettes fixes et mobiles, les boucles
de protection de l'arbre sont en acier antiacide
forge.

Les extracteurs sont mus par des moteurs elec
triques ou de petites turbines auxiliaires a condensa
tion; la possibilite de variation du nombre de tours

donnee par les petites turbines permet d'ajouter
la caracteristique de l'extracteur aux conditions
d'exploitation variables d'une centrale geothermo
electrique (ecart de la temperature de l'eau de conden
sation et, done, du vide; variation du fluide endo
gene disponible; variation du gaz contenu dans la
vapeur, etc.)

Des raisons d'economie d'installation et de simpli
cite de la gestion ont suggere d'accoupler l'extrac
teur de gaz au turbo-alternateur principal par des
multiplicateurs et manchons convenables; les pre
miers mois d'exploitation de deux groupes realises
suivant ce principe et recemment mis en service
ont confirme la justesse de cette solution. Comme
avec les extracteurs commandes par moteur elec
trique, le nombre de tours ne peut pas etre regie,
on est en train d'etudier la possibilite de couvrir la
gamme de reglage necessaire, en adoptant des
extracteurs equipes d'un systeme de palettes direc
trices mobiles et reglables a la main. Etant donne
le pourcentage eleve d'incondensables con tenus dans
le fluide endogene de Larderello, il n'a pas ete juge
opportun d'adopter des ejecteurs, qui n'ont ete
employes avec succes que pour le demarrage de
centrales munies d'extracteurs commandes par des
turbines a condensation.
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groupe equipe d'un compresseur insuffisant et a
vitesse constante.

Il est interessant de noter que :
La pression d'echappement optimum varie entre

0,074 ata (eau a 20°) et 0,123 ata (eau a 36°), a
laquelle correspondent des !1t respectivement de
12 DC et 10,75°C et un debit d'eau au condenseur
de 42 a 48 I par kg de fluide endogene,

Avec un compresseur a vitesse constante, il ne
serait pas possible d'ajuster 1'exploitation de I'instal
lation aux conditions diverses de pression et de
temperature des gaz a aspirer.

A egalite de fluide a 1'orifice de sortie, le debit de
la pompe doit varier entre des limites etroites.

Pour 1 °C de variation de la temperature de I'eau
froide il y a une variation d'environ 100 kW de
puissance utile.

Un mauvais ajustement des auxiliaires ou l'impos
sibilite de realiser la pression la plus convenable
a la decharge de la turbine peut entrainer des pertes
de 200 a 300 kW.

A l'aide des caracteristiques de refroidissement des
tours, il serait facile de reporter les courbes des
figures 11 et 12 en fonction des conditions atmos
pheriques et non de la temperature de I'eau froide :
ces courbes peuvent etre preparees aussi pour d'autres
conditions de charge et foumissent un guide extre
mement important pour l'exploitant de la centrale

L'exploitant de centrales geothermiques doit d'une
part executer les taches normales demandees pour
les installations thermoelectriques normales, et
d'autre part il doit avoir tout particulierement
soin de : a) controler et ajuster continuellement les
auxiliaires principaux aux conditions atrnospheriques
changeantes et aux caracteristiques variables de la
vapeur; b) suivre le comportement dans le temps des
sources vaporiferes afin de prevoir 1'exploitation
future des installations et d'en tirer le maximum de
profit, dans les limites des moyens que le projeteur
a mis a sa disposition.

Recherche de l'optimum des services auxiliaires

Examinons le groupe de courbes de la figure 8.
Les caracteristiques de consommation sont donnees
en kW (puissance brute) aux bomes; pour connaitre
la puissance nette, il faut deduire la puissance
absorbee par les auxiliaires; celle-ci est variable et,
pour chaque condition de charge, 1'optimum des
auxiliaires est fonction des caracteristiques atmos
pheriques,

Supposons que le groupe marche avec 121 t/h de
fluide a 1~5 °Csous 4,52 ata, avec 4 p. 100 d'inconden
sables: supposons en outre que le groupe soit equipe
d'une pompe de circulation d'eau a debit variable
(helice a palettes mobiles, par exemple) et d'un
extracteur pouvant s'ajuster aux differentes valeurs
de pression et de temperature des gaz aspires (ses
caracteristiques se rapprochent beaucoup de celles
d'un compresseur co~mande par une turbine).

La pression pc au condenseur (figure 3) est donnee
par la somme des pressions partielles du gaz et de la
vapeur et est reglee par la temperature tu de 1'eau
de condensation et par la capacite d'extraction du
compresseur : pc ne doit pas descendre au-dessous
de la valeur de la pression partielle de la vapeur
correspondant a tu, si 1'on ne veut pas evaporer de
1'eau dans la chambre de condensation et augmenter
inutilement le travail de 1'extracteur de gaz. Cepen
dant pc minimum demeure lie a tu : pour toute
temperature t, de l'eau froide, p. minimum est
fonction de l'ecart de temperature !1t = tu - t.;

Pour differentes temperatures te, compte tenu des
chutes de pression dans le condenseur et dans le
premier refrigerateur de gaz, on a calcule les pressions
minima realisables a la sortie de la turbine et a
l'aspiration du compresseur en fonction de l'ecart Si ;
ayant calcule le debit (et la puissance) de la pompe
pour obtenir les differents !1t, ayant egalement
calcule la puissance absorbee par le compresseur
(en supposant qu'on puisse ramener la temperature
du gaz a 2 DC au-dessus de celle de 1'eau), et apres
avoir ajoute une puissance (constante) de 20 kW
pour differents auxiliaires, on a pu finalement tracer
les courbes de la puissance nette vendable : ces
courbes presentent des maximums bien nets (figure
11) qui ont ete reportes sur les courbes atrait continu
de la figure 12 : les courbes hachurees representent,
a titre de comparaison, 1'exploitation du meme
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et pour les projecteurs, aux fins d'obtenir des instal
lations de plus en plus efficaces (9).

Comportement en cours d'exploitation
des soufflards (sources vaportferes)

Concernant la genese de la vapeur, nous renvoyons
le lecteur aux publications particulieres (10). Le
comportement des souffiards, interessant de plus pres
l'exploitation et I'etablissement des projets d'instal
lations geothermiques, est represente de maniere
schematique dans les figures 13 et 14.

Dans une zone non perturbee par des sources
pre-existantes, le souffiard fait normalement explo
sion: apres quelques jours de paroxysme t1 et quelques
mois de tassement t2 , le debit prend une valeur de
regime, qui decroit ensuite lentement (figure 13);
si l'on maintient constant l'orifice de sortie, la
pression suit cette merne loi, tandis que la tempe
rature du fluide augmente, d'abord rapidement et
ensuite plus lentement. Dans la periode de regime t3 ,

des augmentations ou des diminutions de pression
a la bouche du puits amenent des ecarts dans le
meme sens de la temperature et des variations
opposees de debit: des experiences encore en cours
paraissent indiquer que pendant la periode t3 , la

diminution du debit n'est pas fonction de la pression
d'utilisation.

Dans les trois temps t1> t2, t3 le comportement du
gaz demeure incertain. La quantite de gaz decroit
en un premier temps et remonte ensuite, avec des
variations bizarres. Mais en tout cas le pourcentage
en poids, dans la zone de Larderello, ne descend
jamais au-dessous de 3 p. 100; environ quatre fois
la valeur relevee, par exemple, dans la zone de The
Geysers (11).

Apres un temps t le souffiard B est suppose explo
ser : l'influence des deux sources est mesuree par
t4 , et I::i.Q peut meme s'annuler.

En reliant aussi le souffiard B it la centrale et en
supposant egales les deux chutes de pression le long
des deux tuyaux d'embranchement, la pression deB
revient a la pression de A, qui augmente; les debits
des deux souffiards suivent des variations dans le
sens deja vu, tandis que le debit total subit un accrois
sement I::i.Q', qui mesure le benefice net du deuxieme
forage. En intensifiant les puits, les accroissements
I::i.Q' tendent a diminuer et montrent la limite de
rentabilite du programme de forage.

Supposons les souffiards equipes pour la fermeture
(12); on ferme le souffiard A pendant le temps de
regime et le souffiard B pendant le temps de tasse-
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ment (figure 14); les debits, evidernment, s'annulent
immediatement, tandis que les pression P max et
P' max, valeurs tres importantes pour determiner la
pression la plus econornique pour 1'exploitation de la
vapeur (13), ne sont atteintes que progressivement.

A la reouverture des puits, le debit et la pression
du souffiard A prennent des valeurs Iegerement
snperieures aux precedentes et se ramenent rapide
ment aux nouvelles valeurs de regime; pour!:lP = 0,
on a egalement !:lQ = O. Le debit et la pression du
souffiard B prennent par contre des valeurs beau
coup plus voisines de celles de demurrage et decrois
sent tres lentement jusqu'aux nouvelles valeurs de
regime.

Consequences pratiques de ce qui precede :
a) Les caracteristiques debit-pression, tempera

ture-pression et quantite de gaz-pression necessaires
a la realisation d'un projet d'installations definitives,
doivent etre deterrninees au cours de la phase de
regime t3 , par des experimentations pouvant s'etendre
sur plusieurs mois.

b) Pendant cette periode, il convient d'utiliser
l'energie du fluide endogene dans des centrales
provisoires, ayant si possible une tres grande sou
plesse de fonctionnement, tout en realisant les condi-

tions requises de simplicite et de rapidite d'installa
tion.

c) Pour recuperer la quantite maximum de vapeur
il faut fermer la source tout de suite apres la phase
de paroxysme, en remettant les recherches et les
mesures a la construction de la petite centrale.

d) En etablissant les programmes de la production
future, il faut evaluer avec prudence les debits Qmax
et Q'max des souffiards en activite depuis peu de
temps.

e) S'il se confirme que la diminution de debit en
phase de regime n' est pas fonction des pressions
d'utilisation (et partant des debits relatifs), il peut
etre opportun, dans certains cas, de faire fonctionner
une centrale avec des rendements inferieurs mais
des productions superieures (14).

La phenomenologie decrite concerne des souffiards
debitant des fluides surchauffes (comme aLardedello).
Des sources avec des vapeurs saturees et de 1'eau
(par exemple a Travale) ont une existence plus
irreguliere et generalement plus courte. Des lors,
l'interpretation des donnees est plus difficile. Le
probleme est particulierement important dans les
parties du monde (comme en Nouvelle-Zelande)
ou presque toutes les sources debitent des vapeurs
saturees, melangees a de fortes quantites d'eau (15).
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Figure 14. Exploitation des souffiards munis d'appareils de fermeture
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Transport du fluide endogene

Pour transporter le fluide endogene, on utilise a
Larderello des tubes en acier normal, avec diametres
interieurs unifies de 300, 450, 660 et 810 mm et une
epaisseur 6 a 8 mm, revetus d'une couche en matiere

isolante (laine minerale ou pate abase de magnesium,
fibres d'amiante, etc.) epaisse de 30,60,90 ou 120mm.

ETUDE DU DlAMETRE ET DE L'EPArSSEUR DE L'rSOLANT

Pour determiner le diametre et l'epaisseur de
l'isolant les plus rentables, il faut faire les hypotheses
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de simplification suivantes, qui neanmoins ne change
ront pas le resultat pratique de l'operation :

1) Souffiard embranche independamment du
champ vaporifere alimentant la centrale;

2) Coefficient de friction A constant (0,0108 a
0,012) et independant du diarnetre du tube et du
nombre de Reynolds;

3) Coefficient de transmission 9 (Cal/mg.h°C) inde
pendant de I'epaisseur de l'isolant suivant la courbe
experimentale de la figure 14, mais pas de la tempe
rature du fluide;

4) Pertes de charge dans le tuyau constantes
suivant la variation de la temperature moyenne du
fluide,

Etant donne les caracteristiques debit-pression et
temperature-pression a la bouche du puits qui doit
alimenter la centrale (voir courbe hachuree de la
figure 16 a) et connaissant la longueur du conduit
de vapeur, avec les methodes de la thermotechnique
(16) on calcule les chutes de pression J:::,.P pour les
diametres 01> O 2, 0 a' Avec I'hypothese de sim
plification 3 on trace, pour chaque diametre, les
courbes de debit (J:::,.Q) en fonction de la pression a la
centrale.

Ayant calcule les pertes de chaleur pour chaque
diametre et pour diverses epaisseurs d'isolement
(51' 52' 5 a) pour le souffiard en question, on trace
les courbes temperature-pression a I'arrivee. De
l'installation en service, on connait les caracteristiques
suivantes (voir figure 16 b) :

Les caracteristiques debit-pression et temperature
pression du champ vaporifere preexistant ;

La consommation et la production nette de la
centrale dans les conditions moyennes annuelles de
fonctionnement et avec du fluide a temperatures
variables (t1> t2, ta)·

En ajoutant au debit de l'ancien champ les debits
J:::,.Q precedemment calcules, on obtient les debits
du champ + souffiard en fonction de la pression a la
centrale, dont le fonctionnement se deplace de A a B.
Autour du point B, on calcule les temperatures du
fluide a la centrale, en embranchant le souffiard avec
des tubages de diametres et de S varies.

La figure 17, qui montre un agrandissement de la
region du point B, analyse dans le detail les fonction
nements possibles de I'installation, avec souffiard
embranche ; ceux-ci sont donnes par la coupure des
courbes de debit et des courbes de consommation

u
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a) JOINTS A SOUFTLET ET A LUNETTE

,
b) ~TEME SrMETRIQUE

EN~ENT

,
c) SYSTEME ASYMETRIQUE

d) ARC PARABOLlQUE

T
ENCASTREMENT

e) LYRE DE COMPENSATION
Figure 18. Conduites : systernes pour la compensation des dilatations
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aux temperatures correspondant aux differentes
valeurs de 0 et S. Aces neuf possibilites de fonction
nement correspondent autant d'accroissements de
production. Compte tenu des avantages economiques
relatifs, en deduisant les frais d'amortissement et
d'exploitation du conduit de vapeur construit avec
les divers 0 et S, on obtient le benefice net (figure
16 c) dont le maximum indique la solution optimale.
Dans le cas qui nous occupe : tube de diametre 0 2,
epaisseur de l'isolant comprise entre S2 et S3'

L'analyse thermo-dynamique des elements d'un
conduit de vapeur peut egalement etre effectuee
par des methodes analytiques (5) (17) qui repetent,
PoU substance, le precede que nous avons indique.

ETUDE MECANIQUE DES CONDUITS

Cette etude fait appel aux ,procedes courants de
la science des constructions. Etant donne la multi
plicite des conditions de travail et les varietes des
parcours toujours accidentes dans la zone de Larde
rello, et en raison de la compensation de la dilatation
thermique, il faut recourir a des systemes varies,
dont il y a lieu d'evaluer la convenance technico
economique pour chaque tubage, et quelquefois
meme pour chaque portion particuliere, On a ainsi :

Des tubages avec joints de dilatation a soujJlet : en
tirant a froid le joint au moment du montage, chaque
ondulation du souffiet est a meme de compenser une
dilatation de 1 cm. Pour reduire le nombre des
souffiets et le cofrt du conduit de vapeur, on peut
utiliser de simples manchons a lunette (figure 18 a)
qui compensent les fortes dilatations au moment de

l'entree en service d?- tubage (~t = 180 QC); ces
manchons sont ensuite bloques et les dilatations
(oscp~antes) dues a

o
la variation de la temperature

exteneure (~t ;:;::; 20 ) sont absorbees par les souffiets.

Des tubages « souples » : les dilatations thermiques
sont absorbees par la souplesse naturelle des tubages.
11 existe des systemes it sommets symetriques (figure
18 b) et a sommets asymetriquss (figure 18 c);
dans des cas particuliers, on adopte des systernes
souples speciaux presentant des arcs paraboliques
ou des lyres de compensation avec traces a sommet
asyrnetrique (figures 18 d et e). Pour le calcul des
svstemes souples ernployes le plus communernent,
etant donne la normalisation des jauges et des
epaisseurs des tubages, on construit des diagrammes
qui rendent le precede plus rapide (18). . .

Les tubages avec joints de dilatation it souffiet
demandent davantage de frais d'installation. Par
contre, le tuyau n'est sujet qu'a la compression et est
entrave sur deux plans, ce qui donne une stabilite
plus grande en cas de sollicitations dynamiques
causees par la formation et I'epanchement de conden
sations. Des statistiques relevees en cours d'exploi
tation font ressortir que tous les systemes souples
sont davantage sujets it la rupture due a la fatigue
et aux sollications dynamiques, et exigent done de
plus importants frais d'exploitation. Par consequent,
on prefere avoir recours it des compensateurs it
souffiet pour les tubages de grande longueur, pour
ceux qui relient les collecteurs de deux centrales, et
dans tous les cas OU se produisent d'importantes
variations de temperature.
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Resurne

Schemas d'exploitation de la uapeur endogene

Le memoire cxplique brievement les diverses
installations geothermoelectriques et les cycles relatifs
d'exploitation. Il donne les caracteristiques de
consommation, tant pour les turbines a decharge
atmospherique que pour les turbines a condensation
et a vapeur directe.

Pour les groupes a decharge atrnospherique, il
decrit les ameliorations obtenues par une premiere
roue a action dans les turbines areaction, qui permet
le reglage par admission partielle pour utiliser la
vapeur naturelle a des pressions entre 7 et 11 ata,
avec les meilleurs rendements.

Pour un groupe de 15000 kW a condensation et a
vapeur directe, il donne le bilan energetique, dans
une condition de fonctionnement.

Appareils principau«

L'auteur decrit et analyse dans leur exploitation:
Les depurateurs de la vapeur endogene, c'est-a-dire

les filtres mecaniques, tours de lavage (Kittel), et
cyclones axiaux;

Les tours de refrigeration en ciment arrne, a tirage
naturel : on donne les courbes de refroidissement
d'une tour avec un debit de 9000 m3jh d'eau;

Les condenseurs a melange, en fonte ou en acier
plombe ;

Les pompes principales pour la circulation d'eau;
on expose les avantages realises avec l'adoption
recente des pompes helicocentrifuges a axe vertical,
a deux temps, avec palettes reglables:

Les extracteurs de gaz (compresseurs), mus par des
moteurs electriques ou de petites turbines a conden
sation : on examine la necessite de regler la caracte
ristique des machines aux conditions variables d' ex
ploitation d'une centrale geothermoelectrique.

Recherche de l' optimum pOttr les auxiliaires

L'auteur analyse l'importance de bien regler les
auxiliaires principaux (pompes et extracteurs de
gaz), la consommation usuelle etant de 8 a 14 p. 100
de l'energie produite.

Apres les rapports entre la temperature de l'eau de
circulation, la temperature du gaz aspire par le
compresseur, l'energie de pompage et de compression,
la pression realisee a la decharge de la turbine, pour

un groupe de 15 000 kW a une condition de fonction
nement, on trace un diagrammc qui permet de trouver
le debit d'eau et le vide economique, en fonction de
la temperature de l'eau froide.

Pour le groupe considere, la pression d'echappernent
economique varie entre 0,074 ata (eau a 20 QC) et
0,123 ata (eau a 36 QC) : un degre centigrade de
variation de la temperature de l'eau de circulation
apporte une variation moyenne de 100 kW de puis
sance utile.

Exploitation et comportemeni des soufflards

Sans faire d'hypotheses au sujet des origines de la
vapeur endogene, on analyse le comportement des
souffiards suivant le temps et pendant les operations
principales d'exploitation :

Eruption d'un puits;
Variation de la press ion a la bouche de sortie:
Perturbation du regime d'un souffiard provoquee

par un nouveau forage : variations du debit dans le
ternps ;

Fermeture des souffiards.
D'apres les observations recueillies jusqu'ici, on

tire des consequences pratiques :
Necessite de relever les caracteristiques des va

peurs apres les phases de paroxysme, quandla vapeur
se presente completernent seche et le debit est
presque constant;

Utilite d'exploiter rapidement, pendant ce temps,
la vapeur naturelle en groupes de construction mo
nobloc, a decharge libre;

Limitation des puits dans la meme zone;
Opportunite de fermer un souffiard une fois passee

la phase de paroxysme, apres I'eruption.

Transport de la uapeu« endogene

Etant donne les courbes debit-pression et tempe
rature-pression du souffiard a embrancher et du
champ vaporiphere preexistant, et connaissant les
caracteristiques de consommation et de production
de la centrale, I'auteur decrit le precede pour calculer
le diametre optimum de la conduite et l'epaisseur
optimum de. l'isolant thermique.

Il analyse en consequence le probleme mecanique
des conduites et fait le releve des divers systemes
utilises pour la compensation des dilatations ther
miques des tubages.
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REMARKS ON THE OPERATION OF THE GEOTHERMAL POWER STATIONS
AT LARDERELLO AND ON THE TRANSPORTATION OF GEOTHERMAL FLUID

(Translation of the foregoing paper)

Pietro Di M ario *

Operating schemes using geothermal fluid

The reader is assumed to be familiar with the
importance and value of the endogenous forces (1),
and with the following cycles that have been realized
for the conversion of the energy of the geothermal
fluid into electric energy (figures, 1, 2, 3, 4).

Figure 5 gives the consumption curves of a
3500 kW turbo-alternator operating on scheme 1,
for endogenous fluid at 180°C, with a gas content of
4 per cent by weight. Figure 6 gives the consumption
curves of the same unit operating on fluid at 145°C
containing 75 per cent by weight of gas.

To improve the operating flexibility of the units,
mixed-pressure 4500 kW turbines operating on
cycle 1 with variable admission pressure have recently
been developed. By modifying the partial utilization
of the admission pipes in the first stage of action by
means of adequate pipe-closers and reaction blading
employing an additional stage of stationary blades,
the machines are now able to use the geothermal
fluid at pressures between 7 and 11 atm, at higher
efficiency, indicated by the consumption curves

* Manager, Larderello S.p.A., Pisa, Italy.

given in figure 7. This detail, together with the other
known characteristics (2), and the application, on a
larger and larger scale, of remote control by control
centres (3) have made scheme 1 particularly suitable
for the direct operation of a steam jet or group of
steam jets in "mobile" installations during the period
required for the design and construction of more
adequate permanent power stations.

We shall not give a separate analysis of scheme ~,

for it may be considered superseded for fluid with
the characteristics of the Larderello fluid (containing
3-7 per cent of gas). In certain special cases, however
(4), this scheme, with appropriate modifications, may
still yield satisfactory operating results.

Figure 8 gives the consumption curves of the
15000 kW unit operating on cycle 3; with reference
to this unit, we indicate in the scheme of figure 3
the energy balance under operating conditions
(fluid temperature, 185°C; pressure before the valves,
4.52 atm; consumption, 121 T/h; temperature of
condensation water, 32°C; pressure at turbine ex
haust, 0.107 atm).

We shall not give the operating data of installa
tions on scheme 4, for the specific consumption of

STEAM WELL
SOUFFLARD

TURBINE
ALTERNATOR
ALTERNATEUR

TO THE CHEMICAL PLANTS

VERS LES INSTALLATIOt£ CHIMIQUES

Figure 1. Natural-steam free-exhaust power station (scheme 1)
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Figure 4. Power plant with steam scrubbing (scheme 4)

these installations is 2-4.5 per cent higher than
those of similar stations on scheme 3. Obviously
this specific consumption is a function of the degree
of superheat of the fluid.

Principal equipment

Problems of various kinds arose and were solved
during the installation of the project and the opera
tion of the geothermal power plants.

NATURAL-STEAM PURIFYING DRUMS

The function of separating the solid particles
of certain sizes coming from the steam jets (for
instance rock debris) or from the steam ducts (for
instance, welding debris) was until recently performed
exclusively by mechanical filters installed before
the turbines. To separate the abundant condensates,
the atomized liquids and the suspended solids (for
instance, clay), gravity separators were used. Kittel
scrubbing towers, vertical-axis cyclone separators
and axial cyclone separators have recently been
developed. These really "wash" the steam with
water, with the additional object of recovering the
boric acid it contains. The scrubbing may cause
partial or total desuperheating of the steam (5).
The recovery of boric acid in this equipment is
excellent. The removal of the solid particles, even
those in an extremely fine state of subdivision, and

of the liquid portions, is good. Only small losses of
pressure occur (5-10 mm Hg).

On the other hand, the continuous losses of energy
due to the desuperheating of the steam, the stresses
on the steam ducts and turbines, due to the sudden
changes of temperature caused by the unavoidable
branchings and unions of the scrubbers, and the
corrosion of the iron and steel under the mechanical
and chemical action of the scrubbing water, and
of condensation, limit the economic advantage of
scrubbers to special cases (scrubbing of steam that
is highly aggressive or markedly contaminated with
solid matter, elimination of major condensation, etc.).
To decrease the corrosion of iron and steel, sodium
carbonate is added to the water to neutralize the
acidity of the scrubbing water and condensate.

COOLING TOWERS

It would be extremely expensive to use river water
or sea water for the condensation, since neither is
available within the boraciferous zone. Recourse
had to be taken to artificial cooling towers. The
towers now being employed to advantage are made
of reinforced concrete, with a hyperbolic profile,
and operate under natural draught. They are built
in units capable of cooling 9 000, 12 000, 15 000 or
18 000 m 3/h of water from 41 to 31DC, with air at
25°C, of 60 per cent relative humidity. For a cooling
load of 9 000 m 3/h, these theoretical data showed
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a departure of only 1°C from the experimental cooling
curves given in figures 9 and 10. The designers at
that time were very much afraid they would have
to compensate for the tower losses with expensive
make-up water. This worry, however, turned out to
be groundless. The losses by evaporation and drain
age through the chimney is always compensated for
by the contribution of the condensed steam. The
surplus water that remains available for various
purposes (drilling, chemical plants, etc.) amounts to
about 12-30 per cent of the condensate, depending
on the atmospheric conditions.

The temperature of the water cooled by the towers
used at Larderello shows a more marked deviation
from the cooling limit (wet-bulb temperature). Under
the best hypothesis, it does not reach values lower
than 11"C. The lowering of the temperature below
these limits would not compensate for the cost of
larger natural draught towers.

The 'advisability of installing forced-draught cool
ing towers to provide greater cooling was studied
including the higher cost of such equipment in
Italy, the operating cost (6) due primarily to the
electric power consumption of the fans, a cost compen
sated only in part by the lower static pumping level,
the decreased assurance of continuous operation
(which is essential for the operation of geothermal
equipment, where stand-by fuel cannot be stored)
All these are reasons for employing natural draught
cooling towers, even in our latest installations.

To take advantage of their smaller bulk and the
possibility of recovery, forced draught cooling
towers will be tried in the "transferable" .condensing
power plants recentlyfnstalled by a major Italian
firm in collaboration with the engineers of the
Larderello Co. The efficiencies predicted for these
installations were almost the same as those of fixed
plants, with an ease of installation and removal
approaching those of the "mobile" units (7).

Forced-draught towers may also be of appreciable
advantage in treating the water for gas cooling.
The behaviour of the gas extractors, indeed, depends

. on the temperature of this water, and, consequently,
the efficiency of the entire goethermal power plant
also depends on it.

CONDENSERS

The first experiments with surface condensers
gave poor operating results, owing to major scaling
and corrosion of the pipes, due to the impurity or
aggressive power of the geothermal fluid in the
condensation stage.

It is always the scaling that rapidly and markedly
decreases the transmission factor, which has led
to the failure of tests on experimental atmospheric
condensers. Such condensers, among other things,
made it unneccessary to build cooling towers.

Mixing condensers of cast iron or very highly
leaded steel behaved better. These condensers
are the only ones that up to now have been installed
in the plants of the Larderello Co.

The shape and arrangement of the water injectors
have been a source of particular worry. These
injectors serve the purpose of accelerating disassem
bly and cleaning, and reducing scaling and pressure
losses in the condenser.

The first gas cooler (figure 3) is an integral part
of this condenser, and is extremely important in
providing a better flow rate of incondensablc gas.

MAIN WATER-CIRCULATION PUl\1PS

When it leaves the barometric discharge of the
condensers, the cold water, mixed with the conden
sate, is pumped into the circular channels of the
cooling towers. The centrifugal electric pumps used
in the pastforthis purpose delivered 7 000-1300 m3/h,

at a pressure gauge lift of 20-23 m. This type
of pump requires expensive masonry work (a pump
room inside or outside the power station), their
efficiency was low, and they had no provision for
regulating the quantity of circulating water to
economize the energy consumed by the pumps in
accordance with the varying atmospheric and pres
sure conditions in the power station. These disad
vantages have now largely been obviated by the
recent adoption of two-speed helico-centrifugal pumps
with a vertical axis, with adjustable blades and a
maximum delivery of 9 000 m 3/h.

GAS EXTRACTORS

When the geothermal fluid is utilized in accordance
with scheme 2, the gas is separated from the steam,
which feeds the turbine through heat exchangers.
For schemes 3 and4, different systems were provided.
At one time it was suggested that the gaseous part
of the steam be separated by centrifugation, taking
advantage of the considerable difference between
the molecular weight of CO2 and that of water.
But even if such separation is theoretically conceiv
able, it would still be necessary to provide fields
of forces capable of imposing extremely high accel
erations, and, as a practical matter, expend consid
erable amounts of energy.

The absorption' of the CO2 by a potassium car
bonate solution, according to the reaction

. K 2COa + cO2 + H 20~ 2 KHCOa

was also proposed. This would have involved a high
consumption of heat to regenerate the solution,
which would have to be brought to about 100°C.
Experiments were also run on the absorption of
the CO2 at the turbine discharge with borax solutions
by adding special reagents. The successive regenera
tion of the solutions was to have been accomplished
by stripping in a current of air. The results of the
absorption were really excellent from the industrial
point of view. On the other hand, the results of the
regeneration were less satisfactory. This operation
would have required stripping towers of enormous
size.

The problem of gas separation has today found
a practical and satisfactory solution, thanks to the
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adoption of centrifugal extractors (or compressors)
with 3 and 4 compression speeds developed for unit
flow rates of 85 000-100 000 m 3/h of saturated gas
at 30°C and 0.08 atm at the suction flange and 1.04
atm at the outlet flange. To decrease the work of
compression, adequate mixing coolers were installed
at the aspiration inlet of the condenser and between
the stages. Given the great influence of cooling on
the behaviour of, centrifugal extractors, and to
avoid scaling of the stationary and mbving parts of
the machines (8), the gas coolers were made in larger
and larger dimensions. , .

To limit the corrosion due to the gas-steam mixture
in the saturated phase, the piping and gear boxes
of the first phase, beyond the aspiration inlet as well
as beyond each intermediate cooler, are made of cast
acid-proof steel. The discs, the stationary and moving
blades, and the protective buckles of the shaft are
made of forged acid-proof steel.

The extractors are driven by electric motors or
small auxiliary condensation turbines. The possi
bility of varying the rpm of the small turbines
permits adjustment of the characteristic of the
extractor to the variable operating conditions of a
geothermal power statio~ (differe~ces of condens~te

temperature, and thus differences III vacuum; vana-

tion of the geothermal fluid available; variation of
the gas content of the steam, etc.).

. Reasons of .economy of installation, and of simpli
CIty of operation, have suggested the coupling of the
gas extractor to the main turbo-alternator through
appropriate multipliers and sleeves. The first months
of operation of two units developed according to this
principle and recently put into operation have
confirmed the wisdom of this solution. In this case,
as with extractors driven by electric motors, the
rpm cannot be regulated. We are now studying
the possibility of covering the range of necessary
regulation by adopting extractors equipped with

,a system of manually adjustable mobile guide blades.
In view of the high percentage of in condensable

gas in .the geothermal fluid of Larderello, there
would have been no advantage in adopting ejectors,
which have in fact been employed successfully
only for starting up power stations equipped with
extractors driven by condensing turbines.

The operator of geothermal power stations must
perform the normal work demanded by normal
thermal power plants. On the other hand he must
also pay particular attention to continual supervision
and adjustment of the principal auxiliary equip
ment to the changing atmospheric conditions and

. , .

TEMP RATURE DIFFERENCE ETWEEN HOT AND C
I

ECA T DE TEMPERATURE NTRE
EA CHAUDE ET EAU FROID
At:, t

AMBIENT TEMPE ATURE
I

TEMPERATURE AM IANTE CC
5

Figure 9. Hyperbolic tower, 9000 m 3/h: cooling curves
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to the variable characteristics of the steam and
follow the behaviour, with time, of the steam wells,
to predict the future operation of the installations
and to maximize the profit, with the means placed
at his disposition by the designer.

Study of the optimum of the auxiliary services

Let us examine the 15 megawatt unit on scheme 3
in figure 8. The consumption curves are given in
kw (gross) at the terminals. To find the net power,
the power absorbed by the auxiliary equipment
must be subtracted. This power is variable, and for
each load condition the optimum of the auxiliary
services is a function of the atmospheric charac
teristics.

Let us assume that the unit is operating at 121 T jh
of fluid, 185°C, 4.52 atm, 4 per cent of incondensables.
Let us assume further that the unit is equipped with
a variable-flow water circulation pump (for instance,
of propeller type with movable blades), and with
an extractor permitting adjustment to the varying
pressures and temperatures of the aspirated gases
(its characteristic is very close to that of a turbine
driven compressor).

The pressure Peat the condenser (figure 3) is
given by the sum of the partial pressures of the gas
and the steam, and is controlled by the temperature
tu of the condensate, and by the extraction capacity
of the compressor. Pc cannot fall below the partial
pressure of the steam corresponding to tu, if it is
desired to avoid evaporating water in the condensa
tion chamber, thus uselessly increasing the work
of the gas extractor. However, the minimum Pc
remains related to tu. For any temperature t, of the
cold water, Pc minimum is a function of the tem
perature drop Llt = tu - t.,

For various temperatures t., taking account of the
pressure drops in the condenser and in the first
gas cooler, we have calculated the minimum pressures
realisable at the turbine discharge and at the com
pressor aspiration inlet as a function of the drop
M. Having calculated the delivery (and the power)
of the pump to obtain the various values of t, and
also having calculated the power absorbed by the
compressor (assumed able to cool the gas to 2°C
above the water temperature), and after having
added 20 kW (constant) for the various auxiliaries,
the curves of net salable power could finally be
drawn. These curves have clear maxima (figure 11)
which have been plotted by means of the solid
curves of figure 12. The dashed curves represent,
for purposes of comparison, the operation of the
same unit equipped with an inadequate compressor
and at other fixed rpm.

It is interesting to note that:
The optimum exhaust pressure varies between

0.074 atm (water at 20°C) and 0.123 atm (water at
36°C), to which correspond the respective values of
M 12°C and 1O.75°C, and the water flow of 42-48
litres per kg of geothermal fluid.
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With a fixed rpm compressor, it would not be
possible to adjust the operation of the installation
to the various conditions of pressure and temperature
of the gases to be aspirated.

For equal fluid at the discharge orifice, the delivery
of the pump should vary within narrow limits.

For 1°C of variation of the cold water temperature,
there is a variation of about 100 kW in the useful
power.

A poor adjustment of the auxiliaries, or inability
to obtain the most suitable pressure at turbine
discharge may involve losses of 200-300 kW.

By means of the cooling curves of the towers, it
will be easy to plot the curves of figures 11 and 12
as a function of the atmospheric conditions instead
of as a function of the cold water temperature.
These curves may be prepared for other load condi
tions as well, and furnish an extremely important
guide for the operator of the power station and for
the designers in order to obtain more and more
efficient installations (9).

Behaviour of the steam jets during operation

With references to the origin of the steam, the
reader is referred to special publications (10). The
phenomenology of the flow of the steam jets, which
is of more specific concern to operation and designing
of geothermal plants, is traced schematically in
figures 13 and 14.

12
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In a zone with no interference from pre-existing
outlets, a steam jet is assumed to come in. After
several days of agitation, t v and several months of
settling down, t 2, the discharge assumes a steady
state value, which slowly and progressively declines
(figure 13). If the outlet orifice is held constant, the
pressure follows the same law, while the temperature
of the fluid increases, rapidly at first and then more
slowly. During the steady state period, t 3 , increases
or decreases in wellmounth pressure will cause
differences of temperature in the same sense, and
contrary differences in flow-rate. Experiments still
in progress appear to indicate that during the period
t 3 the decrease in flow is not a function of the working
pressure.

During the three periods tv t 2, t 3 , the behaviour
of the gas remains uncertain. Its quantity decreases
during the initial stage and then increases, with
bizarre variations. But in all cases, the gas percentage
by weight never falls below 3 per cent in the Larde
rello zone, about four times the value noted, for
example, in the zone of The Geysers (11).

After the time t the steam jet B is assumed to
come in; the influence of the two vents is measured
by t 4 and ~Q, which may even mutually cancel out.

If the steam jet B is also connected to a power
station, and if the two pressure drops along the two
branch pipes are assumed to be equal, the pressure
of B will reach the value of the pressure of A, which
will increase; the flow rates of both steam jets will
vary as already discussed, while the total flow will
increase by ~Q' which measures the net gain from
the second well. If more holes are drilled, the succes
sive increases ~Q' will tend to diminish, and will
indicate the limit of the economic advantage of the
drilling programme.

Let us assume that the wells are equipped for
shutdown (12); the well A will be closed during
the steady-state period and the well B during the
settling-down period (figure 14). The flow will
obviously stop immediately while the pressures
P max and P'max (which are very important for
establishing the most economic pressure for exploi
tation of the steam) (13) are only reached gradually.

On reopening the wells, the flow (and pressure)
of well A assumes a value slightly higher than its
previous value, and rapidly reaches the new steady
state value, for ~P = 0, or even ~Q = O. The flow
(and pressure) of well B, on the other hand, assumes
a value much closer to its initial level, and decreases
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Figure 13. Operation of steam wells without shutdown equipment
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very slowly until the new steady-state value is
reached.

Practical consequences of this phenomenology are
as follows:

The flow-pressure, temperature-pressure and gas
quantity vs. pressure curves, which are required
for the definite design of the power equipment,
should be taken during the steady-state phase ta,
by tests that may last for several months.

During this period, the energy of the geothermal
fluid may be appropriately utilized in provisional
power plants, which if possible should be of ex
tremely great operating flexibility, while also
meetingthe conditions of simplicity and rapid ins
tallation.

To recover the maximum quantity of steam, the
well should be closed immediately after the flush
phase, and the study and measurement should
then be handled at the small power station that has
been erected.

In formulating programmes for future production,
the flow rates Qmax and Q'm"x of steam jets only
recently brought in should be conservatively assessed.

If confirmation is obtained that the decrease
during the steady state phase is not a function of

the working pressure (and starting out from the
relative flow-rates) it may be appropriate, in certain
cases, to operate a power station at low efficiency
but higher output (14).

The above-described phenomenology relates to
steam jets delivering superheated fluid (for instance,
Larderello). Sources giving saturated steam and
water (for instance Travale) have a more irregular
existence, which is usually also shorter. In this
case the interpretation of the data is more difficult.
This problem is of particular importance in those
parts of the world (New Zealand, for example)
where almost all the sources give saturated steam
mixed with large amounts of water (15).

Transportation of geotherrnal fluid

The pipes used at Larderello for this pupose are
regular steel pipes of standard inside diameter 300,
450, 660, and 810 mm, thickness 6-8 mm, covered
with a layer of insulating material, rockwool or
paste based on magnesia, asbestos fiber, etc. 30, 60.
90 or 120 mm in thickness. '

For studying the most economic pipe diameter
and insulation thickness, the following simplifying
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hypotheses must be made, which will nevertheless
not change the practical result of the process :

1. Steam jet to branch independently of the
steam field feeding the power station.

2. Constant coefficient of friction A (0.0108-0.012)
which is also independent of the pipe diameter and
the Reynolds number.

3. Coefficient of heat-transfer q (caljmq.h DC)
independent of the thickness of the insulation,
following the experimental curve of figure 14, but
not independent of the temperature of the fluid.

4. Constant losses of pressure in the pipe, accord
ing to the variation of the mean temperature of the
fluid.

, .
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a)

Figure 16. Calculation of ducts

c)

INSULATION THICKNESS, m
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s, 52 59

Given the flow-pressure and temperature-pressure
curves at the mouth of the well to be drained to the
power station (see dashed curve of figure 16-a) and
knowing the length of the steam duct, the pressure
from ~p is calculated by the methods of heat
engineering 16 for each of the diameters 0 1, O 2, 0 a
Under the simplifying hypothesis 2, we plot for
each diameter the curves of flow ~Q vs. pressure
at the power station.

Having calculated the heat losses for each 0 and
for various insulation thicknesses (Sv S2' Ss) for
the steam jet under examination, we plot the curve
of temperature vs. admission pressure. From the
installation in service we know the following (see
figure 16-b):

1) The flow-pressure and temperature-pressure
curves of the pre-existing steam field.

2) The consumption and the net output of the
power station under the average annual operating
conditions, with fluid at varying temperatures (tl ,

t 2, tal·
By adding to the flow of the old field the flows

~Q already calculated, we now obtain the flows
of the field plus steam jet as a function of the pressure

at the power plant whose operation is being shifted
from A to B. Around the point B we calculate the
temperature assumed by the fluid at the power
station, connecting the steam jet with piping of
varying diameter and varying S.

From figure 17, which shows the increase at point
B, we analyse in detail the possible operation of the
plant with connected steam jet. These will be given
by the intersection of the flow curves and the
consumption curves at the corresponding tempera
tures for the various pairs of 0 -S, To these nine
possible operations there correspond nine possibilities
of production increase. Taking account of the relative
economic advantages, and the cost of amortization
and exploitation of the steam duct constructed
with various values of 0 and S, we get the net profit
(figure 16-C), whose maximum indicates the optimum
solution. In the case under examination, pipe of
diameter 02, thickness of insulation between S2 and
Sa'

The thermodynamic analysis of the elements of
a steam duct may likewise be accomplished by
analytical methods (5), (17), which repeat in substance
the procedure already indicated above.
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Figure 18. Conduits - systems of compensation for thermal expansion
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The mechanical study of the conduits is accom
plished by the procedures currently used in construc
tion technology. Given the multiplicity of operating
conditions and the variety of the routes, which
always run over highly dissected terrain in the
Larderello zone, various systems must be adopted

. to compensate for the thermal expansion, and the
technical and economic advantages of these systems
must be assessed for each pipeline, and sometimes
even for each portion.

Thus we have:
Pipelines with bellows expansion joints. When the

joint is cold drawn at the time of installation, each
corrugation of the bellows can compensate an ex
pansion of 1 cm. To reduce the number of bellows
and diminish the cost of the steam conduit, simple
connexion sleeves may be installed (figure IB-a)
to compensate the great expansion when the pipe
line is put into service (M ,...- 180°C); these sleeves
are then blocked and the expansions (oscillating)
due to the variation of the external temperature
(M ~ 20°C) are absorbed by bellows.

Flexible piping where this thermal expansion is
absorbed by the natural flexibility of the piping.

We have systems with symmetrical tops (figure
I8-b) and with asymmetrical tops (figure I8-c);
in these special cases special flexible systems are
adopted, based on a combination of parabolic
arches or compensation joints and curves with an
asymmetrical peak (figure I8-d, I8-e).

For the calculation of the flexible systems most
commonly used, in view of the standardization of
the gauges and thickness of pipes, diagrams are
constructed to accelerate the procedure (18).

Piping with bellows expansion joints costs more
to install. On the other hand, the pipe is subjected
only to compression, and is blocked between two
planes, thus giving a greater stability against the
dynamic stresses due to the formation and outflow
of condensates. Operating statistics indicate that
all flexible systems are more subject to fatigue
rupture and to rupture under dynamic stresses,
thus occasioning higher operating expense. Con
sequently we prefer to use bellows-type compensators
for piping systems of great length, for piping systems
connecting the collectors of two power stations, and
in all cases where the variations of temperature
are marked.
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Schemes of natural steam exploitation

The author briefly illustrates the various geo
thermal power plants and their operating cycles,
giving the consumption curves for both the atmos
pheric turbines and condensing direct-steam turbines.

For the atmospheric units he describes the im
provements obtained by means of an additional
stage in the reaction turbines, permitting regulation
by partial admission, to utilize the natural steam at
a pressure of 7 to 11 atm, at the optimum efficiency.

For a condensation of direct steam units working
at 15000 kW, the paper gives the power developed
under various operating conditions.

Principal auxiliaries.

These are described and analysed as natural
steam purifiers i.e., mechanical filters, scrubbing
towers, axial cyclones; refrigerating towers of rein
forced concrete, operating by natural draughts;
refrigerating curves of a tower with a water flow
of 9000 m3/n; cast-iron or lead-plated steel mixing
condensers; main pumps for water circulation with
emphasis on the advantages of the recent adoption of
two stroke helicocentrifugal pumps with vertical axis
and adjustable blades; gas extractors (compressors),
driven by electric motors or small condensation
turbines, noting the need of regulating operation of
these units according to the various operating
conditions of the geothermal power station:

Research on the optimum for auxiliaries

The paper analyses the importance of satisfactory
regulation of the main auxiliaries (pumps and gas
extractors) which usually consume 8 to 14 per cent
of the energy generated.

After giving the relations between the circulation
water temperature, the temperature of gas exhausted
by the compressor, the pumping and compression
energy, and the pressure due to the turbine exhaust,
for a group working at 15 000 kW the author presents
a diagram for finding the water flow and the economic
vacuum from the temperature of the cold water.

For the group considered above, the economic
exhaust pressure ranges from 0.074 atm (water
at 20°C) to 0.123 (water at 36°C) : 1°C change
in the circulation water temperature causes an
average variation of 100 k\V in useful power.

Exploitation and functioning of intermittent steam jets

Without hypotheses on the origin of the natural
steam, the author analyses the operation of the
successive intermittent steam jets during the main
operations as follows:

Well blow-out;
Varying pressure at exhaust nozzle;
Disturbance of the functioning of an intermittent

vapour jet caused by a new nozzle; variation of flow
with time;

Closing down an intermittent steam jet.
From these observations, the practical con

sequences are drawn:
Need to survey the steam properties after the

superheating phase, when the steam is completely
dry and the flow is almost steady;

Utility for rapidly exploiting, during this time,
the natural steam in monoblock groups, with free
exhaust;

Limited number of holes in the same area;
Possibility of closing down an intermittent steam

jet following superheating, after the blow-out.

Transportation of natural steam

Given the flow-pressure and the temperature
pressure curves of the intermittent steam-jet branch
and the pre-existing vaporized field, and knowing
the characteristics of a station's consumption and
generation, it is possible to calculate both the
optimum diameter of the pipeline and the optimum
thickness of the insulating material.

Finally, the author analyses the mechanical
problems of pipelines and notes the different systems
utilized to compensate for the thermal expansion
of the pipes.
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PROPOSED 15-MEGAWATT GEOTHERMAL POWER STATION
AT HVERAGERDI, ICELAND

Sveinn S. Einarsson*

FLOW CHARACTERISTIC OF THE wELLS

closer to the increase in the power demand. A
geothermal station would be well suited for base
load operation and would open possibilities for
storing water in the present hydro system for peak
load duty.

EXPLORATORY DRILLING FOR STEAM AND SELECTION

OF STEAM FIELD

Two natural steam fields of sufficient magnitude
to sustain substantial power generation are found
within the area served by the power distribution
net from the hydro stations at the Sog river in
south-west Iceland.

The Hengill steam field is the largest. Its potenti
alities have been estimated in terms of steady heat
release as 200-300 gigacalories per hour and a heat
reservoir of over 200 000 teracalories. The second
is the Krysuvik field whose heat release and reservoir
have been estimated at about one-fourth of that at
Hengill (2).

In 1958 to 1961, exploratory drilling was carried
out both in the Krysuvik field and near the village
of Hveragerdi on the southern fringes of the Hengill
area. The result came out definitely in favour of
the latter location.

Eight steam wells have been drilled at Hveragerdi
at 1 200-2 500 m distance from the village. The
wells lie on a line about 1 700 m length going from
south-east to north-west (see map, figure 1).

The wells vary from about 300 to 1 200 m in depth.
All the wells drilled have yielded steam and water.
The most powerful well (well G-8) produces about
86 tons per hour of steam at 5 kg per sq cm gauge
and 270 tons per hour of water of corresponding
temperature. The total output of the wells at free
flow is over 1 800 tons per hour. Table 1 given some
data on the wells.

Figure 2 shows the flow characteristics of some
of the wells at H veragerdi. The flow of steam and
water were measured separately at atmospheric
pressure, and the wellhead pressure was regulated
by throttling the flow with the master valve. All
the wells show decreasing yield with increasing
wellhead pressure; the pressure range varies from
one well to the other. The hottest wells cease yield-
ing at a pressure of about 12 kg per sq cm gauge.

354

THE POWER RESOURCES OF ICELAND

AND THEIR PRESENT EXPLOITATION

* State Electricity Authority, Reykjavik, Iceland.

The State Electricity Authority of Iceland is
studying alternative plans for the next extension
of the generating plant feeding the power supply
system for the south-west sector of Iceland, a region
that comprises the capital, Reykjavik, neighbouring
towns and some rural areas.

The use of natural steam for power generation is
being considered as an alternative to hydro power,
and preliminary plans have been made for a 15-mega
watt power station at Hveragerdi, Iceland, for
commissioning in 1964.

The present paper describes some aspects of this
power project.

Iceland, with a population of 177000, is rather
well situated as regards natural power resources.
Exploitable hydro power, mostly in glacial rivers,
is estimated to be of the order of 30 terawattfhours
per year, of which 16 to 20 terawattfhours per year
would be economically feasible for development.
Geothermal power is abundant in thirteen natural
steam fields and hundreds of active springs of
lower temperature. The integrated natural heat
flow from the steam fields has been estimated to
amount to about 20000 teracalories per year,
and the heat reservoir capacity of the bed rock
that can be drawn off by drilling to be of the order
of a million teracalories (1).

Total power generation in Iceland is now about
500gigawattJhours per year. The geothermal resources
are already in use for heating houses for about
46000 people, greenhouses (about 100000 sq m)
and numerous swimming pools. Power generation
by the use of natural heat has not yet been inaugu
rated.

The stage has now been reached at which hydro
power will have to be developed in relatively large
units in the glacial rivers to satisfy the demand
in the south-west region of the country. Thus the
smallest hydro power station in question would
now represent about a 40 per cent extension of the
present generating plant. Such a station would
run with a low annual load factor and consequent
heavy financial charges during the first years.

The utilization of natural steam for power genera
tion can be carried out in steps that would fit
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Table 1. Flow data for the steam wells at Hveragerdl

illeasured mass flow at zero gaugi Calculated mass/low at 5 kgjsq cm gauge

Well No. Depth Shut-in pressure
(m) (kg/cm' abs) Steam Water Total Steam Water Total

(kg/sec) (kg/sec)

G-l . 982 This well has not been tested
G-2. 400 9.0 21.5 83.5 105.0 9.9 87.6 97.5
G-3. 652 13.0 26.5 58.0 85.0 18.0 66.0 84.0
G-L 690 6.5 12.0 52.0 64.5 1.4 35.6 37.0
G-5. 1206 This well is used for monitoring temperatures

. G-6 . 661 12.0 18.0 51.0 69.0 9.2 57.3 66.5
G-7. 831 10.5 16.0 40.5 56.5 8.3 46.7 55.0
G-8. 295 13.5 32.0 66.5 98.0 23.9 74.6 98.5

-- -- -- - -- ---
TOTAL. 5717 126.0 352.5 478.5 70.7 367.8 438.5

Figure 3 shows the fractions of primary steam
of wellhead pressure, and the secondary steam
that can be produced by flashing the hot water at
atmospheric pressure, as calculated from the curves
of figure 2. The integrated primary steam fraction
from all the wells is a linear function of the wellhead
pressure, whereas the total of the secondary fractions
is practically independent of the pressure.

The data presented were measured when only
one well was blowing. It must be expected that the
flow of the individual wells may be affected when
more wells are blowing simultaneously; interference
has been observed between wells G-3, G-6 and G-7.

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF THE FLUID

Table 2, lists some chemical and physical data
for the water from the steam wells. Determina
tion of the gas contents of the steam and analysis
of the gases is in progress. Table 2, 3 and 4 give the
results of testing the steam from well G-3.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STEAM WELLS

Generally the subsoil of the field at Hveragerdi
consists of a sheet of post-glacial lava followed by
altered alluvium, clay and coarse sand to about
20-40 m in depth. Below that are layers of more
or less altered palagonite rock with relatively thin
intermediate layers of basalt.

The rock is sufficiently firm to render casing of
the wells unnecessary below 180-250 m. Rock and
sand blowing from the wells hardly occurs. A typical
arrangement of the wells is shown in figure 4. The
inflow of hot water to the bores happens at various
depths.

The variation of the temperature with depth in
some of the bores is shown in figure 5.

CORROSION TESTING

Even if the properties of the fluid discharged by
the wells at H veragerdi are not likely to lead to
more severe corrosion conditions than have been
encountered in geothermal work elsewhere, it has
been judged advisable to conduct corrosion testing
at the site. These tests include both stress corrosion
testing and testing of surface corrosion in accordance
with the ASTM coupon method (3).

The specimens were exposed to the following
environments:

(i) Wet geothermal steam as discharged from the
well at 5 kg per sq cm gauge (approximately one
part steam to 2.3 parts water);

(ii) Dry (about one I per cent moisture) steam
at the same pressure;

(iii) Aerated dry steam at lOO-105°C;
(iv) Condensate of dry steam at 90-100°C.

Table 2. Some physical and chemical data on water from steam wells at Hvcrager-di

Well No.

pH value .
Specific resistance, ohm/ern .
Hardness, mgjl CaO .
Cl>, mqjl. .
F (calorimetric), mgjl .
Si01 (gravimetric), mgjl
S04-' mgjl .
Primary alkali, mgjl CaO
Secondary alkali, mgjl CaO .
Dissolved solids. . . . . .

Analysis by the University Research Laboratory Reykjavik.

G-2

9.56
1044

5.32
167.0

2.3
341.0

61.2
49.00
61.1

904.0

G-3

9.50
1041

4.39
169.8

2.2
470.0

55.8
34.16
67.2

1 114.5

G-4

9.55
038

3.61
184.0

2.2
345.0

74.5
57.96
95.6

976.0
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Figure 2. Flow characteristics of steam wells at Hveragerdl, The yield is measured at zero gauge (lOO°C)
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319.0
70.1

4.56
12.74

Content
(ml per kg of dry steam)

Analysis by the State Electricity Authority, Geothermal
Department, Reykjavik.

Item

At Hveragerdi the disposal of the waste heat
offers some problems, and the present plans accord
ingly consider condensing at vacuum. It is, however,
felt that methods for continuous flashing of the
large quantities of hot water are not yet sufficiently
developed to utilise secondary steam fractions.

The upper limit for the inlet pressure to the turbine
is set by the demand that the wetness in the last
turbine stage must not exceed 14 per cent unless
special measures are taken for interstage moisture
removal. For exhaust pressure of 0.07 kg/sq cm abs
and saturated or slightly wet steam at the inlet,
the allowable inlet pressure is about 4 kg/sq cm
gauge.

Analysis of the flow characteristics of the wells at
Hveragerdi, taking into account the increase of the
turbine steam rate with decreasing inlet pressure, on

Carbon dioxide, CO2 •

Hydrogen sulfide, H 2S .
Hydrogen, H 2 ..

Residue, N2 etc. . . .

Table 3. Contents of non-condensable gases in dry steam
from well G-3, Hveragerdt
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Figure 3. Primary and secondary steam fractions
obtainable from the steam wells

The coupons were exposed for 150 days and
inspected after 14, 28, 50, 71, 92 and 150 days.
The stress corrosion tests are still going on.

Evaluation of the tests is not finished, but table 4
lists the coupon specimens tested and gives preli
minary qualitative descriptions of the degree of
corrosion observed and the time of exposure for
each specimen when definite signs of surface attack
could be noticed visually.

Copper and the cuprous materials have been
particularily susceptible to attack. The presence
of oxygen in the aerated steam has greatly accelerated
the rate of corrosion. The protective coatings have
given remarkable protection.

SELECTION OF OPERATING PRESSURE

The following methods for utilizing steam for
power generation may be considered: (i) use of
the primary steam fraction alone, wasting the hot
water at a temperature corresponding to the wellhead
pressure; or (ii) use of the primary steam fraction
plus one or more secondary fractions flashed from
the water. This refers to the turbine inlet. On the
exhaust side, the choice is between condensing at
vacuum or exhaust at atmospheric pressure. Figure 4. Steam wells at Hverager-di ; typical arrangement
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Table 4. Preliminary results of surface corrosion tests at Hveragerdl,
The test rig was connected to steam well G-3

Gray cast iron, BS 1452 . . . . . . .
·Semi steel, BS 1452, grade 14.....
Carbon steel, casting BS 592, grade A .
1 per cent nickel steel. . . . . . . .
Carbon steel, BEAMA No. 2, grade III .
Mild steel . . . . .
18/8/1 stainless steel.
S 8°stainless steel .
3/0.4 Cr. Mo. steel. .
Sulphur bearing 13 per cent Cr. BS 970

(EN56CM) .
Copper, pure. . . .
60/40 brass.....
70/30 arsenical brass.
Monel . .' . . . . .
Aluminium, pure ..
Hard chrome plated mild steel
Galvanized mild steel . . . .
Apexior coated mild steel . .
Epoxy No. 3 enamelled mild steel.

Geothermal fluid

D2

28
X

92

14
50

28

X

Time of exposure (days)"

Dry steam Aerated steam

14
50 28
28 14
28 14
28 14
71 14
X X

71 50
14

71 14
28 14
71 14b

50 14

X 92
92

X 50
X

Condensate

20
14
14

14
X

X

28
X

14
X

X

X

Degree of corrosion
atter conclusion of tests

I
I-Il
I-Il

I
I

I-Il
o
I

Il

I
III

I-Ill
I-Ill
I-ll
o
I
I
II
o

a Until definite signs of corrosion were observed on coupon.

b Sample removed from medium owing to excessive corrosion.

one hand, and the increased flow of primary steam
from the wells with decreasing wellhead pressure,
on the other, shows that the power that can be
generated increases with decreasing wellhead pres
sure. The lower limit for the operating pressure of
the wells is, however, set by the size and cost of
the wellhead equipment, steam transmission pipes,
etc.

The present plans envisage an operating pressure
at the wells of 5 kgjsq cm gauge, a pressure drop of
1.5 kgjsq cm in the transmission pipes, and a tur
bine inlet pressure of about 3.5 kgjsq cm gauge.

N UMBER OF WELLS REQUIRED

With a net output of 15 megawatts and allowing 2
megawatts for station auxiliaries, the alternators
will have a rating of 17 megawatts. The total steam
consumption of the station is estimated at 140 tons
per hour.

The wells at Hveragerdi yield on the avarage
about 42.5 ton per hour of steam at 5 kgjsq cm
gauge. In assessing the required number of wells
for the station, the following considerations must
be kept in mind:

(i) The ultimate yield may differ from that found
by testing individual wells, when a number of wells
are blowing simultaneously.

(ii) Occurrence of calcite deposits in the casing
will reduce the yield materially.

Legend:

- No specimen was exposed to the medium.
x No visible corrosion after 150 days exposure.
ONo corrosion visible.
I Surface film or thin adherent or loosening scales, slight pitting.

II Successive loose layers of scales, surface rough, serious pitting.
III Very thick "pillows" of crust of corrosion products, severe corrosion.

(iii) The yield may decrease in the long run
owing to deposits of minerals in the veins of the
rock.

Tests are being initiated in order to clarify the
first two questions. A rapid calcite depositing pro
cess has been observed in well G-2, whose output
was reduced to about 46 per cent of the original
yield after blowing continuously for 80 days. Rapid
calciting has also taken place in two steam wells
in Hveragerdi village. The deposits that occur
at a depth of 40-90 m have been easily cleared by
a drilling rig.

Consequently, intermittent operation of the wells
and frequent redrillings must be expected, requir
ing the existence of a number of stand-by wells.
Furthermore, the yield will decrease during each
run to a point at which the wells have to be cleared.

The measured yield thus becomes a nominal
figure that has to be rated downwards. This. ~an
only be done by testing the rate of the calciting
process for each well. It is likely that the total nominal
flow of steam that must be available will have to
be 2-2.5 times the steam consumption of the station.
This means that it will need seven or eight production
wells in all.

DISPOSAL OF WASTE HEAT AND EFFECT
ON THE ENVIRONMENT

The heat rejected to the condensers at full load
will amount to about 20 000 kcal per second. The
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Comparison with natural and forced draft cooling
towers sho~s that, for the presently planned size
of the station, the use of the river as a source of
cooling .water for. the condensers may be the most
economical solution, even if it suffices for only
40-50 per cent of the time. A small dam would
be constructed and a system of sprays installed
over the pond formed in the river. The sprays
would. serve as supplemental means of cooling at
low rrver flow. In the event that the station will
be extended later, recirculation of the cooling water
and cooling in atmospheric cooling towers would
be adopted exclusively.
T~e h~t wa~er from the wells will be cooled by

flashmg m suitable towers, possibly supplemented
by cascading the water en route to the river. The
heat energy in the water will convey the water
from the wells to the towers without pumping.

A few farms are located in the valley, and some
30000 sq m of greenhouses are found in the Hvera
gerdi area. The farming nearest the wells will have
to be terminated, since hay drying will be rendered
impossible in the fields, and the glass of the nearest
greenhouses cannot be safeguarded against mineral
deposits from water carried over. It is hoped that
the noise from the wells can be kept below offensive
level in the village and the more distant farms by
muffling.

A more serious question is whether the drainage
of steam and water from the field will affect the
present supply of heat to the village. Tests are
being prepared to find out if this will happen. In
that case, surplus hot water from the wells would
have to be supplied to the village.

WELLHEAD EQUIPMENT
PIPES AND STEAM TRANSMISSION

A steam-water separator will be installed at each
well, or possibly each pair of production wells. The
type will be similar to the one used at Wairakei in
New Zealand, i.e., a cylindrical vertical vessel
with tangential inlet for the unseparated fluid,
a tangential water outlet, and a central collection
pipe for the dry steam.

With the exception of well G-2, the principal
production wells are found on about a 1 100 m long
line between wells G-3 and G-8, inclusive (figure 1).
The final layout of the transmission pipes has not
yet been decided on, since the site of the station
has not been definitely fixed, and more production
wells remain to be drilled.

Certain guide lines will, however, be kept in mind
regarding the arrangement of the pipes. It is desir
able to connect wells that are liable to deposit
calcite to a common pipeline in pairs. It may lead
to some saving to run the pipes from the wells
directly to the station rather than to use large
trunk lines. A certain degree of condenstion in the
pipes might be beneficial in diluting silica carried
over in saturated water droplets, and facilitate
drainage of this from the pipe. This has a bearing
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Figure 5. Measured temperatures in steam wells
at Hveragerdt
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water separated from the steam at the wellheads
will be about 250 kg per second, with a temperature
of 158 C, or equivalent to about 40 000 kcal per
second.

The heat of the water could be utilized for various
purposes if there were a market to take it. This is
pres~ntly not the case. Reykjavik and the neigh
bourmg towns can probably be supplied with natural
heat at less cost from other thermal areas. The
entire heat of the water, about 60000 kcal per
second, will. have to be disposed of.

A small stream, the Varrna river, flows through
the steam field at Hveragerdi. It has quite a variable
flow (0.3-33 cu m per second) and temperature
(1 to 23°C). No other cooling water source is available
in the vicinity. In order to avoid hazards to humans
and farm animals, and in order to preserve trout
fishing in the river, its temperature must not exceed
45°C or 25°C, respectively. The latter criterion is
dependent, however, on whether or not the hydrogen
sulfide content of the river water can be kept below
a level of 0.09 parts per million, which is lethal
for the fish (4).

The Varma river can carry only a part of the
waste heat; the balance will have to be taken care
of by atmospheric cooling.
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Table 5. Estimated capital costs of a IS-megawatt
geother'rnal power station at Hveragerdl, Iceland

Capital cost
($ V.S. per kW)

Steam wells, cost of drilling and testing . . . 30
Transmission of steam and hot water, wellhead

separators and cooling equipment for hot
water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35

Power station, including turbo-alternators.
auxiliaries, cranes, cooling water system,
electrical equipment and civil works . . . 182

132 kV transmission line and extension
of high tension system . . . . . . . . . 23

Drilling rig for maintenance of wells, houses
for operators, aquisition of property, interest.
engineering and contingencies 94

Cost per net kW installed . . . . . . . . . 364

effluent from the condensers to the sprinkler system
as required for supplementary cooling.

The generation voltage will be 10.5 kV, stepped
up to 132 kV for connection to the main transmission
line from the Sag River hydro stations. For starting
up, electrical current will be taken from the local
11 kV net.

ESTIMATES OF COSTS AND COMPARISON

WITH HYDRO POWER

Figure 6. Proposed site plan, Hver'agerdi power station

on the minimum length of the pipes and the degree
of insulation to be adopted. All pipes will be suspen
ded sufficiently high above the ground to be clear of
the expected snow.

ARRANGEMENT OF THE STATION

Figure 6 shows an arrangement of the station as
proposed by the consulting engineers, Merz and
Mcl.ellan. The buildings will be founded on post
glacial lava sheet that forms the southern bank
of the river.

Two turbo-alternator sets of 8.5 megawatts each
are contemplated. The inlet pressure will be 3.0-3.5
kgjsq cm gauge, and the condenser pressure 0.07
kgjsq cm abs. The turbines will be of the double
flow single cylinder type. No provision will be made
for pass-in of flash steam on the first units. Baro
metric condensers will be used, but it has not been
decided whether they will be located directly under
the turbines or outdoors. Steam or water jet exhaus
ters are planned for removing the non-condensable
gases from the condensers.

A separate pumphouse will be located at the river
bank, accommodating two electrically driven cooling
water pumps, each capable of pumping 760 litres
per second from the spray pond. Three booster
pumps are also installed in the pumphouse. At
insufficient river flow they will transfer the hot

Total capital expenditure for the geothermal
power station with a net output of 15 megawatts
is estimated as U.S. $364 per kWh. A break-down
of the estimate is found in table 5.

Table 6 shows the estimated costs of the generated
energy as 7.9 mills per net kW. In this computation
an average life of only 5 years has been allowed
for the wells, and due allowance made has been
for the costs of servicing the wells in view of deposits

. of calcite.

The above figures for the capital cost per installed
kW are comparable to those of hydro power stations
in Iceland of under 40 megawatts in output. Genera
tion costs for the energy are similar for both. Under
the conditions in Iceland, power generation by use
of natural steam thus appears to be competitive
with hydro power in not too large units.

Table 6. Estimated cost of energy production

Cost (mills
per net kWIt)

Cost of well drilling and servicing . . . . . 2.0
Depreciation and interest on other capital . 4.5
Maintenance, wages, administration and general

expenses . . . . . . 1.4

Cost of generated energy. . . . . . . . . . 7.9

NOTE: Figures are based on 7500 hours' annual use at maximum output (base
load operation) of 15 megawatts or 112 million kWh per annum. Rate of interest
on capital: 7 per cent per annum. Average life of steam wells: 5 years.
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THE EFFICIENCY OF HEAT UTILIZATION

When the station is running at full load the gross
heat output of the connected wells will be of the
order of 235 gigacalories per hour. The efficiency
of the heat utilization in the power production will
thus be only about 5-6 per cent.

By flashing the hot waste water at, for instance,
atmospheric pressure and using the secondary
steam fraction thus produced for power generation
in the turbines the efficiency would be raised to
about 8 per cent.

If there were possibilities of utilizing the hot
water for space heating or other heating purposes, the
over-all efficiency would be significantly improved.
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Summary

The natural power resources of Iceland consist
of hydro power, mostly in glacial rivers, estimated
at 30 terawattjhours per year, of which up to 20
terawattjhours per year are economically feasible
for development; and geothermal power is estima
ted at 20000 teracalories per year, steady heat flow,
and a heat reservoir of one million teracalories.

Because of the limited generating plant in the
country - the present power production is. 500
gigawattjhours per year - and the fact that hydro
power in the future can only be developed in relatively
large units, geothermal power is now being considered
as a convenient alternative to hydro power, since
it can be developed in more suitable steps.

Exploratory drilling for natural steam has been
carried out in two steam fields,and the Hengill
area has been selected as site for a proposed I5-mega
watt power station. Eight steam wells near the
Hveragerdi village, varying in depth from 300
I 200 m, yield a total of over 250 tons per hour
of steam at 5 kg per sq cm gauge, and 1 300 tons
per hour of hot water. Table 1 and figures 1 to 5
give information on the wells, their flow character
istics and temperature. Some physical and chemical
data on the discharged water are given in table 2,
and table 3 shows the content of non-condensable
gases in the steam, which is low.

Preliminary qualitative descriptions of the results
of surface corrosion tests on some metals and protec
tive coatings in wet geothermal steam, dry steam,
aerated dry steam and condensate of dry steam
are given in table 4. The cuprous materials have
been particularly susceptible to attack, and the
presence of oxygen has greatly accelerated the
corrosion, but some protective coating have given
remarkable protection. Tests of stress corrosion
cracking are in progress. No serious corrosion prob-

lems are anticipated if proper materials are used.
An operating pressure of 5 kg per sq cm gauge is
proposed for the wells, and a turbine inlet pressure
of 3.5 kg per sq cm gauge, reached by compromise
between various factors, such as the wetness in the
last turbine stages, flow characteristics of the wells
and the cost of the equipment.

The use of condensing turbines is planned, with a
condenser pressure of 0.07 kg per sq cm absolute.
A rapid calciting process has been observed in some
steam wells at Hveragerdi at 40-90 m depth, reducing
the yield to less than 50 per cent in 80 days in one
instance. The effect of this and of possible inter
ference by other wells on the yield of individual
wells when the station is running under full load
is discussed in this paper, and the conclusion arrived
at that the available nominal flow of steam (as
determined by testing of single wells) must be
2 to 2.5 times the steam consumption of the
station.

The disposal of waste heat offers some problems
regarding farming (greenhouses, hay crops) in the
neighbourhood. About 20000 kcal per sec from the
station condensers and 40000 kcal per sec in hot
waste water from the wells (only the primary steam
fraction separated at wellhead pressure 5 kgjsq
cm will be used in the first stage of the station)
will have to be discharged into a small river with
trout, and to the atmosphere. The condenserswill
be cooled with river water supplemented WIth
spray cooling of recirculated cooling water when
the river flow is low. The waste water from the wells
will be cooled in suitable atmospheric cooling towers.

A proposed site plan for the station is shown in
figure 6. The steam 'Yill ~r~bably be conveyed. to
the station by a radial pipmg system connect~ng

single wells or pairs of wells directly to the station
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n:ain steam hea~er rather than by using large
diameter trunk pIpes. Two turbo-alternator units
of 8.5 megawatts rating with single cylinder double
flow turbines and barometric condensers are planned.
Non-condensable gases will be exhausted by steam
or water jets. Other auxiliaries will be electrically
driven.

The capital costs of the station are estimated as
D.S. $ 364 per net kW installed, and the cost of
the generated energy as 7.9 mills per net kWh
in base load operation. These figures indicate that

the station will be competitive, as regards both
capital expenditures and generation costs, with
hydro stations with under 40 megawatts output
in Iceland. Break-down of the cost estimates is
found in tables 5 and 6.

The efficiency of the utilization of the heat dis
charges from the wells is estimated to be only 5-6 per
cent, but it could be raised to about 8 per cent
if flashing of the waste hot water would be carried
out at atmospheric pressure, and significantly
higher if the water could be used for space heating.

PROJET DE CENTRALE GEOTHERMIQUE DE 15 MEGAWATTS A HVERAGERDI, ISLANDE

Resume

Les ressources d'energie naturelle sont constituees
en Islande par la houille blanche, representee au
premier chef par des cours d'eau a regime glaciaire,
capable de fournir 30 X 1012 watts/h par an, dont
les deux tiers au maximum peuvent etre mis en ceuvre
economiquement, ainsi que par des ressources en
energie geothermique evaluees a 20000 X 1012

calories par an en debit continu et une reserve de
quelque 1018 calories.

Eu egard au fait que le pays ne dispose actuelle
ment que d'une puissance installee restreinte (pro
duction actuelle d'energie : 500 X 109 watts/h
par an) et compte tenu de la necessite de ne develop
per l'amenagement des disponibilites de houille
blanche a l'avenir qu'en tranches relativement
importantes, on voit actuellement dans l'energie
geothermique une source d'energie commode capable
d'etre preferee dans certains cas a la houille blanche,
car sa mise en ceuvre peut s'effectuer par paliers
plus commodes.

On a precede a des forages exploratoires pour
rechercher de la vapeur naturelle dans deux gites,
et la zone de Hengi1l a ete choisie comme devant etre
le site de la centrale de 15 megawatts. Huit puits
de vapeur situes pres du village de Hveragerdi,
dont les profondeurs s' echelonnent entre 300 et
1 200 m, fournissent un total de plus de 250 tonnes
de vapeur a l'heure sous une pression de 5 kg/cm2

au manometre et 1 300 tonnes d'eau chaude. Le
tableau 1 donne des renseignements, avec les figures 1,
2, 3, 4 et 5, sur les puits, les caracteristiques de leur
debit et leur temperature. On trouvera au tableau 2
certaines donnees physiques et chimiques sur l'eau
que fournissent ces puits. Le tableau 3 indique la
teneur de la vapeur en gaz non condensables, laquelle
est faible.

On trouvera au tableau 4 une description quali
tative preliminaire des resultats des essais de cor
rosion superficielle effectues avec certains metaux
et diverses couches de protection dans la vapeur
geothermique humide, la vapeur seche, la vapeur
seche aeree et les produits de condensation de la

vapeur seche. Les materiaux a base de cuivre se
sont montres particulierement sensibles a cette
attaque, et la presence d'oxygene a notablement
accelere la corrosion, mais il existe des couches
protectrices qui sont remarquablement efficaces.
On pro cede actuellement a des essais sur les felures
sous tension dues a la corrosion. On ne s'attend pas
a se heurter a des problemes graves de corrosion,
a condition d'utiliser des materiaux convenables.
On suggere, a la bouche des puits, une pression de
travail de 5 kg/cm2 au manometre, avec une pression
de 3,5 kg/cm2 a l'admission des turbines, chiffres
qui correspondent a un compromis entre divers
facteurs tels que le degre d'humidite dans les der
niers et ages des turbines, les regimes de debit des
puits et le prix du materiel, On envisage l'emploi
de turbines dotees de condenseurs ou regne une
pression de 0,07 kg/cm2 en valeur absolue. On a

.observe, dans certains des puits de vapeur de Hvera
gerdi, un phenornene d'accumulation rapide de
calcite a une profondeur comprise entre 40 et 90 m,
qui dans un cas en ramena le debit a moins
de 50 p. 100 de la normale en 80 jours. L'auteur
passe l'effet de ce phenomene en revue, ainsi que
celui des interactions entre puits susceptibles de
modifier le debit une fois que la centrale donnera
a charge complete, et aboutit a la conclusion que
le debit nominalement disponible de vapeur (ainsi
qu'il pourra etre etabli par des essais sur les puits
individue1s) doit etre egal a 2,0 ou 2,5 fois la consorn
mation de vapeur de la centrale.

La maniere de se debarrasser de la chaleur perdue
presente quelques problernes en liaison avec l'activite
agricole de la region (serres, recoltes de foin). I1
faudra rejeter dans une petite riviere [ou se fait
la peche a la truite) et a l'atmosphere, un total de
20000 kilocalories par seconde environ, en prove
nance des condenseurs de la centrale, plus 40000
kilocalories par seconde sous forme d'eau chaude
sortie des puits (on ne se servira, en effet, que de
la fraction constituee par la vapeur primaire a une
pression de 5 kg/cm2 au manornetre a la bouche des
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puits pour la premiere tranche a realiser). Les
condenseurs seront refroidis par de l'eau de riviere
et par un systerne de pulverisation de l' eau de
circulation qui sera remise en circuit aux periodes
de faible debit de cette riviere, L'eau fournie par
les puits sera refroidie dans des colonnes de refroi
dissement atmospherique convenables.

On voit a la figure 6 le plan d'un amenagernent
projete. La vapeur sera sans doute amenee a la
centrale par un systeme radial de tuyauteries reliant
directement des puits individuels ou des paires
de puits au collecteur de vapeur principal de cette
centrale, plutot que par des conduites de fort dia
metre. On envisage l'installation de deux turbo
alternateurs de 8,5 megawatts, dont les turbines
seront a double ecoulement et a un seul cylindre,
avec condenseurs barometriques. Les gaz non
condensables seront ejectes par des jets de vapeur
ou d'eau. Les autres dispositifs auxiliaires seront
commandes a l'electricite,

Les frais de premier etablissernent afferents a
la centrale sont evalues a 364 dollars par kilowatt
net installe, le prix de I'electricite ainsi produite
s'etablissant a 7,9 milliemes de dollar par kWh net
pour 1'exploitation a la charge de base. Ces chiffres
indiquent que la centrale sera capable de faire
concurrence aux installations classiques, tant au
point de vue des frais de premier etablissement que
de celui de la production de courant, pour autant
que ces installations, lesquelles, en Islande, sont du
type hydro-electrique, soient de moins de 40 mega
watts. Les tableaux 5 et 6 presentent les details des
evaluations.

Le rendement d'utilisation de la chaleur debitee
par les puits n'est evalue qu'a 5 ou 6 p. 100, mais
il pourrait etre porte a 8 p. 100 si on vaporisait
rapidement les eaux chaudes de rebut a la pression
atrnospherique, voire a une valeur nettement supe
rieure si on pouvait se servir de l'eau pour le chauffage
des locaux.
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must be balanced against the possible extra main
tenance cost where calcium or other deposits would
tend to plug up the well at point of flashing.

If we assume that hot well water is pumped into
a tank at a fixed flow rate, certain principles govern
ing the amount of power obtainable are readily
visualized. The lower the flash pressure, the greater
will be the steam production available for power
generation. However, as the steam pressure is
reduced, the available energy for work in the turbine
is reduced. Thus the increasing flow and diminish
ing energy per pound of flow result in increasing
power output until an optimum pressure is reached.
At pressures below this optimum, reduced available
energy per flow unit more than offsets any further
gain due to increased flow. This relation is shown
in figure 2 for wells having a constant flow of water
at 386°F. The optimum flash pressure in this case
is 33 psia, when the turbine exhaust pressure is
4" hg. abs. It can be shown that the theoretically
optimum flash pressure corresponds to a saturation
temperature half way between the well-water tem
perature and the saturation temperature in the
condenser. That is, for 386°F water and 125°F
condensate (4" hg. abs.), the optimum flash tem
perature is

which is the saturation temperature at 33 psia.

Although figure 2 indicates the theoretical opti
mum pressure for 386° water is 33 psia, if an over-all
economic study is made for a specific case, the most
economical pressure, the pressure that would yield
the most net power at the most economical cost
per kWh generated, would be slightly higher,
when the cost of tanks, separators, piping and
evacuation of non-condensable gases from the
condenser is factored in.

Figure 4 lists comparative data for plants at 33
psia and two higher pressures.

Theoretically, the same principles should apply
to steaming wells. That is, the flashing process
should be the same whether it takes place in a
tank or below the ground in the well. However,
other phenomena, such as heat conduction, throttling,
and varying flow rates may have some effe.ct on
the relation between well head pressure and optimum
power generation. This means that pressure, tem
perature, and flow measurements must be relied
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There appear to be quite a few locations in the
United States and elsewhere where large quantities
of hot water can be made available for drilling
wells.

In some cases, the water contains solids which
seem to deposit out where steam flashing occurs.
Therefore, wells whose water is allowed to flash
into steam before reaching the surface may plug
up quite rapidly. If the heat contained in the water
is to be used for power generation, one must weigh
the cost of having extra wells and a constant mainte
nance programme for keeping the wells open against
the cost of keeping the water above saturation pres
sure and extracting the heat in a heat exchanger.

The purpose of this portion of the paper is to
describe the thermal process involved in .power
generation by geothermal energy, and to discuss
factors which may influence the choice between
alternate schemes.

Turbine-generator costs are not included here
because to determine costs for all possible sizes
and arrangements would require much more man
power than appears warranted for this paper.

The technology and facilities are available to
construct geothermal turbines of any size likely
to be required.

From our current understanding of the economic
factors involved, we do not believe that turbine
generator costs will be the determining factor in
the choice of alternate schemes, or the economic
justification of any geothermal project.

SIMPLE FLASHING CYCLE

Hot water may be flashed to steam which in
turn may be used in a steam turbine at any pressure
lower than the saturation pressure corresponding
to the temperature of the hot water.

This is, undoubtedly, the least expensive and best
known method of extracting geothermal energy.
The cycle is shown diagrammatically in figure l.
Whether the flashing occurs below ground, or the
(hot) well-water is pumped into a flash tank, the
thermodynamic principles involved are the same.
However, the net energy output for the latter scheme
is reduced tby the pumping power required. This
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Figure 1. Simple flashing cycle for geothermal application

upon to determine the optimum conditions. For
instance, some wells show a marked tendency to
an increase in total mass flow of water and steam
combined, as the well head pressure is reduced.
This apparently results as additional flow is released
from fissures producing only at reduced pressures.
In such cases, optimal conditions can be found by

plotting the product of the flow and turbine energy
as a function of well head pressure. Here again,
the steam or power for non-condensable gas evacua
tion from the condenser must be factored in.

If wells are drilled too closely together, the flow
from one well will affect the flow from an adjacent well.
To determine the output of a number of. wells in
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a field, it is therefore necessary to have all wells
blow at the same time, and adjust the well head
pressure on all wells to that on the well which is
being tested.

Notice in figure 1 that water is rejected at 256°F.
Only about 130° of about 300° total thermal head
available is utilized. Also please note that we have
used 4" hg. abs. condenser pressure. The reason for
our choice of 4" hg. abs. is that a study at The
Geysers, California, by Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
indicated that the additional cost of condensing,
cooling tower, and air handling equipment exceeded
any gain attainable by further reduction of back
pressure.

Thus, by most standards of judgement, it can be
said that this cycle has a poor thermal effi
ciency.

More complex cycles can be devised which produce
higher efficiencies, more power output from a given
well flow. These cycles will have a higher installation
cost, and may be economically sound, if the site is
limited in the thermal energy that can be produced.

MULTIPLE STAGE FLASHING CYCLE

By resorting to multiple stages of flashing, and
multiple admissions to the turbine, as indicated in
figure 3, well water is rejected at a lower tempera
ture, and more of the theoretically available energy

is converted to power in the turbine. The number
of stages chosen for a practical cycle would be a
matter of balancing plant cost against plant kW
rating. The tabulation in figure 4 indicates that the
use of two stages given a theoretical gain of 24 per
cent over one stage, and the addition of a third
stage of flashing yields an additional 11 per cent.
A diminishing gain would result from each additional
stage. Figure 3 shows a 3-stage flashing cycle.

Multiple flashing would be limited to wells pro
ducing all, or almost all, water.

The thermodynamic optimum pressures for each
stage of flashing are the pressures which correspond
to equal differences between the saturation tem
perature in each successive pressure vessel, where
the well head, each flash tank, and the condenser
are considered to be pressure vessels. For instance,
in figure 3, note the temperature drop from the well
head at 3860 to the first admission at 3220 is roughly
the same as the temperature drop between first
and 2nd admission, 2nd to 3rd, and 3rd admission
to condenser. Good economic practice will dictate
the selection of pressures higher than the optimum,
accepting some loss in thermal efficiency. Higher
pressures would reduce the cost of piping and tanks.
Figure 4 shows approximate results with higher
flash pressures.

An incidental benefit will result inasmuch as
multiple admission has a reheating effect which

Water at 386 0 F
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75000 # 322 0 //8611
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Figure 3. Multiple flashing cycle for geothermal application
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APPROXIMATE DATA FOR SIMPLE AND MULTIPLE
FLASHING STEAM CYCLES

FOR GIDTHERMAL APPLICATIONS

Well Temperature of 386 ..Water Flow #/Hr 1000000 •Water Enthalpy Btu/# 360 ..
No. of Flash Stages 1 ~ 2 .. 3 ~
1st Stage Pressure Psie. 33* 43 52 68* 78 88 93* 102 112
Flasp. Temperature OF 256 271 282 301 310 318 322 329 336
Steam Flow #/Hr 144000 128000 116000 98000 89000 79000 75000 67000 60000
Turbine Inlet Diam. in 24 20 18 16 14 12 12 10 8

2nd Stage Pressure Psia 15* 21 29 34* 43 53
Flash Temperature OF 213 231 248 258 272 285
Steam Flow #/Hr 81000 74000 70000 65000 60000 54000
Turbine Inlet Diem. in. 28 24 18 18 16 12

3rd Stage Pressure Psia 9.7* 14.7 22
Flash Temperature OF 192 212 233
Steam Flow #/Hr 5&:>00 54000 49000
Turbine Inlet Diem. in. 28 24 18
Condenser Pressure in ag. 4 .. 4 ... 4 ~
Condensate Temp. OF 125 ... 125 .. 125 ..
Condenser Flow #/Hr. 144000 12&:>00 116000 179000 163000 149000 198000 181000 163000
Turbine Exhaust Diem. in. 62 ~ 62 ~ 75 ~
No. Turbine Stages 4 5 6 5 6 7 6 7 8
Generator Output KW 5&:>0 5650 5450 7200 7150 7000 7800 7750 7000

* At, or near thermodynamic Optim\llll
Figure 4

reduces moisture in the turbine stages, with con
sequent reduction in moisture erosion of turbine
blading. We do not anticipate that moisture erosion
will be a serious problem even in the simple
cycle.

We understand that possibly a more serious erosion
problem is caused by entrained minerals carried
over in the flashing process. Apparently this has
been a problem in Italian geothermal applications.
The first American experience is reported in the
second part of this paper.

Geothermal plants in New Zealand use three
pressure levels with a separate turbine for each
pressure. Presumably their cycle is essentially as
has been described here. However, we would build
the three turbines on the same shaft, in the same
casing, a type the General Electric factory at Lynn,
Massachusetts, has specialized in for years.

HEAT EXCHANGE STEAM CYCLE

Geothermal water or steam can be used as the
heating medium in a closed heat exchanger to
produce steam or other vapours. The low thermal
head available means the heat exchanger would
be large and expensive, and the heat exchanger
loss would probably make it impractical to generate

steam for power production, unless the mineral
deposits in the heat exchanger would provide a
saleable by-product.

But the heat exchanger cycle may be useful for
other vapours. However, it is easier to visualize the
principles involved in terms of the more familiar
fluid. Such a steam generating cycle is shown in
figure 5. To facilitate the description of the thermal
principles, the heat exchanger has been drawn
in two sections, one to heat the working fluid to its
liquid saturation point, and the other, an evaporator
which adds only the heat of vaporization. (This
has no relation to the actual construction of the
heat exchanger.) The diagram and nomenclature
in figure 6 will also help in this discussion.

The heat of vaporization is added to the working
fluid at constant temperature; thus, the well water
must give up this quantity of heat, yet leave the
evaporating section at some temperature higher
than the saturation temperature of the working
fluid. For the steam cycle in figure 5 we have assumed
this final temperature difference to be 30°F. This is
illustrated in the graph in figure 6. The line from T1
to T2 must be above the horizontal line representing
the heat of vaporization of the working fluid. T2

minus T, is the temperature difference assumed to
be 30°F. The flow ratio in the two circuits will
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be as shown in the equations in figure 6. Similarly,
the heat of the liquid must be added to the working
fiuid with the well water rejected at some temperature
higher than the condensate temperature. For steam,
the heat of the liquid is a small fraction of the
heat of vaporization, so the well water will be rejected
at a much higher temperature than the condensate,
and will not be critical in determining the size of
the heat exchanger.

There are some advantages for the use of this
heat exchanger cycle with a steam turbine; however,
it is doubtful that these would offset the higher
investment costs. Since the steam is generated in
a closed circuit, purified water can be used. The
problem of non-condensable gases is minimized
and better vacuum can be obtained. Turbine main
tenance is reduced. However, some of the turbine
maintenance due to deposition and erosion is trans
ferred to the heat exchanger. In figure 5 a condenser
pressure of 1.5" hg. abs. was assumed as compared
to 4" hg. abs. in figure 1. Please note that if we can
credit the heat exchanger closed cycle with the
better vacuum, the kW output is slightly larger
than for the simple flashing cycle, even though the
potential energy in the inlet steam to the turbine is
lower.

123000 =If 26.3P 2430

Steam

FREON CYCLE

When a heat exchanger is used to generate steam,
we find that only 15 per cent of the total cycle
heat is used to raise the condensate to its boiling
point. This means that the well water can be cooled
below the cycle saturation temperature by only a
relatively small amount. As a consequence, water
is rejected with a large part of its heat unavailable
to the power cycle. Freon, however, has a high heat
of the liquid and can cool the discharge water to
within a few degrees of the condensate; thus, the
heat input to the power cycle can be made sub
stantially greater than when water or steam is used as
the turbine working fluid. A theoretically feasible
Freon cycle is shown in figure 8. Note that approxi
mately 30°temperature differences have been assumed
relative to both the Freon saturation temperature
and its condensate temperature. (We have no means
of determining if these are practical design values,
but we suspect that they are too low.) Higher tem
perature differences will reduce the surface area
and the cost of the heat exchanger, but it will also
materially reduce the cycle efficiency.

The properties of several Freons, F-12, F-14,
F-113, and F-1l4 were examined before selecting
F-114 for presentation here as being somewhat
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LEGEND:
~ It = Entl7alpy, Btu/Lb.

o = Templ?ratureI 0;=
#: = Flow llJ/flr
P = Pressure/ PS/A

Figure 5. Heat exchange steam cycle for geothermal application
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Figure 6. Heat exchange cycle

superior from a thermodynamic viewpoint. Consid
eration of other properties, such as heat transfer
properties, fluid cost, vapour pressure, etc., may
favour selection of another fluid. The thermal pro
perties were read from a small-scale chart published
by E. 1. Du Pont de Nemours & Company, Incor
porated. The data quite evidently lacks the accuracy
and consistency to which we are accustomed with
steam properties.

No attempt has been made to optimize the Freon
cycle. One reason is that data in the super-critical
pressure region, and in the moisture region, are
lacking. The cycle in figure 7 is based on initially
saturated vapour. The characteristic of Freon is to
superheat on expansion so that vapours at the turbine
exhaust contain approximately 50°F superheat.
This exhaust superheat represents a cycle loss that
might be recoverable by reboiling some of the
condensate to produce low pressure vapours which
would then be readmitted to the turbine. We do
not consider this additional complication advisable;

however, it does suggest that some operating con
ditions or some other fluid might be found which
avoid this loss and give even better cycle efficiency.

A 300 kW plant employing ethyl chloride as a
working fluid was reported to be in service in 1948
at Ischia, Italy, using water at 95° centigrade.
(A) An up-to-date report on this experiment would
be of interest.

A turbine designed for operation on Freon appears
to be technically feasible. It would obviously have
a higher manufacturing cost than a steam turbine
of the same rating. The design of a turbine for the
conditions required in figure 7 has been considered
in brief and general fashion. The Freon turbine
would be so unlike a steam turbine, and the aero
dynamic properties of Freon are so unfamiliar,
it is obvious that considerable engineering study
will be required to develop a satisfactory design.

We suspect the cost of such a plant as this will
prove discouraging. The most critical item is likely
to be the heat exchanger, but development costs
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for all major pieces of equipment are likely to be
substantial. In our opinion, the development of
any cycle involving Freon or similar fluids should
be deferred until simple-cycle low-cost power plants
have been installed in several locations now under
consideration.

FEED WATER HEATING

Geothermal heat could be used to increase the
capacity and improve the heat rate of conventional
fossil-fuel-fired steam power plants. Because of the
contamination problem, it would not be desirable
to induct geothermal steam into the turbine; however,
geothermal heat could be used to heat feed water
in a closed heat exchanger.

One million pounds per hour at 386°F could supplant
all but the high pressure feed water heater in a
conventional power plant of about 150 megawatts
rating at 1450 psig - 1000°/1000° - li ff absolute
back pressure. The heat rate could be reduced
7 per cent and the rating increased by 10600 kW.
This is the most efficient means discovered for use

of geothermal heat in a steam cycle. It would be
practical only if the geothermal site was otherwise
suitable for a large steam power plant.

LARGER GEOTHER~lAL TURBINE GE:-.IERATORS

Steam turbines of the size contemplated in this
study would not offer any formidable problem, as
designs exist for the principal components. In none
of the cycles do we think there is any thermal
advantage to hold constant admission pressures.
That is, admission pressures should float in response
to the steam flow, which would be regulated by flow
of the wells. We believe it would be desirable to
place such control valves as may be required in the
admission lines external to the turbine. This is
a departure from conventional practice. In terms
of current experience we would probably not propose
single flow turbines at ratings in excess of about
15 megawatts. This limitation is drawn with mois
ture erosion problems in mind, but experience
on saturated nuclear units now going into service
may alter present conclusions. Moisture removal
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3580000 # 4/5P 2800
/04
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Watel'.f60

3580000 # loo 0 3217
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10 e5'C8ges TCOF
/o/e: Oia. f4. II

Last Stage Pitch Dia. 45.5"
Last- Stage Bucket 1ft. 8.6/1
E,rl7at/st Oia. -J!X$/"
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LEGEND:
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=/1= =: Row, Ibs/hr.
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Figure 7. Freon cycle (F-1l4) for geothermal application
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Figure 8. Close-up of deposits under 1st stage shroud band

devices, reheat cycles, or other means of reducing
turbine moisture may permit use of larger exhaust
annulus area and extend the range of single flow
turbines. Multiple flow units in numerous arrange
ments can be visualized for turbines of larger rating.

CLOSURE

The information included in this portion of the
paper is believed to be correct and reliable at the
time it is written. Because of the constant advance
of technical knowledge, the widely differing con
ditions of possible application, and the possibility
of misapplication, any use of the contents of this
paper must be at the sole discretion and responsi
bility of the user. Ideas and opinions expressed
are those of the author, and publication does not
constitute endorsement by the General Electric
Company.

Turbine installation at The Geysers power
plant, California

Much has been published about the discovery
of The Geysers in 1847, about the drilling of steam
wells in 1921-1925 and the installation of a 12 kVA
steam engine-generator to supply power to the
health resort, but there were some additional attempts
made to generate power at The Geysers.

A 35 kW - 3600 rpm turbine direct-connected
to a D.C. generator was installed in 1928. This was
a standard General Electric lighting set, not built for
operation on geothermal steam. The bronze buckets
(or blades) lasted only a short time. Buckets of
4 different materials, bronze, monel, steel and
Ascoloy (chrome iron alloy) were then installed,
and so distributed around the wheel that the unequal
rate of erosion would not upset the vibration balance
of the rotor.

After a few months of operation, the set was
returned to the General Electric Service Shop in
San Francisco for examination. The steel and
Ascoloy buckets were in good condition, but the
others were badly attacked by the impurities in the
steam.

There was an old hermit living up there at that
time, who eked out a living by extracting mercury
from the steam. This would indicate that the mercury
content of the steam at that time was higher than
it is now, which would explain the failure of the
bronze and moneI buckets.

This early attempt to operate a steam turbine
at The Geysers was unsuccessful and the project
was abandoned, because it was felt that maintenance
would be prohibitive. It must be remembered that
California had large potential hydro sites yet un
developed at that time, and geothermaI power from
the Geysers probably would not have been competi-
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tive, even if a more serious attempt at harnessing
The Geysers at that time had been made.

During the last decade, the picture changed.
The area surrounding The Geysers is getting more
populated, the tremendous increase in use of electrical
energy per capita, the development of a complete
power network over the State of California, the
increase in thermal power plants and the high cost
of fuel have all contributed to making the geothermal
power development in California financially attrac
tive.

The Magma Power Company, after obtaining
an exclusive lease of 3 200 acres for 99 years (renew
able 9 times) at The Geysers, drilled its first steam
well in October 1955. Thermal Power Company was
then formed, and additional wells were drilled.

STEAM CONDITIONS AT THE GEYSERS

In 1957, the author was asked to run some tests
to determine the available energy in the wells,
and the best steam conditions for a possible power
plant. These tests were conducted, and a test report
issued which showed that maximum power could
be generated at a well head pressure of 85 psig,
that the enthalpy of the steam varied only about
5 Btuj Ib, and that it was practically constant, the
average value being 1196 Btu/lb. When Pacific
Gas & Electric Co. contracted to build a power

plant at The Geysers, it was decided that steam
would be supplied at 100 psig inlet pressure, and
the steam path of the turbine was designed for
114 psia - 348°FTT - 4" A. Hg.

The drilling of additional wells, plus the blow-out
of the nose of the hill when Thermal No. 4 was drilled,
changed the shut-off pressure of the wells and the
steam conditions somewhat.

Subsequent tests have indicated that more power
can be developed from The Geysers at reduced
pressure, perhaps as low as 65 psig. The steam comes
from a depth of 700 to 1 000 ft. Therefore, as the
flow is increased, the well head pressure is decreased.
If the product of available energy per lb and flow
in lb per hour is plotted against well head pressure,
the peak of the curve will come at 65 psig instead
of 85 psig, as indicated in the original tests.

THE FIRST TURBINE INSTALLATION AT THE GEYSERS

Even though comprehensive corrosion tests,
chemistry of cooling water, and analysis of the steam
were made by Pacific Gas & Electric Company (A),
a second hand turbine was chosen for the first
installation to get actual operating data. A 12 500 kW
1 800 rpm turbine manufactured by General Elec
tric Company and installed originally in Sacramento,
California, in 1924, was chosen. This turbine was
originally designed for 175 psig inlet pressure, lOO°F

Figure 9. Deposits in turbine blades
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THE CONDITION OF THE GEOTHERMAL

STEAM AT THE GEYSERS, CALIFORNIA

The geothermal steam as it comes from the wells
contains solid materials, most of which are removed
by centrifix separators in the steam lines to the
power plant. The steam also contains non-con
densable gases varying from 0.60 per cent to 0.75 per
cent by weight. The analysis of the gases follows.

Table 1 (C)

superheat, and 2" Hg. A. back pressure. The original
steam path consisted of 12" diameter inlet parts,
sectionalized, cam-operated valve gear with 8 control
valves, and 9 stages of impulse design.

To get full power from this turbine with geothermal
steam at 100 psig, - 348°F total temperature, and
4" Hg. A. back pressure, it was necessary to remove
the sectionalized valve gear, and provide two inlets
to the steam chest instead of one. Two butterfly
type control valves were used. A 12" diameter
Y-type strainer and a 12" diameter swing check
valve (actuated by the emergency trip mechanism)
were installed in series with the original 12" combined
trip and throttle valve. The three first stages were
also removed, and the last two stages were replaced.
All nozzle diaphragms were renewed because copper
brazing had been used in the original manufacturing
process, and copper could not be tolerated with
the Geyser steam. All valve stem packing glands
were converted to the oil sealed type, and a separate
oil system was installed to provide cylinder oil
under pressure to the valve stem packing.

Gas Volume percentage Weight
at 60· F & 30" Hg. Abs. percentage

Figure 10. Close-up of 1st stage nozzle

For the first six months, the capacity factor was
83 per cent, and for the last two months prior to
March 27, the unit operated continuously 24 hours
per day, except for brief shut-downs for testing
safety devices.

Carbon dioxide, CO2 •

Methane, CH4. . . .
Hydrogen, H 2.••.

Nitrogen, Argon. N 2 and A .
Hydrogen Sulfide, H 2S .
Ammonia, NHa . . . . . .

69.32
11.81
12.70

1.59
2.99
1.59

100.00

88.73
5.49
0.74
1.29
2.96
0.79

100.00

FIRST INTERNAL INSPECTION

The turbine was dismantled for inspection the
week of 27 March 1961.

'A hard deposit had built up under the shroud
bands of the Ist row of buckets, figure 8. This

Table 2 (C)The circulating cooling water used for oil coolers
is corrosive to copper. A greater quantity of dissolved
solids occurs during warmer weather when the
blowdown from the cooling tower is less owing to
more evaporative losses. The range of the contents
of the water is shown in Table 2.

OPERATING EXPERIENCE

The turbine operated beautifully from the initial
start with a minimum of vibration.

Some experimental work was necessary before
the seal oil system for the valve stem packing glands
worked satisfactorily.

Some minor difficulties were experienced with the
swing check valve and the vibration recorder, but
in general the operation has been very satisfactory.

ph ..

Sulfate, S04' .
Chloride, Cl . .
Calcium, Ca . .
Magnesium, Mg
Silica, Si02 • •

Calcium & magnesium hardness
(expressed as CaCO a) . . . . •

Total solids by evaporation at
105 QC .

Organic and volatile at 310 QC .
Free sulphur. . . . . . . . . .

Warm weather

7.2

348
less than I

44
31
41

238

548
134

Cool weather

7.4
PPM.

filtered sample
169

0.3
4
2
6

17

245
212

14
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Table 3. Materials used in steam path of turbine

Turbine shaft . . . . .
Shaft sleeves . . . . . .
HI' and LP packing rings

Bucket wheels ~ stages -1 to 7 incl.
Bucket wheels ~ stages 8 & 9 .
Buckets & bands - stages 4 to 7
Buckets & bands - stages 8 & 9
4th stage diaphragm

5th to 9th stage diaphragms

4th to 6th, 8th & 9th stage packing

7th stage packing. . . . . . . .

Carbon steel forging
Carbon steel forging
Cast steel with chrome-molybdenum inserted

teeth
Carbon steel forging
Chrome-molybdenum steel forging
l\1onel metal
Type 410 stainless steel
Chrome-molybdenum steel with chrome iron

alloy blades and spacers
Carbon steel with chrome iron alloy blades

and spacers
Carbon steel with chrome iron alloy inserted

teeth
Chrome-molybdenum alloy with chrome iron

alloy inserted teeth

(Please note the original stage numbers are used in the above tabulation. Stages No. 1, 2, and 3 are removed.)

material apparently was packed solidly by centrifugal
force and filled the upper 1/3 of the space between
the buckets. The 2nd and 3rd rows had similar
deposits, but it was softer and only can to a depth
of 1/8" to 1/4". The 4th row had about 1/2" deposit,
presumably because the HP packing leak-off dis
charged dry initial steam into this stage. This leak-off
line is now piped to the condenser, figure 9. The
last two stages had no deposits. This would seem
to indicate that the first row of blades should be

designed without shroud. This stage would then act
as a centrifuge and throw out practically all solid
material not removed by the centrifix in the steam
line.

CORROSION AND EROSION

As seen by the materials tabulation in Table 3,
we have several types of material exposed to the
geothermal steam. The first 4 rows of buckets are
the original monel blades. They apparently are as

Figure 11. Close-up of last stage nozzle Figure 12. Close up of 1st stage diaphragm packing

13
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good as they were when first exposed to this steam.
The same applies to the other bucket materials used.

All nozzle diaphragms and diaphragm nozzle
blades were covered with a thin grey deposit, but
no corrosion or erosion had taken place (figures 9
and 10). As moisture content increased in the steam,
the amount of deposits decreased. The last stage
wheel and buckets were almost as clean as the day
they were installed.

The erosion and corrosion inside the cast iron
casing were negligible.

All shaft packings were in excellent condition,
except that dirt had accumulated between the
labyrinth packing teeth (figure 12).

Seven pieces of metal were found in the strainer.
The fact that these metal pieces of various sizes did
not damage the strainer screen proves the Y-type
strainer design to be excellent for this service.

Conclusions

The geothermal steam at The Geysers is evidently
less corrosive than anticipated.

Heavy deposits are found in buckets and packings,
where the steam is dry. Where considerable moisture
is present, deposits are soft and thin. By-passing
the packing leak-off from the HP packing to the

condenser rather than to the 4th stage should
eliminate build-up in that stage.

It appears that the elimination of the shroud
band in the first stage may increase the intervals
between shut-downs for cleaning. Occasional washing
by injecting clean water into the steam at the
throttle may serve to keep deposits to a minimum.
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Summary

Thermal cycles for geothermal sites

In the following paragraphs we have attempted
to analyse possible cycles for saturated steam and
water from geothermal wells. We have also given
some thought to the use of another fluid such as
Freon F-1l4 in a closed cycle. A surprising result
is the almost 2 to 1 variation in the efficiency of
technically feasible cycles. Economic evaluations are
not attempted, hence no conclusions are presented
as to the cycle best suited to geothermal applications.
However, our experience in the development of
new power plant concepts would suggest simplicity
in design and operation until the permanency of
the steam supply has been established in a specific
location.

Where superheated steam is available, such as
at The Geysers, California, the simple straight
condensing steam turbine is the rather obvious
solution. Where a mixture of steam and hot water
is available, three pressure levels such as are used
in New Zealand may prove to be the most economical,
although we would use a multiple inlet turbine
instead of three separate shafts.

Steam flow rate of geothermal wells usually
increases as well head pressure is reduced, but this
pressure reduction also diminishes the energy avail
able to the turbine. Flow measurements and energy
calculations are required to determine what pressure
would permit maximum power generation. This

optimum pressure may be as low as one or two
atmospheres, for which unusually large volume
equipment would be required. The steam system
up to the turbine control valves must be designed
to withstand shut-off well head pressures; thus the
lower the normal operation pressure, the greater
will be the cost of this equipment. A steam purifier,
or other suitable means, must be provided for the
removal of entrained moisture, entrained minerals,
or similar impurities before the steam reaches the
turbine. We require that the moisture content of
the steam does not exceed 1 per cent as delivered
at the turbine throttle. The turbine designers will
also require a chemical analysis and charac~er of
the impurities in the steam as it would be delivered
to the turbine.

Hot water can be used as a heating medium in
extended surface heat exchangers to produce steam
or other vapours for a closed power cycle. Except
as a means of producing uncontaminated steam for
the power cycle, this cycle would offer no advantage
over the simple steam cycle, i~ steam is used. as
the turbine working fluid. This IS because the high
heat of vaporization of the steam allows little heat
to be extracted from the well water at temperatures
less than the steam saturation temperature. To
realize the full potential of this cycle, .a flu~~ is
required which could operate close to Its critical
pressure, so that it would receive most o.f the heat
in the liquid phase, and thus allow the rejected well
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Operating experience

The unit has operated for 9 months. It has had
many shut-downs. For some time the unit was
operated 16 hours per day, because it was considered
inadvisable to leave it unattended until all trips
and safety devices functioned satisfactorily. After
6 months it had operated 83 per cent of the time.
The last two months before inspection it operated
at 100 per cent load factor continuously, except for
minor shut-downs to test safety devices. The unit
IS now being operated unattended 16 hours out of
every 24. An operator is present during the day
shift.

Inspection

An internal inspection was made during the week
of 27 March 1961.

Solid material had built up under the shroud
band of the first stage and filled almost 30 per cent
of the space between the buckets. This would indicate
that the Ist stage buckets should be designed without
shroud bands to allow foreign material to be thrown
out centrifugally. The build-up in the following stage
was only 1/4" deep, about the same in the 3rd stage,
about 1/2" in the 4th stage, and nothing in the last
stage. In the author's opinion, if the Ist stage
shroud bands were eliminated, this turbine could
run continuously for one year without being cleaned.
The material deposited in the buckets of the first
stage was hard, in the following stages softer. It
may, therefore, be possible to install water injectio,n
for washing out deposits occasionally. The steam ~s

only superheated in the fir~t stage. The ha.rd deposit
in the buckets is magnetic, but so far It has not
been analysed.

The labyrinth packing throughout the turbi~e
was in excellent condition, except for deposits
between labyrinth teeth (figure 8).

There were hardly any signs of corrosion or erosi?n.
Therefor, it may not be necessary to use expensive
alloys in a new unit. Copper. and cOJ?per alloys
should be avoided. The next umt to be Installed at
The Geysers will be a new unit. The cost of it should
be nearly the same as that of a turbine designed
for more normal steam conditions.

water to approach the saturation temperature in
the condenser. One or more of the Freons appear
to have the desired properties, and are also expected
to be acceptable turbine fluids. Freon cycles for
geothermal applications have been studied briefly,
and seem to promise an improvement in efficiency
in the order of 2 : I greater than the simple steam
cycle might attain. Despite this spectacular increase
in the yield from a well, it is doubtful that the
plant could be built at a reasonable cost. The prob
lems involve very large mass flow of Freon, low
thermal heads in the heat exchanger, unusually
Iow turbine operating speed, large pumps and
associated development costs.

Feed water heating

Geothermal heat could be used to increase the
capacity and improve the heat rate of conventional
fossil-fuel-fired steam power plants. Because of the
contamination problem, it would not be desirable
to induct geothermal steam into the turbine; however,
geothermal heat could be used to heat feedwater in
a closed heat exchanger.

One million pounds perhour at 386°F could supplant
all but the high pressure feed water heat in a con
ventional power plant of about 150 megawatts
rating at 1450 psig - 1000°/1000° - It'' absolute
back pressure. The heat rate could be reduced 7 per
cent and the rating increased by 10600 kW. This
is the most efficient means discovered for use of
geothermal heat in a steam cycle. It would be
practical only if the geothermal site was otherwise
suitable for a large steam power plant.

Turbine installation at The Geysers pow'er plant,
California

When Pacific Gas & Electric Co. contracted to
build a power plant at The Geysers, extensive tests
were made to determine the corrosive qualities of
the steam and condensate, and quantity and chemical
analysis of the non-condensable gases in the steam.

A second-hand turbine was chosen for the initial
unit to get actual operating experience, and to test
a number of different materials under actual operating
conditions. A 12500 kW General Electric impulse
type turbine built in 1924 was chosen because it
could be converted to give full rating at the lower
steam conditions. The turbine was originally designed
with 9 stages to operate at 175 psig - lOO°FS 
It'' hg. abs.

The valve gear and the first 3 stages were removed.
New diaphragms were installed in the remaining
stages, because the original ones were const~ucted

by a copper brazing process and it was considered
hazardous to use these with geothermal steam.

Monel buckets in stages 4 to 7 inclusive were in
satisfactory condition and were used. The last two
stages were completely renewed. The following is a
list of materials used in this rebuilt turbine.

Turbine shaft Carbon steel forging
Shaft sleeves . . . . . . . . Carbon steel forging

HP & LP packing rings

Bucket wheels, stages 4 to 7 .
Bucket wheels, stages 8 & 9 .

Buckets & bands, stages 4 to 7
Bucket & bands, stages 8 & 9.
4th stage diaphragm. . ..

5th to 9th stage diaphragms .

4th to 6th, 8th & 9th packing.

7th stage packing. . . . . .

Cast steel with inserted tooth
stock of chrome-molybde
num material

Carbon steel forging
Chrome-molybdenum steel

forging
Monel
No. 410 stainless steel
Chrome-molybdenum with

chrome iron alloy blades
and spacers

Carbon steel with chrome iron
alloy blades and spacers

Carbon steel with chrome iron
alloy inserted teeth

Chrome-molybdenum with
chrome iron alloy inserted
teeth
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CYCLES THERMIQUES PO'UR INSTALLATIONS GEOTHERMIQUES,
DESCRIPTION DES TURBINES DE LA CENTRALE

DE THE GEYSERS, CALIFORNIE

Resume

Cycles thermiques pour les installations giothermiques

, On s'.est attache, dans les paragraphes qui suivent,
a exammer les cycles possibles pour la vapeur saturee
et 1'eau en provenance de puits geothermiques. On a
consacre egalement une certaine attention a l'utili
sation eventuelle d'un autre fluide, tel que le Freon
F-1l4, en circuit ferme, L'un des resultats surpre
nants de ce travail est la difference de pres de 2 a 1
que 1'on observe dans le rendement des cycles
techniquement realisables. On ne tentera pas de
donner des evaluations economiques, et on s'abstien
dra donc de presenter des conclusions quant au
cycle qui se prete le mieux aux applications faisant
appel a la vapeur naturelle. Notre experience de la
mise au point de nouvelles conceptions relatives
aux centrales electriques semble toutefois militer en
fav.eur de la ~implicite de construction et d'exploi
tation une fois que la permanence et la continuite
de la fourniture de vapeur ont ete etablies pour un
emplacement donne.

, Quand on dispose de vapeur surchauffee, comme
c est le cas a la centrale de The Geysers, la tur
bine a vapeur simple a condensation directe offre
une solution assez evidente. Quand on dispose d'un
melange de vapeur et d'eau chaude, l'ernploi de
trois niveaux de pression, comme en Nouvelle
Zelande, peut fort bien constituer la methode la
plus economique, bien que, pour notre .compte, nous
preferions une turbine a admission multiple en lieu
et place de trois arbres separes.

Le debit de vapeur des puits geothermiques'
augmente habituellement au fur et a mesure que la
pression a 1'orifice du puits baisse, mais cette chute
de pression reduit l'energie disponible a la turbine.
Il faut proceder a des mesures du debit et a des
calculs de I'energie, pour determiner la pression qui
assurerait la production d'un maximum de courant.
Cette pression ideale peut etre tres basse, par exemple
une ou deux atmospheres, ce qui exigerait un rnateriel
exceptionnellement volumineux. Le circuit de vapeur,
en amont des vannes de commande de la turbine,
doit etre construit de maniere a resister aux pressions
a la bouche des puits ferrnes ; si bien que plus la
pression normale d' exploitation est basso plus ce
materiel sera cofiteux. Un epurateur de vapeur, ou
tout autre moyen approprie, doit etre prevu pour
assurer l'exclusion de I'humidite, des mineraux ou
autres impuretes entrainees dans le courant de
vapeur, avant qu'elles ne parviennent a la turbine.
Nous exigeons que l'etat hygrometrique de la
vapeur ne depasse pas 1 p. 100 a la vanne de com
mande. Les ingenieurs charges de realiser les turbines
tiendront egalement a ce qu'il leur soit communique

une analyse chimique et des renseignements sur le
caractere. d.es impuretes que contient la vapeur a
son admISSIOn dans la turbine.

On peut se servir d'eau chaude comme source de
calori~s, dans des echangeurs a grande surface, pour
produire de la vapeur d'eau ou dautres vapeurs
en vue de leur utilisation dans un circuit moteur
Ierme. Un tel cycle n'offrirait aucun avantage sur
le cycle de la vapeur ordinaire si on se servait de
vapeur d'eau comme fluide de travail dans la tur
bine, a cela pres qu'il fournirait une vapeur parfai
tement exempte d'impuretes pour le cycle moteur.
Ceci s:exl?lique par le fait que la grosse chaleur de
vaporisation de la vapeur d'eau n'autorise 1'extrac
tion que de petites quantites de la chaleur de 1'eau
des puits, a des temperatures inferieures a celle
pour laquelle la vapeur est saturee. Pour pleinement
exploiter un tel cycle, il faut un fluide capable
d'etre utilise pres de sa pression critique, de telle
sorte que ce soit la phase liquide qui lui fasse son
plus gros apport de chaleur, permettant a 1'eau
rejetee en provenance des puits d'avoir une tempe
rature voisine de celle de la saturation dans le
condenseur. Ces proprietes semblent reunies dans
un ou plusieurs des Freons, que 1'on considere
egalement comme des fluides utilisables par les
turbines. On a soumis les cycles au Freon a une
breve etude, et ils semblent promettre des amelio
rations de rendement de 1'ordre de 2 a 1, par rapport
a ce que pourrait donner le simple cycle de la vapeur.
Malgre cette augmentation sensationnelle du rende
ment d'un puits, on doute qu'il soit possible de
construire la centrale dans des conditions econo
miques raisonnables. Les problernes ont trait aux
tres gras debits de Freon en poids qui s'imposent,
a la faible chute thermique a I'echangeur, au regime
exceptionnellement lent de la turbine, au besoin de
grosses pompes et aux frais que ceci comporte.

Rechauffage de l' eau d' alimeniation

On pourrait se servir de la chaleur naturelle des
champs geothermiques pour augmenter la capacite
et ameliorer le rendement thermique des centrales
a vapeur qui brfilent des combustibles fossiles
classiques. Compte tenu du problerne des impuretes,
il ne serait pas desirable d'admettre direetement
dans la turbine de la vapeur en provenance des gites,
mais on pourrait se servir de sa chaleur pour le
rechauffage de 1'eau d'alimentation dans un echan
geur a circuit ferrne.

Avec 1 000 000 de livres (453 590 kg) a 1'heure
a la temperature de 386 OF (197°q, on pourrait
se dispenser de toute la chaleur en provenance de
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sources classiques, sauf celle de l'eau d'alimentation
a haute pression pour une usine standard d'une
capacite installee de 150 megawatts environ sous
1 450 livres/pouce carre au manometre (102 kg/cm2

au manometre) fonctionnant a 1 000/1 000 of (538/
538°C) et avec une contre-pression absolue de
1 pouce 1/2 (38 mm). On pourrait ainsi reduire la
capacite calorifique du combustible de 7 p. 100 et
augmenter la puissance nominale installee de
10600 kW. Ceci fournit le moyen qui presents le
plus gras rendement d'utiliser la chaleur geother
mique dans le cycle de vapeur. Son emploi ne serait
pratique que si le site se pretait par ailleurs a I'ins
tallation d'une puissante centrale a vapeur.

Turbines insiallees a la centrale de The Geysers
(Californie, E.-U.)

Quand la Pacific Gas and Electric Co. a accepte
de construire une centrale electrique a The Geysers,
on a precede a des essais complets pour determiner
les caracteristiques corrosives de la vapeur et des
produits de condensation, ainsi que la quantite et
la composition chimique des gaz non condensables
presents dans la vapeur.

On a choisi une turbine d'occasion comme premier
groupe pour obtenir des donnees concretes sur la
marche du rnateriel et pour essayer un certain
nombre de materiaux dans des conditions effectives
~'utilisation. Une turbine General Electric a impul
SIOn de 12500 kW, construite en 1924, a ete choisie,
parce qu'il etait possible de la convertir de maniere
qu'elle donne toute sa puissance avec mains de
vapeur. Elle avait ete construite initialement avec
neuf etages pour fonctionner a 175 livres/pouce
carre au manometre (12,3 kg/cm2 au manometre).

On enleva les vannes et les trois premiers etages.
On mit des diaphragmes neufs dans les etages
conserves, parce que les premiers etaient realises
au moyen d'un precede de brasure au cuivre, si
bien que leur emploi etait considere comme risque
avec une vapeur d'origine geothermique.

Les aubes en Monel, des et ages 4 a 7 inclus, etaient
en bon etat et on s'en servit. On renova complete
ment les deux derniers etages, Voici une liste des
materiaux utilises dans cette turbine remise a neuf :

Arbre , . , .. , .
Manchons de l'arbrc . , . , ,

Bagues d'ctancheitc des etages
HP et BP ... ', , . ,

Roues it aubes, etages 4 it 7 .
Roues it aubes, etages 8 et 9 .

Aubcs et couronnes, etages 4 it 7
Aubes et couronnes, etages 8

et 9 ... , .....
Diaphragme de I'etage 4 . .

Diaphragmes des etages 5 it 9,

Piece forgee en acier au carbonc
Pieces Iorgees en acier a u car

bone
Acier coule avec dents rappor

tees faites d'un materian au
chrome-molybdene

Pieces forgeesen acier au carbone
Piece Iorgee en acier au chrome

molybdene
Monel

Acier inoxydable n° 410
Chrome-molybdene avec aubes

et entretoises en alliage fer
chrome

Acier au carbone avec aubes
et entretoises en alliages fer
chrome

Garnitures des etages 4, 5, G,
8 et D . . , • . . • . . . Acicr an carbone a\'cc dents

rapportces en alliage fer
chrome

Garniture de l'etage 7 , , . , En chromc-molybdene avec
dents rapport.ces en alliage
fer-chrome

Experience de l' exploitation

Le groupe fonctionne depuis neuf mois. Il a ete
arretc nombre de fois. Pendant quelque temps, on
l'exploitait 16 heures par jour, parce que l'on esti
mait qu'il etait peu indique de le laisser sans sur
veillance jusqu'a ce que tous les declencheurs et
autres dispositifs de surete fonctionnent de facon
satisfaisante. Au bout de six mois, il avait fonctionne
pendant 83 p. 100 du temps. Pendant les deux
derniers mois avant son inspection, il tournait conti
nuellement sous un facteur de charge de 100 p. 100
sauf pour les arrets de peu de duree permettant
de verifier les dispositifs de surete. La centrale
fonctionne maintenant sans surveillance 16 heures
sur 24. On y adjoint un operateur pendant les quarts
de jour.

Inspection

On a precede a l'inspection des pieces interieures
pendant la semaine du 27 mars 1961.

Des matieres solides s'etaient accumulees sous le
cercle de renfort de l'auvent du premier etage et
remplissaient pres de 30 p. 100 de l'espace entre
les aubes.. Ceci semblerait indiquer qu'il serait
approprie de prevoir ces aubes, pour le premier
etage, sans elements de couronne de distributeur,
pour permettre que les matieres etrangeres soient
chassees par la force centrifuge. Dans I'etage suivant,
les incrustations ne depassaient pas 1/4 de pouce ou
6 mm, e1les etaient sensiblement les memes dans
le troisieme, environ 1/2 pouce ou 13 mm dans le
quatrierne, et le dernier en etait totalement exempt.
De l'avis de l'auteur, si on eliminait les cercles de
couronne d'auvent du premier etage, cette turbine
pourrait fonctionner en continu pendant un an sans
qu'il soit necessaire de la nettoyer. Les materiaux
deposes sur les aubes du premier etage etaient durs,
ceux des autres et ages moins resistants, Il doit done
etre possible d'installer un injecteur d'eau pour la
chasse occasionnelle des depots. Ce n'est qu'au
premier etage que la vapeur est surchauffee. Le
depot dur trouve sur les aubes est magnetique mais,
jusqu'a present, il ri'a pas ete analyse.

La garniture a labyrinthe dans toute la turbine
etait en condition excellente, al'exception des depots
entre les dents (figure 8)..

On n'a presque pas trouve de signes de corrosion
ou d'erosion. En consequence, il ne sera peut-etre
pas necessaire de faire usage d'alliages couteux dans
une nouvelle unite. On evitera le cuivre et ses alliages.
La prochaine tranche a installer a The Geysers sera
constituee par du materiel neuf. Son prix sera
presque le meme que celui d'une turbine concue
pour employer une vapeur plus normale.
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PROGRESS REALIZED IN INSTALLATIONS
WITH ENDOGENOUS STEAM CONDENSING TURBINE·GENERATOR UNITS

A. Saporiti *

Serviceability and efficiency

The latest permanent-type power stations which
have been designed for Societa Larderello symbolize
a marke~ progress in the improvement of the aggre
gate efficiency of geothermal plants. The maximum
reduction in the specific consumption of steam is
thus obtained.

Here are the lines followed by Ansaldo's designers
in this connexion :

(a) Increase of the adiabatic head by raising the
thermal level of the hot source of the cycle;

(b) Increase of the adiabatic head by sinking the
thermal level of the cold source of the cycle;

(c) Increase of the efficiency, in all its factors,
of the turbine-generator units;

(d) Increase of the efficiency and more favourable
proportioning of the auxiliary equipment, indivi
dually, and with respect to the power plant aggre
gate.

A power plant was designed with one 3500 kW,
and two 12 500 kW condensing turbine-generator
units, along with two 700 kW turbines, for
compressor operation. Due to unexpected reasons
of exploitation of the new steam-jet area, it was
not possible for Societa Larderello to start with the
construction of the new power plant, and the units
had. then to be adapted to two already existing
stations, as a modernization and in substitution of
old units without condenser.

These two power stations, situated in the district
of Sasso Pisano and Monterotondo, are shown on
the photographs, figures 1, 2 & 3.

Although this adaption sacrificed the technical
design characteristics, excellent results were obtained
on the following points:

(e) Turbine efficiency

With a throttle steam pressure of 4.1 ata and a
temperature of 183°C and a weighable non-condens
able gas content of 4 per cent, the steam consumption
was 7.85 kg/kWh referred to the full load output
at the 12.5 megawatt generator terminals. The
turbines are of the reaction type, with hollow rotor
welded according to Ansaldo's system that, with
reduced weight and regular critical speed, allows
to develop the double-flow blading in the best way
as to number of couples and height of buckets.
This results in a reduced loss at the exhaust.
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For the sake of brevity, the writer supposes that
the permanent plants with condensing turbine
generator units which have been built by Societa
Larderello at Larderello, Pisa, Italy, are well known,
first becaus~ these plants are. often visited at by
people coming from the mam countries of the
world who are concerned with them, and second
because these installations are widely described in
the technical literature. .

The steady progress realized in these plants in a
long period of years is due to the co-operation of
the two principal Italian steam turbine manufac
turers : Ansaldo, S.A., Genoa, and Tosi, S.A., Legnano.

All difficulties have been surmounted which the
manufacturers encountered in the selection and use
of materials capable of resisting steam erosion and
corrosion, in the progressive increase of the unit
power, as well as in the practical operation and
economical exercise and also in the maximum
utilization factor by minimizing the periodical shut
down . times requ~red for revision and cleaning
operations of the internal parts of the units.

At the beginning, turbine units without condensers
and exh.aus~ing to at~osphere were used. This type
was maintained and IS presently utilized as a first
exploitation in districts and areas of new steam
sources .or for steaI~-jets of limited importance.
Condensing plants WIth steam transforming equip
ment have then been installed, where endogenous
steam is condensed, thus allowing the exploitation
of the substances contained in it. Pure steam for
the turbine supply is produced by boiling.

The latest definitive system is to supply the
endogenous steam directly to the turbines and
extract the non-condensable gases from the condenser.
This simpler cycle, which is called "direct-cycle",
was not used at the beginning as planned because
it does not allow, or at least it makes difficult
recovery of the chemical substances of the steam and
also because powerful compressors of the up-to-date
type with intercooling would be required for the
non-condensable gas extraction. All the condensing
power plants built up so far are of permanent
character because the local steam delivery conditions
are very favourable both in flow and operating
feature stability.

* Ufficio Studi e Progetti Turbine a vapore, Stabilimento
:\Ieccanico-Ansaldo S.p.A., Genoa, Italy.
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Figure 1. Sasso Pisano power station, 12500 kW. 3500 kW-700 kW

(I) Condenser vacuum

It was proposed to have a vacuum higher than
that of all other existing installations. An absolute
pressure of .071 was obtained in the suction manifold;
the turbine exhaust could not take advantage of
it, owing to the accommodations that had become
necessary. However, all useful elements are now
possessed to attain the end in any future design.

(g) Overload capacity

As it was possible to improve the throttle steam
conditions and increase the network power factor
to about 1, the 12.5 megawatt turbines have uninter
ruptedly been delivering for over one year without
trouble the output of 16500 kW, with an overload
of over 30 per cent with respect to the rated output.

(h) Full protection against corrosion

For the purpose of increasing the power plant
availability factor by minimizing the shut-down
periods required for revision, maintenance and
cleaning operations, a full protection of the condens-

ing and extraction circuits against the growing gas
aggressivity was realized for the first time. This gas
aggressivity takes place according to the progressive
scale described in the other report on turbine
generator units without condenser.

In addition to cast-iron, the various parts of the
condensing and extraction circuit equipment were
of dick lead-plated steel and vulcanized rubber
coated steel, cast, rolled and forged chrome steel,
high chrome cast-iron and ceramic materials.

I t was thus possible to prevent the formation of
iron sulphide which, along with other chemical
reactions, is the cause of corrosions and deposits
that require frequent maintenance.

Progress in the transferable power plants

So far as our present knowledge, Larderello's
endogenous phenomena, which concentrate their
power in a relatively restricted area, represent an
exception to the general rule according to which
the natural forces are scattered and distributed on
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Figu're 2. Sasso Pisano power station, 12500 kW. 3500 kW-700 kW
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large areas, i.e., they exhibit a low specific power
on a rather large extension.

Therefore, their utilization raises, in general,
noticeable technical difficulties and almost always
their exploitation is of limited economical profit
in the underprivileged countries where researches
are presently made.

The solution of the problem consists in designing
power plants that still maintain a good efficiency
and cost the least possible. If satisfactory, any
other condition, such as facility of transportation,
erection and operation, contributes to the improve
ment of this condition and is of minimum cost.

For the above reasons, it is expected that these
applications will be of far-reaching character with
individual powers relatively limited and studied on
the basis of particular criteria which are described
hereunder.

Output range

For the condensing turbine-generator units it is
necessary to fix on the range of the outputs to be

taken into consideration. The lower limit is obviously
determined by economical reasons. Supposing there
are the most favourable technical conditions to meet
them, it is presumed that the lower limit will corre
spond to the upper limit of the turbines exhausting
to atmosphere, that is, 6000 kW.

For technical and economical reasons, the unit
outputs ranging from 12000 to 15000 kW are
considered to be the most suitable, even if it means
installing several units in parallel formation. The
upper limit is fixed at 30 000 kW, because considering
that the turbines are supplied with low pressure
steam and have a noticeable specific consumption,
they would result in rather big dimensions.

Selection and use of materials

As far as material selection and use are concerned,
reference is made to data stated in the first part
of this report and in the other report on the turbine
generator units without condenser. It is quite
evident that all provisions made for the condensing

Figure 3. Monterotondo power station, 12500 kW-700 kW

13*
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power plants of the permanent type can also be
applied to the installations of the transferable type
which are described hereunder, bearing in mind
that the depreciation period of these plants is not
so long as the period required for the other types,
and that the total cost should be the most limited
possible. The best criteria dictated by experience
and laboratory researches will then be adopted
without reaching the best attainable.

Versatility and elasticity of use

Let us consider now these basic characteristics.
Although the power plants with condensing

turbines are not used as first means of exploitation
in the steam-jet areas which are not sufficiently
known, and are then likely to have to meet better
known circumstances, elasticity in the operating
characteristics shall always be desirable and even
necessary, because the steam-jet output.-head charac
teristics may vary in the course of time and also
because the necessity may arise of transferring the
whole station to another steam source at least once.

A design providing an elasticity of this kind as
a fundamental characteristic would yield remarkable
economical profits and advantages, inasmuch as
the manufacturer can supply his equipment at a
lower design and construction cost to a greater
adaptability of his technical file patrimony to many
requests of the users.

Conceptions and assembly systems described in
the report on turbine-generator units without
condenser, especially those of the impulse and
reaction blading type, are integrally applicable to
the condensing turbine-generator units.

A more developed blading for the higher adiabatic
head permits making wider design~ ~bout the
variation of impulse control and variation of the
number of bucket couples of reaction part. The
writer does not think it necessary, therefore, to
expatiate any longer on this point.

If the jet condenser is designed for condensing
the maximum quantity of steam running thro~gh

the turbine under the most unfavourable operatmg
conditions it will be able. to meet the intermediate
conditions' by producing a vacuum at a minimum
water consumption with the sole variation of the
number of working nozzles.

This can be obtained by the subdivision and
control of the water supply boxes, or else by varying
the number of the nozzles mounted in place.

Seasonal flow variations can be obtained by
changing the circulating water discharge pr~ss.ure

allowed by the circulating water system. Similar
considerations apply to the non-condensable gas
cooler when separate from condenser.

As to the other auxiliary equipment of the plant,
such as the non-condensable gas extraction compres
sor it is noticed that a variation of the gas content
in the steam, e.g., from 4 to 8 per cent in weight,
although of no consequence for the turbine operation,

brings about the doubling of the fluid flow running
through the compressor. A variation of the kind is
likely to occur in the course of time, as the steam
jet source gets old. Inverse variation may happen
in zones of quite new exploitation.

In order to meet these variations, it will be neces
sary to adopt an oversized compressor and then
artificially increase the flow through the antipumping
valve, or change the compressor. If all this is possible,
that would be the best solution, considering the
remarkable power absorbed by these machines.
The same considerations, though less important,
apply to the other auxiliary equipment, such as the
circulating water pump, etc.

Facility and rapidity of transportation
and erection

As already stated in the other report, the second
fundamental problem to be solved is the realization
of plants of easy transportation and prompt erection
without resorting to special means and skilled labour,
of limited weight and outline, of minimized building
requirements, or having the possibility of being
erected outdoors and operated by means of remote
controls and drives. Excavation and foundation
works and charges should be the lowest possible
both for cost of installation and reduction of their
unrecoverable loss in case of transferring the power
plant. A reduction in weights, outlines and costs
also has the advantage of lowering the value of the
minimum power at which the condensing power plant
begins to be economically suitable.

This consideration is more important than it
seems at first, because owing to the dispersion and
limited power of the natural steam sources, the
convenience of installing a condensing plant rather
than one exhausting to atmosphere contemplates
the possibility of isolated zones and underprivileged
countries to obtaining an energy production.about
twice that obtainable with the same quantity of
steam from a turbine-generator unit without con
denser.

Last but notleast, there is the possibility of adapting
the plant to the most different topog~aphic and
altimetric conditions that can be found III the zone
where steam jets off. This report considers ~ll
possible layout, where turbine-generator umts
remains always the same and where only type
and location of the auxiliary equipment may change.

Examples of turbine-generator units

The basic criterion for the best solution of every
thing illustrated above is still to design and manu
facture units of the "monobloc-construction" type,
which will offer excellent advantages as to transporta
tion, erection, etc.

Because of the weight of the condensing units,
the multiple-monobloc construction has been resorted
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Fi~ure 4. 7 000 kW turbtne-generamr set

AIUALDO N! T.04923

to. This permits the combination of each unit to the
others, thus having the following:

1. Turbine monobloc-construction;
2. Generator monobloc-construction;
3. Condenser monobloc-construction;
4. Compressor monobloc-construction.

On this basis all the examples of turbine-generator
units are described and illustrated hereunder.

7000 kW condensing turbine-generator unit

Purposely designed for Societa Larderello.
Assembly drawing, figure 4.
Steam admission:
Pressure, from 11 to 7 ata.
Temperature, from 235.5°C to 238°C.
Non-condensable gas content, 4 per cent.
Maximum cooling water temperature, 28°C.
Condenser vacuum, 0.09 ata.
Specific consumption variable from 6.75 to

7.15 kg/kWh, according to the possible combina
tions of the above conditions, referred to the full load
output at the generator terminals.

The turbine is of the impulse and reaction type,
with control valves, variable throttling, and reaction
blading inner shells, which are disassemblable in
order to charge the working conditions. It is equipped
with two lower longitudinal girders which integrate
the front support with the exhaust nozzle, this
forming a steady base for transportation and erection
purposes.

The generator stator is conglobated with the shields
containing the supports; on one end they form a
whole with the baseplate supporting the turbine;
on the other, they support the exciting equipment
mounted as a projecting part. The bottom consists
of two guides situated on a common plan.

The procedure for the erection of the unit is the
following:

The generator monobloc, complete with rotor, is
transported on a truck and approached to the founda
tion at the proper height and then "launched"
on it, by making it slide on guides if necessary, with
the help of rollers. These operations are illustrated
in detail in the first report.

The generator monobloc is then levelled; the
foundation is grouted and boIts are used for pastening
purposes. The turbine monobloc is approached to
the foundation and "launched" on it, till it touches
the generator. The two mating parts are connected
by keys and other mechanical fixtures. The turbine
and generator shafts extend one after the other
without transversal misalignment. In order to obtain
the exact alignment of both generator and turbine
rotors, it is sufficient to adjust the turbine end
support by moving it vertically and horizontally
with screw jacks. The front support case is then
fixed and grouted to the foundation and the erection
is over. The non-condensable gas extraction compres
sor is mounted and aligned on its foundation accord
ing to the above procedure if it is of the turbine
operated type, as insistently required now by
Societa Larderello.

On its turn, the jet condenser monobloc, if it is
the normal type to be located under the turbine,
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will be mounted by making it slide on guides and
connecting it to the turbine exhaust. The concrete
foundation excavations are minimized. The founda
tion sticks out of the ground of the height required
(about 1 metre) to allow the sliding on of the mono
blocs carried there by the trucks. The underlying
part is sufficient for venting the generator cooling
air and leaving a space for the condenser or for the
steam exhaust duct.

The building can be made up of dismountable steel
structure. The crane capacity should be sufficient
for lifting the generator and turbine rotors, separately.

Turbine-generator unit up to 15 000 kW

In course of design.
Assembly drawing, figure 5.
This unit differs from the preceding one in the

turbine. This is the double-flow blading type. All
working and manufacturing criteria applied to the
7000-kW unit are maintained and developed in
this unit.

It is necessary to adopt the double-flow blading
for ratings even slightly over 7000 kW, when the
admission steam pressures are relatively low and
considerably higher steam flows and specific con
sumptions are then likely to come about. For the
sake of brevity, the detailed description of this unit
is omitted.

Condensing system

Jet condensers are generally used for the endogen
ous steam plants, because they are practical, and
of easy upkeep and cleaning, although they require

extraction of the circulating water, and condensate,
by means of a barometric pipe.

The adoption of normal surface condensers would
involve delicate problems about selection use and
corrosion resistance of the materials that would
bring about more delicate and expensive operation
and maintenance of the plant.

One advantage of the normal surface condensers
would be the absence of any barometric pipe because
the condensate would be extracted by a centrifugal
type extraction pump.

Only very rarely is there availability of water as
required for the condenser circulation. Natural draft
or fan forced draft cooling towers are then adopted.

General arrangement of the power plants

Several cases can be considered in this connexion,
but each case depends on the conditions of the steam
jet zone, that can be hilly or flat. A difference of
level of 10 + 15 metres is sufficient for an easy
arrangement of the plant.

The following is the arrangement normally used
for all the permanent plants erected at Larderello
that contemplate turbine units with underlying jet
condensers.

The barometric pipe is lowered into a vertical
deep well, dug in the ground below the unit founda
tion till it reaches an underground vessel where the
circulating water pump suction, sucking from the
underground vessel, contains hot water and commu
nicates into a water mark discharge tunnel. Excess of
water can thereby be discharged outside in case of

AIIl1ALDO N! I04934

Figure 5. 15 000 kW turbine-generator set
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Figure 6. Artist's conception of layout with underlying condenser

sudden shutdown of the circulating water pump, thus
avoiding any level rise in the vessel and in the
condenser to the top of the barometric pipe.

In the actual design of the simplified, transferable
type condensing power plants it is not advisable
to follow said arrangements because of the high
cost of excavation works and underground tunnels.
A comparative study of all possible solutions has

been made for the purpose of permitting the adoption
of the most suitable solution, case by case.

Arrangement of units
with underlying condensers

The pictorial view, figure 6, and the diagram,
figure 7, illustrate the solution derived from the
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Figure 7. General scheme with underlying condenser

existing plants for the 7 OOO-kW unit. The enclosed
legend refers to this diagram and the following
figures 9, 10, 11 and 12.

The adoption of the turbine-generator in two blocs
simplifies and reduces the foundation dimensions,
as proved by comparison of figure 6 with figures 1,
2 and 3 showing normal units and foundations.

A sole well of reduced section, without under
ground vessel and discharge tunnel, has been adopted
for the barometric pipes and circulating water pump.

Figure 7 shows equipment required for avoiding
level rising in the well and in the condenser in case
of a sudden shut-down of the circulating water
pump. In addition, vacuum breaking or condenser
water quick-closing devices are shown along with
the closing device of the emergency valve for steam
admission to turbine. This diagram includes the
cooling towers and other auxiliary equipment not
shown in figure 6.

The level of the cold water tank below the cooling
towers must be slightly lower than the condenser
sprayer nozzles, so that water may not flow in case
of absence of vacuum. Should it be necessary to
install the cooling tower cold water tank at a higher
level because of the conformation of the land, then,
there would be no guarantee to stop the flow and a
higher head of the circulating water pump should
be noticed. Should the tank be located at a lower
level, a second circulating water pump would become
necessary.

Figure 7 shows the pump delivery control and the
services concerning the non-condensable gas extraction
compressor.

Arrangement of units with overlying condensers

In order to eliminate excavation works, the
condenser can be arranged above the turbine accord
ing to the solution adopted by Pacific Gas & Electri
city Company for the 12 500 kW The Geysers power
station, California.

The pictorial view in figure 8 and diagram, figure 9,
show an installation of monobloc units designed by
Ansaldo for the 7000 kW turbine-generator.

The turbine-generator unit is identical with the
unit of the precedent solution. Compressors and
accessories will also be identical if the non-conden
sable gas content requires this type of equipment.

Have a look at the elegant solution obtained by
supporting the condenser with three supply piping,
eliminating in this manner any iron frameworks.
The three cold water inlets, hot water outlet (baro
metric pipe) and non-condensable gas suction piping
have, in fact, almost the same temperature and
diameter; they can form a good supporting tripod,
statically and thermically determined.

The steam exhaust piping, which can noticeably
warm up in case of loss of vacuum, is of the 3-hinge
joint type, so that piping expansions may be taken
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up by the little angular movement of the expansion
joints.

The layout of the various equipment at the same
level requires the installation of two circulating
water pumps along with their relative control and
safety devices, as shown in figure 9, which also
presents other sections of the plant not visible in
the pictorial view, figure 8.

A difference of level of ± 10 metres between power
station and cooling towers can be utilized for the
layout, if the locality is not fiat. In this connexion,
it should be borne in mind that the steam admission
piping can be extended in length and height with
no trouble at all.

The advantages are that only one circulating
water pump will do, the probabilities of a shutdown
of the plant will be halved and controls and services
will be simplified.

Figure 10 is the case of cooling towers located at
a level higher than that of the turbine-generator
unit.

The case with cooling towers located at a lower
level is shown in figure 1l.

As shown in figure 8, the arrangement of the
turbine-generator unit and condenser is not changed.

All arrangements providing an overhead condenser
do not require deep excavations; they are safer in
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Figure 8. Artist's conception of layout with overlying condenser
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A.N°T04939
Figure 9. General scheme with overlying condenser and cooling towers at level

case of sudden shut-down of the circulating water
pump. However, because of the long run of the
steam exhaust and non-condensable gas piping
system, at a parity of performances of the extraction
compressor, a lower vacuum at the turbine blading

exhaust is produced with respect to the first case
with condenser placed immediately under the
turbine. This lower vacuum will consequently bring
about an increase in the specific steam consump
tion.

o
'\
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v

Figure 10. General scheme with overlying condenser, upper cooling towers
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Figure 11. General scheme with overlying condenser and lower cooling towers

A.N°T049l0
Figure 12. General scheme with underlying condenser and inclined barometric pipes
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Special arrangement

If the site available for the power station erection
is sloping, with a difference of level of some 10 metres,
it is possible to go to the adoption of another type
of arrangement which would include all advantages
of the others without inheriting their troubles.

This solution is shown in figure 12. The turbine
generator unit with underlying condenser and the
cooling towers are located at the same level. The
barometric pipes are sloping according to the ground
and extend downhill till they reach the level required.

The lower hot water tank is outdoors and only
one circulating water pump is required. Only a
slight increase of the circulating water pump head
is necessary, in consideration of the greater length
of the water piping.

All the above types of stations are started up by
means of a steam hogging ejector. Some types
require availability of auxiliary current on starting,
for the purpose 'of operating the circulating water
pump. Others do without and use instead the storage
cold water. This water will be made up afterwards.

Conclusions

In consideration of the above (the result of many
years of work), it can be affirmed that thorough
analyses and syntheses have been made in connexion
with all exigencies and requirements proper to the
utilization of the endogenous steam energy.

A new line in the construction of power plants
has been traced, which solves in the best interests of
quality, versatility, operation and economy, the
whole lot of problems faced.
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Surnrnary

It is supposed that Larederello's permanent type
high power plants are well known.

At first the progress is reported which has been
realized in order to give a higher efficiency. Illustration
and description are then given of the latest designs
which proposed:

(a) The obtaining of a larger elasticity of charac
teristics and technical performances in order
better to meet the requirements of the different con
ditions of use, and

(b) The realization of condensing power plants
capable of being easily transported and promptly
installed, and having limited outline dimensions
and strictly reduced foundations.

The conditions have been attained and said plants
can therefore be transferred to the other steam-jet
areas; as a result, there will be a reduction of the
excavation and foundation works.

Examples of multiple type monobloc units are
given in the end, as well as a description of all possible
installations.

The writer supposes; for the sake of brevity,
that Larderello's permanent type condensing power
plants are widely known.

Ansaldo S.A., Genoa, and F. Tosi S.A., Legnano,
have co-operated in the realization of these installa
tions, which provided at the beginning turbine
generator units without condensers.

Condensing turbines with supply of pure steam
produced by natural steam evapo~atorswere installed
afterwards.

Condensing turbines are now in service which
are directly supplied with endogenous steam.

Compressors are required for the extraction. of
the non-condensable gases.

Serviceability and efficiency

Two power plants have re~e?tly been .realized
whose design purposed the mmI!ilum specIfic. ~on
sumption of steam. This was obtamed by the ut~lIza

tion of a higher adiabatic head as well as a. higher
efficiency of the main turbine-generator umts ~nd
auxiliary equipment. Construction and protection
grant the unchangeableness of th.e minimu?: st~am

consumption and a higher coefficient of utilization,
Photographs in figures 1, 2 and 3 show these

power plants which total: one 3500 kW - and
two 12 500 kW - turbine-generator units and two
700 kW turbine units for the operation of the gas
compressors.

Results are given of steam consumption (7.85 k~1

kWh) , condenser suction vacuum (.071 ata, conti
nuous overload capacity (over 30 per cent) and full
protection against corrosion for all parts in contact
with steam and gas.

Progress in the transferable power plants

Endogenous steam-jets are scatte~ed on !arge
extensions and concentrate their power m a relatively
restricted area.

The utilization of the steam energy, to the end
that it may be useful, especially to the countries
which are under-privileged from the econo.mIc
point of view, should be realized by means of machI~es
and plants not too expensive and capable of grantmg
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at the same time a satisfactory efficiency. This can
be obtained with the help of the monobloc type
turbine-generator units which offer simplicity of
construction and facility in transportation, erection
and operation.

Output range

Six thousand kW is the value assumed as the lower
limit. It is believed that outputs ranging from 12000 to
15 000 kW will yield very economical results. The
maximum value technically possible is about
30000 kW.

Selection and use o] materials

Considerations illustrated above and in the other
report may be applied here. Since it is possible that
the depreciation period of these transferable power
plants will be a little shorter than that of the per
manent types, and because the cost must be lower,
it is not advisable to have the best positive conditions
of resistance.

Versatility and elasticity o] use

All considerations dwelled upon in the other report
are suitable for these condensing turbine units.
It is, however, to be borne in mind that a higher
development of the turbine blading would result
in the obtention of a greater possibility and liberty
of design.

As far as the auxiliary units are concerned, it is
noted that some, such as the condenser, have sufficient
characteristics of elasticity. Some, such as the
compressors, must instead be replaced in case of con
siderable variations of the working conditions.

Facility and rapidity at transportation and erection

Also, in this case, the conceptions apply which
have been developed in the other report. The
difficulties to be overcome are still greater because
the units are bigger and more complex, the condensing
system requires space and difference of level, and
excavation and foundation works are to be minimized.
All this is for the purpose of reducing the cost which
would be lost in case of transferring the plant.

A lower inferior limit of power corresponds to a
better technical solution of the problem. From this
lower limit begins the economical advantage of
adopting a plant with condensing turbines instead
of a plant contemplating turbines without condenser.

At last, there must exist the possibility of adapting
these plants to the various topographic conditions
which can be found in the steam-jet area.

Examples at turbine-generator units

The basic criterion for solving every problem
proposed above is always that of the construction
of multiple type monobloc units, which grant the
combination of each unit to the others.

Turbine and generator monoblocs shall be the
same for each output. Type and location of condenser
and compressor monoblocs and monoblocs of other
auxiliary equipment can be changed.

7000 kW turbine-generator nni:

Unit assembly drawing, figure 4.
The turbine monobloc is complete with all its

steam parts; it is furnished with lower slide guides.
The turbine blading is of the impulse and reaction
type.

The generator monobloc includes exciter, supports,
connexions to turbine and lower slide guides.

The two monoblocs are coupled at assembly in
order to have a sole body through the foundation.

Condenser, compressor, etc., combined in mono
blocs, shall be connected later on.

The foundations are of the semi-underground type
and reduced to the minimum.

Condensing turbine-generator unit up to 15000 kW

Unit assembly drawing, figure 5.
I t is quite similar to the preceding unit, with the

exception of the turbine monobloc, which is furnished
with a double-flow blading.

Condensing system

The adoption of jet condensers in lieu of surface
condensers is due to reasons of practical character
and resistance of materials which are used for the
tube bundle.

General arrangement at the power plants

For comparison, modern arrangements are re
ported which provide the condenser located under the
turbine and vertical wells (for barometric pipe and
pumps) which communicate into a hot water vessel
with an underground discharge tunnel.

Arrangement oj units with underlying condenser

Pictorial view, figure 6 - drawing, figure 7.
This represents the arrangement of a 7000 kW

turbine-generator unit, proposed for the new power
plant in case of condenser located under the turbine
and a well with blind bottom.

The devices required for a regular working of the
plant are mentioned.

Arrangement ot units with overlying condenser

Pictorial view, figure 8 - drawing, figure 9.
This is the installation of a 7 000 kW turbine

generator unit for ground that is practically flat.
The installation does not require excavation of the
ground.

If the site of erection of the power plant presents
a difference of level of some ten metres at least,
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the arrangement shown in figures 10 and 11 can be
adopted, providing only one circulating water pump.

Special arrangement

If the site of erection of the plant is sloping, it
will be possible to adopt the arrangement shown in
figure 12, which provides inclined barometric pipes.
These include all the advantages of the other arrange
ments and give no trouble at all.

Conclusion

What is described herein summarizes considerable
research made with the purpose of giving the
geothermal condensing power plants a new line
capable of thoroughly solving every problem en
countered.

In consideration of the complexity and variety
of this subject, it is well-nigh impossible to give now,
for comparison, a detailed economical account.

PROGRES REALISES DANS LE DOMAINE DES CENTRALES A TURBO-ALTERNATEURS
A CONDENSATION OU ALIMENTEES EN VAPEUR NATURELLE

Resume

On connait les centrales a grande puissance de
Larderello. Ce sont des installations d'un type
permanent.

L'auteur rappelle les progres realises dans le sens
de l'augmentation du rendement, et examine ensuite
les projets les plus recents visant a :

a) Augmenter la souplesse de fonctionnement et
I'adaptabilite des centrales pour mieux satisfaire
les exigences dictees par les diverses conditions
d'emploi du materiel,

b) Realiser des installations du type a condenseur
faciles a deplacer, d'une mise en place rapide et d'un
encombrement reduit, avec un minimum de fond a
tions.

Ces objectifs ont ete atteints, et les centrales qui
ont Me realisees peuvent done Hre transportees dans
d'autres regions productrices de vapeur. Ceci entraine
une diminution des travaux d'excavation et de
fondation.

Ce memoire donne des exemples de realisations
constituees par une serie de groupes monobloc
adaptables les uns aux autres, et illustre les modalites
d'installation possibles.

On admettra, pour ne pas trop allonger le develop
pement, que les installations permanentes de la
societe Larderello, du type a condensation, sont
connues du lecteur.

Elles ont ete realisees en commun par la societe
Ansaldo, de Genes, et la societe F. Tosi, de Legnano,

On a commence l'exploitation avec des turbines
sans condenseur. On est passe aux turbines aconden
seur alimentees en vapeur pure (secondaire) produite
dans des evaporateurs chauffes par la vapeur natu
relle en provenance du gite geothermique.

Les turbines actuellement en service sont du type
a condenseur, avec admission directe de la vapeur
des champs geothermiques. L'extraction des gaz non
condensables recueillis dans les condenseurs exige
l'emploi de compresseurs.

A dapiabilite, rendemeni

On a tout recernment mis en service deux centrales
concues de maniere a reduire la consommation

specifique de vapeur au minimum. On a fait appel,
a cette fin, a une plus grande difference d'enthalpie,
ainsi qu'a une augmentation du rendement des
turbo-alternateurs principaux et des machines auxi
liaires. Le mode de construction des centrales et les
marges de securite prevues au cahier des charges
permettaient de maintenir cette reduction de la
consommation de vapeur tout en relevant le coeffi
cient d'utilisation.

Les photographies des figures 1, 2 et 3 donnent
des vues generales de ces centrales qui, dans I'en
semble, sont constituees par deux groupes turbo
alternateurs de 12500 kW, un troisierne groupe de
3 500 kW et deux turbines de 700 kW servant it
l'entrainement des compresseurs.

L'auteur precise la consommation de vapeur
(7,85 kgjkWh), la depression a l'admission des
condenseurs (0,071 atm. abs.), la capacite de sur
charge en marche continue (plus de 30 p. 100),
la protection complete, contre la corrosion, de
toutes les pieces au contact desquelles viennent la
vapeur et les gaz.

Progres realises dans le domaine du deplacement des
centrales

La vapeur des gites geothermiques ou vapeur
endogene est repartie sur de grandes surfaces, dans
lesquelles les concentrations localisees sont limitees.

Pour rendre les services qui en sont attendus,
particulierement dans les pays economiquement
defavorises, il est imperatif que la mise en oeuvre
de la vapeur se fasse au moyen de machines et
d'installations peu cofiteuses et d'un rendement
satisfaisant.

Ceci peut Hre realise par l'adoption de groupes
essentiellement autonomes d'une construction simple,
faciles adeplacer, a monter et aexploiter.

Gamme de puissances

On prendra 6000 kW comme limite inferieure,
mais on estime que les puissances comprises ent~e

12000 et 15000 kW donnent des resultats economl-
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quernent tres satisfaisants. Le maximum technique
ment realisable est de l'ordre de :~o 000 kW.

Choix et utilisation des maicriaux

Les considerations presentees ci-dessus et passees
en revue dans le memoire Gj64 resteront valables.
Pour autant qu'il est possible que la duree d'amor
tissement des centrales ainsi construites soit un peu
moindre que celle des installations veritablement
permanentes, et dans la mesure OU leur realisation
doit etre particulierement economique, on ne s' en
tiendra pas necessairement a. l'emploi des materiaux
les plus durables.

Adaptabilite

Les considerations passees en revue dans le
memoire Gj64 res tent valables pour le cas des turbines
a. condenseur.

On se rappellera toutefois que les ingenieurs
charges de la mise au point de ces machines auront
une plus grande Iiberte d'action si on augmente la
surface globale de l'aubage.

En ce qui concerne ies auxiliaires, il en est, comme
les condenseurs, dont les caracteristiques intrinseques
d'exploitation assurent l'adaptabilite voulue, alors
que d'autres, par exemple les compresseurs, doivent
faire l'objet d'un remplacement en cas de variations
importantes des conditions d'exploitation.

F acilite et rapidite des deplacements et du. montage

Ici encore, les points de vue presentes dans le
memoire Gj64 sont a. considerer comme valables.

Les difficultes a. surmonter dans le cas qui nous
occupe sont plus grosses encore, en ce sens que les
machines sont plus grandes et plus complexes, que
l'installation des condenseurs soul eve des exigences
quant a la place disponible et a la configuration du
terrain (difference de niveau), et que tous les travaux
afferents a. I'etablissement des fondations doivent
etre reduits au strict minimum, en vue d'assurer
un maximum d'economie, pour autant que les frais
ainsi engages auront ete faits en pure perte quand
il faudra deplacer l'installation.

L'adoption d'une plus basse limite inferieure de
puissance permet une meilleure solution technique
du probleme, ce qui explique l'avantage qu'il y a,
economiquement parlant, a preferer les turbines a
condenseur a celles dont I'echappement se fait a
l'air libre.

Finalement, il doit etre possible d'adapter ces
installations aux diverses situations topographiques
qui regnent dans la zone ou jaillit la vapeur.

Exemples de groupes turbo-aliernaieurs

Le critere fondamental, auquel on s' en tient dans
la resolution de tous les problernes qui ont ete passes
en revue ci-dessus, consiste a faire appel a. des
groupes monobloc du type multiple, que l'on peut
combiner Ies uns avec les autres a. volonte.

Les groupes turbinc-alternateur seront toujours
lcs memes pour une puissance donnec mais on pourra
changer le type et l'cmplaccment des groupcs tcls
que condcnseur, compresscur, etc.

Grou.pe iurbo-generateur de 7 000 k HT a condensation
(Voir la figure 4)

Le groupe turbine est complet quant a l'instaIla
tion vapeur. Il est monte sur une base amovible.
Son aubage est du type mixte, si bien qu'il fonctionne
a la fois en turbine a action et en turbine a reaction.

Le groupe alternateur est complet, avec son
excitatrice, une base convenable et l'accouplement
de la turbine, ainsi qu'un socle special.

Ces deux groupes sont couples en cours de montage,
de rnaniere que les reactions creees par leur fonc
tionnement soient transmises en bloc aux fondations
de l'ensemble.

Le condenseur, le compresseur et autres auxiliaires,
formant eux aussi des groupes autonomes, seront
ajoutes les uns apres les autres a l'installation de
base constituee par la turbine et l'alternateur.

Les fondations, du type semi-enfoui, sont reduites
au strict minimum.

Groicpe turbo-aliernaieur acondenseur d'une puissance
allant ittsqu'a 16 000 kW

La figure 5 donne une vue de l'ensemble de l'instal
lation, tout a fait analogue a celui qui a Me decrit
ci-dessus. L'aubage de la turbine, en revanche, est
du type adouble ecoulement.

Installation de condensation

Les condenseurs a melange ont ete preferes aux
condenseurs a surface, pour des considerations
d' ordre pratique et en raison des problemes de
resistance des rnateriaux destines a constituer le
faisceau tubulaire.

Disposition generale des centrales

L'auteur rappelle, aux fins de comparaison, les
dispositions actuelles, qui comportent un condenseur
loge sous la turbine, avec des puits verticaux pour
les colonnes barornetriques et les pompes, aboutissant
au bac d'eau chaude dote d'une galerie souterraine
d'ecoulement.

Insialiation du condenseur au-dessous de la turbine

On en donne une vue en perspective a la figure 6,
et le schema se trouve a la figure 7.

Il s'agit de la disposition d'un groupe de 7 000 kW,
envisage pour les nouvelles centrales, avec conden
seur situe au-dessous de la turbine et puits a fond
bloque.

On indique les dispositifs automatiques qui sont
necessaires pour assurer le fonctionnement regulier
de ce materiel.
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Disposition du condenseur au-dessus de la turbine

Vue en perspective ala figure 8, schema ala figure 9.
11 s'agit d'une installation de 7000 kW, pour le

cas d'un terrain parfaitement plat, Pas besoin
d'excavation avec ce genre d'installation.

S'il y a des differences de niveau atteignant une
dizaine de metres au site de la centrale, on peut
adopter la disposition des schemas des figures 10
et 11, avec laquelle on peut se contenter d'une seule
pompe de circulation.

Disposition speciale

Si la pente du terrain situe autour de la centrale
est convenable, on peut s'en tenir a la disposition
indiquee au schema de la figure 12, avec des colonnes

barometriques inclinees, disposition qui presente
tous les avantages des precedentes, sans aucun
inconvenient.

Conclusions

L'expose donne ci-dessus resume les resultats
acquis a l'issue d'une longue etude dans laquelle on
s'est attache a foumir une nouvelle gamme de mate
riel aux centrales a vapeur geothermiques, pour
donner une solution avantageuse a tout probleme
qu'on peut rencontrer.

Eu egard a la complexite et a l'ampleur du sujet,
il n'est pas actuellement possible de presenter des
bilans economiques detailles aux fins de comparaison
avec les autres systemes.
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PROGRESS REALIZED IN INSTALLATIONS WITH ENDOGENOUS STEAM
TURBINE-GENERATOR UNITS WITHOUT CONDENSER

A. Saporiti *

Experience already gained by exploitation of
natural steam over a long period of years and for
a large number of constructions permits now of
designing every case on the basis of criteria of
balanced generality and completeness of judgement.

A plan has progressively developed where the
technical, theoretical, constructive and economical
lines, as well as the lines of operation and maintenance
are clearly shown. And in this plan every new design
takes possession of its own place, in harmonic accor
dance with requirements and characteristics.

energetic efficiency is the utmost for the exploitation
of the whole available adiabatic head.

The problem about the eminence between energetic
and chemical utilization to the point of its being
decisive in the selection of a type of one plant
rather than the other cannot be proposed here,
because it depends on the conditions of industrial
progress of the country where the plant will be
erected, inasmuch as electric energy and chemical
products meet completely different requirements.

Output range

Use

The turbine-generator units without condenser
have been designed on the basis of ideas and facts
that can be summarized as follows:

Research, localization, harnessing and duration
of the phenomena of eruption of natural fluids at
different pressures and temperatures, all are charac
terized by conditions such as difficulty, uncertainty,
precariousness, which are proper to the mining
industry.

In order to get the largest economical profits,
utilization should, under favourable circumstances,
be made by means of machines and equipment
capable of being promptly installed and easy to
operate, and showing versatility in use, sturdiness,
and possibility of being transferred to other districts
for the purpose of a new re-utilization with a mini
mum loss in the cost of the unrecoverable works.

This type of turbine unit is called for carrying
out the initial, experimental and, if not temporary,
at least non-definitive operation in respect of the
period of industrial depreciation. Characteristics and
qualities required can be furnished only by turbine
generator units without condenser of the most
suitable design, as illustrated hereunder.

It is quite evident that only low outputs will be
considered. The output range can, according to
present experience, be fixed on a scale ranging
from (500) 1 000 kW to 5000 (6000) kW.

Lower outputs are not taken into account because
they would be of very scarce interest for the industry.
Generator units operated by internal-combustion
engines would, as a matter of fact, be far more
suitable. Outputs higher than the fixed limits would

397

Basic technical particulars

* Ufficio Studi e Progretti Turbine a uapore. Stabilimento
Meccanico Ansaldo S.p.A., Genoa, Italy.

The turbine-generator units that are directly
supplied with fluid of thermal origin and designed
to exhaust to atmosphere represent the simplest
solution of easy and economical construction,
installation and operation. They also have the
advantage that they do not bind or obstruct any
possible industrial process for the utilization of the
chemical substances accompanying the steam. Their
main disadvantage is the low energetic efficiency on
account of the obvious reduction of the available
adiabatic head. The imposition of these units is
sometimes demanded by the composition of the
natural fluid, because the percentage of non-conden
sable gases that this fluid contains in the steam is
such as to make prohibitive their installation and
excessive the work of compression expended for the
purpose of extracting them from the condenser.

Installations with steam transformers are pur
posely excluded from this examination, because of
their peculiarities, such as the capability of separating
under high pressure non-condensable gases and all
substances accompanying the steam, they show a
remarkable degree of complexity and should then
be used only in special circumstances.

As illustrated in another report, it can be said
that the condensing turbine-generator units show
the complementary, if not the opposite, character
istics of the turbine-generator units with exhaust
to atmosphere.

Greater difficulties and complexities are encoun
tered in this case along with higher costs of construc
tion, installation and operation and impossibility of
utilizing the chemical substances of the steam. The
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Figure 1. 900-1 250 kW turbine-generator set

require great steam flows, which are not easily
findable in zones of recent exploitation and which,
if found out and stabilized, would make desirable
the use of condensing turbines.

For example, the specific steam consumption of
a back-pressure unit having a reaction blading and
working with steam (5 per cent gas) at a condition
of 7 ata and 230°C (adiabatic head 80 kcaljkg),
is about 15 kg/kWh. For a 5 000 kW generator
terminal output requires a steam flow of 75000
metric tons/h.

Material selection and use

It must be noted that, while flowing through the
process plant, the endogenous fluid changes consider
ably its chemical aggressivity, according to a scale
of rising values whose five successive limits can be
fixed as follows :

(a) Live fluid, slightly superheated at least,
and free from atmospheric oxygen. (Turbine admis
sion.)

(b) Live fluid, wet, free from atmospheric oxygen.
(Turbine exhaust.)

(c) Fluid with steam condensing into mixture of
injection water in the condenser, with presence
of oxygen contained in solution in the same water,
especially if it is coming from the cooling towers.
(Turbine condenser.)

(d) Non-condensable gases containing at least
superheated steam and all atmospheric oxygen
penetrated in solution as per point (c) plus the
oxygen penetrated through the labyrinth seals of
both turbine and compressor rotor shaft and through
other flanged joints as well as through faulty gastight
valves working under vacuum. (Discharge side
extraction compressor.)

(e) Non-condensable gases containing saturation
steam in a wet state and all atmospheric oxygen as
per point (d). (Compressor suction from jet coolers.)

The variable corrosive action should be added
and combined to the erosive action versus the fluid
velocity through turbine parts and the foreign
matter content, such as sand, rock dust, sludges,
chemical substances, carried over in solid suspension
that act differently, according to the conditions of
the carrier entraining them (superheated, wet or
rich in water).

As concerns the turbines with exhaust to atmos
phere, we are in the presence of only the first and
second degree of chemical aggressivity.

The problem concerning the resistance of materials
is considered satisfactorily solved by the actual
system of operation and by the researches which have
been carried out, this from the standpoint of the
industrial practice.

The main points are: exclusion of copper and
nickel alloys when, as it happens in several cases,
hydrogen sulphide is present in steam; adoption
of cast iron and carbon or chrome steels, suitably
heat-treated.

In a very reasonable limit of time and cost, it is
necessary to provide for the replacement of seals and
buckets, because combined erosion and corrosion
cannot be reduced equal to the minimum occurring
in the normal turbines.

Versatility and elasticity of use

Illustration is given of the first kind of essential
characteristics which these machines should possess,
i.e. :

Variety in the conditions of use obtained by means
of the largest possible elasticity of technical par
ticulars with the lowest possible worsening in efficiency
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and without resorting to expensive, constructive
complications of difficult use in operation.

The problem to be solved is hard yet interesting.
It is hard because the accentuation of particular
characteristics, such as specialization, reduces, as a
general rule for whatsoever machine and organism,
the possibility of the different co-existing functions,
whereas versatility is reached with a reduction of the
quality or magnitude which can be obtained by the
single functions.

It is interesting because, if thoroughly solved, it
would be possible to keep in stock some turbine
generator units of a few different magnitudes covering
the whole fixed range, which might, for instance, be
limited to 1 000, 3000 and 5000 kW.

These units would be used singly or in groups
when a new source of steam is found out, as soon
as the stage of endogenous stabilization (excess of
accumulated gas, water spring, sludges, rock frag
ments) is over, and the characteristics of flow
pressure of the steam have been taken.

The turbine of each group should be designed to
operate with steam having an admission pressure

ranging from 5 + 6 ata up to 10 ata. It is a matter
of course that the unit should always be capable
of delivering the actual rated power and granting
a good efficiency within the above-mentioned range.
It goes without saying that the turbine will operate
also at lower pressures, thus delivering lower outputs.
In the limits of the highest pressures the turbine
will, on the other hand, be capable of being noticeably
overloaded up to the possibility of working of the
generator at a power factor of about one.

The description of the units as given herein will
show how this condition has been met.

Facility and rapidity of transportation
and erection

The second kind of characteristics proper to the
units presented here is the following:

Facility and rapidity of transportation, alignment
and erection on the foundations. These operations
are supposed to be carried out by unskilled personnel
without the help of skilled fitters. Nor should travel
ling or gantry cranes be required for lifting the

AMULDO N~ T.04919

Figure 2. 3 000-3 500 kW turbine-generator set
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AMIALDO N~ I04922

Figure 3. Cross-section of a 3 000-3 500 kW turbine-generator set

greatest weights, with the exception of the turbine
and generator rotor shafts in case of inspection for
cleaning and checking purposes.

It is supposed that the erection be made in slight
buildings, serving as a shelter for the operators, or
even outdoors.

Control operations should be practical, trust
worthy and capable of being carried out by means
of remote control devices. This possibility is required
when steam sources are of limited flow and output
and when they are scattered at long intervals, so
that it is not suitable to connect them with steam
piping systems. The units lying in the steam-jet
area should be controlled by the staff of a sole pilot
station.

Examples of turbine-generator units

Several types of monobloc turbine-generator units
are now described which have been manufactured
for and tried out in operation, in Larderello's plants.
Types of units are also illustrated that are presently
in course of construction or still under design, for
the new developments of said company.

Each type, made out in successive periods of
time, symbolizes a stage in the progressive solution

of the problem and possesses, in a different or incom
plete measure, the characteristics described so far
in this report.

This does not give rise to doubts but represents
instead the certainty that the synthesis so long
sought out has virtually been attained by this time,
because all elements are known.

900-1 250 kW turbine-generator unit

In course of supply to Societa Larderello.
Assembly drawing, figure 1.
Steam admission:
Pressure variable from 4.5 to 7 ata;
Temperature variable from 185°C to 230°C;
Gas content variable from 7 per cent to 4 per cent
in weight.
Specific consumption variable from 24.5 to 19 kg/

kWh, according to the possible combinations of said
conditions, referred to the full load output at the
generator terminals.

The unit is of the monobloc, transportable type,
with generator of standard construction and incorpor
ates lubricating oil reservoir.

The turbine is of the impulse type, with two wheels
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having a double and a single row of buckets each,
and mounted as projecting parts at the shaft cnd.

The steam control valves are combined in the casing.
The lubricating oil cooling is granted by a finned

pipe cooler. Air blown by a turbine-driven fan
ensures the cooling for this radiator. For the sake
of simplicity, the cooler has not been shown on the
assembly drawing.

The generator is cooled by air circulating in open
cycle, air being sucked in from the bottom through
the foundation and vented from the top.

On the first examination of the unit, attention is
called to an outstanding feature which is common to
all endogenous steam turbine-generator units-i.e.,
the noticeable size of the steam control valves in
comparison with the turbine size. This is due to the
high volumetric steam flow and to the convenience
not to reduce any further with passive load losses
the available adiabatic head which is already limited.

The turbine is equipped with a quick-closing
emergency valve controlled by the overspeed trip
governor, a throttle regulating valve controlled by

the centrifugal governor and, eventually, a nozzle
control valve with a hand drive. The reasons why
a throttle control should be used in an impulse
turbine unit are given later.

On a further examination, it will be found that
because of its reduced power the adoption of the
projecting wheel type turbine seems to be suitable
considering the mechanical simplification ensuing
therefrom. In addition, it permits of the control
valves being incorporated in the turbine control
box without increasing the cross outline shape of
the turbine.

Steam chests are minimized and any connecting
pipe is eliminated, so that any following weight
reduction is quite obvious.

The architectural tendency to join the turbine and
valve casings together has been maintained in all
new designs because, on account of the moderate
steam pressure and temperature conditions, no
trouble, such as for instance unequal casing expansion
and abnormal stresses, accompanies the above
advantages.

A secondary shaft, driven by two spur gears, is

Figure 4. A 3 000-3 500 kW turbine-generator set in the workshop
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Figure 5. Road transportation of a 3000-3 500 kW turbine-generator set

located parallel to the main shaft which is rigidly
connected with the generator rotor. It is the purpose
of this secondary shaft to actuate the governing
and lubricating oil pump, emergency speed governor
and centrifugal governor, as well as the oil cooler
fan, this one by means of joints and an external shaft
extension.

Because of its reduced size, limited weight and
base-plate stiffness, the turbine-generator unit can
easily be transported fully assembled. It requires a
base-plate of small sizes on which it can be levelled
and bolted in a short spell. With a special-design
generator and other modifications to the structure,
this type of unit can further be reduced in weight
and outline and come to be of first practical use for
moderate steam sources.

3 000-3 500 kW turbine-generator unit

Manufactured and supplied by Ansaldo to Societa
Larderello in 1952.

Assembly drawing, figure 2;
Cross-section drawing, figure 3;
Unit in the workshop, figure 4;

Road transportation, figure 5;
Unit erection on site, figure 6;
Artist's conception of assembly operations, figure 7.
Steam admission:
Pressure, 4.75 ata;
Temperature, 185°C.;
Gas content, 5 per cent;
Specific consumption, 20 kg/kWh for the full load
output at the generator terminals.
The unit is of the monobloc, eminently transport

able type, with generator of special construction and
lubricating oil reservoir separate from the unit.

The turbine is of the impulse type with two wheels
having a double and a single row of buckets, and
mounted as projecting parts at the shaft end. The
turbine casing incorporates the control valves.

A motor-driven fan-cooled cooler is provided for
cooling the lubricating oil. Generator cooling is
granted by air circulation in open-cycle, air being
sucked in from the top through a double air filter
and vented from bottom.

The outstanding feature of this unit is its maximum
stiffness and compactness, both of them realized by
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means of a single tubular structure whose largest
diameter corresponds to the turbine and generator
casings.

The steam control valves are sticking out at one
end of this structure as a projecting part. Governing
and lubricating system controls and exciter are
located at the other end. The central structure is
fastened to the foundations by means of two slide
ways which form a sole sliding surface for transpor
tation and site erection purposes.

The outside of this tubular structure is stiffened
with several transversal baffles in the shape of a
truncated cone which ensure, together with special
fittings, the permanent alignment of the rotating
parts, despite the different radial expansion of the
turbine casing when compared with the generator.

The turbine-generator unit has been tested in the
workshop under the most various conditions of
unsymmetrical bearing, and the stress gauges placed
in the main points showed only small deformations
in the elastic field.

The unit being of the maximum form stiffness,
it can be transported under the heaviest road condi-

tions and erected on site without particular measures
and without the necessity of checking the alignment
of the rotating parts. Once the transport truck is
approached to the foundation, the unit is "launched"
on it, by making it slide on rollers. The unit can be
supported by four detachable brackets fitted with
screwed legs for the purpose of removing, if necessary,
the supporting truck. All these operations last one
to two hours at most. Figure 7 is a pictorial view
showing the various successive erection opera
tions.

The building can be changed into a shed. The
crane, for upkeep operations, should have the maxi
mum capacity corresponding to the weight of the
generator rotor. The unit can be erected completely
outdoors, with the addition of a protecting covering.
Remote controls are provided for the operation of
the unit. This unit has an over-all length of 6.5 metres
and a weight of 28 tons. It is of great use and very
practical for any district and condition when a
reduced specific consumption of steam is not required.
It can be adapted to various steam conditions accord
ing to the criteria following herein.

Figure 6. Layout on site of a 3000-3500 kW turbine-generator set
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Figure 7. Scheme of assembly operations of a 3000-3 500 kW turbine-generator set

The unit was designed with projecting blading of
the simple impulse type, in order to keep the weight
within the limit imposed by contingent road condi
tions. The most suitable design would be that provid
ing a turbine with larger impulse and reaction
blading development by using a standard type
rotor, as witnessed by the patents deposited origi
nally.

Such a machine would offer the advantage of lower
steam consumption, and at the same time could be
transported in monobloc.

3 500 kW turbine-generator unit

Manufactured by Ansaldo in several exemplars
and furnished to Societa Larderello over a period
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from 1936 to 1948. Modernized in 1960 by replacing
the old turbines with others of new design.

Assembly drawing, figure 8.
Steam admission after modification:
Pressure variable from 7 to 11 ata.;
Temperature variable from 230°C to 235°C;
Gas content 4 per cent;

Specific consumption variable from 15 to 13 kg/
kWh according to the possible combinations of the
above conditions, referred to the full load output
at the generator terminals. Output can reach 4 500 kW
with a steam consumption reduced to 12.2 kg/kWh
in case of maximum steam pressure.

This unit is of the type provided for permanent
plants. The stiff base-plate allows re-erection on
another site without particular measures. It is
advisable to detach the generator when the unit
requires to be transferred. The generator should in
this case be transported separately from the other
parts.

The turbine is of standard construction with a
two-bearing rotor and impulse and reaction blading,
with first wheel of the impulse type and 18 couple
drums of the reaction type.

The control valve case is separate from the turbine
casing. Lubricating oil cooling is of the system
described for the precedent units. Generator is
air cooled in open-cycle, air being sucked in and
vented from the bottom, within the generator foun
dations.

The characteristic features of this unit after its
modification are its adaptability to the most varied
steam conditions expected in the exploitation of
Tuscany's steam sources. The highest efficiency is

obtainable from a suitably developed blading,
and this efficiency varies as the steam conditions
change.

This elasticity in performance is due to the wide
control of the first impulse wheel and to the fact that
a noticeable part of the reaction blading is mounted
on inner shells which are easily detachable and
removable. The internal parts of the control valve
are interchangeable. When the turbine is set to
operate at high pressures and temperatures (and
consequently at low flows), the number of the,
active nozzles of the first wheel is minimized and the
whole reaction blading is mounted in place, in order
to make out the highest available adiabatic head
with a good efficiency. The internal steam passages
of the control valve are in this case reduced.

When the turbine is instead set to operate at low
pressures and temperatures (high flow), the number
of the active nozzles of the first is increased to a
maximum and the reaction blading in place is
minimized in its couple number, in order to elaborate
again the lowest available adiabatic head with a
good efficiency. The internal steam passages of the
control valve are here increased. An intermediate
number of active nozzles and reaction blading couples
is mounted in place when intermediate steam con
ditions are to be utilized.

The adoption of the hand drive for the control
valves supplying the nozzle groups and the control of
all steam by means of a throttle valve (this apparently
in contrast with the impulse turbine system), is due
to two reasons.

One of these reasons is of practical character,
because the system of having several control valves
arranged abreast and controlled by sector gears,

0:=1==10
01 ID

AM/ALDO N~ I049Z0

Figure 8. 3500 kW turbine-generator set
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camshaft, rocking levers, tappets, return springs,
etc., would give rise to valve jamming and continuous
upkeep, inasmuch as this equipment is exposed to
the corrosive atmosphere which is going to form all
around the turbine-generator unit owing to steam
leakages. A sole valve equipped with special devices
and controlled by a direct coaxial servo can instead
grant a safe operation.

The second reason is of conceptual character,
because the steam-jet differs from the normal boiler
in that it represents a constant charge (drilling
and depreciation) independent of the steam supply,
and, therefore, the diminution in efficiency ensuing
from the throttle control has no influence during
load variation stages.

In the constant load periods, the control serves
to bring the steam jet flow-pressure characteristics
to the conditions of maximum efficiency. The control
valve, in assuming a fully or nearly open position,
thus works as a pre-emergency valve.

This particular control arrangement represents the
maximum simplicity in construction, the maximun
safety in operation and the most suitable energetic
exploitation of endogenous steam;

5 000-6 000 kW turbine-generator unit

Designed by Ansaldo.
Assembly drawing, figure 9.

Steam admission:
Pressure variable from 7 to 12 ata;
Temperature variable from 230°C to 240°C;
Gas content, 4 per cent;
Specific consumption variable from 14.7 to

12.4 kgjkWh according to the possible combinations
of above conditions, referred to the full load output
at the generator terminals.

The subject unit is of the monobloc, transportable
type and represents the paramount characteristics
which can be collected in a single machine of this
class, and which are possessed only partially by
those previously illustrated and realized.

These characteristics are:
Stiffness, for transportation and erection,
Maximum output,
Minimum steam consumption,
Maximum adaptability to different steam, plant

and working conditions.

The stiffness of the unit is ensured by the generator
tubular structure which extends towards the turbine
in the shape of a triangular cellular structure of
weldel steel plate.

The unit can be transported on special trucks,
slid on rollers, "launched" on the foundation and
lifted or lowered by jacks without causing alignment
alteration.

AMlALDO N~ 104921

Figure 9. 5 000-6 000 kW turbine-generator set
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Figure 10. Weight diagram for turbine-generator sets

The output largely suffices for installations with
out condenser.

The steam consumption is the lowest obtainable
because the blading can suitably be developed on the
standard type rotor, even in the positive case of a
relatively high adiabatic head. Its adaptability to
the various steam conditions is obtained by variation
of the number of operating nozzles and reaction
stages. Advantages in operation are its simplicity,
compactness, adaptability to inspection, disassembly
and cleaning of the internal parts that are subject
to deposits and scales caused by the steam.

The electrical system can be improved by adopting
the rectified alternate current exciter, which elimi
nates the copper lamination type commutator,
which is more exposed to hydrogen sulphide corrosion.

Conclusion

In this report the author attempts to give a suf
ficient, wide and clear illustration of the progress
which has been realized with the adaptation of such
a classical machine as the steam turbine to this
new application, by using conceptions, calculations,

constructive arrangements, new architectural struc
tures in accordance with the purpose.

The advantageous economical profits resulting
therefrom can be noticed if a careful analytical
comparison is made with machines (main and auxi
liary) and standard type layouts. Excavations,
foundations, buildings and erection operations
should also be taken into consideration.

As far as the sole turbine-generator units are
concerned, a diagram is added to this report which
shows the weights versus the output values: 1000 +
3 000 kW, monobloc, transportable units. Simple
impulse type turbines mounted as projecting parts
are considered thereon as well as 3 000 + 6000 kW,
monobloc, transportable units with more complex
impulse and reaction type turbines of standard
construction (figure 10).

Greater weight is compensated for by a lower
steam consumption and by the highest elasticity
in performances, in comparison with the steam
conditions.

The costs for each particular case can be found on
the diagram by the average weighable unit costs
quoted on the national markets for the turbo
electric equipment.

H
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Summary

The turbine-generator units without condenser
are mainly used as temporary means of first utiliza
tion and in secondary plants. These units are simple
and of limited power. Both selection and use of
materials capable of resisting erosion and corrosion
can be made with security.

In order to attain the maximum advantage the
following are required:

(a) Variety in the conditions of use by adoption
of the largest possible elasticity in the technical par
ticulars; and

(b) Facility in transportation, layout, alignment,
erection and operation.

Examples of monobloc turbine-generator units
are presented in this report.

The long and wide experience gained in this par
ticular field permits us to make a balanced synthesis
for every aspect of the problem and work out the
most suitable design for each particular case.

Basic characteristics

The turbine-generator units are simple and not
expensive. Their erection can be made promptly
and their operation is quite easy. They permit the
extraction of the chemical substances mixed with
the steam. Their operation is satisfactory even if the
steam contains great quantities of non-condensable
gases. The condensing turbine-generator units have
opposite characteristics.

Use

Research and exploitation of natural steam pheno
mena are characterized by conditions of difficulty,
uncertainty and precariousness, proper to the
mining industry. Consequently, the most advantage
ous utilization of the endogenous steam should,
under favourable circumstances, be made by means
of machines and equipment designed for that par
ticular purpose.

Said machines and equipment should be capable
of being promptly installed and show versatility in
use, sturdiness and facility of operation and main
tenance.

Also the possibility should exist of transferring
this equipment to another district for the purpose
of a new re-utilization with a minimum loss in the
cost of the unrecoverable works. Under these

circumstances, the turbine-generator units are par
ticularly useful for carrying out the initial, experi
mental or secondary operation, during the expansion
stage of the exploitation of the geothermal fluids.

Output ranges

Present experience has limited the output range
from (500) 1000 kW to 5000 (6000) kW.

Lower outputs are not suitable from the industrial
point of view.

Higher outputs require great flows of steam which
would not be utilized satisfactorily.

Material selection and use

Corrosion and erosion of natural steam are suscep
tible to changing according to the conditions deter
mined by the cycle followed by the steam. It is pro
posed to adopt a scale of growing chemical aggres
sivity consisting of five different conditions.

In the turbine-generator units without condenser
the problem is not difficult, because only the first
two degrees are found.

Experience and laboratory researches have con
firmed the preference given to the chrome stainless
steel, with the exception of copper and nickel and
their alloys, should the steam contain hydrogen
sulphide (H2S).

Versatility and elasticity of use

These qualities should be obtained by means of
good efficiency and the most reduced possible varia
tions in minus. These two conditions are very
difficult to obtain together, because any specialized
machine capable of doing high performances is
generally not very elastic. On the other hand, those
machines of so-called universal use have a lower
efficiency.

It is requested that the turbine be capable of
working with steam having a pressure variable from
5 to 10 ata and temperatures preferably a little
higher than the saturation temperature, simultane
ously delivering the rated output. At pressures l.ower
than the fixed limit there will, of course, be a delivery
of reduced output.

At the high pressures, still included in the upper
limit the turbine shall continuously deliver the
maximum output that the generator can give when
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it is overloaded and working with a power factor
equal to 1. Should the pressure rise somewhat above
the upper limit, the turbine shall resist with security.

Facility and rapidity of transportation and erection

These qualities should be obtained with the
minimum possible expenditure of labour and means.
No skilled fitters for disassembly and alignment
operations or for control of the accuracy of rotating
parts shall be required.

No permanent means of lifting proportional to the
total weight shall be required, but only devices will
be allowed which are proportional to the weights of
the turbine and generator rotors.

Examples of turbine-generator units

The first three units described hereunder have
been manufactured by Ansaldo and have long since
been in operation in the power plant of Larderello.

These units symbolize successive stages of progress;
therefore they possess in a different and incomplete
measure all characteristics so far described.

It is now possible to make a complete synthesis
of the ideal units of the monobloc, transportable
type.

900-1000 kW-turbine-generator unit

Unit assembly drawing, figure 1.
In consideration of the low output and because

of the standard type generator which already existed
on site, the solution has been preferred which con
templates the base plate and incorporates lubricating
oil reservoir.

For reasons of simplicity, the turbine of the
action type mounted as a projecting part was adopted.
The turbine shaft is directly coupled with the gen
erator.

A secondary shaft operates the governing and
lubricating oil pump, the overspeed trip governor
and the centrifugal governor. An additional shaft
is connected by an external transmission to the
secondary shaft. The purpose of that additional shaft
is to actuate the fan cooling the oil cooler. The whole
turbine-generator unit can easily be transported
and installed fully assembled.

3000-3500 kW turbine-generator unit

Assembly drawing, figure 2.
Cross-section, drawing, figure 3.
Unit in the workshop, figure 4.

Road transportation, figure 5.
Unit erection on site, figure 6.
Artist's conception of assembly operations, figure 7.
The unit is of the tubular structure, monobloc type,

realized by conglobation of the turbine shell with the
generator casing. The lubricating oil reservoir and
the fan-cooled oil cooler are separate.

The turbine is of the action type, mounted as a
projecting part on the shaft.

The valve case is incorporated in the turbine shell.
As a result, the maximum stiffness has been obtained
for all conditions' of transportation and erection.
These operations are therefore facilitated and not
dangerous at all.

The most suitable design would be that providing
a turbine of the impulse and reaction type, capable
of giving better efficiency, and more suitable for the
different steam conditions.

3500 kW turbine-generator unit

Unit assembly drawing, figure 8.
Of the standard type at first, this unit has after

wards been modified in order to have the maximum
elasticity in the characteristics of use by means of
a wide variation of the action wheel control and of
the number of couples of the reaction wheel.

5000-6000 kW turbine-generator unit

Unit Assembly drawing, figure 9.
This unit is of the monobloc, transportable type,

with an impulse and reaction turbine. It possesses all
desirable characteristics already mentioned above.

Conclusion

Text and figures give an idea of the transformation
and progress realized in the turbine-generator units
without condenser for the utilization of the endo
genous steam.

A comparison with the standard units and plants
(foundation works and erection operations included)
brings into evidence the economical advantages of
this progress.

As far as the sole turbine-generator units are
concerned, the diagram in figure 10 shows the
weights versus the output.

The cost for each particular case can be found in
the diagram by the average weighable unit cost
quoted on the national market for the turbo
electric equipment.
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PROGRES REALISES DANS LES INSTALLATIONS AVEC GROUPES TURBO
AL TERNATEURS SANS CONDENSEUR ALIMENTES EN VAPEUR NA TURELLE

Resume

Les groupes turbo-alternateurs sans condenseur
ont He utilises principalement a titre provisoire
au debut de l'exploitation et dans des installations
secondaires. Ces groupes sont simples et a faible
puissance. Tant le choix des materiaux que leur
emploi dans des conditions leur permettant de
resister a I'erosion et a la corrosion peuvent done
se faire en toute securite.

Pour obtenir un maximum d'avantages, il faut :
a) Disposer d'une ample variete de conditions

d'emploi en choisissant des caracteristiques et des
specifications correspondant au maximum d'adap
tabilite possible, et

b) Compter sur une grande facilite de transport,
de disposition, d'alignement, de montage et d'exploi
tation.

Ce memoire presente des exemples de turbo
alternateurs, constitues par des groupes independants,
qui realisent parfaitement tous ces objectifs.

La grande experience acquise dans ce domaine
permet maintenant de faire une synthese bien equi
libree de tous les aspects du probleme et d'aboutir
a la conception la plus convenable pour chaque
cas d'espece.

Caracterisiiques de base

Les turbo-alternateurs sans condenseur sont
simples et peu cofiteux. Leur montage et leur mise
en service se font rapidement et dans de bonnes
conditions. Ils se preterit a l'extraction des produits
chimiques que contient la vapeur et fonctionnent
parfaitement, meme si cette vapeur contient
de grosses quantites de gaz incondensables. En
revanche, ces turbines utilisent mal l'energie ther
mique de la vapeur.

Les turbo-alternateurs dotes de condenseurs ont
des caracteristiques toutes differentes,

Utilisation

La recherche et I'exploitation de la vapeurnatu
relle soulevent des difficultes et les donnees sont
incertaines et aleatoires comme dans l'industrie
miniere,

En consequence, dans les cas favorables, l'utilisa
tion la plus avantageuse de la vapeur doit se faire
avec des machines et des installations projetees et
construites specifiquernent a cette fin.

Les machines et les installations en question
doivent etre d'une installation tres rapide, tres
adaptables quant a leur emploi, robustes et d'une
exploitation et d'un entretien faciles.

Il doit etre possible d'amener le materiel a une
autre localite afin de le remettre en service avec des
pertes aussi reduites que possible au titre des travaux
non recuperables,

Dans ces conditions, les turbo-alternateurs s'uti
lisent principalement au debut d'une exploitation,
a titre experimental ou de groupe secondaire, pendant
les phases de developpement des travaux d'exploi
tation des fluides geothermiques.

Gamme de puissances

D'apres l'experience acquise jusqu'a present, la
gamme des puissances s'etablit entre (500) 1000 kW
et 5000 (6 000) kW.

Les puissances inferieures aces valeurs n' ont pas
de valeur pratique industriellement parlant.

Les puissances superieures exigent de gros debits
de vapeur, qui seraient mal utilises.

Choix et emploi des maieriaux

Les effets de la corrosion et de I'erosion dues a la
vapeur naturelle varient dans des conditions deter
minees par le cycle de la vapeur. On propose I'adop
tion d'une echelle dagressivite chimique croissante
correspondant a cinq conditions differentes,

Dans les turbines sans condenseur, le problerne
est assez difficile a resoudre, parce qu' on ne rencontre
que les deux premiers degres d'agressivite. L'expe
rience et les recherches de laboratoire ont confirme
la validite de la preference donnee aux aciers inoxy
dables chromes, a l'exclusion du cuivre et du nickel
et de leurs alliages, pour le cas ou la vapeur
contiendrait de I'hydrogene sulfure (H 2S).

AdaptabilitC d' emploi

On la realise par un bon rendement et par la
reduction au maximum des variations vers le bas.
Ces deux conditions sont bien difficiles a satisfaire
ensemble, car les machines a grandes performances
sont generalement peu adaptables, tandis. que
les machines dites universelles ont un momdre
rendement.

On demande, dans le cas qui nous interesse, que
la turbine puisse tourner avec de la vapeur dont la
pression varie entre 5 et 10 ata et des temperatures
qui soient, de preference, un peu superieure;; a celle
de la saturation, tout en donnant touJours la
puissance nominale. Aux pressions inferieur~s a la
limite fixee, on aura evidemment une pmssance
reduite,
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Aux pressions elevees, mais comprises dans le
cadre defini par la limite superieure, la turbine doit
debiter continuellement la puissance maximum four
nissable par l'alternateur en surcharge, avec un
facteur de puissance voisin de 1. Dans le cas ou
la pression depasserait un peu la limite superieure, il
faudrait que la turbine puisse resister en toute
securite aces sollicitations.

Facilit«et rapidite de transport et de montage

Ces qualites seront realisees en reduisant au mini
mum la main-d'ceuvre et les moyens divers. On
evitera l'emploi de mecaniciens specialises pour
les dernontages et les alignements ou les controles
de precision pour les pieces tournantes.

On ne devra pas avoir besoin d'appareils de levage
permanents d'une puissance proportionnelle au poids
total du materiel, mais bien de dispositifs simple
ment en rapport avec le poids total du rotor, de la
turbine et de l'alternateur.

Exemples de groupes turbo-alternateurs

Les trois premiers groupes decrits ont eMconstruits
par Ansaldo et fonctionnent depuis longtemps a la
centrale de la societe Larderello.

Ces groupes correspondent a des etapes succes
sives de progres, et possedent done, dans une mesure
differente et incomplete, les caracteristiques et les
qualites recomrnandees.

Il est maintenant possible de proceder a une
synthese complete applicable aux groupes theori
quement parfaits du type autonome et transportable.

Groupe iurbo-generateur de 900 a 1 250 kW (voir
figure 1)

Etant donne la faible puissance de l'alternateur
de type standard qui existait deja, on a adopte la
solution comportant des fondations et un reservoir
d'huile de graissage faisant partie integrante du
systeme. Pour des raisons de simplicite, on a adopte
la turbine a action en porte a faux, dont l'arbre est
couple directement sur l'alternateur.

Un arbre secondaire entraine la pompe a huile de
reglage et de graissage, le regulateur d'urgence a
declenchement et le regulateur centrifuge continu.

Un autre arbre est lie a l'arbre secondaire par
l'entremise d'une transmission externe. L'arbre en
question actionne la souffiante qui fournit de l'air
au radiateur d'huile. Tout le groupe peut se trans
porter et se mettre en ceuvre au complet.

Groupe turbo-aliernaieur de 3000 a 3500 kW (voir
figures 2 a 7).

Le groupe est du type monobloc a elements tubu
laires realise en combinant l'enveloppe de la turbine
avec la carcasse de l'alternateur. Le reservoir d'huile
de graissage et l'echangeur de refroidissement de
l'huile a ventilateur electrique et a radiateur sont
separes, La turbine a vapeur, la encore, est du type a
action et montee en porte-a-faux sur l'arbre.

Les boites de soupapes font partie integrante de
la turbine. Il s'ensuit une plus grande rigidite pour
le transport et le montage: ces operations sont done
rendues plus faciles et denuees de tout risque.

On peut rendre le groupe entierement satisfaisant
en se servant d'une turbine mixte a action-reaction
capable de donner un rendement meilleur et plus
conforme aux divers etats de la vapeur.

Groupe iurbo-aliernateur de 3500 kW (voir figure 8)

D'une construction entierement classique au com
mencement, le groupe a ete modifie par la suite pour
realiser une plus grande elasticite dans les caracte
ristiques d'emploi au moyen d'une large variation
de commande de la roue a action et du degre de
reaction sur l'aubage a reaction.

Groupe iurbo-alternaieur de 5000 a 6000 kW (voir
figure 9)

Ce groupe est du type monobloc transportable,
avec turbine mixte a action et reaction. Il est dote
de toutes les caracteristiques souhaitables mention
nees ci-dessus,

Conclusions

Le texte et les figures donnent une idee d'ensemble
de la transformation et des pr ogres realises dans les
groupes turbo-alternateurs sans condensation destines .
a I'exploitation des vapeurs naturelles.

La comparaison avec les machines et les installa
tions classiques (y compris les travaux de fondation
et de montage) met en evidence les avantages econo
miques du progres realise.

En ce qui concerne les seuls groupes turbo-gene
rateurs, le diagramme de la figure 10 indique les
poids en fonction des puissances.

Compte tenu des frais moyens par poids pratiques
sur les divers marches nationaux pour les machines
turbo-electriques, il est facile de determiner les frais
dans les cas particuliers susceptibles de nous interesser.
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LATEST TRENDS IN THE DESIGN OF GEOTHERMAL PLANTS

Federico Villa *

Non-condensing power stations

facturer was awarded supply of equipment for a
power station composed of four 26000 kW units,
the turbines of which were to be fed by natural steam
after separation through filters of any solid matter
carried over by the steam itself.

The outbreak of World War Il delayed the instal
lation of these four units; the first was started up
by the end of 1949 and the other three followed
at short intervals.

Of course, the non-condensable gases carried over
by natural steam, enhanced by the addition of air
contained in the injection water, are extracted from
the jet condensers fitted to each turbine by means
of centrifugal compressors driven by either electric
motors or small steam turbines.

After the end of World War Il, not only were
the units already designed and built put into
service, but the previously undertaken studies
on better methods for harnessing steam energy were
also resumed. Non-condensing plants requiring from
20 to 22 kg of steam per kWh of power produced
were superseded by condensing plants provided
with steam transformers requiring from 13 to 14 kg
of primary steam per kWh of power produced,
and were also superseded by pre-war designed
machines without steam transformers, which required
only 10 kg of natural steam going straight into
the turbine per kWh of power produced. The latest
achievements have made it possible to produce
one kWh of power with a consumption of about
7 to 8 kg of steam, according to the dimensions
and driving system of the aforesaid gas extracting
compressors.

The conditions prevailing at Larderello are the
worst which a steam equipment designer will have
to use as a base, because of the high percentage
by weight of the gas contained in the steam, the
non-availability of streams or lakes, etc., and because
of the relatively high percentage of harmful sub
stances contained in the steam and the desire to
ensure a chemical exploitation of the plant.

In this case, the designer of both conventional
steam-electric and geothermal-electric plants has
no major problem to tackle. Upstream of the turbine,
the designer is not confronted with the problems
that are usually encountered in the case of an artifi
cial steam plant provided with feed pumps, de-aerat
ing, superheating, etc. Moreover, steam pressures and
temperatures in geothermal plants are always rather
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* Franco Tosi, S.p.A., Lcgnano, Italy.

This paper describes the alterations which have
had to be incorporated in the power station equip
ment of Larderello, S.p.A., between 1912 and the
present time. Particular emphasis has been placed on
the improvements which have been introduced.

As early as 1912, the world's first turbine capable
of converting the thermal energy of steam issuing
from the underground into electric energy was in
stalled at Larderello, Italy. This condensing turbine
that drove an alternator was fed by purified steam.
Steam purification was obtained by means of an eva
porator or steam transformer, the primary fluid being
the natural steam issuing from the well-known local
steam vents called "soffioni". The turbine was rated
at 250 kW, with a rotating speed of 3 000 rpm,
and provision was made for a surface condenser.
In 1914, three more turbine-generator units, similar
to the former, were installed by the same manu
facturer. These three later machines, however, were
rated at 2 750 kW each.

As is still the case with all similar plants installed
during the succeeding years, the condenser circulating
water was supplied by the condensed water of the
same natural steam and cooled in closed circuit
by means of ordinary natural draft cooling towers.
This was done because of the absence of either lakes
or rivers all over the natural steam area of which
the Larderello zone represents the most productive
part.

Between 1935 and 1942, owing to notable steam
discoveries in that area resulting from improved
prospecting and drilling methods, the same manu
facturer that built the first turbine designed and
built eleven more turbines exhausting into jet con
densers, for driving alternators rated at 15000 kVA
each. All of these turbines were fed by steam purified
by means of forty-eight steam transformers each
having a surface of 500 square metres. These trans
formers were designed and built by the same turbine
manufacturer mentioned above.

At the same time, several turbines rated at
3500 kW each were also installed, fed by natural
steam not purified in the steam transformers. The
purpose of the provisional installation of these units
is to cheaply and speedily harness a part of the energy
that may be taken from the steam, prior to the ulti
mate construction of condensing plants.

In 1940, while the above-mentioned eleven condens
ing turbines were being installed, the same manu-
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moderate, so that an artificial superheating of steam
is not warranted. This way, upstream of the throttle
valve, there are provided only some safety valves
on the steam supply piping. The use of filters is
recommended to prevent any solid matter from enter
ing the turbine.

Downstream of the turbine, the designer generally
has no large problem to solve, since the steam ex
hausted by the turbine is either re-utilized for
commercial purposes or vented to the atmosphere.
If the plant is located in a built-up area, measures
ought to be taken in order to abate the noise produced
by steam exhausting to the atmosphere, and to
contain it within reasonable limits. The amounts
of fluid which come into play are usually such as
to justify the direct coupling of turbine and alterna
tor, which results in added simplicity of installation.

It follows that only a few appreciable improve
ments can be suggested. It should be emphasized,
however, how advisable it would be to use, in this
case also, two steam throttle valves so that they can
both be tested periodically by first closing one valve
and then the other, without any need for the machine
to be shut down. Great importance should be attached
to this procedure, for, besides providing the operator
with a rapid and reliable indication of whether
the valves will quick-close completely, it also
permits removal of any deposits that might have
accumulated on the valve stems.

Where it is feared that any chemical corrosions
due to substances contained in the steam might
interfere with a satisfactory operation of the plant,
it would be of advantage to keep a stand-by rotor,
since corrosions are likely to affect rotating parts
more seriously than any other part, in view of the
severe mechanical stress to which rotating parts
are subjected.

These back-pressure machines can also be suitably
designed for remotely controlled starting, operation
and shut-down. Provision can also be made for these
machines to be of the mobile unit type for the
purpose of readily harnessing the energy of steam
issuing from newly drilled holes prior to the building
of a condensing station for harnessing natural steam
energy to a larger extent.

Condensing power stations

As mentioned earlier in this paper, condensing
units represent the latest development in geothermal
electric power equipment design. We might mention
that almost all of the turbines presently operating
in the Larderello area are condensing units. Some
of them are fed by secondary steam, but for the
more up-to-date plants it has been found more
convenient for the natural steam to be conveyed
straight into the turbine along with all its salts
and gases.

We think it worth while to give below a description
of the most recent achievements in the field of
condensing power stations.

LARDERELLO No. 2 STATION

Designed before World War II, this power plant
operates with units fed by purified secondary steam.
Until recently, seven 15 000 kVA units were in
stalled, coupled to generators running at 3 000
rpm, 50 cycles.

The turbines are the single-cylinder, straight con
densing type designed for a steam inlet pressure
of 2 ata (28.5 psia) and an exhaust pressure of
0.10 ata (1.42 psia). Each turbine is fed by 150 tons
of steam per hour (330000 lb/h}. Each is equipped
with two quick-closing automatic throttle valves
and two regulating valves controlled by a speed
governor. Each turbine discharges into a jet con
denser provided with a barometric pipe for dis
charging the mixture. The gases, which in this case
are in a small quantity, pass through a jet cooler
and are then extracted by reciprocating compressors.
A battery of twenty-eight transformers, each designed
to produce about 35 tons of secondary steam per
hour, is installed outdoors.

The pumping equipment of the plant is installed
in a separate pump-house, located farther down
stream on the shore of the Possera river and consisting
of five horizontal shaft centrifugal pumps driven
directly by asynchronous motors, each pump deliver
ing 6 000 tons of water per hour (26 500 gal/min) ,
at a head of 25 m (82 ft). These pumps suck the hot
water discharged from the barometric pipes and
carry it off to the cooling towers.

Recently, three of the above units were stripped
and replaced with two condensing units directly
fed by natural steam, the third units having been
replaced with two gas-extracting compressors each
driven by a condensing steam turbine. With the
same natural steam consumption as before, this
modification has resulted in a marked increase
in electric power production, amounting to about
50 per cent, with the result that the customer is
contemplating conversion of the remaining units.

It should be noted that, as the compressors are
driven by steam turbines, their rotating speed can
easily be changed. This is useful in order to adapt
the turbine-compressor unit to variations of the gas
percentage contained in the steam, as well as to
variations of the flow by weight of the gas itself.

CASTELNUOVO VAL DI CECINA STATION

In this plant, four 12 000 kW turbine-generator
units are installed, complete with condensers and
pumps. These sets have the same characteristics
as originally provided for the Larderello No. 2
Station. This plant is also equipped with such
accessories as steam transformers, jet condensers,
barometric pipes and circulating pumps, similar
to those installed at Larderello No. 2, except for
the arrangement of the circulating pumps, which
is somewhat different.

LARDERELLO No. 3 STATION

This is the largest of the power stations operated
by Larderello, S.p.A. Designed during the early
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Maximum continuous rating and top efficiency . . 26000 k\V
Rotating speed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 000 rpm
Inlet steam pressure 4.8 ata (68 psia)
Inlet steam temperature . . . . . . . . . . 185°C (365°F)
Natural steam operation (without transformers)

years of World War II, the equipment installed
in this power plant could not be erected and put
into service until the early post-war period. These
turbines are fed by natural steam.

The plant consists of the following equipment:
Four steam turbines directly coupled to 30000 kVA,

50 cycle, 3 000 rpm alternators;
Four jet condensers for the above turbines;
Two 9000 kW auxiliary turbine-generator units

with relative condensers;
Four electrically driven circulating pumps;
Seven electrically driven compressors and 1 tur

bine-driven compressor;
Barometric pipes, steam, water, gas ducting and

valves, expansion joints and other accessories.
A brief description of this equipment may be

of interest. .

(a) Each of the four turbines was designed for
natural steam operations under the following con
ditions:

These turbines are of the directly coupled, single
cylinder, double-flow type. Their maximum steam
flow is 280 tons per hour (620000 pounds per hour).
Two throttle valves send steam to the turbine
through two regulating valves which automatically
govern the steam flow according to the load. The
opening of the admission valves is controlled by a
centrifugal speed governor with hydraulic control
transmission and by positive oil pressure servomotors.

Designed and built during the early years of World
War II, the turbines could not be installed until
1948, and they were put into service late in 1949.

(b) Each turbine is equipped with a jet condenser
with a relative barometric pipe for discharging the
mixture, and with a two-compartment cooler for
cooling the gases flowing to the compressors. The
barometric pipe discharges the water and condensed
steam mixture into an underground duct to a tank.
Through circulating pumps, the water and condensed
steam mixture is pumped from this tank into the
upper ducts of the cooling towers. From the lower
tank of these towers, the cooled water is sucked
by the condensers.

(c) The water-circulating pumps, of which there
are four, are each driven by an electric motor and
are located in the lower part of the station. They
were designed and built by the same turbine manu
facturer to suit the following operating conditions:

Maximum water flow 13 000 cu.mjh
(460000 cu.Itrh)

Manometric head . . 21.30 m (70 ft)

Electric motor rating
Rotating speed. . .

w.c.
1050 kW
300 rpm

(d) The five electrically driven compressors for ex
traction ?f non-condensable gases were also designed
and built by the same turbine manufacturer.
They are of the centrifugal type and consist of two
coaxial bodies, namely, a low pressure double-flow
body with side intake and centre delivery, and a
high pressure single-flow body. The speed of the
rotors is 4500 rpm.

The compressors are driven by electric motors,
each 1 000 kW, 1 500 rpm, through a reduction gear.
During compression, the gases are cooled three
times by jet coolers. Each compressor has been
designed for a capacity of 90 000 cu.m of gas per hour
(3200000 cu.ftjh), measured at the intake, and they
discharge to the atmosphere. Various protection
devices are fitted on each compressor so as to prevent
any excessive increase of pressure at the intake,
power failures, lubricating oil shortage, etc.

(e) The turbine-driven gas compressor has the
same characteristics as the electrically driven com
pressors. The 1 000 kW directly coupled, single
cylinder turbine is of the combined impulse and
reaction type. It is fed at 4.8 atm. abs. (68 psia)
and 185°C (365°F) and discharges into a jet condenser,
the circulating water of which is kept circulating
by the four main circulating pumps described above.
The turbine is fitted with all normal governing and
protection mechanisms, as well as with protection
devices as provided for the electrically driven
compressors.

Operation of the power plant

Larderello No. 3 Station was put into service
in December 1949 and has been running uninter
ruptedly since then. The plant operates at all times
with four sets at full load, none of them being held
as a stand-by unit. Since the start-up of each of
the units, the total shutdown hours for inspection,
maintenance, etc., averaged for the four units
only about 2 per cent of the total operating hours
(utilization factor: more than 98 per cent). The en
tirely satisfactory operation of the Larderello No. 3
plant, which is the first large plant provided with
turbines fed straight with natural steam, has enabled
Larderello, S.p.A., to decide to design all their new
plants for operation with 'condensing turbines fed by
natural steam as it issues from the driIlings.

SERRAZZANO No. 2 STATION

The equipment for the Serrazzano No. 2 Station,
which was ordered in December 1953, consists of
the following main parts :

Two steam turbines directly coupled to 16 600 kVA,
50 cycle, 3 000 rpm alternators;

Two jet condensers;
One 4750 kVA auxiliary unit with condenser;
Two electrically operated horizontal shaft circulat-

ing pumps;
Two centrifugal, electrically driven compressors

for extracting the non-condensable gases from the
three condensers;
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Barometric pipes, steam, gas and water ducting,
valves, etc.

Due to difficulties which arose during the perfor
mance of the civil works at the power station, neither
of these turbines could start commercial service
until March 1957.

The main turbines were designed for 3.5 atm.
and 180°C steam (about 50 psi absolute and 356°F)
and for a steam output of 110 tons/h (240 000 lbjh}:
nevertheless, these units may also be easily converted
to allow operation at high pressures up to 5 ata.

This plant is provided with suitable equipment
for trapping boric acid from steam, before steam
enters the turbine. The two main turbines and the
house-set have been designed for operation with
the boric acid traps both in service and out of service.

Like all the other Larderello plants, this plant
is located in an area where no rivers, lakes or other
water sources are found.

Steam condensing is obtained by means of jet
condensers which utilize, as a cooling medium, the
water that has collected as natural steam condenses.
This water is allowed to cool down in natural draft
towers in which the water loss due to evaporation
and carry-over is lower than the make-up water
resulting from condensing of the steam which
operates the turbines. This power station was
completed during 1960 by the addition of a second
house-set which is similar to the one installed previous
ly and which has recently started commercial service.

LAGO STATION

Subsequent to steam discoveries in the Lago area,
Larderello, S.p.A., decided on the building of a
new power station which now comprises the follow
ing equipment:

One steam turbine directly coupled to a 16600 kVA,
50 cycle, 3 000 rpm alternator. This turbine
was designed for natural steam conditions of 5 ata
195°C, but it can easily be converted to suit higher
pressures;

One non-condensable gas extracting-compressor,
with a capacity of about 100000 cu.m/h at the suc
tion end. This is driven by the shaft of the above
described turbine, through a reduction gear;

One steam turbine directly coupled to a 8 000 kVA,
50 cycle, 3 000 rpm alternator. This turbine was
designed for dry, saturated natural steam conditions
of 1.6 ata, but it can easily be converted to suit
higher pressures;

One gas extracting compressor with the same
characteristics as above, and driven by the latter's
turbine;

Two jet condensers with relative barometric
pipes;

Three vertical shaft, electrically driven, centrifu
gal circulating pumps.

Conclusions

As a result of the experience gained through
about fifty years of operation with different types
of equipment supplied to customers, we think it
proper to call attention to the following points.

(a) New steam discoveries during the life of the
plant may raise the pressure of the live steam.
It would therefore be advisable for the turbine
blading to be so designed as to allow operation under
pressure conditions appreciably higher or lower
than the initial pressure values.

(b) For the purpose of ensuring gas extraction
even during failures of power equipment, and in
order to adapt the operating characteristics of the
compressor to the actual requirements of the plant,
it is recommended, as a result of experience, that
the compressors be operated by steam turbines.
(It should be noted that the gas percentage in the
steam usually varies throughout any given period
of time.)

(c) When the gas percentage is about the same
as that of the Larderello stations-namely, from
2 per cent to 8 per cent approximately, it has proved
advantageous to couple the compressor directly
to the main turbine in order to increase the over-all
efficiency of the plant and, at the same time, provide
simplicity of installation and operation.

We would like to emphasize that this procedure,
which has been followed for the recently built
Lago Station of Larderello, is protected by a patent
that also covers the special connecting system of
the gas piping between the condensers and the
compressors installed in the station.

(d) When cooling towers must be used, with a
resulting heavy power requirement for the circulating
pumps, it may be useful to vary the circulating
water flow through the year, either by installing
several pumps which may be kept partly idle, or
by installing steam turbine-driven pumps whose
speed may easily be changed according to require
ments.

(e) Obviously, the use of centrifugal compressors
for non-condensable gas extraction is advantageous
in the case of gas percentages about the same as
for Larderello. For definitely lower percentages,
the use of steam ejectors would be more convenient.
For much higher percentages and beyond certain
limits, it may instead be useful to design the power
plant for back-pressure operation and eliminate
condensing altogether.

14*
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Summary

This paper gives a chronological account of the
development stages undergone by the power equip
ment installed in the geothermal stations of the
Larderello area (Italy), since the installation fifty
years ago of the first condensing unit rated at
250 kW.

Power equipment designers were confronted with
considerable difficulties because of the steam con
ditions prevailing at Larderello (high gas percentage
and presence of harmful chemical substances), and
the non-availability of near-by rivers, lakes, etc.

After touching upon the subject of back-pressure
power plants, the paper describes the power equip
ment of condensing plants built after 1936, in which

year the harnessing of the natural steam issuing
from the Larderello "soffioni" was begun on a very
large scale.

A description is also given of the condensing power
stations of Larderello No. 2, Castelnuovo Val di
Cecina, Larderello No. 3, Serrazzano No. 2 and Lago.
While the older stations are equipped with turbines
fed with secondary steam, the more up-to-date
ones are provided with turbines directly fed with
natural steam, which makes it possible to obtain
a considerably higher power production.

Finally, this paper mentions some designing
standards to which it has been thought worth while
to call attention.

ORIENTATION RECENTE DE LA CONCEPTION DES CENTRALES GEOTHERMIQUES

Resume

Le present rnemoire decrit chronologiquement
I'evolution des machines des centrales geothermiques
installees dans les zones de Larderello (Italie),
a partir de la premiere machine a condensation de
250 kW installee il y a 50 ans.

Les conditions de la vapeur existant a Larderello
"(haute teneur en gaz et presence de substances
chimiquement agressives) et 1'absence de disponi
bilite d'eau des fleuves, lacs, etc., ont rendu rigoureux
le travail des constructeurs.

Apres une breve allusion aux centrales avec groupes
a contre-pression, 1'auteur decrit les machines des
centrales a condensation installees apres 1936, annee
ou l'on a commence, sur une tres grande echelle,

l'exploitation industrielle de la vapeur des « soffioni»
(fumerolles) de Larderello.

Le mernoire passe en revue les machines des cen
trales a condensation de Larderello nv 2, de Castel
nuovo di Cecina, de Larderello nO 3, de Serrazzano
nv 2 et de Lago.

Les centrales plus anciennes ont des turbines
alimentees par la vapeur secondaire, tandis que les
plus modernes ont des turbines alirnentees directe
ment par la vapeur naturelle, et donnent done une
production d' energie bien plus elevee.

L'auteur, en fin, fait mention de quelques criteres
de projet sur lesquels il a juge opportun d'attirer
l'attention.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN SURFACE AND JET CONDENSERS IN THE PRODUCTION
OF ENERGY FROM, AND THE CHEMICAL UTILIZATION OF,
LARDERELLO'S BORACIFEROUS STEAM JETS

Cinzio F. A. Zancani *

The average composition of the endogenous steam
of Larderello's steam-jet area is the following:

The first turbines installed at Larderello for the
exploitation for energy of the endogenous steam
were of the atmospheric exhaust type, as shown
in figure 1. Their consumption was 20 kgjkWh.

The introduction of the condenser in the geo
thermal plants of Larderello's volcanic steam-jet area
occurred about 1930, contemporaneously with the
modification of the thermal scheme of the plant
which envisaged the introduction of evaporators.
Steam having a lower enthalpy value, but free from
non-condensable gases, and capable of utilizing the
enthalpy fall from 1 to 0.1 ata, was produced by
these evaporators for the turbine supply. The scheme
is shown in figure 2. This was necessitated by the
difficulty of manufacturing compressors which would
be capable of extracting from the condensers the
enormous quantities of gases mixed with the steam
(at Larderello they average 4 t (metric tons) of gas
per 100 t of steam). The specific consumption of the
power plant, which is still in operation, is 12 kgjkWh
of endogenous steams.

This plant permits boric acid to be recovered
and concentrated from 0.2 to 2 per cent and gases
(H2S - NH3) to be separated for their recovery with
no oxygen contamination ensuing therefrom and at
a pressure higher than the atmospheric pressure
(1, 2).

All condensers used are of the jet type, in which
condensation occurs whenever mist cooling water
comes into contact with condensing steam.

Because of the great demand for energy in recent
years, the recovery of the chemical substances
accompanying the steam became of secondary
importance with respect to the convenience of
producing the maximum possible amount of energy.

\Vater steam
CO2 •.

H 2S .
NHa · .
H aB03 .
Combustible gases
Rare gases ...

956.0:l g
42.29 g

0.88 g
0.40 g
0.24 g
0.19 g

1 cm" (approx.)

The compressor technique had meanwhile progressed
and, favoured by the fact that the gas content at
Larderello does not exceed the value of 5 per cent, it
was possible to adopt a scheme of the type shown
in figure 3.

The specific consumption of the steam improved
to about 9 kgjkWh. These consumption values are
net of the auxiliary equipment consumption and
for the average steam conditions of Larderello's
volcanic steam-jet area, i.e., 4.1 ata, 180°C, 96 per
cent steam in weight (3).

All plants realized according to the scheme of
figure 2 are furnished with jet condensers. It is
thus interesting to confirm that from the thermal,
chemical and economical standpoint, the operation
of the jet condenser is at any rate more convenient
than that of a surface condenser.

As a result, surface condensers have not been
used in Italy for vast endogenous steam plants
ever since the first tentative use which ended in
complete failure. The first condensing plant was,
in fact, furnished with an aluminium-tube condenser.
Only a few months after its erection, it was replaced
by a jet condenser because all the aluminium tubes
had been eaten into by corrosion.

The main cause of the exclusive selection of the
jet condenser has thus been the strong chemical
aggressivity of the substances mixed with the steam,
once this steam has condensed; the steam is syner
gized by air oxygen which is unavoidably present
whenever a part of the plant is under vacuum.
In particular, H 2S and NH 3 prohibit the use of
steel and all copper and nickel alloys. Even aluminium,
as indicated above, did not yield favourable results.

Only recently has it been possible to think about
big condensers with stainless steel tubes and tube
sheets as a not too expensive type of equipment.

* Engineer, Ufficio CentraJi Termiche, StabiJimento Meccanico
Ansaldo, Genoa, Italy. Figure 1
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Figure 2

The problem of the use of surface condensers can
thus be faced and should it prove suitable for the
purpose, it will be possible to realize it on an indus
trial scale.
. Before passing to the direct comparison between
Jet and surface condensers, it would be advisable
to give a short description of the types selected
for this comparison.

Surface condensers

The surface condenser discussed here does not
differ in any manufacturing conception from the
classical type used for all thermal power plants
except in the following aspects.

(a) Only stainless steei is used for tube sheets and
tubes. Water boxes and shells can be clad-steel
stainless steel or even dick lead-lined steel with a
minimum t~ick?ess of 4 t? 5 mm: At a parity of
surfaces, thIS difference brings about a rise in the
cost of the condenser of about 40 per cent in respect
of the standard construction with steel shell, Muntz
metal tube sheets and Admiralty tubes.

(b) The arra~geJ?ent of the tubes and the gas
coolmg zone, If incorporated, should take into
consideration the enormous volume of gas to be
extracted, and this zone will increase in proportion
to the increase of the non-condensable gas content
of the endogenous steam, especially with the limi
tation of a pressure drop not higher than 8 mm Hg.
The water path will be of the two-pass type, the
first pass being in the cooling zone.

In this design, the heat transmission surface is
calculated on the basis of formulas and regulations
of the Heat Exchange Institute and with the follow
ing correction factors of the coefficient of heat
transmission, assumed for a water velocity through
the tubes of 2 m/sec:

Material factor (stainless steel) . . . . . . . . . 0.80
Cleaning factor . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.85
Two-pass tubes . i in. OD - B.W.G. 18 (1.244 mm)

In calculating the surface of the condenser for
the scheme shown in figure 3, a lowering of the coeffi
cient of heat transmission has been considered, due
to the growing presence of non-condensable gases,
experienced by the writer in a pilot plant.

The loss due to the friction of such an enormous
quantity of gas crossing these many tubes externally
and orthogonally should be limited to the same order
?f magnitude of that reached in the jet condensers,
l.e:, about 7 to .8 mm Hg (0.1 ata); this can be ob
tamed by adopting a tube ~undle of the proper size
and pattern and by extractmg the gas at both sides
on the whole length of the condenser.

Jet condensers

It has been possible to experiment with several
designs of jet condensers, the sole types used at
Larderello, and improve them for this particular
experience. The writer thinks that jet condensers as
numerous and large as those erected at Larderello
cannot easily be found elsewhere.

The following condensers are installed in Larde
rello's boraciferous area:

Four condensers capable of condensing about
230 t/h of steam each;

Fifteen condensers capable of condensing about
150 tlh of steam each;

Four condensers capable of condensing about
120 tlh of steam each;

Two condensers capable of condensing about
100 tlh of steam each.

These condensers have been designed and manu
factured by two Italian companies: Ansaldo, S.A.,
Genoa, and Tosi, S.A., Legnano. A steady improve
ment is noticed in these units, which has been ob
tained by a patient study of the efficiency of each
type installed. Some of the types are described below.

The jet condenser illustrated in figure 4, manufac
tured by Ansaldo, S.A., in 1049, consists of two
vertical cylinders equipped with many circular
sets of spray-nozzles which direct the steam flow
streamward. These sprayers start the steam con
densation and take it to a favourable point.

The two vertical cylinders are inserted in a hori
zontal cylinder (A), also equipped with spray
nozzles, which completes the steam condensation.
All condensing water and condensate is discharged
through the lower big barometric pipe. The outlet
water temperature will result from the heat balance
between the heat which is taken away by water

Figure 3
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leaving the barometric pipe and the heat which
enters as steam, plus the heat of condensing water
entering the unit. Gases run to an extension of the
horizontal cylinder (B) and are cooled by a crossed
stream flow of mist water.

This type of jet condenser with an incorporated
gas cooler has yielded the maximum efficiency
among all existing condensers; it ensures , at full
load, an outlet gas temperature only 1QC higher than
the cooling-water temperature entering the unit,
with a pressure drop between turbine exhaust and
gas outlet tube (F) of only 7 mm Hg (0.0094 ata) (4).
The jet condenser is made up of lead-lined steel
plate and its total volume is about 53 m", correspond
ing to about 1.7 tlh m" of endogenous steam with
4 per cent of non-condensable gases. Its total weight
is 27 400 kg, subdivided into 24 000 kg of steel and
3 400 of lead. The jet condenser costs approximately
D.S. $24 000 and D.S. $270 per tlh of condensed
steam. The most suitable condensing and cooling
water quantity varies, according to the seasons,
from 45 to 55 times the quantity of steam.

The latest type of jet condenser is shown in figure
5; it consists of two vertical cylinders joined to the
two horizontal cylindrical condensers (A), where
condensing water meets with steam orthogonally.
One-third of the steam is condensed in each unit.
They are inserted tangentially in the big gas cooler
(B), where condensation is completed in the lower
section. Banks of stainless steel plates are located
in the upper part, where water flows in thin films.

I

---1---

This is done with a view to obtaining the maximum
efficiency in the thermal exchange.

A heat transmission has been obtained which
cannot be improved any further, inasmuch as the
obtained difference of temperature between cooling
water and non-condensable gas leaving F is lower
than .5°C.

As far as the pressure drop is concerned, this
condenser has not yet been improved because of
production requirements; the pressure drop values
are therefore still very high. It is, however, certainly
expected that a noticeable improvement will be
obtained if a certain number of spray-nozzles are
transferred from the horizontal cylinder to the vertical
ones. This modification would result in enabling it to
reach and even surpass the efficiency value of the
condenser shown in figure 4.

The condenser shown in figure 5 is made up of
lead-lined stainless steel plate. Its total volume is
100 m? approx., corresponding to tlh m" 1.2 of endo
genous steam with 4 per cent of non-condensable
gases. Its weight is 60 t, subdivided into 53 t of
steel and 7 t of lead. The cost of this condenser
amounts to D.S. S470 000, D.S. S437 being the cost
per tlh of condensed steam.

It can therefore be stated that an improvement in
the jet condensers has really been attained. Their
performances are now the following:

(a) Pressure drop: 7-8 mm Hg between turbine
exhaust and gas extraction pipe;

Figure 4
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Figure 5

(b) Difference of temperature between condensing
water and non-condensable gas: lower than l°C;

(c) Approximate cost per tlh of condensed steam:
U.S. $270.

In another report, the writer affirmed that the
best thermal scheme of exploitation is not always
that contemplating the direct admission of steam
to the turbine (figure 3), since it changes in accord
ance with the variation of gas content accompanying
the steam (5).

Approximate limits exits, in fact, for each scheme
and it is therefore necessary to use the following:

(a) Non-condensable gases up to 8-10 per cent
approx. : direct admission of endogenous steam to
the turbine, and condensation (figure 3);

(b) Non-condensable gases from 10 to 50 per cent:
production of pure secondary steam free from gases
and condensation (figure 2);

(c) Non-condensable gases over 50 per cent: direct
admission to the turbine and exhaust to atmosphere
(figure 1).

The comparison between the two types of con
denser must be made separately for condition (a)
and for condition (b).

Non-condensable gas content up to 10 per cent

The surface condenser seems to be in an advan
tageous position if the endogenous steam gas content
is low, since the working conditions of a standard
type condenser are almost the same.

Let us have a brief calculation for a case in which
the steam is free from non-condensable gases and
for a case in which the endogenous steam has a
non-condensable gas content of 1 per cent-that is,
the most favourable condition.

In the case of steam free from gas and with the
design data as indicated at the beginning of the
section on jet condensers above, a surface of 3 480 m",
a weight of 107 t and a cost of about U.S. $190000
are obtained.

In the second case, 100 t of steam contain about
1 t of gas, which for the sake of simplicity is supposed
to be CO2 only. With a cooling water temperature
of 30°C and a temperature difference of 10°C, after
the condensation of 80 tlh of water, an increase in
concentration to 5 per cent of CO2 in weight is
obtained, which brings about a considerable reduc
tion of the thermal exchange with an increase in the
surface in comparison with condensation without
CO2 , Once a further 20 tlh of steam are condensed,
a concentration of 10 per cent of CO2 will be reached.
A concentration of 20 per cent of CO2 will be obtained
with an additional quantity of 5 tlh of condensate.

At this point, condensation will occur at about
43°C. Because of extraction economy and require
ments, it is necessary to cool down the mixture of
gas-steam to a degree that is as close as possible
to the cooling water temperature at the condenser
inlet. There remains nothing further to do than to
separate the remaining part of the condenser in
order to utilize the first cooling water passage, thus
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avoiding an excessive heating of the water (a heating
lower than 1°C is designed).

It will be well-nigh impossible to cool down the
mixture of gas-steam to 1°C of difference unless a
little jet-cooling or a very large surface increase is
made. This would then result in a surface condenser
having a condensing surface of 12000 m-, a weight
of about 300 t and an approximate cost of V.S.
S576 000, V.S. $4.80 resulting as the cost per t/h
of condensate.

The surface condenser is also in a disadvantageous
position from the thermal standpoint, because it
will never attain a difference of temperature lower
than or equal to that of a jet condenser.

It is quite evident that, from the economical
point of view, the installation of the surface condenser,
in case of direct admission of steam to the turbine
according to the scheme in figure 3, is a disadvantage,
because of its excessive higher initial cost, higher
outline dimensions and consequent difficulty of
arrangement and, last but not least, because it
does not attain the degree of thermal. exchange
efficiency of the jet condenser, and, consequently,
there will be a loss of its condensing duty.

An advantage of the surface condenser is that
condensate can be extracted by a pump having a
delivery of 100 mS/h, whereas the jet condenserposi
tively needs the installation of the barometric pipe
to discharge 6 000 mSjh of water from under vacuum.

The installation of the barometric pipe is sometimes
difficult if not favoured by the altimetry of the land.
Morover, the energy expended for the cooling water
pumps for circulation from condenser to cooling
tower is more or less the same, in that the higher
head due to the barometric pipe is counterbalanced
by the pressure drop resulting from the passage
through the tubes of the surface condenser.

Another advantage of the surface condenser
would be that of the positive elimination of any
carrying over of water to the non-condensable gas
compressors.

In the jet condenser, there is an admission of
nitrogen and oxygen to the non-condensable gases
of the endogenous steam. This addition is due to the
release of those gases from cooling water because
of the low pressure of the condenser which is a
steady phenomenon at the time. This is so because
the cooling water returns to the cooling tower, where
it is saturated with air. Air quantity can be esti
mated in about 150 kg/h and, because 105.6 tjhof
steam already contain 4.4 t/h of CO2 , an increase
of 150 kgjh on 4 400 kg of CO2 does not influence
the condensation proceeding that much.

The surface condenser does not cause contamina
tion of the non-condensable gases with oxygen
carried over by condensing water. Besides a rise in
corrosion, the presence of oxygen causes oxydation
of H 2S, which results in a precipitation of elemental
sulphur. This sulphur will cause trouble because
of the scales it brings about in the compressors.

H 2S oxidation occurs afterwards at large in the
cooling towers; in fact, the circulating cooling water,
whose make-up is nothing but condensed steam, is
milky because of the presence of precipitated sul
phur.

Sulphur precipitation in the surface condenser
being wanting, the boric acid NsBOs might be recov
ered by the condensate which would hold most of
the NHs as well as a certain quantity of H2S and
CO2, This system of recovery of HsBOs is supposed
to be hindered by the economical impossibility of
concentrating such a diluted solution as .02 per cent
Mixed with steam in the extracted gases are H 2S
and, to some extent, NHs and other gases. 1\1ost of
the NHs remains in the condensate and it should
be stripped off in a steam stream. Because conden
sate is under 50°C, this operation also requires a
certain expenditure of calories which are, of course,
not recoverable for energy purposes; a nearly total
recovery of NHs might be realized. In plants such
as those shown in figure 3, NHs is completely lost.

In the case of jet condensers, it is thus advisable
to remove HsBOs upstream of the turbine admission,
even though it is not possible to attain it entirely.
This will, instead, make a higher concentration
possibl~ and the recovery will therefore be less
expensIve.

In the case of other areas of steam-jets with
different gases or even having only quantity ratios
different from Larderello's, whose economical value
should be considerable and where oxygen contami
nation would be prejudicial to their recovery, the
convenience of adopting surface condensers should
be reviewed in the light of the new conditions.

In fact, from the standpoint of recovery and valor
ization of the chemical substances, it may be con
venient to divide the condenser into two sections
that is, to replace it by two condensers in series,
one being a surface condenser and the other a
jet-type condenser.

The recovery of the major part of the substances
such as HsBOs and NHs would then be made from
the condensate of this surface condenser, since it is
known that these substances preferably pass to the
liquid stage as salts of H 2S and H 2COS because of
their high solubility.

The following example is given in order to estimate
the convenience of this operation. - About 30 tjh
are supposed to be condensed in the surface condenser.
About 80 per cent of HsBOs and NHs will be held
in the condensate. This condensate will easily be
concentrated, thus enabling HsBOs to be recovered
from the concentrated solution and NHs from the
relative steam. Further condensation will take place
in the jet condenser, located downstream of the
surface condenser unit.

It is estimated that the price will be V.S. $80 000
higher than that of the simple jet condenser. This
price can be lowered to V.S. $56 000 if the endogenous
steam scavenging plant for HsBOs recovery, located
up-stream of the turbine, is assumed to be eliminated.
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This expense is counterbalanced by the recovery
of about 280 t of NH3 per year, if a NH3 content of
.04 per cent in the endogenous steam and a recovery
efficiency of 75 per cent is assumed.

If the NH3 content does not exceed this value, as
is the case in Larderello's steam-jet area, and no
other substances, even more precious, are expected
to be recovered, it is not convenient to replace, even
partially, the jet condenser of the power plants which
are realized according to the scheme shown in
figure 3.

Non-condensable
gas content from 10 to 50 per cent

The writer has already indicated, in the preceding
section, that a plant of the type shown on the thermal
scheme of figure 3 is, in this case, no more usable
from the economical point of view. The thermal
scheme shown in figure 2 should, instead, be followed.

The whole problem concerning the recovery of
the chemical substances, which will, of course, be a
good deal greater in quantity, is then thoroughly
solved, because of the following factors:

(a) H 3B0 3 will be separated and concentrated
in the evaporators (separated in the heating section
and concentrated in the evaporating section);

(b) NH3 will be separated in special condensate
de-aerators; this condensate is obtained from endo
genous steam condensing in the evaporators, before
returning to the same evaporators for its concentra
tion;

(c) H 2S, CO2 and other gases will remain for the
most part in the non-condensable gases and be
delivered to the chemical plant still under pressure.

Pure steam runs from evaporator to turbine. It is
contaminated only by traces of H 3B0 3 , which do
not cause any trouble either to the units or to the
equipment.

No problem exists about the recovery of substances
from the fluids leaving the condenser.

The fact that all air absorbed in the cooling tower
is set free inside the jet condenser turns out to be a
disadvantage of considerable importance, inasmuch
as it makes it necessary to multiply at least by six
the power of the extracting compressors or ejectors.

Air infiltration usually occurring in units of this
type and size operating under vacuum amounts,
in fact, to about 25 kgjh of dry air, whereas air
admitted with cooling water is about 125 kgjh;
the disadvantage is, however, not so noticeable from
the standpoint of the balance in kW.

In this case, steam not mixed with great quantities
of non-condensable gases will be condensed. It is
therefore assumed that an absolute pressure of
.07 ata will be reached without difficulty, because
the greater gas compression work and the greater
work due to a higher flow of condensing water is
largely compensated by the profit in the energy

production obtained by the turbine (about 8 per
cent).

Even in this case, the jet condenser results in being
by far the most suitable when compared with the
surface condenser.

The fact that traces of NH3 , H 2S and CO
2

are
still present in the steam to be condensed makes
it necessary to use stainless steel, accepting its
defects of high cost and low heat conductivity.

For the surface condenser, a surface of 5 880 m2

would be required if an absolute pressure of .07 ata
is wanted. A condenser with this surface would
cost about D.S. $320000. It would require a water
flow of II 500 m 3j h and a power of 660 kW for the
circulating water pump.

A jet condenser capable of obtaining the very
same conditions would instead cost about D.S.
$28 500, with a water flow of 7 000 m 3 jh and a re
quired power of about 400 kW for the circulating
water pump.

Even with a jet condenser having a water tem
perature 0'£ 30°C, it is not economical to lower the
pressure to .06 ata, because a circulation of 12 000
m3jh would be required.

The higher energy consumption and the higher
cost of units and cooling tower would economically
cancel out the corresponding higher production of
energy in the turbine.

At this point, one might wonder why the jet
condenser is not used also for turbines which are
supplied with steam produced by the usual boilers.

In the thermal power stations, all water condensed
in the condenser must always be very pure, because
it will return to the boiler, that is, it will circulate
in closed cycle. The thermal cycles of the endogenous
steam power plants are open cycles, because the
turbine is always supplied with new steam jetting
from the ground; after its' condensation, this steam
can only be re-evaporated at atmospheric pressure
in the cooling towers.

It can be assumed that surface condensers will
not be used for the thermal cycles as shown in
figure 2, because they are inferior to the jet conden
sers from the thermal, chemical and economical
point of view.

This judgement might change radically if nuclear
energy and energy of endogenous steam should be
used together in the future. A scheme of the type
shown in figure 2 might be used, in which the secon
dary steam produced by the evaporators wO';lld
superheat inside of a nuclear reactor before bemg
admitted to the turbine.

Everyone knows the necessity for this secondary
cycle to have very pure water, th~ cost ot. wh~ch
makes it necessary to think about Its re-utilization
in the cycle; as a result, a positively closed cycle
would again be used and, consequently, the surface
condenser would become essential, whereas the jet
condenser would not even be taken into considera
tion.
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Conclusions

In the particular case of Larderello and on the basis
of today's technical conditions, it is clear that, what
ever exploitation scheme may be used, the use of jet
condensers is the most rational and economical
solution to the condensation problem.

The convenience of installing surface condensers
should be reviewed in the case of other volcanic
steam-jet areas, where the non-condensable gases,
in a percentage up to 10, are composed of chemical
substances more precious than Larderello's, or
whose recovery is hindered by oxygen.

It is believed that the surface condenser will

become an essential part of the plant on condition
that, for a more complete utilization of the endo
genous steam energy, this will be associated with
nuclear energy.
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Summary

The thermal schemes utilized are described. The
ones provided by the condenser can be divided into
two classes: (a) those with direct admission of the
endogenous steam to the turbine; (b) those with
transformation of the endogenous steam into secon
dary steam free from non-condensable gases by means
of evaporators.

The advantages and disadvantages of jet and
surface condensers for each class are examined,
with special reference to the conditions of Larde
rello's volcanic steam-jet areas, from the standpoint
of both energy production and economical utilization
and the recovery of the chemical substances. The use
of jet condensers is favoured.

The first endogenous steam turbines installed
at Larderello were of the atmospheric exhaust
type, as shown in figure 1. Their consumption was
20 kg/kWh.

The introduction of the condenser occurred about
1930, contemporaneously with the modification of
the thermal scheme of the plant which envisaged
the introduction of evaporator units. The scheme
is shown in figure 2. This was necessitated by the
difficulty of manufacturing compressors capable of
extracting from the condensers the enormous quanti
ties of gases mixed with the steam. The specific
consumption of this power plant, which is still in
operation, is 12 kg/kWh of endogenous steam.

Because of the great demand for energy in recent
years, the recovery of the chemical substances accom
panying the steam became of secondary importance
with respect to the convenience of producing the
maximum possible amount of energy.

The compressor technique had meanwhile pro
gressed and, favoured by the fact that the gas
percentage at Larderello does not exceed the value
of 5, it was possible to adopt a scheme of the type
shown in figure 3.

The specific consumption of steam improved to
9 kg/kWh. These consumption values are net of the
auxiliary equipment consumption and for the average
steam conditions of the volcanic steam-jet areas
of Larderello, i.e., 4.1 ata, 180°C, 96 per cent steam
in weight.

The plants realized at Larderello according to the
schemes shown in figures 2 and 3 are furnished with
jet condensers. One tentative experiment was made
with the first condensing turbine by using a surface
condenser with aluminium tubes. Corrosion destroyed
the condenser in a few months. The strong chemical
agressivity of the condensate, containing H3B03 ,

NH3, H 2S and CO2 in solution or as salts, has always
suggested the need to avoid using any material
except lead or stainless steel.

The surface condenser which is compared here is
of the usually adopted type, whose calculation has
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been standardized by the Heat Exchange Institute.
A stainless steel conductivity factor of 0.60 has
been assumed.

Wide experience with, and improvement of, the
jet condenser was possible in Larderello's plants.
Twenty-five condensers are presently in operation,
with an average condensing duty of about 160 tlh
each. All condensers have been designed and manu
factured by two Italian companies: Ansaldo, S.A.,
and Tosi, S.A.

The jet condenser illustrated in figure 4 is mainly
composed of the condensing body (A) and gas cooler
(B). This is the condenser which has yielded the best
results; in fact, it condenses 90 tlh of steam and it
succeeds in cooling down the non-condensable gases
to a temperature only 1QC higher than the cooling
water temperature, with a pressure drop of only
7 mm Hg. It is made up of steel plate, is fire lead
clad and its weight is 27 400 kg. The cost of the
condenser is approximately U.S. $270 per tlh of
condensed steam. The condenser shown in figure 5
is the latest type. Its cost is, however, considerably
higher.

The writer affirmed some time ago in another
report that the best thermal scheme of exploitation
is not always that contemplating the direct admission
of steam to the turbine (figure 3), since it changes
in accordance with the variation of the gas percentage
present in the steam. Therefore, it is preferable to
use the following:

(a) Non-condensable gases up to 8-10 per cent
approx.: direct admission of endogenous steam to
the turbine, and condensation (figure 3).

(b) Non-condensable gases from 10 to 50 per cent:
production of pure secondary steam free from gases,
and condensation (figure 2).

(c) Non-condensable gases over 50 per cent:
direct admission to the turbine and exhaust to
atmosphere (figure 1).

The comparison between the two types of con
denser must be made separately for condition (a) and
for condition (b). Under condition (a) the following
factors are noted.

A percentage of only 1 per cent of gas in the steam
brings about an increase in the stainless steel con
denser surface, designed for steam free from gases, from
3480 m 2 to 12000 m-. Its cost rises from U.S.
$190 000 to $576000.

It is recalled that the average percentage of gases
in the steam at Larderello is 4 in weight. Surface
and cost values would be still higher.

The cost of a similar jet condenser is about $25 000.

The surface condenser is in a disadvantageous
position from the thermal standpoint, in that it
cannot reach the same temperature of the gases
leaving the jet condenser, thus causing greater
work for the gas compressors.

Since the power required for circulating the con
densing water is about the same in the two types

of condenser, the sole important advantage of the
surface condenser is that it does not contaminate
the non-condensable gases with the oxygen carried
over by the condensing water.

This fact may turn to a great advantage in the
recovery of the chemical substances going with the
steam.

By way of illustration, at Larderello, the admission
of oxygen in the gases results in the precipitation
of elemental sulphur due to H 2S oxidation.

It is thus established that at Larderello the surface
condenser for the types of plants as shown in figure 3
is uneconomical due to its high initial cost and to
the greater work of compression of the non-conden
sable gases.

Under condition (b), it is advisable to follow the
thermal scheme shown in figure 2. In this manner,
the problem concerning the recovery of the chemical
substances, which will be a good deal greater in
quantity, is thoroughly solved, because of the follow
ing:

(a) H3B03 will be separated and concentrated
in the evaporators (separated in the heating section
and concentrated in the evaporating section);

(b) NH3 will be separated in special condensate
de-aerators; this condensate is obtained from endo
genous steam condensing in the evaporators, before
returning to the same evaporators for its concen
tration;

(c) H 2S and CO 2 and other gases will remain for
the most part in the non-condensable gases and be
delivered to the chemical plant still under pressure.

Air admission to the jet condenser does not cause
any further damage of a chemical nature and the
required compressor power increase is not great
in the balance of the energy production.

The absolute, working pressure can further be
lowered in the jet condenser.

The use of surface condensers for the types of
plant as shown in figure 2 can be excluded, as they
are less suitable from the thermal, economical and
chemical point of view. This is due to the fact that
in the endogenous plants the cycle is open, i.e.,
once condensed, the steam does not return to the
boiler for a further utilization.

This judgement might change radically if nuclear
energy and energy possessed by endogenous steam
were to be used together in the future.

A scheme of the type shown in figure 2 might be
resorted to in which the secondary steam produced
by the evaporators would superheat inside o~ a
nuclear reactor before being admitted to the turbine.
Such being the case, very pure water would be
required. The surface condenser would therefore
become essential and not replaceable.

In conclusion, in the particular case of Lar~e.rello
and on the basis of today's technical conditions,
it is clear that whatever exploitation scheme may
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be used, the use of the jet condenser is the most
rational and economical solution to the condensation
problem.

The convenience of installing surface condensers
should be reviewed in the case of other volcanic
steam-jet areas where the non-condensable gases
in a percentage up to 10 per cent are composed of

chemical substances more precious than Larderello's,
or whose recovery is hindered by oxygen.

It is believed that the surface condenser will be
come an essential part of the plant on condition that
for a more complete utilization of the endogenous
steam energy, this will be associated with nuclear
energy.

COMPARAISON ENTRE LES CONDENSEURS A MELANGE ET LES CONDENSEURS
A SURFACE DANS L'UTILISATION DE LA VAPEUR BORACIFERE ENDOGENE

DE LARDERELLO POUR LA PRODUCTION DE FORCE MOTRICE ET L'EXTRACTION
DE CERTAINS PRODUITS CHIMIQUES

Resume

Le present mernoire donne une breve description
des cycles thermiques utilises. Les installations ou
l'on prevoit l'emploi d'un condenseur peuvent se
diviser en deux categories : a) installations avec
admission direete de la vapeur endogene dans la
turbine; b) installations a transformation de vapeur
dans lesquelles c'est de la vapeur secondaire qui est
admise dans la turbine.

Pour chaque categoric, l'auteur examine les avan
tages et les inconvenients des condenseurs a melange
et des condenseurs a surface, en s'interessant parti
culierement a leur utilisation avec les souffiards
boraciferes de Larderello, tant du point de vue de la
production d'energie que du point de vue economique
et de celui de la recuperation des produits chimiques.
L'auteur recommande le condenseur amelange.

Les premieres turbines avapeur endogene installees
a Larderello etaient du type a echappement a l'air
libre, ainsi que l'indique la figure 1.Leur consommation
etait de 20 kgjkWh.

L'adoption du condenseur a eu lieu vers 1930,
en merne temps qu'une modification du cycle ther
mique prevoyant l'addition d'evaporateurs. Le cycle
thermique est celui qu'indique la figure 2. 11 etait
necessaire d'y faire appel etant donne la difficulte
de construire des compresseurs capables d'extraire
des condenseurs les enorrnes quantites de gaz qui
accompagnent la vapeur. La consommation speci
fique de vapeur endogene de cette installation, qui
est encore en service, est de 12 kg/kWh.

Compte tenu de la demande intense d'energie
au cours de ces dernieres annees, la question de la
recuperation des substances chimiques qui accom
pagnent la vapeur avait perdu de son importance
a cote du besoin de produire la plus grande quantite
possible d'energie.

Entre-temps, la technique des compresseurs avait
realise des progres et, compte tenu du fait que la
teneur en gaz de la vapeur endogene de Larderello
ne depasse pas 5 p. 100, il devint possible dadopter
un cycle thermique du type indique a la
figure 3.

La consommation specifique fut amelioree et on
aboutit au chiffre de 9 kg/kWh. Ces valeurs de
consommation s'entendent apres defalcation de la
consommation des auxiliaires et pour I'etat moyen
de la vapeur des bassins boraciferes de Larderello,
soit environ 4,1 ata, 180 QC, et une teneur de 96 p.
100 de vapeur en poids.

Les installations realisees a Larderello, confor
mernent aux cycles thermiques des figures 2 et 3,
sont dotees de condenseurs a melange. On a tente
une seule fois d'installer (et ce pour la premiere
turbine a condenseur) un condenseur a surface
a tubes d'aluminium. I1 a ete detruit par la corrosion
en quelques mois.

Le caractere nettement agressif, du point de vue
chirnique, de la vapeur condensee, qui contient
H3B03 , NH3 , H 2S et CO2 en solution ou sous forme de
sels, a toujours exclu l'emploi de tout autre materiau
que le plomb ou l'acier inoxydable.

Le condenseur asurface, dont il sera question dans
le present mernoire, est du type ordinairement adopte,
dont les calculs ont ete normalises par le Heat
Exchange Institute. Le facteur de conductivite
de l'acier inoxydable est 0,60.

Le condenseur a melange a recu nombre d'appli
cations et on a acquis beaucoup dexperience sur son
utilisation pour les installations de Larderello.
Vingt-cinq condenseurs sont actuellement en service.
La capacite moyennede condensation de chacun
d'eux est de 160 tjh environ. Tous les condenseurs
ont ete concus et construits par deux societes ita
liennes : Ansaldo, S.A., de Genes, et Tosi, S.A.,
de Legnano.

Le condenseur amelange que represente la figure 4
comporte principalement le corps condensant A et le
refrigerant a gaz B. C'est le condenseur qui a donne
les meilleurs resultats: en effet, il condense 90 t/h
de vapeur et rcfroidit les gaz incondensables, dont
il ramene la temperature a une valeur qui n'est
superieure que de 1 QC a celle de I'eau de refroidisse
ment, avec une chute de pression de 7 mm Hg.
Ce condenseur amelange est en tole d'acier et plornbe
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a chaud; son poids est de 27 400 kg et son prix est
d'environ 270 dollars par tjh de vapeur condensee.
Le condenseur illustre a la figure 5 est du type le
plus recent. Neanmoins, il est beaucoup plus couteux.

L'auteur de ce memoire a souligne il y a quelque
temps, dans une autre communication, que le
meilleur cycle thermique cl'exploitation n'est pas
necessairernent celui ou il Y a admission directe de
vapeur dans la turbine (figure 3), car ce cycle change
en fonction de la variation de la teneur de cette vapeur
en gaz. En consequence, il est preferable d'operer
de la sorte :

a) Lorsque la teneur de gaz incondensables atteint
80u 10 p. 100 environ, on peut admettre directement
la vapeur endogene dans la turbine et doter cette
derniere d'un condenseur (figure 3).

b) Quand la teneur de la vapeur primaire en gaz
incondensables atteint de 10 a 50 p. 100, on produit
de la vapeur secondaire exempte de gaz et on condense
(figure 2).

c) Lorsque la teneur en gaz incondensables depasse
50 p. 100, on admet la vapeur directe dans la turbine,
avec echappement a l'air libre (figure 1).

Une comparaison separee entre les deux types
de condenseurs est a faire pour la situation a et la
situation b.

Pour la situation a, l'auteur note ce qui suit.
La presence de 1 p. 100 de gaz incondensables dans

la vapeur porte la surface du condenseur en acier
inoxydable, concu pour une vapeur exempte de
gaz, de 3 480 m2 a 12000 m>. Ceci en eleve le prix
de 190000 a 576000 dollars.

L'auteur rappelle que la teneur moyenne en gaz
de la vapeur du bassin boracifere de Larderello est
de 4 p. 100 en poids. La surface et le prix des conden
seurs a utiliser seraient done encore plus eleves.

Le prix d'un condenseur a melange comparable
est de l'ordre de 25 000 dollars.

Le condenseur a surface presente en outre le
desavantage, du point de vue thermique, de ne pas
donner la merne temperature des gaz sortants que
le condenseur a melange, d'oll necessite d'un plus
grand travail pour les compresseurs.

Si on admet que la puissance exigee pour assurer
la circulation de l'eau du condenseur est a peu pres
la meme pour les deux types, le condenseur a surface
a le seul avantage de ne pas contaminer les gaz
incondensables par l'oxygene qu'entraine l'eau de
condensation.

Ceci peut presenter un gras avantage dans la recu
peration des produits chimiques qui accompagnent la
vapeur.

A Larderello, par exemple, l'admission d'oxygene
avec les gaz provoque une precipitation de soufre
elementaire en raison de l'oxydation du H 2S.

Il se confirme done que le condenseur a surface
est anti-econornique a Larderello pour les types d'ins
tallation de la figure 3, en raison de son prix initial
trop eleve et du plus grand travail de compression
des gaz incondensables qu'il exige.

Pour la situation b, il est indique de suivre le
cycle thermique illustre a la figure 2. Tout probleme
ayant trait a la recuperation des produits chimiques,
dont la proportion sera plus elevee, se trouve ainsi
totalement resolu, car :

a) H 3B0 3 sera separe et concentre dans les evapo
rateurs (separe dans la section « chauffage », concentre
dans la section « evaporation ») ;

b) NH3 sera separe de la vapeur condenses en
provenance de la vapeur endogene qui est condensee
dans les evaporateurs avant qu'elle leur fasse retour
pour etre concentree ;

c) H 2S, CO2 et les autres gaz resteront pour la
plupart dans les gaz incondensables. Ils seront
fournis aux services chimiques avec une pression
rernanente.

L'introduction d'air dans le condenseur a melange
ne provoque plus aucune autre avarie d'ordre chimi
que, et le supplement de puissance exige du compres
seur ne presente pas beaucoup d'importance quant
au bilan energetique d'ensemble.

La pression absolue de fonctionnement peut etre
encore abaissee dans les condenseurs a melange.

L'emploi de condenseurs a surface peut etre exclu
pour les types d'installation de la figure 2, car ils
sont moins pratiques que les autres des points de
vue thermique, chimique et economique. Ceci s'ex
plique par le fait que, dans les installations a vapeur
endogene, le cycle est a circuit ouvert; en d'autres
termes, la vapeur ne fait pas retour a la chaudiere
en vue de son utilisation ulterieure une fois qu'elle
a He condensee.

Cette evaluation pourrait etre transformee du
tout au tout, dans l'hypothese ou l'energie nucleaire
et celle de la vapeur endogene seraient utilisees
ensemble dans l'avenir.

On pourrait songer alors a un cycle thermique du
type represents a la figure 2, ou la vapeur secondaire
produite dans les evaporateurs serait surchauffee
dans un reacteur nucleaire avant d' etre admise a la
turbine. En pareil cas il faudrait une eau tres pure;
le condenseur a surface deviendrait done indispen
sable et irremplacable.

En conclusion, dans le cas de Larderello, et dans
I'etat actuel de la technique, il se confirme que l'em
ploi du condenseur a melange represents la solution
la plus rationnelle et la plus economique que l'on
puisse donner au probleme de la condensation, quels
que soient les cycles thermiques ernployes.

On devra passer de nouveau en revue I'opportunite
d'installer des condenseurs a surface dans le cas ou
l'on fait usage d'autres sources de vapeur endogerie,
ou les gaz incondensables d'une teneur inferieure a
10 p. 100 comprendraient des substances chimiques
plus precieuses qu'a Larderello, ou encore dans le cas
ou la recuperation de ces substances serait rendue
difficile par la presence d' oxygene.

Le condenseur a surface pourra devenir un element
indispensable de l'installation si, pour une utilisation
plus complete de I'energie de la vapeur endogene,
on fait appel a I'energie nucleaire,
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PRODUCTION COST

Economy of production and long-distance piping

Geothermal energy is therefore applicable only to
low-temperature industries such as space heating,
low-pressure power generation and some low-tem
perature process heating.

Space heating can be carried out by means of
water at a temperature as low as 50°e. Any large
scale generation of power, on the other hand, has to
be carried out by natural steam. Also, process
heating in the chemical industry would in most
cases require steam or water at temperatures around
or above 100°e.

I t is therefore clear that space heating is a very
suitable market for geothermal energy. Moreover,
heat for this purpose can also be made available
as a by-product to power generation processes based
on geothermal energy.

The low transportability of the geothermal fluids
constitutes the greatest difficulty encountered in
space heating by means of geothermal resources. This
is illustrated by the fact that one kilogramme of
natural steam at one atmosphere abs. and 100°C
contains only 540 kilogramme calories of latent heat.
The implications will be discussed below.

The cost of production of geothermal energy
includes drilling, casing, well-completion and the
piping of the geothermal fluid to a point of collection
within the thermal area. Data in the case of three
important thermal areas in Iceland are given by
Bodvarsson and Zoega (G/37). These areas are
the Reykjavik area, within the city of Reykja,:,ik;
the Reykir area, some 16 km north-east of the c~ty;

and the Hengill area, some 45 km east of the CIty.
The main data are as given in table 1.

The cost data given in the table include capital
cost, maintenance, wages and power. Taxes and
profits are excluded. Item 4 is computed on the
basis of space heating as the market for the heat.
The datum is the cost per unit of sensible heat above
40°C contained in the geothermal fluid. This lower
limit is somewhat theoretical, but can be applied
to the present case.

Of the areas mentioned, the Hengill area is the
only producer of natural steam in large quantities.
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Geothermal resources and the market for heat

The following report has been compiled for the
purpose of giving a brief review of the current
development in the utilization of geothermal energy
for space and industrial heating, including combined
schemes involving power generation and the recov
ery of by-products. The report is largely based on
papers presented for agenda item II.A.3 of the
Conference.

The coverage of the papers presented for agenda
item II.A.3 is rather restricted. Some interesting
topics are not discussed. The present report therefore
goes somewhat beyond the coverage of the papers
and contains a few supplementary remarks and
sections.

* Chief, Department for Natural Heat, State Electricity
Authority, Reykjavik, Iceland.

Thermal areas are sources of energy which in
many cases can be produced at low cost but which
are characterized by relatively low temperatures and
especially by a low transportability. These properties
are fundamental to any discussion of the utilization
of geothermal resources.

Individual thermal areas are characterized by the
reservoir temperature. This figure represents the
upper limit to the temperature of the fluid that can
be produced by drilling. The production temperature
will, in fact, always be below the reservoir tem
perature.

The highest reservoir temperatures have been
recorded in the large thermal areas in Iceland, Italy
and New Zealand. It is remarkable that three major
thermal areas now being exploited-namely, the
Hengill in Iceland, Larderello in Italy and Wairak~i

in New Zealand, all appear to have a reservoir
temperature in the range 230°C to 250°C. The geo~o

gical conditions in the areas are nevertheless quite
different. These areas, having the highest tempera
tures on record, are potent sources of natural steam
at pressures up to around 20 atmospheres and tem
peratures up to around 200°e.

Other thermal areas have considerably lower tem
peratures. Two important large thermal areas in
Iceland, which will be mentioned below, produce
water at an average as low as 87°C and 114°C re
spectively.
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Table 1. Production cost in three thermal areas in Iceland

(Gcal = Gigacolorie = iO·cal)

(1) Temperature of production (0C) :
Range .
Average .

(2) Free flow, litres/sec. . . . . . .
(3) Production depth, in metres . . .
(4) Production cost of heat for space heating,

D.S. $/Gcal. . . . . . . . . . . .
(5) Production cost based on latent heat of

natural steam at 3 atm. abs., D.S. $/Gcal.

Reykjavik

80-138
114
134

300-2200

0.48

Rcykir

80-96
87

370
100-400

0.39

Hengill
(south)

180-220
210
500

300-700

0.30

0.55

Item 5 in table 1 gives the cost per unit of latent
heat in natural steam at 3 atmospheres abs. based
on a constant production and no market for the
heat contained in the residual water.

It is remarkable that the cost given in table 1 is
very much on the same level as the average well-head
cost per unit heat in natural gas produced in the
United States of America.

LONG-DISTANCE PIPING

No paper submitted for agenda item II.A.3 of the
Conference presents a general discussion of the prob
lems involved in the piping of geothermal fluids.

The geothermal fluids, hot water and natural
steam, are relatively poor carriers of heat. Their
transportability is one or two orders of magnitude
less than that of natural gas and depends, as a
matter of course, critically on the type and size of
market for the heat.

The Reykir-Reykjavik pipeline

At the present time, there is in operation only one
major pipeline transporting geothermal energy for
heating purposes. This is the line, 15.3 km long,
connecting the thermal area at Reykir to the city
of Reykjavik. Some details of design of the line are
given by Sigurdsson (G/45) and some economic data
are given by Bodvarsson and Zoega (G/37).

This line transports a flow of approximately 8
million tons of water per year at 87°C. It consists
of two 14-inch i.d. insulated steel pipes in a concrete
conduit. The average temperature drop amounts to
only about 3°C. The intake pumps operate at a
maximum pressure of 14 atm.

The effective transport of heat amounts to approxi
mately 240 Teal/year (one Teal = 1012 cal). The cost
of transportation computed on the basis of present
prices is approximately U.S. $1.45/Gcal.

The Krysuvik-Reykjavik pipeline

Bodvarsson and Zoega (G/37) furnish a few data
on a projected pipeline connecting the thermal area

at Krysuvik to the city of Reykjavik. The total
length of the line is 30 km, which is designed as a
single 16-inch i.d. insulated steel pipe without a
concrete conduit.

The pipeline is projected for a transport of approxi
mately 6 million tons/year of purified water at an
intake temperature of 180°C and an effective heat
transport of 500 Teal/year. The heat is to be utilized
for space and industrial heating in the city of Reyk
javik. The computed cost of transportation is approxi
mately U.S. $l/Gcal.

The reasons for selecting high-temperature water
as the heat carrying medium are the following. First,
the thermal area in Krysuvik produces wet steam
with a high water/steam ratio. Secondly, space heat
ing is a suitable market for water at temperatures
below 100°C. Thirdly, high-temperature water is more
suitable for long-distance piping than steam. The
use of steam as the heat-carrying medium would re
quire a much larger cross-section of the pipe and
lead to a double line. The cost of transportation
would be considerably higher.

It should, at this juncture, be realized that there
is still little experience in the long-distance piping
of high-temperature water. The questions of safety
and possible serious damage are still to be studied
thoroughly. It is not known what will happen in the
case of a rupture of a pipe. High-temperature water
is to be regarded as an explosive, and it is not quite
inconceivable that the rupture of a single pipe
would result in very serious damage to the entire
pipeline. The sudden release of pressure at the place
of rupture would cause critical velocity and great
thrust which might cause the rupture to propagate.

In conclusion, it may be stated that similar pro
jects involving pipelines of a length of 50 to 100 km
would not appear altogether unrealistic under con
ditions in Iceland, provided that space heating con
stitutes the main market for the heat. But this distance
is no doubt the upper limit to the transportability
of high-temperature water. For comparison, it can
be stated that the maximum transportability of
natural steam for power generation is of the order
of 10 km.
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Space heating

DOMESTIC AND DISTRICT HEATING

Iceland is, as already stated, the only location
where geothermal space heating is of economic
importance. At the present time, about 45 000
people live in houses heated by geothermal energy.
It is expected that this number will be doubled in
the coming decade.

There are in Iceland five district heating systems.
The most important one, the Reykjavik Municipal
District Heating Service, serves about 40 000 in
habitants of the city. The other systems are located
in four small communities.

The Reykjavik Municipal District Heating Service
(R.M.D.H.S.)

Design details of the RM.D.H.S. are given by
Sigurdsson (G/45) and a few economic data are
given by Bodvarsson and Zoega (G/37).

The effective amount of heat delivered by the
RM.D.H.S. is now of the order of 300 Teal/year,
which is produced in the two thermal areas already
mentioned, the Reykir and the Reykjavik areas
(see table 1). The Reykir area is connected to
the city by the above-mentioned pipeline.

About 4 400 houses are connected to the RM.D.
H.S. through a system of street lines of a total length
of approximately 55 km. House connexions are not
included in this figure. The thermal water is in most
cases applied directly to the radiators in the houses.

A special feature is the combination of single-pipe
and double-pipe district systems in connexion with
an oil-fired booster plant which raises the tempera
ture of the thermal water during cold spells. The
climatic conditions in Reykjavik are such that it
is not economical to let the thermal water carry
the total heat load during the cold spells. The most
economical load on the thermal water is, in fact,
attained at an outside temperature of around zero
degrees e. The booster plant supplies the additional
heat load which is required during colder days.
The outside daily average temperature in Reyk
javik rarely drops below _10°C, and it appears
sufficient to design the heating system for a maximum
load at a stationary daily average of -6°C.

The temperature of the thermal water in the main
supply line is now around 94°C. The booster plant
is designed to raise this temperature considerably
above 100°C, which, as a matter of course, is above
the temperature that can be tolerated in directly
connected house systems. The most suitable method
of solving the problems of temperature and heating
efficiency involved is the use of a combined single
pipe and double-pipe return system in a part of the
city.

About 85 per cent of the district system of the
RM.D.H.S. is a single-pipe system supplying thermal
water directly to the heating systems of the individual

houses. The water is wasted after use. Without
boosting, the temperature of the supply is 75°C to
80°C, whereas the waste generally is at 30°C to
50°C, depending substantially on the load. One of
the main difficulties of the system is the fact that
the temperature of the waste increases with in
creasing load and the efficiency is at a minimum at
the maximum load.

The remainder, 15 per cent, is built as a double
pipe return system where the thermal water is
circulated. A part of the fresh thermal water supplied
by the wells is circulated through the double-pipe
system and returned to the main supply line of the
single-pipe system. The outgoing temperature to the
district is kept at around 80°C and the return at
40°C to 50°C. The double-pipe system simply acts
as a gate in the main supply line where the tempera
ture drops by the amount corresponding to the
heating load of the double-pipe district.

Based on present building costs, the total cost of
heat supplied by the RM.D.H.S. averages approxi
mately D.S. $4/Gcal. This is only about 60 per
cent of the heating cost based on oil. This ratio
illustrates the economical importance of the Rl\L
D.H.S.

Other district heating systems in Iceland are
designed in a way similar to the single-pipe part of
the RM.D.H.S. An exception is the system at
H veragerdi, in the southern part of the Hengill area.
This system draws on wells supplying a mixture
of steam and water. The thermal water contains
considerable quantities of silica, and the system is
therefore designed as a double-pipe closed system
with indirect heating.

Development in New Zealand

Kerr et al. (G./52) give a detailed description of
the use of geothermal energy for heating purposes
at Rotorua in New Zealand. They furnish examples
of heating systems in an animal husbandry, hotel,
hospital, forest-service station and a high-school.
The systems applied in New Zealand are in many
ways similar to those built for similar conditions in
Iceland. There are, however, some differences.

The thermal water and steam supplied by the
wells at Rotorua have a temperature considerably
above 100°e. The water is relatively impure. This
has led to the use of indirect heating by means of
heat exchangers. The house systems are closed and
operate at a temperature above 100°e. Drawings
of the various systems are furnished by the authors
(G/52).

GREENHOUSE HEATING

Greenhouse farming by geothermal energy is of
economic importance in Iceland. The main crops
are tomatoes, cucumbers and flowers. The total
floor area of all greenhouses in Iceland is about
95 000 square metres. Some details are given in the
paper by Lindal (G/32).
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CORROSION AND SCALE-FORMING IN HEATING SYSTEMS

Sigurdsson (Gj45) describes briefly corrosion and
scale-forming in the Reykjavik Municipal District
Heating Service. The report states that oxygen-free
thermal water is not corrosive to steel or concrete
and does not precipitate scale. However, traces of
oxygen absorbed by the water initiate corrosion
and scale-forming in pipes and radiators. As it is
difficult to keep the circulating thermal water
completely free of contact with air, a dilute solution
of sodium sulphite is added to the water in order
to reduce traces of oxygen. The thermal water is
corrosive to copper alloys.

Kerr et al. (Gj52) report that the thermal water
at Rotorua is not suitable for direct use in heating
systems. Indirect heating is the rule. Difficulties
are reported with steel or cast iron thermostatic
valves resulting from impurities in the water. Non
ferrous-type fittings corrode rapidly.

The present writer has carried out a brief study
of corrosion and scale-forming in various locations
in Iceland where thermal water has been utilized
for space heating for two or three decades (1). In all
systems investigated, the thermal water was used
directly in the radiators. The systems generally
consist of ordinary steel pipes and cast-iron radiators.
The results are as follows.

Thermal water issued by springs and wells does
not generally contain oxygen. There are three
temperature ranges with different phenomena. First,
water produced by springs or wells at a temperature
below 60°C is not harmful even if it has had contact
with air and absorbed some oxygen. A slight scale
may be precipitated in radiators after a decade
or two.

Second, water issued in the range 60°C to lOO°C
generally causes very little corrosion and does not
precipitate much scale if free of oxygen. However,
contamination with air may result in a rather rapid
scaling-e.g., clogging of radiators after a period of
a few years. The scale appears to be formed by a
corrosion of the steel piping. Pitting is also observed
in the pipes. Steel-plate radiators appear especially
vulnerable and should not be used in any heating
system with direct use of the thermal water.

Third, water issued at lOO°C or higher tempera
tures contains silica in excess of 150 ppm. Water
of this type may precipitate scale rather rapidly
and should not be used directly.

On the other hand, the mixture of water and steam
issued by wells in the high-temperature thermal
areas does not appear to cause much corrosion of
steel piping and other equipment built of steel. The
external corrosion of the equipment is more of a
problem. Special care should be taken in preventing
leaks.

Some thermal waters in Iceland are contaminated
by sea water and contain several hundred ppm. of
sodium chloride. These waters are more corrosive
than the ordinary thermal waters.

Process heating

.Process heating is a possible market for geothermal
energy, but development in this field is impeded by
the low transportability of the geothermal energy as
well as of the necessary raw materials. The geo
thermal resources are generally located in areas
with no supply of raw materials suitable for econo
mical low-temperature processing.

Lindal (Gj59) discusses briefly the problems in
volved and concludes that the transportability of the
energy is less of a problem than that of the possible
raw materials and products.

At the present time, there are no reports on
important practical uses of geothermal energy for
process heating. On the other hand, the possibilities
in this field have been the subject of a study carried
out by the State Electricity Authority in Iceland.
Some- of the cases investigated are discussed by
Lindal (Gj59). The following is a brief review of
these and other possibilities in this field.

PRODUCTION OF HEAVY WATER

The production of heavy water (D20) by the dual
temperature H 2S process is no doubt one of the
chemical processes that should constitute the best
market for geothermal energy. The raw material
is water and the unit price of the product is very
high. The consumption of heat by the process is
exceptionally high-s-about 6000 units weight of
steam per unit weight of the product. The steam
has to be available at about 6 atmospheres abs.

A study carried out by the Iceland Nuclear
Science Commission indicates that it should be
possible to operate a large heavy-water plant i.n
Iceland. The estimated price of the product IS

considerably below the price estimated for similar
plants if erected in western Europe and operated
by ordinary fuel.

However, the future market for heavy water is
now rather uncertain. The erection of a plant does
not appear to be warranted at the present time.

PRODUCTION OF FRESH WATER

Another rather obvious use of geothermal energy
is the production of fresh water in arid regions where
unpotable water and goethermal energy are available.
This is a relatively simple process and does not need
further comment.

PRODUCTION OF SALT AND OTHER MATERIALS
FROM BRINES AND SEA WATER

There has been some interest in Japan and Iceland
in the production of salt and other materials from
sea water by means of geothe~mal energy. l?~th
countries have to import considerable quantities
of salt.

Salt production in Japan
Mizutani (Gj7) gives a review of the development

in Japan. Salt production by geothermal energy
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was initiated in 1940 and reached in 1958its maximum
output of 21 000 tons/year. However, the production
cost turned out to be quite high, i.e. Ll.S, $16-22/ton,
which is above the price of imported salt. The indus
try is now largely abandoned.

Most of the Japanese salt plants are open systems
where the sea water is evaporated in open pans or
ponds, depending on whether hot water or natural
steam is used as the heating medium. The ponds are
used as crystallizers. A typical pond operating with
n~tural steam is 10 to 20 metres long, 4 to 5 metres
~Ide .and 0.3 to 0.5 metres deep. Optimum evapora
tion IS one ton/hour for 50 to 80 square metres of
surface.

A few Japanese salt plants use triple-effect vacuum
evaporators. The present equipment is too small for
economical operation. Mizutani (G/7) mentions the
possibility of using geothermal energy for the pro
duction of special types of salt.

The projected salt-plant at Krysuvik, Iceland

Lindal (G/27) has, in co-operation with Dr. M. S.
Patel of Bombay, India, and Mr. W. A. Tobey,
Mantistee Engineering Associates, United States of
America, made a comprehensive study of the possi
bilities of the production of salt from sea water by
means of geothermal energy in Iceland. A geothermal
salt plant has been projected at Krysuvik, some
30 km south of Reykjavik.

The projected capacity of the plant is 60 000
metric tons/year of salt. Sea water is to be piped
over a distance of 7 km and concentrated in triple
effect vacuum evaporators. The concentrated brine
flows to a settler where bicarbonates and calcium
sulphate are precipitated. The salt is to be crystal
lized in double-effect equipment, de-watered, dried,
compacted and briquetted.

The evaporators are to be operated by natural
steam at a pressure of lA to 1.7 atmospheres abs.
The consumption of steam is about 16 units weight
of steam per unit weight of salt. The estimated total
cost of production is U.S. $15.23/metric ton of salt.
Lindal's cost estimate is based on a relatively low
cost of the natural steam. In the view of the present
writer, the total cost is more likely to be about
U.S. $17/metric ton of salt. This is above the price
of imported salt.

Lindal (G/27) considers also further processing
of sea water for the production of gypsum and other
materials dissolved in the sea.

DRYING AND PROCESSING OF VARIOUS MATERIALS

Diatomite

Lindal (G/59) discusses briefly the possibility of
using geothermal energy in the recovery and refining
of diatomite from an underwater deposit in Iceland.
Natural steam at a temperature of 150°C is to be
used, and the consumption of steam appears to be
around 8 units weight of steam per unit weight of
product.

Alumina

Lindal (G/59) also discusses the possible use of
geothermal energy in the conversion of bauxite to
alumina. The possibilities in this field appear rather
remote due to the fact that it is more economical to
produce the alumina at the bauxite mine.

Grass, seaweeds and peat

The use of geothermal energy for the drying of
these materials is possible, but the very low trans
portability of the raw materials presents the main
difficulty.

Paper, pulp and sugar

The paper and pulp industry, as well as the sugar
refining industry, are heavy consumers of heat.
The use of natural steam is no doubt of advantage
in locations where the raw materials are available·
in the vicinity of the geothermal resources. One
paper mill in New Zealand uses natural steam as
process steam.

Refrigeration and air-conditioning

Absorption refrigeration systems can be operated
with natural steam. Kerr et al. (G/52) report that
some experimental work has been carried out in
New Zealand in order to study the possible uses of
goethermal energy for this purpose.

Recovery of materials from geothermal areas

GEOCHEMISTRY OF THERMAL AREAS

Geothermal activity is caused by an upward
permeation of hot fluids and gases where water
generally is the pedominant component. This water
is in most areas of meteoric origin, but there may
in some cases, mainly in high-temperature areas,
also be some water of juvenile origin.

The fluids and gases ascend through variable
physical and chemical environments. Temperature
and pressure are high at depth, but decrease gradually
on the way upwards. This leads to the selective
transport of chemical components, which is of great
importance. Some components are soluble at depth,
but are precipitated at higher levels.

For example, both silica and calcium carbonate
take part in the selective transport. The solubility of
silica increases with increasing temperature. This
component is therefore dissolved at depth and
precipitated near to, or on, the surface where the
temperature of the fluid drops. The solubility of
calcium carbonate depends mainly on the amount
of carbon dioxide present. This component is also
dissolved at depth and is precipitated near the surface
or in geothermal boreholes.

The behaviour of these two components has an
important effect on the hydrological conditions in
thermal areas. The precipitation of silica and calcium
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carbonate in pores and fissures near the surface
suppresses the surface flow and may in some cases
completely close all surface outlets. The implications
will be discussed below.

The geothermal fluid is also capable of a selective
transport of a great number of other components.
Many geologists are of the opinion that a number
of metalliferous deposits are formed by geothermal
activity.

The relevant problems are treated at length in
three important papers by White (2, 3, 4). Examples
are presented of the connexion between thermal
activity and deposits of quicksilver, antimony,
manganese, tungsten, gold, silver, fluorite, sulphur
and arsen. White also presents a thorough discussion
of the geochemistry of thermal waters.

But the recovery of chemicals from active thermal
areas is at present of minor economic importance.

. The chemical industry in Tuscany, Italy, is, in fact,
the only producer of chemical components from
geothermal fluids. Some interesting studies have
also been made in New Zealand.

THE CHEMICAL INDUSTRY OF LARDERELLO, S.p.A.

The various aspects of the recovery of chemicals
in connection with the large power production of
Larderello, S.p.A., Tuscany, Italy, are discussed at
considerable length by Garbato (G/63) and Lenzi
(G/39). A part of their treatment is devoted to the
removal of corrosive gases and impurities from the
steam in the power cycle. These aspects are beyond
the scope of the present report.

The activities at Larderello were started in 1827
and were at that time solely devoted to the recovery
of boric acid from the thermal springs. Power
generation was initiated at the beginning of this
century. At present, power generation is by far
the main industry and the recovery of chemicals
from the thermal fluids is only a relatively small
business. The main chemicals are boric acid, carbon
dioxide, sulphur, ammonium sulphate and ammonium
carbonate.

Boric acid

The natural steam at Larderello contains about
200 parts per million by weight of boric acid. The
primary step in the recovery of this component
consists in the washing of the steam by water.
Water is pumped into the steam pipes from the wells
and separated out again. The solution obtained
contains about 3 000 ppm of boric acid. The solution
is concentrated by evaporation and the boric acid
recovered by crystallization.

The washing of the steam leads to the loss of its
superheat and implies a loss in power production
of about 4 per cent.

Carbon dioxide

The natural steam contains about 4 per cent by
weight of carbon dioxide. There are therefore at hand

very large quantities of this gas. A plant for the
production of liquid and solid carbon dioxide was
erected in the late 1930s, but this production came
to an end at the beginning of the war.

Sulphur

The large amount of hydrogen sulphide in the
natural steam at Larderello, about 880 ppm, presents
problems because of air contamination. There are
therefore installations for the removal of this gas.
The removal is effected either by absorption by
means of an iron-oxide bed or by absorption into
an alkaline arsenic solution. The oxidization of the
gas gives elemental sulphur, which is produced in
bars.

Ammonium sulphate and ammomum carbonate

The natural steam contains about 200 ppm of
ammonia. This gas is recovered from the steam
transformers of the indirect power-cycle applied in
the older power plants. It is converted into the
sulphate and carbonate. This industry is of minor
importance.

EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTION OF LITHIUM AND OTHER
MATERIALS FROM THERMAL WATER IN NEW ZEALAND

Kennedy (G/56) presents a discussion of the
possible recovery of chemicals from the thermal
waters at Wairakei in New Zealand. At the present
time, the thermal water issued by the wells transports
a total of 105 000 tons/year of sodium chloride,
13 000 tons/year of potassium chloride and 2 400
tons/year of lithium carbonate. The estimated value
of these chemicals is about 6 shillings per 1 000 gallons
of water.

The chemicals can be recovered by a combined
electrodialysis-evaporation procedure. However, the
total cost of recovery amounts to 7 or 8 shillings
per 1 000 gallons of water. The process is therefore
not economical. A comprehensive discussion of the
problems involved is presented and experiments are
described that have been carried out in order to
study the relevant problems.

Combined schemes

There are no reports on combined schemes involv
ing the generation of power combined with the utiliza
tion of waste heat for space or industrial heating.
The combination of power generation and space
heating is, as a matter of course, an obvious possi
bility. At present, there are no thermal areas where
this combination appears economical.

The chemical industry at Larderello, mentioned
above, furnishes an example of the recovery of
chemicals in combination with the generation of
power.
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Future prospects - Geothermal resources
with no surface display

This report has stressed the low transportability
of geothermal energy. The resources are available
for local uses only. Moreover, it is unfortunate that
many of the known geothermal resources are located
in areas of Iow population density and Iow economic
activity. Also, a number of resources are located
in areas having an inadequate supply of raw materi
als for Iow-temperature processing.

These circumstances pose the rather important
and intriguing question whether there may exist
other exploitable geothermal resources than those
indicated by such conspicuous phenomena as thermal
springs. Moreover, are such hidden resources avail
able in areas favourable for large-scale exploitation?

This problem has not been discussed in the lite
rature. The present writer is therefore of the opinion
that this question should receive some attention in
this report, which deals with rather general aspects
of the utilization of low-temperature resources. Of
course, the discussion presented below has to be
restricted to some general remarks and speculations.

This subject matter is recorded in passing but
will not of itself be appropriate for detailed discussion
under the present agenda item.

THERMAL ACTIVITY AND VOLCANISM

All known high-temperature geothermal resources
are located in areas of recent volcanic activity and
are no doubt closely related to volcanism. There is
little doubt that magma transported by the volcanic
processes is in some way or other the ultimate
source of the heat causing the thermal activity.
The geothermal areas are probably convective
systems drawing on the heat content of recent
intrusives.

Volcanism is a relatively common phenomenon.
Volcanoes are distributed all along the Circum
Pacific Belt, on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and in
other locations in Asia, Africa and Europe.

Thermal activity, on the other hand, is' not nearly
as common as volcanism. There are, of course, the
few large thermal areas that are discussed in many
papers presented at the Conference, but their number
stands in contrast to the relatively great number of
volcanoes.

It should also be remarked that the volume of
rock affected by thermal metamorphism is really
enormous. Hydro-thermal phenomena are of much
greater importance than actually indicated by the
surface display.

It is by no means inconceivable that one of the
reasons for the relatively few areas with surface
display is to be found in the phenomenon of selective
transport of materials in thermal areas as discussed
above. The surface outlets are possibly closed rela
tively rapidly by the precipitation of silica and cal-

cium carbonate at and near the surface. The deeper
processes may remain relatively unaffected.

Such areas, with closed surface outlets but some
convection at depth, would be characterized by a
relatively large conduction flow of heat in the surface
layers. It should be possible to locate them by means
of a study of the temperature gradient in shallow
boreholes.

At this juncture, this is only a possibility. Un
fortunately, very little is known about the variations
of the temperature gradient. There are practically
no data at hand from most volcanic areas, probably
because these areas are regarded as abnormal. But
the degree of abnormality is the point of present
interest.

Summing up, it can be stated that there are reasons
for expecting hidden geothermal resources in volcanic
areas and there is as yet no observational evidence
contrary to the hypothesis.

LOW-TEMPERATURE RESOURCES

IN NON-VOLCANIC AREAS

As a matter of course, there are rather small pos
sibilities for geothermal resources in non-volcanic
areas. The average temperature gradient in such
areas varies in general from 10 to 50°C/km. However,
the upper limit is not altogether uninteresting. An
increase of 50°C/km implies 50° to 60°C at a depth
of 1 000 metres and 100°C to HO°C at a depth
of 2 000 metres.

On the other hand, the cost of drilling down to a
depth of 2 000 metres is in most cases not excessive.
It should therefore, in some non-volcanic areas,
be possible to drill without excessive cost into
horizons having a temperature of around 100°C.

Such horizons, if porous and permeable, are possibly
reservoirs of water at a temperature around 100°C,
which is sufficient for space heating. In order to
illustrate the economic aspects, it can be stated
that one favourably located 2 OOO-metre-deep well
in Iceland would, in order to return cost, have to
produce a total of about 2 million cubic metres of
water at 100°C.

RESERVOIR CONDITIONS AND RESERVOIR :llECHANICS

The main condition for exploitable geothermal
reservoirs is a large volume of permeable rock where
there is a large area of contact between the rock and
the geothermal fluid.

These conditions are fulfilled in Iceland by the
flood basalts which have a thickness of 2 000 to
3 000 metres. It is remarkable that production of
thermal water has been obtained from a depth of
2 190 metres. Sediments form a part of the reservoir
at Wairakei in New Zealand. Dolomites and lime
stones are the main steam-bearing formations at
Larderello, Italy. These three types of rock can be
regarded as possible reservoirs.
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The total amount of heat available in a reservoir
depends on the volume and the temperature of the
reservoir, as well as on the supply of heat from other
sources. The heat is taken up and transported from
the reservoir by the geothermal fluid.

two forces are available for the expulsion of the
reservoir fluid: first, the vapour pressure of the
fluid which can act in a closed reservoir, that is,
in a reservoir which is surrounded by impermeable
rock; secondly, hydrostatic head which acts on
open reservoirs.

The open reservoirs are surrounded by permeable
rock which contains water encroaching on the reser
voir fluid. Withdrawal of the reservoir fluid leads to
the inflow of the surrounding water. The water is
heated by contact with the reservoir rock, and new
reservoir fluid is formed. The heat content of the
reservoir can be more or less partially drained in
this way.

These somewhat elementary considerations open
the possibility for an estimation of the total amount
of heat that can be drained from a reservoir. In
order to carry out the necessary computations, one
must know the reservoir volume and temperature
as well as the permeability conditions. In most
cases, a rather low drainage efficiency will have to
be assumed.

There are therefore some theoretical possibilities
of estimating the potential of geothermal reservoirs.
This should also apply to hidden resources.

CONDITIONS IN ICELAND

The question of hidden geothermal resources in
Iceland has received some attention. The great
amount of drilling that has been carried out in
many thermal areas and the rather uniform geology
of the country are helpful aspects. The main facts
are that the flood basalts are permeable down to a
depth of 2 000 to 3 000 metres and that the tem
perature at the bottom of the formation appears
generally to be lOO°C to 150°C (5).

It is expected that the first experimental drilling
in an area with no surface display will be carried out
in 1962 at Akureyri in the north of Iceland. A well
of 1 500 to 2 000 metres is to be completed.

Topics for discussion, agenda item II.A.3

(1) Economy of production of geothermal energy.
(2) Economy and methods of long-distance piping

and distribution of geothermal energy.
(3) Space heating by goethermal energy, load

regulation and heat storage.
(4) Corrosion by geothermal fluids.
(5) Process heating by geothermal energy, mainly

production of fresh water, drying and evaporation
of various materials.

(6) Geochemistry and the recovery of chemicals
from thermal areas.
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UTILISATION DE L'ENERGIE GEOTHERMIQUE POUR LE CHAUFFAGE; SYSTEMES
COMBINES POUR LA PRODUCTION D'ELECTRICITE ET LE CHAUFFAGE
AVEC, EVENTUELLEMENT, EXTRACTION DE SOUS-PRODUITS

(Traduction du rapport precedent)

Gunnar Bodvarsson *

Econornie de production et transport
a grande distance

COUT DE PRODUCTION

d'une temperature pouvant atteindre environ 200 QC
a une pression qui peut atteindre environ 20 atmos
pheres.

Dans d'autres regions thermales, la temperature
de l'eau est beaucoup plus faible. Deux importantes
regions thermales d'Islande, dont il sera question
plus loin, fournissent de l'eau a une temperature
moyenne qui ne depasse guere 87 QC et 114 QC respec
tivement.

Il s'ensuit que l'energie geothermique ne peut
servir que dans le cas OU l'on peut utiliser des
temperatures relativement peu elevees : chauffage
des locaux, production d'energie electrique a basse
pression, usages industriels de la chaleur ne necessi
tant pas une temperature elevee.

Pour le chauffage des locaux, on peut utiliser de
l'eau dont la temperature ne depasse pas 50 QC.
En revanche, pour la production en grand d'energie
electrique, il faut de la vapeur naturelle. Quant au
chauffage utilise dans l'industrie chimique, il exige
la plupart du temps de la vapeur ou de l'eau a une
temperature de l'ordre de 100 QC ou davantage.

Il ressort de ce qui precede que I'energie geother
mique convient tout particulierement au chauffage
des locaux. On peut en outre affecter a ce merne
usage la chaleur residuelle provenant de la production
d'energie electrique par des precedes geothermiques.

La plus grande difficulte a laquelle donne lieu le
chauffage des locaux par des moyens geothermiques
tient au transport du liquide, dont les possibilites
sont assez reduites, La preuve en est qu'un kilo
gramme de vapeur naturelle a la pression d'une
atmosphere abs. et a la temperature de 100 QC
ne degage que 540 kilocalories de chaleur latente.
On en examinera plus loin les incidences.

Les elements du prix de revient de I'energie geo
thermique sont les suivants : frais de forage, de
cuvelage et de construction du puits et frais de
canalisation du fluide jusqu'a un collecteur situe
dans le perimetre de la region thermale. Bodvarsson
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Les ressources geotherrniques
et leurs possibilites d'utiIisation

* Chef du Departernent du chauffage naturel, Autorite nationale
de I'electricite, Reykjavik (Islande).

Les regions thermales peuvent fournir de l'energie
a un prix de revient souvent faible, mais caracterisee
par des temperatures relativement basses et, plus
particulierernent, par le fait qu'elle ne peut etre
transportee a de grandes distances. Ce sont la des
caracteristiques qu'il ne faut a aucun moment perdre
de vue lorsqu'on etudie l'utilisation des ressources
geothermiques.

Les regions thermales se differencient les unes des
autres par la temperature du reservoir souterrain
de chaleur, chiffre qui represente la limite superieure
de la temperature du fluide obtenu par forage. En
realite, la temperature de production est toujours
inferieure a celle du reservoir.

Les temperatures les plus elevees ont ete enregis
trees dans les reservoirs des vastes regions thermales
d'Islande, d'Italie et de Nouvelle-Zelande. C'est un
fait remarquable que dans trois grandes zones
geothermiques actuellement en exploitation - Hen
gill en Islande, Larderello en Italie et Wairakei en
Nouvelle-Zelande - 'la temperature du reservoir
est partout de l'ordre de 230 a 250 QC. Pourtant, ces
zones different entierernent les unes des autres par
leur configuration geologique. Possedant les plus
hautes temperatures que l'on ait enregistrees, elles
constituent des sources puissantes de vapeur naturelle

Le present rapport a pour objet dexaminer
brievernent les progres realises dans l'utilisation de
I'energie geothermique pour le chauffage des locaux
et le chauffage industriel, ainsi que les systemes
combines comportant la production d' energie et la
recuperation de sous-produits. 11 se fonde essentiel
lement sur les memoires se rapportant au point
ILA.3 de l'ordre du jour de la Conference.

Ces mernoires portent sur des sujets assez limites,
.et passent sous silence certaines questions interes
santes. C'est pourquoi le present rapport, allant
quelque peu au-dela, presentera un certain nombre
d' observations cornplernentaires.
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Tableau 1. Cout de production dans trois regions thermales d'Islande

(Gcal = Gigacalorie = l09cal)

Caraaeristique

1. Temperature de production, °C :
Ecarts .
Moycnne .

2. Debit, litres/sec. . . . . . . .
3. Profondeur de production, metres.
4. Cout de production de chaJeur pour le chauf

fage des locaux, dollars/Ccal , . . . . . . .
5. Cout de production en fonction de la chaleur

latente de la vapeur naturelle it 3 atm abs.,
dollarsjGcal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Reykjavik Reykir Hengill
(sud)

80-138 80-96 180-220
114 87 210
134 370 500

300-2200 100-400 300-700

0,48 0,39 0,30

0,55

et Zoega (Gj37) fournissent sur ce point des rensei
gnements relatifs a trois grandes regions thermales
d'Ishnde, celle du secteur de Reykjavik meme, celle
de Reykir, a quelque 16 km au nord-est de cette
ville, et celle de Hengill, a environ 45 km a l'est.
On trouvera les donnees principales dans le tableau 1.

Entrent en ligne de compte dans le calcul des
cofrts du tableau ci-dessus les depenses en capital,
les frais d' entretien, les salaires et les frais de consom
mation d'energie, mais non les impots ni les benefices.
Pour le calcul du poste 4, on s'est fonde sur l'hypo
these que l'energie geothermique servait au chauffage
des locaux. Les chiffres indiques representent le eout
par unite de chaleur sensible au-dessus de 40 QC
contenue dans le fiuide geothermique. Cette limite
inferieure est quelque peu theorique, mais elle peut
s'appliquer au cas present.

Des trois regions mentionnees ci-dessus, celle de
Hengill est la seule qui produise de la vapeur natu
relle en grande quantite. Le poste 5 indique le cofrt
par unite de chaleur latente de la vapeur naturelle a
3 atmospheres abs., calcule sur la base d'une produc
tion constante et sans utilisation de la chaleur conte
nue dans I'eau residuelle.

Il vaut la pe.ne de signaler que les couts figurant
au tableau 1 sont, a tres peu de chose pres, du merne
ordre que le cout moyen au puits, par unite calo
rifique, du gaz nature! produit aux Etats-Unis.

TRANSPORT A GRANDE DISTANCE

Aucun des memoires se rapportant au point ILA.3
ri'etudie les problernes que pose le transport des
fiuides geothermiques.

Les fiuides geothermiques - eau chaude et vapeur
naturelle - constituent, pour ce qui est du transport
de la chaleur, des vehicules relativement mediocres,
Leur capacite de transport est d'un ou de deux ordres
de grandeur inferieure a celle du gaz naturel et, bien
entendu, elle depend etroiternent des possibilites
d'utilisation de la chaleur ainsi exploitee.

Le pipeline Reykir-ReykJavik

On ne connait a l'heure actuelle qu'un seul pipe
line de quelque importance pour le transport d'energie

geothermique aux fins de chauffage. Il s'agit de la
ligne de 15,3 km qui relie la region thermale de
Reykir a la ville de Reykjavik. On trouvera des
indications sur le trace de la ligne dans le memoire
de Sigurdsson (G/45) et des renseignements d'ordre
economique dans celui de Bodvarsson et Zoega
(Gj37).

Cette ligne transporte quelque 8 millions de tonnes.
d'eau par an a une temperature de 87 QC. Elle est
constituee par deux canalisat ions en acier isole,
d'un diametre interieur de 355 mm, enrobees de
beton. La baisse de temperature due au transport
n'est en moyenne que d'environ 3 QC. La station
de pompage opere aune pression maximale de 14 atm.

La chaleur effectivement transportee represente
environ 240 Teal par an (1 Teal = 1012 cal). Les frais
de transport, calcules sur la base des prix actuels,
sont d'environ 1,45 dollarsjGcal.

Le pipeline Krysuoik-Reykjaoit:

Bodvarsson et Zoega (G/37) fournissent quelques
renseignements sur le projet de pipeline qui do it
relier la region thermale de Krysuvik a la ville de
Reykjavik. Cette ligne, d'une longueur totale de
30 km, sera constituee par une canalisation unique
d'acier isole, d'un diametre interieur de 406 mm sans
enveloppe de beton.

Le pipeline est concu pour assurer le transport
d'environ 6 millions de tonnes par an d'eau epuree,
a une temperature de 180 QC au point de pompage,
ce qui represente un transport effectif de chaleur
de 500 Teal par an, destine a assurer le chauffage
des locaux et le chauffage industriel dans la ville
de Reykjavik. Le cofit du transport est evalue a
environ un dollarjGcal.

Le? raisons pour lesquelles on a choisi l'eau ehaude
comme vehicule de ehaleur sont les suivantes. Tout
d'abord, la region thermale de Krysuvik produit de
la vapeur humide ayant un rapport eau-vapeur eleve.
En second lieu, 1'eau a une temperature inferieure
a 100 QC convient tout particulierement au chauffage
des locaux. En troisierne lieu, l'eau chaude se prete
mieux que la vapeur au transport a longue distance
par pipeline. L'ernploi de la vapeur comme vehicule
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de chaleur exigerait des tuyaux d'un diametre beau
coup plus grand et l'emploi d'une double canalisation.
Le cout du transport serait beaucoup plus eleve.

Il convient de reconnaitre ici qu'a l'heure actuelle
on ne possede encore que peu d'experience en matiere
de transport d'eau chaude par pipeline sur de grandes
distances. Les questions de securite et de danger
eventuel doivent encore faire l'objet d'etudes appro
fondies. On ignore ce qui arriverait en cas de rupture
d'une canalisation. A haute temperature, I'eau peut
se comporter comme une matiere explosive, et il
est parfaitement concevable que la rupture d'un
seul element du pipeline entraine de tres graves degats
pour la ligne tout entiere, La liberation brutale de la
pression au point de rupture, provoquant une vitesse
critique et une forte poussee, risque d'avoir pour effet
que la rupture ne se propage.

En conclusion, on peut dire que des projets ana
logues, prevoyant des pipelines d'une longueur de
50 a 100 km, ri'apparaissent pas irrealisables en
Islande, a la condition que le chauffage des locaux
en constitue le principal debouche. Mais cette distance
represente sans aucun doute la limite maximale de
possibilite de transport de l'eau chaude. A titre de
comparaison, il y a lieu de signaler que la possibilite
maximale de transport de vapeur naturelle aux fins
de production denergie electrique est de l'ordre de
10 km.

Chauffage des locaux

CHAUFFAGE MENAGER ET DE DISTRICT

Comme on l'a deja dit, ce n'est qu'en Islande que
I'utilisation de I'energie geothermique pour le chauf
fage des locaux joue un role econornique de quelque
importance. D'ores et deja, environ 45 000 personnes
en beneficient, et l'on peut s'attendre a voir doubler
ce nombre dans les dix prochaines annees.

On compte en Islande cinq reseaux de chauffage
de district, dont le plus important, celui de Reyk
javik, dessert environ 40 000 habitants de la capitale.
Les autres reseaux desservent quatre petites collec
tivites,

Le Service de chauffage d~t District municipal de
Reykjavik

On trauvera des details techniques sur ce service
dans le mernoire de Sigurdsson (Gj45) et des rensei
gnements d'ordre economique dans celui de Bod
varsson et Zoega (Gj37).

La quantite effective de chaleur livree par le
S.C.D.M.R. est aujourd'hui de l'ordre de 300 Teal
par an, en provenance des deux regions thermales
dont il a deja Me fait mention, celles de Reykir et de
Reykjavik (voir tableau 1). La region de Reykir
est reliee a la capitale par le pipeline dont il a ete
question plus haut.

Enviran 4 400 maisons sont branchees sur le
S.C.D.M.R. par le moyen d'un reseau urbain dont la
longueur totale atteint environ 55 km, non compris

les branchements reliant Ies maisons au reseau. Dans
la plupart des cas, l'eau chaude arrive directement
aux radiateurs des maisons.

Une des caracteristiques les plus interessantes du
reseau a simple et double canalisation est qu'il est
relie aune centrale de surchauffe alimentee au mazout
qui eleve la temperature de l'eau pendant les periodes
de grand froid. Les conditions climatiques a Reyk
javik sont telles que, pendant les grands fraids,
il est economiquement contre-indique de compter
sur la seule energie geothermique pour assurer le
transport de chaleur. La charge optimale du point de
vue economique est en fait cel1e que l'on obtient
lorsque la temperature exterieure se situe aux envi
rons de zero degre centesimal. La centrale de sur
chauffe fournit la charge d'appoint necessaire les
jours ou il fait plus froid. La temperature moyenne
exterieure a Reykjavik tombe rarement au-dessous
de -10°C et il suffit de regler le systeme de chauffage
pour une charge maximale correspondant a une
moyenne quotidienne stationnaire de -6°C.

La temperature de l'eau dans la canalisation
principale se situe aujourd'hui aux environs de
94°C. La centrale de surchauffe permet de la porter
tres au-dessus de 100°C, temperature bien entendu
superieure a celle qui peut etre toleree dans les
raccordements directs des maisons. Le meil1eur
moyen de resoudre les problemes de temperature
et de rendement calorifique qui se posent est d'utiliser,
dans une partie de la ville, un systeme combine a
simple et double canalisation avec circuit de retour.

Environ 85 p. 100 du reseau du S.C.D.M.R. sont
constitues par une canalisation unique alimentant
directement en eau chaude les installations de chauf
fage des maisons. L'eau n'est pas recuperee apres
usage. Sans surchauffe, la temperature de l'eau
d'alimentation est de 75°C a 80°C, tandis qu'apres
usage elle n'est plus en general que de 30°C a 50°C,
selon la charge. Une des principales difficultes que
presente le systerne tient au fait que la temperature
de l'eau apres usage augmente avec la charge et que
le rendement est au minimum lorsque la charge
est au maximum.

Les 15 p. 100 restants forment une double cana
lisation avec circuit de retour de l'eau. Une partie
de l'eau d'origine geothermique fournie par les
puits circule a travers le reseau a double canalisation
et fait retour a la ligne principale d'alimentation du
reseau a canalisation unique. La temperature au
depart est maintenue aux environs de 80°C, celle
du circuit de retour se situe entre 40°C et 50 °C.
Le reseau a double canalisation joue simplement le
role de vanne dans la ligne principale, ou la tempe
rature baisse de la quantite correspondant a la
charge de chauffage du district alimente par la
double canalisation.

En prenant pour base les prix actue1s de construc
tion, le cofit total de la chaleur fournie par le S.C.D.
M.R. est en moyenne d'environ 4,00 dollarsjGcal,
soit environ 60 p. 100 seulement du cout du chauffage
au mazout. Ce pourcentage suffit a souligner l'im
portance du role economique que joue le S.C.D.l\I.R.

15
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11 existe en Islande d'autres reseaux urbains de
chauffage concus sur le modele du troncon a canali
sation unique du S.C.D.M.R. Un systeme fait excep
tion, c'est celui de Hveragerdi, au sud de la region
de Hengill, alimente par des puits qui lui fournissent
un melange de vapeur et d'eau. L'eau contient des
quantites considerables de silice, et c' est pourquoi
le reseau consiste en une double canalisation a cir
cuit ferrne avec chauffage indirect.

Realisations obtenues en Nouoelle-Zelande

Kerr et ses collaborateurs (G/52) decrivent en
detail l'emploi qui est fait de I'energie geotherrnique
aux fins de chauffage a Rotorua, en Nouvelle
Zelande. 11s fournissent des exemples de systemes de
chauffage installes dans une station d'elevage, un
hotel, un hopital, une station Iorestiere et une ecole
-superieure, Les installations en usage en Nouvelle
Zelande sont a bien des egards semblables a celles
qui ont ete concues pour repondre a des conditions
analogues en Islande. Elles n'en presentent pas
moins certaines differences.

Le melange d'eau et de vapeur fourni par les puits
de Rotorua a une temperature tres superieure a
100°C. L'eau est relativement impure, ce qui oblige
arecourir au chauffage indirect par le moyen d'echan
geurs de chaleur. Les installations domestiques sont
a circuit ferme et operent a une temperature qui
depasse 100°C. Les auteurs ont joint a leur memoire
des illustrations representant les divers systemes.

CHAUFFAGE DES SERRES

L'exploitation des serres par le moyen de l'energie
geothermique joue un role important dans l'economie
islandaise. On y cultive principalement des tomates,
des concombres et des fleurs, La surface totale des
serres consacree a la culture des fleurs en Islande
est d'environ 95 000 metres carres. Le memoire de
Lindal (G/32) contient des details sur ce sujet.

CORROSION ET ENTARTRAGE
DES CANALISATIONS DE CHAUFFAGE

Sigurdsson (G/45) traite brievement de la corrosion
et de l'entartrage des canalisations du Service de
chauffage du District municipal de Reykjavik. 11 en
ressort que l'eau thermale, lorsqu'elle ne contient
pas d'oxygene, n'est pas corrosive pour l'acier ni
pour le beton et ne provoque pas la formation de
tartre. En revanche, des traces d'oxygene absorbees
par I'eau suffisent adeclencher le processus de corro
sion et d'entartrage des tuyauteries et radiateurs.
Comme il est difficile de maintenir l'eau thermale en
circulation completernent a l'abri de tout contact
avec l'air, on ajoute a l'eau une solution diluee de
sulfite de sodium afin de reduire les traces d'oxygene.
L'eau thermale est corrosive pour les alliages de
cuivre.

Kerr et ses coIlaborateurs (G/52) signalent que l'eau
thermale de Rotorua ne se prete pas aune utilisation
directe dans les installations de chauffage. On a

done recours au chauffage indirect. Les impuretes
de l'eau donnent egalement lieu a des difficultes
avec les vannes thermostatiques d'acier ou de fonte.
Les garnitures en metaux non ferreux se corrodent
rapidement.

L'auteur de ces lignes s'est Iivre (1) a une breve
etude de la corrosion et de la formation de tartre
dans diverses localites d'Islande OU l'eau thermale
est utilisee pour le chauffage des locaux depuis une
vingtaine ou une trentaine d'annees, Dans toutes les
installations examinees, l'eau thermale parvenait
directement aux radiateurs. 11 s'agissait la plupart
du temps de tuyaux en acier ordinaire et de radia
teurs en fonte. On trouvera ci-apres les resultats
de cette etude.

En general, l'eau provenant de sources et de puits
ne contient pas d'oxygene, Les phenomenes constates
varient selon les temperatures, celles-ci pouvant se
ranger dans trois categories. Primo, l'eau qui jaillit
de sources ou de puits a une temperature inferieure
a 60 QC n'est pas corrosive meme si elle a ete au
contact de l'air et a absorbe une certaine quantite
d'oxygene. Un leger depot calcaire peut se former
dans les radiateurs au bout d'une dizaine ou d'une
vingtaine d'annees,

Secunda, l'eau dont la temperature se situe entre
60 et 100 QC provoque en general tres peu de corrosion
et de depots calcaires, acondition de ne pas contenir
d'oxygene. En revanche, au contact de l'air elle peut
dormer lieu a un entartrage assez rapide entrainant
par exemple l'encrassement des radiateurs en peu
d'annees, Le tartre parait Hre provoque par la
corrosion des tuyaux en acier. On constate egalement
que ceux-ci se piquent. Les radiateurs en tole d'acier
s'averent particulierernent vulnerables, et l'emploi
en est deconseille dans les installations de chauffage
directement alimentees en eau thermale.

Tertio, l'eau a une temperature de 100 QC ou
davantage contient de la silice d'une teneur superieure
a 150 ppm. Une telle eau peut donner lieu a des
precipitations assez rapides de tartre et ne doit pas
etre utilisee directement.

En revanche, le melange d'eau et de vapeur degage
par les puits des regions thermales a temperature
elevee ne parait pas provoquer une corrosion consi
derable des canalisations et du materiel en acier.
La corrosion exterieure du materiel pose un probleme
autrement grave. 11 faut veiller tout particuliere
ment a empecher les fuites.

Certaines eaux thermales d'Islande sont conta
minees par l'eau de mer et contiennent plusieurs
centaines de ppm de chlorure de sodium. Ces eaux
sont plus corrosives que les eaux thermales ordi
naires.

Usages industriels de la chaleur

L' energie geothermique peut servir a des fins
industrielles, mais tout progres dans ce domaine est
entrave par les possibilites reduites de transport,
tant de l'energie geothermique que des matieres
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premieres necessaires. En effet, les ressources geo
thermiques se trouvent en general situees dans des
regions ou l' on ne trouve pas de matieres premieres
se pretant h un traitement economique abasse tem
perature.

Lindal (Gj59) examine brievernent les problemes
qui se posent et conclut qu'il est moins eh er de
transporter les matieres premieres et autres produits
a traiter pour les rapprocher de la source d'energie
que de transporter I'energie thermique elle-merne.

A I'heure actuelle, il u'existe pas de travaux ecrits
consacres ades cas importants d'utilisation pratique
de l' energie geothermique a des fins industrielles.
Cependant, les possibilites qui s'offrent dans ce
domaine ont fait l'objet d'une etude entreprise par
I'Autorite nationale de I'electricite d'Islande. Lindal
(Gj59) rend compte de quelques-uns des cas etudies.
On en trouvera ci-apres un bref expose, complete
par 1'indication des autres possibilites qui se pre
sentent dans ce domaine.

PRODUCTION D'EAU LOURDE

La production d'eau lourde (D20 ) par le precede
a l'acide sulfhydrique (SH2) a double temperature
est sans aucun doute un des processus chimiques qui
devraient constituer le marche le plus favorable a
l'utilisation de I'energie geothermique. La matiere
premiere n'est autre que I'eau, tandis que le prix
unitaire du produit obtenu est tres eleve. La consom
mation de chaleur est exceptionnellement forte :
il faut environ 6000 unites de poids de vapeur pour
obtenir une unite de poids du produit. I1 faut que la
vapeur soit a la pression d'environ 6 atmospheres
abs.

I1 ressort d'une etude a laquelle s'est Iivree la
Commission islandaise de recherche nucleaire que
l'Islande se prete a I' exploitation d'une vaste usine
pour la fabrication d'eau lourde. D'apres les evalua
tions qui ont ete faites, le prix du produit serait tres
inferieur a celui auquel reviendrait l'eau lourde
fabriquee dans des usines d'Europe occidentale au
moyen de combustibles ordinaires.

Quoi qu'il en soit, 1'avenir du marche de 1'eau
lourde parait a 1'heure actuelle assez incertain.
La situation presente ne parait pas justifier la
construction d'une usine.

PRODUCTION D'EAU DOUCE

I1 va de soi que I'energie geothermique peut servir
a la production d' eau douce dans les regions arides
ou 1'on dispose ala fois d'eau non potable et d'energie
geothermique. Le precede de fabrication est relative
ment simple et il est inutile d'en dire davantage
a ce sujet.

EXTRACTION DE SEL ET D'AUTRES PRODUITS
DES EAUX SALEES ET DE L'EAU DE MER

Le japon et l'Islande - pays qui doivent tous
deux importer des quantites considerables de sel 
s'interessent al'extraction du sel et d'autres produits

de l'eau de mer par le moyen de I'energie geother
mique.

Production de sel au ] apon

Mizutani (Gj7) rend compte des realisations obte
nues au Japon. La production de sel par l'emploi
de I'energie geothermique a commence en 1940
pour atteindre en 1958 son chiffre record, soit
21 000 tonnes. Cependant, le cofrt de production
s'est revele extremement eleve, a savoir de 16 a
22 dollars par tonne, soit plus que le prix du sel
importe. C'est pourquoi cette industrie est aujourd'hui
en majeure partie abandonnee.

La plupart des usines japonaises pour la production
de sel sont des installations dites a circuit ouvert
ou l'eau de mer s'evapore dans des bacs ou des
bassins ouverts, selon que l'on utilise I'eau chaude
ou la vapeur naturelle comme moyen de chauffage.
Les bassins servent de cristallisoirs. Un bassin d'eva
poration alimente a la vapeur naturelle mesure
d'ordinaire 10 a 20 m de long sur 4 a 5 m de large
et 0,3 a 0,5 m de profondeur. L'evaporation optimale
est d'une tonnejheure pour une surface de 50 a 80
metres carres.

Un petit nombre d'usines japonaises utilisent des
evaporateurs sous vide a triple effet. Les installations
actuelles sont de trop peu d'importance pour per
mettre une exploitation economique. Mizutani (Gj7)
fait etat de la possibilite d'utiliser I'energie geother
mique pour la production de sels speciaux.

La future usine d'extraction de sel de Krysuvik en
Islande

Lindal (Gj27), en cooperation avec M. S. Patel de
Bombay et M. W. A. Tobey, de la societe americaine
« Mantistee Engineering Associates », s'est livre aune
etude complete des possibilites de production de sel
par traitement de 1'eau de mer au moyen de l'energie
geothermique en Islande. La construction d'une
usine est projetee a Krysuvik, a une trentaine de
kilometres au sud de Reykjavik.

La capacite de production de l'usine sera de 60 000
tonnes metriques de sel par an. L'eau de .rner sera
amenee par une canalisation sur une distance de
7 km et concentree dans des evaporateurs sous vide
a triple effet. La saumure concentree s'ecoulera
dans une cuve ou les bicarbonates et le sulfate de
calcium seront precipites. Le sel sera cristallise dans
des appareils a double effet, deshydrate, seche, et
finalement agglomere en briquettes.

Les evaporateurs fonctionneront a la vapeur
naturelle, a. la pression de 1,4 a 1,7 atmospheres abs.
La consommation de vapeur sera d'environ 16 unites
de poids de vapeur pour une unite de poids de sel.
Le COlit total de production est evalue a 15,23 dollars
par tonne metrique de sel. L'estimation de Lindal
se fonde sur un prix de revient relativement bas de
la vapeur naturelle. Pour sa part, 1'auteur du present
rapport considere que le cout total sera plutot de
l'ordre de 17 dollars par tonne metrique de sel, prix
superieur a. celui du sel importe.
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Lindal (Gj27) envisage aussi le traitement de 1'eau
de mer pour la production de gypse et d'autres
matieres en dissolution dans 1'eau de mer.

DESSICCATION ET TRAITEMENT DE DIVERS PRODUITS

Diatomite

Lindal (Gj59) etudie brievement la possibilite
d'utiliser l'energie geothermique pour la recuperation
et le raffinage de la diatomite en provenance d'un
gisement sous-marin en Islande. On utilisera la
vapeur naturelle a la temperature de 150 DC, et la
consommation de vapeur sera de 1'ordre de 8 unites
de poids de vapeur pour une unite de poids du produit.

Alumine

Lindal (Gj59) envisage aussi de recourir a I'energie
geothermique pour transformer la bauxite en alumine.
Les possibilites qui s'offrent dans ce domaine parais
sent assez eloignees, etant donne qu'il est plus eco
nomique de produire 1'alumine a la mine de bauxite.

Herbe, algues et tourbe

L'ernploi de l'energie geothermique pour leur
dessiccation est possible, mais la principale difficulte
tient au fait que le transport en est fort cofrteux.

Papier, pate apapier et sucre

L'industrie du papier et de la pate a papier, ainsi
que les raffineries de sucre, font une grosse consom
mation d'energie calorifique. L'utilisation de la vapeur
naturelle presente des avantages incontestables par
tout ou 1'on dispose de la matiere premiere a proxi
mite des sources d'energie geothermique. Une fabri
que de papier de Nouvelle-Zelande utilise la vapeur
naturelle dans les diverses operations de la fabrica
tion du papier.

Refrigeration et climatisation

Les systemes de refrigeration par absorption
peuvent fonctionner a la vapeur naturelle. Kerr
et ses collaborateurs (Gj52) signalent que 1'on s'est
Iivre a des experiences en Nouvelle-Zelande pour
etudier les possibilites d'emploi de I'energie geo
thermique a cette fin.

Recuperation de matieres en provenance
des zones geothermiques

GEOCHIMIE DES REGIONS THERMALES

L'activite geothermique est le resultat du pheno
rnene en vertu duquel des fluides et gaz chauds, dont
I'eau constitue en general I'elernent predominant,
s'elevent par infiltration a travers l'ecorce terrestre.
Presque partout cette eau est d'origine meteorique,
mais dans certains cas, notamment dans les regions
a temperature elevee, on rencontre aussi de 1'eau
juvenile.

Fluides et gaz s'elevent en traversant un milieu
dont la composition physique et chimique subit
toutes sortes de variations. Fortes en profondeur,
la temperature et la pression decroissent a mesure
que 1'on s'approche de la surface, ce qui donne lieu
au transport selectif d'elements chimiques, pheno
mene d'une grande importance. Certains corps,
solubles en profondeur, sont precipites lorsque le
fluide atteint un niveau plus eleve.

Par exemple, la silice et le carbonate de calcium
participent au transport selectif. La solubilite de la
silice augmente avec la temperature. Ce corps est
done dissous en profondeur et precipite a la surface
ou a proximite, c'est-a-dire la OU baisse la tempe
rature du fluide. La solubilite du carbonate de cal
cium depend essentiellement de la quantite d'anhy
dride carbonique present. Cette substance se dissout
egalement en profondeur, tandis qu'elle est preci
pitee pres de la surface ou dans les trous de forage
geothermique.

Le comportement de ces deux substances a des
effets importants sur les conditions hydrologiques
des regions thermales. La precipitation de silice et de
carbonate de calcium dans les fentes et crevasses
a proximite de la surface a pour effet de freiner l'ecou
lement superficiel et peut merne, dans certains cas,
obturer cornpletement toutes les issues en surface.
On examinera plus loin les consequences de ce
phenornene.

Le fluide geothermique peut egalement assurer le
transport selectif d'un grand nombre d'autres ele
ments. Bien des geologues sont d'avis qu'un certain
nombre de gisements metalliferes sont le resultat
de I'activite geothermique.

Tous ces problemes font l'objet de trois impor
tantes etudes (2, 3, 4) de White. Celui-ci demontre
la correlation qui existe entre I'activite geother
mique et les gisements de mercure, d'antimoine,
de manganese, de tungstene, d'or, d'argent, de
fluorine, de soufre et d'arsenic. White etudie egale
ment de facon approfondie la geochimie des eaux
thermales.

Cependant, 1'extraction de substances chimiques
des zones thermiques actives ne presente de nos
jours qu'une importance economique secondaire.
L'industrie chimique de Toscane, en Italie, est en
fait la seule qui produise aujourd'hui des substances
chimiques a partir des fluides geothermiques. Des
etudes interessantes ont egalement ete effectuees
en Nouvelle-Zelande..

L'INDUSTRIE CHIMIQUE
DE LA SOCIETE LARDERELLO, S.p.A.

Garbato (Gj63) et Lenzi (Gj39) examinent en
detail les divers aspects de la recuperation des
substances chimiques dans l'importante usine elec
trique de Larderello, S.p.A., en Toscane. Une partie
de leur expose est consacree a la question de l'elimi
nation des gaz corrosifs et des impuretes de la vapeur
dans le cycle de production d'energie. Ces aspects
depassent le cadre du present rapport.
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L'exploitation des ressources geothermiques de
Larderello commenca en 1827, epoque all elle cons is
tait uniquement a recuperer 1'acide borique des
sources thermales. La production d'energie electrique
n'a commence qu'au debut du vingtierne siecle,
Elle est devenue aujourd'hui de loin la principale
industrie de cette entreprise, tandis que 1'extraction
de substances chimiques des fluides thermiques ne
represente qu'une activite relativement secondaire.
Les principales substances chimiques obtenues sont
l'acide borique, l'anhydride carbonique, le soufre,
le sulfate d'ammonium et le carbonate d'ammonium.

A cide borique

La vapeur naturelle des « soffioni » de Larderello
contient environ 200 parties par million d'acide
borique. Pour l'extraire, on commence par laver la
vapeur a 1'eau : celle-ci est pompee dans les canali
sations d'amenee de vapeur en provenance des puits,
puis separee de facon a obtenir une solution qui
contient environ 3000 ppm d'acide borique. La
solution est concentree par evaporation et 1'acide
borique en est extrait par cristallisation. Par suite
du lavage, la vapeur cesse d'etre surchauffee, ce qui
entraine une perte d'environ 4 p. 100 dans la produc
tion d'energie electrique.

Anhydride carbonique

La vapeur naturelle contient environ 4 p. 100
d'anhydride carbonique. On dispose done de tres
grandes quantites de ce gaz. Une installation pour la
production d'anhydride carbonique liquide et solide
a ete creee avant la seconde guerre mondiale,
mais a ferrne ses portes au debut des hostilites,

Soufre

La grande quantite d'hydrogene sulfure contenue
dans la vapeur naturelle a Larderello - environ
880 ppm - constitue un probleme en raison de la
contamination de l'air. I1 existe done des installations
pour I'elirnination de ce gaz par absorption, soit au
moyen d'oxyde de fer, soit au moyen d'une solution
arsenicale alcaline. L'oxydation du gaz donne un
soufre elementaire que l'on met en barres.

Sulfate et carbonate d' ammonium

La vapeur naturelle contient environ 200 ppm
d'ammoniac. Ce gaz est recupere des condenseurs de
vapeur des anciennes centrales a cycle indirect. I1
est transforrne en sulfate et en carbonate. Cette
industrie est d'une importance secondaire.

PRODUCTION EXPERIMENTALE DE LITHIUM
ET D'AUTRES SUBSTANCES A PARTIR

DES EAUX THERMALES EN NOUVELLE-ZELANDE

Kennedy (Gj56) examine les possibilites d'extrac
tion de substances chimiques des eaux thermales de
Wairakei en Nouvelle-Zelande. A 1'heure actuelle,
I' eau thermale fournie par les puits transporte

annuellement 105000 tonnes de chlorure de sodium,
13 000 tonnes de chlorure de potassium et 2 400 tonnes
de carbonate de lithium. La vapeur de ces pro
duits est estimee a environ 6 shillings les mille
gallons d'eau.

Les mineraux peuvent etre extraits par electro
dialyse suivie d'evaporation, mais les frais de recu
peration atteignent un total de 7 a 8 shillings les
mille gallons d' eau traitee. Le precede n'est done pas
rentable. L'auteur se livre a une etude d'ensernble
des problernes et rend compte des experiences qui
ont ete effectuees pour tenter de les resoudre.

Systenrres conrrbines

Aucun memoire ne traite des systemes combines,
c'est-a-dire des systemes comportant la production
d'electricite cornbinee a l'utilisation de la chaleur
residuelle pour le chauffage urbain ou industriel.
Qu'une telle combinaison soit possible est chose
evidente. Mais a l'heure actuelle on ne connait pas
de region thermale ou elle presente un interet d'ordre
economique.

L'industrie chimique de Larderello, dont on a
parle plus haut, fournit un exemple de recuperation
de substances chimiques cornbinee a la production
d'energie electrique.

Perspectives d'avenir. Ressources geother
miques non visibles en surface

Le present rapport a mis l'accent sur les faibles
possibilites de transport de l'energie geothermique.
Les ressources ne sont utilisables que dans un
perimetre etroitement delimite, Autre circonstance
facheuse, bon nombre des sources connues d'energie
geothermique sont situees dans des regions a faible
densite demographique et a faible activite econo
mique. En outre, un certain nombre d'entre elles se
trouvent dans des regions insuffisamment dotees de
matieres premieres se pretant a un traitement indus
triel a basse temperature.

Toutes ces circonstances font que l'on est amene
a se poser une question importante, a laquelle il est
malaise de repondre : existe-t-il d'autres ressources
geothermiques exploitables en dehors de celles dont
la presence est signalee par des phenomenes aussi
manifestes que le jaillissement des sources thermales?
Ces ressources cachees, s'il en existe, se trouvent-elles
dans des regions qui se pretent aune exploitation en
grand?

C'est la un probleme que les specialistes de ces
questions n'ont pas etudie. L'auteur de ces lignes
estime done qu'il y a lieu d'en faire etat dans le
present rapport, puisque celui-ci traite des aspects
generaux de 1'utilisation des ressources a basse
temperature. On s'en tiendra, bien entendu, a
quelques observations et hypotheses de caractere
general.

Ce sujet est evoque incidemment, mais il ne se
prete pas par lui-meme a une discussion detaillee
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en rapport avec le point de 1'ordre du jour qui nous
occupe ici.

ACTIVITE GEOTHERMIQUE ET VOLCANISME

Tous les gisements geothermiques it haute tempe
rature se trouvent situes dans des regions d'activite
volcanique recente, et il est indeniable qu'ils sont
etroitement lies au volcanisme. 11 ne fait guere de
doute que le magma transporte par le processus erup
tif constitue en fin de compte, d'une facon ou d'une
autre, la source de chaleur qui est it 1'origine de
l'activite geothermique. Les gisements geothermiques
sont probablement des systemes de convection
empruntant leur chaleur it celle que degagent les
intrusions recentes de roches d'origine volcanique.

Le volcanisme est un phenomene assez repandu :
les volcans se repartissent le long du cerde de feu
circumpacifique, sur le cercle mesogeen et dans
quelques autres zones d'Asie, d'Afrique et d'Europe.

En revanche, l'activite thermique est loin d'etre
aussi repandue que le volcanisme. 11 y a bien entendu
les quelques grandes zones geothermiques qui font
l'objet de nombreux memoires presentee it la Confe
rence. Mais le nombre en est faible, par comparaison
avec celui, relativement eleve, des volcans.

11 y a lieu aussi de remarquer que la quantite de
roche affectee par le metamorphisme thermique est
veritablement enorme. Les phenomenes hydro-ther
miques sont d'une importance beaucoup plus grande
que ne le revelent les manifestations en surface.

11 est fort possible que 1'une des raisons pour les
quelles on connait relativement peu de regions oil
I'activite geothermique se manifeste en surface
tienne au phenomene du transport selectif de ma
tieres, dont il a ete question plus haut. 11se peut que
la precipitation de silice et de carbonate de calcium
it la surface ou a proximite de la surface ait pour
effet d'y obturer les issues assez rapidement, sans
qu'un phenornene analogue se produise plus en
profondeur.

Ces regions, oil les issues sont obturees en surface
mais oil se manifeste une certaine convection en
profondeur, seraient caracterisees par un afflux
relativement eleve de chaleur par conduction dans
les couches superficielles. 11 devrait etre possible
de les reperer par I'etude des ecarts de temperature
dans les trous de forage peu profonds.

A 1'heure actuelle, il ri'y a la qu'une possibilite.
On est malheureusement fort mal renseigne sur
1'amplitude des ecarts de temperature. On ne possede
pour ainsi dire aucune donnee en provenance de la
plupart des regions volcaniques, sans doute parce
qu'elles sont considerees comme anormales. Mais
c'est precisement le degre d'anormalite qui presente
aujourd'hui de I'interet.

En resume, on peut dire qu'il existe des raisons
suffisantes de presumer la presence de ressources
geothermiques cachees dans les regions volcaniques,
hypothese que Ies donnees de l'observation ne sont
pas encore venues infirmer.

RESSOURCES GEOTHERMIQUES A BASSE TEMPERATURE

DANS LES REGIONS NON VOLCANIQUES

Les possibilites de trouver des ressources geother
miques dans les regions non volcaniques sont evidem
ment assez faibles. La temperature dans ces regions
accuse en moyenne des ecarts aIlant de 10 it 50 QC/km.
La limite superieure n'en presente pas moins un
certain interet. Un accroissement de 50 QC/km signifie
une temperature de 50 QC it 60 QC it une profondeur
de 1 000 metres et de 100 QC it 110 QC a- la profondeur
de 2 000 metres.

D'autre part, le cofit du forage jusqu'a une pro
fondeur de 2 000 metres n'est pas excessif dans la
plupart des cas. 11 devrait done etre possible, dans
certaines regions non volcaniques, de forer sans que
le cofrt en soit excessif jusqu'a des zones d'une tempe
rature de 1'ordre de 100 QC.

Ces zones, si eIles sont poreuses et perrneables,
constituent peut-etre des reservoirs d'eau it une
temperature d'environ 100 QC, suffisante pour le
chauffage des Iocaux. Pour mieux faire comprendre
l'aspect economique du probleme, il suffit d'indiquer
qu'un puits profond de 2 000 metres, fore dans un
endroit favorablement situe d'Islande, devrait, pour
etre rentable, debiter un total d'environ 2 millions
de metres cubes d'eau it 100 QC.

CONDITIONS ET MECANISME

DE FONCTIONNEMENT DU RESERVOIR

La condition principale a- remplir pour que la
nappe geothermique soit exploitable est la presence
d'une masse volumineuse de roche permeable compor
tant une vaste zone de contact entre la roche et le
fluide geothermique.

Ces conditions sont remplies en Islande par les
coulees de basalte dont I'epaisseur va de 2 000 a
3 000 metres. 11 vaut la peine de signaler que l'on a
obtenu de 1'eau thermale a- une profondeur de
2 190 metres. Des sediments forment une partie du
reservoir de Wairakei en Nouvelle-Zelande. Les dolo
mies et les calcaires sont, a- LardereIlo, les principales
formations oil s'accumulent les vapeurs. Ces trois
types de roches peuvent etre consideres cornme consti
tuant des reservoirs en puissance.

La quantite totale de chaleur disponible dans un '
reservoir depend de son volume et de sa temperature,
ainsi que de la chaleur en provenance d'autres sources.
Le fluide geothermique emprunte au reservoir la
chaleur dont il est porteur.

Deux forces contribuent a- 1'expulsion du fluide
du reservoir : d'une part la pression de la vapeur
qui peut s'exercer dans un reservoir dos, c'est-a-dire
environne de roche impermeable; d'autre part la
force hydrostatique qui s'exerce sur les reservoirs
dits ouverts.

Ceux-ci sont entoures de roche permeable conte
nant de I'eau qui cherche a prendre la place du
fluide du reservoir. Ce fluide, en se retirant, provoque
un afflux de I'eau environnante, laqueIle s'echauffe
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au contact de la roche. On peut de la sorte plus ou
moins partiellement prelever la chaleur contenue
dans le reservoir.

Ces considerations quelque peu elementaires per
mettent neanmoins d'evaluer la quantite totale de
chaleur qu'il est possible d'extraire du reservoir.
Pour effectuer les ca1culs necessaires, il faut connaitre
le volume, la temperature et les conditions de per
meabilite du reservoir. Dans la plupart des cas, il
vaut mieux tabler sur un rendement assez bas.

La possibilite theorique existe done d'evaluer le
potentiel des reservoirs d'energie geothermique. Il
doit en etre de meme des ressources cachees.

LA SITUATION EN ISLANDE

On s'est occupe de la question des ressources
cachees d'energie geothermique en Islande. L'etuds
du probleme se trouve facilitee par les nombreux
forages executes dans diverses zones geothermiques
du pays et par le fait que celui-ci presente une confi
guration geologique assez uniforme. Qu'il suffise
de retenir que les coulees de basalte sont permeables
jusqu'a une profondeur de 2 000 a 3000 metres et

que la temperature a la base de ces formations est
en general de l'ordre de 100 QC a 150 QC (5).

Le premier forage experimental dans une region
depourvue de toute manifestation exterieure appa
rente de la presence d'une activite geothermique
aura sans doute lieu en 1962 a Akureyri, au nord de
I'Islande, Un puits de 1 500 a 2 000 metres y sera
creuse.

Themes de discussion proposes

1. Economie de production de l'energie geo
thermique.

2. Economie et methodes de transport a grande
distance et de distribution de l'energie geothermique.

3. Chauffage des locaux par le moyen de I'energie
geothermique; reglage de la charge et emmagasinage
de la chaleur.

4. Corrosion par les fluides geothermiques.
5. Utilisation industrielle de l'energie geother

mique, notamment pour la production d'eau potable,
le sechage et I'evaporation de diverses substances.

6. La geochimie et I'extraction des substances
chimiques des regions thermales.
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UTILIZATION OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY FOR HEATING PURPOSES
AND COMBINED SCHEMES INVOLVING POWER GENERATION, HEATING
AND/OR BY-PRODUCTS

Rapporteur's summation

The session on agenda item II.A.3 (a) and (b)
dealt with the subjects of heating and the production
of chemical by-products.

The discussion of heating covered both space
heating and process heating. Interesting talks were
given on the large-scale use of geothermal energy,
as in the Reykjavik Municipal District heating
system and in heavy-water plants, as well as on its
small-scale use, in heating single buildings and in
raising pigs and chickens.

The most important aspect of geothermal energy
is the cost per unit of energy. In general, where it is
locally available, geothermal energy can be produced
at low cost. In Iceland, the wellhead cost of effective
energy in the geothermal areas amounted to between
20 and 50 V.S. cents per Gcal, 1 or 5 to 12 V.S. cents
per million Btu. These are very low figures; in
comparison, the wellhead cost per unit of effective
energy in natural gas in the United States is 30 to
150 V.S. cents per Gcal, or 8 to 40 U.S. cents per
million Btu. On the basis of these figures, it appears
that geothermal energy may sometimes be the
cheapest form of energy, if locally available.

On the other hand, there are two negative points
to be stressed. First, goethermal energy is available
only at a low temperature. Even in favourable areas,
a maximum temperature of only 200°C may be
obtained. Second, geothermal energy is transferred
by water or steam, which are bulky means of trans
portation; in other words, its transportability is low.
Natural steam, in large-scale use, can be transported
economically over distances up to a maximum of
10 kilometres. Moreover, the maximum distance over
which natural hot water can be transported for space
heating in Iceland is only about 75 kilometres.
Therefore, goethermal energy is available for local
use only.

The chief current methods for utilizing geothermal
energy for purposes other than power generation are
the following:

(a) In Iceland about 45 000 people live in houses
heated by geothermal energy. The figure expected
for 1970 is about 100000;

(b) There are greenhouses in Iceland with an
integrated floor area of about 100 000 square metres,
heated by means of geothermal energy;

lOne Gcal = 109 . calories.

(c) There are about eighty swimming pools heated
by geothermal energy in Iceland;

(d) In Japan salt has been produced from sea
water by means of geothermal energy;

(e) A paper and pulp mill in New Zealand uses
geothermal energy for process heating;

(f) In New Zealand pigs are raised with the aid
of geothermal energy, and chickens are hatched in
Kenya by the same means.

The following list covers other possible uses of
geothermal energy.

(a) Production of heavy water;
(b) Production of fresh water;
(c) Drying of grass, seaweed, peat and diatorna-

ceous earth;
(d) Processing of alumina;
(e) Processing of sugar; and
(f) Operation of refrigeration units.

None of the possible uses listed under (a) to (I)
has as yet been realized. These possibilities are
now being investigated, but very little can be stated
at present about the economics of these pr?cesses.
The production of fresh water should be of interest
to many arid areas in various parts of the
world.

Geothermal areas are also sources of chemicals.
Interesting information was furnished on the pro
duction of chemical by-products. The foremost and
only important industry of this kind. is foun~ in
Larderello in Tuscany, where the following ch~mIc~ls
are being produced from natural steam: bone acid,
carbon dioxide, sulphur, ammonium sulphate and
ammonium carbonate.

Carbon dioxide is now being produced in a geo
thermal area in Kenya. It may be possible to produce
these and other chemicals in many other thermal
areas, but there are at present no reports on any
important production or any major industry of this
kind elsewhere.

A number of points discussed under this agenda
item may well be of great interest to the many young
countries in Africa and Asia, as well as to other
nations. Ic~land would be very pleased to share its
knowledge of the use of geothermal energy with
other countries.
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UTILISATION DE L'ENERGIE GEOTHERMIQUE POUR LE CHAUFFAGE;
SYSTEMES COMBINES POUR LA PRODUCTION D'ELECTRICITE
ET LE CHAUFFAGE AVEC, EVENTUELLEMENT, EXTRACTION DE SOUS-PRODUITS

Resume du rapporteur

Les debats relatifs au point II.A.3 a et b de
I'ordre du jour ont porte sur le chauffage et la pro
duction de derives chimiques.

L'examen de la question du chauffage comprenait
le chauffage des locaux et l'usage industriel de la
chaleur. Des exposes interessants ont ete faits sur
l'emploi en grand de I'energie geothermique, comme
dans le systeme de chauffage du District municipal
de Reykjavik et dans des usines de production d'eau
lourde, ainsi que sur son emploi plus restreint pour
le chauffage de certains immeubles et pour l'elevage
de cochons et de poulets.

L'aspect le plus important de l'energie geother
mique est le cout par unite d'energie. En general,
lorsqu'elle est disponible sur place, l'energie geother
mique peut etre produite a peu de frais. En Islande,
le cout de l'energie effective a la bouche du puits
dans )es zones geothermiques etait de 20 a 50 cents
des Etats-Unis par Gcal!, soit de 5 a 12 cents par
million de Btu (unites anglaises de chaleur). Ce sont
la des chiffres modiques; en comparaison, le cout
de l'unite d'energie effective a l'orifice des puits
de gaz naturel aux Etats-Unis est de 30 a 150 cents
par Gcal, soit de 8 a 40 cents par million de Btu.
D'apres ces chiffres, il semble que l'energie geother
mique puisse constituer parfois la forme d'energie
la moins cofrteuse, si elle est disponible sur place.

D'autre part, il faut signaler deux points negatifs.
Prernierement, I' energie geothermique n' est dispo
nible qu'a basse temperature. Meme dans les zones
propices, on ne peut obtenir qu'une temperature
maximale de 200°C. Deuxiernement, I'energie geo
thermique est transmise par I'eau ou la vapeur, qui
sont des vehicules encombrants. En d'autres termes,
elle n' est guere transportable. La vapeur naturelle
destinee a un emploi de grande envergure ne peut
etre transportee econorniquement que sur une dis
tance de 10 kilometres au maximum. De plus, la
distance maximale sur laquelle l'eau chaude naturelle
peut etre transportee pour le chauffage des locaux,
en Islande, n'est que d'environ 75 kilometres. L'ener
gie geothermique ne peut done etre utilisee que
localement. '

Les principales methodes actuelles d'utilisa
tion de l'energie geothermique a des fins autres

1 Une Gca1 109 cal.

que la production de force motrice sont les SUl

vantes :

a) En Islande, 45000 personnes environ vivent
dans des maisons chauffees au moyen de l'energie
geothermique. En 1970, ce chiffre sera vraisembla
blement de 100 000;

b) En Islande, des serres d'une superficie totale
de 100000 m 2 sont chauffees au moyen de l'energie
geothermique:

c) Il y a, en Islande, environ 80 piscines chauftees
par l'energie geothermique ;

d) Au Japon, on a produit du sel a partir de l'eau
de mer, au moyen de l'energie geothermique;

c) En Nouvelle-Zelande, une usine de fabrication
de pate a papier et de papier utilise I'energie geo
thermique pour le chauffage de transformation;

f) En Nouvelle-Zelande, on eleve des cochons a
1'aide de l'energie geothermique et, au Kenya, des
couveuses artificielles sont chauffees par le meme
precede.

On peut citer encore les emplois possibles suivants
de l'energie geothermique :

a) Production d'eau lourde;

b) Production d'eau douce;

c) Dessiccation de 1'herbe, des algues marines, de
la tourbe et de la diatomite;

d) Traitement de I'alumine ;

c) Traitement du sucre;

f) Fonctionnement d'usines de refrigeration.

Aucun des emplois possibles qui viennent d'etre
enumeres n'a jusqu'a present ete realise. On en
etudie actuellement la possibilite, mais il est difficile
de se prononcer des rnaintenant sur I'economie de
ces precedes. La production d'eau douce devrait
etre interessante dans de nombreuses regions arides
des diverses parties du monde.

Les zones geothermiques sont egalement des
sources de produits chimiques. Des renseignements
interessants ant ete fournis sur la production de
derives chimiques. La premiere et la seule industrie
importante de ce genre se trouve a Larderello, en
Toscane, ou I'on extrait de la vapeur naturelle les
produits chimiques suivants : acide borique, anhy-
dride carbonique,' soufre, suIfate d'ammoniaque et
carbonate d'ammoniaque.
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On produit maintenant de l'anhydride carbonique
dans une zone geothermique du Kenya. Il est peut
etre possible de produire ces derives chimiques et
d'autres dans de nombreuses autres zones thermiques,
mais on n'a signale jusqu'a present ni une production
importante ni l'existence d'une grande industrie
de ce genre dans d'autres pays.

Plusieurs questions examinees au titre de ce point
de l'ordre du jour peuvent interesser au plus haut
point un grand nombre de jeunes pays d'Afrique et
d' Asie, ainsi que d'autres nations. L'Islande serait
tres heureuse de partager avec d'autres pays ses
connaissances sur l'emploi de I'energie geother
mique.
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The Reykjavik Municipal District Heati~g Serv.ice
distributes natural hot water for domestic heatmg
for approximately 40 000 inhabitants o.f ~he city.
There are district heating systems of a similar type
in four small communities: Olafsfjordur and Saudar
krokur in the north of the country, and Selfoss and
Hveragerdi in the south. Moreover, a number of
central heating systems have been installed on farms
in the vicinity of thermal areas. The total number
of people outside Reykjavik living in houses heated
by natural heat is now about 5 000 - a total of 45000
for the entire country.

The total floor area of the greenhouses heated
by natural heat is 95000 square metres, .and the
total number of swimming-pools is about eighty,

The utilization of natural heat was initiated in
Iceland about 1925. The initial step consisted in
heating a few houses and greenhouses by means
of natural hot water. Relatively rapid development
followed. At present, about 45 000 people in Iceland
live in houses heated by natural heat. Moreover,
a large number of greenhouses and swimming-pools
are being provided with natural heat. Plans are now
being worked out for a considerable extension of
the present systems.

This paper contains a brief review of some of
the engineering and economic aspects of this develop
ment. The emphasis is placed on general aspects
and future plans rather than on descriptions of pre
sent installations. The most important future plan,
the Krysuvik project, is discussed in some detail.
Power production projects, however, are omitted i.n
the main discussion; for this topic, the reader IS

referred to a paper by Einarsson (1).

For a description of the present district heating
system, the Reykjav!k Municipal District H~at~ng

Service, the reader IS referred to the description
by Sigurdsson (2). The technique of drilling for hot
water and natural steam is reviewed by Karlsson (3).
A review of the physical characteristics of natural
heat resources in Iceland is given by Bodvarsson (4).

Review of present utilization
and general prospects

The total consumption of the fuel oil equivalent
of the present annual consumption of natural heat
has been estimated on the basis of the above figures;
the results are given in table 1.

At present, the city of Reykjavik has about
74000 inhabitants. The communities of K6pavogur
and Hafnarfjordur, 5 km and 10 km, respectively,
south of the city, have a total of 13 000 inhabitants.
Thus the Reykjavik area has at present a total of
87000 inhabitants. The expected total for 1970
is HO 000.

In this area there are therefore about 47000
people living in houses not served by the Reykjavik
Municipal District Heating Service. If there are no
extensions of the system, the expected total for 1970
will be 70 000 people in houses heated by commercial
fuel.

There appears to be little doubt that considerable
amounts of natural heat resources are at hand in
the vicinity of the Reykjavik area. First, a potential
thermal area was recently discovered within the
city. Second, the thermal areas of Krysuvik and
Hengill, located, respectively, 30 km south and
45 km east of the city, are very large sources (see
figure 1). There is almost no doubt .that t~ese ar~as

can provide natural heat for domestic and industrial
heating in the Reykjavik area for tens of years
to come.

A major plan for the extension of the present
system, to serve practically all in.habit,:nts of t~e

Reykjavik area, is now under discussion and IS

expected to be realized, at least partially, within
the coming ten years. As discussed below, this plan
includes a special system for the distribution of
low-pressure steam to small industries in the area.

A natural steam power plant is expected to be
built in the Hengill area in 1964. The initial capac~ty
of the plant will be 15 000 kW ; by 1970 a capacity
of 30 000 kW is expected.

On the basis of the above plans, the total amount
of fuel oil that will be saved annually by 1970 by
natural heat installations is expected to be that
shown in table 1. The estimate for domestic heating
is based on the assumption that by 1970 a total
of 100000 people will be served. The latter figure is,
again, based on the assumption that a total of 90 000
people will be served in the Reykjavik area - about
80 per cent of the total number ?f expected. in~abi
tants in this area. The figures m table 1 indicate
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Table 1. Estimated annual saving of fuel oil by natural heat installations in Iceland

Type of oil
1960 1970

(Thousands of metric t011S per year)

Domestic heating. . " . . . . .
Greenhouses and swimming-pools.
Power production.
Industrial heating. . . . . . . .

Gas oil (80 per cent)
Fuel oil
Fuel oil
Fuel oil

45
15

90
20
30
20

TOTAL 60 160

Per capita (kg/year) 350 800

that natural heat resources are a relatively important
source of heat in Iceland.

Production cost and field operation

PRODUCTION COST

Drilling for natural heat has been carried out on
a relatively large scale in three major thermal areas
in Iceland: in Reykjavik; at Reykir, sixteen km
north-east of Reykjavik; and in the southern part

of the Hengill area, 45 km east of Reykjavik. The
location of these areas is shown in figure 1.

The main data on the results obtained in these
areas are given in table 2. As a matter of major
importance the table includes data on the production
cost per unit of heat, based on present drilling and
building prices.

The natural heat output referred to in item 3
in table 2 includes all the heat that escapes at the
surface, that is, the output of natural springs plus
the heat escaping from hot ground. The figures

o Hengill"

eykir

Kop cvo qur

o Krysuvik

30 km2.010o

N

r

Figure 1. Reykjavik area: map showing location of relevant thermal areas and communities
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in item 3 and the total heat output of boreholes
referred to in item 8 are computed as sensible heat
above 4°C, which is the annual mean for southern
Iceland.

On the other hand, the effective heat output of
bore holes given in item 9 of table 2 is computed
as sensible heat above 40°C. This lower limit is selec
ted with respect to the utilization of the water for
space heating. It is to be emphasized, however.
that distribution losses are not taken into account,
The quantity of heat delivered to the consumers
will therefore be below the figures given in item 9.
The figures are given mainly for the purpose of
comparing the output of the thermal areas on a
unified basis. Distribution costs are taken into
account in item 15.

In item 9 of table 2, the annual load-factor selected
for Reykjavik and Reykir is 0.80, whereas a figure
of 0.40 is applied in the case of Hengill. The
reason for the latter figure is the fact that considerable
calcite scaling is encountered in the case of the high
temperature boreholes. The holes have to be cleaned
at short intervals, resulting in a considerable reduc
tion of the effective annual flow.

The cost in item 11 of table 2 includes piping
to one point in the areas. The operation cost in
item 12 includes interest, depreciation, maintenance
and cost of pumping the water to the point of collec
tion. No pumping is included in the case of the
Hengill area. The relatively high operation cost
in the case of the Hengill area is due to the fact
that the high-temperature boreholes have to be
cleaned and redrilled at regular intervals.

Item 13 in table 2, representing the production
cost per unit of heat, is simply the ratio between

items 12 and 9. On the other hand, item 15 is the
ratio between items 13 and 14. The production cost
per unit heat given in item 13 is very low compared
with the cost per unit heat in ordinary fuel, such as
coal and oil. On the other hand, the figures given
are of the same order as the wellhead cost per unit
heat in natural gas with conditions prevalent in
oilfields in the United States.

FIELD OPERATION

The figures in item 9 of table 2 are computed
on the basis of the free flow of the boreholes and a
relatively high annual load-factor in the case of the
Reykjavik and Reykir areas. The load-factor of
0.80 is higher than can be obtained in ordinary
space heating in Iceland.

This procedure is based on the assumption of the
use of submerged pumps in the boreholes. Pumping
has the advantage that water above 100°C is pre
vented from flashing and also that the boreholes
can be pumped according to demand, at least to a
certain degree. During periods of heavy demand,
the pumped flow exceeds the free flow of the holes.
On the other hand, the flow is below the free flow
during periods of low demand. In this manner
the storing capacity of the thermal area is utilized;
this is of great economic importance. In fact, as
discussed below, this appears to be the most efficient
method of load regulation.

This method is, however, relatively new in Iceland
and has to be tested in the long run. At this juncture
it appears advisable to limit the pumping of boreholes
to a certain ratio of the annual free flow. Over
pumping may lead to an infiltration of cold water.

Table 2. Data on the exploitation of three major thermal areas

Item and unit

1. Natural flow of springs
2. Temperature of springs
3. Total natural heat output of area

(as sensible heat above 4°C)
4. I3oreho1es
5. Total drilling
(j. Free flow of boreholes
7. Temperature of free flow
8. Total heat output of boreholes (as

sensible heat above 4'C)
9. Effective hcat output of boreholcs

(as sensible heat above 400C)
10. Annual load-factor assumed in item 9
11. Estimated total present cost of

drilling and installations
12. Operation cost
13. Production cost at present prices per

unit heat in thermal area
14. Efficiency of distribution
15. Production cost at present prices per

unit heat delivered in Reykjavik . .

One Gcal = 10 9 cal; one Teal = 10 12 cal.

Litres/sec .
°C ....

Ccaljhour .
Number ..
Kilometres
Litres/sec .
°C ....

Gcal/hour.

Teal/year.
Teal/year.

Million $ .
Million $/year

$/Geal

$/Gca1 .

Reykjavik Reykir

10 120
88 83

6 40
40 70
18 24

134 370
80-138 80-1J6

55 116

270 440
0.80 0.80

0.92 1.20
0.13 0.17

0.48 0.39
0.83 0.75

0.58 0.52

Hengill
(southern part)

100
8
6

500
180-220

380

1000
0.40

0.80
0.30

0.30
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Main supply pipelines

The great thermal areas in Krysuvik and Hengill,
which are located respectively 30 km south and
45 km east of Reykjavik, are potential sources of
natural steam at pressures up to 15 atm abs and high
temperature water up to a temperature of 2000 e,
or possibly more. The exploitation of these areas
for heating in the Reykjavik area involves the piping
of low-pressure steam or high-temperature water
over considerable distances. The question arises as
to the most efficient and economical piping system.

Three factors are of basic importance. First,
domestic heating constitutes the main market in
the Reykjavik area. Hot water is therefore to be
preferred as the medium distributed to consumers
in the city. Second, the boreholes produce wet steam
with a water/steam ratio between 4 and 6. There
are consequently large quantities of high-tempera
ture water available. Third, the specific volume
of low-pressure steam is very unfavourable and
implies large cross-sections of the pipelines.

These factors indicate that high-temperature water
is much to be preferred as the medium for piping
over distances more than a few kilometres. Water
temperatures should range from 160° to 1800 e,
or possibly up to 2000 e. Heated surface water is
to be preferred to the thermal water owing to chemical
impurities in the latter.

Distribution systems

TYPE OF DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM

Practically all houses in Iceland have central
heating systems. The systems in the smaller houses
burn gas-oil whereas the larger houses use a lower grade
of fuel oil. The central systems are generally designed
for a maximum riser temperature of 60° to 80°C.
This design temperature is, however, considerably
above the actual maximum occurring in ordinary
conditions. On the other hand, thermal water is
available from some of the major thermal areas at
temperatures considerably above the maximum riser
temperature.

This high-temperature water can be used for do
mestic heating in ordinary systems in two ways.
First, by means of two-pipe circulating systems
connected to the house systems, either directly or
indirectly, through heat-exchangers. The temperature
of the outgoing water is controlled by the rate of
circulation and is kept at a maximum of 900 e.
Second, by means of one-pipe distribution systems
connected indirectly through heat-exchangers to the
house systems. The temperature in the riser is then
controlled by automatic equipment which operates
on the intake flow.

The use of heat-exchangers has the advantage
that the house systems are not exposed to thermal
water. Some thermal waters are corrosive, and form
scale in pipes and radiators. This is rather serious,
mainly in the case of house-systems since pipes are

generally built into the walls of the houses. Moreover,
the heat-exchangers may be necessary because of
pressure conditions.

On the other hand, heat-exchangers represent an
additional investment, and the efficiency of the
system may be slightly affected. In a simple-pipe
system the temperature drop through the exchanger
is lost, and this may reduce over-all system efficiency
by as much as 5 to la per cent. In a two-pipe system,
on the other hand, heat-exchangers do not induce
losses to the system if the effluent hot-water is
used in other heating systems.

The tap-water supply' is of some importance.
The distribution of water with temperatures above
1000e may make special heat-exchangers necessary,
either for heating tap-water or cooling thermal water
to tap-water temperatures. Moreover, distribution
of water above 1000e presents some difficulties in
storing water to regulate daily load variations.

The decision as to the type of system to be preferred
will in general depend on circumstances. With the
conditions in Reykjavik, a combination of two-pipe
and single-pipe systems appears to be the most
economical method of distribution. The heat content
in the high-temperature water at temperatures
above 900 e is utilized in areas of high consumption
density by means of two-pipe, directly coupled
systems. The remaining available heat is conveyed
to single-pipe direct systems in areas with relatively
low consumption density.

LOAD REGULATION AND HEAT-STOHAGE

The demand on district heating systems varies
because of the daily rhythm and also because of varia
tions in the outside temperature. Iceland has a typi
cal oceanic climate. The summer is cool, and the
winter is relatively mild. The annual mean tempera
ture is 4°e, whereas the mean for January is as high
as ooe. On the other hand, the temperature is un
stable, and considerable fluctuation is fairly frequent.
Temperatures below minus 100 e, however, are rare.

Experience obtained in the Reykjavik area has
shown that the heating systems have rarely to meet
a demand due to lower daily average outside tempera
tures than about minus 6°C. As a matter of course;
the outside temperature may for short intervals
drop considerably below minus 6°e, but the intervals
are generally not longer than a very few days at most.
The heat capacity of the walls of the houses prevents
the room temperature from responding completely
to the variations of the outside temperature. More
over, a somewhat lower inside temperature can be
tolerated for short intervals occurring relatively
seldom.

Since the annual mean temperature for the Reyk
javik area is about plus 4°e, the maximum daily
average load on the district systems will be about
70 per cent above the annual mean load. A daily
variation corresponding to a maximum to mean
load ratio of 1 to 3 is superimposed on this variation.
The district systems have to be prepared to meet
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Heater

Air separator

ISO°C

730 '/h
Water purification

3°C

Annual consumption; Domestic heating

Industrial "

Industrial system

250 TcaYyear

265 It

= 28GcaVh+ 2 8 GcaYt.

= 56 GcaYh

Average doily load

at -6°C outside temp.

e Pumps

Vh = met r i c ton s per h 0 u r

Qj ,Qa,Qb = heating load

Figure 2. Krysuvik project

Domestic system
Qa t Qb

variations in demand due to these causes. Several
methods are available.

Hot water storage in tanks appears to be the most
efficient way of meeting daily variations. The volume
of the tanks has, at most, to correspond to about
20 to 25 per cent of the total daily consumption at
the minimum outside temperature.

The long-period fluctuations cannot be met by
means of water storage in tanks of the ordinary type.
The volume has to be of the order of 2 per cent
of the total annual flow, which is excessive for surface
tanks. Underground storage is a theoretical possibi
lity which appears to have some merits.

The two main methods, however, for meeting
the long-period fluctuations are, first, variable pump
ing of the boreholes and, second, the use of oil
fired booster heaters.

The use of pumps in the boreholes has already
been discussed. This method appears to be relatively
inexpensive, but it is at present limited to borehole
temperatures up to 150°C. Pumps of a special
design are required for higher temperatures. This
limitation is not serious, however, since the high
temperature thermal areas have a very abundant
supply of thermal water, and pumping is largely
unnecessary in these areas.

The use of oil-fired heaters to boost the tempera
ture of the water during cold periods is a relatively
efficient method. This method has been applied by
the Reykjavik Municipal District Heating Service.

The maximum load to be carried by the thermal
water corresponds preferably to an outside tem
perature of ooe or slightly above. The additional
load at lower outside temperature is carried by the
booster heater.

Domestic and industrial heating
in the Reykjavik area

PRESENT DISTRIBUTION COST

During the first decade of operation, the Reykjavik
Municipal District Heating Service served approxi
mately 30 000 inhabitants of the city. The system
depended almost entirely on the Reykir thermal
area as the source of hot water. A double 14-inch ID
pipeline with a length of 16 km connects the thermal
area to the city.

The average temperature of the water at the
source was 87°e, and the maximum flow available
from the boreholes was 320 litres per second. The
maximum average daily heating load carried by
the system was attained at an outside temperature
of approximately ooe, and amounted to 35 to
40 Gcaljhour. The annual supply of heat amounted
to about 240 Tcaljyear. A special booster plant was
operated in order to raise the temperature of the
water during cold spells. The system has been
expanded considerably during the past few years
and now serves a total of 40 000 people.
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The present average price of unit heat in oil-firing
house systems in Reykjavik is now about $7.00 per
Gcal, which is about 70 per cent higher than the
total cost given in the above figures.

It is of interest to know the cost of distribution
in this first relatively large system of its kind. The
following figures show the production and distribu
tion costs of heat in the system before recent exten
sions. The figures are computed on the basis of
present building prices, in D.S. dollars per gigacalorie
utilized by the consumers. Profits and taxes are not
included in the cost.

THE KRYSUVIK PROJECT

The Reykjavik Municipal District Heating Service
has recently been expanded on the basis of the new
hot water sources in the city. These sources may
possibly furnish the basis for an expansion of the
system to serve up to a total of 50000 to 60 000
people. On the other hand, the sources in the city
are no doubt limited, and new sources have to be
exploited in order to obtain the needed capacity
in 1970 and thereafter.

The Krysuvik project is one of the main future
plans for expansion. Other possibilities may exist,
but this appears to be a reasonable next stage.

Production at Reykir, annual load-factor 0.70.
Transport in main supply pipeline
\ Vater storage . . . .
Distribution in the city.
Booster plant operation

TOTAL

Cost
($/ Gcal)

0.60
1.45
0.16
1.35
0.50

4.06

The location of the Krysuvik area is shown in
figure 1. This thermal area appears to possess
physical characteristics similar to the Hengill area
discussed above. The potentialities and the sub
surface temperatures of both areas appear to be of
the same order. Production costs in the Krysuvik
area are therefore assumed to be those given in
the last column of table 2.

The Krysuvik project involves a supply of heat
of about 500 Teal/year. The medium is water at
an intake temperature of 185°C, which requires
some of the boreholes to be operated at a pressure
of 13 atm abs. The main supply pipeline is expected
to deliver water at a temperature of 1800 e. The
pipeline is designed for an average flow of 730 metric
tons/hour, which involves a pipe of 16 inches ID.

A novel feature of the project is that about one
half of the heat transported is to be delivered in
the form of steam to industries in the Reykjavik
area at a pressure of 2.75 atm abs. This steam is
obtained by flashing the water at a temperature of
1300 e.

The main features, temperatures and the flow
sheet of the project are given in figure 2. The distribu
tion system for domestic heating is divided into
two parts. One part is a two-pipe return system
which utilizes the temperature range from 130° to
900 e, and the second part is a single-pipe system
utilizing the lower temperature range.

The total investment in the project, including
the distribution systems, but excluding the boreholes,
is estimated at $8 million. The price per unit heat
consumed is estimated at approximately $4.00 per
Gcal and $2.00 per Gcal for the domestic and the
industrial system, respectively. These prices are based
on computed operation costs less taxes and profits.
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Su.mrnary

The present paper furnishes a brief review of
some engineering and economic aspects of the
utilization of natural heat for domestic and industrial
heating in Iceland. At present, the total consumption
of natural heat in the country corresponds to a
saving in imports of fuel oil of approximately 60000
metric tons per year. The corresponding figure
expected for 1970 is 150 000 metric tons per year,
that is, about 800 kg per year per capita.

The present production cost of natural heat in
three major thermal areas ranges from $0.30 to
$0.50 per Gcal.' The heat in some areas is available
as high-temperature water or low-pressure steam.
Water at temperatures of 150°C to 2000 e is to be
preferred as the medium for heat transport over
more than a few kilometres.

lOne Gcal = 109 ca!.
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The total cost of heat delivered by present systems
amounts to approximately $4.00 per Gcal. Various
engineering details of the systems are discussed in
the paper.

The paper contains a brief review of present plans
to supply the Reykjavik area with natural heat
from the Krysuvik thermal area, which is located

some 30 km south of the city of Reykjavik. This
plan involves building a major supply system to
deliver approximately 500 Teal/year of heat." About
half of the heat to be delivered is intended for
industrial heating.

2 Onc Teal = 1012 ca\.

PRODUCTION ET DISTRIBUTION DE LA CHALEUR NATURELLE
EN VUE DU CHAUFFAGE DOMESTIQUE ET INDUSTRIEL EN ISLANDE

Resurne

Le present memoire donne un bref apercu de
certains aspects techniques et econorniques de l'utili
sation de la chaleur naturelle pour le chauffage
manager et industriel en Islande. Actuellement, la
consommation totale de chaleur naturelle dans le
pays correspond a une economic dans les impor
tations d'huile combustible de l'ordre de 60000
tonnes metriques par an. Le chiffre correspondant
que l'on prevoit pour 1970 est de 150000 tonnes
metriques par an, c'est-a-dire, environ 800 kg par
an et par habitant.

Les frais de production actuels de la chaleur
naturelle dans trois regions hydrothermiques prin
cipales s'echelonnent entre 0,30 et 0,50 dollar par
gigacalorie (109 call. La chaleur dans certaines
regions est disponible sous forme d'eau atemperature

elevee ou de vapeur a basse pression. L'eau, a des
temperatures s'echelonnant entre 150° et 200°C,
doit etre preferee comme moyen de transport de la
chaleur au-dela de quelques kilometres.

Le prix total de la chaleur livree par les systemes
actuels est de l'ordre de 4,00 dollars par Gcal.
L'auteur passe en revue divers details techniques
des systemes.

Finalement, ce memoire donne un bref apercu des
plans actuels visant a fournir la chaleur naturelle
de la region geothermique de Krysuvik a la ville
de Reykjavik, qui se trouve a quelque trente kilo
metres au nord de ces champs. Le plan prevoit la
construction d'un systeme important capable de
livrer environ 500 Tcaljan de chaleur. La moitie
environ de la chaleur livree doit servir au chauffage.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN NEW ZEALAND IN THE UTILIZATION
OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY FOR HEATING PURPOSES

R. N. Kerr; * R. Bangma, W. L. Cooke, F. G. Furness, G. Vamos

Considerable development of the thermal resources
in the Rotorua and adjacent thermal areas has
taken place in the last twenty years. Until recently,
the development of the area did not proceed on
planned lines, but was more or less haphazard:
owners of property drilled wells where they thought
fit and made the best use they could of the supplies
of thermal water. Progress for a long time was by
trial and error, with increasing knowledge of the
areas where thermal wateris to be found and improve
ments in the technique of drilling, as well as the
discovery of better means of utilizing the heat.
There has been considerable expansion in the use
of the thermal water, until today the use of thermal
water is taken for granted: Nearly 1000 wells have
been drilled in the area. These produce enormous
quantities of water, and there appears to be no
reduction in the amount available. In fact, in built-up
areas, the amount of thermal water produced has
become a problem, as the discharge of thermal
water into the town sewers is not permitted. These
are designed for the disposal of sewage only.

Supplies of water are obtained by drilling down
to the hot-water-bearing strata which underlie part
of the area. The technique of drilling has been
adapted to suit local conditions, and men engaged
in that work have become expert in handling prob
lems which arise. Thanks to the skill of the well
drillers, accidents in connexion with wells seldom
occur. Early attempts to drill for thermal water
were confined to shallow depths, and methods used
were those commonly used for artesian and deep
wells. The drillers used rigs mounted on standard
truck chassis and operated their drilling gear from
a stationary engine mounted on the truck body.
These primitive drilling machines have now been
replaced by modern equipment mounted on powerful
trucks, fitted with tubular steel towers, operating
the drilling gear from the truck gear box. Drilling
is done by the rotary method, commencing with a
fish-tail bit. Drilling mud is not used for lubricating
the drill and clearing the drill hole, as water is
found to be satisfactory. While drilling is in progress,
water is pumped from circulating tanks through the
drill under pressure.

When 40 feet is reached, two standard lengths
of pipe are driven into the drill hole to form an

* Chief Building Services Engineer, Ministry of Works, New
Zealand,

outside casing. A tee piece is fitted at the top of
this pipe for return of circulating water, and drilling
is recommenced inside the casing with a fish-tail
bit. As the bit sinks in the earth, additional lengths
of casing are driven. Drilling and driving of the
casing do not cease until the casing cannot be
driven any further. At this point, concrete grouting
is pumped around the outside of the casing to hold
it steady and seal off the country. When the concrete
has hardened, drilling is recommenced inside the
casing, using a tricone cutter, which cuts a hole
slightly larger than the outside diameter of the well
tube it is intended to use. When drilling recommences,
a careful watch is kept on the returning circulating
water, the amount of cuttings returned, the temper
ature of the water and any loss of the water or
slowing down of the rate of increase in depth. When
the driller judges that there is sufficient rise in the
temperature of the circulating water, the inner
casing is driven to the full depth of the hole and
drilling is again commenced with a smaller cutter.
Drilling goes on until there is a rapid rise in the
temperature of the circulating water or until the
driller can tell by his experience that a source of
heat has been reached. The drill rods are then
withdrawn and a standard well-head fitting is fixed
on the well tube (figure 1).

Figure 1. Diagrammatic representation
of standard well-head

456
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Figure 2. Simple tube and jacket exchanger

An air tube is passed through the fitting to
approximately two-thirds the depth of the well tube.
Compressed air is blown through the tube to lift
the cold water column and allow the high tempera-

-ture water to take charge and blow water, steam
and debris through an open valve. The well is
allowed to blow to waste for some time to remove
loose stones, cuttings, etc. When it is considered
that the well has blown itself clear, it is shut off
and allowed to cool and further grouting is forced
under pressure between the small and large casi~gs.

I t has been found that portland cement groutmg
will give satisfactory results to depths of 300 feet.
Grouting is generally used to prevent external
corrosion of the well tube, but it is also used for
sealing off wells, where tubing has corroded and
water and gas escape on the outside of the tube
and come to the surface and blow a crater round
the casing. After a well has been shut down! it is
found that the static head of the cold water m the
well tube is usually sufficient to prevent the well
from blowing when the valves are reopened, and
it is necessary to restart the well by using compressed
air. Frequently, the owners install air compressors
which are connected permanently to the well~. On
large systems under the control of an engineer,
there are no difficulties, but the smaller systems
have to be arranged so that there is always a flow
of thermal water. This adds to the problem of the
disposal of unwanted water and, in order to keep
their wells continually operating, owners of wells

often offer their surplus water to neighbours who
are prepared to undertake the disposal of. water o.n
their own property when they have obtained their
own heat requirements.

The problem of the disposal of unwanted t~er~al

water is met in some -parts of the area by sinking
dry wells into which the water is discharged and
allowed to percolate away through porous strata.
The dry wells are fitted with a catch-pit from which
a vent pipe is taken off to allow water vapour and
gas to escape. In other parts, it is possible to take
discharge pipes from the heating apparatus to Lake
Rotorua or divert it to a watercourse.

Very few wells in the Rotorua area yield steam.
What is usually obtained is a mixture of superheated
water saturated steam and hot gases, which come
to thesurface in the form of a gusher. Wells producing
superheated water vary in depth from 200 to 8~0 feet.
The water obtained is usually charged with minerals
and is unsuitable for domestic use. It is, however,
used for swimming pools and in the treatment of
certain complaints. Pressures a~ well-heads .ra:r;ge
from as low as 2 psi to 75 pSI. When designing
important jobs, such as hospit~ls, ~t is ~ustomary

to sink a well and find out what It WIll deliver before
going ahead with the design of the heating apparatus.
However, in the majority of cases, wells are sunk
and the owners make the best use they can of the
thermal water obtained. Until a well is drilled, it
is difficult to determine what temperature, pressure
or type of water it will yield.

There are no pumping problems in connexion
with the distribution of thermal water. The pressures
at the well-heads are usually sufficient to deliver
water wherever it is required for use.

Although the greatest amount of heat obtained
is used for the production of hot water ~uPJ?I:y for
central heating and for mineral baths by individual

Thermal dischargeReturn

I'ma~ water fille! $ Flow pipe,

rh -~~rh -3~_
I

I--------+~

I - ------- - ---d,
------- ;----------
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Figure 3. Simple form of all-welded heat exchanger
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Figure 4. Line diagram of closed system

Well !lead

house-owners, there has been a considerable increase
in the use of thermal water in hospitals, flats, motor
camps, hotels, schools, commercial buildings and
in industry. Details of some of the more important
jobs undertaken are supplied in the second part of
this paper. Besides the uses described, thermal heat
is used in commercial glass-houses where out-of
season tomatoes are grown, as well as orchids and
other types of flowers and exotic plants. The owners
of these houses use heat from the thermal water to
sterilize the soil. Other uses are for cooking purposes
in open steaming ovens, where the high-temperature
water is allowed to flash into steam. Private houses
and smaller hotels use a simple type of open steamer.
As well as cooking food for human consumption,
waste food is steamed in low-pressure cookers and
used as food on pig farms. The method has been
found satisfactory and is approved by the health
authorities. A description of use on a pig farm is
given in the second part of this paper.

Boiling water and cooking are done in urns equipped
with stainless steel coils through which the thermal
water is passed. Butchers use thermal water in cast

iron and stainless steel jacketted pans for cooking
and rendering of fats. It is also used for hosing
down floors and cleaning and sterilizing vessels.
Machinery workshops make use of thermal water
for hosing down and cleaning greasy machine parts.
It is used for ripening fruit and for heating steam
boiler feed water, and flash steam from thermal
water is used by boat-builders for treating planking
for yachts or launches. Flash steam is sometimes
used in timber kilns, the kilns themselves being
heated by thermal steam taken through gilled
piping. Where pure steam is required in timber
treatment plants, thermal water is used for steam
generation.

Because of the high temperatures and the presence
of impurities, thermal water is seldom used as it
comes from the earth but is passed through heat
exchangers, by means of which the heat is extracted.
These are either of the single tube and shell type
(figure 2), used for domestic water heating or small
central heating systems, or the multiple-tube type.
An all-welded, multiple-tube heat exchanger, which
is simple and is easily made, is shown in figure 3.
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Many of these have been in use for nearly thirty
years and have given good service with little or no
maintenance. They are cheap and are easily con
structed. Other designs of exchangers are also used.

Control of the temperature of heat. exchangers
often presents a problem. On small systems, manual
control of the thermal water is simple and satisfac
tory, but automatic control of the water is difficult.

The steel or cast-iron thermostatic valves available
usually fail through breaking down of the glands
and leakage of the thermal water, and flashing
around the valve stems causes a build-up of calcite

which leads to failure of the valve. Valves also fail
through choking. A satisfactory type of thermostatic
valve with a packless joint has not yet been found.
It is not practicable to control the temperature of
exchangers by means of steam traps fixed on the
discharge side of the exchangers. The non-ferrous
type corrodes rapidly and other types soon clog
and cease to work. The majority of wells need
occasional clearing with a drill to remove mineral
deposits which form inside the well tube.

Because of difficulties found in controlling the
temperature of water in central heating systems

lIeatg. system

Expanslon
tanky

,

I
I
I

I.
I

I . ,

~ J
I

C.£!¥. Feed
tank

Pump

Nlxlflg
valve

Jacketed heat
exchanger

.. If-

Geo-ther~
sump'" U

UTIL.lSATION OF GE'OTHERMAL HEAT AT ROTOR(JA Not to scale
HOSPITAL.

SIMPLIFIED LINE OlA6RAM OF LAYOllT reoruary /96/

Figure 6
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Figure 7. 6" well-head with 4" branches at Rotorua Hospital

and preventing them from boiling, closed systems,
operating at medium pressures and temperatures
above boiling point have been developed (see figure 4).
The heat exchanger is kept at a constant temperature
and the temperature of the secondary water circulated
through radiators or coils is controlled by a mixing
valve, operated through a compensating thermostat,
or by a thermostatically controlled valve, which
operates by the on-and-off principle. This type of
system is also used for heating domestic hot water.
The secondary water is taken through a coil in a
storage cylinder, and a thermostatically controlled
valve is placed on one of the circulating pipes.
'When these systems are started, some adjustment
is required, but once a satisfactory operating tem
perature is found, closed systems give little trouble.

One contributor believes that the closed medium
pressure system is the most easily controlled and
the most satisfactory method of using the heat in
thermal water found in the Rotorua area.

Thermal water nearly always acts on non-ferrous
metals, and it is not possible to use copper where
it comes in direct contact with the water. Brass
and gun-metal are attacked to a lesser extent, and
when valves made from these metals are used for
thermal water, the internal parts break down. It is
generally found that the all-east-iron type of gate
valve is suitable, although such valves frequently

clog with calcite, which is deposited when there is
a change of velocity of the water flowing through
them. They also fail through leakage around their
stems.

Packless valves with metal bellows, and valves
with diaphragms of rubber or synthetic material,
are not satisfactory.

The difficulty with valves has been overcome in
many cases by the use of lubricated iron plug cocks,
although this type of valve is not very satisfactory
for regulating purposes.

Thermal water seldom corrodes plain steel or
galvanized tubes internally, but plain steel pipes
always corrode externally when fixed out of doors
without adequate protection from the weather.
Galvanized iron pipes do not corrode externally
provided that they are kept from contact with the
earth and the threads are protected. Metal pipes
laid underground without protection are rapidly
eaten through from the outside.

Methods used for protection are wrapping with
protective tape and packing in fine pumice, laying
in watertight concrete trenches, and casing in
earthenware or concrete pipes with cement joints.
Asbestos cement pipes have also been used for
casing purposes. In some cases, it has been found
that pipes laid in trenches, well supported and
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packed around with fine pumice, have resisted
attack. The pumice appears to adhere to the pipes,
forming a protective coating and acting as an
insulator. This appears to be most effective where
the pipes are at temperatures well above boiling
point. Wrapping with protective tape and the use
of cathodic protection by means of magnesium
anodes are being tested.

On smaller jobs, it is the general custom to use
galvanized iron piping for conveying the thermal
water, and protected galvanized pipes have been
successfully used for conveying thermal water
underground for long distances. Steam piping is
used on all large jobs. Asbestos cement pipes and
concrete pipes have not been found suitable for
conveying the high temperature water, but they are
used for disposal of the water after the heat has
been extracted.

Except in special cases, little attention is paid
to insulation of pipes carrying thermal water. The
temperature of the water is usually higher than is
required and the supply is abundant. Pipes are
insulated in buildings to prevent increase in ambient

temperatures, to reduce fire risk and to prevent
accidental burning.

The development of the thermal resources has
made a difference in the thermal areas. It has
reduced living costs and encouraged the start of
industries, and it is expected that, as the use of the
resources increases, new industries which can use
the heat will be attracted to the area and Rotorua
will support a much larger population.

Considerable experience has been gained and
those interested in the district foresee great possibi
lities. A group of business men is interested in a
scheme which will use thermal water for generating
process steam to be distributed to factories in the
industrial area. The Town Council is preparing a
scheme for distributing heat through part of the
town, which is being prepared for development.
Some experimental work is being done with a view
to using the heat for refrigeration purposes. Steps
have been taken by the Town Council to prevent
the indiscriminate drilling of wells and to bring the
matter of the use of the thermal water under better
control.

Figure 8. Heating and hot water supply exchangers at a hospital
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Examples of use of geothermal energy
for heating

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

Thermal resources are used at Taupo, where the
B. & B. Co. operates a pig farm. Two wells were
drilled on the farm to depths of 130 and 180 feet.
The wells discharge a mixture of steam and water
at an average pressure of 25 psi. Separators to
remove excess water are fixed at each well-head.
Steam is taken to an open steam cooker, which
consists of a, concrete box with vapour-tight doors.
The proprietors of the farm collect garbage from
hotels and restaurants. This is put into steel drums
which are placed in the cooker for 60 minutes. The
cooked refuse is fed to the pigs. The owners keep
100 breeding sows from which are bred 1500 pigs,
known as "baconers", each year. The breeding sows
are kept in a farrowing house where the floors are
warmed from the steam supply and where special
provision is made for the baby pigs to lie down,
so that they will not be rolled upon by the mother.
. In the fattening house, the pigs are moved progres

sively through a series of pens until they are ready
for market. The floors of the pens are kept at an
even temperature of 85°F throughout the year.

St.eam is used for hosing down the pens and the
feeding troughs, so that the pigs live in healthy and
well-controlled conditions. It is also used for washing
down and sterilizing the empty garbage cans before
they are refilled.

Some of the manure collected from the piggery
is used for fertilizing in a large heated glass-house.
The washings from the floors of the pig pens are
channelled to an open tank, which is heated by
means of a steam coil. The contents of the tank are
kept continuously boiling and the sterile overflow
is discharged into a nearby stream.

The company has a small digestor where bones
and waste obtained from butchers are treated to
produce tallow. After treatment, the bones are sold
to fertilizer works.

The same company undertakes the salvage of
crutchings removed from sheep. These are suspended
on wire-netting frames and dried by means of
batteries heated by thermal steam before they are
mechanically cleaned.

Wool is also salvaged from skin cuttings, obtained
from slaughter-houses, by boiling in large concrete
tanks heated by means of coils. The concrete tanks
are made in a nearby factory, where the concrete
is cured by being subjected to heat obtained from
the same source.

SEPARATOR INSTALLATION AND STEAM
SUPPLY PIPES FOR WAIRAKEI HOTEL

Steam is supplied from a well, approximately
1350 feet deep and cased with a 3" diameter tube,
situated about a mile from the hotel. The well
discharges 4 000 lb. per hour of steam and 20 000 lb.
per hour of water at a well-head pressure of 60 psi.

The water is separated from the steam at the
well-head, using a cyclone type of separator. The
steam is passed through heat exchangers at the
hotel and used for heating and hot-water supply.
The steam leaving the separator has a dryness no
greater than 99.5 per cent, and a 4"-diameter pipe
is used between the separator and the hotel. This
pipe is run on conventional lines with expansion
loops, and insulated steam traps are placed at
anchor blocks to remove any condensed steam. The
life of these traps is short because of the impurities
contained in the steam.

An additional supply of steam, which can be used
in emergency, is taken to the hotel from the 20"
natural steam mains which supply the Wairakei
power station.

HEATING AND HOT WATER,
ROTORUA GENERAL HOSPITAL

When the new buildings at Rotorua General
Hospital were being designed, it was decided to use
thermal water to deal with the heating and hot
water supply and to design the system so that, in
case of emergency, the existing steam boilers could
take over.

To obtain a supply of thermal water, a 6" well
tube was sunk 400 feet. The well yields from 2 000
3 000 gph at 243°F and 8 psi.

Water from the well flows "through two sets of
heat exchangers, under its own pressure, and before
it is discharged into sumps, it again passes through
a sleeve, where it preheats cold feed water to the
storage calorifiers.

Although the calculated peak load for the hot
water supply was about 2 000 000 Btu per hour,
the average load was estimated at 600000 Btu per
hour; it was therefore decided, when designing the
job, to use two 1 000 gallon storage calorifiers
under a static pressure of 20 psi.

The first set of exchangers operates a closed system
from which water is circulated day and night through
copper coils in the 1 000 gal. storage calorifiers.

From these, the thermal water goes to condenser
type heat exchangers with large heating surfaces,

. which serve the central heating system. All the
calorifiers are fitted with thermostatic mixing
valves, which control the temperature of the water
supply to the various zones, and with emergency
heating coils for use with boiler steam.

NEW ZEALAND FOREST SERVICE
FOREST RESEARCH INSTITUTE

The Institute is concerned with the growing,
milling and treatment of trees and is an important
factor in the economic life of New Zealand. As well
as laboratories and workshops, there are timber
drying and timber-testing sections, a seed extraction
and nursery section, an office and administration
section and hotels for the accommodation of staff
and men sent to the Institute for training. The
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well supplying the Institute is approximately 650 feet
deep and shows a pressure of 55 psi at the well
head. The laboratories, glass-houses and groups of
buildings are heated from standard-type exchangers.
Hot water is supplied from sleeve-type exchangers,
and cooking is carried on in a steam box supplied
with flash steam. The experimental timber-drying
kiln uses thermal water for drying purposes and
flash steam for the control of humidity. There are
seed-drying rooms where the thermal water is used
to heat mild steel coils used for heating purposes.
The control apparatus used in the seed-drying rooms
has not been found satisfactory for use with the
thermal water, and it is proposed at a later date
to use the thermal water to generate a supply of
clean steam, which can be more easily controlled.'

ROTORUA Boys' HIGH SCHOOL

As this school is not in the known thermal area,
a well -was sunk at a distance of approximately

4 000 feet from the school grounds, where there is a
good supply of thermal water and from where there
were no difficulties in taking the supply main to
the school. The well was sunk to a depth of approxi
mately ~650 feet and can discharge 81 000 lb. per
hour With a steam content of 13.7 per cent and a
well-head pressure of 70 psi. The supply pipe to
the school IS run on conventional lines, with anchors
and expansion loops where required. The pipe is
wrapped with a proprietary tape and surrounded
with approximately 6" of fine pumice. Magnesium
alloy anodes are fixed at each anchor point. The
main has been in use for over six years. No trouble
has been experienced either from internal deposits
or from external corrosion oh the protected section.
The heat exchangers are designed on the two-pass
system. The supply to these is controlled by thermo
static valves, which do not appear to be affected
by the thermal water. After the water has passed
through the heat exchangers, it is used in the school
swimming pool.
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Summary

The paper gives a general description of methods
used in the Rotorua thermal area, where wells are
drilled into the water-bearing strata to obtain
supplies of super-heated water, which is used for
central heating, for heating domestic hot water, for
cooking and for various commercial and industrial
purposes.

Wells in the area are drilled by the rotary method
by means of rigs mounted on trucks, which can
operate the drilling gear from the truck gear box.
The drilling rigs can also be used for the driving
of casing, and the paper describes the method of
drilling, casing and concrete grouting, which is

used to prevent external corrosion of the well tubes.
The method of using compressed air for blowing
off the cold water in the well tube and allowing
the well to yield super-heated water is described.
Problems in the disposal of unwanted thermal
water in some parts of the area are dealt with by
sinking dry wells into which the water is discharged
and allowed to soak away. The water obtained is
usually charged with minerals and is not used as
it comes from the earth, but is passed through heat
exchangers, in which the useful heat is extracted
and made use of by conventional methods. Difficulties
are met with in dealing with the high temperature
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water. A satisfactory type of automatic control
has not been found. The paper describes difficulties
with automatic controls and other types of valves.
It also describes how closed systems, which operate
at medium pressures and temperatures above boil
ing point, have been developed and have been found
satisfactory. A diagram showing one of these systems
is included.

The paper gives a list of different uses for the
thermal water. It points out that there are no pump
ing problems in connexion with the distribution
of the water, as the pressures at the well-heads
are usually sufficient to deliver water wherever
it is required for use.

It is pointed out that the thermal water nearly
always acts on non-ferrous metals and that it is
not possible to use copper where it comes in direct
contact with the water. It describes difficulties met
with when using brass and gun-metal valves.

The water seldom corrodes plain steel or galvanized
tubes internally, but these tubes, when placed
underground, must be protected, and the methods
used for protection are described. In some cases,
it has been found that pipes laid in trenches, well
supported and packed around with fine pumice,
have resisted attack. The pumice appears to adhere
to the pipes and forms a protective coating. It is
noted that very little attention is paid to the insu
lation of pipes carrying thermal water. The supply
of water is so abundant that the drop in temperature
is not noticed.

The effect of the development of thermal resources
on the area has been considerable, and it is expected

that new industries which can use the heat will be
attracted to Rotorua.

Possibilities are great. A group of business men is
interested in a scheme for using the thermal water for
generating process steam, and there are a number
of schemes for distributing heat in different parts
of Rotorua.

In the second part of the paper, some interesting
uses of geothermal energy are described and are
illustrated with photographs and diagrams. On a
pig farm, ft.ash steam is used for cooking feed and
the pens and houses are heated throughout the year.
At a hotel, a supply of steam separated from the
thermal water is taken a considerable distance and
used for heating and other purposes; a diagram
shows how the steam is separated from the water
and also the general layout of the pipe work. The
system used in the Rotorua Hospital is described;
heat is extracted and used for central heating and
hot water supply and the heating equipment is
supplied with auxiliary coils, by which, in case of
emergency, boiler steam can take over the heating
and hot water supply load. A diagram is provided
to show how this system operates.

There is also description of the system in use at the
Forestry Institute, where a number of scattered
buildings are supplied from thermal water obtained
from a single well.

Finally, the methods used to take a supply of
thermal water from a well to a school, situated a
distance from the well, are described, and drawings
and diagrams are supplied to illustrate how the
work is done and the methods used to protect the
pipe against corrosion.

RECENTS PROGRES DANS L'UTILISATION DE L'ENERGIE GEOTHERMIQUE POUR
LE CHAUFFAGE

Resume

Ce memoirs donne une description generale des
methodes en usage au champ geothermique de
Rotorua, ou des puits sont fonces dans les couches
aquiferes pour fournir de l'eau surchauffee dont on
se sert pour le chauffage central, la production d'eau
chaude pour les usages menagers, la cuisine et divers
autres usages commerciaux et industriels.

Dans cette region, les puits sont fores a l'outil
rotatif, en se servant d'installations montees sur
camion, capabIes d'actionner la colonne et l'outil
depuis la boite de vitesses du camion. On peut
egalement se servir de ces installations de forage
pour installer le cuvelage, et le memoire decrit
la maniere de forer, de poser le tubage et de couler
des plates-formes en ciment arme, dont il est fait usage
pour eviter la corrosion du tubage exterieur des puits.
L'auteur decrit la methode qui consiste a employer
de l'air comprime pour chasser l'eau froide du tube
et permettre au puits de donner de l'eau surchauffee.

Les problemes relatifs au rebutage des eaux thermales
dont on ne veut pas dans certaines parties de la
region, sont resolus en foncant des puits secs dans
lesquels .on jette cette eau qu'on laisse ensuite
absorber par les formations avoisinantes. L'eau
qu' on obtient est habituellement chargee de mineraux
et ne s'emploie pas telle qu'elle sort de terre; on la
fait passer par des echangeurs de chaleur, ou la chaleur
utile est extraite et utilisee par les methodes clas
siques.

On se heurte a certaines difficultes, quand il
s'agit d'eau a temperature elevee. On n'a pas trouve
de dispositif satisfaisant de commande automatique.
Le memoire decrit les problemes ayant trait aux
commandes automatiques et aux autres types de
vannes. I1 explique egalement comment on a mis
au point des systemes a circuit ferme qui fonc
tionnent de maniere satisfaisante aux pressions
moyennes et aux temperatures superieures au point
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d'ebullition. Un diagramme montre un de ces
systemes,

On trouve, dans le memoire, une liste des diverses
applications possibles des eaux thermales. On y
souligne qu'il n'y a pas de problemes de pompage
lies a la distribution de 1'eau, car la pression en bouche
de puits est habituellement suffisante pour que l'eau
s'ecoule chaque fois qu'on en a besoin.

L'auteur souligne que les eaux thermales agissent
presque toujours sur les metaux non ferreux, et
qu'il est impossible de se servir de cuivre la OU il
viendrait au contact direct de 1'eau. Le memoire
decrit les difficultes auxquelles on se heurte quand
on se sert de vannes en laiton et en bronze.

Il est rare que 1'eau attaque interieurement
les tubes en acier ordinaire ou galvanise; quand
on installe ces tubes sous terre, il convient cependant
de les proteger, et 1'auteur donne une description
de la maniere d' assurer cette protection. Dans
certains cas, on a constate que des tubes poses dans
des tranchees, bien sou tenus et pris dans une masse
de pierre ponce fine, ont resiste a 1'attaque. La
pierre ponce semble adherer aux tubes et les proteger
contre la corrosion. Le memoire note que l'on ne prete
que fort peu d'attention a 1'isolement des tuyauteries
qui assurent le transport de 1'eau thermale. L'eau
est si abondante que la chute de temperature n'est
pas sensible.

Les repercussions de la mise en oeuvre des ressources
thermales dans la region ont Me considerables, et
on s'attend a ce que de nouvelles industries capables
de mettre la chaleur en ceuvre soient attirees a
Rotorua.

Les possibilites sont vastes. Il existe un groupe
d'hommes d'affaires qui s'interessent a un projet
visant a l'utilisation des eaux thermales pour la

production de vapeur destinee a certains precedes
industriels, et on. a l?is ~u point de nombreux plans
en vue de la distribution de chaleur en diverses
parties de Rotorua.

Le memoire decrit certains travaux interessants
et les illustre par des photographies et des dia
grammes. L'un porte sur une porcherie OU l'on se
sert de vapeur produite par ebullition rapide pour
cuire la provende des animaux et OU les cages et
les batiments sont chauffes toute I'annee, Il existe
un hotel ou la vapeur, separee de I'eau thermale, est
transportee a une distance considerable et utilises
pour le chauffage et a d'autres fins. Un diagramme
indique comment on separe la vapeur de l'eau,
et donne la disposition generale des tuyauteries.

.On trouvera egalement une description du systerne
dont il est fait usage a I'hopital de Rotorua, OU on
se sert de la chaleur disponible aux fins du chauffage
central et de la fourniture d'eau chaude, et OU les
appareils de chauffage sont dotes de serpentins
auxiliaires par l'entremise desquels, en cas d'urgence,
la vapeur en provenance de chaudieres peut assurer
la couverture de la charge constituee par les besoins
du chauffage et de la fourniture d'eau chaude. Un
diagramme montre comment le systerne fonctionne.

L'auteur donne une description du systeme en
usage a l'Institut des eaux et forets, dans lequel
nombre de batiments dissemines sont alimentes
par l'eau chaude d'un seul et merne puits.

Les methodes utilisees pour amener de l'eau
thermale d'un puits a une ecole qui s'en trouve a
quelque distance font l'objet d'une description,. et
le memoire comprend des diagrammes et des dessins
qui illustrent la maniere dont le travail se realise
et les methodes dont il est fait usage pour proteger
la tuyauterie contre la corrosion.
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GEOTHERMAL HEATING FOR INDUSTRIAL PURPOSES IN ICELAND

Baldur Litulal *

Some advantages and limitations of geothermal
heating media when applied in industrial
operations

The present use of geothermal fluids for the
processing industries is small indeed in Iceland.
Aside from minor drying operations, which are
described below, there is no application at present.
However, a good deal of work is being put into
the study of future possibilities, and this paper will
largely deal with that aspect.

Steam in low pressure ranges may be used specifi
cally for boiling, sterilizing, drying, evaporating,
and heating of process materials. It may also be
used for space heating in some manufacturing
industries.

The advantages of the use of geothermal fluids
for manufacturing processes as far as Iceland is
concerned are their cheapness as a source of heat,
and the independence they give of imported fuel.
At some steamfields the production cost of natural
steam may range from U.S.$ 0.10 - $ 0.30 per ton,
which would correspond to 5-20 per cent of the cost
of imported oil in terms of useful energy. Hot water
may be obtained at practically no cost from many
hot springs in the country.

The difficulties connected with the use are con
siderable, however. The first is the strictly local
character of the more inexpensive thermal fluids.

In the case of steam, any appreciable distance of
transportation will cause a considerable drop in
pressure, which makes it often less valuable. Further,
steam pipelines are expensive, so that it will be found
in many cases that the price of steam has risen to such
an extent after transportation over a score or two of
kilometres, that the price is equal to the cost of
imported fuels.

It is less expensive to transport this thermal
energy in the form of water if the thermal energy
may be made useful at the low as well as the higher
temperatures. A pipeline of some thirty km has been
suggested in Iceland, carrying high temperature
water. This possibility is discussed by Bodvarsson
and Zoega (2) who point out the possibility of a
combination of communal and industrial heating.

Aside from combination schemes, like the one
above, which depend upon special conditions, it
has appeared in every case in the author's experience
of studying the industrial applications of natural
heat that it was less expensive to transport the raw
materials involved than the thermal energy, if
that energy was of a major interest. Thus, if the
raw material transport expense or other disadvan
tages of a location near the thermal area are too
great, the potential profit of the use of this energy
decreases rapidly with increased distance to the
manufacturing site. Here we have certainly the
most important limitation of the application of
natural heating energy for industrial purposes.

Geothermal fluids are obtained at a range of
temperatures and pressures which are dependent
upon origin and production technique. For the sake
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The present uses of geothermal fluids
for industry

* State Electricity Authority, Reykjavik, Iceland.

The only steamfield in Iceland which has so far
attracted a small shift in the population is the one
in Hveragerdi (Hengill area), where green-house
farming is the main occupation. Here an application
has been made of natural steam for drying of wood,
and the same has been done in some other places
where hot water is available. The steam has also
been used here for the drying of preformed pumice
building material.

Stock fish may be dried in shelf dryers where the
temperature is held around 25°C. The communal
heating system in Reykjavik has excess water for
disposal in the summertime, because of less space
heating requirements. Some of this excess water
has been used for drying in one of the local stock
fish processing centres.

A survey in the U.S.A. has shown that of all the
energy which goes into the processing industries,
more than 80 per cent goes for process heat, and
less than 20 per cent for electricity (1). A similar
picture may be found in other countries where
electrical process industries are not especially domi
nating. The process industries, however, use heat
both of high and low temperatures, the high ones
usually being produced by a direct flame and the
low ones generally by steam. Apparently about
one-half of the total process heat is used within the
range of steam temperatures in such fields as for
instance petroleum refining (steam and direct fire),
pulp and paper manufacturing, food processing
(canning and preserving), corn products refining
and sugar refining. Most of this steam is of low
temperature and pressure which would suit the case
with geothermal steam.

16
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of clarity the temperature range will be divided
below in three sections. Section A refers to fluids
with temperatures below 100ce. Section B refers
to temperatures of 100ce to 150ce and section e
to temperatures of 150°C to 200°C.

(a) In range e the fluid is usually steam and when
it is saturated, which is the case in Iceland, the
corresponding pressure is some 5-16 kgjcm2•

1. In range e the steam generally retains its value
as thermal energy in direct comparison with steam
obtained with fuels, and may be used for much
the same operations. On the other hand, all natural
steam includes some foreign gas, such as CO2 , H 2S
and some other of less significance. This gas must be
taken into consideration both because of its very
existence as such, and because of corrosion dangers.
The gas may affect heat transfer coefficients both
because of excessive amount and because of accumula
tion. Precautions in each individual case and some
specific designs are a remedy. The blowout of some
uncondensed steam would for instance help in many
cases. In Iceland such gas may range from one
half to seven litres STP per kg of steam. This amount
is not considered a major disadvantage in respect
to heat transfer if properly dealt with.

2. With respect to any constant composition of
natural steam, the rate of corrosion will increase
with temperature. The CO2 and H 2S are both clas
sified as corrosive elements which have to be taken
into account, especially the latter. In this respect
little experience has been gained in Iceland. However,
the application of mild steel has been recommended
in range C, with the aid of amine-type corrosion
inhibitors if required in specific cases.

(b) In range B the application will generally again
involve saturated steam since the temperature is
lOO-150°C. This steam is clearly of a more limited
usefulness than in range e, because of the lower
pressure and temperature. Larger heat transfer
surfaces and wider pipe installations are needed
where it is applicable at all. In this respect the low
temperature steam is not directly comparable
with the usual fuel-produced one, and the gas is
also here. However, the danger of corrosion is less
than in range e.

(c) In range A there is hot water which is in an
entirely different category. It is at its best in space
heating including extensive communal systems,
which are outside the scope of the present paper.

1. The hot water, even at temperature of over 100°C,
appears inferior to steam for most industrial appli
cations, and is progressively so as the temperature
drops. Its usefulness reaches the zero value at 50-60°C.

2. The author has largely dealt with problems
involved in the use of this fluid in the range 80-100 0 e.
Here, the most promising applications appear to
be various drying operations. Even in these opera
tions the use involves the development of new tech
niques to suit this particular source of energy in
many cases. Evaporation by indirect heating in the
open air is possible in some instances.

3. Hot spring water in Iceland is not corrosive in
contact with steel except if it gets contaminated
with atmospheric oxygen. Scaling in pipes and on
heat transfer surfaces occurs almost exclusively
with water which has been flashed down from higher
temperatures.

The proposed means for utilization of geo
thermal fluids in some industrial projects
which have been investigated

Because of the local character of the natural
fluids, their successful use is to a great extent depen
dent on the availability of raw material close to the
source. However, because of the low cost of this heating
energy, it may be possible to make successful use
of raw materials which could not be exploited econo
mically otherwise. In other cases a less expensive
design of equipment may be adopted at the sacrifice
of the use of greater amounts of heat.

The production of diatomite
from an under-water deposit

Diatomite is ordinarily produced from surface
mines where the water content of the raw material
may range from 40-65 per cent. In northern Iceland
there is an extensive deposit of such material but
it is covered by water and has a water content of
80-85 per cent. Since all water must be removed
for useful purposes of diatomite, this involves
3-8 times the usual amount. The following procedure
has been proposed.

1. The diatomaceous earth should be pumped
from the lake by a suction dredge. Then after sett
ling, the material may be de-watered as far as possible
by a filter. The cake may then be dried with the
aid of natural steam.

2. Since diatomaceous earth is an extremely
porous material the cake from the filter may still
retain 75 per cent moisture which would mean the
removal of about 4 kg of water for every kg of
diatomite produced. A direct fired kiln would use
oil which would be equal to almost one-half of the
weight to diatomite produced. This amount of oil
would probably make the exploitation uneconomical.

3. The proposal here is to palletize the cake and
dry it down to a moisture content of 60 per cent
in a steam heated through circulation dryer. One
should then grind it and finalize the drying in a
steamtube rotary dryer. The proposed temperature
of steam is 150°C in both cases. If these dryers use
8 tons of steam per ton of final product the cost will
be roughly equivalent to one-tenth of the oil other
wise required. Greater requirements of electricity
and a higher investment will, however, narrow this
gap slightly.

4. It is of interest to note that, in this case, it
has been found advantageous to transport the
material to the steam field for the drying operation,
quite apart from the fact that it was a more suitable
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location for the plant than close to the shore of the
lake.

SALT EXTRACTION FROM SEA WATER

A study of the extraction of salt from sea water
with multiple effect evaporators using natural
steam is related elsewhere by the author (3). Coarse
fishery salt may be produced for some V.S. $16 per
metric ton in Iceland by the use of this method.
This figure refers to sodium chloride as the only
recovered material from the sea water. As proposed,
this operation uses steam in range B.

THE PRODUCTION OF HEAVY WATER BY THE DUAL

TEMPERATURE H2S PROCESS

The dual temperature H2S process for the produc
tion of heavy water depends upon the use of two
countercurrent exchange towers. One is operated
at low temperatures, the other at higher temperatures.
Hydrogen sulphide is led up through both of these
towers countercurrent to water. In the hot tower
H 2S is capable of stripping the heavy water fraction
away from the bulk of ordinary water, but in the
cold tower the heavy isotope in the hydrogen sul
phide is returned so that the water effluent from that
tower is enriched by the heavy isotope. This process
requires a great amount of steam for heating in
spite of heat recovery by exchangers. For that
reason the feasibility of this process was studied
in Iceland in connexion with geothermal heat.

1. Ordinary fresh water contains about 149 parts
per million of the heavy hydrogen isotope. This
concentration may, however, vary somewhat. It
is of importance that the feed water to such a plant
have a high concentration because the production
cost will be about inversely proportional. Aside
from that, such a plant could be built almost any
place where there is cheap energy for thermal and
electrical purposes.

2. A plant of this type uses normally about 6 tons
of steam for every kg of heavy water. According
to the study of the Iceland Nuclear Science Commis
sion, the economic advantage gained by the use of
geothermal energy would of course depend upon
the energy price levels taken for comparison, but

referring to western European countries the advan
tage would be considerable.

THE CONVERSION OF BAUXITE TO ALUMINA

Aluminium is ordinarily produced from alumina,
which again is extracted from bauxite ores. The
bauxite is leached in a hot alkaline solution in the
Bayer process, the product of the leaching filtered,
and the pure aluminium hydrate crystallized out
of the solution. Steam is required here both for the
leaching and the recovery of caustic from the dilute
alkaline solution coming from the crystallization
process.

Natural steam could undoubtedly be used with
some advantage here if the transportation of the
bauxite to the steam field and the transportation
of the alumina to the point of aluminium reduction
would allow it. The question was studied in con
nexion with the potential use of hydro-power for re
duction in Iceland, but in recent years there has
been an obvious tendency to produce alumina close to
the mines, whereas alumina is still being produced
where there is a cheap source of electrical power.

THE DRYING OF GRASS, SEAWEEDS AND PEAT

It is common to grass, peat and seaweeds that the
raw material contains great amounts of water which
usually must be removed by drying before any use
can be made of these materials. The conventional
open air drying is at the same time the greatest
stumbling block to planned production since it
depends upon the weather, which is quite undepen
dable in Iceland.

1. If natural steam were available at temperatures
above 150° in the areas involved, the problem would
be a small one, since conventional dryers could be
used, except in the case of some sub-littoral algae.
But it is unfortunately not economical to transport
these wet materials far.

2. In those areas where these materials are avail
able in quantities, there may be hot springs at
temperatures close to 100°C, which are more widely
scattered over the island than steam fields.

Experimental work is in progress concerning the
type of dryers which would suit these conditions.
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Summary

In Iceland, small use has been made of geothermal
heat for industrial purposes, although there are some
drying operations such as that of timber, the drying
of preformed pumice building materials and stock
fish drying.

In most industrialized countries the greatest part
of the total energy used by the process industries
is applied as heat. Low pressure steam accounts for
an important share in such fields as pulp and paper
manufacturing, food processing, corn products refin
ing and sugar refining, for instance.

The advantages of using more geothermal heat
for industrial purposes in Iceland would be its
inexpensiveness and the independence it gives from
imported fuel. The difficulties involved are, however,
considerable, the most important being of strictly
local character:

If a major amount of heat energy is required for
an industrial operation, it is usually cheaper to move
the raw material than the heating energy. If that
cannot be done, the profit of the use will decrease
very quickly as the distance to the site of manufactur
ing increases.

The geothermal fluids differ in usefulness as
heating medium. Thus, saturated steam at 150-200

QC

has potentially the same possibilities as the usual
fuel generated one, but it contains gas which may
effect heat transfer and cause corrosion. Steam
at temperatures of lOO-150°C has a more limited
usefulness but the corrosion danger is less than at

the higher temperatures. Hot water below the
temperature of 100°C may be used only for drying
and some more limited applications.

Some preliminary engineering studies have been
performed in Iceland regarding the use of geothermal
energy for specified industrial objectives. The
successful use seems to a great extent to be dependent
upon raw materials obtainable close to the thermal
area, but the cheapness of the energy may give
reasons for the recovery of materials which other
wise would be uneconomical.

Thus, the production of diatomite has been
studied. The mine is under water and the raw material
is too wet for ordinary processing. The natural
steam gives possibilities for inexpensive drying
of the diatomaceous earth and may thus make
economic production feasible.

Salt may be extracted from sea water by multiple
effect evaporators at the cost of some D.S. S16per ton.

The production of heavy water by the dual tem
perature H 2S process may be performed in a more
economic manner by the use of natural steam
than otherwise.

The conversion of bauxite to alumina might be
aided by natural steam, but the transportation of
the raw material makes the proposition doubtful.

Grass, seaweeds and peat may be dried with hot
water, but the study of economic types of dryers
for this purpose is still underway in Iceland.

CHAUFFAGE GEOTHERMIQUE INDUSTRIEL EN ISLANDE

Resume

En Islande, on a peu fait usage de la chaleur
geothermique a. des fins industrielles, bien qu'on
s'en soit servi pour certaines operations de sechage
telles que celui du bois, des materiaux de construc
tion preforrnes a. base de pierre ponce et celui du
poisson.

Dans la plupart des pays developpes, la majeure
partie de I'energie que consomment les industries
de transformation est appliquee sous forme de
chaleur. La vapeur a. basse pression joue un role
important dans des domaines tels que ceux de la
preparation de la pulpe et du papier, le traitement
des produits alimentaires, le raffinage des derives
du mats et celui du sucre par exemple. Les avantages
qu'il y aurait a. utiliser davantage de chaleur d'ori
gine geothermique qu'on ne I'a fait jusqu'a present
a. des fins industrielles en Islande resideraient dans
le fait qu'eIle est peu cofiteuse et dans I'independance
qu'elle donnerait au pays vis-a-vis des combustibles
importes. Neanmoins, les difficultes auxqueIles on
se heurte encore sont considerables, les principales

etant constituees par le caractere nettement local
des sources.

Chaque fois que l'on a besoin de quantites appre
ciables d'energie thermique pour une operation
industrielle quelconque, il est habituellement plus
economique de deplacer la matiere premiere que
I'energie utilisee pour chauffer. Quand il est impossible
de le faire, les avantages de la methode diminuent
tres rapidement avec l'augmentation de la distance
entre la source d'energie et le lieu de son utilisation.

Les fluides geothermiques varient quant a. leur
utilite en tant que moyens de chauffage. C'est ainsi
que la vapeur saturee a. 150-200°C presente, en
puissance, les memes possibilites que celle qui est
habituellement produite par les combustibles clas
siques, mais elle contient des gaz qui peuvent avoir
des repercussions sur la transmission de la chaleur
et provoquer de la corrosion. La vapeur aux tempe
ratures de 100-150 QC presente une moindre utilite
immediate, mais le risque de corrosion est moindre
qu'aux temperatures plus elevees. L'eau chaude
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au-dessous de la temperature de 100°C ne peut
etre utilisee que pour le sechage et quelques autres
applications plus restreintes.

Diverses etudes techniques preliminaires ont Cte
cxecutees en Islande en vue de l'utilisation de
l'energie geothermique a des fins industrielles parti
culieres. L'emploi judicieux de cette energie semble
dependre, dans une large mesure, des matieres
premieres que l'on peut se procurer pres des champs
geothermiques, mais le prix modique de l'energie
peut donner lieu a la recuperation de materiaux
dans des conditions qui, autrement, ne seraiern pas
economiques.

C'est ainsi qu'on a examine la possibilite de
produire de la diatomite. La mine est immergee
et le materiau extrait est trop humide pour etre
traite par les moyens ordinaires. La vapeur naturelle

fournit un moyen d'en assurer le sechage econo
mique, done la production pratique.

On peut extraire du se! de l'eau de mer au moyen
de I'evaporateur a effet multiple, a raison d'environ
16 dollars par tonne.

La production d'eau lourde par le precede au
HzS a deux temperatures peut se realiser dans des
conditions plus economiques en se servant de vapeur
naturelle que par les autres methodes,

La conversion de bauxite en alumine peut etre
aidee par la vapeur naturelle, mais le besoin de
transporter cette matiere premiere souleve quelques
doutes sur ce plan.

On peut secher de l'herbe, des algues et de la tourbe
au moyen de l'eau chaude, mais les modeles de
sechoirs les plus economiques sont encore a l'etude
en Islande.
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GREENHOUSES BY GEOTHERMAL HEATING IN ICELAND

Baldur Lindal *

Greenhouse heating by geothermal energy began
to expand in Iceland during the nineteen twenties,
and since 1940 there has been a rapid growth in
this field as shown in figure 1, made according to
the records of Sigurgeirsson (1). In 1960 the total
ground area covered by glass was 95000 m2•

The greenhouses are generally built close to the
geothermal source of heat, where major developments
have come into being in some cases. The most

important is the greenhouse farming in Hveragerdi,
where a town has formed which owes its existence to
this form of agriculture. There are some other less
important centres, as shown in figure 2, and
there are also several smaller greenhouse activities
widely scattered over the island.

These greenhouses are for the most part built
with timber on steel frames and with concrete
foundations. The timber may last 12-15 years,
whereupon replacement becomes necessary (2). The
total first cost is about D.S. $15 per m2 of ground
area (2). Recently, aluminium has been introduced
which has a much longer useful life. The cost of
such houses is about $20 per m 2 (2).

Of the 95000 m2 ground area for greenhouses,
about one-third (1) is used for hot-house flowers
such as roses, carnations, tulips, etc., two-thirds
used for tomatoes, cucumbers, lettuce, etc., the
first being the most important (3). Grapes have been
grown successfully on a small scale.

A greenhouse farmer may tend about 1 200 m2

of hot-house flowers, 800-900 m2 of tomatoes, or
400 m2 of cucumbers (2).

Depending upon the source of the heat, the
greenhouses may use natural steam or hot water.
The geothermal fluids may be applied directly in
the heating system or a heat exchanger may be
installed between the geothermal fluid and the
heating system. The latter arrangement is practised
where scaling may be expected and where oxygen
has been entrained in the geothermal fluid. This
is commonly associated with natural flow of these
fluids where no drilling has been performed.

Most of the greenhouses get the heating energy
without direct payment. In most cases the only
expense is a short trip in a pipeline.

As may be deducted from the conclusions of
Sigurdsson (4), it is satisfactory to install a heating
capacity of 300 kgO per hour for each square metre
of ground area. However, the heat requirements
are seasonal and it is believed that a greenhouse
uses generally about 106 kgO per year for each m2

of ground area. The total use of geothermal energy
for this purpose is about 95 X 109 kgO p.er year,
which corresponds to some 14 000 tons of 011.
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Figure 1. The development of greenhouse farming
in Iceland

* State Electricity Authority, Reykjavik, Iceland.
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Legend:

o Large Centers
• Small Activity
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Figure 2. The locations of greenhouse farming based on natural heat in Iceland
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Summary

Greenhouse heating by geothermal energy has been expanding in Iceland
since the 1920's, the total ground area covered by glass being 95000 m2 in
1960. The greenhouses are generally built close to the source of heat, and this
activity is scattered widely over the island. Two-thirds of the area covered
is used for tomatoes, cucumbers, lettuce etc., and one-third for hot-house
flowers. The greenhouses may use either hot water or steam depending upon
the location. It is satisfactory to install 300 kgO per hour heating capacity
for each square metre covered. The total present use of energy for this purpose
is about 95 X 109 kg" per year.
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EXPLOITATION DES SERRES PAR LE CHAUFFAGE GEOTHERMIQUE EN ISLANDE

Resume

Le chauffage des serres au moyen de I'energie geothermique se developpe
en Islande depuis les annees 1920-1930, la surface totale du terrain couvert
par des toitures en verre etant de 95 000 m 2 en 1960.

Les serres sont generalement construites pres des sources de chaleur,
et cette activite est largement repartie dans toute I'ile, Deux tiers de la surface
ainsi couverte servent aux tomates, aux concombres et it la laitue, etc., un
tiers aux fleurs de serre. Ces serres peuvent utiliser de l'eau chaude ou de la
vapeur, suivant leur site. Il est satisfaisant d'installer une capacite de chauffage
horaire de 300 kgO par m 2 couvert. La consommation totale d'energie it de
telles fins est actuellement de l'ordre de 95 X 109 kgO par an.
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THE EXTRACTION OF SALT FROM SEA WATER BY MULTIPLE.EFFECT
EVAPORATORS USING NATURAL STEAM

Baldur Lindal *

It will be obvious that the greatest chance of
finding a suitable process for salt extraction from
sea water under the above-mentioned conditions
would involve the use of natural steam as the main
source of energy. In the south-western part of
Iceland there are three major steam fields which

could be taken into account in the preliminary
studies. A comparison of the three fields was made,
based on the following principal factors:

(a) Distance of the steam field from the sea-shore;
(b) The availability of cooling water;
(c) Transportation of the salt to the consumers;
(d) The salinity of sea water at the proposed

intake;
(e) The availability of steam and its cost;
(I) The elevation of the steam field.
Previous work had shown that it would be desirable

to build the plant close to the source of the steam,
because it was less expensive to conduct sea water
in a pipeline than the corresponding steam.

As an example of the influence of the above
mentioned factors, the salinity may be cited. In
this particular case, the proposed intakes of sea
water to the different steam fields were on a relatively
straight shore, 40 and 30 km apart. The salinity
of the Atlantic Ocean is generally 34-35 per thousand
in this region. At location (A), the measured salinity
ranged from 18.68 to 34.21 per thousand and had
a mean value of 27.71 per thousand. At location (B),
the range was from 23.50 to 35.14 per thousand
and the mean value was 32.90 per thousand. At
location (C), the measured range was from 35.08
to 34.66 per thousand and the mean value was
33.93 per thousand. Thus an irregular salinity,
caused by fresh-water dilution, may apparently be
expected in all three places. But a difference of
1 per thousand in salinity causes a 3 per cent differ
ence in the amount of water which must be removed,
which again would be approximately proportional
to the cost of salt manufacture. Thus we would
expect that the cost of salt would perhaps be 18 per
cent greater at site (A) than at site (C), taking
only this one factor into account.

In spite of their significance locally, the exact
evaluation of these factors has small bearing upon
the main subject of this paper, but for a clearer
understanding of the discussion which follows, the
conditions for geothermal energy must be mentioned
briefly.

Steam field A is about 25 km from the sea-shore.
Successful drilling for steam has been performed
here. The steam has a low gas content and good
pressure. The cost of the steam appears to be low.

Steam field B is about 8 km from the ocean.
Some steam drilling has been performed, but while
good yields are believed certain with continued
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The selection of the site

• State Electricity Authority. Reykjavik, Iceland.

The average import of salt to Iceland has been
close to 50 000 metric tons during the past ten years.
Most of the salt is used in the fishing industry,
since the 170 000 inhabitants consume only small
amounts of table salt, and other uses are of small
importance. Nevertheless, the total amount is about
300 kg per inhabitant per year, as may be deduced
from these figures.

At present, the only recognized source of salt
is sea water. There are historical indications of some
salt-making immediately after the settling of the
country in the ninth century, but through the cen
turies the craft disappeared. A serious attempt was,
however, made in the eighteenth century to produce
salt from sea water on a larger scale with the aid
of natural hot water.

The modern fishing industry uses largely solar
salt, which is imported from the Mediterranean
countries. The coarseness of this salt is of particular
value in the very important fish-curing process.
The present study of salt manufacture has been based
upon this market, in spite of some difficulties which
were encountered in finding economical methods
for making such coarse grades of salt.

The conditions for manufacturing salt from sea
water appear favourable in some respects. For instance,
the use of salt is, to a great extent, limited to the
south-western part of Iceland where, by coincidence,
are found the only steam fields situated near the
sea. As a result, local transportation problems are
of small importance, in contrast to the transportation
problems for imported salt; two-thirds of the price
of the latter is attribuable to the cost of shipping
from a great distance. The fundamental difficulties,
however, lie in the nature of the source of the salt,
for one ton of salt must be extracted from 35-45 tons
of sea water, the exact amount depending upon
the yield of the process adapted.
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investigations, this field is not ready for immediate
use.

Steam field C is close to the ocean, but little is
yet known about its steam-producing conditions.
In none of the above-mentioned places is a significant
quantity of useful geothermal fluids available without
previous drilling. Waste geothermal energy, which
might be considered for salt manufacture, could,
however, become available through geothermal power
stations at a later date, but such considerations are
outside the scope of the present investigation.

The process

The recovery of salt from sea water involves
two main operations: (a) the removal of water to
saturate the solution with respect to sodium chloride,
and (b) crystallization, together with the finishing
of the product. These processes are well known
and widely practised with solar energy in some
warm countries, but a different approach must be
made if natural steam is used.

Solar energy is applied by direct radiation on
ponds of sea water in dry, windy and hot climates.
Even though similar ponds were heated with natural
steam in Iceland, the method would clearly be
impractical due to the enormous heat energy required.
Supposing 800 kgo were used per kg of sea water
evaporated and that the salt recovery was 85 per cent
of the total sodium chloride, then about 60 tons
of steam would be required per ton of salt and that
alone would cost U.S.$6-10 if the steam was $0.10
0.15 per ton. A single-effect evaporator would have
a higher thermal efficiency, but we would still need
about 50 tons of steam per ton of salt. These con
siderations led to the conclusion that multiple-effect
evaporators would perform this function in the most
economical fashion. .

The fishing industry uses salt in the form of
crystalline granules which are mostly 2-7 mm in
size. Such salt is formed by a process that takes
several weeks by solar evaporation. It was found
too expensive to reproduce these conditions with
natural steam. The "greiner" type of crystallizer
has a much higher rate of crystallization but is
otherwise based upon a similar principle. Here again
it was felt that the procedure would be too expensive
for this purpose. Big salt crystals can also be made
in the Oslo crystallizer but the scheme was abandoned
for several reasons. The one selected was the con
ventional vacuum pan crystallizer in which small
crystals are formed. These crystals would subsequent
ly be compacted into a sheet or briquettes of high
pressures, and then crushed to obtain the desired
size distribution. Tests showed that such salt could
be used in the salt fish curing plants with good
results.

For the sea water pipeline, both steel and cement
asbestos pipes were considered. With steel, it was
believed necessary to de-aerate the sea water before
admitting it because of corrosion. A cement asbestos

pipe was deemed satisfactory without this type of
pretreatment, and subsequent estimates refer to
this construction material.

For every 3! tons of sodium chloride in sea water
there is one ton of ot~er s?-lts. Although the recovery
of these other matenals IS, of course, closely allied
with that of sodium chloride, this investigation
refers specifically to common salt, and the estimates
do not take account of the upgrading which occurs
in those other materials.

The site selected as a basis for a further study
was the Krysuvik thermal area, which is connected
with the capital city of Reykjavik by a 33 km road.
The area is about 8 km from the sea-shore and at
an elevation of 150 m above sea level.

The United Nations Commissioner for Technical
Assistance, Department of Economic and Social
Affairs, supported a further investigation into this
possibility for salt manufacture by securing the
services of Mr. W. A. Tobey from the consulting
firm Manistee Engineering Associates. Mr. Tobey
proposed a detailed design of such a plant and made
an estimate of capital investment and production
cost.

The proposed salt plant

Mr. W. A. Tobey proposed a salt plant as follows,
after having acquainted himself with the natural
steam and other pertinent conditions at Krysuvik.
The basis for his recommendations and estimate
was a capacity of 60 000 metric tons of coarse fishery
salt per year.

First step: concentration 0/ the sea water

The sea water is concentrated in triple-effect
vacuum evaporators with forced circulation. Three
parallel sets are required, all of steel construction
except the third effect, which is of non-corrosive
alloy-clad steel.

Sea water is fed into the last effect of each eva
porator (backward feeding), permitting a release
of corrosive gases from the sea water upon heating.
This procedure is necessary to prevent corrosion
of equipment constructed of steel.

Sea water feed is concentrated progressively in
each effect of concentrators to a final density of
25° Be when withdrawn.

Second step: settling

Concentrated brine flows to a settler where bicar
bonates are precipitated, as well as the greater
portion of the calcium sulphate.

To prevent scaling of heating surfaces in the con
centrating evaporators, a predetermined amount
of calcium sulphate is returned to the concentrators
to enter with the sea water feed.

Third step: salt crystallization

The settled brine from the settler flows to a double
effect salt crystallizer and is removed from No. I
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effect at a density of 28.5° Be. Salt is removed
from the leg-pipe of each effect, centrifuged and
washed with clear concentrated brine.

Fourth. step: brine concentration

The brine from the salt crystallizer is concentrated
in a single-effect evaporator until the Mg C12 content
is 25 per cent, followed by centrifuging or settling
of the liquor to remove the precipitated salt (NaCl).
This salt can be returned to the sea-water feed of
the concentrators.

Fifth step: de-watering and drying

The salt, as it comes from the salt crystallizers
(third step), is in the form of a salt slurry-i.e., salt
crystals and brine. This slurry is de-watered and
dried on a top feed vacuum filter. This can be accom
plished in one operation on this machine, which is
operated continuously.

Sixth step: compacting or briquetting

The fine salt, as it comes from the salt crystal
lizers and is dried, as mentioned above, is unsuitable
for salting fish. The salt must be further processed,
either by compacting or by briquetting the dried
fine salt crystals. Salt can be compacted in a machine
in which the salt crystals are compressed under
heavy pressure between large steel rolls which
shape the product into a hard board-like sheet of
a uniform thickness. This sheet of salt is broken up
into fragments immediately after it leaves the rolls.
These fragments are ground or granulated to the size
desired for use by the fisheries.

The coarse salt crystals are sized on vibrating
screens, the rejected coarse and fine ones are returned
to the machine for another pass and the crystals
or particles of the proper size pass on to the storage
bins.

In the briquetting operation, the fine salt is
compressed into form-recesses on the faces of two
rolls making hard briquettes of salt about one inch
in diameter and five inches long. From the briquetting
machine, these briquettes go to a grinder or granu
lator and are sized in much the same way as described
above for the compacting operation.

Mr. Tobey recommended that the natural steam
be admitted to the evaporators at a pressure of
1.4-1.7 kg/cm2 (5-10 psig). Since the steam is wet,
water must be separated as far as possible. The
estimated steam consumption was 130 tons per hour.
Since the rated capacity was 8.3 metric tons of salt
per hour, this steam consumption corresponds to
15.7 tons per ton of salt.

COST ESTIMATES

Mr. Tobey estimated the cost of this completed
plant, including the sea-water pumping station,
cooling water supply, all buildings and some silos

for salt but excluding the sea water supply pipeline,
at U.S.S4 020 000. The figure was compiled from
United States prices for equipment and European
prices for the rest. The author has excluded the cost
of the sea-water pipeline on the grounds that it
represented local conditions strictly. Thus this figure
represents a cost of $67 per ton-year of salt. Of this
figure, two-thirds is connected with the concentra
tion of the sea water prior to crystallization.

Mr. Tobey assumed that the plant would be depre
ciated during a period of fifteen years. With 5 per
cent interest on the capital investment and 1 per cent
for other fixed costs, the total was 12.7 per cent
or D.S. $8.50 per metric ton. His operating costs,
excluding energy, were $2.22 per metric ton. The
steam was assumed at 14 cents per ton, which is
$2.20 per metric ton of salt. The electricity, exclusive
of the sea-water supply pipeline requirements, would
be 330 kWh per ton, which, at the price of 7 mills
per kWh, is $2.31. The total cost of manufactured
salt thus becomes $15.23. Including the sea-water
supply pipeline at Krysuvik, Mr. Tobey's figure
was $16.45 per metric ton. The average c.i.f. price
of imported fishery salt to Iceland is $15.10 and the
price of delivered imported salt in truck loads in
Reykjavik is $16.70 per ton.

Further processing of sea water

The above conclusions, reached through the engi
neering study of Mr. Tobey, show that salt manu
facture from sea water for the fisheries in Iceland
alone is, from the monetary point of view, a marginal
operation. Although future study of the natural
steam in Iceland may show that the plant could be
located so that the sea water is obtained less expen
sively, and while perhaps the manufacturers of
evaporators may produce a slightly more favourable
picture as a result of their present intense develop
ment in the sea water field, salt for the fisheries
in Iceland will probably not be produced for much
lower prices than imported prices on this basis.
But sea water contains materials other than salt
in considerable quantities, and these materials
become more available through the salt manu
facturing process which has been described above.
To begin with, the gypsum which is thrown down
in the present scheme could be used in a local cement
plant and its value be subtracted from the above cost
of salt.

Some of the other materials in sea water are,
however, of considerably more value, but while
evaporation has made their recovery less expensive,
some additional investment is needed. Our study
has not reached the level at which any definite
recommendations can be put forward, but here
again natural steam may be of importance for evapo
rating and drying operations. It is certain that a
partial or total recovery of all the materials in the
sea water is much more promising than the recovery
of anyone alone, if natural heat is concerned.
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Summary

Iceland imports considerable quantities of salt
which is used by the fishery industry. The conditions
for producing this material from sea water by natural
heat have been studied here, since local conditions
appear relatively favourable.

Since the sea water must be brought to the steam
field, the distance of the latter from the ocean,
where high salinity prevails, is an important factor
which may greatly influence the cost of produc
tion.

The process adopted for study was multiple
effect evaporation with subsequent crystallization
in vacuum pans. The fine salt would be briquetted
and crushed to obtain the proper size for the
fisheries.

The evaporators would be triple-effect and made
of steel, except for the last one which would be of
alloy-clad steel. Some precipitated material is
returned to the sea water feed to prevent scaling of
heating surfaces.

Crystallization would be performed in double
effect vacuum pans and the effluent brin- further
concentrated to recover impure salt, which -vould be
returned to the concentrators.

The natural steam would be admitted L .he eva
porators just above the atmospheric press;~,C, after
the removal of the accompanying water.: 'le total
amount of steam used would be about 16 tons
per ton of salt.

The cost of the completed salt from a S;;J water
plant with a capacity of 60 000 metric tonsuer year
was estimated at about U.S.$4 000 000, excluding
the sea water supply pipeline. On the same basis,
one ton of salt would be produced at about $15.
In the location selected for the study, the total
cost would be $16.45 per metric ton.

The above estimate does not take into account
upgrading of other materials in the sea water,
the recovery of which would have more favourable
economic results.

EXTRACTION DU SEL DE L'EAU DE MER PAR DES EVAPORATEURS A EFFET
MULTIPLE ALIMENTES PAR LA VAPEUR NATURELLE

Resume

L'Islande importe des quantites considerables de
sel, utilise principalement par l'industrie de la peche.
Le present rnemoire etudie les conditions de produc
tion du sel par extraction de I'eau de mer en faisant
appel ala chaleur naturelle, car les conditions locales
semblent relativement favorables.

Etant donne que l'eau de mer doit etre amenee
aux champs producteurs de vapeur, la distance
entre ces derniers et I'ocean, dont la salinite est
elevee, est un facteur important qui peut avoir
des repercussions marquees sur les frais de pro
duction.

La technique adoptee aux fins d'etude est
l'evaporation a effet multiple, avec cristallisation
ulterieure dans des recipients a vide. On mettrait
le sel fin en briquettes, et on le broierait ensuite
pour obtenir le grain convenant aux pecheries.

Les evaporateurs seraient du type a triple effet,
faits en acier, sauf le dernier qui serait fait en acier
revetu d'un alliage special. Une partie des produits
precipites est retournee a l'entree OU se fait l'alimen
tation a I'eau de mer pour eviter le depot decailles
sur les surfaces chauffantes.

La cristallisation se ferait dans des recipients
a vide a double effet, et la saumure qui en sort
serait concentree pour recuperer le sel impur, qui
ferait retour aux concentrateurs.

La vapeur naturelle qui parvient aux evaporateurs
serait admise juste au-dessus de la pression atmo
spherique, apres soutirage de l'eau d'accompagne
ment. La quantite totale de vapeur utilisee serait
de l' ordre de 16 tonnes par tonne de sel.

Les frais de premier etablissement d'une usine
permettant l'extraction de sel apartir de l'eau de mer
ont ete evalues a quatre millions de dollars E.-U.
environ, a l'exclusion du tuyau d'arrivee d'eau de
mer, cette evaluation portant sur une capacite de
60 000 tonnes metriques par an. Sur la merne base,
une tonne de sel serait produite a raison d'environ
15 dollars. Au lieu choisi pour les etudes, le prix
total eut ete de 16 dollars 45 par tonne metrique.

Les evaluations donnees ci-dessus ne tiennent
pas compte du relevernent de la qualite des autres
produits qui sont dans l'eau de mer, dont la recupe
ration donnerait lieu a des resultats econorniques
d'ensemble plus favorables.
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Table 1

Sea water is poured into the pans, and hot water
is made to flow slowly down the channel. As evapora
tion proceeds, the liquid is made to flow through
a syphon arrangement from one pan into another.
No complications arise up to a concentration of
12°Be, in the parallel flow of hot water and brine.
Up to this concentration, slight deposits of calcium
sulphate occur, but above this concentration, the
brine must flow in a direction counter to that of
hot water. It is desirable to place the crystallizing
pan at the point where the temperature is highest.

The optimum evaporation area of the open pan
appears to be 10-15 m 2 for a flow of 1 m3/hr of hot
water. The evaporation capacity diminishes rapidly
as the pan is covered with scale, but by cleaning
continuously, 2.5-3.5 mmjhr of evaporation speed
can be achieved for continuous operations.

Some experimental data are shown in table 1.

Evaporation area, m2 • • . . .

Hot water consumption, m 3jhr .
Temp. of original hot water, °C .
Temp. of outflowing hot water, °C
Evaporation speed, mmjhr . . .

A considerable amount of vapour can be obtained
from high temperature springs in some cases. An
example of the process utilizing the vapour as a
heat source is as follows. An iron pipe-work, 0.10
0.15 m in diameter, is installed in a shallow rectan
gular concrete pond, 0.3-0.5 m deep, 4-5 m wide
and 10-20 m long. Pipe-work with a winding-through
path may be used, but for the sake of uniform
heating and smooth draining of the structure, it is
recommended that the main vapour and drain
pipe be placed on the opposite sides of the rectangular
pond and connected by a series of heating pipes
with a distance of 0.5-0.8 m.

Usually, the pond is used as a crystallizer or grainer;
the heating pipes must be 50 mm from the bottom,
so that the deposited salt may be raked easily.
An agitator of the surface must be installed to
break down the floating flake salt, which diminishes
the evaporating area considerably. The optimum
evaporation area of the pond appears to be 50-80 m2

for 1 tonjhr of vapour.
483

Open system

Because of the absence of natural sources of rock
salt or brackish water, salt has been obtained from
sea water in Japan. The damp and rainy weather
hinders the production of bay salt. Poor output
of coal and oil makes mechanical evaporation also
unsuitable. Due to these unique conditions, a process
has been evolved in which sea water is concentrated
up to 15°-18°Be by evaporation in the salt field,
followed by evaporation in multiple-effect evapora
tors to crystallize the salt.

Salt production by the utilization of geothermal
energy was started around 1940, when Japan was
facing a crisis due to an insufficient supply of salt.
This process was applied where hot springs were
available in the vicinity of the sea. In 1958, 21 000
tons/year were produced by this process, but today
only 10 per cent of the amount produced in the
best days is being produced by this process, owing
to the rapid decline in yield caused by the high cost.

In evaporating, either the "open" or "vacuum"
system is employed, depending on the type of eva
porator. In the open system, hot water or vapour
from the hot springs is used as a heat source, whereas
in the vacuum system, the vaporized hot water or
the gushing vapour after separation from water is
used. Although the open system is considered primi
tive from the technical point of view, easy manipu
lation of the equipment and its simplicity are an
advantage. Extensive technical knowledge is indis
pensable in the construction and operation of the
vacuum system; it is recommended for large-scale
production works, rather than small installations,
because of its high heat exchange efficiency and large
capacity.

The following discussion deals with the technical
aspects, cost, etc., of salt production by geothermal
energy in Japan.

When hot water is used as a heat source, a con
crete channel, about 1 m wide and 0.2-0.3 m deep, is
constructed, horizontally or with a slope of 1/1 000
1/5000, in which open pans are hung close. to each
other. The pan is 0.10-0.15 m deep and IS made
of galvanized iron plates, 0.5-0.7 mm in thickness.

* Central Research Institute, Japan Monopoly Corporation,
Tokyo.
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Table 2

a

Open system

Evaporating area, m 2 890 1250 640
Hot water consumption, m 3Jhr 60 130 50
Hot water temp., °C . 100 102
Vapour consumption, tJhr. 1
Construction cost, D.S.$ 8450 25200 14 700
Yield, tJyear 330 810 440

Cost (U.S.$Jt)

Labour 8.42 3.47 5.58
Electric power. 0.77 1.39 2.15
Supplies 3.15 2.98 2.89
General overhead 4.90 3.27 2.33
Amortization 3.96 2.46 3.22

TOTAL COST $21.20 $13.57 $16.17

Operation:

Sea water is first concentrated by means of a
vertical flow system concentrator, using solar heat
and wind _energy, and then further concentrated
by the open system using hot water. Still further
concentration is carried out in the first and one of
the second vacuum pans and the concentrated brine
is fed into the other second pan which acts as the
crystallizer.

Vacuum system

Depending on vapour temperature, three times
as much evaporation may be possible. As the equip
ment is similar to the ordinary vacuum pan used
in salt production, no description is given here,
but it must be specially noted that scaling of the
heating surface lowers the heat conductivity con
siderably, where salt is obtained directly from sea
water.

If the vacuum system alone is used, the capacity
of evaporators for the concentration should be
5-10 times that of the crystallizer. If abundant
vapour of high temperature is available, this process
may not be impossible, but in practice the concen
tration is usually obtained by the open system, etc.
Two examples are given below.

In this example, brine is used as the raw material
in a factory operating single or double-effect evapo
rators using vaporized hot water:

Data:

Consumed vapour.
Consumed hot water
Quantity of sea water
Brine fed to crystallizer
Yield .

Cost

1.3 tJhr (90°C)
18.5 m 3Jhr (80°C)
3 860 ljhr (3.5°Be)
780 IJhr (13°Be)
92 kgJhr

In this second example, sea water is used as the
raw material.

two pans (heating area: 50m2 each)
single-effect (parallel feed)
vaporized hot water (by vaporizer)
65 m3Jhr (87°C)
2.4 tJhr (64.7°C)
61.5°C
45.4°C
2.7 m 3Jhr (20.4° Be)
576 kgJhr
2.1 tJhr (21 kgJm2• hr)
800 KcalJm 2• hr. °C

Vacuum pan
Operation .
Heat source . . . . . .
Hot-water consumption .
Amount of vapour .
Temp. of calandria .
Temp. of evap. room
Raw brine..
Yield .
Evaporation .
Heat transfer eo eff.

Installation:
Vertical flow system concentrator by

natural energy . . . . . . .
Open system by hot water ...
Vacuum system by vaporized hot

water (double-effect)
1st vacuum pan . . . .
2nd vacuum pan (2 pans)

deck area: 310 m2

evaporation area: 130 m2

heating area: 80 m2

heating area: 40 m2 each

The cheap heat source is a chief characteristic
of the utilization of geothermal energy. The prospe
rity enjoyed by these hot spring areas as health
and recreation resorts has restricted their use in
salt production. Thus, the capacity was only 3000 tons
per year even in the largest one, and 100 tons
per year in general. Large-scale plants utilizing
this energy have been put into operation.

Except in three factories, all the equipment was
the open system. Even in these three cases, the capa
cities were so small that the advantages of the large
vacuum system, i.e. low construction cost, low
operating cost and high heat efficiency, could not
be fully obtained. Hence the cost of the salt produced
ran as high as U.S.$25/ton. As a result of a new
cost-cutting policy, all but a few factories using the
open system had closed. The cost of produced salt
and the capacities of some existing factories are shown
in table 2.

As can be clearly seen from table 2, the main
item in the cost is labour. Every factory operates con-
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tinuously in three shifts per day, with 2-3 persons in
each shift. Their labour is spent mostly in transferring
brine from one pan to another and in raking the
deposited salt. Replacing of pans constitutes a major
item in the cost of supplies. One-third of the general
overhead is spent in repairing the concrete and pipe
works. These get heavily corroded by the hydrogen
sulphide present in the hot water. Efforts to improve
construction material and to find paints to prevent
corrosive action have resulted in failure. Because
of the low cost, galvanized iron plate is used as
the construction material of the open pan and pitch
is used as paint. The average life span of the open
pan is about one year. Corrosion has also been the
main problem in the vacuum system.

Special salt

Because of international market prices, the pro
duction of ordinary salt using geothermal energy
appears to have no bright future, but the manu-

facture of a special kind of salt, having certain
crystal forms, may be possible by the process of
surface evaporation at constant temperature. In
this respect, the preparation of fragile flake salt
and hard spherical salt has been studied by the]apan
Monopoly Corporation. The hard spherical salt has
not yet found an appropriate usage, but it has been
found that fragile flake salt serves as an excellent
butter salt due to its voluminous and easily soluble
nature. Thus it may be possible that salt production
by geothermal energy will find a hopeful avenue
in the production of special salt.

Conclusion

Very few practical studies have been made of
the processes mentioned in this paper. The progress
has been left in the hands, of the workers alone.
As a result, no reports were available for reference
in writing this paper, except data provided by a few
people, including the author.

Summary

Salt production by the utilization of geothermal energy in Japan started
around 1940, and in the best days, 21000 tons per year were produced by
this process; but only 2 000 tons per year are being produced by this process
today as a result of the rapid decline in yield caused by the high cost brought
about by the exhaustion of labour and the corrosion of equipment. All factories
operated in the "open" system, except for a few which used the "vacuum"
system. Today, the open system, alone is adopted in this process, and the
cost of the salt runs as high as U.S.$16-22/ton. Because of international
market prices, this process has no bright future in the production of ordinary
salt, but it may be possible that this characteristic process will find a hopeful
avenue in the production of some special kinds of salt.

PRODUCTION DE SEL AV JAPON PAR L'ENERGIE GEOTHERMIQVE

Resume

C'est en 1940 qu'a cornmencee la production de sel, au J apon, par l'utili
sation de l'energie geothermique. Dans ses meilleurs jours, elle avait ainsi
fourni 21 000 tonnes de ce produit par an. Le precede ne donne actuellement
que 2 000 tonnes par an, en raison de la chute rapide du rendement causee
par les augmentations de frais qui s'expliquent par I'epuisernent du personnel
et la corrosion du materiel, Toutes les usines faisaient usage de la methode
dite a « circuit ouvert », le systeme a circuit ferrne (a vide) ri'etant utilise
que dans quelques cas. On s'en remet actuellement exclusivement au systeme
acircuit ouvert et le sel revient ainsi aun prix qui oscille entre 16 et 22 dollars
par tonne. Si on rapproche ce chiffre de la cote du sel sur les marches inter
nationaux, on appreciera que le precede n'a guere d'avenir pour la production
de sel ordinaire. 11 reste toutefois possible d'entrevoir pour lui quelques possi
bilites sur le plan de la production de certains genres de sels speciaux.
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Of this amount of heat a daily average of about
92 million kcaljh is effective at maximum demand;
the rest is supplied by two oil-fired booster stations
which take the peak load.

cipal District Heating Service have, on the other
hand, led to an increase in both quantity and tem
perature so that the available heat today has in
creased many-fold although the drillings are not
nearly complete.

Since geothermal energy and drilling for hot water
are treated in other papers submitted to the Con
ference, the drillings by the Reykjavik municipality
are not discussed further here. A summary of their
results, however, is given in table 1.

The amount of hot water harnessed by the Reyk
javik Municipal District Heating Service at present
is as follows:

!leatillg.s!atioll

Mean temperature
t-c)

114
87
87

94

Quantity
(Ilsec)

134
140
210

484TOTAL

Sources inside Reykjavik
Reykir area. .
Reykjahlid area . . . .

The Reykjavik district heating system is the oldest;
largest and most up to date district heating system
in Iceland. It initiated drilling for hot water and
the large-scale use of geothermal energy.

Drilling for hot water started in the year 1928.
In 1930 the first pumping station, along with a
3 km main pipeline, was built. The available amount
of water was then 14 ljsec at a temperature of 87°C.
This system provided hot water for about 70 houses,
a swimming hall and an open swimming pool.

In 1933 drilling started at Reykir, 18 km outside
the town, and from 1939 to 1943 a pumping station,
with a main line and a distribution system in the
town, was built, adding 200 ljsec of hot water at
87° and supplying a further 2000 houses. In 1949
a pumping station at Reykjahlid and a 3 km long
main line connecting it to Reykir were built (see
figure I for sketch of main feed-lines).

In the last few years drilling has been resumed
in Reykjavik, but to greater depths than before,
and the district heating system has been expanding
constantly. At present there are available about
500 ljsec of water at 94°C, heating 4400 houses
with an accrued heating load of 130 X 10° kcaljh.
on a basis of 35°C inside-outside temperature diffe
rence." The district heating system employs four
large and eleven small pumping stations, besides
two under construction, two boiler plants, eight
hot water storage tanks and an auxiliary diesel
generator unit. Main lines 250-450 mm in diameter
total 46.1 km, but the total length of street mains
apart from house connexions exceeds 100 km. Drillings
are being continued, and further extensions are in
progress.

There are three main sources of natural hot
spring water: (a) inside the city limits of Reykjavik;
(b) the Reykir area, 18 km to the east of the city;
and (c) the Reykjahlid area, 21 km to the east of
the city.

There were hot springs in all these areas, but the
quantity as well as the temperature of the water
was limited, and not nearly enough for heating
the city. The deep drillings of the Reykjavik Muni-

Sources of hot water

* Director, Hitaveita Reykjavikur, Reykjavik, Iceland.
1 Plus 21 per cent for windage, etc., and 4 kcaljrn" per hour

for ventilation.

Figure 1. Reykjavik heating system: sketch of main
feed-lines
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Table 1. Drilling by the Reykjavik municipality

Outp"t

A rea and year Number
0/ holes'

Depth
(m)

Mean depth
(m)

Diam.
(inches) Single holes

(llsec)

][emt. temp» Afax temp.
Area t-c) t-c)
(llscc}

Reykjavik, 1928-30. 14 20-246 118 4 0-12 14 87 98
Reykir, 1933-47 43 135-621 353 4-8 0-44 250-110 c 87 98
Reykjahlid, 1947-55 25 128-441 309 4-8 0-48 100+ 110 c 87 93
Reykjavik, 1940-61. Hi 249-770 434 4-8 0-13 48 95 124
Reykjavik, 1957-59. 10 615-2 199 993 9 0-30 72 130 146
Various areas, 1932-61 8 191-1 378 397 4-9 1-5 14

-- --
TOTAL 116 a 384 498 94

a In addition to 10 holes drilled for temperature gradient measurements.
b Measured at pumping station exit.
C Not counting the quantity of hot water used within the area.

Description of the system

The greater part of the district heating system
is a single-pipe system, i.e., hot water is pumped
into the houses; after suitable cooling in the radiators
it is conducted to the drainage mains of each house,
but not collected again, although some of the return
water is used for bathing, washing, etc., as well as
for heating sidewalks, steps, garages and even small
hothouses. In some cases the return water is collected
and used for swimming pools.

Where water at a higher temperature than that
of the return water is required, e.g., for dishwashing,
the hot water is used directly from the intake pipe.
The superheated water now available cannot be
utilized in this simple manner. To keep it from
boiling and losing the steam heat, it has to be kept
under a certain pressure. Of course it cannot be
used directly as tap water. A double-pipe system
was therefore employed, the return water collected
in a return main and used for mixing with the super
heated water.

A double-pipe system was built a little earlier,
but for different reasons, that is, for using excess
hot water during the summer; but in winter, heating
is supplied to the district by a central boiler plant.
In the future all these different methods will be
used in accordance with local conditions.

THE SINGLE-PIPE SYSTEM

The main characteristics of the single-pipe system
are as follows.

The most distant pumping station is at Reykjahlid,
about 21 km outside the city. Outside the station
is a cistern into which the hot water flows by its
own pressure from the various wells in Mos~ellsdal.ur.

The station is equipped with two pumpmg umts,
each capable of supplying 150 ljsec against ~ head
of 14 atm (kgjcm"), which pump the water a.distance
of 3 km through a 250 mm pipe to Reykir, where
water from the Reykir area is added.

The main pumping station is situated at Rey~ir.

It employs 3 units, each supplying 150 ljsec agamst
a head of 14 kgjcm2• This station is at present

pumping up to 360 ljsec of water at 87°C to the city.
In case of electricity breakdowns, a 1 050 hp diesel
generator unit is available at Reykir, serving both
these pumping stations.

The main pipeline from Reykir to the city is
15.3 km long, terminating in storage tanks on a ~ill

just outside the city; it consists of dual 35~ mm dia.
pipes interconnected at each quarter pomt, such
that t of each pipe can be closed off for inspection
or repair, still maintaining a capacity of 80 per cent.

The main pipeline passes close to the Electricity
Authority's steam turbine boosting station a~d is
connected to its two boilers with a total capacity of
53 million kcaljh through a heat exchanger, so that
the temperature of the hot water can be raised when
necessary. Provision is also made for pumping river
water into the line after cleaning and heating.
There are eight storage tanks with a total capacity
of 8 400 m 3 ; they are used to equalize flow and
pressure in the city throughout the day.

In the pumping station at Reykir there is a mano
meter dial and recorder showing the height of water
in the tanks. It is also equipped with a remote
control unit for the Reykjahlid station, such that
the engineers at Reykir can contr~l both these
stations according to the water level m the storage
tanks. Any excess water leaves by way of the overflow
of the respective cistern into a near-by river. From
the tanks the water flows mostly by gravity alone
into the city distributing system although there is
built in the line a boosting station with three pumping
units with a total capacity of ~00-600 ~jsec an~ a
pressure rise of 2 kgjcm2• ThIS boostmg st::tlOn
is used only during the winter, when demand IS at
its peak. It is remotely controlled from a manometer
in the city.

The mainline from the tanks consists of two
400 mm dia. pipes about 1 km long before the ~is

tribution system proper branches off. Street. maI?s
(one-pipe system) total 52 km and vary m dia.
from 25-450 mm. In addition there are house
connexions 20-70 mm in dia. totalling tens of km.

The hot water is in most cases piped directly
into the central heating systmes of the houses, but
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after cooling in the radiators it is led into the drain
mains.

TWO-PIPE SYSTEMS

The Hii~ar district heating system is an example
of a two-pipe system. It was originally built with
the use of excess hot spring water in summer in
mind; in winter, district heating was to be from
the steam turbine boosting plant. Later, superheated
water from bori~gs in the city replaced the boosting
plant to a considerable extent. When this district
is fully heated it will represent a heating load of
40 million kcaljh, or one-third of the total, as before.

The district has its own pumping plant with two
circulating pumping units for the two-pipe system.
The plant is fed by a 250-300 mm dia. 600 m long
pipeline from the Reykir main feeding line, and the
return water is pumped by two units back into
the main feeding line and to the' storage tanks.
When excess water is available, however, the return
is not pumped back into the main feeder, but led
into the drain through an automatically controlled
motorized valve which keeps the return pressure
in. the system at the prescribed level at all times.

The pumps work along three different lines,
according to the season. In summer the hot water
from the main feeder flows to the plant and through
the supply to the houses and through the return
pipes back to the plant, without any pumping in
the plant. The return water then leaves by the drain.
In the spring and autumn the pressure in the Reykir
main is not sufficient, and the circulating pumps
have to be brought into use. These pumps are auto
matically controlled by the pressure in the supply
pipe at the highest location in the district. The return

water leaves by the drain, as before. In winter
the district is heated from the steam turbine-boosting
plant in the following manner.

The booster plant produces the necessary heat
for the district by raising the temperature of the
water from Reykir. Part of this water is taken
into the Hlidar district, where it cools down to 40
50°C and is pumped into the main feedline again'
it mixes with the rest of the heated water and lower~
the temperature to the original point (87°), flows
t~ the storage tanks and from there into the single
pIpe system.

.The Hlidar district pumping plant is equipped
WIth very modern machinery: automatic units to
control the flow of water, pressure, and temperature
according to demand, and various useful measuring
and recording devices.

Two other districts in the city have a two-pipe
system, one with its own boiler plant to supply
heat during the winter, the other using superheated
water from recent drillings, the return water being
used for mixing with the superheated water to keep
the house supply at the right temperature.

This description covers only the main features of
the Reykjavik district heating system as a whole.
There are, of course, innumerable valves of various
designs, expansion joints, anchors, apart from
insulation etc., which are discussed later.

Chemical composition of the water

A chemical analysis of the hot spring water as
used in the city is shown in table 2. It should be
noted that it contains neither oxygen (0 2) nor free
carbon dioxide (C02) when it leaves the borings.

Table 2. Analysis of natural hot water used in Reykjavik

Date .....
Temperature °C
pH .
Primary alkalinity, ppm CaC03 .

Secondary alkalinity, ppm CaC03 .

Total alcalinity, ppm CaC03
Carbonates, ppm .....
Hydroxides, ppm. . . . .
Total hardness, ppm CaC03

Sod.-Pot., ppm ..
CaO, ppm .
MgO, ppm .
Chlorine (Cl), ppm
Fluorine (F), ppm.
Sulphates (504)' ppm .
Sulphides (S), ppm
Oxygen, cell
Iron (Fe---), ppm
Silica - Si02, ppm
Total solids, ppm. .
Resistivity, Ohm Cm
Conductivity, Ohm-1cm-1 10- 3

Boring
in Reykjavik

12 Mar. 59
130°C

9.35
45.00
24.40
69.40
30.00
6.80
8.50

63.61
3.64
0.80

34.80
I.IO

21.60
0.71
0.0
0.0

167.20
328.00

3540
0.283

Reykir
area

27 Mar. 53
87
9.3

33.0
30.0
63.0
60.0

3.0
8.3

47.0
4.1
0.6

16.2
0.8

22.0
0.2
1.5
0.1

80.0
195.0

4810
0.208

Reykjahlid
area

27 Mar. 53
87

9.3
41.5
28.5
70.0
57.0
13.0
12.5
56.0

6.3
0.7

17.4
0.8

20.0
2.15
0.0
0.1

90.0
240.0

4480
0.223
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The water itself is not corrosive to steel or concrete
and does not cause precipitation. It is wholesome
for bathing and cooking.

The composition of the hot spring water varies
considerably from one area to another, and even
within the same area it varies slightly from one
boring to another and from one time to another.
It is therefore necessary to analyse the water from
each boring as well as to check older borings. Because
of this and for other reasons, the Reykjavik Muni
cipal District Heating Service maintains a water
laboratory which keeps a constant check on the water.

Water at this temperature in contact with the
atmosphere absorbs some oxygen, which supports
corrosion and precipitation of silica in the pipes.
Unfortunately it is difficult to prevent the water
from coming into contact with air.

In the drillings, collecting branches and cisterns,
there is a free water level where the water absorbs
oxygen to some extent. An important factor in this
case is to avoid a free fall of water, and the pipes
are therefore everywhere connected at the bottom
of tanks, below the water level. Every time the
tanks or pipes are emptied because of breakdowns
or shortage of water, however, the water inevitably
absorbs some oxygen, but because of its temperature
the amount is relatively small. Furthermore, a dilute
solution of sodium sulphite is added to the water to
reduce the amount. In one of the thermal areas
(Mosfellsdalur) the water contains a small amount
of hydrogen sulphide, which acts as a reducing agent
for oxygen, but it attacks copper and results in
corrosion of brass fittings and flexible connexions.

Several other problems have arisen owing to the
chemical composition of the hot spring water, but
these examples will suffice to show that it is necessary
to analyse the water before the borings are connected,
and to maintain a constant check of the water and
its effects afterwards.

Water temperature

In the first years of the Reykjavik Municipal
District Heating Service, there was no variation
in the temperature of the spring water. The natural
temperature of the spring water in Thvottalaugar,
Reykir and Reykjahlid was 87°-88°C, or very nearly
that which the central heating systems in the houses
were based on. Therefore the distributing system
had only to be insulated well enough to prevent
an undue temperature drop on the way to the con
sumers and to avoid an excessive temperature
difference within the city.

The former item was of financial interest as well
as necessary to utilize the heat as much as possible,
because the quantity available was restricted and
not sufficient for the whole city. The latter item
was of particular interest with respect to the tariff.
Because of the large number and the small size of
the houses it was too costly to use heat flow-meters;
water-meters were used instead, and the price of

the water was reckoned on the basis of a mean tem
perature drop through the house systems. Therefore
the difference in the temperature of the water in the
various city districts had to be kept at a minimum.
After the steam turbine booster plant came. into
operation, and superheated water from borings was
available, the possibility of raising and varying the
temperature of the water according to circumstances
ensued.

Since direct heating of houses is used, and since
some of the water is used directly as tap water,
it is not feasible to raise the temperature in the supply
mains over 100°C, or boiling will occur. Various
other factors restrict the temperature limit-e.g.,
size of expansion joints, and durability of insulating
material with high temperatures.

Insulating materials

The Reykjavik Municipal District Heating Service
has in its time made use of many different insulating
materials; only the more important of these and the
experience obtained in their use are mentioned here.

The first main feeding line was buried and insulated
with granulated cork packed in sausage-like bags.
Over the insulating layer came a cement coating
reinforced with a wire mesh; as a further protection
against ground water, asphalted canvas and a layer
of asphalt paper were used. Under the pipe a drain
was made of small rocks. This method did not prove
very successful; the cork gradually carbonized, the
cement coating and paper cracked, and the drain
had a tendency to clog. Water reached the insulating
material in several spots, and the steel pipe corroded
from the outside.

Next foam-concrete was tried; it was applied
directly to the pipe and protected on the outside
with asphalt paper; this did a little better, but the
foam-concrete, which was rather expensive, tended
to crack, and water reached the pipe with corrosion
following. Pumice-concrete gave similar results when
protected externally in the same manner as the
previous materials.

When the district heating system from Reykir
was built in 1939-1943 this experience in insulating
problems led to the use of concrete channels for all
pipes except house connexions. The channels were
made with watertight expansion gaps at intervals.
This method has proved very successful.

At this time different insulating materials were
tried out. The main line from Reykir was insulated
by two layers of turf each 5 cm thick, staggered,
so that the outer layer covered the joints in the inner
layer. Between the turf and the concrete layer was
an air space. The turf has lasted very well where
water does not reach it and as long as the tempera
ture does not exceed 100°C. It shrinks considerably
on drying but it has an insulating value similar to
that of cork, A = 0.043 kcaljmh°C. It is cheap, but
has the disadvantage of burning or scorching in case
of fire; it is very difficult to extinguish such fires.
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The city distribution pipes are insulated by
completely filling the concrete channel with lava
slags. Before the use of lava slags was decided on,
experiments were made with it and pumice which
has a A= 0.10 kcaljmhC. The lava slags had slightly
less insulating value but were much cheaper and
showed better resistance to water.

The method gave good results, but later the use
of lava slags was discontinued and a different method
adopted, i.e. the pipes are asphalted and covered
by aluminium foil and the channel sides and top
by plates of plastic foam A = 0.03 kcal/mh'C.
This type of insulation is waterproof and has led to
saving in the size of channels.

House connexions were originally insulated by
split cylinders of glass wool, and externally protected
by canvas reinforced bitumen sheets. Later, the
glass wool was replaced by rock wool. This did not
give enough protection against ground water; it has
therefore been discarded and instead a double
plastic pipe, with an air space in between and a
corrugated surface next to the steel pipe, was
adopted.

An example of the insulation quality is that the
temperature drop from Reykir to the storage tanks
in winter is about 3°C, or 1°C per 5 km. In the distri
bution system the cooling is somewhat more per
kilometre on account of lower velocity. The cooling
is highest in the house connexions.

Economical pipe diameters

A number of books have been written about the
design of water distribution systems, economical
pipe diameters, etc.: since district heating systems
are here concerned, the problem is still more com
plicated and cannot be discussed extensively in a
short paper.

To give some idea, consider a pipe of a certain
lenght which is to convey a certain maximum amount
of water, e.g. a long main feed-line. If gravity flow
is possible the diameter of the pipe will be a function
of the available pressure head. If the head is small
it may be more economical to use a pump, first
because of a saving in pipe cost, and second because
of excessive cooling if a pump is not used. If a pump
is used, then various pressure heads as well as pipe
diameters are available. It is always possible to
arrive at one particular diameter which will be the
most economical in each case.

This can be shown as follows: The annual cost is
the sum of a number of factors which can be divided
into two groups, according to whether they increase
or decrease with increasing pipe diameter.

In the first group are factors such as annual
instalments and interest on the first cost of the pipe
with insulation etc., depreciation and maintenance
costs and the cost of temperature losses; the sum
of these factors increases more than linearly with the
diameter of the pipe.

The other group consists of annual instalments
and interest on pump, motor and pump house
depreciation and maintenance costs; furthermor~
there are running expenses such as electricity,
lubricating oils, supervision etc. The sum of these
factors will decrease less than linearly with the
increasing diameter of the pipe.

If a graph is drawn of the annual cost ,LS a function
of pipe diameter of each group and then one of the
sum of these two, it is fairly obvious that the total
annual cost will have a certain minimum. For cold
water pipes one formula for the most economical
water velocity in the pipe is

V _ C 3/ i1.
- 1 V C2 ' M + Ca K

where:

[L = first cost of pipe per unit pipe diameter
M = first cost of machinery per metric horsepower

and
K = price of power per horsepower and hour.

It will be seen that the numerator contains factors
that increase with pipe diameter and the denominator,
those that decrease with increasing pipe diameter.

Since the first cost is much higher for an insulated
hot water pipe than for a cold water pipe and costs
resulting from temperature drops have to be con
sidered, it is obvious that the economical water
velocity is considerably higher for district heating
systems than for a cold water supply system. For
example, in .the main pipeline from Reykir the
velocity was decided as about 2 m/sec.

When a heating system for a whole city or a district
is concerned all this becomes more complicated.
In the case of a two-pipe system there is a limit to
the allowable pressure, i.e. the pressure endurance
limit of the central heating systems in the houses
themselves. This problem is not discussed further
in this paper.

Pumping plants

As mentioned above, the Reykjavik Municipal
District Heating Service uses four large and eleven'
small pumping plants, and has two under construc
tion, one of them large.

All pumps are electrically driven and are of the
centrifugal or turbine type specially constructed
for water at 80°-150°C. Stainless steel has proved the
best material for axles; for the impeller, stainless
steel or special bronze, which is resistant to the
spring water.

Because of the high temperature of the water
it is necessary to work with a suitable pressure
at the suction end of the pumps to avoid boiling and
cavitation.

The pumping plants can be divided into three
groups. In the first group are five plants, with the
sixth under construction. They handle water from
several borings or whole thermal areas and feed
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one-pipe systems. They all have one thing in common:
the pumps are mounted in deep basements to secure
sufficient pressure on the suction side. On the other
hand, these pumping plants vary considerably in
size, from one to five units, and deliver 15-350 ljsec.
Two of these plants are remotely controlled.

In the second group there are four plants, with a
fifth under construction. One of these is a booster plant
boosting the pressure in the main city system,
which is a one-pipe system. The others have
circulating pumps for two-pipe systems; these plants
all have in common that there is sufficient back
pressure and the pumps do not have to be mounted
in basements but can be put on the first storey.
The size of these plants is also variable. They use
from one to four units and deliver from 15 to 500ljsec.
Three are automatically controlled.

In the third group there are six boring pumps
which are mounted in the borings themselves at a
depth of up to 50 m. There are three different sizes:
i.e., for 10 ljsec, 25 ljsec and 50 ljsec delivery. From
the pumps there is a delivery pipe to the surface and
a centrally mounted axle to the electric motor,
which is located directly over the boring.

The electric motors are of various types according
to circumstances: squirrel cage, slip-ring or com
mutator motors; and they are regulated in various
ways.

The boring-pumps and the smallest pumping
plants are hand operated and are disconnected when
necessary. In the larger plants the pump speed can
be regulated either automatically by the pressure
in the critical point of each district, or they are in
some cases hand operated through a remote control
unit.

Types of pipe

The pipes used are mostly commercial black steel
pipes welded together, except the small diameter
house connexions which have screwed connexions.
The pipes are unprotected on the inside, but the
outer surface is painted with red lead or asphalt;
branches are welded where suitable.

Galvanized pipes cannot be used because the
alkaline spring water dissolves the coating. Reinforced
concrete pipes with a thin steel pipe sandwiched in
(Bonna pipes) have been used to some extent. The
concrete is highly resistant to the water and there
is no question of corrosion, but the pipes are heavy
and it is difficult to connect branches after the pipe
has been laid.

Another type of pipe has been used to a small
extent for low temperature water. These pipes are
made of asbestos-cement connected with couplings
and rubber gaskets and withstand the water well,
but they are very brittle and have a lower pressure
limit. It has not been considered advisable to use them
within the city because of possible danger if they
should break. A number of other types of pipe
which have been tested include the following:

Aluminium pipes which showed very poor resis
tance to the water and corroded in a very short time.
Armco steel pipes proved only slightly better than
commercial steel pipes.

Commercial plastic pipes withstand the tempera
ture and pressure, but only for a short period.
Nylon pipes, on the other hand, have given very good
results. They have been tried at a temperature of
90°C and 14 kgjcm2 pressure, but they are very
expensive.

Expansion joints and anchors

EXPANSION JOINTS

A number of types of expansion joint have been
tried out:

Telescopic expansion joints require periodical
checking, have a tendency to leak, and if the inner
sleeve is not chromed or made of stainless steel,
it tends to corrode and stick.

The type most used is the bellows type, of varying
design, made of steel or copper. One design (Melhorn),
made of steel, has a few large bellows. It has the
disadvantage of being rather bulky and is designed
in such a way that the whole load may come on one
bellows, which then is more likely to break. Another
design (Hassenkamm) has many small bellows, the
outer diameter of the bellows not exceeding that of
a standard flange; it is designed so that each bellows
will only take a certain compression.

These expansion joints did very well in many
respects, but had one disadvantage, i.e. the narrow
gap between the bellows, and their design, made
cleaning very difficult. Dust and other foreign matter
collected in the gap, took up water from the surround
ing air and caused corrosion; repair by welding was
impossible because of the closeness of the bottom
of the gap.
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Figure 2. Reykjavik heating system: daily load curve
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Operation and financial aspects

OPERATIONS

The weather in Reykjavik is very changeable,
but the differences in temperature between summer
and winter are not as great as might be expected.
The normal temperature in the coldest month of the
year is -0.6°C and that of the warmest month
is +11.3°C.

Figure 2 shows daily load curves at different loads.
These curves indicate the value of the storage tanks
in contributing to a better use of the water and the
main feed-line from Reykir. Figure 3 presents a
typical yearly load curve (mean of each month).
Figure 4 shows a load duration curve for one year.
It demonstrates clearly that it is economical to
deal with the peaks by using a booster plant.

Figure 4. Reykjavik heating system: load duration curve

boxes under street junctions, along with gate valves,
air and drain valves. At one end of the joint is an
anchor, usually made of steel section to which the
pipe is welded.

Where anchors are situated in the channels be
tween the concrete boxes, use is made of steel sections
welded to the pipe or reinforced concrete blocks
around the pipe. In that case, the pipe has transverse
fins welded to it to fix in the concrete.

ANCHORS

There is very little to be said about anchors. The
expansion joints are usually mounted in concrete

Another design (Zallea) has brass bellows, of a
similar diameter to a standard flange. The brass
is much more elastic than steel and fewer bellows
are necessary. Cast iron guard rings placed in be
tween the bellows secure an even load distribution
between the bellows. This design gave the best
results among those mentioned until the water from
Reykjahlid was used; the hydrogen sulphide it
contains corrodes the brass. A few joints of this
design were used with bellows of stainless steel.
They have done a very good job but are rather
expensive. All these designs of expansion joints are
of foreign make.

In recent years we have had made, in Reykjavik,
steel expansion joints of our own design. They have
a large number of small bellows with well-rounded
corners, and each bellows takes only a small move
ment. These joints have not failed yet, although they
have been in use for several years.

All the bellows-type expansion joints have an
internal sleeve fixed at one end; this needs to be
made of stainless steel. In some instances the use of
expansion joints has been avoided by use of zigzag
bends and even hairpin bends. U-bends and circle
bends have also been used for small pipes.

Where a house connexion branches off a street
main, flexibility was initially provided in two ways.
The street mains are laid in one sidewalk only and
house connexions crossing the street ware laid in
concrete channels wide enough to allow the pipe
to move sidewise at the street's main end. When
branching off to the other side, and if the house was
perhaps only one metre away from the street main,
the house connexion was too short to take up the
movement of the street main elastically; in such a
case, flexible Tombak tubes were used. After the
hydrogen sulphide appeared in the water these
began to fail, and flexible pipe links were used;
these were made of a number of stuffing-box-like
sections.

FINANCIAL ASPECTS

At the end of 1959, the total cost of the system
exclusive of amortization was 143 million Icelandic kr ,
Book assets at the same time amounted to 116 mil
lion kr. The total income for the year 1959 was

Figure 3. Reykjavik heating system: annual load curve 30.6 million kr. Running and maintenance costs
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were 12.0 million kr, and 4.2 million kr was paid
to the steam turbine booster plant. The sum of
1.8 million kr was paid to the municipality as
dividends, and the rest was spent on further extensions
and borings.

Advantages and disadvantages

The Reykjavik Municipal District Heating Service
saves the consumers the import of 65 000 tons of coal
or 41 000 tons of fuel oil annually, representing
some 50-60 million kr. Though the citizens obtain
heat at a much lower price, the service is one of
the most profitable undertakings of the municipality.

Other advantages include greater comfort and
cleanliness. There is no smoke or ash, nor any

transport of fuel. The absence of smoke saves washing,
painting and maintenance costs for the houses.
In some cases boilers, boiler houses and chimneys
are not needed. Fire hazard is lessened, and fire
insurance rates are lower. Finally, the water is
wholesome for bathing and drinking.

The disadvantages are very slight. The mainten
ance costs of central heating systems are a little
higher, and radiators of thin steel do not last as
well as others. There is the slight danger of accidents
in case of breakdown. Refuse can no longer be
burned in boilers.

These disadvantages are insignificant compared
with the advantages. Experience shows that in spite
of some reluctance at first, everyone now prefers
district heating.

Summary

The Reykjavik district heating system is the oldest,
largest and most up to date district heating system
in Iceland. It initiated drilling for hot water in 1928.
The Reykjavik Municipal District Heating Service
commenced operations in 1930, and today supplies
4400 houses with an accrued heating load of 130 X
106 kcaljh,

The main sources of hot spring water are three
(see table I). The peak loads are handled by an
oil-fired boosting plant.

The main part of the system is a single-pipe
system. At Reykjahlid (21 km from Reykjavik)
and Reykir (18 km from Reykjavik) there are
pumping plants which pump hot water to the town.
The main pipeline passes the steam turbine booster
plant and terminates in tanks on a hill just outside
the city (figure 1). Water from the main borings
in the city is also pumped to the tanks, which have
a capacity of 8400 m". From the tanks the water
is distributed throughout the city, gives up heat
in the houses and ends in the drainage. The heat
is sold through a meter. Some districts have a two
pipe system, in some cases in connexion with oil
fired boilers for winter use; in other cases, it is supplied
by borings yielding superheated water, the return
water being used for mixing to keep the temperature
of the supply water below IOO°C.

A specimen analysis of the hot spring water is
shown in table 2. The water in the borings contains
neither oxygen (02) nor free carbon dioxide (C0 2)

but can absorb some oxygen, e.g., in the tanks,
and therefore sodium sulphite is added to prevent
corrosion and scale formation in the pipes. The
water from Reykjahlid contains a small amount of
hydrogen sulphide (H2S) which is corrosive to copper.
The temperature of the water is shown in table l.

Various types of insulation have been used, such
as granulated cork, foam-concrete, pumice-concrete,
turf, lava slags, pumice, glass wool, rock wool,

plastic foam, aluminium foils and double plastic
pipes.

It is very important to protect the insulation
against ground water. At present, street mains are
laid in concrete channels which are insulated on
the inside with plastic-foam plates, and the pipe
is covered with aluminium foil and supported by
hangers in the centre of the channel. House con
nexions are now insulated by double plastic pipes with
an air space between. The temperature of the water
drops 3°C from Reykir to the tanks or 1DC per 5 km,
but cooling within the city is somewhat greater,
especially in the house connexions, where the quantity
of flow and velocity are smallest.

A definite economical pipe diameter can be found
for single-pipe pump systems. The economical water
velocity is higher for hot water systems than for
cold water systems. In the main line from Reykir
the economical velocity was found to be 2 m/sec.

The Reykjavik Municipal District Heating Service
employs four large and eleven small pumping plants,
and has two under construction, one of them large.
The pumps are electrically driven centrifugal or
turbine pumps designed for hot spring water at
80°-150°C. The main units have axles of stainless
steel and impellers of the same material or of special
bronze. Because of the high temperature a suitable
back pressure on the pumps is necessary.

Various methods of automatic and remote control
are employed with the larger units. In six cases
boring pumps are used, mounted up to 50 metres
down in the borings, delivery varying from 10 to
50 l/sec.

In the main, commercial black steel pipes are used,
but various other types, such as reinforced concrete
pipes, pipes made of asbestos-cement, aluminium,
annco steel, plastic and nylon, have been tried.

Various types of expansion joint are used. The
best results have been obtained with bellows-type
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joints made of commercial or stainless steel with
small bellows designed for only a small load on each
bellows. The expansion joints have an inner sleeve
of stainless steel. In some instances a saving in ex
pansion joints is effected by zigzagging the pipe;
If-bends and circle bends are also used for small
diameter pipes.

Street mains and house connexions are flexibly
connected. The house connexion either bends
elastically in a concrete channel or is connected by
pipe links made of a number of stuffing box-like
sections.

Anchors are made either of steel sections welded
to the pipe or of reinforced concrete blocks; in the
latter case, transverse fins are welded to the pipe.

The normal temperature in the coldest month
of the year is -0.6°e, but that of the warmest
month is +n.a-c. Figure 2 shows daily load
curves at different loads; figure 3 presents a typical
yearly load curve (mean of each month); and figure 4
shows a load duration curve for one year.

A few figures are given to indicate the financial
aspects. At the end of 1959, the total cost of the sys
tem, exclusive of amortization, was 143 million
Icelandic kr. Book assets at the same time amounted

to 116 million kr. The total income for the year 1959
was 30.6 million kr. Operating and maintenance
costs were 12.0 million kr, and 4.2 million kr
was paid to the steam turbine booster plant. The
sum of 1.8 million kr was paid to the municipality
as dividends, and the rest was spent on further
extensions and borings.

The Reykjavik Municipal District Heating
Service saves the consumers the import of 65 000 tons
of coal or 4 100 tons of fuel oil annually, representing
some 50-60 million kr. Though the citizens obtain
heat at a much lower price, the service is one of
the most profitable undertakings of the munici
pality.

Other advantages are greater comfort and clean
liness. There is no smoke or ash, nor any transport
of fuel. The absence of smoke saves washing, painting
and maintenance costs for the houses.

In some cases, boilers, boiler houses and chimneys
are not needed. Fire hazard is lessened, and fire
insurance rates are lower. The water is wholesome
for bathing and drinking.

The disadvantages are very slight. Experience
shows that in spite of some reluctance at first,
everyone now prefers district heating.

LE SERVICE DE CHAUFFAGE DU DISTRICT MUNICIPAL DE REYKJAVIK
ET L'APPLICATION DE L'ENERGIE GEOTHERMIQVE AV CHAUFFAGE DES MAISONS

D'HABITATION

Resume

L'installation de chauffage urbain du district
de Reykjavik est la plus ancienne, la plus importante
et la plus perfectionnee de son genre en Islande.
Le Service de chauffage a commence les forages
(a la recherche d'eau chaude) en 1928. Il a commence
a fonctionner en 1930 et dessert actuellement
4400 maisons qui consomment 130 X 106 grandes
caloriesfheure.

On compte trois sources principales d'eau chaude
naturelle (voir tableau 1). Les maxima de charge
sont couverts par une centrale de renfort qui chauffe
au mazout.

Pour sa majeure partie, le systeme de distribution
est a un seul tuyau. On trouve, a Reykjahlid (21 km
de Reykjavik) et a Reykir (18 km de Reykjavik)
des centrales de pompage qui pompent l'eau chaude
dans les tuyauteries de distribution de la ville.
Le tuyau d'amenee principal passe par la centrale
de renfort a turbines avapeur et se termine dans des
reservoirs installes sur une colline, juste en dehors
de la ville. L'eau en provenance des principaux
puits situes dans la rnunicipalite est egalement
envoyee aux reservoirs par les pompes. Leur conte
nance est de 8400 m", L'eau chaude est distribuee
des reservoirs de par toute la ville, degage sa chaleur
dans les maisons et s'ecoule par les egouts. On vend

la chaleur au compteur. Dans certains districts, la
distribution est a. deux tuyaux. Dans certains cas,
on fait appel pour l'hiver au supplement fourni par
des chaudieres au mazout, et dans d'autres cas on
utilise l'eau en provenance des puits telle quelle.
En tout cas, on l'utilise sous forme d'eau surchauffee,
celle qui fait retour servant a realiser un melange
qui maintient la temperature de l'eau fournie a. moins
de 100°C.

Le tableau 2 donne une analyse-type de l'eau
en provenance des sources chaudes. Cette eau dans
les puits ne contient ni oxygene (02) ni anhydride
carbonique (C02) libre, mais peut absorber un peu
d'oxygene, par exemple dans les reservoirs, si bien
que l'on ajoute du sulfite de sodium pour s'opposer
al'attaque des tuyauteries et a. la formation de depots
de paillettes solides. L'eau de Reykjahlid contient
une petite quantite d'hydrogene sulfure (H2S),

corrosif vis-a-vis du cuivre. Le tableau 1 montre
la temperature de l'eau.

On a fait appel a. divers types d'isolants, en vue
du calorifugeage, tels que le liege granule, le ciment
mousse, le ciment pierre ponce, la tourbe, les blocs
de lave, la pierre ponce, la laine de verre, l'amiante,
les mousses plastiques, les feuilles d'aluminium et
les tuyauteries doubles en composition plastique.
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Il. est ext~~mement important d'assurer la pro
tection de I'isolant contre les eaux souterraines.
Les tuyauteries. principal~s sont ~ctueUement posees
dans des gouttieres en ciment, isolees a I'interieur
par une mousse en composition plastique, recouverte
de feuilles d'aluminium et soutenues par des sus
pentes au centre de chaque element de gouttiere.
Les raccords aux maisons desservies sont actuellement
calor~fuges par des tubes doubles en composition
plastique avec coussin d'air entre les deux. La tempe
r~ture ?e l'e.au ~ombe de 3 °C entre Reykir et les
reservoirs, sort 1 C par 5 km, mais le refroidissement
est plus sensible en yille, particulierement aux prises
ou r,a~cords de.s mals~~s, car ce sont des points ou
le debit et la vitesse d ecoulement sont au minimum.

On dernontre qu'il est possible de trouver un dia
metre economique donne pour les installations de
P?;upage atuyau ,unique et que la vitesse economique
d ecoulement de 1eau est plus grande pour les circuits
d'e~lU chaude que pour ceux que parcourt de l'eau
froide. Pour la tuyauterie principale en provenance
de Reykir, on a etabli cette vitesse economique
a 2 m/seconds.

Le Service de chauffage du district utilise quatre
grandes et 11 petites centrales de pompage. Il y en a
deux en constructio~, dont une grande. Les pompes
sont du type centrifuge, ou a turbine, en trainees
par un moteur electrique et concues pour fonctionner
avec de l:eau de source chaude dont la temperature
est compnse entre 80 et 150°C. Les groupes principaux
ont des arbres en acier inoxydable et des rotors
faits du meme materiau ou d'un bronze special.
C?mpte tenu des temperatures elevees, il faut
disposer d'une certaine contre-pression a chaque
pompe.

On fait usage de divers moyens de commande
automati9ue et de telecommande pour les groupes
les plus importants, Dans six cas, il est fait usage
de pompes installees dans les puits eux-memes,
a des profondeurs allant jusqu'a 50 m. Leur debit
varie alors entre 10 et 50 lis.

On ut.ilise generalement des tuyaux d'origine
comrnerciale en acier noir, mais on a mis divers autres
types a l'essai, notamment des tubes en ciment
arme, en ciment a l'amiante, en aluminium, en acier
armco, en composition plastique et en nylon.

On fait usage de raccords a compensation de la
dilatation de divers types. Les meilleurs resultats
ont ete obtenus avec des raccords a souffiet en acier
ordinaire du commerce ou en inoxydable avec de
petits souffiets etudies pour que chacun d'eux ne soit
soumis qu'a une faible charge. Les raccords acompen
sation de la dilatation ont un manchon interieur
en acier inoxydable. Dans certains cas, on fait des

e~onomies de raccords en disposant les tuyaux en
zig-zag. Pour les tubes de petit diametre on se sert
egalement de courbes en U et en arc de cerc1e.
. Les tubes principaux, dans chaque rue, et les
colonnes montantes des maisons sont raccordes
de facon flexible. Le raccord se courbe elastiquement
dans une gouttiere en ciment arme ou est consti
tue par des elements rappelant ceux d'une boite a
garniture.

Les ancres d'amarrage sont faites de profiles
d'acier soudes a l'autogene au tuyau ou de blocs
en ciment arme, auquel cas des ailettes transversales
sont soudees au tuyau.

La temperature normale, pour le mois le plus froid
de I'annee, est de -0,6 "C. Pour le mois le plus chaud,
~n .revanche, eUe atteint + 11,3 °C. La figure 2
I~dIque .les courbes de charge quotidiennes pour
dIvers mveaux de charge. La figure 3 indique une
cou.rbe de charge annuelle type (moyenne pour chaque
mois). L~ figure 4 donne les durees de charge pour
une annee.

On donne finalement quelques chiffres sur les
aspects financiers de la question. A la fin de 1959,
le cout total du systerne, a l'exclusion des amortis
sements, ressortait a 143 000 000 de couronnes
islandaises. Les actifs portes aux livres comptables
etaient, a la meme epoque, de 116000000. Revenus
globaux pour 1959 : 30600000. Frais d'exploitation
et d'entretien : 12000 000, dont 4200000 au titre
de la centrale de renfort. Les redevances payees
a la municipalite se sont etablies a 1 800000 (divi
dendes) et le solde a ete affecte a d'autres travaux
d'expansion et aux forages.

Le .Se~vi~e de c~auffage du district municipal de
ReykpvIk economise annuellement au pays I'irnpor
tation de 65 000 tonnes de charbon ou 41 000 de
mazout, ce qui represente de 50 a 60 000 000 de
c0.uronnes. La chaleur est fournie au public econo
miquernent et, cependant, le service reste l'un de
ceux qui rapportent le plus a la municipalite,

On citera le gain de confort et de proprete parmi
les autres avantages. Pas de fumee, de cendres ou de
transport du combustible. Pas de fumee, partant
economies de lavage, de peinture et d'entretien des
maisons.

On economise dans certains cas sur les chaudieres,
l~~ salle~ de chauff~ge et ,les cheminees, Les risques
d incendie et les pnmes d assurance-feu sont reduits,
L'eau est bonne a boire et pour se baigner.

Les inconvenients du systerne sont minimes, et
I'experience prouve que, malgre une certaine resis
tance au debut, tout le monde prefere maintenant
le chauffage urbain a tout autre.

17"
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PROBLEMES TECHNIQUES ET ECONOMIQUES SOULEVES PAR LA PRESENCE
D'IMPURETES CHIMIQUES DANS LES FLUIDES D'ORIGINE GEOTHERMIQUE

Carlo Garbato *

955,62 p. 1 000
42,75 p. 1000

0,88 p. 1 000
0,19 p. 1000
0,16p.l000
0,20 p. 1 000
0,20 p. 1 000

10 cc par metre cube

connus n'est dotee de ces caracteristiques. Les pro
blemes techniques et economiques souleves par la
presence dimpuretes chimiques se resument done
au besoin de les eliminer ou de les separer quand il
convient.

On realise I'epuration qui s'impose, soit avant
l'admission de la vapeur aux turbines, soit immedia
tement avant I'echappernent des produits non
condensables it I'atmosphere. L'operation se solde
habituellement par un passif et constitue un element
du prix de revient de I'energie produite. La recupe
ration eventuelle de certains produits commerciale
ment utilisables ne fait que reduire ce prix de revient.

Ce n'est qu'en presence de situations commerciales
speciales et exceptionnelles qu'il est possible que
le prix de vente des substances recuperables depasse
celui que l'on rencontre normalement sur le marche,
permettant alors que le travail d'epuration ou de
purification se solde par un actif.

La composition ponderale moyenne de la vapeur
des puits actuellement exploites it LardereIlo est
la suivante :

Dans le bassin de Larderello le probleme de l'eli
mination des irnpuretes chimiques se pose comme
suit.

Vapeur d'oau.....
Anhydride carbonique .

. Hydrogene sulfure . .
Hydrogcne + methane
Azote ....
Acide borique . . . .
Ammoniac .
Gaz rares (He, Ar, N.)

Anhydride carbonique, hydrogene sulfure et
autres gaz

Les gaz non condensables, qui representent 44 p. 100
du poids du fluide, soulevent le plus grave des pro
blemes dont s'accompagne l'emploi de la vapeur
naturelle it la production d'energie. En fait, leur
separation de la vapeur et leur degagernent dans
I'atmosphere entrainent une perte appreciable de
I'energie disponible, tant pour les cycles indirects,
ou la chaleur du fluide naturel (primaire) sert it la
production d'une vapeur secondaire pure, qui est
alors admise dans les turbines it condensation, que
pour les cycles directs, ou c'est la vapeur naturelle
elle-meme qui est admise.
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L' eau d'origine geothermique est accompagnee
par des impuretes chimiques qui se presentent sous
forme de gaz ou de vapeurs, ou encore de solides
transportes mecaniquernent dans le courant de fluide.

Ces produits usent les parois des conduits, naturels
ou artificiels, que parcourt la vapeur entre le gite
d'ou e1lese degage et la bouche du puits, et leur nature
chimique est comparable it celle des terrains traverses.
Il s'agit generalement de sables ou d'argiles, ou
encore de calcaires, dont le grain est souvent grossier,
qui peuvent etre elimines par les dispositifs habituels
de separation. Il est rare qu'on les trouve en quantites
considerables. 11 y a, it Larderello, des puits qui
debitent une vapeur pratiquement exempte de subs
tances en suspension mecanique,

Les produits presents sous forme de vapeur ou
de gaz proviennent des eaux d'ou se degage la
vapeur : le phenomene d'evaporation ou de vapori
sation adiabatique des eaux chaudes, que I'on croit
etre it la base de la production de vapeur en prove
nance du sous-sol, est une veritable ebullition rapide
du genre « flash ».

Les substances contenues dans les eaux passent
dans le fluide qui se degage du puits, avec une tension
partielle qui est' en equilibre avec celle qui correspond
it leur concentration dans l' eau, dans les conditions
de temperature et de pression du gite ou se produit
la vaporisation.

Nombre des substances que les eaux contiennent,
soit en solution au depart, soit passees en solution
pendant le trajet souterrain, ne se retrouvent done
dans la vapeur qui se degage que si leur volatilite
relative est suffisante.

Le nombre des impuretes chimiques que l'on peut
trouver dans les vapeurs naturelles est done relati
vement petit: il s'agit surtout de l'acide carbonique,
qui y domine, de I'hydrogene sulfure, d'autres gaz
qui, normalement, sont dissous dans les eaux super
ficielles, de l'ammoniac et de ses sels volatils (sulf
hydrates, chlorures), de l'acide borique et de quelques
sels de mercure, etc. Toutes ces substances sont d'une
valeur commerciale limitee.

Bien qu'il soit done theoriquement impossible
d'exclure la possibilite de la presence d'irnpuretes
presentant une valeur telle que leur recuperation
puisse etre economiquement souhaitable, aucune des
substances rencontrees dans les gites actuellement
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A Larderello, on est en train d'abandonner peu a
peu le cycle indirect en faveur du cycle direct, qui
donne des rendements plus eleves. Dans celui-ci,
les gaz incondensables qui, avec leur humidite
d'equilibre, constituent la masse residuelle apres
condensation, doivent etre comprimes, en vue de
leur degagernent a I'air de la pression du condenseur
(0,08-0,12 atm.) a la pression atmospherique.

Les machines qui assurent ce service auxiliaire sont
complexes, ainsi que leurs organes. Au surplus,
la consommation d'energie qu'elles imposent repre
sentent de 7 a 9 p. 100 de la production totale des
turbines.

Pour resoudre ce probleme, on a envisage une solu
tion d'un caractere chimique, laquelle a ete mise
a l'etude. Il s'agissait d'absorber l'anhydride carbo
nique au moyen de solutions convenables et recy
clables, apres regeneration par « stripping», dans des
condenseurs ou un systeme independant intercale
entre le condenseur et le compresseur d'extraction.

En d'autres terrnes, on realiserait le vide par un
systeme combinant la condensation de la vapeur
et l'absorption chimique des gaz.

Theoriquement, les conditions d'equilibre appli
cables aux solutions carbonate-bicarbonate de soude
ou borate de soude et anhydride carbonique telles
qu'elles regrient dans la masse gazeuse residuelle
apres condensation sont telles que l'absorption se
realise avec des rendements quantitatifs eleves.

En realite, malgre la depression ou le vide, les
tensions partielles du CO2 dans les gaz residuels
sont assez elevees (0,07 atm. environ). Un « stripping»
afroid, utilisant de grosses masses d'air, est egalement
possible en theorie, dans le but de regenerer les
solutions. Dans le cas de l'absorption et de la conden
sation, les tours de refroidissement d'eau pourraient
servir en meme temps au « stripping ».

A la suite d'etudes theoriques et d'essais de labo
ratoire, de longues series d'experiences ont ete
executees a l'echelle pilote. Dans l'ensemble, ceci a
confirme les donnees d'equilibre calculees : les coeffi
cients d'echange entre les gaz et la solution, soit
pour des colonnes ordinaires, soit pour des colonnes
vides, abondamment pourvues d'eau, ant cependant
paru assez faibles pour rendre le volume des appareils
assurant le contact gaz-liquide prohibitif.

Les difficultes pratiques ainsi mises en lumiere
ant semble temporairement insurmontables. On n'a
toutefois pas abandonne le travail et le centre de
recherches etabli de longue date a l'Institut de chimie
appliquee de l'Universite de Pise par les installations
de Larderello est en train d'etudier des solutions
absorbantes activees par des substances speciales
et des modeles d'appareils de contact donnant des
echanges intenses pour chaque unite de volume.

L'economie d'energie , s'il etait possible d'adopter
ce systeme, representerait 6 p. 100 environ de la
production totale d'energie. En ce qui concerne la
centrale de Larderello, e1le serait de l'ordre de
60000000 kWjh par an: c'est-a-dire que les travaux
de recherches dans ce sens sont pleinement justifies.

Les gaz d'echappement, constitues principalement
par de l'anhydride carbonique et de la vapeur d'eau,
contiennent entre 10 et 20 g d'hydrogene sulfure
par m". En d'autres termes, si aucune epuration
n'intervenait a Larderello, de 500 a 800 kg d'acide
sulfhydrique seraient rejetes a l'atmosphere pendant
chaque heure.

Pour des raisons d'hygiene evidentes, il y aurait
en cela un motif suffisant pour rechercher la puri
fication des gaz d'echappement. l\1ais ce motif ri'est
pas le seul : l'hydrogene sulfure, accompagne d'im
portantes quantites d'anhydride carbonique, attaque
toutes les structures metalliques ; son agressivite se
manifeste en particulier vis-a-vis du cuivre des cables
electriques et des pieces decouvertes, en cuivre
elles aussi, des machines electriques.

C'est dire que c'est l'hydrogene sulfure qui inter
vient le premier dans les frais d'entretien. Le pro
bleme de son elimination n'est pas tres facile a
resoudre : il s'agit de masses de gaz tres importantes
et d'une nature toute particuliere, en raison de leur
grosse teneur en anhydride carbonique et en humidite,
ainsi que de leur titre relativement eleve d'H2S.

A Larderello, on s'est attaque au probleme de
deux manieres differentes :

a) Absorption a sec sur des lits d'oxyde de fer,
par un pro cede analogue a celui des caissons de desul
furation des cokeries. Ce precede a ete applique
aux gaz sortant des echangeurs de chaleur de la
centrale numero 2 qui utilise un cycle indirect.
La teneur elevee des gaz en H 2S, en moyenne 20 g
par m" de gaz sec, impose la dilution de ces gaz
par l'air : dans les caissons, l'hydrogene sulfure
est done a la fois absorbe et oxyde. La masse active
s'enrichit en soufre, leque1 arrive a constituer 50 p. 100
de son poids environ.

Quand la capacite d'absorption d'un caisson a ete
epuisee, on en sort la masse et on la soumet a. un
lessivage par le sulfure de carbone. Elle est ensuite
regeneree et remise en service. La solution de soufre
est evaporee et on recupere le dissolvant.

Le soufre est fondu dans une chaudiere d'evapo
ration, d'ou il sort a I'etat d'un liquide qui titre de
99,5 a 99,9 p. 100. L'installation est tres cofiteuse
par rapport a sa capacite, Son exploitation, qui est
compliquee, exige beaucoup de main-d'ceuvre, et les
frais de manutention sont tres eleves en raison de
l'agressivite des gaz vis-a-vis des materiaux. L'eco
nomie de ce precede, bien qu'il donne des rendements
voisins des valeurs theoriques, n'est pas satisfai
sante.

b) Absorption par des solutions arsenicales. L'ecou
lement des produits, dans cette installation qui utilise
des solutions d'arsenic faibles (2 a. 5 gjl de As 20 3),

est analogue a celui du precede Tylox : il s'agit d'un
systeme dabsorption ou l'hydrogene sulfure est fixe
sous la forme d'un complexe thio-arsenical et un
systeme d'oxydation ou le complexe thio-arsenical
est dissocie et abandonne son soufre, tandis que
la solution active d'arsenic est regeneree. Le soufre
est alors separe par flottaison et centrifugeage.
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Le systeme est d'une conception simple, mais il est
complique par la presence de 1'anhydride carbonique :
de ce chef, les gammes de pH sur lesquelles on peut
1'appliquer sont differentes de celles qui s'entendent
normalement pour le Tylox; la stabilite des solutions
arsenicales est limitee a celles dont le titre en AS

203
est faible. Le rnecanisme chimique du precede,
apres quelques annees d'etudes et d'observations
continues, ri'a pas encore ete tire au clair.

On applique le precede a une fraction des gaz de
la centrale a cycle direct numero 3 dont la teneur
en H 2S est de 12 a 14 gjnmc. Le rendement de 1'ab
sorption n'est pas constant: en moyenne, il ri'arrive
pas aux valeurs que 1'on obtient avec les installations
Tylox; celui de la transformation de l'H2S en soufre
pur est au contraire du meme ordre de grandeur.
En substance, la difficulte, comme il fallait d'ailleurs
le prevoir, reside dans la premiere phase du precede,
c'est-a-dire dans l'absorption.

Malgre ces incertitudes, le precede est economi
quement moins decevant que le precede a sec :
1'installation est plus simple, les investissements, pour
le volume traite, sont bien moindres, on se sert de
moins de main-dceuvre et, au surplus, le soufre
produit peut etre vendu aux agriculteurs sous forme
de collo'ide, ce qui permet de lui donner un prix
de vente de deux a trois fois plus eleve que celui
auquel on cote le soufre fondu.

Bien que le bilan econornique de l'operation de
purification se solde encore par un passif (compte
tenu de 1'amortissement), on peut prevoir que, les
ventes de ce soufre a 1'agriculture augmentant, les
comptes des operations de traitement pourront se
solder sans perte.

L'anhydride carbonique, apres desulfuration, pre
sente un titre de 1'ordre de 97 a 98 p. 100. Apres
son epuration (extraction de l'hydrogene sulfure),
il se prete a la production d'anhydride carbonique
liquide et de glace carbonique. Ainsi que I'a rappele
Lenzi-, on avait exploite a Larderello, il y a quelque
temps, une installation de compression et de mise
en bouteille de ce gaz. Ce programme avait ete sus
pendu parce que le transport des bouteilles (vers
Larderello et au depart) etait trop onereux, etant
donne que le champ geothermique est mal place
par rapport aux lignes de chemin de fer, aux voies
de grandes communications et aux routes qui menent
aux gros centres de consommation. De la sorte,
en depit du prix de revient tres modique de la matiere
premiere et de l'energie, il etait impossible de faire
face a la concurrence des autres sources naturelles
ou artificielles mieux situees.

Aujourd'hui, avec 1'orientation vers le transport
des produits de ce genre sous forme d'un liquide,
en citerne, le probleme meriterait d'etre repris,
soit pour Larderello, ou mieux encore pour le gite
de I'Amiata.

1 D. Lenzi, Utilisation de I'energie geothermique pour la pro
duction de I'acide borique et des sous-produits contenus dans
les « soffioni » de Larderello, Actes officiels de la Conference des
Nations Unies sur les sources nouuelles d'Anergie, 1961; voir plus
loin, mernoire GJ39.

L'utilisation de 1'anhydride carbonique contenu
dans les fluides naturels offrirait un inten,>t conside
rable dans les pays OU il ri'est pas fourni par d'autres
sour~es economiqye~ et OU, par consequent, la pro
duction de CO2 liquide ou de glace carbonique doit
exiger l'emploi, cornme matieres premieres, des gaz
de combustion des fours ou des chaudiercs, Les pays
d'Afrique centrale, ou il semble que I'on puisse
decouvrir des sources de vapeur, seraient a cet egard
tres interessants.

Les autres gaz contenus dans la vapeur n'orit
aucune importance: ils ne nuisent ni aux machines,
ni au milieu. Leur recuperation ne presents pas
cl'interet.

Acide borique

L'histoire de l'exploitation du gite de Larderello
remonte aux travaux d'extraction de l'acidc borique
que contiennent ses eaux et ses vapeurs.

La teneur des eaux est plus elevee que celle des
vapeurs. A la lueur de ce que 1'on sait aujourd'hui,
il s'agit, dans les deux cas, d'impuretes insignifiantes.

L'industrie de l'acide borique en Toscane etait
justifiee, au cours de la seconde moitie du siecle
dernier, parce que les eaux chaudes et les fumerolles
constituaient la source la plus importante et la plus
accessible de composes du bore que 1'on connaisse
a cette epoque.

Il serait tout a fait injustifie d'entreprendre au
jourd'hui 1'exploitation de ces ressources, tant en
raison du prix de revient, qu'en raison des quantites
insignifiantes du produit cherche qu'on peut en
recuperer. Pour 1'industrie chimique, l'installation
de Larderello, en fait, est aujourd'hui un centre
de transformation de minerais de bore du Proche
Orient : 1'emploi de ces matieres premieres s'est
adapte peu a peu aux autres domaines dactivite
de Larderello pour conserver quelques marches :
au cours de ces dernieres annees, la technologie du
traitement des minerais turcs a ete perfectionnee
et elargie par la mise en oeuvre de procedes originaux.

L'installation de Larderello est actuellement la
plus grosse productrice europeenne d'acide et de
borax en provenance de minerais de calcium. La
repercussion de cette situation sur la capacite de
production totale dite « indigene», c'est-a-dire a
partir de 1'eau et de la vapeur naturelle, est modique
et continuellement en diminution, soit en raison
de l'accroissement constant de la production globale,
soit a cause de 1'abandon progressif de vieilles
installations econorniquement peu defendables.

Il est done inexact de parler d'une production
d'acide borique Iiee a l'exploitation des fluides
geothermiques. La vapeur contient de 0,1 a 0,4
pour mille d'acide borique : theoriquement on pour
rait extraire ce dernier des eaux de condensation
d'une maniere qui ne porterait nulle atteinte au
cycle energetique. On a essaye recemment de le
fa ire en se servant dechangeurs d'ions, mais les
resultats obtenus n'ont pas ete satisfaisants du
point de vue economique.
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La seule maniere de realiser des solutions d'acide
borique et de borax en provenance de la vapeur
a des concentrations raisonnables est le lavage par
cette vapeur.

On le fait en intercalant, sur le trajet du conduit
de vapeur, entre le puits et la turbine, deux groupes
successifs de gic1eurs et de separateurs de liquide
centrifuges.

C'est le groupe d'amont qui fonctionne en tant
que premier laveur et premier evaporateur, parce que
la vapeur surchauffee provoque l'evaporation d'une
certaine quantite d'eau aux depens de sa propre
chaleur de surchauffe : le groupe d'aval agit comme
laveur final et la solution rencontre done une vapeur
deja saturee, I1 s'agit, par consequent, d'un lavage
acontre-courant avec des solutions qui se concentrent
en raison de I'echange de matieres entre la vapeur
et le liquide et de I'evaporation de 1'eau. .

Du point de vue thermique, la vapeur perd de
sa qualite en passant de I'etat surchaufie a l'etat
sature : 1'enthalpie totale de la masse, malgre cela,
reste presque constante.

Les solutions arrivent jusqu'a 1 ou 2 p. 100 de
H3B0 3 si le lavage se fait a I'eau, et jusqu'a 6 a
9 p. 100 [calcules en H3B0 3) si on lave en milieu
a1calin.

Du point de vue de la recuperation chimique,
le precede semble interessant.

La degradation qualitative de la vapeur comporte
cependant en elle-rneme une perte d'energie, en
raison de la reduction du rendement des machines
dont elle s'accompagne, evaluee experimentalement
a 4 p. 100 environ.

Cette reduction de la quantite d'energie electrique
ainsi produite n'est pas compensee par la valeur
de 1'acide borique recupere. Vu sous cet angle, le
lavage porterait prejudice a I'economie de 1'exploi
tation.

I1 reste un fait dont on n'est pas encore totalement
certain: dans quelle mesure l'elimination de l'acide
borique et d'autres impuretes obtenues par lavage
a la vapeur reduit-elle les frais dentretien des
machines? Dans quelques cas, une reduction marquee
est en evidence : on pourra citer comme exemple
ce qui se passe a la centrale de Lago. Un des puits
de ce bassin produit une vapeur qui contient des
quantites appreciables de chlorure d'ammoniac. Ce
sel, integralement dissocie dans les conditions d'ex
ploitation, provoque une attaque tres rapide des
organes des turbines, en particulier des aubes et des
diffuseurs. Avant 1'adoption de la technique du
lavage, les machines devaient etre arretees et passees
a1'entretien apres trois mois de marche. On a observe

un phenomene analogue pour la centrale de Serraz
zano.

A Lago, depuis qu'on precede a ce lavage, on peut
realiser des economies d'entretien importantes et on
recupere environ 650 kg par jour d'un borax contenant
10 molecules d'eau.

Le lavage a ete adopte a titre experimental pour
mettre sur pied un bilan d'exploitation tenant
compte des pertes d'energie et des frais d'entretien
dans d'autres centrales, mais les resultats ne seront
probants qu'apres de longues periodes d'essais,

A Larderello, 1'ammoniac est recupere de maniere
a produire du carbonate d'ammoniac : on pourrait
sans inconvenient le laisser dans les gaz d'echappe
ment. Son extraction avait un but econornique,
a peine justifie semblerait-il, quand on songe a la
mettre en oeuvre.

Aujourd'hui, avec la chute de prix de 1'ammoniac,
qui suit en I talie l'entree en fonction de grosses ins
tallations de synthese a partir de gaz naturels,
l'installation ne se justifie que parce qu'elle permet
la vente d'anhydride carbonique (le bicarbonate
d'ammoniac du commerce contient environ 55 p. 100
de CO2) a un prix relativement eleve,

L'activite de Larderello est actuellement completee
par la production de soude et de chlore au moyen
de chlorure de soude extrait par lessivage avec
des eaux des gisements souterrains : 1'instal1ation
d'une importante centrale electrolytique concue pour
avoir la plus grande souplesse de marche possible
permet d'amortir les pointes du diagramme d'utili
sation de l'energie debitee par les centrales, surtout
en absorbant du courant pendant les heures de la
nu it au cours desquelles la consommation, particu
lierement celle des Chemins de fer de 1'Etat, plus
gros preneurs de ce courant, est proche de son
minimum.

La mise en oeuvre d'une activite electrochimique
n'est donc pas sans liens de causalite avec 1'exploi
tation du bassin geothermique, ainsi qu'on pourrait
le penser a premiere vue: le choix entre les activites
electrolytiques ou electrothermiques s'oriente dans
le sens de la production de soude et de chlore en
raison de la presence, dans le sous-sol des Saline di
Volterra, d'un puissant gisement de sel. Sur le plan
economique, le prix de revient d'un groupe electro
lytique soude ou chlore est de nature a permettre
au bilan correspondant de se solder nettement du
cote actif.

L'activite electrolytique confirme done la fidelite
du centre de Larderello a ses origines chimiques,
merne si la production s'oriente vers 1'emploi de
matieres premieres qui ne sont pas directement
extraites de fluides geothermiques.
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Resume

Les impuretes chimiques qui accompagnent la
vapeur d'eau d' origine geothermique, sous forme
de gaz ou de vapeurs, sont, parmi les substances
dissoutes dans les eaux souterraines d' OU se degage
cette vapeur d'eau, celles dont la volatilite relative
est suffisante pour qu'elles puissent se presenter
sous cette forme. C' est-a-dire que le nombre de ces
impuretes chimiques est relativement restreint :
en general, leur valeur commerciale est Iimitee et
les problemes souleves par leur presence se reduisent,
en fin de compte, au besoin de les eliminer en vue
de reduire la consommation d'energie necessaire
a 1'extraction des produits non condensables des
condenseurs des turbines et de limiter les frais
d'entretien des machines et des materiaux rendus
necessaires par la corrosion due a certaines impuretes,
ainsi que d'eviter le rejet, a I'atrnosphere et aux
eaux naturelles, de produits nocifs aux hommes,
aux animaux et a la vegetation.

Les plus importantes de ces impuretes sont :
1'anhydride carbonique, l'hydrogene sulfure, l'am
moniac et ses sels volatils, et l'acide borique.

A Larderello, on s'est attaque au problerne des
impuretes chimiques de diverses manieres : en ce
qui concerne l'extraction des produits non conden
sables des condenseurs de turbine, on a essaye et
on est encore en train d'etudier, malgre certains
resultats un peu decevants, la condensation de la
vapeur et l'absorption chimique du CO2 (suivie d'un
«stripping» servant a la regeneration des solutions
actives). Pour l'hydrogene sulfure, deux installations
sont en service, 1'une qui I'extrait par la voie seche
en se servant d'oxyde de fer, conformement a la
technique classique des caisses de cokeries, 1'autre
qui met en ceuvre un precede de traitement en
milieu aqueux avec des solutions arsenicales a faible
teneur en As20a. C'est la seconde, malgre les diffi-

cultes soulevees par la forte acidite des gaz, qui semble
dormer les resultats economiques les plus satisfaisants.

L'acide borique, pour la recuperation duquelle gite
de Larderello avait ete mis en exploitation a1'origine,
est produit aujourd'hui, pour sa majeure partie,
par la transformation de minerais importes du Proche
Orient. Compte tenu de l'evolution du marche dans
le sens d'une consommation toujours croissante,
avec la baisse de prix continue que ceci comporte,
l'exploitation des sources geothermiques de Larderello
ne suffisait plus quant au volume necessaire a une
bonne exploitation et le prix de revient etait trop
eleve. Seul un lavage de la vapeur par une solution
basique, effectue dans le but de reduire les frais
d'entretien des turbines, donne des solutions de borax
ayant une concentration suffisante pour qu'une
cristallisation economique soit realisable. Ce lavage,
en revanche, reduit la production d'electricite. Il
s'agit done d'etablir un bilan economique qui tienne
compte de la reduction des frais d'entretien d'une
part et du nombre de kWh perdus de 1'autre. Une
etude de ce genre est en cours a plusieurs centrales
du champ, mais, logiquement, elle exigera beaucoup
de temps. Il ri'en va pas de meme pour certains
puits, dont la vapeur contient du chlorure d'ammo
nium : dans leur cas, le lavage est absolument
necessaire,

A titre de conclusions generales, on peut affirmer
que la purification de la vapeur et des gaz d'echap
pement des turbines est une operation cofrteuse,
dont il faut pleinement tenir compte dans le calcul
des frais de production de l'energie. La production
de composes chimiques qui en resulte vient bien
reduire les frais afferents a cette purification, mais,
dans les conditions normales du marche, le bilan
economique de l'operation se solde habituellement
par un passif.

TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC PROBLEMS DUE TO THE PRESENCE OF CHEMICAL
IMPURITIES IN FLUIDS OF GEOTHERMAL ORIGIN

Summary

The chemical impurities in gas or vapour form
that accompany geothermal steam are the more
volatile of the substances dissolved in the under
ground water from which that steam is liberated.
The number of impurities is thus relatively small,
and in general they are of but limited commercial
value. The problems due to their presence boil down
to their elimination, in order to decrease the consump
tion of energy required to remove the incondensable
substances from the turbine condensers, to decrease
the maintenance and replacement charges for ma
chines and materials due to corrosion by some of

these impurities, and to avoid the discharge into
the atmosphere or natural waters of substances
noxious to man, plants and animals.

The most important of these impurities are carbon
dioxide, hydrogen sulfide, ammonia and its volatile
salts, and boric acid.

The problem of chemical impurities has been
attacked in various ways at Larderello. The removal
of incondensable substances from the turbine conden
sers has been tried, and is still under study, in spite
of certain unfavourable results. The same is true
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of the condensation of the steam and the chemical
absorption of the CO2 (followed by stripping to
regenerate the active solutions). Two hydrogen
sulfide extraction plants are now in operation,
one by the dry method, with iron oxide, following
the standard process of the coking plant boxes,
the other by the wet method, with arsenical solutions
of low AS20 3 content. In spite of the difficulties
due to the strong acidity of the gases, the wet
method appears to give more economic results.

Boric acid, which originally motivated the exploita
tion of the Larderello basin, is produced mainly
from Near East minerals today. The market has been
developing in the direction of continually increasing
consumption and constantly declining prices for
this compound; and, faced by this development,
the exploitation of the geothermal springs of Larde
rello did not supply a sufficient quantity of product,
while the cost was also too high. Only the alkaline
washing of the steam, performed with the object

of reducing the maintenance costs of the turbines,
yields borax solutions concentrated enough for eco
nomic crystallization. On the other hand, this washing
is responsible for a decreased output of electric
power. The question now is to determine the econo
mic balance between the decrease in the maintenance
costs and the loss in kWh. Such studies are being
made at various power stations, but logically they
demand long-term data, except in the case of certain
wells where the steam contains ammonium chloride,
in which case washing is absolutely necessary.

It may be stated as a general conclusion that the
purification of the exhaust steam and gases from
the turbines is an unprofitable operation which must
be charged to operating costs of power generation.
The chemical production that results does decrease
the purification costs; but under normal market
conditions the economic profit-and-loss statement
of this operation closes with a net expense item,
not a net profit.
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THE RECOVERY OF LITHIUM AND OTHER MINERALS
FROM GEOTHERMAL WATER AT WAIRAKEI
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Economic considerations

Table 2. Output of major constituents discharged
in bore water waste

generation and the water that remains will flow to
waste at about 100°C. When the power station
reaches its rated output of 280 MW, approximately
10 million pounds of water per hour will be discharged
(17). The total outputs of the more valuable chemicals
in the water will then be as shown in table 2.

There is a small demand in New Zealand for
lithium, for grease manufacture, but no market for
rubidium or caesium. The local demand for borax
is small, but more than 50 000 tons of salt and
70000 tons of chloride of potash are imported each year.

The market price of lithium chloride in 1957 was
$1.45 per pound and of technical-grade lithium
carbonate $0.85 to $1.13 per pound (3). Since this
time, lithium prices have fallen. The United States
Atomic Energy Commission has, for some years,
been purchasing lithium hydroxide, extracting Li6

and stockpiling the residue for later repurchase by
the suppliers. Contracts with the major producers
have not been renewed (4) and the supply of lithium
chemicals now exceeds the demand. Present market
prices are $0.87 to $0.92 per pound for the chloride
and $0.67 for the carbonate (7).

An estimate of the potential value of the Wairakei
thermal water can be made from the figures in
table 3. Water conversion costs are usually expressed
on a basis of 1 000 gallons. This is considered to
give a more realistic figure here than the total
annual value of the output since a recovery plant
would probably base its operations initially on only

Composition of the water

Mean concentrations of the major constituents in
the water discharged from high-pressure bores are
shown in table 1. Total dissolved solids are lower
than in the water processed in Japan. The atomic
ratio of lithium to sodium is higher, however:
0.0365 at Wairakei, compared with 0.0113 at Arima
and 0.00005 in sea-water.

The high-pressure water will be flashed down to
atmospheric pressure to produce steam for power

Table 1. Constituents of high-pressure bore water

Geothermal steam from high-pressure bores at
Wairakei is associated, at the well-head, with over
six times its mass of water. The gas content of the
steam is very low and Wilson (21) has shown that
none of the constituents could be profitably recovered.
Of greater economic interest are the chemicals
contained in the water. Wilson (20) discussed the
possibility of recovering lithium, and an assess
ment (11) of likely technical problems was made.
This assessment formed the basis for the present
investigation. The only reported discussion of a
similar problem is a summary of work carried out
in 1945 on lithium and potash extraction from the
Arima hot springs in Japan (13). Detailed information
on the ven.ture is not available but it was apparently
uneconomic.

Sodium Nar 1 230 a

Potassium K+ 200
Lithium Li+ 13.5
Rubidium. Rb+ 2 - 3
Caesium Csf 2 - 2.5
Calcium. Cat! 14
Magnesium l\1g++ 2
Chloride Cl' 2 HO
Fluoride F' 8
Sulphate SO/ 37
Bicarbonate . HCOa' 46
Mctaboric acid. HB02 103
Silica Si02 470

Sodium as NaCl .
Potassium as KCL
Lithium as Li2COa .
Rubidium as RbCl
Caesium as CsCl .

a Concentrations given in parts per million by weight for water separated from Boron as Na
2B 407

•
the bore discharge at atmospheric pressure. ----------------

* Chemistry Department, University of Otago, Dunedin,
New Zealand. (Formerly Dominion Laboratory, New Zealand
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, Lower Hutt,
1".Z.) .

a Outputs based on mean composition.. of high-pr~ssure water (table I). S.o~e
water from intermediate-pressure bores will also be discharged but the composition
of this, at atmospheric pressure, is not sufficiently different to justify using a
weighted mean.

b Yearly amounts calculated on an arbitrary basis of a 1 million g.p.h, discharge
utilised for 7 500 hours per year.
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Table 3. Estimated value of cherrricals in thermal waters
at Wairakei

a One penny per 1 000 Imperial gallons is approximately equal to one cent
per 1 000 U.s. gallons.

b Landed value of salt at main ports is £14.5 per ton and cxworks value of
Grassmere solar salt is £14 per ton.

e Landed value of chloride of potash fertiliser at main ports is approximately
£15 per ton.

a fraction of the output, enough, perhaps, to satisfy
the market for 'salt in the Auckland area of about
20 000 tons per year.

The value of the lithium is based on the present
price for the carbonate since this would be more
easily recovered from the saturated brine than the
chloride, and several major producers sell lithium
in this form. No allowance has been made for rubidium
or caesium. Prices of $390 and $540 a pound have
been quoted (5) for the respective metals, but these
figures are unrealistic, as their present consumption
is very small. Several American companies are ready
to start production as soon as any new uses develop (8)
and present prices could be reduced by more than
a hundredfold.

The total estimated value of 7/9 per 1 000 gallons
represents an upper limit that could not be realised
in practice. Concentration and recovery by electro
dialysis and evaporation, as discussed in this report,
would permit a yield of not more than about 80 per
cent, so that a figure of 6/- per 1 000 gallons is a

Chemical

Lithium carbonate.
Sodium chloride . .
Potassium chloride.

Unit value

$0.65jlb.
£14jtonb

£15jtonc

Value in- pence
per 1 000 gal.-

40
47

Ii

Total 93

more realistic estimate of the present value of the
water. The value of the salt and potash has been
included in this figure since it has always been
assumed, from considerations of the local economy,
that any practicable recovery method should allow
the separate extraction of these salts as well as the
lithium.

On prices ruling at the time the investigation was
started, the value of the water was estimated (11)
to be about 10/- to 11/- per I 000 gallons. The
problem of recovering the chemicals is similar to
the problem of demineralising brackish waters to
produce water fit for drinking. A survey of the
more advanced techniques used for water conversion
suggested that it might be possible to recover lithium
and the other chemicals at a figure of about ID/
per 1 000 gallons. An experimental programme was
therefore planned, to see what technical difficulties
might be involved in the processing of geothermal
water.

Methods investigated for recovering chemicals

Of the various methods that could be used for
recovering the chemical constituents of geothermal
water, ion exchange was shown to be technically
feasible but economically unattractive. Regenerant
consumption would be excessive if a satisfactory
yield of lithium was to be obtained by using a
strong-acid, cation exchange resin, since this adsorbs
potassium and sodium in preference to lithium.

Multiple-effect evaporation, using geothermal
steam, was also considered to be feasible and seemed
to offer the most favourable economic route to
lithium recovery. The urgent demand for steam for
power generation precluded the serious consideration
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Figure 1. Exploded view of cell assembly
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Figure 2. Electrodialysis equipment

of this technique. However, as evaporation would
almost certainly be needed for final concentration,
whatever the primary concentrating step used, some
field experience with an evaporator was considered
to be necessary.

The only other method thought to warrant a
detail.ed examination was electrodialysis with ion
selective membranes. This technique is well described
in the literature (9, 18). Capital costs were expected
to be higher than for evaporation but the energy
de~and, as electrical power for primary concen
tration and steam for secondary concentration, was
expected to be much lower. Thus, a plant handling
10 million gallons per day of bore water was estimated
(ll) to require 5000 to 8000 kW of power and
about 100000 lb/hr of low-pressure steam, compared
with 1000000 Ib/hr of steam or more if evaporation
alone were used.

Salt removal by electrodialysis

An electrodialytic cell was constructed using
heterogeneous ion-selective membranes manufactured

by the Permutit Co. Ltd, London (15). The cell
assembly is sketched in exploded form in figure 1.
The electrodes were made of graphite, and membrane
separators were fabricated from a porous, ribbed
form of polyvinyl chloride ("Porvic"). The apparatus,
which is shown in figure 2, is described elsewhere (16).

An extensive study of the effects of current
density, solution flow-rates and other variables on
desalting efficiency was carried out with a three
compartment cell, using sodium chloride solutions
and solutions containing mixed sodium, potassium
and lithium chlorides. These tests were followed by
batch recycle and continuous flow experiments with
geothermal water. Results of the latter tests will
be summarised here. Full results are to be published
elsewhere (12).

DESALTING BY BATCH RECYCLE TESTS

Twenty litres of bore water were desalted almost
completely by recirculating through the centre
compartment of a three-compartment cell (figure 1).
A smaller quantity (I 300 ml.) of 0.06 N sodium
chloride solution was recycled through the adjoining
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The results give an indication of the current
efficiency that might be expected for the practical
desalting of geothermal water with these membranes,
since polarising conditions were avoided during the
run. This was shown by the absence of pH changes
in the diluate and by measurements of the electrical
resistance of the cell as desalting progressed (figure 3).
The resistance fell, at the start, due to the compara
tively rapid increase in concentration of the electrode
streams, then rose sharply. That this effect was not
due to polarisation is shown by the relative constancy
of the product (resistance times diluate concen
tration) in the latter part of the run. Transport of
eo-ions (e.g., Cl' across a cation-selective membrane)
increases with increasing average concentration in
the surrounding solution (15) and this probably
accounts for the fall in efficiency towards the end
of the run.
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electrode compartments to effect a concentration of
the salts transferred. The electrode streams were
mixed and hydrochloric acid was added from time
to time to compensate for changes in pH.

Solution flow-rates gave values for the Reynolds
nur~ber of ~50 in each electrode compartment and
650 III the diluate compartment. The current density,
based on an exposed area of 100 sq cm/membrane,
was allowed to fall from 20 ma/sq cm at the start
of the run to 10 ma/sq cm at the end. Previous
tests had shown that polarisation at the membrane
surfaces should be slight under these conditions.
The average temperature during the experiment
was 34°C.

Samples of the diluate and concentrate were
removed at intervals and analysed by the flame
photometer for sodium, potassium and lithium. The
sum of the concentrations of these three elements
is plotted against current quantity, in figure 3, to
show the progress of demineralisation. Over the
same interval, the concentrate normality rose from
0.06 to 0.72, equivalent to a twelvefold increase in
concentration over the original bore water.

Also shown in the figure is the line corresponding
to a 100 per cent current efficiency (i.e., perfect
membrane selectivity). The current efficiency for
sal~ removal down to any desired level can be
estimated from the ratio of the actual fall in concen
tration at that level to the theoretical fall for the
passage of the same amount of electricity at 100 per
cent efficiency. Thus, 80 per cent of the salt content
of the water is transferred after 30.6 amp-hr. at an
average current efficiency of 86 per cent (oajob in
figure 3). Ninety per cent removal is effected after
35.6 amp-hr. at an efficiency of 83 per cent. Further
more, a desalting stage operating over a limited
range in the region of 80 per cent salt removal would
have a c1!-rrent efficiency of about 66 per cent (from
the relative .slopes at a and b). These calculations
allow for electro-osmotic transport of water across'
the membranes but ignore the small effect of calcium
and other cation transport.

Figure 3. Current efficiency and cell resistance changes
in desalting of bore water
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SELECTIVE REMOVAL OF CATIONS

One of the main aims of the investigation was
to study the relative rates of transport of the various
cations in bore water across the cation-selective
membrane. The selectivity of the corresponding
sulphonic-acid, cation exchange resin falls off in the
order K+ > Na" > Li" (15), and figure 4 shows
that the same sequence holds for the membrane.
At a high degree of salt removal, the transport
ratios and concentrations change, to lower the
initial preference for potassium and sodium, and a
high recovery of lithium is possible if desalting is
carried far enough. Thus, at 90 per cent total salt
removal, the individual percentages are: potassium,
93; sodium, 89.5; and lithium, 87. It may be noted
that, at this level, more than 95 per cent of the
caesium and rubidium is also recovered. In this
particular test, 60 per cent of the calcium was
transferred to the concentrate compartment but the
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Constant head supply tanks:
Bore water 0·060 N Noel

Figure 5. Schematic flowsheet for continuous desalting
of bore water

silica content of the diluate remained almost constant
through the run.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

This work has shown that ion-selective membranes
can be used successfully in a geothermal-water
environment, and has indicated the conditions under
which desalting can be carried out at high current
efficiency. Minimum process costs demand a high
over-all power efficiency. This depends on current
efficiency but other factors, such as cell resistance,
are also significant.

Thus, about 90 per cent of the salt content of
Wairakei geothermal water could be recovered, and

amount of 3500 meq. of cations was transferred to
the centre compartment, for the passage of 151 amp
hr., equivalent to 5700 meq. The average current
efficiency throughout the test was, therefore, 62 per
ce~t. This is lower than the figure of 66 per cent,
estimated from figure 3 for stagewise operation at
80 per cent salt removal, even though a lower
current density and somewhat lower concentrate
normality were used. This is probably due to solution
leakage which occurred, at the start of the run,
through pin-holes in the anion-selective membranes.
This was later controlled by maintaining uniform
heads of liquid in adjoining compartments.

In this run, as in the shorter ones, no deposition
of silica from the bore water occurred on the mem
branes or spacers in the diluate compartment. The
electrical resistance of the membranes, measured
under standard conditions, was the same at the end
as at the beginning of the run, confirming the
absence of membrane fouling. It should be possible
to duplicate this condition in a larger plant by
maintaining satisfactory flow conditions past the
membrane surface and by minimising dead spots
and discontinuities in the flow path.

Some sludge, mainly carbonate and silica, accu
mulated in the cathode compartment, with a rather
heavier deposit in the anode compartment although,
in neither case, was flow significantly impeded.
This could be a serious problem in a practical installa
tion where geothermal or untreated raw water might
be fed into the electrode rinsing streams. A resistance
of this kind to solution flow, or to electrical transport
in layers adjacent to the membrane surfaces, would
lead to severe polarisation and a marked deteriora
tion in cell performance. Experiments elsewhere (9)
have shown that scale or sludge containing calcium,
magnesium and silica can be removed, during plant
operation, by intermittent reversal of the cell polarity
for short periods.

Electrode rinse
supply t.nk

@ Conductlv~y cell

e Cu-culatln9 pump
§ Flow meter

Memb,..one cell

Concentrate
receiver

D,luote
receiver

CONTINUOUS RECYCLE DESALTING

The tests described above were too short to allow
any significant scaling effects to be detected. Few
technical difficulties were encountered and there
was no evidence of silica deposition on the membranes
or spacer material. A longer test was therefore
carried out in a five-compartment cell operated
under continuous flow conditions.

The layout is sketched in figure 5. Geothermal
water was recycled through the second and fourth
compartments, and 0.06 N sodium chloride solution
through the centre compartment, until a state was
reached corresponding approximately to point" a ., on
figure 3 (80 per cent salt removal). This state was
then maintained by drawing off the diluate and
concentrate at appropriate rates and feeding in
fresh liquids at the same rates. Conductivity measure
ments were used to help keep effluent concentrations
steady. The electrode compartments were rinsed
with a separate stream of 0.5N sodium chloride
solution.

The test lasted 300 hours at an average current
of 0.5 amp. (5 majsq cm) but the membranes were
in actual contact with the geothermal water for
almost a month, because of initial stoppages. Results
are summarised in Table 4. As with the previous
tests, very little silica entered the concentrate
compartments.

During the run, 1601. of bore water were desalted
and 83 1. of concentrate were produced. A total

Table 4. Results of continuous desalttng test

(Concentrations in equivalents per million)

Na+ x» u» Ca++ Total

Diluate influent (Bore 41). 48.2 4.4 1.9 0.9 55.4

Diluate effluent 10.4 0.7 0.4 0.15 11.6

Concentrate influent . 60 60

Concentrate effluent 418 28.9 14 7.8 469
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Figure 6. Pilot-scale evaporator used at Wairakei
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concentrated tenfold or more by electrodialysis, at
high current efficiency. At this degree of salt removal,
the cell resistance is rising sharply with increased
effluent purity (figure 3). The high ohmic losses
consequent on this would be reflected in a fall in
power efficiency and an increase in the unit costs
of desalting. Economic considerations might dictate
that a smaller percentage recovery be attempted
from a greater quantity of water, to achieve a
given output. Intermembrane spacings would be
kept as small as possible, and a great many compart
ments would be fitted between a pair of electrodes,
to allow further economies in power consumption.

It was not possible to include, within this inves
tigation, a study of such problems, which relate to
the mechanics of cell design and to the selection
of optimum plant size and operating conditions.
The interplay of the controlling variables has been
discussed elsewhere (14, 19) and experience obtained
overseas, with water desalting installations, should
provide the information needed to design a large
scale plant for the concentration of chemicals from
geothermal water.

Bore water concentration by evaporation

EQUIPMENT

A small, vertical-tube, natural circulation evapor
ator, having a net heating area of 4.5 sq. ft., was

built for field-testing at Wairakei. The plant (figures 6
and 7) was designed to operate continuously, under
constant conditions, with minimum attention.
Variables to be controlled included liquid level,
liquid composition and operating and steam pres
sures. As long as these were time-invariant, it was
expected that changes in evaporation rate, measured
by direct condensation of the vapour during a test,
could be directly related to changes, by salting or
scaling, in the condition of the heating surface.

A pneumatically operated Foxboro dip cell and
a model 59 controller (10) allowed the liquid level
to be kept at a set value, with not more than ±O.4 cm
variation, at the same time altering the feed-rate to
meet any changes in evaporation rate. Vapour
leaving the unit passed through a surface condenser
for rate measurement. Concentrated brine could be
withdrawn through a manually adjusted valve at
the side of the liquid chest, the rate of withdrawal
being proportioned to the evaporation and feed rates,
to maintain a fixed liquid composition.

The effect of liquid level on evaporation rate was
studied in initial tests, using temperature measure
ments below the downeomer as a guide to the rate
of natural circulation. At low levels, the upper
parts of the tubes ran dry and there was no circula
tion. Such conditions would accelerate the rate of
scale deposition. At intermediate levels, stable
boiling conditions were observed with a high rate
of circulation. At higher levels the circulation rate
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again fell off and conditions became unstable, with
violent surging and high entrainment losses. A
liquid level one-third to halfway up the tubes was
used in the tests described below.

run. The sediment was almost pure silica and the
silica content of the brine was only 52 ppm, compared
with a feed concentration of 470 ppm.

BORE-WATER CONCENTRATION

In an 80-hour run, carried out at Wellington,
400 gallons of untreated bore water were concen
trated sixtyfold, under atmospheric pressure, with
steam at 30 lb/sq in gauge. The heat-transfer coeffi
cient fell from a value of 480 Btu/ (hr) (sq. ft) (OF)
at the start of the run to 270 at the end. Since
changes in viscosity and density were small, the fall
could be attributed to scale formation.

On dismantling the unit, the tubes and tube
plates were found to be heavily coated with scale
containing 22 per cent Si02, 40 per cent CaC03 ,

18 per cent Fe203 and smaller amounts of NaCl,
etc. The ferric impurity originated from rust present
in the container used to transport the water from
Wairakei. The calcium/silica mass ratio in the scale
was 0.75 compared with a feed-water ratio of 0.036.
A heavy floc of silica began t~ appear in the, concen
trate by the time the chlonde concentration had
risen sixfold. Preferential deposition of silica on the
nuclei provided by this floc could account for the
relatively low silica content of the scale.

The instability, with respect to silica, of the
environment in the liquid chest is shown by analyses
of the concentrate and sediment at the end of the

FIELD-TESTING AT WAlRAKEI

After this test, the evaporator was erected at
Bore 41, Wairakei, and two further runs were carried
out under similar conditions to the above test. In
the first (B2), hydrochloric. acid was injected to
keep the pH at 6, in an attempt to inhibit calcite
formation. In the second (B3), untreated water was
evaporated at pH 7.5 to 8 as in the earlier run at
Wellington. When the equivalent sodium chloride
content reached 15 per cent (after 60 to 70 hours
operation) brine was withdrawn to hold the concen
tration at this figure.

Values of the heat-transfer coefficient (U) are
plotted against time in figure 8. ,The fall in evapora
tion rate in B3 can again be attnbuted to the forma
tion of a mixed calcite-silica scale. Significantly
lower heat-transfer rates were obtained in B2,
suggesting that the inhibition of calcite formation
may have allowed a more coherent and heat-resist~nt

deposit of silica to form. The results of cleaning
operations used to descale t~e tubes. between runs
confirm this (figure 9). A boil-out with 3 per cent
caustic soda after B2 returned the rate to the level
it had been before the run, indicating that the
scale was mainly silica. A caustic soda boil-out
after B3 partially raised U but further treatment
with 1 per cent HCI was needed for complete scale
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removal, presumably to dissolve out the calcite
remaining.

The concentrate from an electrodialysis plant'
would contain calcium but practically no silica.
Carbonate scaling in evaporators handling this
concentrate could be inhibited by pH control. It
should therefore be possible to operate, without
descaling, for longer periods than these tests would
suggest. An average value for U of 300 Btu( (hr)
(sq £1) (OF) was maintained over the first 100 hours
of operation with untreated bore water. With forced
circulation and longer tubes, values of 500 to 600 Btu(
(hr) (sq ft) (OF) should be readily obtainable.

The field tests at Wairakei suggested that the
main technical difficulties would lie on the steam
side. Adequate removal of non-condensables from
the steam chest would be essential and plant design
would have to allow for the corrosive nature of
geothermal steam.

Discussion

The results so far obtained suggest that the
recovery of the salts present in geothermal water
by a combined electro dialysis-evaporation approach
would be quite practicable. Problems involved in
the final extraction and purification of the separate
components have not yet been investigated. Equili-

brium data for the system LiCl- KCl- NaCl 
Hp (2) suggest that it should be possible to recover
practically all the salt and about 90 per cent of the
potash, by evaporation and fractional crystallisation,
before the brine becomes saturated with respect to
lithium chloride. Lithium could then be precipitated
as the carbonate, using soda ash, and borax might
also be recoverable at this stage. In the work
carried out at Arima, Japan, rubidium and caesium
were obtained as a final step from the mother
liquor.

Detailed cost estimates cannot be given at this
stage. Ninety per cent removal by electrodialysis
of the salts from bore water would be roughly
comparable to the desalting of brackish water from
3 600 ppm down to 400 ppm total dissolved solids.
The costs of large-scale water demineralisation over
this range, without pretreatment, have been esti
mated at 5(- per 1 000 gallons by two overseas firms
(1, 6). This figure would be a conservative estimate
in New Zealand, where capital and operating costs
of such plant tend to be higher than overseas.
Costs of secondary concentration by evaporation
have been estimated at 1(- per 1 000 gallons, based
on steam-raising costs at Wairakei and overseas
quotations for evaporative plant. The over-all works
cost, including the cost of final extraction and puri
fication, has been tentatively estimated at not less
than 7(- to 8(- per 1 000 gallons.
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Conclusions

Geothermal water at Wairakei has been shown
to have a potential value at present prices of about
6/- per I 000 gallons. There would appear to be no
possibility of economically recovering the chemicals
at this figure. It is considered that a profit margin
of several shillings a thousand gallons would be

needed before attempting a venture of this kind
where the main product, lithium, is likely to fall
rather than rise in price, if wider markets are de
veloped. The results that have been obtained, for
electrodialytic concentration especially, would apply,
and could be reassessed, in any future development
of a more highly mineralised hydrothermal area
than Wairakei.
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Summary

This report discusses experimental work on the
extraction of chemicals from Wairakei geothermal
water. The estimated value of the water, based
on its lithium, sodium and potassium contents,
is 6/- per I 000 gallons. Probable costs of recovery,
using electrodialysis for primary concentration of
the water and evaporation for secondary concentra
tion, would be not less than 7/- to 8/- per I 000
gallons. As lithium prices are likely to fall, with the

present need to develop wider markets, there appear
to be no economic prospects for chemical recovery
at Wairakei.

The investigation has shown that electrodialysis
offers a technically attractive route to the concen
tration of chemicals in thermal waters. The results
could be used to assess recovery prospects if, in a
future hydrothermal development, more concentrated
waters are found.

EXTRACTION DU LITHIUM ET DES AUTRES MINERAUX DES EAUX GEOTHERMIQUES
DE WAIRAKEI

L'auteur passe en revue, dans le present mernoire,
l'extraction de produits chimiques des eaux geo
thermiques de Wairakei. La valeur estimee de l'eau,
rapportee a sa valeur en lithum, en sodium et en
potassium, est de 6 shillingsr t uuu gallons. Les
frais probables de recuperation, en se servant de
l'electrodialyse pour la premiere concentration de
l'eau et de I'evaporation pour sa concentration
secondaire, ne seraient pas inferieurs a 7 ou 8 shillings
par I 000 gallons. Etant donne que les prix du lithium
vont probablement tomber, avec les besoins actuels

d'en elargir les debouches, il ne semble pas y avoir
de possibilites economiques pour les techniques de
recuperation chimique a Wairakei.

Les recherches ont demontre que I'electrodialyse
constitue un moyen techniquement attrayant de
concentrer les produits chimiques dans les eaux
thermales. Les resultats pourraient etre utilises pour
evaluer les perspectives de recuperation si, dans les
realisations ulterieures, on trouve des eaux a plus
grande concentration de mineraux,
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UTILISATION DE L'ENERGIE GEOTHERMIQUE POUR LA PRODUCTION DE
L'ACIDE BORIQUE ET DES SOUS.PRODUITS CONTENUS DANS LES « SOFFIONI »
DE LARDERELLO

David Lenzi *

L'histoire de la societe Larderello, S.p.A., a
toujours ete liee a la possibilite de faire de la vapeur
du sous-sol une source d'energie thermique pour
l'exploitation chimique des « soffioni ». Aujourd'hui
qu'elle est vieille d'un siecle et demi, il nous est
possible d'examiner les resultats obtenus.

Longtemps elle n'a fabrique presque que des pro
duits chimiques. C'est grace aux recherches meti
culeuses et - meme it nos propres yeux - admira
blement exactes de Francesco Hoefer et Paolo
Mascagni que l'on a pu decouvrir la presence d'acide
borique dans les « lagoni ». Et c'est grace it la
constance, it I'habilete et au flair industriel de
Francois de Larderel que l'industrie du bore et de
ses derives a ete creee.

Il est bon de rappeler ici que jusqu'au milieu du
XIXe siecle le borax etait considere comme une
matiere premiere tres precieuse que l'on importait
d'Asie Mineure et meme du cceur de l'Asie. Son emploi
etait done tres Iimite, et le borax ri'etait utilise it peu
pres que par les orfevres. La decouverte de l'acide
borique dans les « soffioni )) et les « lagoni » de la
Toscane et la possibilite d'en tirer un produit supe
rieur aux importations a provoque une veritable
petite revolution dans le monde industriel, car il ne
faut pas oublier que cet evenement se place au
moment des grandes realisations industrielles du
XIXe siecle,

Le premier precede d"extraction du borax par
evaporation des solutions boriques et par cristalli
sation successive (le chauffage necessaire a I'evapo
ration se faisant au bois du pays) a ete malheureu
sement un echec quasi total du point de vue eco
nomique. Ce n'est qu'en 1827, sous la direction de
Francois de Larderel et en depit de difficultes tech
niques presque insurmontables, que l'on a reussi
a utiliser la vapeur du sous-sol pour I'evaporation
des solutions boriques. C'est done de cette annee
que l'on peut dater la naissance d'une veritable
industrie du bore. Dix ans plus tard, la production
annuelle d'acide borique etait passee de 50 000 a
800 000 kilos.

Cependant le cycle complet, qui, en dehors des
changements apportes par les progres de la technique
moderne, n'avait pas change, a ete perfectionne entre
1842 et 1850. Ce cycle comprend : .

* Dircctcur
(Italie).

du Centre d'etudes, Larderello, S.p.A.,

a) La recherche de « soffioni )) au rnoyen de son
dages, afin d'assurer la continuite des sources de
matieres premieres;

b) Le lavage de la vapeur a l'eau, afin cl, dissoudre
I'acide borique contenu dans les « soffioni »;

c) L'evaporation des solutions boriques ainsi obte
nues dans une chaudiere speciale dite « chaudiere
d'Adrien )), de forme oblongue et un peu inclinee.
Cette chaudiere est chauffee en contre-courant par
la vapeur passant au sous-fond. C'est la que se
concentre -la solution sous l'effet de la chaleur.

Pour eviter l'action corrosive de l'acide borique,
la surface des chaudieres en contact avec les solutions
etait en plaques de plomb soudees, ce qui denote
un haut degre dexperience dans le choix des mate
riaux.

Comme la presence de l'acide borique dans les
« soffioni )) du grand-duche de Toscane (l'Italie
ri'etait pas encore unifiee a I'epoque) rendait possible
la production du borax et, partant, I'iridependance
cornrnerciale, le monde industriel d'Italie, de France
et de Grande-Bretagne trouvait pour le borax des
utilisations de plus en plus varices.

En 1867, le naturaliste G. Meneghini Merit le role
du borax dans la couverture des faiences et souligne
les avantages de l'email au silico-borate, dans la
fabrication des ustensiles de menage, par rapport au
cuivre et au fer. Il envisage aussi la possibilite de
fabriquer du verre et du cristal d'une qual~te sup~
rieure. Enfin, il prevoit l'essor eventuel de I'industrie
de l'acide borique et de ses derives et rappelle les
paroles de Benjamin Franklin : « D'un n01.~veau-ne,

l'on ne peu.t jamais predire ce qu'il devlendra. ))

Ces developpements commerciaux ont pour resul
tat la construction, en France et en Angleterre,
d'usines pour la production du borax, tres recherche
a cause de son action de fondant. Pour faire face acette
concurrence la societe Larderello fait construire,
en 1886, une usine pour la production du borax a
partir de I'acide borique, par reaction avec le car
bonate de sodium. A la meme epoque, on a deja.
commence, aux Etats-Unis, l'exploitation des mine
rais boriques de Californie.

Le developpement industriel, le perfectionnement
tres rapide de I'equipernent et l'utilisation toujours

Fise grandissante de la vapeur jouent un role tres impor
tant a la fin du siecle dernier.
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Stirnule par l'interet des chimistes et des natu
ralistes pour les « soffioni n, Ginori Conti, directeur
de la societe Larderello, comprencl la necessite de
dormer a son entreprise un elan nouveau au moven
cl'un programme de recherches vaste, moderne" et
allant au-dela des methodes experimentales et autres
systernes de recherches jusque-la en vigueur. I1
cherehe done 1'appui du ehimiste Nasini qui, en 1895,
a decouvert I'helium parmi les gaz des « soffioni ».
Celui-ci se devoue tout entier it sa nouvelle tache.
Tl analyse la composition des « soffioni », etablit une
methode pour mesurer leur debit et les proprietes
physiques et chimiques de la vapeur; il eommente
aussi la methode de production de 1'acide borique,
du borax et des sels d'ammonium, et forme des dis
ciples en vue d'un travail de recherches qui est depuis
lors devenu une tradition.

En meme temps, du cOte industriel, Ginori Conti
s'assure la collaboration des meilleurs ingenieurs et
chimistes. Il a it juste titre toujours ete fier de son
travail, et force nous est de reconnaitre que c'est
son ceuvre qui rendra possible les realisations de ses
successeurs et que les importantes recherches actuel
lement en cours a la Larderello n' en sont que la
continuation.

Le debut du xxe siecle voit un effort generalise
pour la production d'electricite a partir de l'energie
des « soffioni », Conti y prend une part active.

Jusque vers 1930, le travail des techniciens - et il
faut un esprit de pionnier pour avoir le courage de le
poursuivre - connait des hauts et des bas. Puis la
perforation du sol it 1'aide de machines modernes et
perfectionnees permet de trouver des « soffioni »

si puissants que 1'installation de centrales geother
mo-electriqnes devient une possibilite pratique. On
etudie alors le probleme a la fois du point de vue
technique et du point de vue economique, afin
d' etablir un equilibre entre les utilisations electrique
et chimique, tout en favorisant la production de
l'acide borique. C'est pour cela que les premieres
grandes centrales sont concues de facon a. eviter la
deperdition d'acide borique des fluides des « soffioni »,
La vapeur naturelle y est dirigee vers des transfor
mateurs de vapeur ou elle est condensee dans des
tuyaux de fer. Le produit de cette condensation
est ensuite evapore a I'exterieur des tuyaux. L'on
obtient ainsi a. la fois une vapeur secondaire tres pure
pour 1'alimentation des turbines et une solution
concentree d'acide borique.

Ce projet parait d'autant plus interessant qu'entre
les deux guerres il n'existe pas d'alliages resistant
it la corrosion des turbines par 1'anhydride carbo
nique et le H 2S des « soffioni ».

Vers 1950, c'est-a-dire avant I'entree en production
de la troisieme grande centrale de Larderello, une
centrale parvient, en 24 heures, it condenser environ
33 000 m" de vapeur concentree en grande partie
autornatiquement. A cela il faut ajouter environ
2 500 m 3 de solutions boriques provenant de sources
naturelles (du sous-sol) et du lavage des « soffioni ».
Si l'on ajoute enfin I'energie thermique utilisee par
les usines chimiques, on s'apercoit de l'enorrne apport

fourni ala production des derives du bore par I'ener
gie des « soffioni ». Il est clair, par ailleurs, que merne
si I'on avait adopte des techniques speciales telles
que I'evaporation sous vide a. plusieurs etages ou
a. compression, on ri'aurait jamais pu extraire l'acide
borique sil avait fallu bruler des combustibles.

Par suite de ce cycle therrno-electrique, le fluide
des « soffioni » sub it une diminution d'energie ; il
s'ensuit que la consommation effective de vapeur est
tres importante par rapport au nombre de kilowatts
produits. Cependant, les centrales electriques
construites depuis la seconde guerre mondiale uti
lisent directement les « soffioni » dans les turbines,
ce qui pose une fois de plus le problerne de la capta
tion de I'acide borique. Celle-ci pent se faire de deux
facons :

I) En captant l'eau de condensation partielle de
la vapeur a. la sortie de la turbine et avant son entree
dans le condenseur. C'est la que doit se concentrer
la plus grande partie de I'acide borique. Cette methode
comporte, dans la pratique, de telles difficultes
qu'elle a Me abandonnee.

2) Par le lavage de la vapeur a l'eau ou au moyen
d'une solution alcaline dans les conduites de vapeur
avec separation du liquide. Les laveurs et les separa
teurs de la solution ant Me etudies et mis au point
par les techniciens de la societe Larderello de facon
a reduire au minimum les pertes de charge et a
obtenir une separation efficace du lavage.

C'est cette seconde methode qui a ete adoptee,
rnais il n'est pas encore certain qu'elle soit econo
mique, puisque la valeur de la perte d'energie due
au lavage du fluide (desurchauffage) doit etre compen
see par la valeur de l'acide borique obtenu.

La perte d'energie electrique par le refroidissement
.de la vapeur surchauffee est de 4 p. 100.

Pour ce qui est du cycle d'utilisation directe de la
vapeur dans les turbines, l'on a recernrnent examine
une solution tres interessante pour I'elirnination du
gaz. Le fluide des « soffioni » de Larderello contient
environ 4 p. 100 de son poids en gaz (surtout CO2) ;

au dechargement de la turbine et pendant la conden
sation de vapeur qui suit, le gaz sature non condense
doit etre aspire par des turbo-cornpresseurs speciaux
afin de maintenir le vide dans le condenseur. Natu
rellement cette operation absorbe environ 5,5 p. 100
de l'energie electrique produite.

En rnerne temps, un precede chimique a ete
etudie (voir plus haut : C. Garbato, Problemes
techniques et econorniques souleves par la presence
d'irnpuretes chimiques dans les fluides d'origine
geothermique, A ctes officiels de la Conference des
Nations Unies sur les sources nouuelles d' energie,
1961, rnemoire G/63).

Aujourdhui, la production a. Larderello des derives
c1u bore n'est pas seulement un phenomene national
dont nons sommes fiers; elle doit etre consideree
sur un plan beaucoup plus vaste. La demande pour
les derives du bore va en grandissant, par suite des
utilisations de plus en plus nombreuses de ces pro-
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duits dans tous les domaines de 1'industrie. Ils sont
irremplacables dans plusieurs de leurs fonctions, et
1'on pourrait dire que, de meme qu'il existe un indice
de production pour 1'acide sulfurique, la soude, etc.,
il existe egalement un indice industriel qui se mesure
par le nombre d'emplois des produits boriques.

La demande toujours grandissante entraine aussi
une concurrence grandissante dans la qualite, la
variete et les prix. 11 est donc naturel que la societe
Larderello soit prete a. ab order les nouveaux pro
blemes poses par le Marche Commun et a. faire face
a. la concurrence.

Si le binome vapeur des « soffioni JJ-acide borique a
toujours He a. la base de 1'industrie chimique de
Larderello, la mise en valeur des autres substances
contenues dans les « soffioni » a aussi profite, bien
qu'a un moindre degre, de la disponibilite d'energie
thermique. En effet, 1'utilisation des produits secon
daires a He inspiree par une idee que 1'industrie ne
doit jamais perdre de vue et qui a ete particuliere
ment importante apres la seeande guerre mondiale,
pendant la periode de reconstruction et pendant la
realisation des nouvelles installations: l'utilite sociale.
Les regions oil se trouvent les « soffioni » sont peu
developpees au point de vue agricole, au point de vue
industriel, ou encore au point de vue touristique.
Les « soffioni » en sont la seule ressource, la seule
possibilite de vie.

La societe Larderello, S.p.A., partagee entre ses
propres conceptions des necessites sociales et de
1'importance de la participation de l'Etat dans son
entreprise d'une part, et le besoin de respecter les
interets de l'industrie d'autre part, a trouve le moyen
de construire des usines chimiques pour l'extraction
ou la transformation des sous-produits des « soffioni »,
c'est-a-dire de ces produits peut-etre secondaires
mais qui donnent du travail a. un grand nombre
de personnes.

Les produits ammoniacaux sont les plus anciens
parmi les produi ts utilises, car le problerne de l'epura
tion dessels d'ammonium de l'eau-mere resultant de la
cristallisation de I'acide borique s'est pose des les
debuts de 1'industrie. Sur la base de ce precede,
l'utilisation du sulfate et du carbonate d'ammonium
s'est de plus en plus developpee et perfectionnee.
A present, la societe Larderello a realise une installa
tion tres moderne pour la production du carbonate
d'ammonium a. cycle continu.

L'ammoniaque est captee de la vapeur condensee
dans les centrales a. cycle indirect. Comme la teneur
en ammoniac est tres faible (0,40 p. 100 environ),
le liquide est soumis au cc stripping» en colonne au
moyen d'une quantite de vapeur relativement faible.
L'on obtient ainsi une vapeur ammoniacale de
10 a. 15 p. 100, teneur suffisante pour les besoins
industriels.

Cette utilisation est subordonnee, elle aussi, a
la disponibilite d'energie thermique. A titre d'indi
cation, nous pouvons dire qu'il faut pres de 10 kilos
de vapeur pour produire un kilo de bicarbonate
dammonium.

L'anhydrid,e carboniq,ue. ~st, un. produit chimique
ment degrade de peu d utilite, bien que la quantite
de ce gaz contenue dans les « soffioni » soit enorme
(environ 80000 m 3/h). Une installation pour la
production de CO2 liquide en bouteilles et de CO
solide etablie avant la deuxieme guerre mondial:
a ferrne ses portes au debut des hostilites.

L'utilisation de l'hydrogene sulfure a toujours ete
difficile. En effet, la presence de grandes quantites
d'anhydride carbonique empeche I'application de
precedes qui seraient parfaitement adequats si la
quantite d'anhydride carbonique etait petite. A
1'heure actuelle, on emploie deux methodes pour
obtenir du soufre a I'etat pur. La premiere est basee
sur le principe du traitement du gaz <lUX masses
du type Lux et l'extraction successive au sulfure
de carbone. Avec la seconde, le soufre est obtenu
par le lavage du H 2S par une solution arsenicale
alcaline. Le resultat est tres interessant puisque le
soufre ainsi obtenu par precipitation est d'une finesse
d' ordre colloidal.

Il est important de remarquer que la captation
et la transformation de I'hydrogene sulfure sont
liees au problerne de la contamination atmosphe
rique. En effet, les gaz dechappement des centrales
contiennent de l'hydrogene sulfure qui se propage
dans l'atmosphere. Celui-ci est corrosif, qu'il soit
sous forme d'hydrogene sulfure ou sous forme
d'acide sulfurique, et il agit sur les installations, sur
leurs parties metalliques et meme sur la vegetation.

L'utilisation de l'hydrogene sulfure a done deux
objectifs : 1) I'epuration du £Iuide provenant du
sous-sol; 2) la production industrielle d u soufre. Il
faut toujours considerer ce probleme sous ses deux
aspects, en ce qui concerne les frais d'installation,
et en ce qui concerne les frais d'entretien.

11 existe une autre utilisation pour la vapeur des
« soffioni » dont je voudrais parler ici. Ce n'est pas
une utilisation chimique, mais je pense qu'elle
pourrait etre interessante du point de vue de l'en
semble des realisations Larderello. Il s'agit de
l'utilisation de la vapeur pour la culture en serre
des fleurs et des legumes pendant l'hiver. La societe
Larderello a deja mis au point un complexe de serres
couvrant une surface de 4600 m-: meme si ce ri'est
pas encore une installation au niveau industriel,
c' est tout de meme une experience sur une echelle
assez grande.

Pour conclure, je voudrais rappeler ici que la
societe Larderello, S.p.A., a toujours courageusement
aborde les nouveaux problemes, C'est ainsi que
pendant la seconde guerre mondiale, surmontant
de tres nombreuses difficultes, elle a installe une
usine-pilote pour 1'extraction de I'helium que les
gaz des cc soffioni » contiennent en quantite minime.
L'helium est necessaire aux plongeurs, car il remplace
partiellement 1'azote de 1'air et evite ainsi les pheno
menes d'embolie.

De merne, on a fait, il y a deux ans, des experiences
sur les boranes lorsqu'on a pense que ces produits
pouvaient representer une base interessante pour des
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combustibles a haute energie. Les chimistes
connaissent les difficultes et meme les dangers que
presentent ces produits acause de leur haute combus
tibilite, de leur Iacilite a expIoser et de leur tres
haute toxicite quand on passe des experiences de
labora toire aune petite installation-pilote.

Tout cela a ete accompli dans l'esprit qui a toujours
inspire notre entreprise dans ses courageuses initia
tives, meme lorsque, comme cela a souvent ete le cas
dans l'industrie, il a et6 necessaire d'adapter I'eten
due des recherches a celle du budget et que l'on ne
pouvait profiter de ressources financieres ulterieures,

Resume

Des les debuts de l'industrie des derives du bore,
l'energie provenant de la vapeur naturelle a joue
un role determinant dans l'utilisation chimique des
substances contenues dans les « soffioni »; elle a
toujours servi a l'extraction du plus important des
produits, l'acide borique, ou a celle de ses sous
produits.

L'industrie ri'a pris son essor qu'en 1827, lorsque
Francois de Larderel a reussi a se servir de la vapeur
pour l'evaporation des eaux boriques. Il est signi
ficatif qu'a peine dix ans plus tard, la production
d'acide borique est passee de 50000 a 800000 kilos
par an.

Presque jusqu'a nos jours, l'utilisation de l'acide
borique n'a Me possible que grace a la disponibilite
d'une grande quantite de vapeur qui permettait
I'evaporation de grandes quantites d'eau. Done,
seule une industrie utilisant l'energie thermique
naturelle peut extraire l'acide borique de solutions
d'une teneur en H3B03 inferieure alp. 100.

Ne pouvant realiser techniquement l'alimentation
directe des turbines, dans la premiere grande centrale
a condensation, on a etudie la mise au point d'un
cycle qui - a I'aide de transformateurs de vapeur
qui etaient en fait des chaudieres avapeur naturelle
devait permettre a la fois la production de vapeur
secondaire a l'etat pur pour l'alimentation des tur
bines et la concentration automatique des solutions
boriques.

Grace al'exploitation des ressources geothermiques
en vue de la production delectricite, l'utilisation
chimique de la vapeur presente aujourd'hui un
tableau economique tres different; le lavage de la
vapeur en amont des centrales reste cependant
toujours a I'etude.

Pour ce qui est des sous-produits, on a etudie a
Larderello des cycles d'utilisation totale, c'est-a-dire
associant la generation d'energie electrique a I'utili
sation chimique des substances contenues dans les
« soffioni », On a realise des installations pour la
production du bicarbonate d'ammonium, ainsi que
pour l'extraction du soufre des gaz. Par contre,
la construction d'une usine chimique pour la pro
duction d'anhydride carbonique a ete arretee par la
guerre. L'installation pour l'extraction du soufre
a la double fonction d'epurer partiellement les
enormes quantites de gaz rejetees des centrales
(et notamment I'hydrogene sulfure qui, a cause de
son action corrosive, a toujours ete un des problemes
les plus difficiles a resoudre) et de permettre l'extrac
tion d'un soufre tres pur.

La collaboration entre les representants du monde
scientifique et ceux de l'industrie des derives du
bore a facilite I'evolution constante des methodes
et des techniques d'exploitation des « soffioni I), qui
progressaient de pair avec les decouvertes les plus
importantes dans ce domaine. Au cours du XIXe
siecle, la famille de Larderel a toujours travaille
de concert avec les naturalistes et les chimistes,
surtout avec les Francais ; plus tard, au debut du
xxs siecle, Piero Ginori Conti a choisi comme colla
borateur Raffaele Nasini, qui a constate la presence
de I'helium dans les «soffioni » et sur la terre. Depuis
lors, la societe Larderello a toujours eu recours
aux experts les plus eminents.

Aujourd'hui, au moment ou le Marche commun
entre dans sa phase active et impose de nouveaux
problemes economiques, en meme temps qu'une
revision de certaines utilisations et de certains cycles,
la societe Larderello, S.p.A., est bien placee pour
affirmer sa position sur le plan international.

UTILIZATION OF GEOTHERMAL ENERGY IN THE PRODUCTION OF BORIC ACID
AND BY-PRODUCTS FROM THE LARDERELLO " SOFFIONI "

Summary

Since the very beginning of the industrial produc
tion of boron compounds, the energy from natural
steam has always played a decisive role in the
chemical utilization of the substances contained
in the "soffioni", for extraction of boric acid, the
principal product, and of the by-products.

The development of the industry dates only from
1827, when Francois de Larderel first used natural
steam to evaporate boracic water. It is significant
that only ten years later the annual production of
boric acid had risen from 50 000 to 800 000 kg.

Subsequently, almost down to the present time,
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only the enormous amounts of natural steam avail
able made it possible to utilize this source cif boric
acid, which demanded the evaporation of large
amounts of water. Consequently, only an industry
utilizing natural thermal energy could : extract
boric acid from solutions with an HB03 content
under 1 per cent.

Since, for technical reasons, the steam could not
be fed directly to turbines, the cycle used in the
design of the first large-scale condensation plant
provided for the use of steam converters. These
were essentially natural-steam boilers, which supplied
secondary purified steam to the turbines and at
the same time automatically concentrated the boric
acid solutions.

The harnessing of geothermal resources to generate
electric power obviously makes the economic results
of the chemical utilization of the steam far different
today. The washing of the recycled steam from the
plant, however, is still under study.

Cycles for total utilization of the by-products
are also under study at Lardarello. Such cycles
associate power generation with the chemical utiliza
tion of the substances contained in the "soffioni".
Thus plants have been built to produce ammonium
bicarbonate and to extract the sulfur from the gases.
On the other hand, the construction of a chemical

plant. to produce ~a:bon dioxide was halted by the
war. The desulfunzmg plant serves two purposes:
partial purification of the enormous amounts of
gas discharged by the other plants (containing
hydrogen sulfide, whose corrosive action has always
been a maJor problem), and production of high
purity sulfur.

The collaboration between scientists and represen
tatives of the boron products industry has permitted
the continuous development and improvement of
the methods and techniques of exploiting the
"soffioni", together with the most important develop
ments in this field. In the nineteen th century,
the de Larderel family always worked side by side
with natural scientists and chemists, especially
those of French nationality. Later, at the beginning
of the twentieth century, Piero Ginori Conti chose
as his collaborator Raffaele Nasini, who discovered
the presence of helium in the "soffioni" and in the
air above the ground. Afterwards, the most highly
qualified experts were always chosen.

Today, when the Common Market is entering its
active phase and is setting new economic problems
for us to solve, and, at the same time, requiring
the review of certain utilizations and certain cycles,
Larderello, S.p.A., is thus enabled to reassert its
position at the international level.
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Spregelgasse 9, wresbaden.
W. L SAARBACH
Gertrudenstrasse 3D, Koln (1).

GREECE/GRtCE: 'L1BRAIRIE KAUFFMANN
28, rue du Stade, Athenes.

HUNGARY/HONGRIE: KULTURA
P. O. Box 149. Budapest 62.
ICELAND/ISLANDE: B6KAVERZLUN SIGFUSAR
EYMUNOSSONAR H. F.
Austurstraeti 18, ReykJavik.

IRELAND/IRLANDE:
STATIONERY OFFICE. Oublin.
ITALY/ITALlE:
L1BRERIA COMMISSIONARIA SANSONI
Via Gmo Capponi 26, rrrenze.
& Via Paolc Mercuri 19/B, Roma.

LUXEMBOURG:
L1BRAIRIE J. TRAUSCHSCHUMMER
Place du Theatre, luxembourg.

NETHERLANDS/PAYS·BAS:
N. V. MART1NUS NIJHOfF
La nge Voorhout 9, 's-Gravenhage.

NORWAY/NORvtGE: JOHAN GRUNDT TANUM
Karl Johansgate, 41, Oslo.

POlANO/POlOGNE: PAN, Parae Kultu,y i Nauki,
Warszawa.

PORTUGAL: L1VRARIA RODRIGUES & CIA,
186 Rua Aurea, lisboa.

ROMANIA/ROUMANIE: CARTLMEX
Str. Anstlde Briand 14·18,
P. O. Box 134·135, Bucurestl.

SPAIN/ESPAGNE:
L1BRERIA BOSCH
11 Rcnca uruvers.dad. Barcelona.
L1BRERIA MUNDI-PRENSA
Caste!l6 37, Madrid.

SWEDEN/SUEDE: C. L FRITlE'S
KUNGL. HOVBOKHANDEL A·B
Fredsgatan 2. Stockholm.
SWITZERLAND/SUISSE:
lIBRAIRJE PAYOT. S. A., lausanne, Geneve.
HANS RAUNHARDT. Krrchgease 17, Zunch 1.

TURKEY/TURQUIE: L1BRAIRIE HACHETTE
469 tst.ktal Caccest. Beyoglu, Istanbul.

UNION OF SOVIET SDCIALlST REPUBLlCS/
UNION IlES RtPUBLIQUES SOCIALlSTES
SOVltTlQUES: MEZHDUNARODNAYA
KNY1GA. Srnctenskave Ploshchad, Moskva.

UNITED KINGDOM/ROYAUME·UNI:
H. M. STATIONERY OFFICE
P. O. Bo)( 569, london, $.E. 1
(and HMSO branches In Belfast. Brrrmngh am ,
Bnstol, Cardiff. Edinburgh, Manchester).

YUGOSLAVIA/YOUGOSLAVIE:
CANKARJEVA ZALOl'BA

~j~~~~~a6s~~v:~~i:ECE
Jueostovenska KnJiga, Terazue 27/11, aeoa-eo.
PROSVJETA
5, Trg Bratstva I Jedmstva. Ze greb.
PROSVETA PUBUSHING HOUSE
Import-Export DIVISion, P. 0 Box 559,
Ter azue 16/1. Beograd.

LATIN AMERICA/
AMERIQUE LATlNE
ARGENTINA/ARGENTINE: EDITORIAL
SUDAMERICANA, S. A.. Alslna 500, Buenos Aires.

rOllVIA/BOLlVIE: lIBRERIA SElECCIONES
Casilla 972, la Paz.

BRAZIL/BRESIL: L1VRARIA AGI R
Rue Mel(ico 98·B. Caixa Postal 3291.
Rio de Janeiro.

CHILE/CHill:
EDITORIAL DEL PACIFICO
Ahumada 57, Santiago.
llBRERIA IVENS, Casllla 205, Santiago.

COLOMBIA/CDLDMBIE: L1BRERIA BUCHHOLZ
Av. Jlmenez de qoeseda 8·40, Bogota.

COSTA RICA: IMPRENTA Y L1BRERIA TREJOS
Apartado 1313, San Jose.

CUBA: LA CASA BELGA
O'ReJlly 455. la Habana.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC/REPUBLIQUE
DOMINICAINE: L1BRERIA DOMINICANA
Mercedes 49, Santo Domingo.

ECUADOR!EQUATEUR: L1BRERIA CIENTlFlCA
Casilla 362. Guayequtl.

EL SALVADOR/SALVADOR: MANUEL NAVAS Y CIA.
la. Avenida sur 37, San Salvador.

GUATEMALA:
SOCIEDAD ECONOMICA·F1NANCIERA
6a. Av..14·33. Cludad de Guatemala.

HAITI/HA'iTl'
L1BRAIRIE "A LA CARAVELlE", Pcrt-eu-Prlnce.
HONDURAS:
LJ8RERlA PANAMERICANA, Teguclgelpa.

MEXICO/MEXIQUE: EDITORIAL HERMES, S. A.
Ignacio Mariscal41. Mexico, D. F.

PANAMA: JOSE MENENOEZ
Agencla Internacronal de Publlceclones,
Apartado 2052, Av. BA, sur 21·58, Panama.

PARAGUAY: AGENCIA DE L1BRERIAS
DE SALVADOR NIZZA
Calle Pte, Franco No. 39·43, Asuncidn.

PERU/pfROU: L1BRERIA INTERNACIONAL
DEL PERU. $. A., Casrlla 1417. Lima.

URUGUAY: REPRESENTACION DE EDITORIALES,
PROF. H, D'ELIA
Plaza Cagancha 1342, 1- plsc, Montevideo.

VENEZUELA: L1BRERIA DEL ESTE
Av. Mrranda, No. 52, Edf. Gahpan, Caracas.

MIDDLE EAST/MOYEN.ORIENT
IRAQ/IRAK:
MACKENZIE'S BOOKSHOP, Baghdad.

ISRAEL/ISRAEL: BlUMSTEIN'S BOOKSTORES
35 AlIenby Rd. & 48 Nachlat Beruarrnn St.,
Tel Avrv.

JORD'IN/JORDANIE: JOSE PH I. BAHOUS & CO.
Dar-ul-Kutub. Box 66, Amman.

lEBANON/lIBAN:
KfiAYAT'S COllEGE BOOK COOPERATIVE
92·94, rue BliSS, Beyrouth.

NORTH AMERICA/
AMERIQUE DU NORD
CANADA: THE QUEEN'S PRINTER
Ottawa, Ontario.

I)NITED STATES Of AMERICA/
tTATS.UNIS D'AMERIQUE:
SALES SECTION, UNITED NATIONS, New York.

OCEANIA/OCEANIE
A USTRALlAjAUSTRALI E:
WEA BOOKROOM, University, Adelaide, S.A.
UNIVERSITY BOOKSHOP, St. lucia, Brisbane, Qld.
THE EDUCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL BOOK AGENCY
Parap Shopping Centre, Oarwrn. N.T.
COLUNS BOOK DEPOT PTY. LTO.
Monash Umvers.tv. Wellington Road, Clayton, V,C.
MELBOURNE CO·OPERATIVE BOOKSHOP LIMITED
10 Bcwen Street, Melbourne C.I, VIC.
COlUNS BOOK DEPOT PTY, LTD.
363 Swanston Street, Melbourne, VIC.
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSHOP, Nedlands, W,A.
UNIVERSITY BOOK ROOM
UniverSity of Melbourne, Parkville N.2. VIC.
UNIVERSIT't CO·OPERATIVE BOOKSHOP LIMITED
Manning Road, University of Sydney. N.S. W.

NEW ZEAlAND/NOUVEllI..ZElANDI.:
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
Private Bag, we.hngton
(and Government Bookshops in Auckland.
Chnstchurch and Dunedm).
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Orders andmqulrtes from countnes where sates egencres have not yet been established may be sent to: Sales Section. United Nations, New York, U.S.A., or to
Sales Section, United Nations. Palais des Nations, Geneva, SWitzerland.

Lea commandes et demandes de rensergnernents ernanent de pays oD 11 n'exrste pas encore de bureaux de vente peuvent etre adressees a la Section des ventes,
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